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Preamble e
ThouThou art my master, and my author thou,
FromFrom thee alone I learned the singing strain,
TheThe noble style, that does me honour now.
Inferno,, 1:85-87, meeting Virgil.1
This,, at long last, is my dissertation. Dissertations are very peculiar
documents,, linked to academic rites of passage, disciplinary mores, and
evolvingg conceptions of research. Because ideas of what dissertations are - or
shouldd be - vary in time and place, they offer an interesting window on the
culturall variety and change in science. 2 Please allow me the liberty of
autobiographyy to illustrate my point, at risk of sounding self-infatuated.
II became a sociologist in an academic world where dissertations were
exceptionallyy thick and learned volumes. First and foremost, they displayed
one'ss knowledge and understanding of the disciplinary canon. A typical social
sciencee or humanities dissertation started with several chapters of extensive
revieww of 'the literature', adding profound thoughts and ^interpretations to
thee margins of Tradition. The second major requirement was to add some
piecee of novel knowledge to that Tradition. This is how the author of the
doctoratee showed that he or she was a worthy aspirant for the academic
community:: worthy to convey the Tradition to students and capable of
expandingg it with new knowledge and insight. This was Belgium and these
weree the eighties, and, as a student, I was never truly a member of that
particularr academic community. My idea of dissertations may therefore have
beenn the slightly off-centred stereotype of the uninitiated fringe. Nevertheless,
thatt was the task I thought lay in front of me when the Department of Science
Dynamicss in Amsterdam offered me the opportunity to write a dissertation. It
seemedd self-evident that I was going to write one of these monstrosities and
myy first priority was equally obvious: read everything and write an extensive

11

Inferno quotes are from the 1949 Dorothy Leigh Sayers translation, Dante
Alighieri,, The Divine Comedy.
22
How could I write a dissertation in Science and Technology Studies and let the
occasionn slip to be reflexive about dissertations? I might as well add something
aboutt footnotes, while I am at it: references in the footnotes include the author and
brieff title only. I believe this makes it easiest for the insider to recognise a reference
easily,, without having to flip through pages or know which publication is meant by
somethingg like "(Halffman, 2003)". For other purposes, full references can be found
att the back. And as I am about to thank people for everything I have stolen from
them:: I snatched the system from Steve Shapin.
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revieww of it, displaying as much knowledge and insight as I could muster, to
provee that I was worthy.
Howw different things were in The Netherlands! Now I kick myself for
nott having registered the consequences for my own work of a different
academicc culture. As a sociologist and, a fortiori, as a sociologist of science, I
shouldd have noticed more quickly the different value and meaning of the
Dutchh dissertation. Here, 'promovendi' wrote books. Books. As a book, many
off the dissertations had the ambition of being an entertaining and good read.
Manyy scholars preferred to write their dissertations in Dutch, as this was seen
ass the only way to write beautifully when lacking native English skills. I had
alwayss thought that the first requirement of a decent dissertation was to be
turgid.. An extensive review of an academic tradition, elaborated with
commentss and profound insight, does not make a good read. Through Dutch
eyes,, I was producing esoteric scholastics, not a dissertation.
Itt seemed to me that Dutch social scientists wrote dissertations to
corroboratee an already established position at the university, often in the
comfortt of tenure, rather than obtain access to such a position. Apart from a
confirmation,, dissertations seemed to function as contributions to broader
Dutchh culture rather than just to specialised scholarship. These were not grey,
mimeographed,, glued bundles of A4 paper, reproduced to a dozen copies or
so,, destined to lead a life in the darkest corridors of university library stacks.
Thesee were elegantly bound, colourful books with an expensively designed
cover,, defended in a public setting were journalists or policy makers were
valuedd guests.
Onee of the highest honours for a Dutch dissertation in the social
sciencess was to be reviewed in the national newspapers, to be bestowed with
'visibility'' and attention among the local intelligentsia, academic and nonacademic.. As in Belgium, a social science dissertation showed that one was a
competentt researcher, but for much of Dutch social sciences this seemed to
includee the task of participation in a public intellectual context. This was
especiallyy the case if one wrote a dissertation in Dutch Science and
Technologyy Studies (STS), which was then still a field with a mission. The
primaryy task of a dissertation was therefore to write revealing stories that held
aa mirror up to society, to help it reinterpret and perhaps improve itself.
Particularr for some of my colleagues was the goal of talking back to the
scientistss they had studied, the biologists or medical researchers that figured
inn their dissertations. Even then, dealing with the Tradition was a matter best
keptt behind the scenes, particularly in an interdisciplinary field such as STS,
where,, at the time, traditions were fractioned and reassembled faster than
anyonee could produce a dissertation.
Byy the time I had swallowed my misdirected ambitions, the standards
hadd shifted again. My generation of 'promovendi' struggled with a new status,
thee status of 'assistant-in-training' (AIO). We had jobs at the university, but
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weree clearly in the waiting room. Under the pressure of budget cuts and
academicc managerialism, a dissertation was no longer to be conceived of as a
book.. Although we mirrored our standards to the exemplars of our
predecessors,, we were told that we should adhere to entirely different
standards.. Dissertations were still the certificate of a competent researcher,
butt this now meant the performance of a manageable, well-defined empirical
researchh project. Finishing such a project in the allotted time frame was
construedd as an important indicator of competence, foreshadowing the
conditionss of the academic subsistence of contract research that lay ahead of
us. .
Culturee is a tenacious thing. Initially, subversion of the new
managerialismm in favour of the old values was celebrated. People continued to
writee dissertations in the old style, clinging on to the margins of an academic
systemm that no longer wished to provide for them. We refused to swallow our
ambitions,, even if misdirected, and were often discretely patted on the back
byy our older role-models for our silent protest. Increasingly, we started to
writee in English, attempting to address what we hoped would one day be our
peerss in the international academic community, following the academisation
off Dutch STS.
Itt was a transition. The managerialism won and 'promovendi' turned
intoo something more like the doctoral students of the Anglo-Saxon world. The
universityy tried to replace appointments with scholarships for writing
dissertations.. 'Promovendi' moved from the waiting room of the academic
worldd back to the final grade of university training. Increasingly, one could
onlyy write a dissertation if the project was designed beforehand, usually by a
seniorr researcher. The test of the competent researcher came to prioritise
productivity,, speed, elegance, and punishability.
Ass with much of science policy, the model of the natural sciences
becamee the implicit standard for all researchers. The official standards of
productivityy prefer publications in international journals, which are standards
thatt can be measured and quantified and used for legitimatory purposes in the
endlesss budget cuts. These criteria played down the wider cultural role that
wass considered so important among much of Dutch social science.3 A
competentt researcher became he or she who provided proof of being able to
livee up to these new standards; hence the introduction of dissertations
consistingg of bundled articles, preferably already published, in fields where
wee had not seen them before. It worked. The productivity of dissertations at
thee University of Amsterdam is now so high, that to my astonishment the
waitingg list for a date on the graduation roster is about half a year.

33
But not all of it, see Van El, Figuraties en Verklaringen for differences in style
inn schools of Dutch sociology.
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Thiss little story of the changing nature of dissertations is illustrative of
thee kinds of processes in science that I try to describe in this thesis. Many of
thesee themes will return on the voyage through the world of ecologists and
environmentall toxicologists on which I hope you will accompany me.
Contraryy to the universalist ideology of science, research is not quite the same
everywhere.. There are differences between academic cultures in different
countries,countries, as the ones between Belgium and the Netherlands that I
encountered.. There are differences between research fields and even between
schoolss in those fields. And there are differences in time, as academic culture
changess in response to political, cultural, and economic changes.
Writingg a dissertation in the midst of these changes was aiming for a
movingg target. By the time 1 had adjusted my plans, the requirements would
bee different again. I decided that the only way to finish would be to set a
targett of my own and stick to it. So what did I aim for? What is this lump of
paperr you are holding? As far as I am concerned, it is my attempt to show that
II am worthy of membership as an academic in the field of Science and
Technologyy Studies. The journalists and the ecologists and the environmental
toxicologistss and the policy makers will have to look elsewhere. With this
document,, I do not aspire for membership in any of their forums. This one is
forr those I hope to be able to call my peers.
II would like to thank everybody who has helped me to write this dissertation.
Beforee anyone else, I should mention the Department of Science Dynamics,
nott just because (to my enormous astonishment) it hired me as a total outsider
andd supported me through the years, but most of all for having been such an
incrediblyy stimulating and exciting intellectual environment - in spite of its
flaws,, which had nothing to do with its academic quality. Its demise has been
veryy painful. Especially for wandering junior researchers who were looking
forr intellectual soul mates, the department provided a haven and the necessary
litress of coffee to keep debate and work afloat until late at night. I want thank
Stuartt Blume for his steadfast insistence on allowing promovendi to find thenownn way, Rob Hagendijk for keeping an eye on me and pushing me further
thann I thought I could go. But I am really indebted to everybody at Science
Dynamics:: for comments and feedback, for reading drafts and allowing me to
readd theirs, or for just talking. To the people I shared a room with, like Frank
Wamelink,, Patricia Faasse, Michiel van Well, Michiel Schwartz, Carolien van
Leenders;; or people down the hall, who would always be willing to help find
ann article or discuss some subtlety, whether staff like Olga Amsterdamska,
Anjaa Hiddinga, Jack Spaapen, Nelly Oudshoorn, Chunglin Kwa, Frans van
Steijn,, or Loet Leydesdorff, or juniors like Caat Schulte, Ad Prins, Richard
Rogers,, Martin Pastoors, Hans Postel, Andres Zelman, Anne Beaulieu, Paul
Wouters,, Jessika van Kammen, Koen Frenken, Leen Dresen, Amade
M'charek,, Arnold Wilts, Gertrud Blauwhof, Bernike Pasveer; and particularly
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Henriettee Bout (who helped me to gather some of the material for the analyses
off curricula in chapter 3), or the many visiting scholars and guests to the
department,, the short-term contract members, such as Henk Schaapman or
Ingridd Geesink, and the wonderful students we had.. We often disagreed, but I
havee learned from all of you and I hope I have forgotten nobody. They may
nott realise it, but there is a bit of all of them in this book. I also especially
wantt to thank the support staff for being there throughout the years, Miep
Wuck,, Olga van Veen, Paulette Röring, Thea van Valkenhoef, Sylvia
Manuputy,, Heleen van de Werf, Marjan Leenes, and Marijke and Riki at the
libraryy who were always prepared to help me find obscure documents that
wentt far beyond their normal area of operation. Since the department has now
deceased,, this is almost a testament, so let me ad that I apologise for the times
whenn my eagerness for debate got out of hand.
II also want to thank the Dutch Graduate School of Science, Technology
andd Modern Culture (WTMC) for providing an excellent forum for debate and
forr fosteringfriendships,intellectual and beyond. The workshops and summer
schoolss of Loowtok, as it was then called, will always remain a fond memory,
especiallyy because of the enthusiastic organisation by Hans Harbers. Of the
manyy people I met at Loowtok, two remain very dear to this day, Roland Bal
andd Maarten Derksen, both of whom have helped a lot with writing. Roland
hadd the remarkable ability to always remind me what my dissertation was
actuallyy about, especially when I was convinced I had lost track definitively,
andd Maarten managed to plant just the right nagging questions in my head to
steerr me awayfromthe obvious open road. I am sure I stole ideasfrommany
otherss at Loowtok, guests and participants alike. The haze of smoky bar
nightss at Logica would never allow me to reconstruct all the precise credits.
Thankk you all.
Theree are many people who have read and commented on chapters and
presentations,, beyond those already mentioned: Heide Hackmann, Mathias
Klaes,, Maarten Hajer, Bas van Stokkom, Anne Loeber, Tjitske Akkerman,
Joriss Verwijmeren, Sander Kruse, Brian Wynne, John Grin, Rob Hoppe, Henk
vann der Graaf, Sue Mayer, Gary Downey, Steve Shapin, Sheila Jasanoff, Arie
Rip,, Dave Huitema, and many more, including some anonymous reviewers.
Thankk you for all the comments. I am grateful in particular to the members of
thee evaluation committee for agreeing to read and evaluate my thesis and look
forwardd to their comments. However, there is one reader who was my Reader,
thee one without whom there would not have been a dissertation, and that's
Anitaa Craig. When most people were beginning to assume that I would never
finish,, she came and sorted things out, patched up my dissertation and my
confidence.. One piece of her advice I did not follow, was to cut the pile in
halff and turn it into two books, but then: this is a dissertation and not really a
book.. Maybe one day, Anita, you'll have that small book to read.
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II also want to thank the department of Public Policy Studies at Twente
Universityy and Rob Hoppe in particular for allowing me to apply the finishing
touchess and for providing me with a new intellectual home, NWO and
Sciencee Dynamics for providing travel funding, and the Stichting
Wetenschapsdynamica,Wetenschapsdynamica, the Faculty of Social and Behavioural S
Universityy of Amsterdam, and WTMC for helping with the production costs
off this book.
Speciall gratitude also to the many eco/toxicologists and other
intervieweess that have given me precious time and were prepared to answer
myy odd questions, among whom Vincent Nabholz, John Moore, Don Mount,
Dougg Urban, Tony Maciorowski, Michael Slimak , Teresa Norberg-King,
Richardd Siefert, Frank Stay, Gilman Veith, Charles Stephan, Michael
Sierszen,, Steven Lozano, John Cairns Jr., Theresa Norberg-King, John Giesy,
Richardd Anderson, Patrick Armitage, Allen Buikema, Stephan Carlyle, Don
Cherry,, Mark Davis, Tjard de Cock Buning, Stuart Hedgecott, Gerit Hekstra,
Jacquelinee Cramer, mr. and mrs. Hueck, Jan Koeman, John Lauth, Jim
McKim,, Erci Millstone, Barbara Niederlehner, Ray Otter, David Pascoe, John
Rea,, John Seager, Terry Tooby, Nico van Straalen, and the eco/toxicologists I
interviewedd at RIVM and Utrecht Univerisity. Of course, I am entirely
responsiblee for the way their words have been combined and juxtaposed to
telll my story.
Speciall thanks go to those who have been near to me these years, my
friends,, my family, and especially Heide, for being patient, for supporting my
eruptionss of frustration and despair, and for believing in me blindly whenever
II had, once again, abandoned all hope.

Chapterr 1: The problem
ƒƒ rose and cast my rested eyes around me,
GazingGazing intent to satisfy my wonder
ConcerningConcerning the strange place wherein Ifound me.
Inferno,, IV:4-6,1st Circle, Limbo.

11 Assessing chemical hazards: science and politics
Industrialisedd societies produce and process hundreds of thousands of
differentt chemical substances.1 They mine ore, burn petrol, produce plastics,
transportt paint, spray pesticides, discharge effluents, or manufacture
foodstuffs.. Some of these substances are extracted from natural sources;
otherss never existed before people created them. Some circulate in millions of
tonnes,, some exist only in minute quantities in laboratories, and others only
existt on the drawing boards of the chemical industry - and may never be
producedd at all. Most of these substances could cause adverse environmental
effectss if their circulation throughout the world was not somehow restricted.
Miningg ore can produce highly toxic effluents, oil spills cause environmental
disasters,, pesticides can kill beneficial organisms as well as pests, and even a
sizeablee discharge of milk2 can destroy most life in a stream.
Pressedd
by environmental disasters, concerned scientists, and
demandss of environmental activism, the governments of industrialised
countriess have looked for ways to restrict this circulation of chemicals, while
tryingg not to stifle the economy unnecessarily. Complex and highly specialised
regulatoryy agencies have been set up to implement pollution control policies
andd make decisions in light of economic and environmental goals, which often
seemedd to present irresolvable tensions. Over the last couple of decades,
pollutionn control policy has been the scene of fierce disagreements over how
suchh potentially conflicting goals should be balanced, or over what form
restrictionss should take. One element in pollution control policy - and one of
Thee European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances
(EINECS)) contains over 100.000 chemicals (SilverPlatter and the Office for Official
Publicationss of the European Communities, EINECS-Plus, and Tukker, Frames in
thethe Toxicity Controversy, pp. 2, n. 1, p. 89-90, for detailed overviews). These are
commerciallyy available substances only, as most substances used exclusively in
researchh are exempt from notification to such registries. Other international
directoriess list more than double the number, such as the 225.000 in the
CHEMLIST,, part of the authoritative CAS inventory of the American Chemical
Societyy (American Chemical Society, CHEMLIST - the Regulated Chemicals
Listing). Listing).
22
As described in Hawkins, Environment and Enforcement.
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thee most contentious ones - is the assessment of the actual environmental
hazardss of chemicals. Before deciding to take action against a profitable
chemical,, one would want to know what its adverse effects actually are. For an
answerr to this question, regulatory agencies have turned to science.
Sciencee has proven to be a capricious adviser of regulatory policy.
Often,, regulatory agencies do not get the kind of answer they desire. Scientists
mayy point to uncertainties, incomplete records, lack of information, or - a
classicc - a need for more research. Furthermore, they may indicate that the
definitionn of 'hazard' is not a purely scientific matter. They may indicate that
decisionn makers need to define exactly what it is they want to protect: specific
speciess of wildlife, species variety, human health, or even the health of specific
groups,, such as particularly vulnerable or particularly vociferous citizens... To
makee things even more complex, expert advisers do not always agree, for
examplee as they bring to bear different bodies of professional knowledge.
Science,, as government, is not the monolithic institution it is sometimes made
outt to be. And even if policy makers act on the basis of what they believe to be
thee best and most complete scientific knowledge available, their constituencies
mayy still not be convinced.3
Sincee their creation, regulatory agencies have been struggling with how
too use expert knowledge and how to organise a working division of labour
betweenn experts and policy makers.4 While making an actual decision on the
regulatoryy status of a chemical, regulatory actors perform a particular kind of
activityy that we can call 'boundary work'.5 Boundary work negotiates and
createss divisions of labour between social worlds, in this case in the context of
thee regulatory decision-making process. One type of boundary work occurs
betweenn the experts and the policy makers in regulatory agencies
('regulators')-- It distributes what will be considered the domain of science and
33

Halffman, "Standardisation as a Trust Device". Similarly, environmental
movementss have had to learn that science is not always on 'their side', see Yearley,
TheThe Green Case, p. 113 et seq.
44
Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch; Jasanoff, "Science, Politics, and the Negotiation of
Expertisee at EPA"; Bal, Grenzenwerk.
55
See the work of Tom Gieryn for the development of this concept (Gieryn,
"Relativist/Constructivistt Programmes in the Sociology of Science"; "BoundaryWorkk and the Demarcation of Science from Non-Science"; "Boundaries of
Science";; Cultural Boundaries of Science; Gieryn, Bevins, and Zehr,
"Professionalisationn of American Scientists"), and further elaborations in, for
example,, symbolic interactionism in Science and Technology Studies (e.g. Star and
Griesemer,, "Institutional Ecology, Translations', and Boundary Objects"; or
Fujimura,, "Crafting Science"), or in studies of division of labour in relation to
variouss research fields (Bal, Grenzenwerk; Derksen, Wij Psychologen; Koenis,
TussenTussen Marge en Professie; De Wilde, Discipline en Legende; Amsterdamska,
"Makingg Epidemiology a Science").

TheThe problem

3

whatt the domain of policy, to what extent and how the two should be
distinguishedd in the first place, while simultaneously it negotiates the
conditionss for interaction between expertise and policy. This type of boundary
workk occurs when policy makers and expert advisers negotiate the conditions
off their complex mutual interactions.
AA second type of boundary work occurs when fields of knowledge
relevantt for regulatory purposes are identified and demarcated. What kind of
knowledgee will be considered pertinent for the decision-making process?
Whatt kind of competing claims will be put aside, for example as being
'unscientific',, 'purely academic', or 'impractical'. Thus, this second type of
boundaryy work negotiates the division of labour between the knowledge that
iss considered directly relevant for regulatory decision making and the
knowledgee that is not. Scientists are prominent actors in this boundary work,
ass they compete for positions as experts, i.e. not just as research scientists, but
ass scientists that provide knowledge for the regulatory decision-making
process.. I will show that, when two fields of expertise compete for such
positions,, this boundary work extends to the very definition of these fields of
knowledge:: what belongs to 'our' domain of expertise and what is 'theirs', the
otherr scientific field. This boundary thus negotiates the division of labour
betweenn fields of expertise and hence the division of expert labour.6
Thesee divisions of labour are not reinvented anew for every chemical
thatt passes through the decision-making process (although they may have to be
re-elaboratedd according to the idiosyncrasies of a particular chemical and its
advocates).. As regulatory decision making develops and regulatory agencies
devisee and routinise strategies for handling the process, the boundary work
becomess routinised also. It is embedded in organisational structures, in
decision-makingg protocols, in standardised testing procedures, or even in the
distributionn of expert reputations. The division of labour between science and
policy,, and between different fields of expertise, then acquires structural
characteristics.. The boundary work results in institutionalised boundaries.
ThisThis dissertation examines the creation and institutionalisation of these
twotwo boundary types of regulatory science: the boundaries between 'science'
andand 'policy' and those between competing fields of regulatory expertise. The
aimaim of the study is to show how these boundaries have a tendency to develop in
specificspecific configurations in the context of particular political and scientific
(institutional)(institutional) settings; configurations that can be described and compared
betweenbetween these different regulatory settings. More specifically, the study looks at
thethe regulation of chemical hazards to aquatic wildlife in the Netherlands,
England,England,77 and the United States, between 1970 and 1995. It focuses on two
66

Abbott, "The Future of Professions".
Some regulatory programmes in the UK are decentralised, some operate on a
nationall level. There are, of course, considerable institutional and legal differences
77
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fieldsfields of expertise that have been involved in extensive boundary work over
regulatoryregulatory knowledge claims in this area: ecology and environmenta
toxicology.toxicology.8 8
Thee relevance of this focus lies in the fact that these two boundaries are
cruciall for staging the way our societies deal with the regulation of pollution
andd the political conflicts that come with it. By means of impressive amounts
off scientific research, governments and their regulatory agencies have tried to
tamee pollution hazards as well as societal conflict over them. Generally, they
havee chosen to fine-tune the amount of environmental hazards that can be
allowed,, attempting to balance the gains and losses of the human circulation
off chemicals and to pacify the environmentalist critique of industrial society.
Boundariess of regulatory science help to structure this process in various
ways. .
First,, the boundaries of regulatory science structure the access of various
regulatoryy actors to parts of the decision-making process. They define some
issuess as the domain of experts only, potentially excluding those who lack the
credentialss or resources to participate. This has considerable consequences for
regulatoryy decision making. For example, access to environmental science is
distributedd unevenly between regulatory actors. Although it is not uncommon
forr environmental scientists to side with less resourceful environmental NGOs,
thiss volunteer science does not compare with the enormous scientific and
technicall resources available to the major chemical industries. In some cases of
regulatoryy policy, this pattern of in- and exclusion has been downplayed, for
examplee as the importance of lay knowledge is stressed or as the public
availabilityy of scientific knowledge of pollution effects has been increased. In
betweenn England and, for example, Schotland. My analysis applies to England, even
thoughh in some cases there may be mention of the UK (for example, in case of
negotiationss between the European Commission and the UK government).
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I have chosen to focus on hazards to aquatic wildlife because these hazards have
alwayss played a prominent role in regulatory assessments. The large majority of
criteriaa used for assessing effects on non-human biota are based on hazards to fish
andd other aquatic organisms. This is justified in the regulatory world by the fact that
thee major part of polluting chemicals ends up in surface water, as run-off or
effluents,, via which they can cause considerable harm to the rest of the natural
environment,, as well as human health. Historically, water pollution is also one of
thee first areas of pollution control to develop. I have chosen 1970 as a point of
departure,, since the early seventies marked the beginning of the institutionalisation
off pollution control in the countries studied. England, the Netherlands, and the US
providee both interesting points of comparison with respect to different approaches to
regulationn as well as with respect to traditions in ecology and environmental
toxicology,, as will become obvious in later chapters. Ending around 1995 was more
off a practical constraint, as it proved simply impossible to keep up with the
continuouss developments in the extremely complex world of chemical regulation.
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otherr cases, the boundary of what is science and what politics has been drawn
inn ways to exclude some actors, typically (but not exclusively) environmental
NGOs. .
Secondly,, boundaries of regulatory science also structure which
knowledgee will be considered relevant for decision making, thus constructing
thee 'problem of pollution' in particular ways. Routinised boundaries structure
whichh arguments and data will be considered in decision making and which
willl be discarded. They structure how knowledge from competing fields of
expertise,, like ecology and environmental toxicology, will be dealt with.
Fundamentall assumptions or key cognitive devices (e.g. metaphors) of various
environmentall sciences (the nature of 'nature', the belief in the controllability
off the environment, reductionism versus holism, the identification of most
salientt environmental effects) may thus feed into policy programmes.9 Thus,
environmentall sciences help to define and constitute what counts as
'pollution',, what counts as 'real' environmental hazards, as well as help to
frameframe potential solution strategies.10 To understand the outcomes of the
science/policyy boundary work is therefore one essential element of
understandingg why societies have tried to deal with pollution problems in the
particularr ways that they have.
Thirdly,, boundaries of regulatory science structure how scientific
knowledgee will be brought to bare on the policy process, the weight adhered to
it,, how 'hard' it will be considered to be when confronted with economic or
legall arguments, and whether or not this knowledge will be used successfully in
problemss into something manageable for the policy process (and vice-versa).11
Thus,, boundaries structure the accommodation processes between uncertain
knowledgee and policy makers in need of practical advice. This gives rise to the
ambivalencess of uncertain science presented as objective knowledge claims by
policyy makers, or of politically loaded decisions presented as merely technical
detaill by the experts. The institutionalised boundaries of regulatory science help
too reproduce particular styles of handling such problems, and thus particular
approachess to environmental decision making.12
However,, in theoretical terms, the ambitions of this project extend
beyondd the topic of environmental regulation. Environmental decision making
iss but one locus for researching the way political and scientific practices are
bound,, albeit a particularly interesting one. In terms of classical sociological
99
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theory,, the bounding of science from other institutions in society, and
especiallyy the demarcation of scientific rationality from political or normative
practices,, has been an important issue.13 On the one hand, differentiation
theoriess have stressed the separation of society into (more or less, depending on
thee author) autonomous institutions, drawing strict demarcations between
scientificc rationality and political practices. On the other hand, critical theory
hass tried to show the intrusion of scientific rationality into the policy realms,
forr example as part of a critique of 'technocracy', or the intrusion of mundane
(economic,, political, ideological) interests into science. Critical theory thus
exposedd the imagery of autonomous spheres as a 'false consciousness', as an
ideologicall misrepresentation of science's inherent dependencies on capitalism
or,, inversely, of politics/society/life on scientific/technical rationality.14
Inn one form or another, these modernist schools of thought assumed
somee form of institutionalised division of labour between science and other
societall institutions. This division of labour needed to be criticised and exposed
ass false, or was praised and protected as the cornerstone of a free society.15
Whatt joined both critical and celebratory views of this division of labour, was
thee idea of clear-cut criteria for what is and is not (good) science. Later, more
post-modernn thinking, questioned the very existence of such criteria, together
withh the existence of a division of labour and the value of the social theory that
hadd produced these accounts. The imagery of a society neatly differentiated in
separatee institutional 'cages' was replaced with the metaphor of the
(heterogeneous)) network.16 In this new metaphor, 'science' and 'politics' were
littlee more than ex-post constructs, modernist Big Stories about a society that
hadd long since moved on to much more complex forms of organisation;
societiess that may never even have been modern in the first place.17
Inn various ways, constructivist Science and Technology Studies (STS)
havee spearheaded the critical deconstruction of the notion of science separated
fromfrom 'the rest of society'. Laboratory studies have shown that laboratory
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practicee is a much more mundane, tinkering activity than its stylised
presentationn in the eventual research articles, in scientific textbooks, in
positivistt philosophies of science, or in the media would suggest.18 Studies that
havee looked at laboratory reasoning in wider context have shown how mundane
considerationss of funding, publishing or career opportunities need to be
coordinatedd with choices of experimental work.1 Studies analysing the
rhetoricall and social means used by scientists in controversies have stressed
thatt these strategies have very little to do with the way scientific reasoning is
presentedd in the 'standard view of scientific knowledge'.20 By looking at the
practicess of science empirically and in great detail, constructivists have showed
thatt every essentialist criterion for demarcating science from other practices or
formss of life evaporates under closer inspection.
Andd yet we roughly seem to know when we are 'doing science' and
whenn we are not. We get upset when fundamentalist Christians impose
creationismm on education; when governments doctor data to let polluting
airportss expand further than they should; when industrial interests start to
dominatee fields of knowledge with an eye on wealthy consumers only. Science
mayy be a mundane activity, but apparently there are some mundane concerns
thatt we would rather not see interfering in laboratories. Even if we use the postmodernn topology of seamless networks for our own research, we act as if these
seamss were still there and will defend them if our own 'scientific autonomy' is
restricted.. So are there boundaries around science or are there not? We seem to
actt as if there are such boundaries, but then why do they seem to evaporate as
soonn as we start digging for their roots?
Too apply this to the case at hand: in constituting the regulation of
chemicals,, science and politics, power and knowledge, or fact and value may
bee mixed and intertwined, but these contingent demarcations do not mean that
suchh terms do not play a crucial role in regulatory decision making. In
pollutionn policy, the process of regulatory decision making is typically
organisedd around a specific claim about the division of labour between policy
makerss and experts. Experts are said to gather the facts about the potential
hazardss of chemicals and policy makers are said to weigh these facts against
thee cost of pollution reduction measures. This allows the mobilisation of a
powerfull combination of legitimating discourses: 'science' provides objective
knowledge,, untainted by political or economic interests; and 'politics'
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providess choice in light of the common good, as guaranteed by a democratic
state.. In one way or another, all policy for the environmental regulation of
chemicalss relies on some form of division of labour between science and
politics.. This division of labour is, in fact, a key element in the production of
environmentall regulation.
Onee example of how this division of labour has been framed is the
oppositionn between 'risk assessment' and 'risk management'. Risk assessment
iss defined as the task to identify and measure the actual extent of risk, for
examplee from a pollutant. It is considered the domain of science (in some
versions:: provided political actors have defined the problem). Risk
managementt is defined as the process of deciding on risk reduction measures,
basedd on the measurement of the risk provided by science. It is considered the
domainn of politics (and in practice, a mandated bureaucracy). The sharp
distinctionn between the two domains of regulatory policy was produced in the
veryy specific context of American regulatory conflicts around 1983, but the
termss have become popular in regulatory circles elsewhere as well.21
'Radical'' constructivists22 have argued that such a sharp distinction
cannott be made, that any attempt to separate 'science' from 'politics' is
doomedd to fail. They have reasoned that there is no consensus over the
ultimatee criterion to separate 'science' from 'politics' or, even if there was,
thatt there would always be reason for disagreement on how such a criterion
shouldd be applied. Problems in regulatory policy are then partly attributed to
thee miscomprehension of lacking criteria to separate science and politics by
regulatoryy actors. One camp opposing this constructivist position has argued
thatt the distinction between science and politics should not be given up, but
thatt it should be refined. Problems in regulatory policy are then partly
attributedd to the failure of regulatory actors to properly separate facts and
valuess in regulatory discourse.23
Thiss study follows the proposal of Tom Gieryn: if it is not possible to
demarcatee science from other activities on the basis essentialist criteria (see 20
yearss of constructivist STS research), then we should look at boundaries of
sciencee more empirically, i.e.: try to understand how scientists and other actors
draww and maintain some forms of boundaries around science regardless.24 From
aa theoretical point of view, this book tries to contribute a piece to this puzzle. It
analysess how boundaries are drawn and maintained in regulatory science, as
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onee particular case, in order to understand what science's boundaries are made
of,, how they are constructed, reproduced, institutionalised, how they vary, and
howw different contexts push boundaries in different directions. It tries not to
assumee essentialist criteria for the demarcation of science, but to study
boundariess as they are drawn and routinised by actors involved.
Myy approach to this problem in regulatory decision making will
thereforee be to study regulatory boundaries as they are drawn by a wide range
off regulatory actors, focusing on scientists and policy makers. These actors
mayy be 'wrong' or 'misguided' according to some, but the work of producing
regulatoryy decisions is based on assumptions of differences between science
andd politics and is publicly defended in these terms. In addition, the process of
regulatoryy decision making is organised around such boundaries, producing
fuzzyy and ambivalent, but nevertheless recurrent patterns in the division of
labour.255 As regulatory decision making routinises, so does this boundary, this
combinationn of demarcation-cum-cooperation between experts and policy
makers. .
II will discuss these theoretical issues in much more detail in the next
chapter.. There is a lot more to be said about the opposing traditions of thought
onn the demarcation of science and on the way we can conceptualise nonessentialistt boundaries. In the rest of this introduction, I would like to clarify
andd specify the empirical issues of this study. I will start with a discussion of
thee research design, which will allow us to further refine the research
questions. .

22 The approach
Thee regulation of chemicals, and indeed environmental regulation more
generally,, has proven to be a tough case for social science research. In several
respects,, chemical hazard regulation has become an extremely complex policy
domain.. The regulations covering environmental hazards of chemicals are
technicall and hard to understand for an outsider. Even for people working in
thee regulatory world, detailed knowledge of regulatory frameworks for more
thann one specific domain in more than one or two specific countries is rare.
Multinationall chemical companies have set up specialised sections of
regulatoryy experts, whose task it is to deal with application or notification
proceduress in various countries. The knowledge and overview of regulatory
decisionn making in these sections often exceeds that of policy makers, but is
alsoo shielded off as a valuable company asset. In addition, the regulatory world
iss full of coordinating agencies, international industrial or scientific
associations,, sections and subsections of advisory bodies, national and sub255
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nationall regulatory agencies and departments, NGOs in various hues of green,
inn short: a long parade of acronyms whose precise role in the decision-making
processs is often hard to assess, sometimes even for themselves. Furthermore,
secrecyy rules and practices, generally presented as 'protection of commercial
interests',, make it extremely difficult to decipher the importance of such
organisations,, of formal regulations, or even of test results for decisions over
individuall chemicals. Disagreement among policy makers over the regulatory
statuss of chemicals easily extends into the design details of toxicity tests or the
validityy of the selection of tested parameters. Scientific discourse gets mixed
intoo the policy talk, especially during controversies.
Thiss complexity raises various problems for research on environmental
regulation,, especially with respect to how the relation between research and
policyy making should be addressed in the research design. I will discuss some
traditionall approaches in political science and STS to elucidate the particular
anglee taken in this study.
2.11 Science: the linesman of politics?
Untill well into the nineties , the traditional approach of political science was to
stopp at the gates of science in the analysis of regulatory decision making:
sciencee was considered a 'black box' from which certified knowledge claims
somehoww emerged. These knowledge claims could be uncertain, and more or
lesss useful for policy makers, but the conditions of their production were
generallyy left unexplored. At least for the purpose of analysis, science was
consideredd a process exogenous to politics, an 'independent variable' for
explainingg the process of decision making - the actual focus of study. Although
policyy analysts recognised that science does not answer all regulatory
questions,, signalling the 'remaining uncertainties' was an almost ritual excuse
too quickly move on to 'real' policy actors and political debate.26 The result was
ann image of science as the linesman of politics: science established the
objectivee lines of the playing field, within which the political game of
normativee debate and power struggles could be played. The corollary
epistemologyy of this approach was one in which scientific knowledge had
nothingg to do with normative or power issues. Science and politics were
'orthogonal':: two independent dimensions of a typology.27 Short of fraud .or
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lackk of research resources, science could be expected to establish objective
factss that would provide the boundary conditions of policy.28
Thee main problem in the relation between experts and policy makers
thereforee was scientific uncertainty: where the experts could not come up with
certainn information, policy makers were seen to lack clear handles in managing
decision-makingg processes. These were the 'trans-scientific' issues: the issues
wheree science could not provide clear and certain answers and where
environmentall policy makers lacked one of their key resources for policy
legitimation.. Uncertainty thus was either temporary, as it was expected to be
resolvedd with more research; or it arose from practical limitations, such as
excessivee cost to design experiments for trans-scientific issues. In other words:
politicall scientists have built heavily on the 'standard model' of science that
presupposess a clear-cut separation between issues that are scientific and issues
thatt are political.29
Traditionall political scientists, and especially public policy analysts,
hencee looked away from the technical details of regulatory science, its
production,, its practices, and its intricate relations with policy programmes.
Whenn they did analyse the relations between the production of scientific
knowledgee and the production of policy in more detail, it was especially by
analysingg the working conditions of their own science. There is a long tradition
off reflexive analysis of how policy science and policy construct each other,
questioningg the role of political scientists in policy and questioning the role of
thee state or state policies for the kind of knowledge political scientists
produce.300 Political scientists seemed more prone to an analysis of the
social/politicall context of their own knowledge than of the knowledge of
naturall sciences. Hence, an implicit line was drawn between social sciences,
whichh were considered subject to such processes, and natural (regulatory)
sciences,, which were not.
Althoughh this hesitation to delve into the finer points of regulatory
sciencess can be understood through the disciplinary specialisations of the
sciences,, limiting the domain of policy analysis to 'what is not (yet)
scientificallyy certain' and excluding science as an actor from the 'actual' policy
arenaa has considerable drawbacks. There are several important objections to
thiss self-imposed limitation. Firstly, the exclusion of the production of science
Somee other examples of this approach to the regulation of chemicals are
Wilson,, ed., The Politics of Regulation; Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The
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fromm the analysis of policy ignores the elements in scientific discourses or
practicess that have a political loading. Problem choice and problem
demarcation,, world views, conceptualisations, preferences for types of research
practices,, or definitions of success are but a few of the elements with a
political/normativee load that STS has identified in its analyses of science.
Perhapss this load has been easiest to identify in historical analyses of science,
forr example as biases with respect to class, race, or gender31 are often easier to
identifyy from the cushioned armchair of retrospect.
Secondly,, such a political/normative load in science does not develop in
isolationn of broader society, and political institutions in particular.32 Political
andd scientific institutions together can create of a particular account of the
world,, together with particular experimental practices, styles of data gathering,
problemm definitions, etc. For example, this happens when government agencies
directt research efforts towards a frame of knowledge that corresponds to their
ownn policy beliefs. Regulatory science is, as Salter has dubbed it, 'mandated
science'.33 3
Thirdly,, scientists and experts do not just provide technical knowledge
forr policy that is made elsewhere. Scientists are also frequently found to
providee strategic advice or new ideas for policy, where the normative nature of
advicee can even be acknowledged.34 Scientists in the role of experts perform
roless and tasks that regulatory actors would consider political, such as defining
policyy goals or suggesting regulations. Jasanoffhas used the term 'fifth branch
off government' to point at the political roles scientists and experts play.35
Fourthly,, STS research has shown that under conditions of polarised
conflictt between policy actors and especially during public controversies,
politicall actors tend to question the science of the opponent. Even seemingly
unproblematicc and certified knowledge claims of the opponent can
subsequentlyy be unpacked and questioned, provided that sufficient technoscientificc resources can be mobilised to deconstruct these claims. To remain
withh environmental regulatory policies, constructivist analyses of major public
controversiess over chemicals have indicated how 'scientific uncertainty' can
actuallyy grow as actors mobilise resources to question the certainties or the
validityy of their opponents' claims through counter-expertise. Perhaps these
processess have been somewhat exaggerated by the principled scepticism of
constructivism,, but under the crossfire of major controversies, media attention,
311
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legall cross-examination, or activist contestation, time and time again expert
certaintyy has been unpacked by the regulatory actors themselves.36 To put it
somewhatt crudely: whereas political scientists have suggested that scientific
disagreementss can lead to political conflicts, STS has complemented this with
exampless of political conflicts that (re-)initiate scientific disagreement.
Hence,, for constructivist STS, a description of politics as the residue of
scientificc objectivity implies that the analysis is not pursued far enough. Rather
thann to take the science/politics demarcation for granted, constructivists have
analysedd how accounts of the world are constructed across such a demarcation.
Movingg beyond signalling this process, STS studies have tried to analyse how
regulatoryy agencies develop strategies to prevent such escalation. They
typicallyy do so by reinforcing the science/policy boundary. Regulatory agencies
suchh as the US Environmental Protection Agency have (re-)organised their
advisoryy bodies or have developed methodologies and guidelines to standardise
researchh for regulatory purposes; i.e. new ways to protect expertise from
externall deconstruction. These processes have given rise to the construction
off a rather specific type of research, which Jasanoff has called 'regulatory
science':: standardised scientific testing practices, typically published in grey
literature,, with high degrees of confidentiality, and a research agenda
dominatedd by regulatory issues.38 As Brian Wynne has put it, this research by
Jasanofff and others implies the study of how the distribution of 'science' and
'politics'' is continuously 'carved out',39 rather than assumed.
Moree recent developments in political science are now taking such
contributionss of STS into account, creating new avenues for research both for
politicall science and STS. Especially through the use of discourse analysis,
politicall scientists have been able to point at how science and policy can
togetherr construct shared discursive devices, even when natural sciences are
involved.. An already classic example is Hajer's study of how acid rain policies
andd acid rain researchers shared similar discursive forms.40 Even though the
focuss of such work may still be on policy making rather than the production of
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scientificc knowledge, it is not that far removed from similar projects in STS.41
Suchh undertakings could inversely complement one of the weaker aspects of
STSS itself: the lack of a developed political theory.
Nevertheless,, even for STS the fascination with politics runs deep.
Althoughh the organisation and dynamics of expert committees and the
problematicc role of regulatory science in decision making are well studied, very
littlee attention has been paid to the detailed organisation and dynamics of
regulatoryy science. Only a few studies have looked at the organisation of
laboratoriess that perform research for regulatory purposes, at the construction
off their research agendas, or the role they play as sources of expertise in
policy.422 Hardly any research has been done on the development and
implementationn of tests and decision-making tools in direct relation to
regulatoryy decision making. Understanding the organisation of this
developmentt process is crucial in order to understand how expertise is
positionedd and re-positioned in regulatory decision making.43
Inn spite of a very few exceptions, even the research on the regulation of
chemicalss from an STS perspective has paid little attention to the organisation
off its science. Matters of science and expertise were generally limited to studies
off expert advisory body organisation (with minimal attention for the actual
knowledgee claims) or knowledge claims that were contested in controversies
(withh minimal attention for the practices and institutional background in which
thesee claims were produced). The organisation of the laboratories or the
professionall organisations, the relation to research at universities, or the
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developmentt of measuring techniques in relation to issues in research science,
alll such aspects tend to remain beyond the scope of analysis when STS deals
withh the regulatory world. A partial explanation of this omission can be found
inn the most popular research approach in STS studies on the regulation of
chemicall hazards: the study of public controversies.
2.22 Controversies: the spark in the dark of the black box of
science e
Thee problems and tensions of chemical regulation have mostly been studied by
STSS by looking at the 'top ten of controversial chemicals',44 such as DDT,
dioxins,, formaldehyde, aldrin/dieldrin, asbestos, or lead.45 These chemicals
seemm to offer interesting case material because they are the objects of major
controversies,, in which all the. actors, tensions and problems of the regulatory
worldd seem to be present. The disputes studied are a particular kind of
controversies:: they involve not merely disagreement between experts, but
includee social movements, industrial representatives, judges, parliaments,
patients,, regulatory and other government agencies, and the media. Science and
technologyy studies peers generally encourage the attention for social
movementss in studies over chemical risk - or technological risk in general sincee the 'inclusion of excluded voices' is considered a desirable goal to many
inn the field. Public controversies offer good occasions for such attention, since
thesee are the events in which such voices have managed to explicitly argue
theirr case, with or without the actual help of these STS researchers. In line with
thiss argument, the role of the scholar may even be to stimulate disagreements
amongg experts, if such disagreements have potentially important social/political
consequences.. For example, STS scholars have tried to perform a stimulating
rolee in the organisation of public debate over nature management or the
creationn of 'new nature', rather than to leave such issues to 'the specialists'.46
Inn fact, it has even been argued that controversies can be considered a form of
Thee phrase is Sheila Jasanoff s.
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EnvironmentalEnvironmental Protection Agency; Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling
Ghemicals;Ghemicals; Van Eijndhoven and Groenewegen, "The Construction of Expert
Advice";; Salter, Mandated Science; similar in pharmaceutical regulation: Abraham,
"Scientificc Standards and Institutional Interests"; Bodewitz, De Vries, and Buurma,
"Regulatoryy Science".
466
Examples in the Netherlands include the work of many STS researchers for the
Rathenauu Institute, organising public debate on techno-sci entitle issues, including
myy own. In other cases, STS researchers have taken a more activist stand in trying
too help weaker parts in controversies to get heard, to get access to information, or to
empowerr them to engage the arguments of their opponents. In the medical field,
Stuartt Blume's work with deaf people and organisations for the 'Deaf partly
followss such patterns (analysis in Blume, "Land of Hope and Glory").
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informall technology assessment, in which STS researchers can play an active
rolee - and may even be forced into such a role.48
Thee attention for the 'regulatory underdog' and the potential relevance
off this attention for public debate is only one of a score of excellent reasons to
studyy public controversies. A second one is that these public controversies
becomee points of reference for the actors involved. They obtain a symbolic
function,, attributing power to different actors, predicting possible outcomes of
futuree conflicts, or indicating the limits of what is attainable.49 Controversies
suchh as the ones over saccharin, DDT, or dioxins have become paradigmatic,
symbolicc cases in the regulatory world, for example as they are used as
warningss of how things could go wrong. The repercussions are often more than
merelyy symbolic. The outcome of controversies may lead to new legal
arrangementss (e.g. as a result of litigation), or avoidance of legal strategies (e.g.
ass a result of out-of-court settlements). They may even lead to entirely new
regulatoryy programmes and institutions. As such, controversies can be quite
similarr to environmental disasters (which often lead to controversies anyway).
Thirdly,, there are also some very good methodological reasons for this
researchh approach. Public controversies open up possibilities for studying an
exceptionall range of actors. Following the development of a controversy over
onee or two 'case' chemicals, the analyst can collect the actors as if threading
beads.. (One could call it 'following the issue around'.) Positions and strategies
off these actors can be compared and the potentials and weaknesses of alliances
betweenn actors weighed. On a very practical level, public controversies tend to
createe a lot of written documents. This makes controversies relatively
accessiblee terrain for the analyst in a regulatory world where secrecy often
abounds.. Although most of these documents tend to be 'grey literature', the
problemm is rather that there is too much material than too little.
Thee fourth important advantage of studying controversies over chemical
regulationn is also of a methodological nature. The regulation of chemicals with
respectt to their environmental effects relies heavily on the risk assessments that
aree produced by organisations of regulatory expertise. It is easy to reproach
politicall scientists a lack of attention for the precise role of science in
regulation,, or for the way the experts construct the politically influential
knowledgee claims. In most cases, regulatory expertise actually is a black box
andd tries very hard to be so: regulation-as-usual builds on expertise-as-usual.
Too find out more about the precise role of regulatory expertise, one needs to
lookk into this black box in which there is, per definition, darkness. The STS
477

Mazur, The Dynamics of Technical Controversy; discussed by Cambrosio and
Limoges,, "Controversies as Governing Processes".
488
Scott, Richards, and Martin, "Captives of Controversy".
499
Cf. Salter, Mandated Science, p. 123 et seq.; Tukker, Frames in the Toxicity
Controversy,Controversy, pp. 4, n. 4.
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scoutt needs a flashlight to peer into the box. This spark in the dark is
controversy:: actors in the controversy pry out even the most technical details of
regulatoryy science, which would otherwise remain hidden in routine work,
oftenn covered by rules protecting the commercial value of regulatory
information.50 0
Thee use of the controversy to make room for a social analysis is not
limitedd to the analysis of chemicals and their regulation. To allow for a social
studyy of scientific knowledge in general, the necessity and absoluteness of
scientificc knowledge claims need to be weakened. Without such questioning,
sciencee speaks in Necessities and Truths. However, breaking into the pitch dark
off scientific Truth is difficult. One may need quite a bit of resources to do so,
forr example your own laboratory to. produce counter-truths.51 Luckily, less
expensivee tricks are available. In a controversy, the unified and monolithic
rankss of science are broken by the scientists themselves, fed by the resources of
thee participants in the controversy. By virtue of disagreement, Truth suddenly
hass many voices. Light shines into a box otherwise kept dark.52
Thee controversy study is a wonderful trick. Like the more sly Roman
emperors,, it uses the divide between the subjects to access territory previously
untrodden.. Early work in the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK) was
almostt entirely built on this ruse53 and the approach is by no means unpopular

Itt is somewhat ironic that STS analysts, claiming to be 'too weak' to break into
blackk boxes themselves, rely on controversies started by supposedly 'weak' actors
likee the environmental movement.
511
Latour, "Give Me a Laboratory and I Will Raise the World"; Latour, Science in
Action. Action.
522
The metaphor suggests that something that is 'there' becomes visible, shows
itself.. Similarly: 'Whenever there is controversy, the contingent and constructed
naturee of artefacts becomes manifest, and explanations in terms of differential
powerr and social interests become attractive.' (Law, "Technology and
Heterogeneouss Engineering", p. 112). The expression 'becomes manifest' is crucial
here. .
533
As a research design, the controversy study was to SSK what multiple
discoveriess were to mertonian sociology of science (Merton, The Sociology of
Science,Science, pp. Ch.16, 17), e.g. Collins, "Stages in the Empirical Programme of
Relativism";; Pickering, "Constraints on Controversy"; Pinch, "The Sun-Set";
severall examples also in Barnes and Shapin, eds., Natural Order, Collins, Changing
Order;Order; Nelkin, ed., Controversy. Not coincidentally, several of these collections
weree made for use in education: the dramatic structure of controversies makes them
excellentt tools for explaining SSK insights in the class room. Pointing at the
fruitfulnesss of controversy studies for technology studies also, a similar ruse was
suggestedd in the Social Construction of Technology-approach, cf. Pinch and Bijker,
"Thee Social Construction of Facts and Artefacts", pp. 27, 29.
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inn more recent research. 54 For SSK, the dramatic stories of controversies have
beenn used to underscore the conflictual, negotiated nature of science and
providedd powerful arguments against the irenic imagery of functionalist
sociologyy of science. 55
Wonderfullyy rich as the controversy approach may be, it also has some
considerablee disadvantages. Especially its methodological assumptions are
questionable.. The 'breaking into the black box' metaphor, suggests that the
underlyingg structure of (regulatory) science suddenly becomes visible through
thee events occurring in a controversy.56 The torch of the controversy lights up
somethingg that was previously hidden but already 'there'. This inference of
processess in non-controversial regulatory proceedings in general from settings
off major public controversies makes a few problematic assumptions.57
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E.g. Lockhart, "Controversy in Environmental Policy Decisions"; Von
Schomberg,, Argumentatie in de Context van een Wetenschappelijke Controverse.
555
See the defence of controversy studies by Brante, "Reasons for Studying
Scientificc and Science-Based Controversies". Also arguing for the necessity of
controversyy studies: Abraham, "Scientific Standards and Institutional Interests". The
peculiarr dramatic bias of 'winners' and 'loosers' of controversy stories has been
questionedd in Jasanoff, "Beyond Epistemology", p. 397; Pels, "The Politics of
Symmetry";; and Wynne, "SSK's Identity Parade". The attention for controversy can
evenn be traced back to classical sociology of knowledge. In Mannheim's view, the
veryy possibility of a sociology of knowledge originates primarily when 'within the
samee society two or more socially determined modes of interpretation come into
conflictt and, in criticising one another, render one another transparent and establish
perspectivess with reference to each other.' Note the use of 'transparency': it renders
visiblee what is already there, but hidden (Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, p. 253).
566
In Bijker's words, controversies are disturbances that allow insight into the
'hiddenn properties and processes that keep the social system together, or not'
(Bijker,, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs, p. 50). In this sense, the controversy
studyy can be said to rest on a similar argument as the breaching experiments of early
ethnomethodology:: the rupture in routine events shows their very structure,
otherwisee invisibly or unconsciously present (Garfinkel, Studies in
Ethnomethodology).Ethnomethodology). In controversy studies, the breaching activitie
participantss are used, rather than the breaching activity of the analyst. This does not
reducee the problem of whether these structures are actually present 'underneath' the
routiness of daily life or produced by the very breaching itself. (Irrespective of the
epistemologicall problems of breaching experiments, their extrapolation beyond
micro-eventss would be questionable.) The question is whether controversies actually
doo bring out the assumptions and social processes normally hidden in laboratories
andd offices (Scott, Richards, and Martin, "Captives of Controversy", p. 474).
577
Please note that I limit my argument to public controversies. Some of the
disadvantagess of controversy studies may have broader consequences (e.g. also for
controversiess contained in a small group of highly specialised scientists, a 'core-set'
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Firstly,, the actors involved in public controversies are not typical of the
actorss involved in routine regulatory decision making.58 For example, the
influencee of environmental movements on regulatory action in public
controversiess is not in proportion to their influence in non-controversial
decisionn making. Generally, environmental movements only manage to collect
sufficientt resources to campaign against a very limited set of chemicals. The
Pesticidee Action Network, an international conglomerate of NGOs
campaigningg for tighter regulation of pesticides, has long focused its action on
thee 'Dirty Dozen', a limited set of pesticides considered most hazardous.59
Whilee only a handful of non-pesticide chemicals have been the object of public
controversies,, hundreds of these chemicals are evaluated every year.60 In most
countries,, routine regulatory action is shielded from participation of
environmentall movements. The same holds for journalists, judges, 'the public',
andd sometimes even for other government agencies. In routine regulation, their
rolee is at best limited to one of projected actors: their possible response to
regulatoryy decisions might be taken in account, for example as their role in
symbolicc public controversies is recalled. In the mean time, the regulatory
gamee is more often played with a much more limited set of players than is
suggestedd by studies of public controversies, which drastically changes the
strategiess and logic of the interaction.
Secondly,, not only are public controversies untypical in their
compositionn of actors, they are also untypical with respect to the institutional
ass Collins calls them), but those are not of relevance for planning the journey of this
book. .
588
Cf. Cozzens and Woodhouse, "Science, Government and the Politics of
Knowledge",, p. 552.
599
E.g. Pesticide Action Network, "Over 90 Countries Have Banned 'Dirty
Dozen'".. These pesticides were: aldicarb, camphechlor, chlordane, heptachlor,
chlordimeform,, DBCP, DDT, 'drins' (aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, telodrin), EDB,
HCH/BCHH and lindane, paraquat, parathion, pentachlorophenol (PCP) and 2,4,5-T.
Thiss limited agenda is not only a matter of limited resources to mobilise expertise to
questionn existing regulatory assessments, but also a matter of keeping the attention
off the movement's constituency in the wider public arena going. The more
'technical'' the issues, the more difficult it is to get the message across, especially for
movementss that aim for media attention rather than lobbying activities. Similarly,
whenn the Dutch environmental movement Milieudefensie started a campaign on the
usee of pesticides in Dutch agriculture, the issue was publicly centred around a few
potatoo races, not even around the specific pesticides used in potato farming (i.e.
fungicides,, soil desinfectants, or anti-sprouting agents). (Kaagman, Gijpiepers.)
600
Cozzens and Woodhouse, "Science, Government and the Politics of
Knowledge",, p. 344. (At least of new chemicals, for chemicals already in
productionn before regulatory notification/permit programmes started, only a few are
evaluatedd every year, see chapters 6 and 7, cf. Tukker, Frames in the Toxicity
Controversy). Controversy).
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locuss of debate. Most regulatory decisions are made in bureaucratic back rooms
orr in regulatory research laboratories, no matter how 'political' the decisions
mayy be called by STS scholars.61 The institutional setting of regulatory decision
makingg thus shields off the process. For example, the proceedings of meetings
off several expert advisory committees in England and the Netherlands are
simplyy secret. The instructions for new members of the Health Council of the
Netherlandss contain a paragraph stipulating the confidentiality of all meetings
andd documents. Circumvention of this secrecy through Dutch freedom of
informationn legislation is carefully prevented: the Council is entirely exempt
fromm such legal provisions.62 Other regulatory institutions immersed in similar
regimess of secrecy are the English Advisory Committee on Pesticides or the
Dutchh pesticide licensing board. Jasanoff has indicated that realms of discretion
existt even in US environmental regulatory decision making,63 considered one
off the most publicly accessible regulatory systems in the world.
Regulatoryy decision makers and experts defend such secrecy precisely
becausee regulatory action under these circumstances is different from public
controversies:: it allows regulatory actors to negotiate more pragmatically and
bee 'reasonable', without concerns of loosing face or constituency support.64 For
example,, in contrast to the meeting room of a regulatory agency, the courtroom
leadss to particular mechanisms of conflict resolution and especially of dealing
withh science and uncertainty. In the courtroom, procedures are formalised by
legall rules; they are relatively open and accessible; the outcome may provide
handless for enforcement demands by third parties or may have other direct
implicationss for further public positions; and the proceedings are recorded in a
publicc register.65 Even in the most legalistic regulatory approaches, the
courtroomm is not the routine locus of regulation. Its setting rather signals the
rupturee of the routine. Court involvement is an indication of when 'regulatory
practicee as usual' was not successful in containing the conflict, did not reach
agreement,, or lost its credibility. The disputes of a public controversy might in
manyy respects present exactly the opposite of the regulatory structures it
supposedlyy unveils.
Thirdly,, following from the particularity of the institutional location of
controversies:: the controversy approach may seriously hinder an adequate
understandingg of closure, both closure of political and scientific decision
611

'Sub-politics' as Beck would call it (Beck, The Risk Society).
Gezondheidsraad, Algemene Informatie over Taak en Werkwijze.
633
Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch.
644
Cf. the description by Goffman of sharp differences between behaviour in front
regionss and in back regions of social life, Goffman, The Presentation of Self.
655
Making court cases or hearings into interesting material for scholars with a
controversyy approach, e.g. Yearley, "Bog Standards"; Wynne, Rationality and
Ritual;Ritual; Lynch, "The Discursive Production of Uncertainty"; Bal, "Een Dodelijke
Pen?". .
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making.. Perhaps this problem extends beyond the study of public controversies
alone.. Ever since the groundbreaking work of early SSK, closure has remained
aa problematic topic. Somehow, the voyage of the 'three stages of the empirical
programmee of relativism'66 never really got beyond its first stages of indicating
thee relativity and flexibility of scientific knowledge claims.67 Evidently,
controversiess are the ideal episodes to indicate 'under-determination',
'interpretivee flexibility', or the 'contingent nature of science'. This may have
beenn a very useful move within the agenda of SSK and its specific
epistemologicall questions,68 but it does beg the question of how routine science
andd regulation are at all possible or - inversely - what the 'shared grounds' are
onn which the controversies are staged.69 By looking at major public
controversies,, there is a systematic tendency to signal the way in which science
doess not contain the debate, does not lead to closure, and is not sufficiently
convincingg to define the hazards of chemicals.70 When looking at
science/politicss boundaries in particular, controversy studies present a picture
off boundaries that are constantly in high flux, if not so permeable that they
yy seem to exist at all. In controversies, any form of systematic division of
Collins,, "Stages in the Empirical Programme of Relativism".
Cf. Galison, How Experiments End', Pinch and Bijker, "The Social Construction
off Facts and Artefacts", p. 27; Engelhardt and Capalan, eds., Scientific
Controversies. Controversies.
688
Shapin, "Here and Everywhere". At the roots of SSK lay very principled
questionss about the nature and limitations of scientific rationality, or at least of the
rationalist/positivistt representation of that rationality (Bloor, Knowledge and Social
Imagery,Imagery, Barnes, Interests and the Growth of Knowledge; Collins and Pinch, The
Golem).Golem). This representation was seen to dominate the public understanding of
sciencee as well as the official discourse on the role of scientific expertise in policy
making.. Perhaps the insistence on the open and indecisive nature of scientific
inferencee may be understandable in the British political context that SSK originated
in,, where the discourse of necessity and objectivity of science are indeed a powerful
resourcee in (regulatory) decision making (Wynne, "Carving out Science"). In spite
off occasional claims of being a purely intellectual enterprise (Collins, "In Praise of
Futilee Gestures"), SSK researchers have used their tools to challenge scientists'
monopolyy on expert/rational knowledge, particularly in Britain. To undermine the
portrayall of scientific rationality by hegemonic rationalist philosophies of science,
cann thus also be understood as a particular project of cultural politics, in which the
controversyy study may indeed be the most suitable tool for the job. The question is
whetherr the definition of 'the job' is not up for review.
699
Traweek, Beamtimes and Lifetimes, pp. 8-9.
700
A similar argument was made by Mulkay, Potter and Yearly in defence of
discoursee analysis: the discourse generated in a controversy may not be
representativee of uncontroversial discourse, but may use a much more contingent
repertoiree (Mulkay, Potter, and Yearley, "Why an Analysis of Scientific Discourse
iss Needed", pp. 198-9).
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labourr between scientific and political institutions seems to evaporate.
Meanwhile,, regulatory agencies are supporting and developing a wide variety
off techniques to create and maintain routinised regulation and, through them,
stabilisee a division of labour between science and politics. The development of
standardisedd toxicity tests, of standard assessment protocols, and the
harmonisationn of these tools on an international level take up a considerable
amountt of attention from both regulators and their experts. With a focus on
controversies,, these routinising developments have only received cursory
attention.71 1
Thesee objections to studies of public controversies as a ruse to obtain
accesss to routine regulatory activity are serious. They may imply systematic
biasess and skewed representations of routine regulatory action. Even though
publicc controversies have a high symbolic value in routine regulatory activity,
theyy are in themselves not very typical of routine regulatory work. World War
III may be crucial for an understanding of recent European history, but a
misleadingg representation of this history in its entirety. Studies of public
controversiess are valuable and important, but they should not be understood as
unproblematicc representations of regulation.

2.33 More sparks
Theree are a number of alternatives to the study of public controversies. These
alternativess basically produce the 'spark in the dark' in different ways. First of
all,, controversies of a smaller scale remain available for analysis. Regulatory
scientistss disagree without necessarily involving a wide range of actors: more
esotericc controversies that do not end up in the media or that do not spill over to
thee policy arena. Even though all environmental regulation is not subject to
publicc controversies, this does not mean that regulatory science is free of
conflictt or disagreement. One such point of disagreement in the science of
pollutionn has been the debate between ecologists and environmental
toxicologistss over the right way to assess the environmental hazards of
chemicals.. Should toxicity testing focus on the level of the individual organism,
orr should higher-level effects be included? Environmental movements have
onlyy had very limited attention for these issues and the ecology/environmental
toxicologyy issue never became a hot topic beyond the community of regulatory
scientists.. Nevertheless, the debates between ecologists and environmental
toxicologistss did break open (or, if you want, 'construct' or 'interpret') each
others'' assumptions and hence allow us to peek into black boxes also.

Studiess that do pay attention at such processes usually are not designed as a
controversyy study, e.g. Cambrosio, Limoges, and Hoffman, "Expertise as a
Network";; Irwin et al, "Regulatory Science and the European Control of
Agrochemicals";; Irwin et al, "Regulatory Science".
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AA second way to provide the 'spark in the dark' is through the study of
'science-in-the-making'.. By following artefacts or knowledge claims as they
aree made, going into the laboratory, or following the details of the construction
processs over time, one can observe the construction of technoscience before the
blackk box is closed.72 One can do this with knowledge claims in (public)
controversies,, but there is no reason to restrict the field of operation to them. In
thiss project, I will follow the construction of procedures for testing the toxicity
off chemicals to aquatic wildlife: the development of toxicity tests, the protocols
thatt describe them, and the role of experimenters in them. Especially contrasts
betweenn tests that developed into certified regulatory toxicity tests and tests that
failedd to do so will help to identify key processes in the construction of
science/policyy boundaries.
Thee third major alternative 'spark in the dark' is a comparative research
design.. One can also identify what is particular about regulatory approaches
byy comparing decision-making procedures, outcomes of decisions on
chemicals,, or testing procedures.74 In this study, I will compare examples of
regulatoryy activities from three main areas: effluent regulations, industrial
chemicall regulations and notification schemes, and pesticides. Drawing these
exampless from the Netherlands, England, and the US will especially allow me
too identify the institutional aspects of the boundaries of ecology and
environmentall toxicology, as well as their wider context.75

E.g.. Latour, Science in Action, or, as Harry Collins calls it: the mystery of ships
inn bottles disappears when you watch how an actual miniature ship is put into a
bottlee , e.g. Collins, Changing Order, p. 6. STS examples on the regulation of
environmentall risk are Cambrosio, Limoges, and Hoffman, "Expertise as a
Network";; Van der Windt, En dan: Wat is Natuur nog in dit Land?; Shackley and
Wynne,, "Global Climate Change".
Somee STS examples on the regulation of environmental risks are: Gillespie,
"Britishh 'Safety Policy' and Pesticides"; Gillespie, Eva, and Johnston, "Carcinogenic
Riskk Assessment in the USA and UK"; Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling
Chemicals;Chemicals; Jasanoff, "Product, Process, or Programme"; or Bal, Grenzenwerk.
Comparativee research can actually much resemble controversy studies. When
differentt groups are compared with respect to their positions on a similar question of
technoscience,, a comparison can open black boxes without the occurrence of an
actuall controversy. Cf. the 'multidirectional model' of Pinch and Bijker, "The
Sociall Construction of Facts and Artefacts", p. 29.
Theree is a fourth way to open the black box of science, one that is less popular
inn constructivist STS these days, probably unjustly so. It consists of actually
engagingg with the arguments used by regulatory scientists in the construction and
defencee of their knowledge claims, or with the way science is used by policy
makers.. For example, one can use canons of methodology used by these very
scientistss or regulators to evaluate the way knowledge is constructed. E.g. Abraham
andd Millstone, "Food Additive Controls"; Abraham, "Scientific Standards and
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Whatt is particular about the design used here is that it uses a
comparativee setting, while delving deeply into the construction of expert
knowledge.. This allows for an analysis of boundaries that takes into account
bothh their constructed nature, as well as their routinisation, as they are
institutionalisedd and form patterns that stretch beyond the episodic boundary
wortwort A particular problem for such an institutional comparison of regulation
thatt delves into science as well is that most of the theoretical tools for such an
analysiss were developed by political scientists. To the extent that STS has
engagedd in comparative studies of regulation and especially regulatory science,
feww systematic theories have been developed. There are lists of major
differencess in regulatory styles,76 or descriptions of regulatory institutions and
institutionalisedd processes,77 but STS has generally been averse of the more
systematicc comparative theories of political science.78 I will return to this
problemm in chapter 7, when we will have more material to work with.
Ratherr than to go for well-known controversial chemicals, my approach
focusess on the hundreds of chemicals that pass through regulatory evaluations
withoutt major dispute.79 This does not mean that major public controversies
overr well-known chemicals will be ignored, as the symbolic importance of
publicc controversies for more routine regulatory work is fully acknowledged.
Norr does this approach mean to replace controversy studies. Rather, I think it
showss how, along with the volatile boundaries found in controversies, there is
alsoo an array of much more routinised regulatory work in which more viscous
divisionss of labour between scientists and policy makers and between groups of
regulatoryy experts prevail - and in which many excluded voices are, in fact,
simplyy excluded.
Too stress both the importance of routinisation, the conglomeration of
knowledgee and power, the study of science and politics together, and of the
usee of objects and discursive instruments in the production of regulation, I
willl use the term regulatory regimes. Regulatory regimes are the complex
concatenationss of policy makers, scientists-as-experts, measurement devices,
disagreeingg experts and their organisations, decision-making models, toxicity
tests,, legal procedures, appeal procedures, theories of pollution, negotiation
forums,, NGO initiatives, industrial toxicity labs, discursive manoeuvres,
practices,, parliamentary declarations, regulatory agencies... the combination
Institutionall Interests"; Van Zwanenberg and Millstone, "Beyond Sceptical
Relativism". .
766
E.g. Vogel, National Styles of Regulation; Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen,
ControllingControlling Chemicals.
777
E.g. Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch.
788
E.g. Van Waarden, "The Historical Institutionalisation of Typical National
Patternss in Policy Networks between State and Industry"; Bakker and Van Waarden,
eds.,, Ruimte Rond Regels.
799
Similar in Salter, Mandated Science.
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off which decides on the fate of a chemical substance and control measures
thatt will be mobilised.80 Regulatory regimes can be defined more formally as
thee set of people, texts, and objects, and their more or less institutionalised
relationss that are involved in the regulation of a specific group of hazards, such
ass hazardous pesticides or effluent discharges to surface waters.
Thee list of elements in regulatory regimes may seem inconveniently
long,, but fortunately regulatory regimes are commonly demarcated in fairly
consistentt ways, typically denoted by legal mandates or a general domain of
environmentall policy that are fairly stable, at least in pollution policy. (For
example,, the division between regulatory regimes for pesticides, industrial
chemicals,, and discharges to surface water is one that is used almost
universally.)) The demarcation of regulatory regimes may be articulated and
redefinedd over time, for example through the quarrels over jurisdiction between
differentt parts of the executive bureaucracy. We can be pragmatic about the
precisee limitation of a regulatory regime in terms of which people, texts, and
objectss belong to it: it includes all that is involved in the production of
regulations. .

33 Boundaries of regulatory science: guiding questions
3.11 The expert construction of pollution
Thee key tool of the environmental toxicologist's trade is the single species
aquaticc toxicity test. Put very crudely, such a test consists of a standardised
fishfish tank, containing a fish of specified origin and constitution, water of
controlledd composition and temperature, to which a known concentration of a
suspectedd pollutant has been added. The test will typically be produced in
batches,, compared with 'clean' control groups, repeated with varying
concentrationss of pollutants, and the result will be expressed as an LC50: the
concentrationn of the tested chemical in the tank's water at which 50% of the
organismss die. Environmental toxicologists have developed numerous tests of
thiss kind, for varying kinds of organisms, typically organisms considered easy
too handle and/or breed, economically interesting, or particularly important in
Cf.. the use of 'regime of faciticity' ('feitelijkheidsregime') in Hagendijk,
Wetenschap,Wetenschap, Constructivisme en Cultuur, p. 186 et seq.. The use of the term is
entirelyy parallel to Foucault's notion of discourse or discursive formation - i.e.
similarlyy not limited to either actors/action, practice, language, or objects - and in
factt to Foucault's own use of the term regime (as in 'regime of truth'). See Woolgar,
"Onn the Alleged Distinction between Discourse and Praxis" \ Cousins and Hussain,
MichelMichel Foucault, p. ch.4; Foucault, Power/Knowledge, p. 131 et seq.; Foucault, The
ArcheologyArcheology ofKnowledge. This use of term regime sharply distinguishes it from one
wheree 'regime' meant a form of government as institutionalised mainly in rules and
regulations. .
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foodd webs. Today, such tests are considered the workhorses of regulatory
pollutionn assessment.
Wee will do more justice to the technical refinement of aquatic toxicity
testingg in later chapters. For now, let us just focus on a prime assumption in
thiss approach to pollution assessment: the single species toxicity test assumes
thatt the key process in the environment that pollution may disturb, the
'endpoint'' that is tested, is the physiology of the individual organism as it
interactss with a particular chemical. In the typical approach of environmental
toxicology,, parameters of pollution effects on entire ecosystems are predicted
andd extrapolated from these results.
Withh these toxicity tests, regulatory scientists have helped to construct
regulatoryy decision-making schemes. They have helped to select key species
too be protected. They have developed assessment protocols to decide when
theree is sufficient reason to require use of the more expensive tests. They have
developedd the standards with which suggested pollution reduction measures
cann be evaluated. As such, they have helped to construct regulatory policy.
Theyy have assisted in the definitions and operationalisation of problems, as
welll as helped to define what it means to have a successful policy.
Thee term 'construction' should be taken quite literally here: regulatory
scientistss have helped to 'build' regulatory policy and have helped to 'build'
ann operational notion of pollution. In no way would I want to suggest that
pollutionn is not an urgent problem, an actual cause of environmental
destruction,, or a meaningful concern for social action. I want to point at how
regulatoryy scientists have helped to make these concerns concrete and have
sharpenedd their features. In order to do so, they have painstakingly managed
too mobilise enormous amounts of resources. They have gone through
impressivee efforts, often both in their role as (laboratory) scientists and as
activistss trying to put pollution on the political agenda. All this work has
resultedd in the very complex and highly developed regulatory science and
regulatoryy policy, we know today.81 In this sense, scientists are clearly the
heroess in the story that is about to unfold.
Att risk of over-stretching the building metaphor, I want to analyse the
patternss in the complex regulatory structures, the position and role of some of
thee key beams and columns, as well as the origins of some of its most
prominentt features and the regulatory junctures at which these were drawn.
Thiss gives rise to our first research question: How have the hazards of
pollutionpollution to wildlife been determined, between 1970 and 1995? We need to
understandd the key approaches in this area of regulatory policy and relate
811

Cf. Latour, "Give Me a Laboratory and I Will Raise the World", but more
accuratelyy the notion of 'work' in symbolic interactionism, e.g. Clarke and Gerson,
"Symbolicc Interactionism in Science Studies"; Clarke and Fujimura, eds., The Right
ToolsTools for the Job.
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themm to the way in which experts have helped to shape these approaches, put
themm to work with their tests and tools. In order to do this, we will need
comparisons:: alternative approaches used in regulation, and specifically
alternativess for the design and operationalisation of regulatory policy
suggestedd by experts. This will allow us to identify more precisely how
expertss and their tools have participated in this construction process. Such
importantt alternative notions of pollution testing come from ecologists.
3.22 Eco/toxicology: the division of expert labour
Sincee the early seventies, ecologists have challenged the working assumptions
off the single species tests of environmental toxicologists. They have argued
thatt a fish tank containing a small ecosystem with plants, fish, and microorganismss is the better model of the environment in which to test the potential
detrimentall effects of chemicals. These ecologists have argued that not
physiology,, but an ecological system is what needs to be tested. As an
alternativee to the 'single-species toxicity test', they have developed testing
schemess involving 'multi-species toxicity tests', indoor or outdoor artificial
ecosystemss to which pollutants can be added for testing. Although the
ecologistss of the seventies envisaged these tests to be the linchpin of
regulatoryy toxicity testing, rather than single species tests, they are now used
onlyy very rarely in regulatory assessments.
Onee of the key features of the complex regulatory science that has
helpedd us to define and grapple with pollution involves the division of labour
thatt has come about between ecologists and environmental toxicologists.
Whereass environmental toxicologists have provided the tests to screen and
evaluatee large amounts of chemical substances, ecologists now largely play a
secondaryy role. They provide the knowledge and tools used to test the validity
off the single-species toxicity tests, as well as some of the background
theoreticall notions that define 'the environment', such as 'ecosystem' or
'ecologicall structure'. The division of labour is not only defined in terms of
claimss of specific areas of expertise for these sciences, the 'jurisdictions'82 of
thesee fields, but has also been developed and reproduced through
organisationall boundaries, as more or less separate scientific societies,
journals,, or laboratory facilities were set up. I will call this combination of
definitionss of jurisdiction and organisations, and particularly the institutional
characterr such demarcations have obtained, the boundary configuration of
ecologyy and environmental toxicology.
Thiss division of expert labour has not come about unchallenged. Not
onlyy did ecologists of the early seventies assume that they were going to
providee the knowledge and tools that would guide the regulation of chemicals,
butt also the very idea of a division of labour between ecology and
Abbott,, The System ofProfessions.
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environmentall toxicology was challenged. Especially when it became clear
thatt environmental toxicology was becoming the key regulatory science of
pollutants,, several scientists claimed that there was a need for an
'ecotoxicology':: an interdisciplinary science that would combine insights of
ecology,, (environmental) toxicology, and in some cases even environmental
chemistry.. In fact, the details of the division of labour between ecology and
environmentall toxicology are even more ambiguous. Not all of the scientists
inn this field draw the boundary in the same way.83 Some define
'ecotoxicology'' as a sub-discipline of toxicology; others use the term to
indicatee a specifically ecological project. The boundary configurations shift
overr time, as jurisdictions shift and new attempts to redefine the fields are
undertaken..
g4
Inn accordance with the methodological credo of neutrality of STS, I
willl strive not to take side in these debates. I will not start with a precise and
exclusivee definition of ecology and environmental toxicology, at least not
beyondd the identification of the two typical approaches of the single and
multi-speciess test. Using a term like 'ecotoxicology' already has specific
connotationss among these scientists and places one in a specific camp. To
maintainn some degree of neutrality, especially when the definitions of the
fieldsfields are debated, I will therefore use the term eco/toxicology to indicate the
twoo fields together, along with the interdisciplinary projects between them.
Followingg Andrew Abbott's approach in the sociology of professions, I will
studyy these competing fields of expertise together,*5 as their fates and
identitiess have been tied throughout 25 years of studies of pollution hazards to
wildlife. .
Inn addition, there are notable differences on how the boundaries in
eco/toxicologyy have been drawn in the countries studied. Since this implies
thatt the pool of regulatory expertise that regulatory policy draws on in
differentt countries is divided in different ways, and since experts help to
structuree regulatory policy, a key hypothesis of this thesis is that varying
boundaryy configurations in eco/toxicology will help to clarify differences
betweenn regulatory policies in the countries studied. Therefore, the second
questionn we will consider is: How did the division of labour, i.e. the boundary
configuration,configuration, in eco/toxicology develop? And hence: how was bou
workk performed? How, and in which patterns, did it get institutionalised?

Murk,, Ecotoxicologie: de Visie van 31 Betrokkenen.
Bloor,, Knowledge and Social Imagery.
Abbott,, The System ofProfessions.
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3.33 Toxicity tests and the mutual construction of science and
politics s
Thee eco/toxicological experts have not developed their knowledge (and
boundaryy configurations) in isolation of regulatory policy makers. Regulatory
agenciess have invested heavily in the development of toxicity tests86 they
consideredd to be most useful and promising - and, by implication, have not
supportedd other tests. Regulators have conferred with these scientists on what
kindss of organisms and types of environment should receive priority, or on
howw much testing can be considered a fair burden on industry. As such,
regulatoryy decision makers have also helped to construct the regulatory
sciencess they rely on to decide how and whether the circulation of a chemical
throughh the world will be restricted. Just as scientists have helped to construct
aa regulatory policy, policy makers have helped to construct a regulatory
science. .
Thiss is why we call this process the mutual construction of science and
politics:: 7 choices made in science and choices made in policy have mutual
repercussions,, have consequences for how both regulatory science and
regulatoryy policy are conducted, how they become routinised, and hence how
theyy will develop at a later stage. Experts help to construct the policy they
providee knowledge for, and policy makers help to construct the science they
needd to make policy.88 This implies that experts and policy makers form some
sortt of coalition: a working relation that typically operates within a shared

Inn Federal Budget Year 1983, 25% of the R&D budget of the US Environmental
Protectionn Agency was devoted to basic research and development of testing and
methodologyy for evaluating pollution. The total R&D expenditure of the Federal
Governmentt related to chemical toxicology (apparently human and wildlife effects
together)) amounted to US$ 343 million (Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling
Chemicals,Chemicals, p. 140). Compare the total obligations of the entire US National Science
Foundationn for the same budget year: US$ 1.062 million (National Science
Foundation,, Federal Funds for Research and Development: Detailed Historical
Tables:Tables: Fiscal Years 1951-2000). Although these figures are highly problematic in
termss of categorisation of research and varying sources and methods of counting,
theyy do indicate the large effort of US Federal Agencies in pollution-related
research. .
877
Shackley and Wynne, "Global Climate Change".
Thiss is not a process of exchange of money-for-knowledge at the fringes of
sciencee and politics (Parsons, The Social System, see e.g. Munch, "Parsonian Theory
Today"" for later concessions), but one that is more enmeshed, that has substantial
consequencess for the processes at the core of the activities of doing science and
makingg policy (however these are defined).
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world-view899 or is, at least, organised around mutually accepted operational
concepts,, tools, or story-lines. Such shared devices allow both parties to
cooperatee successfully, i.e. to 'do science' and 'do pollution policy', with
allowancee for the conflicting ways in which the goals of these activities may
bee defined.
Withh the term 'mutual construction',91 we want to indicate that the
particularr approach to environmental regulation that is developed contains
bothh scientific and political elements and choices. In fact, if one was to pick
somee criterion of what is typically science and what is typically politics, the
twoo may often seem hard to distinguish. For example, the choice of trout as a
popularr test organism in the early stages of aquatic toxicity testing was not
onlyy inspired by the sensitivity of trout to pollution, but also by the
considerationn that trout is a commercially interesting fish and one that
acquiredd a certain symbolic value in pollution policy. In other cases, some
issuess in hazard evaluation are considered a 'technical' matter for scientists,
whereass in other regulatory contexts they are a political matter. For example,
thee target to protect 95% of the species in aquatic ecosystems in the
Netherlandss was voted by Parliament, whereas in England the identification
off such protection targets was considered to be a matter for the experts (see
92 2

chapterr 6).
Instrumentss such as toxicity tests, assessment models, decision-making
protocols,, or testing standards are important elements in this mutual
construction:: they help to stabilise negotiated outcomes of an understanding
betweenn policy makers and scientists on how chemical hazards should be
assessed.. They embody the complex mixture of political and scientific choices
madee in the development of regulatory procedures and are an important
elementt in the routinisation of the mutual construction process. They are
positionedd in this process of mutual construction as an important source of
knowledge,, as 'expertise', along with the judgements of human experts.
Testss and protocols are expertise packaged in a form that can be mobilised for
thee production of regulatory evaluations - or, in fact, to challenge such
evaluations.. Hence this third research question: How is eco/toxicological
knowledgeknowledge packaged for regulatory decision making? What reasons d
regulatoryy actors provide for making such tools? How do they organise the
899

This can be understood as a shared metaphor (e.g. Kwa, Mimicking Nature) or
sharedd (elements of a) discourse (Harre, Brockmeier, and Muehlhaeusler, eds.,
Greenspeak). Greenspeak).
900
E.g. Fujimura, "Crafting Science"; Star and Griesemer, "Institutional Ecology,
Translations1,, and Boundary Objects"; Hajer, The Politics of Environmental
Discourse. Discourse.
911
Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch.
922
Calow, "The Politics of Chemical Risk".
933
Cambrosio, Limoges, and Hoffman, "Expertise as a Network".
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process?? In chapter 4,1 will analyse this process in detail for the development
andd standardisation of American eco/toxicity tests for industrial chemicals and
pesticides. .
3.44 The varying conditions of success
Evenn if virtually all environmental regulatory regimes seem to be organised
aroundd a science/policy boundary (at least in recent history), the way in which
thiss boundary is shaped varies widely. For a start, the allocation of decisions
andd responsibilities between science and politics is drawn differently in
differentt regulatory regimes. In the model of a strict separation of 'risk
assessment'' versus 'risk management', it is left up to science to indicate the
sizee of the risk and it is the task of politics to decide on how to control the risk.
However,, this model is typical of regulatory regimes in the US and not
necessarilyy for the structure of regulatory decision making in other countries.
Otherr regulatory regimes allocate a larger role to political decision making in
thee assessment phase, for example in the definition of what constitutes a
hazard,, or a hazard of concern. There are also regulatory regimes that have
allocatedd the management of risks to a large degree to scientists, leaving it up to
themm to decide how best to control chemical hazards. The Dutch regulation of
pesticides,pesticides, for example, allocates the responsibility for the general principles of
regulatoryy evaluation and control to Ministries, while the implementation of
thosee rules is a responsibility of a committee of experts. Meanwhile,
negotiationss over the reduction of pesticide use, where the boundary between
sciencee and politics is very fuzzy, run parallel to this regulatory framework.
Nott only the allocation of parts of the regulatory process between
sciencee and politics shows differences. How the boundary between science and
politicss should be drawn, can become as much a subject of the regulatory
debatee as the substantial issues. Allocation of decision power to the scientists
cann be perceived as an attempt to increase regulatory independence, but also as
ann attempt to create a technocracy that is unresponsive to perceived
environmentall threats. In addition, the very boundary of the division of labour
iss not always as sharply defined. Some regulatory regimes insist on drawing a
veryy sharp line between the scientific and political parts of the decision making,
otherss are much fuzzier about it, for example as both 'assessment' and
'management'' are mixed in regulatory negotiations.
Alongg with the different ways in which the science/policy bpundary is
organisedd in regulatory regimes, there are other differences between regulatory
regimes:: with respect to the degree they use legal instruments to develop and/or
implementt regulation; with respect to the degree to which NGOs or citizen
groupss are allowed access to regulatory information and decision-making
forumss and the nature of their interaction with the state; or with respect to the
degreee of state involvement in regulatory functions. Such differences set
radicallyy different conditions for the way regulatory decision makers and
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expertss can cooperate and for the success of such a cooperation. In fact, they
definee differently what 'successful cooperation' means, what it means for
scientistss to provide knowledge that can be used in regulatory decision making.
Hence,, my fourth main question for this project: How do different regulatory
regimesregimes change the conditions of 'successful' integration of eco/toxicological
knowledgeknowledge in regulatory policy? Phrased differently: how idiosyncratic is th
USS model of regulatory regimes? What consequences do such differences have
forr the patterns of development of eco/toxicology, more specifically for the
boundariess between ecology and environmental toxicology? In order to answer
thiss question, I will contrast the material from the US with material from the
Netherlandss and England. Directly following from this, is the more
theoreticallyy phrased fifth question: How can we interpret and describe
differencesdifferences between regulatory regimes'?

44 The itinerary

Inn this introduction, I have indicated the empirical domain of the study: the
constructionn of expert knowledge of hazardous effects of chemicals on
aquaticc wildlife in the Netherlands, England, and the US, between 1970 and
1995.. I have defined the main research problem, namely: how were
boundariesboundaries between science and policy and in eco/toxicology constructed a
institutionalisedinstitutionalised in regulatory regimes that attempt to restrict haz
effectseffects of chemicals on wildlife? Subsequently, I have briefly indicated the
widerr social relevance of this study, specifically for our understanding of how
environmentall problems and solution strategies are constructed in the
complexx interaction between government agencies, industry, or environmental
groupss on the one hand, and scientists that act as experts on the other. I have
alsoo described the theoretical relevance of this question, both in terms of
sociall theory in general (the question of how to understand the science/policy
boundaryy given the opposition between modernist theories of differentiation
andd the opposite theories of heterogeneous networks); as in terms of
comparativee theories of (environmental) regulation. The major concerns about
thee design of the study were discussed, especially with reference to some of
thee biases of public controversies studies over high-profile chemical
substancess such as DDT or lead. These considerations brought us to five key
researchh questions that will be discussed in five separate chapters.
Chapterr 3 gives an overview of some of the key issues in the
environmentall regulation of chemicals between 1970 and 1995: How have the
hazardshazards of pollution to wildlife been determined? (Question 1) The chapter
willl look at the institutionalisation of environmental regulatory agencies,
beginningg in the early seventies, and the general changes in the relation of
thesee agencies with regulatory experts and the policy beliefs that have
informedd them, especially against the background of growing efforts at
internationalisationn of the chemical hazards regulation. In addition, we will
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havee a more detailed look at the kind of knowledge that is produced by
eco/toxicologistss and how they have helped to construct these regulatory
regimes. .
Inn chapter 4, we will have a closer look at the development of the
divisiondivision of labour, i.e. the boundary configuration, of eco/toxicology.
(Question(Question 2) We will especially look at the debates over the construction of an
interdisciplinaryy 'ecotoxicology' and its origins in regulatory concerns, but
alsoo how the division of labour was entrenched in structures of research
science,, particularly at universities.
Chapterr 5 analyses in more detail how eco/toxicological knowledge is
packagedpackaged for regulatory decision making. (Question 3) Using the
standardisationn of eco/toxicity tests wildlife hazards in the US in the context
off regulatory programmes of the US Environmental Protection Agency, single
speciess and multi-species toxicity tests will be compared to identify key
processess in the construction and institutionalisation of boundaries of
regulatoryy science and, in particular, patterns in the integration of expertise in
regulatoryy programmes in the US.
Inn chapter 6, these patterns will be contrasted with examples of the
productionn of expert knowledge in the context of regulatory programmes in
thee Netherlands and England. These comparisons will allow us to investigate
howhow different regulatoiy regimes change the conditions of 'successful'
integrationintegration of eco/toxicological knowledge in regulatory policy. (Question 4)
Chapterr 7 will re-evaluate the material to try and find out how we can
interpretinterpret and describe differences between regulatory regimes. (Question 5) It
willl also lead to a closer look at the theories of 'styles of regulation' that have,
implicitlyy or explicitly, guided most of the comparative studies of regulatory
regimes.. This will lead to an outline for a comparative understanding of
regulatoryy regimes that attempts to integrate insights of STS with political
theory. .
Chapterr 8 draws overall conclusions with respect to the main research
question.. However, first I will expand on the underlying issue of social theory
thatt leads to the interest in boundaries. The next chapter, chapter 2, will
confrontt the sociological tradition of differentiation theory with radical
constructivismm - especially Actor-Network Theory (ANT) - in order to further
refinee the notion of boundaries, before we engage on the empirical journey.

Chapterr 2: Boundaries
SoSo I beheld some shadows borne my way,
DrivenDriven on the blast and uttering wail on wailing;
WhereforeWherefore I said: "O Master, art thou able
ToTo name these spirits thrashed by the black wind'sflailing?"
Inferno,, V:48-51, 2nd Circle, the Lustful.

// Cages or seamless networks?
1.11 The challenge
Amongg social theories of science, there are two powerful but diametrically
opposedd models of the boundaries of science. The first one is what could be
calledd the 'cage model'. This model draws sharp analytic boundaries around
sciencee — or indeed around any major institution in society. It does so in order
too study what happens within or across these boundaries. One can visualise its
topologyy of society as a cage containing a set of cages, each containing a set of
cages,, and so on. The second model is the model of the 'seamless network'.
Thiss model sees science as an activity that is intricately enmeshed in other
activitiess in society. Rather than to assume an essential difference or a
uniquenesss of the 'region' called science, it uses a topology of society as a
complexx weave of relations. In fact, it questions oppositions such as 'science
andd society' or 'science and politics', since these are seen to obscure the actual
connectednesss of such activities.
Thesee two models take diametrically opposed positions with respect to
boundariess of science. For the cage model, boundaries were produced by the
specificc path of the history of modernity, but are nevertheless sharply drawn
andd clearly identifiable. The network model denies the existence of such
boundariess or, at best, sees them as epiphenomenal by-products: chimeras and
misrepresentationss produced by old-fashioned sociologists. Based on these two
traditionss it seems as if we have a binary choice: either boundaries are 'there',
clearr and sharp; or they are nowhere, apart from in the misguided sociological
imagination. .
II will argue that both models do not provide us with adequate theoretical
toolss for understanding the divisions of expert labour of regulatory regimes. I
willl not gratuitously argue that 'in reality' the world is more complex. (Why
shouldd anyone put up with social scientists that only want to show the
irresolvablee contingencies of life? Novelists like Thomas Pynchon or Paul
Austerr do a much better job at that.) Rather, I want to question the opportunity
off the specific reductions of the complexities of science made in the cage and
seamlesss network models, and contribute to the development of an alternative
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notionn of boundaries. Drawing on alternative research on boundaries, I claim
wee can both better understand what goes on in regulatory regimes and come up
withh an understanding that offers possibilities for a dialogue with the people
thatt work in or with these regulatory regimes. That is the challenge. But firstly,
lett us examine these two models more closely, for their differences are more
thann just a matter of topology.
1.22 The cage model.
Thee cage model divides the social world into sharply distinct domains,
containingg specific sub-sets of social life.1 One of those cages is 'science'. Next
too it typically stands 'politics', 'religion', or 'the economy'. The cages are
sharplyy demarcated from each other in a society that is 'functionally
differentiated',, the hallmark of sociological modernism. For example, in
traditionall structural-functionalism, the demarcation of science was grounded
inn the uniqueness of science's normative structure. To Robert Merton the
uniquee combination of the cudos norms (communalism, universalism,
disinterestedness,, and organised scepticism) were what distinguished science
fromfrom other institutions in society. Likewise, Talcott Parsons identified a unique
normativee pattern in science. For the more recent functionalist theorist Niklas
Luhmann,, it is communication in specific 'codes' that demarcates the
subsystemss of society: science communicates in terms of 'true or false'; politics
communicatess in terms of'power'.
Forr thinkers that follow the cage model, the difference between science
andd non-science is cut clearly, with the sharpness of an analytic razor. (Hence a
preferencee for Venn diagrams or a set of nested squares as typical schematic
representations.)) Once science has been demarcated analytically, the research
Thee tendency to build theory on the basis of sharply separated social spheres is
too be found most clearly in the tradition of (structural) functionalism, viz. Parsons,
Merton,, Luhmann, and their functionalist reading of Weber. Examples referred to
beloww focus on their conceptualisations of boundaries and obviously do not do
justicee to the rich qualities of this theoretical tradition. The clearest examples of the
approachh to define boundaries first and to then use these analytic boundaries as a
resourcee for theorising are to be found in systems theory. E.g. classic systems
theory:: Dubin, Theory Building, pp. 126-46, Ch.5 'Boundaries', where theoretical
boundariess are based on a binary logic; or more recent systems theory: Luhmann,
TheThe Differentiation of Society: '(...) [for the] purpose to use the distinction between
systemm and environment for developing a theory
' (229, my emphasis), i.e. rather
thann to problematise such distinctions. See also Lilienfeld, The Rise of Systems
Theory,Theory, p. 247 et seq. For a more reflexive contribution to systems theory, working
withh dynamic boundaries that are considered part of the representation of social
theoryy rather than 'really existing', see Leydesdorff, "The 'Post-Institutional'
Perspective":: 'If a system can no longer be identified, then its boundaries can no
longerr be considered as given' (at p. 9).
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agendaa of this tradition asks how the scientific sub-system of society exchanges
moneyy or knowledge with other subsystems; or how the science system further
evolvess or differentiates in the context of an already functionally differentiated
society.. (The vocabularies and processes vary between various authors.)2 In
otherr words, by identifying cages, their boundaries are used as explanatory
resourcess for what goes on in or between them.
Fromm an historical point of view, the classification of social life in the
cagee model is that of a genealogy. It resembles the taxonomies of traditional
naturall history: all the different species are neatly classified in a tree-like
structure.33 Primitive society is the stem and modern society a cross-section of
thee branched-out top of the tree. In theories of functional differentiation, as in
naturall history, sociologists will try to historically pinpoint the bifurcations of
thee branches of the tree. The 'scientific revolution' is therefore of crucial
theoreticall importance in a cage model. It is where the cage called science
originates,, the 'mutation' that generated a code that would prove to be
evolutionaryy superior; or a normative structure that would self-reproduce the
accumulationn of knowledge. Although social theories working with cage
modelss therefore never deny the historical construction of these distinctions,
thiss process of differentiation anchors the division of labour in society and,
fromfrom there on, creates separated frames of reference in largely irreversible
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Luhmann, Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 167 et seq. analyses the
demarcationn of systems in terms of communications, after signalling the problem of
Parsonss to adequately attribute every form of action to a specific social system
(Luhmann,, The Differentiation of Society, p. 53; cf. Parsons, The Social System;
Munch,, "Parsonian Theory Today"; Leydesdorff, "Luhmann's Sociological
Theory",, p. 285). This only reruns the problem, since classifying communications is
equallyy problematic as classifying acts, if not for actors, not for theorists, then at
leastt for empirical researchers: just like old-style functionalism, an analytic and
unequivocall criterion for what does and does not belong to science is assumed
theoretically,, but problematic in the practice of research (on this problem for the
casee of Luhmann's sociology of law, see: Kargl, "Kommunikation
Kommuniziert?").. For classic functionalism on science see Merton, The Sociology
ofof Science; Barber and Hirsch, eds.5 The Sociology of Science; or Storer, The Social
SystemSystem of Science. The counterpart of these sociologies are demarcationist
philosophiess of science, which try to find an essential criterion to distinguish
'science'' from 'non-science', Popper being the most noteworthy and Kuhn being no
exception.. See Pinch, "Kuhn - the Conservative and Radical Interpretations"; and
Gieryn,, "Boundaries of Science", pp. 394-404, for an excellent discussion of
essentialistt demarcations of science.
33
Especially Parsons developed this classification approach almost to the extreme,
basedd on his analytic classification of social life in terms of four functions Cf.
Bourdieu,, "Het Denken van Grenzen" for the taxonomy parallel, see also Turner,
TheThe Structure of Sociological Theory.
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ways. 44 Generally, a higher degree of complexity is seen as evolutionary
superior.. The cage model has a strong preference for biological metaphors and
evolutionaryy types of analysis (along variation/selection schemes). 5
Thee construction of further sub-cages can then be followed historically,
ass the semantics for the analytical distinctions become available, or as the
distinctionss are embedded in society's institutions.6 Within every cage, there is

Theree is disagreement on the autonomy of the developments within the
(sub)systems.. Luhmann's position has radicalised to the view that law, politics,
economics,, or science as self-organising systems are radically autonomous, i.e. they
cannott be systematically influenced in any meaningful way by each other.
(Luhmann,, The Differentiation of Society, p. 142, on the 'relative autonomy of the
politicall system'; cf. Luhmann, Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 290: 'Der
Begrifff des autopoetischen Systems (...) schlieflt damit den unklaren Begriff der
'relativen'' Autonomie aus.', and note 30: 'Ich habe friiher selbst diesen Begriff
gebrauchtt und mufl das aufgeben.' ['The notion of an autopoetic system hence
excludess the unclear notion of 'relative' autonomy. (...) I have used this notion
myselff before and now have to give it up.' My translation.] No more 'relatively
autonomouss systems', the notion is now considered meaningless and replaced with
radicalradical autonomy. The theoretical move by which this is accomplished, is to expand
thee system until everything that operates along its typical code is enveloped, as if a
finee slice of communication is cut out of society with extreme analytic precision (cf.
ibid.,, p.291, n.31). This manoeuvre is not new: 'In this view, a system with an open
boundaryy is one that can be translated into a system with a closed boundary by
enlargingg the domain through the addition to the system of one or more units with
whichh the formerly included units interact.' (Dubin, Theory Building, p. 128, in
1969!)) The obvious ideological consequences of Luhmann's version are ecological
issuess that are declared irresolvable in principle, or a market that has absolute
autonomyy (almost per definition), cf. Kargl, "Kommunikation Kommuniziert?".
Althoughh biological metaphors are used frequently, current systems theorists
stresss the qualitative difference between a biological system and society as a system,
givenn the importance of communication and reflexive re-ordering of systems
(Leydesdorff,, "Luhmann, Habermas, and the Theory of Communication";
Leydesdorff,, "The 'Post-Institutional' Perspective"). Nevertheless, if not in
substance,, then at least in form, an analytic style is copied from biology, which
seemss to confer some of the 'hardness' of the natural sciences to the social sciences.
Thee irony of history is that Darwin himself imported the metaphor of evolution into
biologyy from political economy (Young, Darwin's Metaphor).
66
The later Luhmann stresses the importance of historical development of
semantics.. Differentiation in terms of 'codes' are seen to guide the structural
organisationn of society, following the German idealist tradition. He argues that a
functionalistt interpretation is more enveloping and powerful and seems to suggest it
cann incorporate structural (mertonian) notions of differentiation (Luhmann, Die
WissenschaftWissenschaft der Gesellschaft, pp. 286-87). However, he also states speci
structurall preconditions may be necessary for this differentiation to take place. In
anyy case, the discrete nature of the boundaries involved is a strong conviction of
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roomm for more cages: science has sub-differentiations. A first kind consists of
disciplines,, specialities, research fields.7 The cage model taxonomists find the
distinctionn of disciplines a complex, but not hopeless task. Disciplines are
definedd by a typical substantial object of study, such as the study of the effects
off substances on animal physiology in toxicology. Alternatively, disciplines
havee typical approaches that distinguish them from their neighbours, also
knownn as 'formal objects'.8 For example, toxicologists can be seen to have
differentt methods than ecologists, use different research strategies, and refer to
differentt intellectual traditions, even if they study the same polluted pond.9 As
suchh ' paradigms * ripen, the ruthless differentiation process continues and the
reversionn of the process quickly becomes unlikely.10 The paradigms live
parallell to each other and fail to communicate in any sensible way. They
quicklyy become incommensurable and mutually exclusive.11 Hence a cage
modell is very sceptical of the possibility of interdisciplinarity.12
AA second kind of sub-differentiation of science can consist of different
modess of operation of research, such as applied versus basic, or 'mode 1'
versuss 'mode 2\ 1 3 possibly forming new sub-systems on, for example, the
boundaryy between science and the economy.14 Such new activities along
boundariess form their own cage or disappear. To follow my allegorical
comparisonn with biology: by definition, different species do not mix in
modernistt taxonomies. Hybrids are infertile and will be crushed by the iron
logicc of evolution, unless if they manage to stabilise as a new species, a new
cage. .
Justt as a typical cage model stresses the difficulty of communication
acrosss paradigms, it also stresses the difficulty of science to communicate with
politics.. Doing science and doing politics are considered to be two entirely
differentt things, radically different 'rationalities', disjunctive discourses, or
Luhmann:: 'Scientific truth (in contrast to the modest truths that function in the
everydayy life world) is a category that first becomes possible through the emergence
off a discrete scientific system. It presupposes strict impartiality toward the
distinctionn between truth and untruth. That is to say, it permits no extrascientific
commitmentt to the truth of specific hypotheses' (Luhmann, The Differentiation of
Society,Society, p. 361).
77
Luhmann, Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 446 et seq.
88
Stichweh, "The Sociology of Scientific Disciplines", p. 7.
99
For a radical critique of this type of classification of disciplines see De Wilde,
DisciplineDiscipline en Legende, p. 16 seq.
100
Stichweh, "The Sociology of Scientific Disciplines".
111
Cf. Phillips, "Paradigms and Incommensurability", pointing at sharp boundaries
off paradigms and the affinity of this view with functionalist sociology.
122
Cf. Luhmann, Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, 459 seq.
133
Gibbons, The New Production ofKnowledge.
144
Leydesdorff, "The 'Post-Institutional' Perspective".
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differentt modes of communication. Based on a strict distinction of fact and
valuee or truth and power, science at best provides objective knowledge for the
policyy process, at worst irrelevant or unintelligible communication.15 Politics at
bestt takes this knowledge as a basis for action and a reason to provide support
forr the production of more knowledge. At worst, politics tries to influence the
kindd of knowledge produced or ignores the truths provided by science, which
aree both seen as recipes for disaster. The rise of Lysenko due to the political
supportt of Stalin or Nazi science are seen as the emblems of how political
intrusionn destroys science; a disruption of scientific autonomy that strikes at the
heartt of the achievements of modernity.16 Inversely, when science imposes
itselff on politics, the result is technocracy: political or normative choice is
thwartedd by instrumental rationality.17 Even when scientists act as experts in
thee policy process, the cage model holds that their contributions can always be
attributedd to either science or politics. This is done either by a classification of
theirr actions (in a Parsonian action system) or a classification of their
communicationss (possibly ex post, in a Luhmannian communication system).
Inn other words: even expertise is always either science or non-science (and then
politics,, religion, or art, but always something defined).
Inn conclusion, the cage model proposes to reduce the complexity of
societyy in a typical way: it suggests that we clearly distinguish the cages and
sub-cagess of sub-cages that together make up society. There are considerable
differencess between various theorists as to how these cages interact with each
other.. For some, they are open: things like money float from one cage to the
nextt freely (the Parsons variety). For others, the cages are opaque or closed:
theyy can only 'irritate' or 'disturb' each other. There is, per definition, no
politicss in science (for then it would not be science) and political initiatives in
sciencee are nothing but a meaningless disturbance, a footprint of a third
dimensionn in two-dimensional Flatland (the Luhmann variety). What they have
inn common, is their first gesture of theory building: it is to draw a line, a

Ass such, the cage model is at the basis of the conceptions of the science-policy
boundaryy in traditional political science, as mentioned in the previous chapter.
166
Merton, "Science and the Social Order"; Merton, "The Normative Structure of
Science";; Shills, "The Autonomy of Science"; Joravsky, The Lysenko Affair.
Thiss is the critical undercurrent of the cage model, going back on the more
pessimisticc thoughts of Max Weber, as he saw the 'iron cage' of instrumental
rationalityy gradually take over. (Weber, Economy and Society; Ritzer, The
McDonaldisationMcDonaldisation Thesis) This idea lived on in the critique of modern
Frankfurtt School, as well as in some critical political theories, e.g. Fischer,
TechnocracyTechnocracy and the Politics ofExpertise.
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boundaryy that we are asked to assume as a basis for further analysis,
legitimatedd in a symbolic moment of bifurcation in history.19
1.33 The seamless network
Thee opposite approach to boundaries of science sees no such cages. In this
approach,, most clearly found in Actor-Network Theory (ANT), science is
intimatelyy related to technology and both are intertwined with politics and
society.. No single act or thing, no communication in our world can or should be
uniquelyy classified by analysts as either 'science' or 'politics'. No knowledge
claimm or instrument belongs to any clearly distinct research field. Any effort to
forcee things into cages with analytic scholastics or factor analysis, will naively
misss the real heterogeneity of the world, or lead to atrocious imperialism as the
falsee cages of modernism are imposed. Whereas the cage model sees a
corruptionn of the boundaries of science as a dangerous relapse into pre-modern
darkk ages, the seamless network sees the rigid demarcations of thee cage model
ass the epitome of modernist oppression.
Thee model of the seamless network abhors the strict taxonomy and the
tree-likee genealogy of the cage model.22 In the messy taxonomy of the seamless
networkk species do mix. They form genetically engineered hybrids, cyborgs
thatt defy all traditional classification - mice with human ears on their backs,
cowss with human genes, pesticide resistant soy, bionic people with
pacemakers.233 In a triumphant ecstasy, the advocates of the seamless network
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Lyotard, Het Postmoderne Weten, p. 50 et seq.; Giddens, The Constitution of
Society,Society, pp. 227 et seq, ch.5.
199
Cf. Shapin, The Scientific Revolution.
200
Many alternative terms could be used here: heterogeneous network, cosmic web
(Hayles,, The Cosmic Web), seamless web, rizome,... In as far as boundaries are
concerned,, I think they all express the same holistic continuity over the
demarcationismm of cage models.
211
Law, Organising Modernity.
2121
Nowhere else has this been expressed earlier and more lucidly than in Deleuze
andd Guatarri's rizome manifest. For them, the structure of the tree is the icon of all
thatt is modern and oppressive. From Freud to Chomsky, its binary logic, its focus on
structuree over process, its reductionist genealogy; everything about the tree-model
off modernity has to be replaced by therizomemodel: a heterogeneous network, decentred,, multiple, messy, ambivalent (Deleuze and Guatarri, Rizoom).
233
Haraway's cyborg concept is precisely the attempt to escape the imperialism of
modernistt (repressive) categories (Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women). Latour
hass pointed at similar motivations for his approach, though based on a concern for
thee consequences of essentialist, ethnocentric notions of rationality (with science as
itss culmination) for non-western societies, rather than a feminist position (Latour,
"Dee Antropologisering van het Wereldbeeld")-
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declaree that there are no boundaries. 24 'Science' and 'politics', 'ecology' and
'toxicology'' are meaningless categories that draw boundaries where there are
none.. The defenders of the seamless network model either claim we have been
deludedd by our own analytic mystifications (a-modernists), 25 or claim that the
multiplicationn of n-th order overlapping cages into a kaleidoscope of
differentiationn requires an entirely different social theory (post-modernists). 26
Suchh a new theory would start from the heterogeneous ensembles of whatever
elementss have managed to concoct an alliance in the seamless, borderless
'cosmicc web'. 2 7

II cannot resist the tempation to quote Latour's mystic 'revelation', on the way
fromfrom Dijon to Gray, in 1972, at the height of 'the sixties'. "Le ciel était d'hiver et
tress bleu. U ne demandait plus que je le fonde sur une cosmologie (...). II s'ajoutait
auxx autres cieux, n'en reduisant aucun autre et ne s'y reduissant pas. II prenait ses
distances,, s'enfuyait et s'étabüssait quelque part ou il definissait tout seul, comme un
grand,, sa place et ses buts, ni connaissable, ni inconnaissable, moi et lui, eux et
nous,, nous nous entredéfinissions, et, pour la première fois de ma vie, j'ai vu les
chosess irréduites et fériées." [The winter sky was very blue. It did not ask me to
foundd it on a cosmology. (...) It added itself to other skies, not reducing one to
anotherr and not reducing itself. It took its distances, fled and established itself
somewheree where it defined itself all by itself, like a grown-up, with its place and its
goals,, not knowable, nor unknowable, me and him, them and us, we mutually
definedd each other, and, for the first time in my life, I saw things unreduced and
festive.]] (Latour, Les Microbes, p. 182 (Irréductions), my translation.) As Shapin
comments:: "There is much to be said in favour of monistic impulses and the close
inspectionn of seams, but there is little to be said from within a seamless web.
Ultimately,, those that truly inhabit the seamless web can say nothing intelligible
aboutt its nature, even, if they are consistent, that it is seamless and that it is a web."
(Shapin,, "Following Scientists Around", p. 547) Even more difficult is it to compare
twoo networks, such as two regulatory regimes (cf. Bijsterveld, "De Natuurlijke
Ouderdom",, p. 77).
255
Latour, Nous N'avons Jamais Étés Modernes; Latour, "The Impact of Science
Studiess on Political Philosophy". Entirely opposite to the cage model, the
Enlightenmentt is not considered a radical change that constituted modernity, but a
misleadingg construct of dated ideologists. "(...) nous accordons nous-mêmes au
'mondee moderne' une puissance qu'il n'a jamais eue." [We ourselves attribute to the
'modernn world' a power which it never had.] (Latour, Les Microbes, pp. 322
(Irréductions),, my translation.) "(...) ies sciences' n'existent pas plus que les
languess (...) ou le monde moderne (...)." [The sciences do not exist any more than
languagess or the modern world.] (Latour, Les Microbes, pp. 241 (Irréductions), my
translation.)) (See also Harbers, "Van Mensen en Dingen"; Pels, "Liberale
Asymmetrie".) )
266
E.g. Lyotard, Het Postmoderne Weten.
2121
Cf. Hayles, The Cosmic Web.
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Thee boundaries drawn by the sociologists of the cage model can no
longerr be used as explanatory resources for the thinkers of the seamless
network.. Rather than to assume analytic boundaries in order to use them for
explanationn of something else, only the very construction of such boundaries
mustt be studied.28 The activities of scientists cannot be explained because they
behavee according to the norms of science (Merton's cage model) or
methodology.. Rather, we must study the construction of such criteria, analyse
whyy activities that are quite mundane at closer look, come to be known as
'scientific'.. Even more so, the advocates of a seamless network want to
undermineundermine the cage model and its foundations in essentialist schemes, such as
object/subject,, fact/value, or science/politics.29
Whereass the cage model will stress the disjunctive relation between
sciencee and politics, as they are separated by an almost absolute boundary, the
seamlesss network model will stress the intimate connections between science
andd politics. Scientists lobby politicians all the time, trying to interest them for
theirr research projects, while they let themselves be interested in political
projects.. Technoscientific projects thus consist of long networks of artefacts,
laboratories,, political alliances, scientists, audiences, clients, financial
sources,.... It is a heterogeneous collection that radically cuts through all the
boundariess of the cage model, strung together by skilful tinkering and
bricolage.bricolage.3030 The worst thing that could happen is not the intrusion of politics
intoo science, but the very illusion of the cage model that there is no politics in
science.science. It is under such an illusion that science obtains the guise of
absoluteness,, of monolithic truth and necessity. Therefore, our research must
followw the threads of the seamless network, fearless and oblivious of
288

"From now on, the name of the game will be to leave the boundaries open and
too close them only when the people we follow close them." (Latour, Science in
Action,Action, p. 175) Although Latour states that the issue is to trace variable and
empiricall boundaries, the approach is to analyse their construction, not
consequences::
) the internal/external division becomes the provisional outcome
(...)) With each step along the path the constitution of what is 'inside' and what is
'outside'' alters." (ibid, p. 159) "Thus, Latour follows the work that precipitates the
recognisedd boundaries dividing 'science' from 'society' and 'politics', while
denyingg those boundaries any analytic legitimacy." (Shapin, "Following Scientists
Around",, p. 539.)
299
For example, Annemarie Mol has described ANT as a 'semiotic machine for
wagingg war on essential 'differences" and the Euclidean topology of regionalism
theyy giveriseto. (Quoted in Law, "After ANT', p. 7) See also Law, "On the Subject
off the Object"; Latour, "On Recalling ANT'; Mol, "Ontological Politics"; Latour,
"Onn the Partial Existence of Existing and Nonexisting Objects".
300
E.g. Callon, "Some Elements of a Sociology of Translation"; Callon, "The
Sociologyy of an Actor-Network"; Latour, Science in Action; Knorr-Cetina, The
ManufactureManufacture ofKnowledge.
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boundaries,, for they are merely illusions. Similarly, interdisciplinarity is seen as
thee natural state of affairs and disciplinary boundaries are to be mistrusted as
misrepresentationss by scientists involved in their own network-building.
Inn conclusion, the model of the seamless network takes an opposite
strategyy for reducing the complexities of social life: boundaries are considered
ass non-existent or as inconsequential by-products. At most, they are actors'
ideologiess that are to be distrusted and never to be taken too seriously.
Representationss of the seamless network in terms of boundaries or regional
metaphorss are to be strictly avoided.
1.44 Where both models fall short
Thee cage and the seamless network model both form the backbones of much
moree complex theoretical traditions, both in social theory in general and in
sciencee studies in specific. This brief and slightly caricatured description of
themm does not do justice to the enormous complexity and finesse of both
traditions,, nor to aspects in which they resemble each other.31 I have merely
wantedd to indicate that their conceptions of boundaries tend to flip-flop
betweenn two extremes: either boundaries are strict and fundamental, or they
disappearr into the epiphenomenal. Either we assume boundaries to be 'there'
(reallyy or analytically) and move on to use them for explanatory purposes, or
wee study their construction and accord them no explanatory value at all. Either
theyy are the result of the long-term societal development of differentiating
societies;; or they are ephemeral and episodic, here today and gone tomorrow.
Thee cage and seamless network models have their own specific ways of
discussingg boundaries when they are forced to do so. Both have 'in principle'
answers.. In principle, the seamless network model may allow for constructed
boundaries,, but never as explanatory categories. Whether these boundaries hold
iss always a matter of empirical observation. Maybe they do, maybe they don't.
Alll it takes is one creative actor to upset the entire network again. Even though
networkss may organise themselves in region-like structures, the use of regional
metaphorss to describe them is still to be avoided.32 Similarly, the cage model

Somee have argued that, in other important respects, my opposition between
Luhmannn and Latour (or Actor Network Theory in general) makes way for strong
similarities,, especially from the perspective of self-organisation (e.g. Blauwhof, The
Non-LinearNon-Linear Dynamics of Technological Developments). For example, on
formall level, Leibniz' Monadologie seems to be a common point of reference both
forr Latour and for systems theory. (Latour, Les Microbes, especially in the
Irréductions,, contains several comments critical of, but nevertheless engaged with
Leibniz;; cf. Hagendijk, Wetenschap, Constructivisme en Cultuur). At some points,
authorss of ANT also have toyed with self-organisation notions (e.g. the end of
Latourr and Woolgar, Laboratory Life).
322
Hence the standard neutralising response to the accusation of lack of attention
forr boundaries: 'For sure, networks can be transformed into more or less stable
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mayy accept 'variable boundaries' in principle, but it thereby undermines the
keyy strength of its explanatory scheme.33 Alternatively, the cage models invoke
aa higher level of complexity, an extra sub-cage that will clarify a boundary that
onlyy seems undefined.34
AA study of boundaries of regulatory science, of the science/policy
boundaryy and the eco/toxicology boundary, is problematic from the perspective
off both the cage and seamless network models. Firstly, what are we to make of
boundariess drawn by regulatory actors? In the introduction, I mentioned the
sharpp distinction between risk assessment and risk management that was
advocatedd by the US National Research Council in 1983. These concepts were
introducedd to separate more sharply scientific and political aspects of
regulatoryy decision making. As these concepts guided regulatory policy of
regulatoryy agencies such as the US Environmental Protection Agency, they
becamee embedded in its organisational structure and decision-making
protocols.. The implementation of this scheme and a higher reliance on outside
sourcess of expertise offered American regulatory agencies a new stronghold
againstt their critics. It broke through the regulatory deadlock of the early
Reagann years.35 As regulatory actors understood and presented their work in
termss of this scheme, closely following a separation of science and politics,
theyy altered the structure of regulatory decision making, with concrete
consequencess for how chemicals were evaluated as they passed through the
regulatoryy process. The seamless network model tells us that we must treat this
boundaryy as a misrepresentation by the actors, but what if that representation
hass concrete consequences? What if actors change the structure of their
'network'' on the basis of such schemes? How are we, from the point of view of
thee cage model, to understand the renegotiations that regulators later gradually
introducedd into the risk assessment/risk management scheme to accommodate
configurationss and boundaries can be correlatively constructed around them, thus
givingg rise to the territorial metaphors (such as the demarcation between experts and
non-expertss or of disciplinary fields of expertise) which underlie much of our
thinkingg about expertise. However, it should be emphasised that such a state of
affairss has to be studied as an accomplishment, as the eventual, temporary stabilised
resultt of strategies in an agonistic field and not as some a priori given reality.'
(Cambrosio,, Limoges, and Hoffman, "Expertise as a Network".)
333
Leydesdorff, "The 'Post-Institutional' Perspective".
344
This more common reply to a criticism of lack of attention for the changes and
reconstructionss of boundaries of cage models suggests that this problem can be
resolvedd by identifying an encompassing cage of a higher order of complexity, in a
system-subsystemm relation. The systems theory problem of 'interpenetration' of
systemss is thus redefined as a problem of different forms of coupling between subsystemss or the generation of 'new subsystems at the interface'. In this approach,
messyy boundaries are then defined away.
355
Jasanoff, "Science, Politics, and the Negotiation of Expertise at EPA".
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itt to the impracticality of too sharp a separation? From the point of view of the
networkk model, these boundary-drawing activities of regulators are
meaningless;; from the point of view of the cage model the details of these
negotiationss are irrelevant.
Secondly,, the development and change of such a boundary pose
problemss for both extreme models of boundaries. If we understand this
reorganisationn of relations between scientists and regulators as an irreversible
effectt of the differentiation of science from politics that started in the 17th
century,, then it becomes hard to understand why such matters this still needed
too be negotiated in 1983. It becomes even harder to understand why the sharp
separationn was renegotiated again in the 1990s. If we understand this
science/policyy boundary as an inconsequential by-product of the seamless
network,, then how are we to make sense of the fact that it guided regulatory
policyy for years and became a popular concept for organising regulatory
regimess even outside of the US? Similar problems occur when we look at the
debatess between ecologists and toxicologists over the definitions of their fields,
overr the nature of 'ecotoxicology' as an interdisciplinary field, or if we look at
thee division of labour between environmental toxicology and ecology that
resulted.. Once again we seem to have to make a choice between either
exaggeratingg or ignoring boundaries.
Whatt is particularly difficult to conceptualise in the cage model is how it
iss possible that the differentiation patterns change in any other way than
towardss further differentiation. If the historical differentiation between science
andd politics is a matter of the 17th century, then any debate over the issue today
iss either a romantic rearguard battle or the sign that new, more complex subdifferentiationss have already come into existence. We are not talking about the
spreadd of modernity over the world's periphery, but about the heartland of its
conception.. For the cage model, we have cruised down the road of modernity
inescapably,, ever since the 17th century. The cage model especially fails to
providee us with tools to grasp 'lateral' changes in the modern constitution: the
renegotiationss of divisions of labour; the de-differentiation and redifferentiationn processes; the dynamic of boundaries that are demolished,
reconstructedd elsewhere, altered, made vague now and razor-sharp later, and
thenn again vague; disciplines or professions that simply disappear or are taken
overr by others, or shifts in jurisdictions between them, which are hard to
conceptualise.366 Yet these are the issues that concern the actors in regulatory
Forr a Luhmannian understanding 'Integration in the sense of de-differentiation,
however,, would be evolutionary unlikely, since the social system would lose its
capacityy to handle complexity.' (Leydesdorff, "Luhmann's Sociological Theory",
pp.. 297-300). For a few clear empirical examples of dedifferentiation, both in terms
off disappearing functions and institutional structures, see Abbott, The System of
Professions;Professions; Ruschemeyer, Power and the Division ofLabour.
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regimes:: citizens that claim a right to review the construction of expert
evidence;; research fields that vie for dominance as most suited source of
expertisee for specific issues; new policy discourses that restructure the problem
definitionss of research.
Hence,, thirdly, a connection with present-day debates over the way
sciencee operates in the political debates of our societies is problematic for both
models.. In the most radical forms of the cage model, such as Luhmann's,
debatess over the right place and nature of boundaries between science and
politicss are pointless, the delusion of those who cannot keep up with modernity,
orr of the nostalgic, retrograde ultra-conservative. Caught within the cage,
resistancee is futile. It is hard to see how this model could provide us with any
otherr advice than to organise our societies along the lines of its rigid modernist
taxonomy.. At best, the cage model suggests that we can add an extra layer of
complexity,, but underneath that complexity the strict separation between
sciencee and politics still operates. The cage model therefore has little time for
thee complex interactions between science and politics that constructivist STS
hass been indicating: gender biases in science, the involvement of lay
knowledgee in science, or 'the politics of scientific knowledge' are oxymorons.
Too the extent that such problems occur in interaction between people, they are
expectedd to disappear when interaction begins to follow the already progressing
functionall differentiation of communication.
Surprisingly,, similar problems occur in the seamless network model,
despitee its militant attitude and politicised tone. The advocates of the seamless
networkk model have systematically tried to show choice or multiplicity in what
appearedd to be the singular necessities of modernist technoscience. This has
beenn posited as a political agenda of opposition, of undennining, of dissent:
boundariess had to be slain, not recreated. This makes it very difficult to come
upp with a positive agenda from a network model: how can a division of labour
betweenn experts and decision makers be organised in a better way? In the
wordss of Mol, looking forward after 20-odd years of ANT:
(...)) it is as yet by no means clear what this might mean for further
action:: what it might imply for going about life in various sites and
situationss - state, politics, social movements, and technoscience
formation.37 7
Withh its radical anti-boundary ontology, ANT has radically distanced itself
fromfrom the poor commoners who organise their daily world in terms of
boundariess and still wonders what it has to tell them - apart from accusations
againstt the evil modernists. (I will return to related problems of radical
constructivismm in the epilogue.)
377

Mol, "Ontological Politics", p. 74.
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Betweenn the two models we are caught with boundaries that seem either
tooo rigid or too fluid. A cage model's approach to boundaries implies
reificationreification33** of boundaries; a seamless network model implies the oppos
sortt of nullification of boundaries. In both cases, this seems to come with
conceptuall schemes that are remote from the concerns of regulatory actors. My
argumentt against both reductive approaches is thus also a pragmatic one:
assumptionss about boundaries made in the opposite positions, lead to an
extremelyy distantiated or 'Martian sociology'39 mat has little to do with the
languagee that ordinary earthlings, 'humans', use. They inhibit communication
withh the world we study, both because we speak a different language and
becausee we refuse to understand the categories actors use to cut up their
world.400 Ultimately, the 'adequacy' or 'fruitfulness' of theories or conceptual
distinctionss therefore depends on how one identifies the important problems
andd what kind of solutions one is looking for.41
Cf.. Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, Vol. 2, p. 338; Giddens,
TheThe Constitution of Society, pp. xxxvi-xxxvii, 180.
399
Hoefnagels, Wat Heet Sociaal.
400
Shapin, 'Discipline and Bounding', 359. Using an understandable language in
noo way excludes the possibility of disagreeing with actors over the interpretation of
thee state of affairs.
411
Since we try to be reflexive construct!vists: our own theories in STS are
underdeterminedd by our empirical findings, just like we have found in the fields we
havee studied. The construction of STS knowledge can never be a matter of a
cognitivee process that is insulated in a scientific system, again just like we have
foundd for any other research field. They cannot be explained away by a 'nonscientific'' context of whatever kind, but they cannot be understood in total isolation
either.. After fifteen years of constructivist research, simple representational or
'internalistic'' arguments for choosing between possible theoretical reductions are a
wearingg a bit thin (Radder, "Normative Reflexions on Constructivist Approaches").
Itt is my strong conviction that many of the theoretical battles of science studies over
thee last decades have been about which problems of science and society are
importantt and what would be a desirable solution to them. The central argument or
sometimess even obsession of different schools in STS varies widely: to defend the
universalisticc cognitive autonomy of science against unwanted interference
(Merton),, to provide scientific knowledge for the less resourceful (Science for the
People,, The Dutch Science Shop movement); to question the monopoly on cognitive
authorityy of established science (SSK in the UK, with a strong 'expertocracy'); to
explainn why the West has extended its tentacles over the entire world without
assumingg moral or cognitive superiority of- French, colonial - Rationalism (Latour,
"Dee Antropologisering van het Wereldbeeld"). Variation in such STS priorities is
onlyy logical, for example in different national contexts or time frames, (cf. Wynne,
"Carvingg out Science"; Hasse, Krücken, and Weingart, "Laborkonstruktivismus";
Harberss and Koenis, "The Political Eggs of the Chicken Debate") Directly
connectedd with the identification of important problems is the issue of whether one
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Inn order to fully appreciate the positions taken in the depiction of
boundariess of science, it is clarifying to look at the development of the
seamlesss network model as it evolved in response to the cage model in STS. I
willl show that the oppositional stance of the seamless network model has been
fixatedfixated with the dangers of reification of boundaries as presented in the cage
model,, thus mirroring some of its fundamental problems, rather than tackling
them. .
1.55 The fear of reification...
AA cage model of science was the cornerstone of the dominant theoretical
repertoiress in social studies of science well into the seventies.42 Functionalist
sociologyy of science looked for patterns in the organisation and normative
structuree of science as a community of practitioners and paid less attention to
thee relations between science and other institutions.43 On a parallel course,
rationalistt philosophy of science investigated the foundations of the rationality
off cognitive processes in science. Both became a target for new and radical
approachess to science that emerged in the late seventies and early eighties.
Thee new sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) pointed at the
influencess of social or cultural contexts on the development of science, thereby
suggestingg that the demarcation of science on both a social and cognitive level
wouldd be far less rigid than suggested in the cage model.44 Early SSK argued
thatt the context for the production of scientific knowledge was not only the
choosess an involved or distantiated position as a social scientist, in which I tend to
thee former (cf. Koenis, Tussen Marge en Professie). This leaves open the question
off what one wants to be involved in, but this must be left for the epilogue.
422
I am only interested here in a very partial reading of this history from the
perspectivee of boundaries. It is not my aim to review the revolution that overturned
traditionall sociology, philosophy, and history of science into present-day Science
andd Technology Studies. This has been done elsewhere by scholars far more
knowledgeable.. (E.g. Mulkay, Science and the Sociology of Knowledge; Collins and
Restivo,, "Development, Diversity and Conflict in the Sociology of Science";
Collinss and Restivo, "Development, Diversity and Conflict in the Sociology of
Science";; Hagendijk, "Structuration Theory..."; Leydesdorff, "The Knowledge
Contentt of Science and the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge"; Shapin, "Discipline
andd Bounding"; Shapin, "Here and Everywhere"; Jasanoff, Pinch, and et al., eds.,
HandbookHandbook of Science and Technology Studies; Hagendijk, Wetenschap,
ConstructivismeConstructivisme en Cultuur.)
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Claims about the 'misdoings' of functionalist sociology of science always need
aa reminder: evidently, Merton himself is an exception to this general statement. See
thee defence of Merton by Gieryn, "Relativist/Constructivist Programmes in the
Sociologyy of Science", and the critical replies to this piece.
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specificallyy scientific discourse supported by the neutral carrier of a scientific
community,, but that the production of scientific knowledge was influenced (if
nott determined) by the social structure of scientific fields,45 the culture of a
societyy in general,46 or (class) interests.47 This undermined the idea of a strict
boundaryy between science and non-science, since 'non-scientific' factors could
bee at least as influential for the content or truth-status of scientific knowledge
claims.. The next wave of SSK research made the consequences more explicit:
ratherr than to hold on to analytic a-priori demarcation criteria between science
andd non-science, the sociology of scientific knowledge argued that there was no
aa priori reason to assume some sort of inherent cognitive superiority of science
overr other forms of knowing.48
Thee original reasons in the background of these attacks on the cage
modell were diverse. For some, a model of science as an isolated and
autonomouss institution a priori excluded possibilities to steer science towards
sociallyy desired goals. The conceptual a priori choice for a sharp analytic
boundaryy of science precluded political steering before the analysis had even
started.499 For others, cage models of scientific rationality obscured ideological
prejudicess or cultural stereotypes that may have been built into scientific
discourses,, for example presenting sexism or racism as scientific fact. Also, a
cagee model could obscure the actual use and abuse of science by economical,
militaryy or political powers. For others still, cage models were seen to support
technocraticc tendencies, putting experts in positions of power beyond
democraticc control.
SSKK and its typical contextualist approach started a logic that quickly
radicalised.. For if SSK was constantly blurring the boundaries of science, then
wass it not undermining its very explanatory resource: an independent
explanatoryy 'context' in a 'society'? Wasn't it arguing that 'society' could not

E.g.. generational effects of career perspectives (Mulkay, Vooruitgang in de
Wetenschap;Wetenschap; or patterns in the organisation of scientific work (Whitley
IntellectualIntellectual and Social Organisation of the Sciences); or the patterns of fi
termss of cultural theory (Boon, De List der Wetenschap; Bloor, "Durkheim and
Mausss Revisited"; Douglas, ed., Essays in the Sociology of Perception).
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E.g. Forman, "Weimar Culture, Causality and Quantum Theory".
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E.g. Lawrence, "The Nervous System and Society in the Scotish
Enlightenment";; Barnes, Interests and the Growth of Knowledge.
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Hence the search of the Starnberg school for stages in the development of
sciencee when the boundaries would be 'open' or 'permeable', creating space for a
neww form of science policy, see Böhme, vann den Daele, and Krohn, "Alternatives in
Science";; Böhme, van den Daele, and Krohn, "Finalisation in Science"; Schaffer,
"Finalisationn in Perspective"; Johnston, "Finalisation".
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reallyy be distinguished from 'science' in the first place?50 When in the early
eightiess laboratory studies drew in ethnomethodological resources to analyse
science,, the criticism of cage models went even deeper. These studies argued
thatt on the level of everyday scientific practice, the demarcation of science
versuss non-science was highly irrelevant. As Knorr put it in a germane attempt
too reformulate the research agenda, scientists do not operate in an epistemic
community,, guided by homogenous scientific socio-cognitive principles.
Rather,, they work in trans-epistemic arenas, in which economic, political as
welll as traditional scientific principles are brought together and where,
eventually,, these distinctions cease to be meaningful.
Thee importance of the cage model as an opponent for the new science
studiess was perhaps clearest in the internalist-externalist debates among
historianss of science. For internalist historians, science was to be understood in
thee context of science, rather than in the context of culture, colonialism, class,
mythss of nature, or needs of the capitalist state. To externalist historians,
ignoringg such connections was to follow outdated notions of science and
obscuringg the economic and political aspects of scientific knowledge.
Although,, as Shapin has pointed out, the terms of this debate were ambivalent
andd often confused, the central bone of contention was the extent to which
sciencee could be considered a social or cognitive realm isolated from other
institutionss in society. This debate was never really resolved, but rather
abandonedd for the new research motto that 'internal' and 'external' are
categoriess unsuited for studying the development of science. By the end of the
eighties,, the use of these terms 'betrayed the amateur, the neophyte, the
outsider,, or the out of touch.'52
Followingg these lines of reasoning, two approaches radicalised their
positionn against any form of cage model during the 1980s. One was developed
byy group of heirs of the SSK tradition and consisted of a series of hyperscepticall analytic tools in discourse analysis or reflexivist approaches. A
secondd was based on a semiotic approach to science and technology and
developedd in Actor-Network Theory one of the most radical forms of seamless

Onee of the politically radical programmes for STS launched during the last
decades,, is the so-called weak programme of Randall Collins as., which equally
reactss sharply against any attempt to reify scientific demarcation, except that it is
moree explicit about its political agenda (Collins and Restivo, "Development,
Diversityy and Conflict in the Sociology of Science").
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networkk model. The latter continued to raid against SSK for its contextualism,
seenn as remnants of a 'modernist' cage model. 4
Thus,, cage models of science and their demarcationist imagery have
operatedd as the favourite opponent for the generation of science studies that
originatedd around the mid-seventies. Fighting this enemy was ritualised by
adversee references to Merton55 or, later, the silent embargo on expressions and
categoriess such as 'external vs. internal', 'science vs. politics', shorthand
representationss such as Venn-diagrams, and for some even the term 'context'.
Usingg the wrong token will still raise ritual warfare in meetings at STS
conferences,, often loaded with heavy moral connotations. The problematic
naturee of a sharp distinction between 'science' and other institutions and the
impossibilityy to resolve the theoretical problems of a partial retreat from the
cagee model, resulted in a purification of language from any form of regional
metaphor.566 Especially the radicalisation of ANT primarily seemed driven by
thee extension of methodological principles such as 'generalised symmetry', in
steadd of the references to political arguments about the opportunity of a cage
modell that had rung in the background of SSK debates.
Thee zeal with which especially ANT scholars have done battle with cage
modelss can sometimes be quite stunning. One may wonder why they are so
concernedd about the way sociologists think and talk about boundaries especiallyy since we are constantly reminded that we are not to be too concerned
aboutt actors' talk of boundaries. We are to study the construction of boundaries
att best, but not their rather unpredictable consequences. If actors'
representationss of boundaries are inconsequential for what goes on in science,
thenn surely the representations of boundaries by sociologists are not a matter of
greatt concern either? If it is really true that we have never been modern (in the
sociologicall meaning of the cage model), then what is the problem?
Obviously,, ANT is indeed concerned about how we talk about the
boundariess of science, not in spite of the fact that such boundaries have no
consequences,, but because ANT implicitly very much acknowledges the
consequencess of how boundaries of science are represented. Just like the more
activistt members of SSK, ANT is keenly aware of the ideological uses of the
cagee model and seeks to undermine it because it matters. Treating the
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See the 'epistemological chicken' debate, e.g. Pickering, ed., Science as
PracticePractice and Culture; Hasse, Kriicken, and Weingart, "Laborkonstruktivismus";
Vries,, "Should We Send Collins and Latour to Dayton, Ohio ?"; Harbers and
Koenis,, "The Political Eggs of the Chicken Debate".
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On the ritualisation of mertonian sociology of science as opponent long after
thiss was a relevant oppistion, see Hasse, Kriicken, and Weingart,
"Laborkonstruktivismus". .
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E.g. the attempt to get rid of public/private regionalist metaphors in Callon and
Rabeharisoa,, "Gino's Lesson on Humanity".
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Jasanoff, "Beyond Epistemology".
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boundariess of science as somehow powerful, consequential, important, is
perceivedd as a dangerous flirtation with the ideology of an autonomous science,
isolatedd from Power, from desirable social goals, or from the hegemony of
Westernn rationality. ANT does not want to reproduce such boundaries by
treatingg them as more real than they are. It takes the position that it is better to
errr on the safe side: better to over-stress the absence of boundaries than to run
thee risk of over-stressing the presence of boundaries. Hence, we have to
pretendpretend that we have never been modern, because that is considered the best
wayy to undermine the oppressive cage model of modernity. ANT's denial of
thee relevance of boundaries of science cannot be a substantial position (since
thenn its fierce arguments with its enemies would be entirely pointless). Rather,
itt is a specific choice of cultural politics harnessed by and packaged in
methodologicall principle. The position only holds as long as there is a
modernistt enemy to fulminate against, be it among STS colleagues,
philosophers,, or especially sociologists. Ultimately, ANT's strategy relies on
thee unlikely assumption that modernity will go away if we deny its existence.
Thee reification that lures in the heart of cage models of science is
thereforee not only an artificial enemy that I have projected in my opposition of
thee cage and seamless network models. I claim these models have been
perceivedd as a very real enemy for post-mertonian science studies, both on an
intellectuall and political level. Unfortunately, the demonisation of
demarcationismm has pushed the most radical constructivists towards the other
extremee of seamless network models. I found these equally fail to address my
questionss about regulatory expertise. Fortunately, there is a growing body of
research,, largely ignored here so far, that tries to overcome this opposition
betweenn the two models and tries to recover the best of both worlds. The
agendaa for the rest of this chapter is to further develop an conceptual repertoire
too describe the construction and consequences of boundaries of science. It is an
attemptt to develop a non-reified boundary concept from alternative notions of
boundariess that have also been developed in STS. This repertoire is to serve the
analysiss of regulatory regimes, rather than to construct a fbll-fledged alternative
topology. .

22 Assembling an alternative
2.11 ...and the belief in rhetoric
Inn 1983, Gieryn suggested that the demarcation of science should be studied
empirically,, as a practical accomplishment of scientists, rather than to ground
thee demarcation of science in an a priori sociological or philosophical premise
off analysis. He called this practical endeavour of scientists 'boundary work',
the: :
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(...)) attribution of selected characteristics to the institution of science
(i.e.. to its practitioners, methods, stock of knowledge, values and work
organisation)) for purposes of constructing a social boundary that
distinguishess some intellectual activity as 'non-science'.58

Too Gieryn, the lack of any notion of boundary would make the observable
cognitivee authority of science incomprehensible: how can science be such a
powerfull institution if it is not socially distinguished from other sources of
knowledge?599 Not unlike ANT, Gieryn asks the question: What makes science
strong?? However, whereas ANT looks for an answer in the material networks
off science, its labs, its collection of resources and mobilisation of allies, Gieryn
lookss for an answer in culture (a route ANT prefers to avoid). Gieryn does not
definee the culture of science by some essentialist criterion. Rather than to
assumee that a cultural uniqueness of science was accomplished by a bifurcation
inn the seventeenth century, his programme to study the bounding of science
empiricallyempirically suggested that a more or less demarcated science could be saved,
longg as the historical (reproduction of this demarcation could be shown.
Gierynn suggested that the continued demarcation of 'science' from other social
spheress could be studied by analysing 'public science':
Boundaryy work is analysed as a rhetorical style common in 'public
science'' (...) in which scientists describe science for the public and its
politicall authorities, sometimes hoping to enlarge the material and
symbolicc resources of scientists or to defend professional autonomy.
Twoo years after the original paper, Gieryn, Bevins and Zehr chose the legal
trialss over the teaching of creationism and evolutionary theory at American
secondaryy schools as a case to illustrate boundary work in the public sphere.
588

Gieryn, "Boundary-Work and the Demarcation of Science from Non-Science",
p.. 782. There are earlier examples of a similar attention for boundaries in the study
off professions, e.g with the term 'boundary maintenance' (see Kuklick, "Boundary
Maintenancee in American Sociology"), or the idea that professions attempt to draw
monopolisingg boundaries around a set of tasks (Larson, "Professionalism").
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Compared to SSK, the problematic is defined complementary: a central goal of
SSKK was to show that there is no inherent cognitive superiority in science, Gieryn
arguedd that the cognitive authority of science is an historical given, but one that
needss to be explained (see Gieryn, Cultural Boundaries ofScience).
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Thus suggesting that the idea of 'differentiation of science' could be saved. I
considerr it significant that, a year before publishing his work on boundaries, Gieryn
hadd defended the mertonian tradition against the constructivist onslaught. (Gieryn,
"Relativist/Constructivistt Programmes in the Sociology of Science".)
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Theyy saw a growing professionalisation of American science in these trials,
'wheree the boundaries of science are negotiated and where the allocation of
cognitivee authority and professional resources is at stake.'62 Through successful
casess of boundary work, the ideology of an autonomous science would become
moree entrenched, thereby warding off interference in agenda setting or research
prioritiess by non-scientists. Although the bounding effect of a legal decision for
thee professionalisation of science is acknowledged, the focus of the analysis is
onn the properties attributed to science: the properties successfully attributed to
science.. Gieryn makes this explicit in his more recent work: at stake are the
'culturall boundaries of science', the 'cartographies' of science that scientists
managedd to produce in their boundary work.63 The success of boundary work is
seenn to depend crucially on the success of rhetorical strategies of scientists
involvedd in boundary work.
Thee notion of boundary work - rather than merely 'boundary' - finds its
rootss in the symbolic-interactionist tradition. By using the term 'work', it is
stressedd that boundaries are not just merely 'out there': they only exist in as far
ass they are instantiated, reproduced. Gieryn too is weary of notions of
boundariess of science that would tend to relocation, of representing these
culturall demarcations as fixed, harder than they really are. The focus is
thereforee clearly on acting scientists, rather than the routinised institutional
patternss in the meanings of 'science'. However, in 1994, approximately ten
yearss after the original paper, Gieryn also signals that the negotiation of what is
sciencee and what is not can not be considered a voluntaristic matter:
[The]] idea could easily be exaggerated into a silly conclusion that every
episodee of boundary-work occurs de novo, and that there are no patterns
att all from one episode to the next. Scientific practices and antecedent
representationss of it form a repertoire of characteristics available for
selectivee attribution on later occasions.64
Repertoiress are consequently interpreted by Gieryn in a discursive sense.
Boundaries,, in as far as they are structural at all, are thus a matter of language,
off discourse in the narrow, Anglo-Saxon meaning of thee term.65 Already in the
workk on the creationist trials, Gieryn c.s. had stressed the importance of the
outcomee of the trials in terms of the ideological reinforcement they provided
Gieryn,, Bevins, and Zehr, "Professionalisation of American Scientists", p. 407.
Gieryn,, Cultural Boundaries ofScience.
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Gieryn, "Boundaries of Science", pp. 406, emphasis in original; cf. Giddens,
TheThe Constitution of Society, p. 171, referring to Roy Bhaskar and with an echo of
Marx:: 'Human societies, or social systems, would plainly not exist without human
agency.. But it is not the case that actors create social systems: they reproduce or
transformm them, remaking what is already made in the continuity of praxis.'
Cf.. Woolgar, "On the Alleged Distinction between Discourse and Praxis".
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forr a defence of the autonomy of (academic) science against religious
interference.. It is the rhetorical strength of the repertoire that constitutes the
relativee obduracy of boundaries, although Gieryn cannot indicate why or how
somee discursive repertoires provide more obduracy than others.
Dee Wilde took up Gieryn's suggestion that boundary work could also be
expectedd between competing disciplines in a study of the history of sociology.
Dee Wilde makes a similar conceptual move: the demarcation of sociology from
historyy or economics is a matter of boundary work, of settling recurring
disputess over disciplinary territory. The continuity in the development of the
disciplinee is sought in the vocabulary, in which sociology - or rather: various
sociologiess - try to carve out a domain of study. Once again, the continuity is
foundd in language, the discursive repertoire that is accumulated over time and
thatt can be mobilised to defend the disciplinary identity in times of threat, or to
conquerr new terrain in optimistic times of disciplinary expansion.67 Along
similarr lines, Jasanoffused the concept of boundary work to interpret the risk
assessment/riskk management divide in American regulatory agencies. She
analysess this divide as a powerful rhetoric that could be mobilised against the
Reaganistt attack on environmental regulation, constructing a realm of
authoritativee science for the regulators to build on.68
Evidently,, linguistic repertoires are powerful in structuring the world we
livee in. Dichotomies such as nature/culture,69 masculine/feminine, or is/ought
aree quite consequential for new episodes of boundary work. It is quite
understandablee that emancipatory movements that find these demarcations
obstructing,, try to avoid using them or try to find new distinctions that cut
throughh them.71 However, the rhetorical power of linguistic repertoires seems a
ratherr minimal resource to explain the obduracy of boundaries. It would seem
enoughh to think the world in different dichotomies to make the boundaries go
666
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away,, to evaporate the structuring capacities of language.72 The resilience and
dynamicc of boundaries of science cannot be found in language alone, in spite of
thee methodological advantages of such a restriction (i.e.: study texts,
documents). .
AA strength of Gieryn's notion of boundary work73 is that it allows for a
detailedd study of the cultural boundaries of science, as the meaning of what
'science'' is and is not shifts over time. We are not asked to assume that the
worldd is a seamless network, because the approach shows how the world is
carvedd up with cultural cartographies. Nor are we asked to buy into a cage
model,, since the fluidity of these boundaries is stressed and especially since
thesee boundaries are not grounded in analytic criteria. Limitations of the notion
off boundary work are its focus on action at the expense of attention for
boundaryy institutionalisation. The prime motor behind this work is found in
scientists'' quest for professionalisation, based on the possibilities they perceive
inn their environment. To the degree that boundaries do routinise, this
routinisationn is seen to reside almost entirely in the discursive schemes in
whichh the cultural maps of science are couched. Therefore, the approach is
weakerr when it comes to boundaries that are not discussed explicitly as
scientistss try to more or less consciously professionalise, and when it comes to
understandingg the institutionalisation (i.e. obduracy) of boundaries. However,
theree are more theoretical resources for notions of boundaries.
Bothh Gieryn and Jasanoff have signalled the continuing problem of explaining
thee obduracy of boundaries, as if they are not convinced by their own recourse to
language.. The belief in the rhetorical anchoring of boundaries would send boundary
researchh into the deadlocks of discourse analysis, which, if anything, has indicated
interpretivee flexibility of discourses, rather than their rigidity. The suggestion of
Gieryn'ss that the structuring capacities of boundary discourse should be considered
ann empirical matter (Gieryn, "Boundaries of Science", pp. 407, n. 6; similar position
inn Shackley and Wynne, "Representing Uncertainty in Global Climate Change
Sciencee Policy"), fails to cover the theoretical gap. (Note similar arguments even in
Latour,, Science in Action, p. 175; and Leydesdorff, "The 'Post-Institutional'
Perspective").. A slip into a seamless network, with boundaries as false
consciousness,, then seems not far away. Gieryn is not alone in his recourse to
languagee as a way to avoid realism/reification. Pinch and Bijker also stress rhetoric
ass a way to come to closure (Pinch and Bijker, "The Social Construction of Facts
andd Artefacts", p. 27 and 44) and it is a central assumption in discourse analysis
(e.g.. Hajer, The Politics of Environmental Discourse). Inversely, taking up the
questionn of where the resilience of boundaries comes from, puts us at risk of
strayingg into a cage model. (Which boils down to an old problem in social theory:
doess one need to assume ruthless chaos as a state of nature and explain order, as in
thee parsonian tradition; or does society tend to suffocating order and must creative
subversionn be explained? Or can one avoid both assumptions? Cf. Giddens, Profiles
andand Critiques in Social Theory, p. 43 et seq.)
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2.22 Embodied Boundaries: TOP
Wee do not have to assume that the result of boundary work is only stored in
language.. The outcomes of boundary work are also stored in social and
materiall 'carriers'.74 Inversely, consecutive episodes of boundary work do not
onlyy start from already developed discursive repertoires. Boundary work is also
sett in a social and material environment. Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer
havee described the way 17th century English scientists constructed a new
experimentall science, together with its conditions. In analysing the work of
Boylee and his programme of experimental physics, they distinguish: material
technologiestechnologies such as those embedded in the construction and operation of
airr pump; literary technologies for making science known to non-witnesses;
andd social technologies incorporated in the conventions for interactions among
thee gentlemen-scientists. By use of a combination of these technologies, Boyle
andd his companions of the Royal Society were able to construct a specific
culturall space in which they could develop their experimental programme.
Forr example, the laboratory was a 'disciplined space, where experimental,
discursive,, and social practices were collectively controlled by competent
members'.. Creating a boundary that kept alchemical 'secretists' and sectarian
'enthusiasts'' out of this space was very much part of this project. These
boundariess were not drawn once and for all, but were renegotiated throughout
thee 17th century and beyond, based on the resources made available by previous
episodess of boundary work.77
Similarr to Gieryn, Shapin and Schaffer describe the cultural cartography
off 'science' as they dissect the debates between Boyle's experimentalism and
Hobbes'' preference for deduction. The result consists of similar lists of (two
incongruouss sets of) properties of science as they slowly developed in these
debates.. However, Shapin and Schaffer also offer different pointers for where
too look for boundary work. We do not only have to look at language or
rhetoricall manoeuvres, but are advised to look at the use of material and social
technologiess also. In addition, the cultural map of science is not the only result
off the boundary work that goes on here. Another result consists of peculiar new
spacess for science: the laboratory or the 'public' demonstration theatre,
differentt from the alchemist's reclusive workspace. Shapin and Schaffer point
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uss at new institutions of science that have been produced by the modification of
sociall conventions:
Anyy institutionalised method for producing knowledge has its
foundationss in social conventions: conventions concerning how the
knowledgee is to be produced, about what may be questioned and what
mayy not, about what is normally expected and what counts as an
anomaly,, about what is to be regarded as evidence and proof.78
Thuss boundaries are drawn, including certain questions and problems into the
culturall space of science and excluding others, constructing a 'science' and a
'politicall philosophy' along each other. The implied division of labour between
'science'' and 'politics' was not radically new (as it built on older resources),
norr ever definitive (as it was to be radically renegotiated for various parts of
sciencee for centuries after).79 In line with the SSK tradition, their question is
howw this state of affairs, these new boundaries, affected the kind of knowledge
thatt was produced, but this time without a causal reduction of 'the cognitive' to
'thee social' or 'science' to 'society'. Simultaneously, the approach
acknowledgess a differentiation of science, without falling into the pitfalls of the
essentialismm of cage models. Shapin and Schaffer's tactic suggests that
boundaryy work can be performed with more than language alone. In addition,
thee results of boundary work are not considered to be discursive only.
Followingg Shapin and Schaffer's list, we can distinguish three forms in
whichh the results of boundary work can be embodied, three types of 'boundary
devices'.800 With a bit of shorthand, we can call them: texts, objects, and people
(TOP).. The precise analytic separations of what is a text and what an object
andd where the distinctions become blurred are not very interesting for our
purposess here. We simply want to indicate that the devices used in and
producedd by boundary work are more than just discursive ones. The list
Shapinn and Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump, p. 225.
Shapin, The Scientific Revolution.
Shackleyy and Wynne, "Representing Uncertainty in Global Climate Change
Sciencee Policy". They propose 'boundary ordering devices', but I think 'boundary
devices'' will do nicely too.
Alternativee and more or less similar lists that could be used for distinguishing
boundaryy devices can be found in Hacking, "The Self-Vindication of the Laboratory
Sciences",, pp. 29-64 (more detailed, but leaves out people); Abbott, "The Future of
Professions"" (focuses more objects versus organisations); or Clarke and Fujimura,
"Whatt Tools? Which Job? Why Right?", p. 5. However, the most straightforward
andd adequate comparison for this typology consists of the common ICT use of
'hardware',, 'software', and 'human ware'. The suggestion has meanwhile been used
successfullyy in other empirical research, e.g. Oudshoorn, "From Population Control
Politicss to Chemicals"; Bal, "Boundary Dynamics".
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functionss foremost as a mnemonic, a shopping list for empirical research
remindingg us not to forget people and objects when we look for boundary
on on

devices. .
Underr 'text' we can consider boundaries marked with rhetoric, language,
literaryy devices. Most of the research on cultural boundary work then reappears
ass studies of the production of one specific case of boundary devices: the
productionn of specific repertoires of language to distinguish, for example
sciencee from non-science, 'boundary texts'. These are the cultural
'cartographies'' of science that have been studied so extensively by Gieryn. The
'riskk assessment versus risk management' scheme we discussed earlier is a
typicall textual boundary device: it is a resource that was produced by the
boundaryy work of the US National Research Council for specific purposes, and
putt to use in the context of American regulatory regimes around 1983, but one
thatt was mobilised in entirely different regulatory settings later and
elsewhere.83 3
Similarly,, we can now consider additional lines of research as studies of
thee other two forms of boundary devices. 'Boundary objects' are the material
boundaryy devices used to mark boundaries. The concept was developed from
thee perspective of social worlds theory, starting from an article by Star and
Griesemer.. They described how relations between professional biologists and
amateurss at Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate Zoology in the early 20th century
weree bound by objects such as specimens, museums or maps of particular
territories.. Boundary objects facilitated specific 'economies of information' in a
negotiatedd division of labour between museum biologists and trappers or
collectors.844 In terms of Shapin and Schaffer, these boundary objects are
materiall technologies of bounding, in this case of a specific scientific project. 5
822

With this distinction, we assume that boundary ordering devices can be more or
lesss categorised in texts, objects, and people in the first place. This is not entirely
unproblematic,, as we can identify cases in which boundary devices are more
ambivalentt combinations of texts, objects, and people; boundary devices that take
onn a more 'cyborg-like' format. Scholars such as Latour or Haraway propose that
wee do not make such analytic distinctions because they would mutilate the inherent
heterogeneityy of the world (Latour, Nous N'avons Jamais Étés Modemes; Haraway,
Simians,Simians, Cyborgs and Women). My claim takes the opposite route: I suggest tha
orderr to show the heterogeneity of boundary devices, we need to make these
distinctionss in order to be able to describe how boundaries are delegated to different
sortss of devices, i.e. in order to show their heterogeneity. Empiricism offers no easy
wayy around this: 'heterogeneity' can only be indicated in comparison with some
formm of 'homogeneity'. Heterogeneous networks are never merely heterogeneous theyy do no even have that essentialist quality.
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Jasanoff, "Harmonisation: The Politics of Reasoning Together".
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Star and Griesemer, "Institutional Ecology, Translations', and Boundary
Objects".. Strictly speaking, Star and Griesemer included textual boundary devices
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Starr and Griesemer loosely compare boundary objects to 'marginal
people':: people that operate on the boundary of two social worlds. Their
positionn typically forces them to reflect on their multiple memberships,
producingg representations of their position.86 Simultaneously, they articulate
boundaries,, sometimes even guarding them. We know peoplee in such a position
underr different terms already: gatekeepers,87 boundary elites,88 or brokers.89
Justt like the witnessing of experiments was restricted to gentlemen in Shapin
andd Schaffer's 17th century examples, the certified scientist is the person invited
too conferences on regulatory science, its professional organisations, and the
technicall committees where the standardisation of toxicity tests is discussed.
Editorss of scientific journals are example of boundary people: they decide,
amongg other things, what does and does not belong in the journal, thereby
performingg boundary work both on the issue of what is and is not proper
sciencee (or proper methodology in their particular field), as well as the
underr the term boundary objects too, but that does not undermine the point that
materiall technologies are used in the activity of bounding a practice. See also Clarke
andd Gerson, "Symbolic Interactionism in Science Studies"; Fujimura, "Crafting
Science". .
855
In fact, a much richer body of knowledge can be reinterpreted as offering
exampless of boundary objects. For example, parallels can be drawn with the
materiall technologies used in regionalisation of social spaces by creating
specificallyy designated buildings, detailed zonation within building structures, or
evenn the lay-out of cities. Material embodiments of social boundaries take various
formss here, ranging from doors and locks, to street patterns and bridges. (On
regionalisationn in buildings: Giddens, The Constitution of Society, pp. 110 et seq.,
Ch.3;; Goffinan, The Presentation of Self Foucault, Discipline and Punish, and a
mostt elegant empirical analysis of laboratory structure: Hillier and Penn, "Visible
Colleges";; cf. Latour and Woolgar, Laboratory Life; cities: Winner, The Whale and
thethe Reactor, Bijker and Aibar, "Constructing a City"; and even artists' studios:
Hillierr and Penn, "Visible Colleges"). It would be a rather peculiar mistake to
excludee material technologies from sociology of science, after reproaching mainstreamm sociology a lack of attention for technology! (Woolgar, "The Turn to
Technology") )
866
Star and Griesemer, "Institutional Ecology, Translations', and Boundary
Objects",, pp. 412-13.
877
Crane, "The Gatekeepers of Science". Similarly, judges in American courts are
thee gatekeepers of what constitutes acceptable scientific evidence and what, part of
thee larger demarcation issue between 'science' and 'law'. See Solomon and Hackett,
"Settingg Boundaries between Science and Law".
888
Cf. Hart and Victor, "Scientific Elites". The concept of 'boundary elites' has
beenn suggested in Hoch, "The Crystallisation of a Strategic Alliance", and was used
inn Kleinman, "Layers of Interests, Layers of Influence".
899
E.g. the use of the term in the study of science and politics in Hajer, The Politics
ofof Environmental Discourse.
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boundariess of their field (what does and does not belong to the field of research
thee journal covers).90
Thus,, the effect of bounding a practice can be achieved with the use of a
combinationn of devices. This effect has been described by Shapin as:
Boundingg a practice is a way of defining what it is, of protecting it
fromfrom unwanted interference and excluding unwanted participants, of
tellingg practitioners how it is proper to behave within it and how that
behaviourr differs from ordinary conduct, and of distributing value
acrosss its borders.91
Evidently,, boundary texts, objects, and people usually operate together. For
example,, the bounding of the domain of interest of a scientific journal is not
justt a matter of the conceptions of the editors, but is also embodied in the name
off the journal or the description of the subject matter of the journal. Here is a
typicall example from the eco/toxicological journal Ecotoxicology and
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Safety in 1987:
Ecotoxicologyy and Environmental Safety publishes manuscripts
dealingg with studies of the biologic and toxic effects caused by natural
orr synthetic chemical pollutants to ecosystems, whether animal, plant,
orr microbial. The Editors are particularly interested in reports about the
entryy and fate of chemicals in the biosphere and reports of qualitative
andd quantitative studies of the toxic effects of chemical pollutants and
theirr impact on man. (...)
Thiss piece of text means very little in itself, but in the hands of an editor, it
becomess a resource, a boundary device that can be mobilised, perhaps altered
orr reinterpreted, but nevertheless a part of the repertoire available for drawing
thee boundaries of eco/toxicology.
Otherr simple examples can be found in laboratories of regulatory
research.. In the winter of 1992, a very friendly and helpful biologist of the
Environmentall Research Laboratory of the US Environmental Protection
Agencyy in Duluth, Minnesota, gave me a tour of the premises, on the way to
onee of the many interviews that had been arranged for me. We walked past a
doorr to a part of the laboratory that was locked and had a sign telling me that
thiss was a restricted area, only for authorised personnel. The biologist
apologisedd for not being able to take me into this part of the laboratory, as this
900
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wass an area where commercial interests were involved in the ongoing research.
AA combination of a temporary ID card, a sign on a door, a lock, and an
apologeticc biologist regionalised the laboratory for me, the outsider. This was
thee first time that I ran into the boundary ordering devices that shield parts of
regulatoryy regimes from outsiders, actors like me who could decide to use
materiall to challenge regulatory decisions or reveal commercially sensitive
information.. This particular door with its lock and uninviting sign was not
solelyy responsible for demarcating this particular part of the regulatory regime
forr me. Exploring further, I would discover a more complex set of connected
boundaryy devices in other texts, legal texts that drew boundaries between what
iss and is not to be considered commercially sensitive information. Many more
off such occasions were to follow, as I was to discover the peculiar ways in
whichh access to regulatory information was restricted. There would be
laboratoriess of regulatory science with fences, cameras, gates, magnetic passes,
lockss with number codes and once even a secret floor in a building to hide
toxicityy tests from animal liberation activists. There would be documents I
couldd read but not copy, information that I was told but could not read, etc.
Thesee devices, distributing what is and is not public knowledge, play an
importantt part in the boundary between the parts of regulatory proceedings that
aree considered political and considered science, as I will show in later chapters.
Inn the previous chapter, I have used the term 'boundary configuration'
loosely,, to indicate that a boundary is a complex affair. We now have one way
too analyse a boundary configuration: we can consider it as a combination of
(variouss types of) boundary ordering devices that are mobilised together to
producee the effect of demarcating science from non-science, or research fields
fromfrom each other. I have suggested a useful way to enumerate these boundaries
withh a simple checklist: texts, objects, and people. The fact that boundary
devicess operate together, in configurations, does not mean that they always
cooperatee neatly. For example, in many regulatory regimes the boundary
devicess distinguishing science from non-science are organised in incongruent
andd contradicting ways: the strict demarcation of science and politics will be
thee text proclaimed in public, while the people that are meant to guard this
boundaryy in regulatory practice operate much more pragmatically.92 Such
ambivalencess notwithstanding, the core of the argument so far is that we have
too extend the analysis beyond boundaries expressed in language if we are to
understandd the division of expert labour in regulatory regimes.
2.33 Divide and coordinate
Upp to this point, the main focus has been on boundaries as demarcations:
devicess for distinguishing different spheres of practice. They embody
differencess and indicate what properly belongs to a practice and what does not.
Cf.. Bal, Grenzenwerk.
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However,, boundaries also specify conditions of exchange: under which
conditionss can demarcations be crossed? What are the conditions for
cooperationn across demarcations? The stress is now on the latter part of
Shapin'ss definition of bounding: the aspect of 'distributing value across its
borders'.. In fact, it is the integrative aspect of boundaries that has received a
lott of attention in research that has expanded boundaries beyond language.
Starr and Griesemer's interest in Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate
Zoologyy was precisely for the way boundary objects could organise
cooperationn between professionals and amateurs. For them, the key aspect of
boundaryy objects was their ability to negotiate between different social worlds,
takingg on different meanings for actors in these different social worlds,
providingg a device for cooperation without the need of integration into a
homogenouss community of practitioners. By using boundary devices such as
ideall types (e.g. concepts of species), diagrams, and even the museum itself,
trappers,, farmers, university administrators, amateur collectors and biologists
weree able to cooperate, while simultaneously the boundary between their social
worldss was reproduced.
Boundaryy objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to
locall needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet
robustt enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are
weaklyy structured in common use, and become strongly structured in
individuall use. These objects may be abstract or concrete. They have
differentt meanings in different social worlds but their structure is
commonn enough to more than one world to make them recognisable, a
meanss of translation. The creation and management of boundary objects
iss a key process in developing and maintaining coherence across
intersectingg social worlds.93
Inn some cases, the conditions of exchange embodied in a boundary object are
flexible,, in other cases they are rigid, just as with linguistic repertoires. Joan
Fujimuraa has expanded on the notion of boundary objects to show how
boundaryy devices can become more stable than the cases described by Star and
Griesemer.. When various boundary objects are combined with standardised
methods,, they can form a 'standardised package', as 'codefmitions and
corestrictionn narrow the range of possible actions and practices, but also do not
entirelyy define them.'94 Using this concept, she has described how a wide range
off social worlds cooperated around notions of 'cancer genes' combined with
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recombinantt DNA technologies to form a 'bandwagon' of oncogene cancer
research.95 5
Inn their description of climate models, Shackley and Wynne have
showedd how these models negotiate uncertainties between different groups of
expertss and simultaneously developed knowledge packaged for the policy
process.. They have showed how these models are actually a co-production of
climatee policy and climate research, making it very hard to separate the
'science'' and 'the politics' with the essentialist criteria of a cage model.
Nevertheless,, a division of expert labour is constructed around them, even to
thee extent that competing forms of climate knowledge are excluded from the
process.96 6
Similarly,, boundary people (gatekeepers, boundary elites) do not just
guardd boundaries, but also negotiate the exchanges between social worlds, such
ass between research fields or between these fields and policy makers. When
scientistss advise policy as experts, they are boundary people: scientists who
packagee science as 'expertise', i.e. science that is translated into knowledge
pertinentt to policy makers. While they translate science, they also perform
boundaryy work marking science from policy.97
Thee ability of concepts, metaphors and other boundary devices in
languagee to coordinate heterogeneous activities has also been extensively
researched.. Shackley and Wynne have indicated how, in the volatile world of
globall climate change, the boundaries between science and policy are unstable
andd not univocally articulated. They meticulously analyse diverging
interpretationss of 'uncertainty' as these are used to order the exchanges
betweenn scientists and policy makers, in line with their respective agendas.98
Thiss is an example of a boundary repertoire that fosters cooperation across a
demarcation.. A key property of such boundary texts is that they are not fully
defined.. There are more examples of concepts or developed repertoires with
multiplee meanings that enable exchange and cooperation: 'sustainability', the
immunologicall 'self,99 or the notion of'uncertainty factor' in toxicology,100 or
thee use of radar representations of environmental quality (the Dutch
'amoeba').1011 Similarly, notions such as 'discourse coalition'102 suggest how

Fujimura,, "The Molecular Bandwagon in Cancer Research".
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scientistss and policy makers cooperate through shared basic metaphor of
nature,1033 or because they construct their activities with the same story lines.104
Ourr earlier example of 'risk assessment/risk management' shows this
doublee character of boundary devices nicely: the conceptual pair divides
sciencee and politics, drawing up a list of how these activities are different.
However,, simultaneously, the division suggests a way scientific knowledge
shouldd be integrated into the policy process: the policy maker provides the
problemm definition, the scientist provides the factual knowledge, and then the
policyy maker can produce a decision balancing political interests in light of the
scientificc evidence. Thus boundary devices divide and coordinate, split and
bringg together.
Testss used for regulatory purposes, computational models, or
standardisedd methods provide interesting examples of boundary devices along
thee science/policy boundary. Van den Bogaard has described in detail how
macro-economicc models were constructed in the Netherlands. In these models,
definitionss of key concepts were a co-production of concerns from economics
andd from social policy, such as for example the definition unemployment. Even
thoughh these models became a mongrel of considerations that could be
consideredd 'scientific' and 'political' with the strict criteria of a cage model, the
endd result was that the macro-economic model of the Dutch Central Planning
Bureauu did come to represent the state of the art of economic knowledge.
Togetherr with drawing a boundary between what was to be considered politics
andd what economic science, it also made economical knowledge available for
thee policy process. In order to do this, the economy and economic planning had
too be 'configured': translated in the mathematical terms of the model.
Inn sum, boundary devices demarcate and coordinate as two sides of a
coin.. They distribute meaning, values and participants between practices, while
simultaneouslyy structuring interactions between such practices.1
2.44 Organisations and institutions
Expertt organisations, such as the Dutch Central Planning Bureau, combine
variouss boundary devices: their expert economists act as a boundary elite
betweenn policy makers and academic economics,107 their discourse of
predictionn and mathematisation has a bounding effect, similar to the models
1033
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theyy develop.108 Expert organisations can be seen as complex concatenations of
boundaryy devices, dividing and coordinating science and policy.109 Expert
organisationss are therefore strategic locations for studying boundary
configurations:: several boundary devices interacting with each other. Similarly,
thee organisation of a journal's editorial board mentioned earlier contains such a
combinationn of boundary devices. Within organisations, boundary devices are
coordinatedd and integrated.
Ass part of this coordination, boundary configurations can become
embeddedd in organisational structures. For example, the risk assessment/risk
managementt scheme discussed earlier was copied throughout the US
Environmentall Protection Agency in the 1980s. As the scheme was taken on
boardd and used to restructure the decision-making process, it became a guiding
principlee for organising regulatory decision making (in spite of ambivalences in
thee original report recommending the scheme). Jasanoffhas shown how the use
off this rhetorical boundary device (i.e. 'text') did not suffice to contain
regulatoryy conflict, but was joined by organisational changes in the way the
USEPAA set up its expert advisory bodies. The risk assessment/risk management
schemee was embedded in the structure of the organisation and its procedures.
However,, simultaneously, the bounding of science and policy changed, as the
USEPAA learned to keep its experts at arms length.110 Similarly, propositions for
representingg desired relations between science and policy are not just presented
inn terms of list of properties and rules of mutual engagement, but come with
organisationall diagrams, suggesting how regulatory procedure ought to be
organised.1111 Abbott describes how the division of expert knowledge (i.e. its
boundaries)) can be embedded in organisational structures:
Withinn the organisational structure of a hospital are encoded the design
off a certain type of health care, the partitioning of the task carrying it
out,, and an order of their performance. The hospital's role assignments,
itss rules of procedure, and its interrelations actually contain an expertise
off health care: an interventionist expertise as opposed to a preventionist
one,, and episodic as opposed to a permanent one, a technical as opposed
too a spiritual one.112

Vann den Bogaard, Configuring the Economy.
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Ass boundary devices are embedded in organisational structures and routines,
theyy may become harder to identify as they shift out of explicit language. Apart
fromfrom integration of boundary devices, there is therefore another kind of work
thatt is performed in organisations, especially in expert organisations. When
suchh expert organisations try to package the knowledge of experts into models
orr tests, they delegate the effect of bounding from the people to the objects:
noww the model or the test become the main boundary device, possibly even
functioningg without the presence of the expert. A model then comes to stand on
itss own, becomes 'an immutable mobile' in Latourian terms.113 With this
delegation,, the effect of bounding also can be delegated. As Van den Bogaard
showed,, conceptions of 1940s Dutch economists about the way economic
policyy (planning) should relate to economics as a body of knowledge were
packagedd into the model they developed. In later chapters, I will show how
similarr delegations occurred in regulatory regimes for chemicals, as specific
science/policyy and eco/toxicology boundary configurations were packaged in
toxicityy tests and models. The boundaries of scientific fields can be similarly
delegated,, for example as conceptions or representations of where one fields
beginss and another stops are embedded in the selective membership of a
laboratoryy or a review board.
Inversely,, boundaries can be thematised again, 'shifted back' to
language,, for example as organisations or professional groups become reflexive
(ass they typically do in times of crisis). They may produce maps, regional and
non-regional,, of their operations, draw up 'ins' and 'outs', and reorganise
themselvess accordingly. In this sense, maps quite literally construct the
territory.1144 Such maps may even travel to other organisations, serving as
exemplarss for restructuring.
Thesee activities of organisations to bring together or delegate boundary
devicess points at two particularly interesting types of organisations for studying
boundariess in regulatory regimes. The first are, obviously, the organisations
thatt provide expert knowledge for regulatory policy. At institutes such as the
Dutchh National Institute of Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), the
USEPA'ss environmental research laboratories, or England's Water Research
Centre,, a large number of boundary devices were produced in the form of
assessmentt procedures, toxicity tests or expert reports, shifting and
renegotiatingg boundaries. A second type of organisations for studying the
boundariess of regulatory science consists of the organisations of/for
eco/toxicologists:: their journals, their laboratories, their professional
associations,, and their funding agencies. Not just because in their laboratories
eco/toxicologistss also produce knowledge for regulatory regimes, but also
Latour,, Science in Action.
Weick, The Social Psychology of Organisations; Morgan, Images of
Organisations. Organisations.
1144
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becausee in these organisations boundaries are embodied dividing and
coordinatingg ecology and environmental toxicology as research fields, thereby
boundingg bodies of knowledge for regulatory regimes.
Thiss leaves one important question open: can we talk of 'boundaries' at
all?? Shouldn't we only talk of 'boundary devices'? The term boundary suggests
somee degree of institutionalisation: boundaries that have somehow routinised,
cann be found in various locations, and that seem to recur beyond the episodic
occasionss of boundary work. (I.e. institutions are not to be confused with
organisations.)) The constructivist studies of boundary work have focused on
thee production of boundaries. I have already indicated how Gieryn identifies
languagee as the principle repository for the outcome of boundary work. To the
extentt that he pays attention to institutionalised boundaries, these are seen as
storedd in repertoires for talking about science. In his empirical research, the
focuss remains with processes of production of boundaries, rather than their
reproduction.. However, in order to understand the division of expert labour in
regulatoryy regimes and especially how that division of labour seems to acquire
somee degree of obduracy, it will be necessary to pay more attention to
processess of institutionalisation, tracing texts as well as objects and people. In
otherr words: boundary 'work' needs an institutional counterpart,
'boundaries'.115 5
II will describe how boundary devices become institutionalised through a
combinationn of processes. Boundary devices are copied form one context to the
next.. In the process, their originally more or less explicit bounding effects
travell along. For example, toxicity tests produced for regulatory purposes in the
US,, packaging particular regulatory concerns and especially boundaries of
AmericanAmerican regulatory sciences, are taken over by international standardisation
committeess and transferred to European regulatory regimes, carrying their
originall load as boundary devices, even as they are adapted again to local
needs.. A first mechanism of institutionalisation is therefore distribution (and
translation).. An additional process is routinisation: boundary devices that are
usedd without specific attention for their potentially problematic bounding
effects.. Boundary devices may shift out of language, or the connotation of
boundaryy texts may be lost (e.g. as the routinisation of the risk assessment/risk
managementt scheme lost the specific regulatory context in which it was
proposed).. This means that the routine use of boundary devices implies a
reproductionn of boundaries. Last, I have already indicated how boundary
devicess tend to be organised together, forming boundary configurations. As
suchh processes operate together, they weigh heavier on attempts to shift or
redefinee boundaries, as environmental movements that have tried to change the
statee of affairs of the division of expert labour in regulatory regimes have
experienced.. I believe that, in that sense, the use of an institutional term
1155
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boundaryy is warranted and even necessary. As I hope to show, an institutional
constructivismm is possible and, in fact, overdue.
Thee risk of using the institutional term boundary is that we end up with a
cagee model of differentiation again. We may be tempted to reduce a boundary
too an essentialist criterion again. For example, we can try to locate 'the
boundary'' between science and politics in an expert institution on the basis of a
narroww definition of what is and is not science. Describing the complexities of a
boundaryy configuration as a boundary means that we, as analysts, also perform
aa delegation: from the configuration (where a boundary may have shifted out of
languagee into tests and relations between people) to our own language. There
aree only two imperfect answers to this problem. The first is that this is what
(ourr own) science is: a translation of what we register into what we write. The
secondd is that we have to maintain a sensitivity in our research practice for the
multifariouss forms of boundaries, resist the temptation to reduce more than is
necessaryy to show interesting regularities in the division of expert labour,
withoutt presenting our own reconstructions as causes. Aiming in between the
Bigg Narrative of modernity and the 'vignettes' of its anecdotal refutations may
requiree a specific sensitivity. The alternative is to remain willingly blind to such
regularitiess *16 out of fear of reification.

33 Taking stock: a vocabulary for boundaries
Againstt the background of cage and seamless network models of boundaries of
science,, I have developed an alternative notion of boundaries from some of the
availablee research on boundaries of science. I needed such a notion in order to
bee able to study and describe boundaries of science in regulatory regimes in
wayss that do justice to both the regularities in the division of expert labour, as
welll as its constructed nature. In other words: I have provided a vocabulary that
allowss for an understanding of institutionalised regularities in boundaries of
science,, while not reifying such boundaries more than they should be. Although
II do not claim to have resolved the more profound tensions between modernist
andd post-/a-modernist theories of science (far from that), I do claim to have at
leastt provided myself with some conceptual tools for describing boundaries that
makee the best possible use of the strengths of the cage and seamless network
models,, while avoiding some of their pitfalls.
Thiss vocabulary can be summed up now. Boundary work defines a
practicee in contrast with other practices, protects it from unwanted participants
andd interference, while attempting to prescribe proper ways of behaviour for
participantss and non-participants (demarcation); simultaneously, boundary
workk defines proper ways for interaction between these practices and makes
suchh interaction possible and conceivable (coordination). Thus boundary work
hass the double nature of dividing and coordinating. Boundary work uses and
!]66
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producess boundary devices: textual, material, or social resources for
demarcatingg and coordinating practices, i.e. boundaries can be embodied in
texts,, objects, or people. As outcome of boundary work, boundary devices set
thee stage for consecutive episodes of boundary work. Boundary devices can be
stablee and maintain their identity in the practices they bound (e.g. 'standardised
packages'),, or they can be flexible and negotiable. Some boundaries can
managee to coordinate practices because they define these practices sharply;
otherss derive their strength from their vagueness (such as 'loose concepts').
Organisationss are locations where boundary devices are integrated and
delegated,, i.e.: the effect of bounding can be shifted between different types of
boundaryy devices, for example from experts to expert models. Boundaries can
evenn be embedded in the structure of an organisation. Organisations of
particularr interest for the study of regulatory science are expert organisations
(suchh as advisory science boards), and organisations of scientists (especially for
fieldfield boundaries, such as journal or laboratories). Boundary devices usually
operatee together (texts in combination with people in combination with objects)
ass do organisations where boundary work is performed. We can describe these
combinationss as boundary configurations. In some cases, boundary
configurationss may operate to bound a practice in the same way, in other cases
boundaryy configurations can be ambivalent, for example as boundary work in
publicc discourse and boundary objects as used in regulatory practice do not
match. .
Thee term 'boundary' is used for institutionalised boundaries, i.e.
configuredd boundary devices that are distributed and routinised in use. It is
shorthandd for describing their patterns and for pointing at the extra work that
willl be needed to change these patterns.
II want to stress that this is only a vocabulary, a descriptive tool,
developedd for the specific purpose of describing the division of labour in
regulatoryy regimes. As a vocabulary, it explains next to nothing: it is only a
skeletonn for the actual analysis. In order to put some flesh on these bones, we
havee to turn to the description of historically specific regulatory regimes and
fieldss of knowledge. However, I do claim that with this tool, I can address
somee key issues in regulatory regimes. We can look more systematically at the
organisationn and structure of the regulatory sciences. In the alliances between
policyy makers and scientists, there is not just one science, nor an entirely
contingentt heterogeneity of sciences. An analysis of boundary configurations
cann show how regulatory science is divided amongst fields with their typical
approachess to environmental effects of chemicals, their typical way of framing
andd translating environmental problems, and their typical way to look for
solutions.. The assumption made in the analysis of a boundary configuration is
thatt boundaries are crucial in 'framing' scientific discourse. The relevance of
suchh an analysis for regulatory policy is that these ways to identify, define, and
addresss environmental problems are fed into the way policy regimes regulate.
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Inn addition, this vocabulary will allow us to understand more precisely
thee potential of science to bring about policy closure. The way in which
scientificc fields affect policy regimes is clearly not one of 'dissemination' of
sciencee into policy, or the sole result of scientific entrepreneurship. The alliance
iss a matter of two-way interaction and mutual adjustment. From empirical
researchh on this topic, we know that the organisation of the boundary between
sciencee and policy is one of the crucial mechanisms in this alignment process.
Myy notion of boundaries draws the attention to the interplay of social, material,
andd literary technologies in this process. The boundary concept developed here
allowss us to describe the form that the alliance takes. It does not say anything
aboutt the conditions under which an alliance is likely to come about, nor does it
predictt sources of tension. Those are matters that require a more substantive
theory,, for which, towards the end of the book, I will argue an institutional
constructivismm offers good perspectives. (Chapter 7 will relate the patterns in
thee integration of expertise with policy to styles of decision making, drawing
onn neo-institutional theory.)
Last,, I have suggested in the previous chapter that we should look less at
publicc controversies and to study more the run-of-the-mill of regulatory
regimes.. This methodological point runs parallel to my argument to study
embodiedd boundary devices and their institutionalised reproduction, rather than
boundaryy work alone. This should allow us to get an idea of what happens to
boundariess when they are not explicitly at stake in the public disputes of
regulatoryy policy making. It is now time to turn to the actual stories, the
complexx jungle of regulatory regimes, and especially their particular divisions
off labour.

Chapterr 3: Environmental regulation of
chemicals s
ThusThus with slow steps I and my gentle teacher,
OverOver thatfilthysludge ofsouls and snow,
PassedPassed on, touching a little upon the nature
OfOf the life to come...
Inferno,, VL100-103, 3rd Circle, the Gluttonous.

11 Into the heart of the polity
Thee years 1970-1971 were remarkable years for environmental policy. The
1960ss had witnessed increasing activism and awareness over the potential
hazardss of industrial pollution. Whereas older concerns and regulatory efforts
hadd focused on health risks to workers and concerns of nature conservation, a
neww discourse of danger was in the making: chemical pollution as a prime
threatt to the health of every citizen and to the survival of wildlife. Groups of
concernedd citizens had been rallying against industrial projects. New forms of
activismm questioned political institutions as well as modes of economic
production.. For example, concerns about smog in the Netherlands in 1965 had
beenn followed quickly by tenacious protests against factories, such as the
successfull campaign against the location of a Progil chemical plant near
Amsterdamm in 1967-68, or a Hoogovens chemical plant near Rotterdam.2
Aroundd 1970, large numbers of Dutch citizens mentioned environmental
problemss as a prime concern in public opinion polls,3 and some of the most
successfull Dutch environmental movements were started. In the US,
environmentall activism had culminated in the first Earth Day, in 1970,
involvingg millions of citizens.5 Similarly, the environmental movement in
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Kok, Meyer, and Van Ruiten, Protest tegen Progil; De Koning, In Dienst van
hethet Milieu, p. 21.
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Kok, Meyer, and Van Ruiten, Protest tegen Progil, p. 19.
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An early one was the Vereniging tot Behoud van de Waddenzee (Society for the
protectionn of the Wadden Sea, 1965), but the real 'wave' came between 1970 and
1973,, e.g. the presently big organisations: Milieudefensie (Dutch branch of Friends
off the Earth, 1972) and Stichting Natuur en Milieu (Society for Nature Conservation
andd Environmental Protection, 1972). (For a complete list, see Cramer, De Groene
GolfGolf Cramer, Mission-Orientation in Ecology, pp. 200-01; Leroy, "Milieubeweging
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Englandd experienced a boost, with the creation of several new groups, such as
Friendss of the Earth in 1970.6
Activistt scientists too had been making themselves heard. Biologist
Rachell Carson' alarming warning against the risks of pesticides, Silent
Spring,Spring, appearing in the US in 1962, had been followed by similar
publicationss in the Netherlands7 and an English edition.8 In England and in
thee Netherlands, biologists raised concerns about effects of pesticides on birds
andd lobbied for regulatory action.9 In some cases, scientists got actively
involvedd in public campaigning, such as the Amsterdam biology students and
Dutchh toxicologists that played a key role in the Progil protests.10
Att the end of the 1960s, there had also been a series of spectacular
environmentall disasters, covered eagerly by the media. On 18 March 1967,
thee oil tanker Torrey Canyon had grounded off the coast of Cornwall and had
broken,, spilling some 119.000 tonnes of Kuwait export crude into sea. It
wouldd turn out to be the first major oil spill accident. By order of Prime
Ministerr Harold Wilson and his Cabinet, the wreck had been bombed with
napalmm to set the oil on fire and the remaining spillage had been sprayed with
detergents.. The oil had killed an estimated 25.000 birds, while the cure of
dispersantss had decimated underwater life." In 1969, massive kills among sea
birdss in the Irish Sea had been associated with organochlorine pollution.12 The
USS had also received its share. Sparks of welders working on a bridge in
Cleveland,, Ohio, had lit the debris on the heavily polluted Cuyahoga River on
222 June 1969. Fires on the river had occurred several times before, but this
timee the incident made the national press. According to eyewitnesses, the
flamesflames from the burning river had been five stories high.13 Meanwhile,
macabree details of the mercury pollution related Minimata disease in Japan
hadd reached the West.14 Also in 1969, an accidental spill of 30 kg of the
organochlorinee pesticide endosulfan in the Rhine had caused not only
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widespreadd fish kills in Germany, but also major concerns about drinking
waterr quality in the Netherlands.
It'ss not as if nothing had been done about pollution before 1970. The
Netherlandss had the Hinderwet of 1952 (originally dating back as far as 1875,
regulatingg noxious plants), a law regulating pesticide hazards from 1962, as
wellwell as several local acts.16 England had a very long tradition of
environmentall laws, mostly pertaining to urban air and river water quality,
especiallyy in London.17 Its Pesticide Safety Precaution Scheme was set up in
1957,, and there was legislation protecting wildlife, especially birds and
fisheries,fisheries, that was ahead of its time compared to other countries.18 In the US
too,, there was regulatoryy action, but it was spread over various agencies. Most
off the environmental regulation was a matter of the States, for example as
stipulatedd in the Water Pollution Control Act of 1948, with a federal role in
enforcementt that was expanding only very slowly, e.g. by the Water Quality
Actt of 1965.19 In all three countries, there were environmental laws, but by
thee end of the sixties environmental activists, activist biologists, and a fansharee of spectacular accidents were making it clear that pollution was not
gettingg enough regulatory attention.
Andd then, the years 1970-1971 marked a qualitative change.
Environmentall issues broke through to the political establishment and
receivedd special attention in the state apparatus. In the US, Richard Nixon had
beenn campaigning on environmental issues and proceeded to install the US
Environmentall Protection Agency (EPA) in 1970. Environmental affairs that
hadd been spread over six different agencies were now combined in a new and
energeticc federal agency. Between 1970 and 1972 a large amount of
environmentall legislation was passed, some of it quite restrictive, including
thee Clean Air Act, the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act, and key
amendmentss to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.20
Inn Britain, issues of pollution had also been playing through the
electorall campaign. Harold Wilson had received royal assent for his standing
Royall Commission on Environmental Pollution in 1969. He established a
Centrall Scientific Unit on Pollution in the Ministry of Housing and Local
155
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Governmentt and presented a white paper entitled 'Protection of the
Environment:: The Fight Against Pollution'. All this occurred just before the
19700 elections - which he lost regardless. Nevertheless, the conservative
victor,, Edward Heath, proceeded to set up the Department of the Environment
(DoE)) with responsibilities for conservation issues and general pollution
affairs.. The British environment now had its own ministry, although
responsibilitiess for environmental policy would remain spread over more
agenciess than in the US.21
Inn the Netherlands, 1970 marked the legal implementation of the
Surfacee Water Pollution Act (Wet Verontreiniging Oppervlaktewateren),
signedd into law in the previous year. In 1971, the complicated negotiations
overr a centre-right coalition government led to the split of the Ministry of
Sociall Affairs and Health, to create a Ministry of Health and Environment
(Volksgezondheid(Volksgezondheid en Milieu). In this new ministry, the Directorate G
Environmentall Hygiene was the core of what would become a separate
environmentall ministry in 1982. The environment was a clear theme in the
neww government's policy statement. The first major Dutch environmental
whitee paper, the Urgentienota, announced forceful new environmental
policiess in the summer of 1972.22
Internationall organisations followed suit, with the establishment of the
Environmentall Committee in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Developmentt in 197023 and the UN Conference on the Human Environment
inn Stockholm, 1972, which started the UN Environment Programme (UNEP).
Onee year later, the European Economic Community launched the first
Europeann Environmental Action Plan.24
Inn the three countries studied,25 environmental issues were now clearly
definedd as a concern for the state, bundled in new executive agencies. With
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thee creation of environmental ministries and new legislation, the environment
wass no longer a matter for activist scientists and fringe environmental
advocacyy groups, but a matter worthy of state concern, brought into the heart
off the polity by none less than conservative governments. The 'environmental
problem'' was to be brought under control as an undesirable side effect of
industriall production, but with measures that would not hamper economic
productionn more than was 'reasonable'. Certified scientific knowledge of the
hazardss of pollution was to provide the key ingredient in defining this
'reasonability'.26 6
Betweenn 1970 and 1979, the legal frameworks for the protection of
wildlifee from pollution crystallised, outlining the field of operation for
eco/toxicologicall knowledge. As throughout the 1980s and the early 1990s
thesee frameworks were refined and implemented, eco/toxicological
knowledgee became (and made itself) increasingly important. Regulatory
regimess for three domains of chemical control were set up in the 1970s that
wouldd especially involve eco/toxicological knowledge: regulation of effluent
dischargess to surface water, the regulation of (the use of) pesticides, and the
regulationn of industrial chemicals. The division in these three areas of
operationn of regulatory regimes is roughly the same in the Netherlands, the
US,, and England.27
Inn this chapter, I will describe the general traits of the regulatory
frameworksframeworks in which eco/toxicology played a key role, i.e. the regulation of
chemicalss with respect to wildlife - and mainly aquatic wildlife. I will
describee how regulatory measures protecting wildlife from pollution focused
onn a few key bottlenecks in the circulation of chemicals through the
environment.. I particularly want to indicate the kinds of regulatory
programmess where eco/toxicological knowledge came to bear and the
elementss of those regulatory programmes where especially eco/toxicological
knowledgee was used. In addition, the chapter will provide the general
Westt Germany (1974), East Germany (1972), Japan (1971), all preceded by Sweden
(1967).. (See Lutz, "The Laws of Environmental Management", pp. 453-55.)
266
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reasonabilityy in the face of environmental radicalism, e.g. Lorch Foundation,
ProceedingsProceedings of the Seminar on Safety of Chemicals in the Environment, with
statementssfromboth the US and the UK.
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There were obviously other areas of regulatory development, such as air
pollutionn control or the regulation of noise pollution, but these generally were not as
importantt for eco/toxicological knowledge of pollution. A possible exception was
wastee regulation,, especially soil clean-up programmes, that involved some terrestrial
eco/toxicologyy in the second half of the eighties. Another was air pollution via 'acid
rain',, which involved an ecological assessment of forest ecosystems (Hajer, The
PoliticsPolitics of Environmental Discourse).
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backgroundd against which more detailed differences between regulatory
regimess can be described in the following chapters.

22 Regulatory frameworks
2.11 Water: the regulation of effluents
Thee regulation of effluent discharges to surface waters is one of the oldest
areass of pollution regulation and the first one to be altered by the acceleration
off environmental policy of the early 1970s. Effluents to surface water can
consistt of industrial waste, sewage from households, or run-off rainwater.
Theyy are released to rivers, estuaries, or sea, potentially via a sewage system,
andd nowadays usually after treatment in sewage treatment plants. The
pollutingg effects of sewage can manifest themselves in various ways.
Throughoutt most of the 20th century, the regulatory focus had been on oxygen
depletionn (leading to fish kills and bad smell), suspended solids ('murkiness'),
andd bacterial hazards to human health. In the 1970s, toxic effects of organic
andd inorganic pollutants (especially heavy metals) gradually received more
attention.. The regulatory action concentrated on 'point sources': discharges to
surfacee water from sewage or wastewater pipes. Pollution from 'non-point
sources',, such as run-off from agricultural land, as well as overflows, such as
causedd by rainwater after a storm, proved much harder to control, and would
onlyy receive increased regulatory attention in the 1990s.
Inn the three countries studied, all major effluent discharges beyond the
individuall household were in principle subject to licensing by about 1970.
Thiss meant that all industrial works or public water treatment facilities would
havee to apply for a permit at their designated regulatory authority. Such a
permitt would specify the conditions for discharging effluent, involving
standardss of various degrees of specificity. The 1970s environmental
regulationss for surface water typically set standards for (a combination of)
threee stages of discharges: process standards, effluent standards, or surface
waterr quality standards.28 Process standards identified correct procedures for
thee operation of a particular type of industrial facility or of wastewater
treatmentt facilities. In order to minimise hazardous effects of effluents,
regulatoryy agencies could specify what technology needed to be used in such
facilities,, or could prescribe rules of good practice. Technological
specificationss could imply types of water treatment to be used in sewage
treatmentt plants or treatment technology to be used in industrial processes.
Generally,, these different standards are distinguished in environmental policy:
emissionn standards, process standards, product standards, and environmental quality
standards.. The first three are 'source-oriented' standards. (Organisation for
Economicc Cooperation and Development, Environmental Standards; Cornet,
"Kwaliteitsdoelstellingenn en Normen in het Milieubeleid")
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Effluentt standards defined what was actually allowed to 'come out of the
pipe',, expressed in terms of average or peak concentrations of a substance in
thee effluent, or as a total amount (mass) of a polluting substance per year.
Waterr quality standards for the receiving stream could be used to set targets
forr discharge permits and secondary pollution control measures.
Processs standards were the initial core of US regulation of water
discharges.. The American Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
off 1972 required process standards for various groups of discharges. Publicly
ownedd sewage treatment works were to provide minimum secondary
treatmentt by July 1977 and 'best practicable waste treatment technology' by
Julyy 1978. For industrial discharges, 'best practicable technology
requirements'' were to be met by 1977 and 'best available technology
economicallyy achievable' by 1983. Over the next decades, the Environmental
Protectionn Agency (EPA) would put considerable effort into complex
technicall documents defining what such terms actually implied for various
sectorss of industry. The process standards reflected a firm belief in technology
ass a means to 'eliminate' pollution. Combined with a system of restrictive
effluentt permits the ultimate goal was 'by 1985, no more discharges of
pollutantss into the Nation's waters.'29 The immense cost of the programme
wass initially only a thorn in the flesh of the Nixon administration and its
budgetaryy austerity. It took a few years and an upset Congress before the full
implicationss and the budgetary extravagance of this goal were to surface. By
1977,, it became clear that the technological goals of the 'war on pollution'
weree rather ambitious, while simultaneously a technology-driven programme
wass not going to guarantee clean rivers. The Clean Water Act of 1977
implementedd new definitions for process standards (with more relaxed
deadlines)) and stressed water quality standards as alternative targets for
pollutionn policy.30
Inn England, process standards had a very long tradition in pollution
control,, especially for the regulation of air pollution. Process standards of
USEPA,, No Small Task. The profession of waterworks engineers went through
somee heavy storms in the first half of the seventies, first worrying about whether or
nott the profession would be able to provide the capacity for the building
programmes,, and then worrying about whether or not the government would
continuee to pay for its ambitious programmes. (Minges, "Cutback in Construction
Fundingg Stirs Doubt on Water Quality Goals"; Piecuch, "EPA Outlines PI 92/500
Strategy";; Parkhurst, "WPCF President's Message"; Sliter, "Needed: $350 Billionandd a New Needs Survey.")
300
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, PL 92-500; Clean Water
Act,Act, PL 95-217; USEPA, Tools and Rules. The 'war on...' seems a particularly strong
Americann policy metaphor that survived several similar disappointments, not just in
environmentall policy (see Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental
ProtectionProtection Agency, p. 22 et seq.)
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'Bestt Practicable Means' originated already in a law concerning smoke
abatementt in Leeds in 1842. However, the application of process standards in
waterr pollution was very limited and came about only in 1992. At this point,
effluentt discharges of major industrial works were brought under the
responsibilityy of Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP) that had
beenn responsible for air pollution before. Process standards of 'Best Available
Techniquess Not Entailing Excessive Cost' ('BATNEEC') were now to be
implementedd for all forms of pollution from major industrial plants, including
effluent.311 However, the process standards for effluents remained subordinate
too water quality standards.32 Ultimately, even though process standards were
veryy important in English regulatory policy, they played only a minor role in
thee control of water pollution, where water quality standards would remain
thee key policy instrument.
Inn the Netherlands, notions such as 'best available technology' played a
secondaryy role in the negotiations between water quality managers and
dischargers,, as the regulation of water pollution relied more heavily on
effluentt standards. Process standards became more important by the end of
thee 1980s, when they were used to implement additional restrictions for more
strictlyy regulated chemical substances, in particular priority 'black list'
substances.333 (In practice, the water authorities used the principle of 'best
availablee technology' where they wanted to avoid phase-out policies in the
nineties.)34 4
Generally,, process standards for the regulation of water pollution were
thee professional jurisdiction of sanitation and water works engineers, and
publicc health specialists. Traditionally, the engineers had dominated water
pollutionn control via their role in the construction of sewage systems and
sewagee treatment plants. For example, in the US they were organised in the
influentiall Water Pollution Control Federation, an organisation of water
311
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pollutionn professionals with its own journal, a key resource for knowledge on
USS water pollution control.35 In the early seventies, the Federation and its
memberss would provide advice to the EPA on how its ambitious pollution
reductionn targets could be achieved. Prominent officers of the EPA, such as
itss second administrator, Russell E. Train, would even take an active part in
somee of the Federation's annual conferences.36
Processs standards that defined what was the best treatment technology,
optimall sizes of sedimentation tanks or aeration beds did not seem like a field
off practice for eco/toxicologists, with the exception of those interested in the
breakdownn of pollutants by the micro-organism ecosystem in sewage
treatmentt plants. Nevertheless, around 1970 biologists began to create a little
nichee for themselves in this field. Biologists were beginning to show up in
organisationss such as the Water Pollution Control Federation. On of them was
Johnn Cairns, Jr., an ecologist about whom we will learn a lot later in our
historyy of eco/toxicology. He had joined the Federation's new 'Committee on
Ecology'' in 1971.37 In order to assess or optimise the operation of treatment
works,, engineers would want to know the quality of effluent. Output
performancee of sewage treatment plants was traditionally measured by
identifyingg the chemicals or micro-organisms in effluent.38 Biologists like
Cairnss were beginning to suggest alternative indicators for the measurement
off treatment performance, not necessarily directly in the effluent, but perhaps
inn the streams that the effluent would end up in. Suggested tests involved the
usee of fish in tanks or cages as real-time pollution indicators. By monitoring
thee health or even the behaviour of a fish in such a tank, one would obtain an
earlyy warning system for pollution in water flowing through.39 Even though
thee use of such tests seemed more appropriate for monitoring relatively clean

Thee Journal of the Water Pollution Control Federation. Among its member
associationss were professional associations from other countries, including the
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surfacee water, biologists were now trying to show the advantages of
biologicall indicators to the engineers.
However,, the more interesting applications for biological indicators of
waterr quality were not in service of process standards. Effluent and ambient
waterr quality standards provided a more interesting area of activity. Effluent
standardss essentially define what can be contained in discharged water for the
purposee of licensing schemes and typically specify concentrations of
substancess or physical characteristics. Although seemingly straightforward,
thee details of these standards get quite complex. They do not only involve a
concentrationn of a substance in effluent that is considered tolerable, but can
alsoo specify where and how exactly this concentration is to be measured,
whetherr it is to be achieved all the time, 95% of the time, as daily average or
ass annual average, as a concentration or as a total load, etc.
Englishh water pollution control relied on licensing schemes for effluent.
Sincee the English Control of Pollution Act of 1974, all effluent dischargers
wouldd have to obtain a 'consent' from one of the ten Regional Water
Authorities,, created as agencies responsible for overall water resources by the
Waterr Act of 1973.41 A consent would specify parameters that the discharger
wouldd have to comply with. In the early seventies, most of such parameters
weree based on tradition and rules of thumb. For example, ordinary consents
forr non-industrial dischargers such as water treatment works, would contain
thee typical '20/30' specifications: 20 ppm Biochemical Oxygen Demand and
300 ppm Suspended Solids.42 In some cases, a parameter for ammonia in the
effluentt would be included. For small treatment plants, consents would rely
onlyy on qualitative process standards, such as conditions that the plant should

Discussionn of 1980s tests of this type in Van Straalen and Verkleij, eds.,
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bee properly maintained and that no industrial effluent should be accepted.
Onlyy consents for industrial dischargers tended to contain more parameters,
forr example including concentrations of specific toxic chemicals used in the
industriall process involved.43
Thee standards of English consents were typically subject to extensive
negotiationn between regulators and dischargers. The task of the regulators was
too guard overall water quality of a river, which would imply that consents
couldd vary in light of environmental quality standards. These were defined as
variouss usage categories of river water, such as fishing water or drinking
water,, for which gradually some chemical standards were developed. A key
notionn used in the legitimation of this approach was that the environment had
aa certain 'assimilative capacity', a capacity to handle pollution that could be
usedd to process pollution. As the Department of the Environment put it in
1976: :
Dischargess of waste substances to the environment will always be with
us;; indeed, given the ability of the environment to receive and
assimilatee or dissipate these wastes, this can be an entirely legitimate
andd sensible use of resources. Through sensible physical planning and
forethoughtt about the environmental impact of different kinds of
developmentt it is possible greatly to reduce the nuisance value of such
discharges.44 4
Byy implication, a strict control of what was contained in effluent was not
consideredd a meaningful policy target. Rather, the resulting water quality of
thee river was defended as the more important criterion. One of the
implicationss of this approach was that pollutants could be allowed to mix with
riverriver water before environmental quality standards were measured, the socalledd 'mixing zone'. In the early seventies, water regulators were very lenient
withh the determination of mixing zone size, but some general standards were
developedd on how mixing zones were to be measured by the end of the 1980s.
Thee UK valued its approach highly. Even when the European
Economicc Community tried to come to strict limit values for dangerous
chemicall substances in effluents in 1976, the UK managed to negotiate an
exceptionn to this 'Dangerous Substances Directive* in order to maintain its
focuss on water quality standards over strict effluent standards.45 Only in 1987
433
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didd the Department of the Environment announce the development of a 'red
list'' of chemicals that were to receive stricter regulation irrespective of the
conditionn of the receiving water. The list was developed in preparation of the
UK'ss position at the North Sea Conference, discussing harmonised pollution
standardss with several countries bordering on the North Sea.4
Thee Netherlands showed a similar development from basic parameters
off effluent quality to the use of more refined chemical parameters in a setting
off negotiated licensing. In contrast to England, the Dutch put more stress on
effluentt standards as a regulatory tool. A further particularity of the Dutch
systemm as created by the Surface Water Pollution Act (Wet Verontreiniging
Oppervlaktewateren)Oppervlaktewateren) was that it relied on levies as a ground for
eachh discharge, the environmental load was expressed in 'inhabitant
equivalents',, comparing the size of pollution to the pollution of an average
inhabitant.. With estimated amounts of oxygen demand and heavy metals in
effluentt of various types of industry a levy was then determined. If a company
didd not agree with this estimate, then it could opt for actual measurement of
effluentt parameters. The issuing of permits was divided between the national
departmentt of water (Rijkswaterstaat)47 for major rivers, and Provinces for
locall waters, later mostly transferred to local water authorities
(waterschappen).(waterschappen). The implementation was coordinated by a comm
wass to develop standards and guidelines (Commissie Uitvoering Wet
VerontreinigingVerontreiniging Oppervlaktewateren). Strictly speaking, the levi
intendedd as a financing instrument: they were to raise funds to set up an
extensivee water treatment network on the basis of the principle of 'the polluter
pays'.. It turned out they were a very effective encouragement for dischargers
too implement reduction measures, even to such an extent that by the end of the
daughterr Directives for individual substances had been adopted and the 'Standard
Articles'' Directive was adopted (86/280/EEC), a daughter directive that established
ann accelerated procedure. By 1992, a list of 129 had been selected as candidates for
thee black list. Substances may be added to the black list on the basis of toxicity,
persistence,, and bioaccumulation, but the precise technical procedure was not
disclosed.. (Environmental Data Services, Dangerous Substances in Water, pp. 2-7).
Inn addition, water authorities were expected to establish specific uses for every
waterway.. A limited number of standards were developed for each of the water
types.. These were denned in Directives for drinking water (75/440/EEC),
swimmingg water (76/160/EEC), freshwater for fish (78/659/EEC, split in cyprinid
andd salmonid waters), and shellfish water (79/923/EEC), see: Ministerie van
Volkshuisvesting,, Stoffen en Normen, p. 43.
466
Environmental Data Services, Dangerous Substances in Water.
477
Rijkswaterstaat is now translated as Public Works Agency, preparing for
independentt agency status. In full, it was called the Directorate General of Public
Workss and Water Management in the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management. .
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1980ss there were worries that funds for waterworks were running low.
Althoughh theoretically all dischargers to surface waters were obliged to get
permits,, in reality many smaller dischargers were overlooked. For example,
agriculturall discharges to surface water largely remained without permits
becausee this was considered 'unpractical' by regulatory authorities (in spite of
thee potential presence of pesticides), until legal action by environmental
groupss in 1994-1996.49 In addition, discharges to the public sewers were left
unregulatedd until 1984, effectively making local governments responsible for
thee effluent and for obtaining the necessary permit for it.50
Initially,, this approach was entirely directed at general reduction of
pollution,, without strict effluent standards. Starting in 1981, the possibility of
moree restrictive effluent standards was added to the law, implementing the
Europeann Dangerous Substances Directive.51 After 1984, water authorities
couldd implement stricter permits on the basis of 'best available technology'
criteria,, which in actual fact were usually effluent criteria calculated from
whatt could be achieved with this technology.52 These measures increased the
attentionn for organic toxicants, which had received very little attention before
1980.533 However, the negotiated practice of Dutch enforcement of water
regulationn often meant that in reality this boiled down to 'best

Bresserss and Coenen, "Onderzoek naar het Functioneren van Milieubeleid";
Bressers,, Beleidsejfectiviteit en Waterkwaliteitsbeleid.
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Volkskrant, Milieubeweging Eist Vergunning voor Tuinders, 6 March 1996.
Reportss on results of these measures in Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland, Rijnland
BouwtBouwt voor de Toekomst, pp. 18-19, with (partial) implementation of permits for
treee nurseries, cultivation under glass, and flower bulb growers.
500
Gemeente Amsterdam, Gemeentelijke Nota Waterkwaliteit 1986-1990
Amsterdam. Amsterdam.
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Tonnaer, Handboek van het Nederlands Milieurecht, p. 1220.
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For example, the city of Amsterdam used this approach to reduce discharges of
blackk and grey list substances, as defined in the Dangerous Substances Directive,
whilee simultaneously urging industrial dischargers to replace the substance in the
productionn process altogether through actual process standards, see Gemeente
Amsterdam,, Gemeentelijke Nota Waterkwaliteit 1986-1990 Amsterdam, pp. 90-92.
533
E.g. before 1980, the Province of North-Holland did not perform any systematic
monitoringg for organic toxicants and only in seven places for seven parameters after
1981.. (Provinciaal Bestuur van Noord-Holland, Provinciaal Waterkwaliteitsplan
Noord-Holland,Noord-Holland, pp. 27-28, appendix 8J) Even nationally, monitoring of toxicants in
waterr was restricted to heavy metals in a few dozen monitoring spots, and slightly
moree details (organochlorine pesticides, oil, phenols, anionic detergents) in half a
dozenn places. Only after 1981/1982 did the monitoring of organic pollutants such as
PCBss and aromatic substances in the Dutch aquatic environment start, on a very
modestt scale. (Ministerie Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiëne, Metingen van
XenobiotischeXenobiotische Stoffen in het Biologisch Milieu in Nederland 1980-1981.; a slightly
moree extensive list in Lambers, Milieurecht, pp. 121-24.)
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practicable/affordablee technology'.54 From 1986 on, a further European
Directivee urged the Netherlands, as England, towards stricter water quality
standardss for a few more specific substances, which were issued one by one
betweenn 1986 and 1988.55 Especially near the end of the 1980s, as Dutch
waterr authorities conglomerated in larger regulatory agencies, a wider range
off control measures was used, including more advanced standards for sewage
andd treatment systems or programmes to improve environmental quality
locally.56 6
Ass a consequence of increased use of comprehensive policy plans for
waterr management, water quality policy in the 1990s was guided by reduction
targetss for specific chemicals, some of which as a consequence of the
internationall Rhine and North Sea Action Plans.57 Together with physical
measuress (e.g. river banks, fish traps) and investment in public water
treatmentt facilities, ambitious targets for improvement of pollution by heavy
metalss and especially organic toxicants were expected to be met by a stricter
permitt policy and reduction measures in agriculture.58 This effectively meant
thatt a stricter enforcement policy was expected from local water agencies,
whichh occurred only very slowly. In 1991, an analysis of permits for the
Rotterdamm harbour area by an environmental group showed complex chemical
plantss with no permits at all or with permits with only a handful parameters,
ass well as very little attention for enforcement.59 Similarly, measures reducing
waterr pollution caused by manure and pesticide use in agriculture would meet
withh fierce agricultural opposition throughout the nineties.
Priorr to the 1972 water pollution legislation, US discharge permits
variedd strongly between the states. State administrators would avoid court
544
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The Rhine action plan involved pollution reduction targets for 2000, including
thee target of the return of salmon in the Rhine by 2000 Tonnaer, Handboek van het
NederlandsNederlands Milieurecht, p. 233. The third North Sea conference (The Hague,
establishedd reduction targets for 36 priority substances, a list with a lot of overlap
withh substances controlled by daughter directives of the Dangerous Substances
Directive,, of 50% by 1995 (Environmental Data Services, Dangerous Substances in
Water,Water, pp. 10-14.
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Zuidhollandse Milieufederatie, Industriële Waterlozingen in Rijnmond: de Kloof
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acknowledgedd by the ministery of the environment, e.g.: Ministerie van
Volkshuisvesting,, Ecologische Inpasbaarheid van het Omgaan met Stoffen, pp. 7778. .
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proceduress and rely on a limited set of parameters for effluent assessment,
workingg from general assessments of water quality. An exception was the
statee of California, which implemented much stricter enforcement in case of a
breachh of permit levels and which had developed a very extensive list of water
qualityy criteria already in 1967.60 After the 1972 Water Pollution Control Act
amendments,, regulatory focus initially shifted from water quality criteria to
effluentt standards, which were developed for most industries by the spring of
1975.. EPA would develop detailed standards for 500 subcategories of
industry,, evaluating pollution effects as well as the cost of pollution control.
Apartt from process standards, these effluent standards were a key instrument
off this new law, requiring permits to discharge under the National Pollutant
Dischargee Elimination System, which was usually implemented by the states
withh a mandate from the EPA.61
Nevertheless,, water quality criteria had not disappeared. Along with
processs and effluent standards, the EPA had also been working on these
criteria,, following the Californian example. As congress and environmental
movementss pushed the EPA in the direction of more precise standards and
stricterr enforcement, the EPA was forced to speed up the development of
qualityy standards after a consent decree with the Natural Resources Defence
Councill in 1976.62 This eventually resulted in the development of extensive
waterr quality criteria, as well as detailed procedures for how water quality
criteriaa are to be derived from eco/toxicity data.63
Withh the Clean Water Act of 1987, water quality criteria even became
statutory:: state administrators had to define quality criteria (i.e. adopt the
nationall criteria, but in practice they could also follow the EPA procedure to
adaptt these to local circumstances) and then base permits for dischargers on
thesee criteria. Process standards continued to be used alongside, as the EPA
hass developed extensive guidelines for what is appropriate technology for
variouss sectors of industry.64 Since 1991, there was even the possibility of
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issuingg discharge permits on the basis of a toxicity test of the whole effluent.
Althoughh legally water quality criteria should prevail over the process
standards,, in practice process standards were still emphasised.66
Inn sum, the various forms of standards (process, effluent, and water quality
standards)) were used in all three countries, but in different dosages. One could
evenn understand the history of water pollution control as a search for a
workingg combination of such standards in light of political struggle over the
costt of pollution control. In any case, effluent standards and water quality
standardss offered the more interesting terrain of operation for biologists.
Initially,, pragmatic effluent standards such as the 20/30 rule of thumb or the
Dutchh 'inhabitant equivalents' did not require biological knowledge and were
inn fact the product of traditions of chemical water analysis and public health
concerns.. As regulatory agencies looked for meaningful criteria beyond such
ruless of tradition, biologists that would call themselves Geologists' or
'environmentall toxicologists' or 'fish biologists' stepped in. Their field of
operationn included: the development indicators for the toxicity of specific
chemicalss that could be expressed as concentrations in effluent or surface
water;; toxicity tests for use directly on effluent; and (real-time) biological
indicatorss of surface water quality.
Lookingg back, it would appear that there were various processes at
workk that created this niche for eco/toxicology. One was the increased
attentionn for impacts of pollution on aquatic wildlife, encouraged among
otherss by biologists themselves. They made it clear that the old standards of
traditionn were not sufficient to protect aquatic life, especially not for the new
chemicalss for which no standards of tradition had been established. As
standardss were developed for a wider range of chemicals, knowledge of the
biologicall effects of these chemicals was required to make these standards
meaningful.. Biological knowledge was especially needed to develop
'scientificallyy justified' standards, whether numerical or qualitative.
Especiallyy in a discourse that pitched pollution control cost against
environmentall benefits and that advocated the maximum use of natural
resourcess as a means to 'process' pollution, somebody needed to define how
muchh nature could process. Hence, from the early seventies on, there was an
accelerationn in the development of various regulatory tests and indicators to
assesss water quality and toxicity of chemicals based on biology, and
especiallyy freshwater biology. As we will see later, it was one of the key areas
wheree environmental toxicology and ecology were to articulate their
boundaries. .

USEPA,, Technical Support Document for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control.
Powell,, Control ofDioxins.
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2.22 Pesticides
Thee regulation of environmental hazards of pesticides is of more recent date
thann the regulation of effluent. Until the Second World War, regulatory
concernss about pesticides concentrated on their efficacy and on quackery,
shiftingg gradually to problems related to residues in food. After the Second
Worldd War, the increasing number of accidents with agricultural workers
dreww regulatory attention,67 but the wildlife environmental effects of
pesticidess only became a regulatory issue in the course of the sixties, mainly
throughh concerns about hazards of organochlorine pesticides such as DDT. As
opposedd to the regulation of effluents, early pesticide regulations tried to
preventt hazardous pesticides from reaching vulnerable compartments of the
environmentt at all, by restrictions on production, marketing, or use of these
chemicals. .
Marketingg or production restrictions meant that pesticides would not be
soldd (at least not to the nation's farmers, as even the most rudimentary forms
off export restrictions were only developed in the late 1990s). Use restrictions
impliedd limitations on the types of applications or specific prescriptions for
howw pesticides were to be used. Such restrictions were implemented via
notificationn or licensing schemes, which typically required a regulatory
agencyy to evaluate hazards when new pesticides were marketed. In this sense,
regulatoryy regimes for pesticides constituted product standards as well as
processs standards for these chemicals. Pesticide regulation potentially covers
aa weak point of effluent regulations in aquatic protection: pollution from
'non-pointt sources', such as rainwater run-off from farms. With these
schemes,schemes, some dangerous chemicals could be kept more or less out of
environmentall circulation, at least theoretically making life easier for water
qualityy managers.
Thee obvious problem with pesticides is that they are designed to be
biologicallyy active: they are intended to be toxic, given their very function.
Chemicall pesticides that are not toxic are a contradiction in terms. Over the
years,, pesticide producers have tried to develop pesticides that are short-lived
andd specific, i.e. that degrade to relatively innocent substances quickly and
thatt target pests specifically. However, the most popular pesticides of the

Whorton,, Before Silent Spring. For example, The Dutch Act on Pesticides and
Fertiliserss {Wet bestrijdingsmiddelen en meststoffen) of 1947 and the 1948
regulationss based on it {Bestrijdingsmiddelenbesluit) focused on deceit: pesticides
thatt were not effective could be forbidden. The 1962 Pesticides Act
{Bestrijdingsmiddelenwet){Bestrijdingsmiddelenwet) reflected this shift: along with efficacy, pestic
noww also be regulated on grounds of general public health hazards, food hazards,
applicatorss hazards, or undermining of soil productivity. (Vogelezang-Stoute et al,
DeDe Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 21; Koeman, Boleij, and Verkleij,
"Toelatingsbeleidd Bestrijdingsmiddelen", p. 95)
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1960ss were not like that at all: they had wide range effects and were longlived,, 'persistent'. In the case of some organochlorines, they accumulated in
fattyy tissue of aquatic organisms straight from the water ('bioconcentration'),
andd even passed them on to increasing concentrations from prey to predator
('biomagnification'),, causing unexpected harm to wildlife far remote from the
fieldfield of application.68
Thee precise assessment of the hazards of pesticides is a very complex
affair.. In the risk assessment approach, there are two key elements in this
assessment.. Firstly, expected damage levels are determined: the degree to
whichh the pesticide (or its breakdown products or metabolites) could cause
harmm if it was to reach wildlife,, which is generally established in experimental
research.. The key problem in this part of hazard assessment is to develop tests
andd extrapolation procedures, possibly including safety factors, that can
operationalisee these effects. This implies a definition of 'harm to wildlife' in a
sett of 'endpoints' for testing. These can include lethal damage to organisms,
butt also altered ecological balances, or sublethal effects, such as the formation
off lesions or more exotic effects like eggshell thinning. The result is a series
off 'effect concentrations': concentrations at which damage to specific
organismss or ecological processes can be expected.
Secondly,, an assessment has to be made of the concentrations of the
pesticidee or its metabolites that can be expected to actually occur in the
environment,, after the application. In other words: will the pesticide actually
reachh environmental receptors in concentrations that exceed hazardous levels.
Thiss involves an assessment of a wide range of factors, such as the behaviour
off the pesticide in soil, water, or air; its breakdown rate, as well as an
assessmentt of its conditions of actual use. 'Fate models' play an important
rolee in this part of the evaluation: models of the behaviour of sprayed
pesticidess in air or the distribution of pesticides through surface water or soil.
(Assumptionss of the actual application behaviour of farmers are usually much
moree implicit and often rely on the provision that farmers behave as they are
instructedd on the packaging label or in rules of good agricultural practice.)
Thee result of this part of the hazard assessment is a (series of) expected
environmentall concentrations.
Basedd on a comparison of predicted effect concentrations and predicted
environmentall concentrations, experts at regulatory agencies will typically
makee an assessment of hazards that can be expected if a pesticide is to be
permitted.. To the extent that these parameters can be quantified, this process
688

Food-chain accumulation of pesticides (biomagnification) has now largely been
discardedd as a prime factor in the accumulation of pesticides in aquatic organisms,
butt the idea played a very important role in the 1960s. (Van Straalen and Verkleij,
eds.,, Leerboek Oecotoxicologie, pp. 127-8; Moore, The Bird of Time', Moriarty,
Ecotoxicology,Ecotoxicology, p. 145 et seq.)
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iss called a 'risk assessment' in the regulatory world. The conditions of actual
licensingg depend on the combination of various factors, but nowadays usually
includee wildlife hazards, hazards for the applicator, potential food residues or
otherr human health risks, compared with an assessment of economic value
andd potentially the agricultural necessity of a pesticide. The precise rules and
practicess for these evaluations vary between regulatory regimes in different
countries. .
Inn the traditional form of the risk assessment approach, the evaluation
wass hence based on the inherent properties of the chemical and not on, for
'' example, the condition of the environment or the pesticides already present in
it.. In a substance-based risk assessment, water quality criteria typically did not
havee a direct effect on pesticide licensing. Whereas effluent standards could
changee based on the state of pollution of a river, this would not normally be
consideredd in the risk assessment of a pesticide. In other words: pesticides
licensess were issued on the basis of laboratory tests or field tests of limited
scalee and expected environmental behaviour as predicted by models. Actual
fieldd monitoring would play only a secondary role in evaluation of pollution.
Inn recent years, different approaches have been developed. Regulatory
approachess based on risk assessments tend to invite 'pollution up to the norm'
(and,, with a bit of illegal use, just over the norm). This is one of the reasons
whyy more ambitious programmes have been developed, especially for
pesticides.. For example, a European directive on pesticides targeted at control
off drinking water and the protection of human health, specifies that drinking
waterr should not contain more that 0.1 microgram of any one pesticide and
nott more than 0.5 microgram of all pesticides together, which were more or
lesss detection limits when the Directive was issued.69 This position
circumventss the approach of risk assessment (much to the dismay of risk
assessmentt proponents) and basically states that no pesticides should be
presentt in drinking water at all, not even at levels at which their biological
effectt is not established with some degree of certainty. Although this may
implyy costly environmental protection beyond what could be necessary from a
riskk assessment point of view, such a norm does provide a clear and
straightforwardd target for regulatory policy.
Anotherr approach is one that evaluates pesticides on the basis of the
comparativee toxicity of its alternatives, which means that pesticide licenses
cann be withdrawn because a less toxic but similarly effective alternative is
available,, an approach used in some Scandinavian countries. A third
alternativee is to simply aim for overall reduction of pesticide use, irrespective
off toxicity. Such an approach started to develop in the Netherlands in the
earlyy nineties, but only in the shadow of the risk assessment approach of the
licensingg scheme. Such reduction targets also avoid the technical
EEG,, "Kwaliteit voor Menselijke Consumptie Bestemd Water".
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complicationss of the precise determination of hazard levels and the complex
exposuree estimations of risk assessments, which regulatory regimes relied on
inn the period and countries studied.
Thee first regulatory actions against pesticides on grounds of their
impactt on wildlife were ad hoc. For example, in 1967, the Dutch minister of
agriculturee Lardinois severely restricted the use of all drins after bird kills in
Drenthe.700 Drins were popular organochlorine pesticides, persistent as the
originall pesticide or as comparably toxic breakdown chemicals
(aldrin/dieldrin,, endrin, telodrin). Similar hesitant restrictions occurred in
Englandd towards the end of the 1960s.71 These incidental regulatory actions
overr environmental concerns were institutionalised after regulatory reforms
betweenn 1971 and 1975.
Inn the Netherlands, a crucial shift to environmental standards in
pesticidee permits occurred in 1975, when the Dutch Pesticides Act (the
BestrijdingsmiddelenwetBestrijdingsmiddelenwet of 1962) was altered to more ex
wildlifee hazards. The criteria for pesticide permits were expanded to consider
unacceptablee damage to soil, air and water, and to animals or (parts of) plants
worthyy of protection. The change in the law now also implied that the
regulatoryy authority had to issue use instructions for all pesticides (instead of
havingg only the option to do so). However, an effective and systematic
implementationn of these new requirements was slow. Wildlife effects were
onlyy mentioned on the registration form in 1981.72 Even by 1990, the
evaluationn of pesticides on the grounds of their hazards to wildlife was still
rudimentary.. Procedures to evaluate eco/toxicity were suggested by the
Healthh Council of the Netherlands and the ministries of agriculture and
environmentt developed environmental criteria,73 but more systematic
evaluationss of wildlife effects only were implemented well into the 1990s.
Partt of the difficulties of implementing pesticide law in the Netherlands
wass the deadlock caused by the structure of the regulatory authority. Until
1980,, this regulatory authority was the Commissie voor Fytofarmacie, which
involvedd experts from ministries and drinking water quality managers. After
1980,, the committee was restructured into the Commissie Toelating
BestrijdingsmiddelenBestrijdingsmiddelen (committee for pesticide permits, CTB, w
qualityy managers), which managed the licensing scheme from 1980 to 1993.
Thee committee formally advised the four ministries responsible for
agriculture,, environment, public health, and social affairs, but in practise these
followedd the committees advice on whether or not to permit pesticides. This is
nott surprising, since the committee effectively operated as a forum where the
700
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variouss ministries would defend their constituencies' positions. Especially
conflictss between agriculture and environment led to long delays in the
implementationn of new procedures. Through this configuration, agricultural
interests,, traditionally organised in a very strong alliance between corporatist
agriculturall organisations, the ministry of agriculture, and MPs specialised in
agriculture,, were able to stall procedural innovations quite effectively.74
However,, even after the independence of the CTB was increased, agricultural
oppositionn against regulatory restrictions remained very strong.
Englishh pesticide registration was in some respect remarkable similar to
thee Dutch permitting scheme. Like the Dutch regulatory regime for pesticides,
thee English approach relied heavily on informal negotiations over hazard
assessment,, had a tolerant understanding of the chemical needs of agriculture,
andd relied on selective interest representation in key positions of the
regulatoryy regime. However, the English scheme started off as a voluntary
notificationn scheme: the Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme, created in
19577 as an agreement between government and industry. Under this scheme,
pesticidee producers committed themselves to pre-market notification, but the
schemee also relied on the adherence of farmers and other users to the
conditionss of pesticide use. Although technically a voluntary scheme, there
wass some degree of enforcement through the industrial organisation of
pesticidee producers, the British Agrochemical Association, which was
consideredd the sole representative of industry in these matters. On this basis,
thee European Community accepted the arrangement as an enforceable
scheme.7 7
Thee scheme consisted of two key assessment forums: the Advisory
Committeee on Pesticides (ACP) and the Scientific Sub-Committee. In the
ACP,, various societal interests were represented, however, only to the extent
thatt these were considered 'serious and legitimate', as defined by the ministry
off agriculture. In practice, environmental groups, consumers or unions were
excluded.. Similar to the Netherlands, the scientific committee did not limit
itselff to assessing hazards scientifically, but would also judge acceptability of
newlyy registered pesticides. Industry experts were present in special 'Joint
Panels',, where issues of toxicity, wildlife effects or labelling were discussed.
Environmentall interests were represented by experts from the Nature
Conservancyy Council. At least in principle, hazardous effects on wildlife
couldd be considered under the scheme, although they did not weigh heavily in
thee decision over whether or not to restrict the use of pesticides, much to the
frustrationfrustration of some of the experts involved (see chapter 6). Especially the
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secrecyy of the voluntary scheme was frowned upon by many, including the
Royall Commission on Environmental Pollution.7
Thee Food and Environment Protection Act of 1985, and the Control of
Pesticidess Regulations of 1986 that were based on it, implemented a statutory
scheme.. From then on, no pesticide could be used or marketed in England
withoutt approval. Initially, the practical changes to the scheme were rather
marginal.. The ministry of agriculture appointed the members of the Advisory
Committee,, still excluding environmental representation, but the unions could
nominatee members for advisory subcommittees. Only very gradually more
informationn on the hazard evaluation was released publicly and in 1993, for
thee first time, a representative of an environmental group was appointed in an
advisoryy committee to the ACP. As in the Netherlands, the ACP
recommendedd decision on pesticide licensing to various ministries, in this
casee Health, Employment, Environment, Scotland, Wales, and Agriculture.
Afterr 1986, more detailed guidelines for data to be submitted with
applicationss for registration were gradually developed, but the actual hazard
assessmentt remained highly negotiated with industry experts. The changes
alsoo created an Environment Panel with the explicit task to develop and
advisee on methods as well as advise on environmental impact of pesticides.
Ass was the case for the Netherlands, European initiatives attempting to
harmonisee pesticide registering put further pressure on UK pesticide
evaluationss for stricter controls. Starting in 1991, the European Union was
strivingg towards one registration procedure, eventually compromising with a
systemm by which active ingredients would be registered on a European level,
whilee the actual products would be registered in the member states according
too common standards.
Inn the US, all pesticides had to go through a registration procedure that
wass drawn up in the 1972 Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
Act,, administered by the EPA. Together with several amendments throughout
thee 1970s, it formed the key legal instrument in the regulatory regime
controllingg environmental effects of pesticides in the US. From the start, the
regimee was set up with very formalised procedures, mainly in reaction to the
perceivedd collusion between industry and the regulatory authorities of the
1960s.799 A main burden on the EPA was a set of very strict deadlines to re766
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assesss pesticides that were already on the market before the new regulatory
schemee started. This implied that some thirty-five thousand pesticide products
hadd to be re-evaluated. (Similar problems occurred in other regulatory
regimess where stricter controls created a division between 'old' and 'new'
chemicals.)) The pressure on the EPA was relieved somewhat when the 1978
Federall Pesticide Act allowed the EPA to develop generic permits for active
ingredientss rather than specific formulations.80 When EPA's resources for
pesticidee assessments were increased around 1983, most of these resources
weree focused on the re-registration of 'old' pesticides. Along with this
expansionn of assessment resources, came an increased attention for new ways
too evaluate wildlife effects, as we will see in chapter 5. Still, re-registration
onlyy accelerated to more than a dozen substances per year in the 1990s, after
Congresss had provided EPA with the authority to streamline the reregistrationn process in 1988.81
Partt of the formalised procedures imposed on the EPA were rather
strictt separations between the 'political' and the 'scientific' and between
regulatorss and non-agency actors (environmental groups, consumers,
industry).. From 1983 until the mid-nineties, pesticides licensing was a
conflictuall policy domain where the EPA took a legalistic stance, trying to
avoidd any suspicion of partisanship. In its legal mandate for pesticides, the
EPAA had extensive authorities to demand data from registrants to assess
environmentall impacts. This went hand in hand with controversies over the
sciencee of pesticide hazard evaluation.82 These tensions, similar to the highstrungg expectancies of 'eliminating pollution' that hampered early 1970s US
waterr regulation, would continue to cause trouble for EPA's position in
regulatingg pesticides into the 1990s. Only in the early 1990s did the EPA
attemptt to negotiate some more with pesticide registrants, and even then only
againstt the background of the threat of legal action.83

Mostt pesticides on the market are actually a combination of one or more active
substancess and inert substances, not unlike medicine. (Brickman, Jasanoff, and
Ilgen,, Controlling Chemicals, p. 37.)
811
'FIFRA '88' involved all 1.150 active ingredients registered before 1984,
reorganisedd in 612 groups of closely related chemicals. In order to re-evaluate these
chemicals,, EPA had to review over 27.000 studies that were submitted between
19900 and 1997. By 1997, its backlog was still 25%. (USEPA, Pesticide
RegistrationRegistration Progress Report 1994\ USEPA, Office of Pesticide Programmes
AnnualAnnual Report for 1994\ USEPA, Pesticide Reregistration Progress Report for
1997). 1997).
Seee Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, pp. 125-50, for descriptions and analysis.
Thee 'Negotiated Risk Reduction' programme, see USEPA, Office of Pesticide
ProgrammesProgrammes Annual Report for 1994, p. 24, USEPA, Offocie of Pesticide
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Withh the development of the regulatory regimes controlling
environmentall hazards of pesticides, the potential tasks for eco/toxicologists
expanded.. In the 1960s, they had painstakingly showed the various effects of
especiallyy organochlorine pesticides on wildlife, in explorative research often
operatingg at the limits of chemical detection methods. This research had
focusedd on the establishment of the actual modes operation of hazardous
environmentall effects. As new pesticides were developed and as these
regulatoryy regimes expanded, eco/toxicologists developed tests to assess the
toxicityy of pesticides to various wildlife species, tests for assessing effects of
pesticidess in the field, as well as assessment procedures to integrate such
resultss into a hazard assessment. Apart from the exploratory research into the
modee of operation of pesticide hazards, a new set of tasks in test development
andd evaluation was developed together with these new regulatory policies.
2.33 Industrial chemicals
Startingg in the mid-seventies, regulatory controls similar to pesticides were
plannedd for chemical substances in general: any substance ranging from paint
thinnerss to polymers or dyes. These controls implied notifications to a
regulatoryy authority for newly produced chemicals, as well as arrangements
forr environmental hazard evaluation of chemical substances already in use.
Inn spite of European attempts to define a common approach first, the
standardd was set in the US, where a new and encompassing environmental
regimee was in the making.84 In the US, the Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA)) had been in preparation since 1971, at the initiative of the new
presidentiall Council on Environmental Quality. The new law planned
screeningg of all industrial chemicals before they would start to circulate
throughh the environment. This met with heavy opposition from industry.
Industryy argued that the innovative capacity of the chemical industry would
bee seriously hampered due to the increased research cost of additional safety
testingg in the development of new substances, especially for smaller
companies.. When President Ford eventually signed the Act in 1976, industry
hadd managed to obtain considerable concessions, especially with respect to
limitedd testing requirements and confidentiality of test records.
Similarr to pesticides regulations, the TSCA made a distinction between
chemicalss that were in use before 1975 ('existing' or 'old' chemicals) and
chemicalss that were produced after 1975 ('new' chemicals). For all new
chemicals,, 'pre-manufacture notices' were required: producers were to notify
EPAA of the intent to produce new chemical substances, including a minimal
sett of data on potential health and environmental hazards. For old chemicals,
844
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EPAA developed a priority list for re-evaluation of potentially hazardous
chemicals.. EPA could use these data to screen for hazards, require more data
iff there was reason to expect problems, and take various control measures if a
substancee could cause unreasonable risk to health or environment (ranging
fromfrom labelling to a ban). It took EPA approximately four years to set up the
necessaryy evaluation schemes, the inventory of which chemicals were to be
consideredd 'old' and which 'new', and to develop some basic methodology
forr the assessments, including some basic eco/toxicity tests.86 In 1980, the
EPAA proposed standards for environmental testing, as well as rules of Good
Laboratoryy Practise for TSCA.87 Ten years later, EPA was evaluating some
15.0000 so-called 'pre-manufacture notices' per year.88
Thee environmental information in especially pre-manufacture notices
forr new substances was initially very limited. Less than 10% of them
containedd experimental eco/toxicity data, although EPA could request
additionall data if there were indications that these chemicals were of
concern.899 Notwithstanding the limited application of wildlife testing, the new
regulatoryy regime did provide work for eco/toxicologists: new tests and
screeningg methods needed to be developed, standardised, and validated. This
wass especially the case in the early 80s, when EPA spent approximately a
quarterr of its budget on the development of new test methods.90 As Europe
startedd developing a regulatory regime for industrial chemicals also,
eco/toxicologistss found a similarly rich field of applications for their
knowledge. .
Afterr the first European initiatives were developed in France in 1973,
theree were concerns in Europe that France would set a standard in
internationall harmonisation initiatives. In July 1975, the European
Commissionn asked France to postpone its legislation. Just like the other
memberss of the European Economic Community, France had agreed to the
conditionss of the first European Action Programme on the environment,
whichh stipulated that environmental policy was to be harmonised among
memberr countries in order to prevent trade barriers arising from differences in
environmentall regulatory action. The Commission was debating a new set of
regulationss that later became know as the 'Sixth Amendment', a regulatory
evaluationn procedure for industrial chemicals based on a 1967 Directive on
ToxicToxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469; Worobec, Toxic Substances Primer,
pp.. 11-37.
*77 USEPA, "Proposed Environmental Standards".
Nabholz,, Miller, and Zeeman, "Environmental Risk Assessment of New
Chemicalss under TSCA, Section 5".
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classification,, packaging and labelling of dangerous substances (e.g. as
explosivee or corrosive substances). However, France refused to stall its
process,, leading to a toxic substances law in 1977,91 and it took the
Commissionn two and a half years of international negotiations before a
proposall was developed that eventually passed the council of ministers in
1979.. In the new Directive, member countries were asked to implement
legislationn that would require notification of all new chemicals with data
requirementss dependent on production volume. For low production volumes,
onlyy minimal physical and chemical data would be required, for higher
productionn volumes, health and some minimal eco/toxicity testing would be
required.. The deadline for implementation was September 1981.92 In 1981
also,, the Commission made preparations to start the production of a register
specifyingg what were to be considered 'old' and what 'new' substances.93
Extensivee negotiations arose over the technical details of
implementation;; over the details of the testing requirements and the
constructionn of the inventory of 'new' and 'old' chemicals. Since 1978, these
negotiationss were held under the auspices of the OECD, at the initiative of the
US.. The importance of the enterprise was underlined by the fact that the US
delegationn at the first meeting in Stockholm, in 1978, was headed by none less
thann Douglas Costle, then administrator of the EPA. The plan was to develop
uniformm testing requirements for regulatory regimes controlling industrial
chemicals.. By 1982, the negotiations resulted in a handful of eco/toxicity
testingg protocols, which were to be accepted in various countries (with very
minorr modifications), and OECD guidelines of Good Laboratory Practice
(GLP),, which were (generally) accepted as GLP rules both under TSCA and
thee Sixth Amendment. The development of such guidelines was intended to
guaranteee that environmental hazard data developed using these testing
protocolss would be acceptable in all OECD countries. The more contentious
issuee was whether or not the OECD could also develop an agreement on a
requiredrequired data set, but with the TSCA and the Sixth Amendment already in
place,, and considerable disagreement between OECD member countries and
theirr industrial communities, this did not prove possible. Nevertheless, OECD
wouldd continue its development of eco/toxicity testing methods and risk
assessmentt protocols as part of further harmonisation strategies.94
911
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Implementationn of the Sixth Amendment in Europe was slow.
Initiativess for legal implementation were made in most countries, but the
implementationn of the scheme is actually still not complete, particularly with
respectt to the review of 'old' chemicals. In England, a scheme requiring
notificationn of information on new substances was set up under the Health and
Safetyy Executive, along with endorsed OECD GLP rules and general testing
guidelines,, in 1982.95 However, there were no systematic risk assessments on
thee data reported and regulatory enforcement was not strong. According to
UKK government documents, by 1993 only 6 notices were sent out under the
schemee to require additional testing data.
Inn the Netherlands, the implementation of the 1979 Sixth Amendment
occurredd via the Dangerous Substances Act (Wet Milieugevaarlijke Stoffen) of
19866 and the regulations that implemented it at the end of that year. The law
hadd been introduced and debated since 1981 and met with fierce opposition
fromfrom industry, once again with respect to data requirements for the
notificationn of new substances and public access to these testing data. The
Ministryy of the Environment wanted to go further than the EC Directive with
aa licensing scheme (not just a notification scheme) and, similar to the US,
licensingg for production of substances (and not marketing). After proposals in
thee context of an environmental deregulation campaign of 1983 moved
towardss industry's position, environmental advisory bodies and
environmentall groups objected.97 Nevertheless, in spite of the delays, an
expertt group that would process notifications was set up already in 1981,
coordinatedd between the department of the environment and the National
Institutee of Public Health (RIVM).98 The institute would gradually develop
intoo the centre of expertise for the eco/toxicological evaluation of
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notificationss by the end of the 1980s, as we shall describe in more detail in
chapterr 6."
Inn 1994, the Dutch legislation was modified to follow the expanded
notificationn rules of the Seventh Amendment of 1992. This amendment
initiatedd the actual implementation of a more complete regulatory framework
forr industrial chemicals in Europe. It expanded testing requirements and
requiredd actual systematic risk assessments on the data reported. The Sixth
Amendmentt required manufacturers to report data on new chemical
substances,, but the actual assessment of these data as well as actual regulatory
actionn had been very minimal.100 In addition, an evaluation procedure for
'existing'' substances (i.e. substances that had been on the market prior to
1981),, was finally initiated in 1994.101 It focused on some 2000 'high
productionn volume chemicals' and, among those, a limited priority list
suggestedd by the Netherlands in 1992.102 The procedure involved distributing
thee task of risk assessments of existing substances over several member
states.1033 The new European initiatives resulted in an expansion of regulatory
actionn in England104 and the Netherlands, but, especially relevant for our
query,, it involved an increase in demand for test performance, further testing
development,, and most of all: large numbers of eco/toxicological risk
assessments.. We will analyse in more detail how eco/toxicologists were
involvedd in these programmes in chapter 6.
Inn order to understand the opportunities for eco/toxicologists to model
thesee regulatory regimes and to participate in them as regulatory experts, we
needd to identify some of the more general patterns of development of these
regulatoryy regimes: the types of legal or political problems they faced, the
positionn of regulatory agencies in them, or the way science was mobilised in
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defencee of policy decisions. Before evaluating the overall opportunities for
eco/toxicology,, I will describe some of the main tensions of the regulatory
regimess described above.

33 Tensions of regulatory regimes
3.11 Shifts and weaknesses
Thee development of regulatory regimes for the environmental hazards of
chemicalss is sometimes described as shifting from 'end-of-pipe' standards to
pollutionn prevention, i.e. up the stream of pollution generation processes.
Waterr pollution control started with standards in the effluent or in the
receivingg water, or at most with standards for wastewater treatment. Already
withh licensing schemes for pesticides and industrial chemicals, regulatory
regimess were constructed that would prevent certain chemicals from entering
intoo the environment in the first place. Newer regulatory programmes of the
1990ss would focus on the (voluntary) replacements of chemicals or
productionn processes with more environmentally friendly ones. Gradually,
environmentall concerns would also work their way up the production process
inn industry. For example, many major chemical companies now screen new
chemicalss and pesticides for potential environmental concerns very early on
inn the research and development process, to prevent major costs further down
thee line.105 These developments have come with new policy instruments, such
ass the Dutch campaigns of 'internalisation' of environmental concerns in
industryy and other organisations, the 'convenants' that implement pollution
reductionn programmes even in the absence of strict grounds for regulatory
concern,, or campaigns to make citizens more aware of environmental
consequencess of their consumption patterns.
Thesee new approaches to pollution control tend to move away from
twoo central constructs of the older regulatory regimes: the opposition between
environmentall hazard and the cost of pollution reduction (leading to
restrictivee rules); and the corollary notion that pollution policy requires the
establishmentt of the precise effect-concentration of a chemical substance in
orderr to make a choice in this opposition. The next generation of policy
initiativess stress 'win-win' solutions, for example options for industry to make
aa profit by operating in an environmentally friendly way, to reduce cost by
recoveringg resources and materials, or possibilities for citizens to save money
byy reducing energy consumption. Prevention and reduction targets move
awayy from the strict approach of risk assessment, in favour of such notions as
'thee precautionary principle' suggesting it is better to err on the safe side, or
thee more pragmatic stance that pollution policy should focus on wherever
reductionn opportunities seem to have the largest chances of success,
Irwinn et al, "Regulatory Science".
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politically,, technically, as well as environmentally. In this sense, newer
pollutionn control policies go beyond the 'regulatory' approach.106
Althoughh it is certainly the case that pollution policy focus has shifted
inn the direction of more prevention and reduction, the older regulatory
regimess are still in place. In fact, since their conception in the early 1970s,
theyy have gradually been refined and implemented more thoroughly,
generallyy covering more discharges, more parameters in discharge permits,
screeningg more new chemicals, or re-evaluating more old pesticides for more
typess of environmental effect. Inversely, pollution policy oriented at overall
pollutionn reduction was already present in the traditional regulatory regimes,
bee it in the form of the numerous priority lists or of the Dutch 'pay to pollute'
effluentt standards. Although the political focus may have shifted to the new
initiatives,, these old regulatory regimes continue to develop and still perform
keyy functions in pollution control policy.
Withinn these regimes, there has been an expansion from concerns about
humann health (via food, drinking water, or the labour environment) to include
wildlife.. Increasingly, nature conservation was no longer a matter of physical
protectionn measures only (reservations, water level management), but
includedd chemical protection measures. Although there were concerns about
especiallyy pesticides already in the 1960s, it took until the end of the 1970s
beforee concerns of pollution for wildlife as a goal per se became operative in
somee of these regulatory regimes (and in some regimes until the 1990s). As I
havee shown, there were tensions between the parts of regulatory regimes that
focusedd on the process, product and effluent standards on the one hand, end
environmentall quality standards on the other. The former, with a legal
mandatee focusing on the release of substances or compounds, did not always
matchh with goals defined in terms of the receiving environment. Regulatory
initiativess of the 1990s in England and especially in the Netherlands, tried to
integratee targets of environmental quality more closely with regulatory
instruments,, as for example in water quality management plans, but the
tensionn remained.
Thee old regulatory regimes too had some considerable weaknesses, for
examplee the tendency to lead to pollution 'up to the norm', or devolve
pollutionn of one environmental component to the next. A company might
managee to extract heavy metals from its effluent, but meanwhile would create
heavilyy polluted sludge from its wastewater treatment. The creation of
England'ss 'integrated pollution control' in 1992 or the Dutch trend to 'integral
waterr quality management' are examples of policy attempts to combine
variouss regulatory programmes into one consistent whole. (Although there
certainlyy was a trend to more 'integrated pollution control' that started around
thee end of the 1980s, the precise meaning of thee term varied. Especially what
Tukker,, Frames in the Toxicity Controversy.
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exactlyy it was that needed to be 'integrated' seemed to depend a lot on
politicall configurations, both in specific regulatory regimes as in national
politics.) )
Whatt becomes fairly obvious when one looks back at 25 years of
regulatoryy policies, is the large gap between the design of regulatory
programmess and their actual implementation. In their original structure,
water,, pesticide, and industrial chemical legal mandates suggested a blueprint
forr waterproof chemical control that would suffice to reduce, if not eliminate
thee hazards of pollution: from production, to marketing, to release, to waste,
alll chemicals were to be regulated. In practice, virtually all these regulatory
regimess struggled with considerable delays in implementation, in several
casess for more than a decade, with tenacious resistance, and with watered
downn operationalisations, as high-strung ambitions clashed with technical
limitations,, obstruction, or legal challenges. In this sense, the risk assessment
approachh that was dominant in the traditional regulatory regimes of the 19701980s,, focused on the technical aspects of defining norms, and far less on the
socio-politicall aspects of implementation, enforcement and enforceability, or
off the practical limitations of the use-context of chemicals. Nevertheless, the
blueprintt provided by an all-encompassing risk assessment approach was a
frameworkframework that eco/toxicologists helped to create and simultaneously became
thee regulatory context for which they developed assessment tools, sometimes
evenn irrespective of delays in implementation.
3.22 The 'capture' problem and its guises
Regulatoryy agencies with environmental responsibilities have to operate in
highlyy contested policy areas. Environmental groups and concerns conflict
withh positions of industry or agriculture, which may be at odds with consumer
orr worker concerns. Especially in the 1970s and early 1980s, environmental
andd industrial/agricultural concerns were seen as opposite. In some regulatory
regimes,, the official mandate of regulatory agencies explicitly addressed the
needd for a balance between environmental and industrial concerns. For
example,, the US Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) required that the
Environmentall Protection Agency (USEPA) 'shall carry out this Act in a
reasonablee and prudent manner, and (...) shall consider the environmental,
economic,, and social impact of any action (...) under this Act.'107 The idea of
aa balancing of environmental protection and economic concerns is also
embeddedd in England's HMIP process standard of BATNEEC: best available
technology,, but not entailing excessive cost. In addition, the legal mandate of
HMIP,, the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, explicitly required the

ToxicToxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469, Sec.2 (c).
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agencyy to find a balance between environmental effects and economic cost.108
Missionn statements, legal mandates, and intricate acronyms obviously do not
resolvee the issues. General statements have to be translated into working
proceduress to decide what is 'reasonable' and what is 'not excessive'. This
openss perspectives for environmental groups or industry to urge for
operationalisationss more protective of the environment, more considerate of
industriall interests, or with more sympathy for local community concerns.
Thee success of such attempts may depend on the successful mobilisation of
constituencyy support, legal leverage, but also more subtle patterns of
influence. .
Policyy analysts have provided us with a large number of examples
wheree a specific section of policy actors developed an alliance with a specific
regulatoryy agency, thereby taking precedence over the representation of
competingg interests in the policy process, a situation generally called
'capture'.. Different mechanisms have been presented by which such capture
cann occur. Interest groups and regulatory agencies can develop interlocking
directories,, for example by exchanging high-ranking experts. Regulatory
agenciess can become dependent on particular interest groups for providing
supportt against other agencies. Capture may also occur trough processes of
acculturation,, when regulatory agencies take over particular vocabularies,
metaphors,, or perceptions of risks. When such influences are denounced, they
cann have considerable delegitimising effects. A case in point is the Reaganist
attackk on the US EPA, starting after the installation of a Republican
governmentt in January 1981. According to its right-wing critics, the EPA and
environmentall policy had come under too much influence of environmental
groupss and needed radical reform.109 Consumer and environmental groups in
Englandd have often used the argument in the opposite direction, accusing
regulatoryy agencies of too close an alliance with industry. For example, such
argumentss were instrumental in the reform of the voluntary Pesticides Safety
PrecautionsPrecautions Scheme into a statutory scheme, and especially in pushing
schemee to more openness and public accountability.110 The environmental
policyy of the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture of the 1970s and 1980s was tied
upp very closely with agricultural organisations, with considerable
consequencess for the regulation of pesticide hazards, but also manure
policy,1111 similarly leading to accusations of partiality. In such contestation,
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regulatoryy agencies and theirr environmental policy are accused of drawing an
improperr balance and of no longer being arbiters for the common good, but
extensionss of particular groups in society.
Thiss kind of analysis implies a specific kind of vocabulary and
conceptualisation:: the state and regulatory agencies are supposed to be a
neutrall party controlling conflict and creating a fair balance for the general
interest,, while under constant fire from particularistic interest groups. In this
pluralistt understanding, the explicit and formal mandate of regulatory
agenciess is taken for granted. When regulatory policy deviates from this ideal
image,, the incongruence is mobilised for regulatory reform geared to the
repairr of confidence in the regulators' neutrality.
Otherr schools of policy analysis stress different aspects of regulatory
politics.. The state and its regulatory agencies are not necessarily the unique
locuss where conflict is resolved, nor are state agencies the only actors
resolvingg it. For example, regulatory agencies can be confronted with
arrangementss made between actors. Different organised interests may form
alliancess and negotiation structures, displacing regulatory agencies from their
centrall position. Environmental organisations can negotiate environmental
measuress and standards with industry or farmer organisations, possibly under
threatt of legal action or other forms of pressure. In such arrangements,
regulatoryy agencies can be confronted with such arrangements as a fait
accompliaccompli or see their role limited to a bystander watching policy being made.
Inn some countries, such a role of regulatory agencies is even explicitly
defendedd as the most effective way of providing fair environmental
protection.. Dutch policy culture stresses the importance of negotiation, with
statee agencies operating at some distance.112 Critics typically signal the
idiosyncrasyy of such corporatist arrangements and indicate the underrepresentationn of the common good, whether this is interpreted as
environmentall protection, democratic decision making or other exegeses of
thiss notion. Stronger regulatory agencies are then often seen as guarantees for
moree impartial policies. These should then do more than merely legitimise the
arrangementss made ex-post, or go through greater lengths to guarantee the
implementationn and enforcement of pollution control policies.
Otherr approaches are more sceptical of the possibilities to avoid
partisanshipp of regulatory agencies. They point to the accumulation of
resourcess with prevailing industrial interests and present regulatory agencies
ass intricate legitimations of this status quo. In the imbalances of available
techno-scientificc resources between industry and other actors in society,
1,22
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creatingg complex risk assessment methodologies that attempt to determine the
maximumm levels of pollution that can be allowed without causing adverse
environmentall damage can devolve into a tool to keep other, less resourceful
actorss at bay. This need not always be environmentalists, but could even
includee competing firms or industries that are pushed out of the market by the
biggerr industrial players agreeing to increased regulatory burdens.
Inversely,, regulatory agencies are also presented as bureaucracies that
developp their own agenda, irrespective of mandates or interest group pressure.
Suchh a critique does not see regulatory agencies as passive victims of societal
interests,, but rather as autonomous power structures that develop into
uncontrollablee technocracies. The recipe suggested to these over-powered
regulatoryy agencies is to increase control over them, either through
parliamentary/representativee or participatory democracy, or through
ethical/educationall 'responsibilisation' of the technocrats, or through a
decompositionn of these agencies' responsibilities by delegation to other
institutionss in society, such as the market or negotiation among organised
interests. .
Eachh of these narratives provide policy examples that support a
generalisedd account of regulatory politics. Which aspects are to be presented
ass the salient ones consequently becomes the issue of a debate that can have
considerablee ideological consequences. The key issue revolves around
strengthh of the different actors and the possibilities of each to take prevalence
inn environmental policy by influencing each other. These accounts are not
onlyy a matter of policy analysts, but are also operative as policy beliefs of
policyy actors, as they try to identify the core problems of regulatory regimes
andd then suggest means to repair these.
Pluralistt analyses provide clear examples of the ways these policy
beliefss operate, as they typically point at the possibilities of regulatory
agenciess to balance interest group pressures. By relying on one group now
andd another one later, too close or too one-sided an alliance can be avoided, as
cann the danger of delegitimising capture-accusations. An analysis of US EPA
policyy has provided examples where this balancing strategy has worked, at
leastt in the sense of avoiding too close an association with one side.113 A
skilfull play with interest groups can even imply providing resources to
specificc groups in an attempt to retain support against others. The extent to
whichh this is possible and when such alliances are seen as illegitimate capture
differss between countries. Traditionally, the Dutch Directorate General of the
Environmentt supported environmental movements financially and had
frequentfrequent informal contacts with its representatives. According to the former
directorr general, this alliance was of central importance in expanding the
Departmentt from a relatively unimportant appendix of The Ministry of Health
Landy,, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental Protection Agency.
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too its present prominent status.114 UK regulatory agencies extensively
negotiatedd technical details of regulations and the balancing of cost and safety
withh industry, which created support for environmental regulations in a
politicall context that highly valued industry's views, reasonability, and
voluntaryy cooperation.115
Thee history of regulatory regimes between 1970 and 1995 shows
variouss strategies to reinforce the position of regulatory agencies to 'protect'
themm from capture by specific interest groups. One was to advocate a more
legalisticc approach to regulation: stricter laws, more attention for
enforcement,, strict regulation of contacts and interaction between regulators
andd the regulated, and strict parliamentary oversight. The clearest examples of
thiss strategy can be found in the regulatory regimes of the US, especially in
thee early 1970s:116 strict congressional deadlines, environmental laws that are
veryy detailed, oversight by the courts, as well as provisions for open meetings
off advisory committees,117 and eventually rules restricting membership of
expertt committees for experts with industrial employers. Another strategy was
too invoke science more: mobilise the cognitive authority of science to break
throughh an environmental policy perceived to be under too much influence of
somee interest faction. The strategy was used both in favour of and against
stricterr pollution control. Conservative governments in the US used it to
questionn precautionary regulation on the grounds that there was no solid
scientificc evidence, while for example the Dutch acceleration of
environmentall policy around 1989 built on science more than on the strategy
off mobilising public support. Both strategies require some more attention,
sincee they set the stage for the roles that eco/toxicologists, as only one set of
regulatoryy scientists, were expected to play.
Dependingg on which policy belief policy actors operate with, they will
havee their typical expectations of regulatory science: regulatory science is
expectedd to guarantee independence or neutrality of a regulatory agency, is
expectedd to guarantee protection against 'irrational' expectations of pressure
groups,, is expected to provide a forum where societal interests can be kept at
bay,, or is a resource to convince/denounce the opponent. In various forms,
regulatoryy science is seen as a means to develop boundaries that can distribute
responsibilitiess and spheres of influence in regulatory decision making. In the
1MM
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casee of the assessment of wildlife hazards of pollution, eco/toxicology was
onee of the regulatory sciences that had to live up to these expectations.

3.33 A strong mandate, regulation at a distance, and high conflict
ass a price?
Inn comparative research, comparisons between the England and the US show
aa recurring pattern. Whereas the English regulatory style is epitomised as
informal,, negotiated and secretive, the US style of regulation is presented as
open,, formal and democratic. The differences in the way these countries
organisee expertise and technical decision making is indicative, if not crucial
forr these differences. American regulatory principles are typically submitted
too external scientific review and consequently published in the Federal
RegisterRegister for public review. Additional instruments for broad participation i
decisionn making, such as hearings or workshop-style public meetings, support
thiss system. In addition, there are ample legal possibilities to challenge
regulatoryy decision making, even in its most technical and 'scientific' aspects.
Publiclyy available and contestable documents include announcements of
regulatoryy action on individual pesticides, or methodological guidelines to
determinee chemical residues or toxicity, water quality standards, or the
proceduress to derive such standards from experimental results.
Inn England, the more technical aspects of regulatory decision making
aree typically negotiated informally (and usually exclusively) with industry or
aa restricted circle of trusted experts. Although the openness of decision
makingg has increased over the last decade, this process has been slow and
hesitant.. The legitimation used for this negotiated style of decision making,
buildss on the need of fair and pragmatic decision making, as well as the need
too use the highly specialised expertise that can only be found in industry itself.
Fromm the point of view of conflict reduction, this approach has considerable
advantages.. Because ad hoc solutions with specific firms are not eschewed
andd even encouraged and because industries - or at least the larger firms - are
alwayss assured that their voice will be heard, industrial contestation of
regulatoryy policy is relatively limited. Inversely, the very possibilities for
environmentall movements or consumer organisations to contest regulatory
decisionss were traditionally minimal. The science on which regulatory
decisionss are based is generally treated with extreme discretion. The
proceduress used to translate scientific results into standards or licenses are not
alwayss clear and often left to equally discrete negotiation. In addition, legal
meanss to challenge such evaluations are minimal.
Policyy analysts and environmentalists have repeatedly advised changes
inn English regulatory decision making: more participation in decision making
byy wider constituencies, more openness to allow for participation, more
possibilitiess for legal contestation. However, from the US comes warning that
ann open and formal style of decision making considerably increases the
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degreee of regulatory conflict and consequently the political and economical
costt of reaching a decision in such high-conflict situations. Because legal
proceedingss and reconciliation may take considerable time, postponing
decisionss over potentially dangerous chemicals already in use, these conflicts
mayy be disadvantageous to environmental protection too. The very processes
thatt seem to lead to capture-type biases because the regulators associate with
thee regulated too much, e.g. close informal contacts with industry or even
formm of participatory decision making, also appear to keep the level of
conflictt down.
Thiss opposition between England and the US has led Wynne to
concludee that there is an inherent regulatory dilemma in having to choose
betweenn low-conflict informal secrecy and high-conflict formal and open
regulatoryy decision making.118 Vogel has gone even further and has suggested
thatt English and American styles of regulation at the end of the day lead to
similarr levels of environmental protection.119 The tension is directly relevant
forr the use of science and expertise in regulatory decision making.
Ass I will show in later chapters, regulatory regimes with more legalistic
proceduress of regulatory decision making create an entirely different setting
inn which eco/toxicologists had to operate, compared to regulatory regimes that
stressedd the importance of 'reasonability' and voluntary cooperation, or to
regulatoryy regimes focused on the construction of consensus among advocacy
groups.. Even though more recent ideas about 'win-win' solutions to
environmentall problems question the opposition of environmental and
industriall interests, regulatory regimes between 1970 and 1995 very much
operatedd in a discourse of opposition and regulatory agencies sought various
strategiess to maintain a position in this (perceived) opposition.
3.44 Science: the 'unreliable friend' 120
Throughoutt the period studied, environmental regulatory agencies have
supportedd and actively developed an environmental knowledge base, as well
ass environmental research institutes and scientific advisory bodies. In fact, the
earlyy 1970s not only marked the start of regulatory agencies and the initiation
off a new generation of environmental legislation, but in many cases also the
startt of new research institutes that were to provide regulatory regimes with
1188
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knowledgee and advice. In most cases, such institutes were formed out of older
regulatoryy laboratories that had been instrumental in raising policy concerns
aboutt pollution and in providing knowledge and ideas for environmental
legislation.. For example, the US National Water Quality laboratory in Duluth,
Minnesota,, became operational in 1966 and would testify at hearings leading
too the development of the 1972 Clean Water Act. In 1975, it became the
Environmentall Research Laboratory - Duluth, one of the five main
environmentall research laboratories of the US EPA and the most important
sourcee of aquatic eco/toxicological expertise for several regulatory regimes in
whichh the EPA was involved.121 In the Netherlands, the Surface Water
Pollutionn Act also created a legal framework for the older Institute for Water
Purificationn (Rijksinstituut voor Zuivering van Afvalwater, RIZA). Similarly,
regulatoryy changes in England came with the expansion or the reorganisation
off older research facilities to fit regulatory agendas, for example in pesticide
policy.122 2
Inn the following decades, such regulatory research facilities would
expand,, although not always without detours and not always under direct
manageriall control of regulatory agencies. The US EPA manages and
controlledd several major research institutions and organised an active Science
Advisoryy Board. The Dutch Ministry of the Environment reserved a
substantiall research fund throughout the 1980s and developed close ties with
thee National Institute for Health and Environmental Research (RTVM). Much
off its regulatory policy is based also on scientific advice from the Health
Councill of the Netherlands (Gezondheidsraad), which has acquired a growing
rolee in wildlife pollution issues from the mid-1980s on. UK water pollution
policyy of the 1970s and 80s relied heavily on the Water Research Centre (later
privatisedd as the WRc research company), while pesticide policy for wildlife
effectss relied heavily on the Natural Environment Research Council and later
onn the Rothamstead Experiment Station near Harpenden, a research facility
managedd by the Ministry of Agriculture. To varying degrees, regulatory
agenciess would also rely on additional scientific advice, through advisory
committees,, sometimes the advice of individual scientists, scientists actually
workingg at these agencies, or various forms of research ordered from
universitiess or private research companies.
Inn these research facilities, regulatory policy makers did not only look
forr knowledge of environmental problems, but also for a solid support of their
regulatoryy policies. Yet science can be an unreliable friend. Not only are
policymakerss often left behind with unresolved - or irresolvable 1211
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uncertainties,, experts can turn into fierce critics of regulatory politics, even
thee experts from agencies' own research institutes. Instead of support for
regulatoryy agencies, they can become a destabilising factor to them. Expert
advisoryy committees have been known to launch serious questions about the
policiess of the agencies they advice. For example, during the end of the 1970s
andd up to around 1983, the Ecological Advisory Committee, operating under
EPA'ss Science Advisory Board, proved to be a sharp critic of EPA's
regulatoryy policy on chemicals. The committee questioned the basic
assumptionss of chemical hazard evaluation, for being too much based on
laboratoryy conditions and for disrespecting ecological effects of chemicals in
thee natural environment.123 Irrespective of whether they have a sympathetic
understandingg of the tight position of regulators, experts may disagree, for
examplee when they work with different assumptions or frames of analysis.
Policyy analysts have suggested ways to manage regulatory expertise, to
findd a way between advisory bodies and regulatory research organisations that
aree not critical enough of regulatory policy and bodies which are so critical
thatt they become counter-productive. Sheila Jasanoff has shown how
regulatoryy agencies such as the US EPA or the Occupational Health and
Safetyy Administration have learned to manoeuvre expertise into positions
wheree it can be invoked in a credible way. The reorganisation of the Science
Advisoryy Board of the EPA in the mid-1980s is an example of such a
manoeuvre.. One of the key issues in the relation between regulatory experts
andd regulatory policy makers is the maintenance of a workable demarcation
betweenn 'science' and 'politics'. Only if regulatory agencies can avoid the
ideaa that their science is stained by politics can their experts remain valuable
forr policy legitimation. The counterpart of this demarcation is that the
regulatoryy agency must keep a grip on the structure and agenda of these
committees,, in order to avoid breeding an internal enemy. In other words,
turningg experts into helpful rather than unreliable friends has involved
boundaryy work: initiatives to construct a working division of labour between
policyy makers and experts.124
However,, the mobilisation of expert support is not the monopoly of
regulatoryy agencies. Pressure groups too have learned to use experts and the
scientificc repertoire to question regulatory policy. For example, around 1995,
Dutchh environmental groups launched an attack on Dutch pesticide regulatory
policy,, targeting - among other aspects - the scientific assumptions of the
pesticidee assessment criteria.125 Environmental movements all over the world
havee developed their own expertise and have contacts with experts that can be
Bush,, Uneasy Partners.
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mobilisedd in court cases or campaigns. Consumer organisations support their
ownn research. Above all, the chemical industry can mobilise more expertise
thann any other actor to make a case for safety of its products, or to challenge
regulatoryy action against them.
Ass expertise is drawn into the field of contention by various actors, its
positionn as a source of neutral judgement comes under pressure. Abraham,
Millstone,, and their colleagues have tried to indicate that the influence of
industriall interests on regulatory policy can go on under the veil of objective
science.. In the case of regulatory policy on food additives and drug safety,
theyy have compared different countries as they came to decisions on the basis
off the same research results. By showing incongruities in experts' statements
andd the failure of experts to live up to their own professional standards, they
havee tried to indicate industrial interest bias.126
Moree fundamentally, a growing body of research from Science and
Technologyy Studies is indicating the limited capacities of science and
expertisee to be decisive in the closure of controversies over chemicals. In
controversiess over DDT, formaldehyde, or man made mineral fibres,127 all
actorss mobilise expertise and counter-expertise. In such controversies, the
uncertaintiess of the science base only seem to become bigger, as more and
moree assumptions are questioned. These deconstructing patterns are notorious
inn adversarial court procedures.'28 Following the insights of Sociology of
Scientificc Knowledge, this has brought some analysts to suggest that the role
off science and expertise may be merely ritual: closure of debate is not brought
aboutt by scientific method, but by social/political means.129 Several studies
havee shown that the existence of different expert communities and their
incommensurablee ways of assessing a similar problem can paralyse the role of
expertisee in a controversy. However, even disagreements over the more
technicall details of assessment procedures within a group of experts sharing
thee same professional background can undermine the ability of experts to help
bringg about policy closure.130 In this analysis, the capacities of expertise are
limitedd to a matter of convention: expert judgement defines the realm of the
dispute,, until parties in the dispute decide to question the assumptions experts
make.. This is likely to happen sooner or later, as disagreement grows and as
partiess run out of other arguments.
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Inn principle, there seems to be very little that can prevent this
uncloakingg of the contingent and conventional nature of expert knowledge
claims.. Still, regulatory agencies have developed successful strategies to
reducee these risks of regulatory deconstruction. Jasanoff has shown how
regulatoryy agencies reduce the risk of expert deconstruction through the
stimulationn of procedural agreements on regulatory assessments. With the
developmentt of broadly supported experimental protocols, rules of Good
Laboratoryy Practice, or certified assessment protocols, attempts are made to
guaranteee agreement on at least the standards by which chemicals should be
assessed.. In a sense, this constitutes the complementary aspect of the
science/policyy boundary. While on the one hand expert advice needs to be
organisedd at an appropriate distance, on the other hand regulatory agencies
activelyy stimulate and participate in the development of regulatory science
consideredd useful by them, and in the production of procedural and
methodologicall solutions for closure in particular.
3.55 The conundrums of internationalisation
Afterr the 1972 Human Environment conference in Stockholm, various
internationall organisations developed a stronger interest for environmental
issues,, including for chemical pollution. In the aftermath of the conference,
theree was some competition between major international bodies to conquer
whatt seemed to be an important new domain of international politics. The
Worldd Health Organisation (WHO) took up the task - defined at the
conferencee - to develop an international inventory on chemicals and their
hazards.1311 The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
startedd its Programme on Chemicals around 1974, which proceeded to
negotiatee between national experts over suited methods to test and assess the
environmentall hazards of chemicals.132 The European Commission started its
firstt environmental Action Plan in 1973 with a Directive on detergents. More
genericc Directives on water pollution, the marketing of chemical substances,
andd pesticide packaging and labelling followed between 1976 and 1979.1
Originallyy these international organisations provided little more than a
forumm for discussion and exchange of information. Even for the EU, it took
thee 1972 Paris Conference to force a political breakthrough to establish
environmentall policy as a 'Community matter'.134 The ambitions of these
organisationss in the regulation of chemicals have gradually expanded to
internationall coordination and (in the case of the EU) to decision making. The
1311
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OECDD is now an authoritative source of methodology for testing
environmentall effects of chemicals and has tried to internationally harmonise
testingg and assessment methods. The EU has managed to set up a framework
off Directives that in principle form a basis for aligning the assessment of
chemicalss in member states. The reduction of the cost of diverging regulations
forr the assessment of chemicals for an industrial sector with a major
orientationn towards a world market has been a powerful argument for the
expansionn of international activity.135
Evidently,, there are also substantial reasons for an international
pollutionn policy. National environmental programmes have been frustrated by
environmentall problems than lay beyond their scope, such as trans-border
riverr pollution or the quality of North Sea water. This has led countries such
ass the Netherlands or Germany to use international forums to push for more
environmentall protection and binding agreements.
Internationall initiatives have traditionally accommodated national
differencess in regulatory styles and have left quite a bit of discretion to
countriess to 'customise' internationally agreed schemes. Even EU Directives
onn chemical regulation leave open possibilities for countries to continue
locallyy deviating practices, such as in the standard setting for discharges to
riverriver water. Although the reduction of regulatory costs to internationally
operatingg firms has been a strong argument towards harmonisation, the
changess in national regulatory tools can be very costly too. These costs are of
variedd nature. In some cases, harmonised regulation threatens the existence of
nationall industries or firms: internationally harmonised water discharge
standardss could lead to very high compliance costs of discharge water
treatmentt for specific companies.1 Apart from this more evident effect, there
iss also a political price to pay for harmonisation. Detailed international
regulationss can not only conflict with national styles of decision making and
conflictt regulation, but also with carefully constructed agreements that may
havee taken years to build. Brickman et al. have shown that at least up to 1986,
harmonisationn has generally only been implemented successfully when
nationall regulatory styles and institutional arrangements were left
untouched.1377 In more recent years, harmonisation of pollution policy has
beenn most successful in areas for which national regulation was still largely
lackingg and where countries could advocate their own approach as a general
solution,1388 but the experiences with genetically modified food show that even
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thee lack of obstructing national regulation is not always a guarantee for
successs of harmonisation attempts.
Evenn though international action does not have direct and automatic
impactt on national policy, invoking international agreements and especially
EUU Directives is an increasingly strong argument in the hands of national
policyy actors. For example, environmental movements in England mobilised
EUU Directives to question national environmental policy. In the Netherlands,
jointt environmental movements invoked the EU Uniform Principles on
pesticidee assessment to question the Dutch licensing policy. Inversely, EU
environmentall policy can also be invoked to level down national
environmentall programmes of more proactive member states.139 Such
strategiess are not only used by pressure groups. Officials of European
regulatoryy agencies use international agreements and especially EU regulation
ass leverage for national policy making. Sometimes, these officials have more
influencee on international negotiations than they have on national policy
makingg directly. Building up international support can be an important detour
too obtain a stronger position in national negotiations.140
Fromm the point of view of regulatory policy, the internationalisation of
policyy resources does not only create problems of increased pressure on
nationall regulatory systems. From a normative point of view, guaranteeing
democraticc decision making in the growing international sources of political
powerr is problematic. Especially in the EU context, this is an import issue.
Nott only does the European Commission continue to have exceptional
manoeuvringg space as an executive body, mechanisms of broad societal
participationn in decision making or public control continue to be organised
mainlyy along national lines. Moreover, the negotiations over the development
off international policy instruments is largely reserved to specific policy
actors:: officials of national regulatory agencies, a limited group of
internationallyy operating experts, officials of the European Commission, only
thee most resourceful industrial organisations, and but a handful of nongovernmentall groups.
Especiallyy striking about the initiatives at harmonisation and
internationalisationn of regulatory regimes are the expectations with respect to
regulatoryy science. The activities of international organisations have created
internationall networks of policy makers, experts, and to a much smaller
extent,, pressure groups. These networks are instrumental in the coordination
off regulatory assessment practice details.141 In general, internationalisation
Fearr of such an effect was a major element in the Swedish elections of
Septemberr 1995, when parties critical of Sweden's EU membership obtained a
majorr victory.
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attemptss started off with science, seen as a universal activity that by its very
naturee transgressed national boundaries. This too raised expectations and
opportunitiess for eco/toxicology, especially with respect to standardisation of
testing. .

44 Opportunities and constraints for eco/toxicology
Wee can now summarise the specific regulatory activities that eco/toxicologists
weree (and still are) involved in, based on a classification suggested by Irwin et
al.1422 Firstly, there is the identification of pollution effects, the processes
throughh which pollutants affect wildlife. This involves explorative research in
aa very diverse field. It can include the analysis of precise effects of chemicals
inn the physiology of a fish, or even the cellular biochemistry that manages to
neutralisee toxicants. It can include an analysis of uptake of toxicants through
fishfish gills, compared to the uptake through food. It can include the relation
betweenn pollution and other forms of environmental stress that might cause an
organismm to mobilise pollutants stocked in energy reserves. It may identify
hormonall effects of pollutants, carcinogenic effects, behavioural changes, or
suchh exceptional physiological responses as eggshell thinning. It may also
relatee pollution effects on individual organisms to effects on ecological
communities,, occurrence ratios between species, or ecosystem functioning.
Althoughh this kind of research is sometimes called 'fundamental' by the
scientistss involved, this does not mean that there are no regulatory interests at
stake.. In fact, a sizeable part of this research is funded by regulatory agencies
andd even industry because of its relevance for regulatory policy, as we shall
seee later.
Secondly,, there is the development of tests and indicators. Before the
1970s,, tests and indicators for pollution were based mainly on analytic
chemistryy and human health concerns (i.e. microbiology and human
toxicology).. As the attention for the impact of pollutants on wildlife (or
technicallyy 'non-human biota') increased and became issues of routine
regulation,, new needs for new kinds of tests and indicators were created. The
keyy aspects of regulatory evaluations where eco/toxicological tests and
indicatorss found applications were:
-- Evaluation and screening of licensing and notification schemes for
pesticidess and industrial chemicals before they entered the market: both
requiredd indicators of eco/toxicity of substances and means to integrate
eco/toxicityy data with assessment protocols,' in some cases models.
-- Re-evaluation of old chemicals and pesticides: also required
eco/toxicityy tests and assessment protocols.
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Licensing of water effluents: required indicators of what could be
consideredd safe concentrations in effluent, or even means to test whole
effluentt for toxicity.
-- Water quality assessment as a basis for effluent permits or as targets for
pollutionn control, either via 'numerical' water quality criteria (i.e.
concentrationss of chemical substances considered acceptable) or via
biologicall indicators of surface water quality.
-- Priority lists of concern chemicals: required eco/toxicity data as well as
aa way to integrate these into overall concern levels that could be
ranked. .
-- Monitoring tools to evaluate pollution control - as indicators of
unforeseenn problems, or as early disaster indicators.
Wee need to keep in mind that these 'needs' were not just created by pollution
controll legislation or regulatory policy makers. As we shall see, in some
cases,, the tests preceded the policy process and made the very construction of
aa licensing scheme conceivable. In other cases, they followed the licensing
scheme.. In any case, the development, validation, and, sometimes, the
standardisationn of tests and indicators for these regulatory purposes provided
aa lot of work for eco/toxicologists, academic as well as non-academic.
Thirdly,, these regulatory regimes required a lot of regulatory
compliancecompliance testing. This could involve the preparation of a notification file
forr a chemical producer, a registration file for a pesticide, or a file arguing for
thee safety of an effluent based on an assessment of the quality of a receiving
water.. After the initial development of eco/toxicity tests, many laboratories
involvedd in their development performed some of this compliance testing, but
thenn usually moved on to organise this activity as a separate commercial
enterprise.. Regulatory compliance testing for chemicals today is largely an
activityy performed by laboratories that have no major interest in research that
theyy can publish in scientific journals. They can reduce costs with laboratory
workerss of lower training levels and can avoid interference of research
scientists'' professional preferences. Exceptions of research-oriented
laboratoriess that do engage in compliance testing usually involve substances
orr techniques in which they have a special interest and that are seen to
somehoww benefit their research interests. In the cases of a more controversial
chemical,, generally an 'old' pesticide or chemical substance, this could
involvee large amounts of work consisting of reviewing existing test results,
performingg new tests, and the production of assessment reports. In such cases,
sometimess new terrain has to be covered for which no standard tests have yet
beenn developed, or have not been tried out extensively.
Thee submission of research and interaction with regulatory officials is
aa kind of work for which large chemical companies have specialised staff,
usuallyy trained in biology and then further trained on the job for the incredibly
complexx details of pollution control legislation. This complexity is especially
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extremee for companies that operate internationally, which is increasingly the
casee in the chemical industry. Even though this activity may provide jobs for
eco/toxicologists,, it does not provide research opportunities for
eco/toxicology. .
Too sum up, regulatory regimes controlling the environmental effects of
chemicalss on wildlife have provided scientists with research work as well as
professionall job opportunities. The main areas of interest for the development
off research have been the exploratory identification and the development of
testss and indicators. However, as we will see, many of these research
opportunitiess have materialised because of the professional careers of
scientistss in regulatory agencies as well, creating a network of contacts for
somee research scientists, with similar frames of defining and operationalising
'pollution'' or 'toxicity'.
Regulatoryy regimes did not only present opportunities for
eco/toxicology,, they also presented significant constraints, largely pertaining
too the wider tensions that dominated the traditional regulatory regimes. There
weree contrasting expectations with respect to science as a means to prevent
'capture',, guarantee regulatory neutrality, provide reason in an irrational
environmentall debate. There were the high-strung regulatory conflicts that
threatenedd to 'politicise' expertise, and there were the strategies of regulatory
agenciess to manoeuvre expertise into politically convenient positions, with a
clearr but not too sharp boundary with policy makers and programmes for
integratingg expertise in policy-making processes via, for example,
standardisation,, on a national or international level.
Thee next chapter will look at regulatory regimes from the perspective
off the eco/toxicologists. We will look at what kind of knowledge they
developedd for and in response to changes in regulatory regimes, their
institutionall positions, as well as the boundaries between 'ecologists' and
'toxicologists'. .

Chapterr 4: Boundaries in eco/toxicology1
MoreMore than elsewhere, I saw them thronged and pressed
ThisThis side and that, yelling with all their might,
AndAnd shoving each a great weight with his chest
Inferno,, VII:25-27, 4* Circle, the Hoarders and the Spendthrifts

11 Eco/toxicology
Byy the early 1970s, there were two research traditions in the study of the
effectss of pollutants on wildlife. One stemmed from ecology, stressing
interactionss between species, or between the various processes constituting an
ecologicall system. The other one was a more physiologically oriented
traditionn that was beginning to call itself environmental toxicology, studying
effectss of pollutants on individual organisms, originating in close relation to
fisheriess research. As biologists developed an interest in the effects of
pollutants,, and especially as they got involved in regulatory regimes
controllingg the polluting effects of chemicals on wildlife, the differences
betweenn these two approaches became the subject of boundary work.
Biologistss from both traditions attempted to demarcate 'ecology' from
'environmentall toxicology' in various ways, sometimes separating the two,
sometimess trying to define a more or less integrated programme of
'ecotoxicology'. .
Thee most explicit examples of this boundary work could be found in
rhetoricall definitions of the (competing) fields of eco/toxicology. Especially
inn emerging fields, or in cases where relations between research fields are in
flux,flux, scientists will go through great lengths to define what does and does not
belongg to their field, or inversely to keep such definitions vague when they
seee opportunities for expansion of their research practice.2 Definitions not
onlyy form a shared point of reference, but they also stake a jurisdictional
claimm over an area of research (or conceptually construct such an area).
Throughh a definition, guiding members of a field state or restate a claim on a
rangee of phenomena for study or on a particular way of studying these
phenomena.. Typical definitions of a research field therefore build on a
11
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descriptionn of the research domain and/or a description of an approach. In
casess where a research field operates with strong client relationship, particular
relationss with the client will also tend to be part of attempts to define the
researchh endeavour.3 Here is an example from the preface to a handbook of
environmentall toxicology:
Environmentall toxicology is the study of the effects of toxic substances
occurringg in both natural and manmade environments. The main task of
environmentall toxicologists is to assess objectively the risk resulting
fromfrom the presence of such substances. (...) Whatever advice is given, it
mayy have economic implications leading to considerable expenditure,
eitherr from private or public funds. It is therefore essential that the
assessmentt of risk be made in full knowledge of the potentialities and
thee limitations of the procedures likely to be used.
Thiss definition delineates not only a particular set of phenomena for
environmentall toxicology ('natural' and 'manmade environments'), but also
placess environmental toxicology directly in the context of regulatory regimes.
Inn this case, the boundary work continues in the delimitation of subjects in the
handbook,, further defining what is and is not supposed to be counted as part
off the field. In particular, environmental toxicology is presented as the study
off toxic effects of chemicals on both wildlife and people, after passing
throughh 'the environment'. (As opposed to definitions that restrict
environmentall toxicology to wildlife impacts only.) For an area of research as
involvedd in regulatory work as eco/toxicology, these definitions do not just
arisee from some existential need of a clear taxonomy of the sciences or of
knowingg whom to invite to conferences, but also from attempts to stake
claimss in regulatory advisory work.
Apartt from in handbooks, this kind of definitional boundary work can
alsoo be found in various other texts, for example in programmatic journal
articles,, polemics between members of competing research traditions,
addressess to professional organisations, or editorial policy statements of
scientificc journals. Together, they form a set of boundary texts, i.e. textual
resourcess available for ongoing boundary work. That means: in ongoing
attemptss to define what is and is not part of a research practice, as well as how
thiss research practice should interact with other (research) practices. The
boundariess in these texts therefore have the double character that has already
beenn pointed out in chapter 2: they both demarcate and specify conditions of
exchange,, i.e. they construct a division of labour. In this chapter, I will
33
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describee the attempts to define eco/toxicology: various definitions that
attemptedd to establish particular divisions of labour among research traditions
andd between researchers and policy makers in regulatory regimes. I will start
withh a brief history of the term 'ecotoxicology': the origins of the term, how it
wass defined, and how its definitions shifted as boundary work between
ecologyy and environmental toxicology became more pronounced.
However,, the division of labour between 'ecology' and 'environmental
toxicology'' was not only a matter of discursive manoeuvring with definitions.
Eco/toxicologistss also performed mutual boundary work through eco/toxicity
testss that they proposed for the regulatory assessment of chemicals; with
institution-buildingg (journals, research programmes, or educational
programmes);; all leading to institutionalised boundaries that carved up the
jurisdictionn of regulatory work for specific forms of knowledge. As I will
showw throughout the story of 'ecotoxicology', successful boundary work does
nott operate through boundary texts alone, but operates through boundary
objectss and boundary people as well. The second part of the chapter will focus
moree on how eco/toxicological boundaries were embodied, not just in texts,
butt also in the more complex institutionalised patterns that gave
eco/toxicology'ss division of labour its obduracy.

22 Defining ecotoxicology
2.11 Lesson one: establish the term 'ecotoxicology'
Inn June 1969, René Truhaut, a French toxicologist with a background in
pharmacology,, conceived of the term 'ecotoxicology'. Ecotoxicology was to
bee a new discipline that would study the harmful effects of chemicals in the
entiree 'biosphere'. The catchword clarity of the term was - and still is deceptive.. Ever since Truhaut created his neologism, there has been debate
overr its precise meaning. Until 1976, this debate was limited to an elite group
off international entrepreneurial scientists in a world of acronyms. Truhaut had
proposedd the term in the context of an ad-hoc Committee of the International
Councill of Scientific Unions (ICSU), an organisation stimulating international
cooperationn of scientists 'for the benefit of humanity', built around the
membershipp of academies of science and research councils. The term was
takenn on board by the Scientific Committee On Problems of the Environment
(SCOPE)) that was subsequently formed in the ICSU. SCOPE was to conceive
off an international research response to the environmental issues, which were
noww so prominent on the political agendas. In 1971, SCOPE in turn formed a
Preparatoryy Commission for a project on Ecotoxicology, of which Truhaut
wass a member. One of the first tasks this Preparatory Commission set out to
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doo was to draft a more accurate definition and a research agenda for this new
field.6 6
Whilee the members were still preparing and deliberating the
publicationn of a definition, Truhaut published his own version in 1977, after
presentationss at a few conferences:
Ecotoxicologyy is the branch of Toxicology concerned with the study of
toxicc effects, caused by natural or synthetic pollutants, to the
constituentss of ecosystems, animal (including human), vegetable and
microbial,, in an integral context.7
Thee definition had two key features. Firstly, ecotoxicology was to be defined
byy an object of study: the journey of chemicals from their emission from
industriall production, through the biosphere and its possible complications
suchh as food chain contamination, to the impact on ecosystems, and ultimately
onn people. Secondly, ecotoxicology was to be 'a new branch of toxicology',
althoughh the complex nature of the journey of toxicants would require the
helpp of other sciences, such as ecology. Nevertheless, in line with Truhaut's
ownn background and the dominant attention for health issues of regulatory
policiess of the 1970s, human health was intended to be the main point of
attentionn for ecotoxicology, not wildlife.
Meanwhile,, the Preparatory Commission for the project on
Ecotoxicologyy was still deliberating. In 1976, it held workshops in
Neuherberg,, Germany, and in Brussels. Eventually, almost ten years after
Truhautt had come up with the term, the resulting report, 'SCOPE 12', was
publishedd in 1978. It contained a slightly different definition of
ecotoxicology,, but one that became a common point of reference in the
followingg years:
Ecotoxicologyy is concerned with the toxic effects of chemical and
physicall agents on living organisms, especially on populations and
communitiess within defined ecosystems; it includes the transfer
pathwayss of those agents and their interactions with the environment.
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Thee definition was designed to avoid overlap with the study programmes of
thee World Health Organisation (WHO) and to differentiate the 'new' or
'emergingg science' from classical toxicology, with its focus on the effects on
individuall organisms and especially human health. In contrast to toxicology,
ecotoxicologyy would limit itself to 'populations and communities within
definedd ecosystems', putting ecotoxicology squarely in an ecological
tradition.. Whereas for Truhaut the focus was on human health, the committee
ass a whole put the emphasis on an ecological agenda. Thus, from the start,
ecotoxicologyy became a contested domain, both for toxicologists and
ecologistss who tried to stake claims in a new research area, and for
internationall organisations that tried to demarcate their stakes in pollution
issues. .
Thee explicit objective of ecotoxicology as seen by its early promoters
wass to create a research programme of interest to both scientists and policy
makers,, be it in the design of testing protocols, the construction of databases,
orr the construction of 'scientific criteria' for use in policy. The 'SCOPE 12'
definitionn and the programme formulated in the report, were based on the idea
thatt toxic substances were to be evaluated at their point of action, the
environmentall receptors. In order to do so, four processes had to be analysed:
1.. the release of toxicants in the environment, their quantities, forms
andd sites;
2.. the transport and chemical transformation of these substances
throughoutt the environment;
3.. the exposure of the receptors;
4.. the response of these receptors.9
Onee could hardly think of a better institutional context to launch a new
researchh programme. SCOPE and the ICSU provided a world-wide network
off statesmen of science and their activities found funding from eminent
sources.100 The word 'ecotoxicology' quickly became more than a quote from
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Miller, "General Considerations"; similar in Truhaut, "Ecotoxicology".
For example, among its members were Gordon C. Butler and D.R. Miller,
directorr and member of the Division of Biological Sciences of the National
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aa report. In 1977, even before the SCOPE report was issued, the journal
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Quality and Safety reappeared as Ecotoxicolog
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Safety. In 1983, the International Society for Environ
Safety,, a primarily European scientific association, became the International
Societyy for Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety (SECOTOX to the
insiders).. The Journal, the Society, and the associated Academy for
Environmentall Safety, all founded in 1971-73, were closely connected by an
interlockingg directory of researchers and policy makers. The cluster of
organisationss also had intricate personal relations with 'the SCOPE
Preparatoryy Commission on Ecotoxicology. Six of the seven members of the
committeee were on the editorial board of the Journal. One of them has been
onee of the two main editors ever since.
Theree were also close ties between this network of scientists and the
Europeann Commission. The Dutch Jan G.P.M. Smeets served as president of
thee International Academy and of SECOTOX, and was involved with both
fromfrom the start. He became responsible for pollution prevention in the
Europeann Commission's Directorate General for Environment and Consumer
Protectionn in 1977. As a European civil servant, he was involved in the
preparationn and implementation of the Community Directive on control of
industriall chemicals.12 He wrote several articles for Ecotoxicology and
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Safety on EC environmental policy, explaini
'ecotoxicologicall aspects' of European environmental programmes.
Throughh the International Academy of Environmental Safety, with a more
restrictedd membership than SECOTOX, workshops were set up where
memberss of regulatory agencies such as Smeets discussed methodologies for
thee assessment of chemical hazards, including for the pending industrial
chemicalss programme ('Sixth Amendment', see previous chapter).14 In 1978,
thee European Commission set up its own small advisory committee of experts

Forschungsgemeinschaftt or the Rockefeller Foundation. (Butler, ed.> Principles of
Ecotoxicology,Ecotoxicology, pp. ix-xii, Moore, The Bird of Time, <p. 183)
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Friedhelm Korte, founder of the Institut für Ökologische Chemie [Institute for
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EcotoxicologyEcotoxicology and Environmental Safety; Society of Ecotoxicolog
Environmentall Safety, Secotox: The International Society of Ecotoxicology and
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Safety and Its Regional Sections.; Society of Ecotoxic
Environmentall Safety, Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety: Environmental
Research,Research, Section B)
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onn 'toxicology and ecotoxicology'. The committee was drawn from the very
samee small circle of scientific statesmen and was to be a crucial source of
directt expert advice to the European Commission on matters of the
environmentall regulation of chemicals.15
Inn these attempts to define ecotoxicology, the demarcation of the
jurisdictionn of international organisations was coupled directly to
demarcationss of jurisdiction among scientists. At stake was not just whether
thiss new ecotoxicology was to be more ecological or toxicological. In fact, the
wayy ecotoxicology was interpreted was general enough to take on board
humann health effects next to wildlife effects, as long as the chemicals
involvedd passed through the environment in general. This is clear from the
kindd of articles published in Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety
throughoutt the 1980s.16 Regulatory considerations gave rise to a demarcation
fromfrom labour and food toxicology, which were left to international
organisationss such as the WHO, and aimed to construct a field of research that
wouldd provide knowledge to the regulatory efforts of the European
Commission,, and more particularly its contemporary efforts in the regulation
off industrial chemicals. Simultaneously, the scientists and scientist/civil
servantss that launched ecotoxicology formed a boundary elite: under the
headingg of the scientific Academy of Environmental Safety, regulatory issues
couldd be discussed and plans could be made to develop approaches to
chemicall hazard assessment that could be put to use in a regulatory context.
Thee 'reasonability' of this expert advice was guaranteed by the elite nature of
thee Academy, which spilled over into the European Commission's own
eco/toxicologicall expert committee.
Inn other words, these experts did not only attempt to draw boundaries
withh a crafty definition, but also proceeded to set up professional
organisationss (the Academy, the Society), the journal, and eventually this
advisoryy committee. They launched their 'ecotoxicology' with boundary texts
andd boundary people, combined in a series of new scientific organisations.
Thesee provided a selected company of scientists and a cultural space in which
regulatoryy issues could be discussed and coordinated with research
developments.. One of the implications was that scientists who were perceived
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ass too radical or activist could be discretely kept at bay, possibly by limiting
theirr involvement to the Society and not the Academy.
Throughh this network of people and organisations, the term
ecotoxicologyy spread quickly. In a few years time, it became a buzzword,
usedd by international organisations, regulatory agencies, and environmental
scientistss beyond the circles of eco/toxicologists around the European
Commission.. Around 1980-81, the term had crossed the Atlantic and started
too appear in American publications. The term became prominent in Dutch
governmentt reports and funding agencies in the mid-eighties. 'Ecotoxicology'
startedd to appear in the name of laboratories and university departments,
especiallyy in the Netherlands and Germany. And then, in 1983, British
eco/toxicologistt Frederick Moriarty wrote the first handbook of
ecotoxicology. .
2.22 'Ecotoxicology' as a boundary device
2.2.12.2.1 Shifting meaning, contested boundaries
Inn the preface to the 1983 edition of his handbook, Moriarty took the position
thatt ecotoxicology was to be a merger project, although not an easy one:
Thee subject is primarily a blend of toxicology and ecology, and I have
becomee steadily more frustrated by a seemingly widespread failure to
combinee the two approaches. I have attempted, therefore, from a
synthesiss of these and other disciplines, to present my own view of how
farr the subject of ecotoxicology has developed.
Thee 1990 second edition is less liberal. Here, precise boundaries are drawn
withh (environmental) toxicology.
Onn occasion, the only difference between toxicology and ecotoxicology
appearss to be in the species selected for toxicological tests: acute
toxicityy is measured on the water flea in stead of on the laboratory rat.
Thiss misses the essential difference between the two sciences.
Toxicologyy is concerned with effects on single organisms;
ecotoxicologyy is concerned with effects on ecosystems.
Sincee 1964, Moriarty's scientific home had been Monks Wood Experiment
Station,, the flagship of the English Natural Environment Research Council's
Institutee of Terrestrial Ecology. The laboratory had a tradition of ecological
177
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researchh on wildlife effects of pesticides, especially birds, dating back to the
endd of the fifties, as well as of involvement in nature conservation policy. As
such,, it had played a pivotal role in putting wildlife effects of pesticides on the
regulatoryy agenda in England, though its policy impact was waning by die
earlyy eighties.20 The work at Monks Wood had mainly consisted of
exploratoryy research on pesticide effects in wildlife: tracing pesticides through
foodd chains, establishing pesticide residues in dead birds, as well as the
physiologicall mechanisms of toxic impact. The research had shown the
difficultiess of extrapolating physiological effects of pesticides in laboratory
animalss to animals in the wild, because of processes such as seasonal
differencess in protein metabolism, problematic modelling of food availability,
orr of temperature conditions. On the basis of such findings, the researchers of
Monkss Wood argued for the study of the effects of pesticides on animals in
thee wild.21 The 1960s origins of this work lay clearly in ecology, but the
Institutee had attracted researchers with backgrounds in analytic chemistry or,
ass in the case of Moriarty, toxicology.
Moriartyy drew no explicit boundaries between ecotoxicology and
ecology.. On the contrary, in the introduction of his textbook, he even
describedd ecotoxicology as a 'subdiscipline of ecology', as long as ecology
wass seen as the study of the interactions that determine the distribution and
abundancee of organisms. The 1990 handbook started with three extensive
introductoryy chapters on ecology, to continue with four more on the actual
effectss of pollutants. Moriarty's approach was based on population ecology. It
wass premised on the strong conviction that toxicants had their primary effect
onn individual physiology of animals, but he considered the effects on
populationss to be the really relevant parameter for environmental protection.22
AA simple recourse to research-ecology-as-usual did not seem sufficient
too Moriarty. His handbook repeatedly stated the connection with regulatory
needs:: the need to develop tests and evaluate extrapolations of test results to
fieldd conditions, used in regulatory assessments of increasing numbers of
chemicals.. However, by the mid-1980s, tests to assess hazards of chemicals
onn wildlife were taking a very specific form: aquatic toxicity tests, involving a
singlee organism in a test tank or a small population of a single species, were
quicklyy becoming dominant. In his handbook, Moriarty tried to develop an
approachh that would save the ecological tradition by combining it with the
toxicologicall approaches that were quickly gaining field in regulatory
regimes. .

Sheail,, Pesticides and Nature Conservation; Moriarty, "Toxic Pollutants in
Aquaticc and Terrestrial Ecosystems".
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'Ecotoxicology'' thus became a boundary issue between ecology and
environmentall toxicology, not quite the broadly defined multidisciplinary
programmee to study the effects of chemicals in the biosphere as originally
definedd by Truhaut c.s. Moriarty tried to relate the two, identify conditions of
exchangee for research cooperation, i.e. construct a division of labour in
eco/toxicology. .
Inn the US, this issue was played out most sharply. A small group of
Americann ecologists argued that the very term 'ecotoxicology' obviously
impliedd the need for a central role of ecology in the assessment of chemical
hazards.. Most prominent in the discussion was John Cairns, Jr., ecologist and
headd of an interdisciplinary centre in environmental studies at Virginia State
andd Polytechnic University. For him, 'ecotoxicology' meant the evaluation of
chemicall hazards at 'higher levels of biological organisation', i.e. effects
measuredd not just through the physiology of organisms, but through
ecologicall parameters, such as community structure or primary production.
Thee issue of ecotoxicology landed in boundary work between ecology and
environmentall toxicology that focused on the appropriate tests to be used in
evaluationss of chemical hazards to wildlife. Already around 1977, Cairns had
beenn arguing for a more prominent role of 'multispecies toxicity tests',
againstt what he considered a single species bias of environmental
toxicologists.233 We will need to digress briefly to explain the precise
differencee between these types of tests.
2.2.22.2.2 Single and multispecies tests
Singlee species aquatic toxicity tests, the hallmark of environmental
toxicology,, typically consisted of a test tank with one species (e.g. one fish or
aa population of micro-organisms such as algae or water fleas). The objective
off such tests was to establish the toxicity of a chemical to the organism, while
neutralisingg as many complicating factors as possible in the experimental
design.. In practice, this meant that, in the case of an acute toxicity test with a
fish,, a fish was put in water of a known composition and at a specified
temperature,, in which a chemical would have been mixed. In order to
neutralisee any kind of interaction than could increase or decrease the
measuredd toxic effect of the chemical, many factors were taken into account.
Forr example, to build an aquarium, specific sealants were prescribed to avoid
interactionn with the chemical tested. The fish were not to be exposed to any
formm of stress, which could be caused by improper handling when putting it in
thee test tank, improper living conditions prior to the experiment, or illnesses
orr the presence of parasites. In the case of one experiment that I was shown
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duringg a visit to a laboratory, the aquariums were even shielded off with black
plasticc to avoid stress to the fish from laboratory personnel walking in.
Thesee toxicity tests were normally performed in batches (see figure 1),
withh sets of different concentrations of a chemical and control groups with
'clean'' water. At regular intervals, the dead fish were counted and after a
fixedfixed amount of time, for example 96 hours, records were made of the final
numberr of fish that had died. From these data, the dose/response curve was
calculated,, with basic statistic estimation procedures. The toxicity was then
typicallyy expressed as a 'lethal concentration' of the chemical at which 50%
off the fish died, in this case therefore as '96-h LC50'. This way of expressing
toxicityy was based on the similar use of the lethal dose at which 50% of test
organismss die in mammalian toxicology, the 'LD50', the crucial difference
beingg the means by which test organisms were exposed to the chemical tested.

figuree 1: Single species fish toxicity test, static acute, in 5
gallonn pickle jars, used until the 1960s, here at the Fish
Controll Laboratory, Lacrosse, Wisconsin (from Hunn,
AA History of Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish).
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Alreadyy in the 1970s, there were many forms of aquatic single species toxicity
test.. They varied especially with respect to species used, duration, the means
off keeping the concentration of the toxicant stable, or the precise effect tested.
Speciess were mainly selected on the basis of the ability to keep them in the
laboratory,, leading to a preference for smaller fish, and their assumed
sensitivityy or local economic or ecological relevance. Depending on the
durationn of an experiment, one could have 'acute' or 'chronic' toxicity tests.
Withh respect to toxicant concentration, aquatic toxicity testing protocols
distinguishedd experiments with test water that was not replaced during the test
('static'' tests), test water that was circulated for purposes of aeration or
filtrationfiltration ('recirculation' tests), test water that was replaced periodically
('staticc renewal' tests), or test water that was refreshed constantly ('flowthrough'' tests). Aquatic toxicity tests were also developed for non-lethal
effectss ('endpoints'), such as growth of organisms or other specific
physiologicall responses. Other variations included toxicity not expressed as
ann LC50, but as an LC20 or even as the lowest concentration at which a
certainn adverse biological effect was observed (LOEC), or the highest
concentrationn at which no effect was observed (NOEC), etc.
Byy and large, the species used in single species testing were nonmammalian255 and especially aquatic: fish, algae, and very often water fleas
{Dahpnids,{Dahpnids, among which the most popular is Daphnia magna, see figure
Thiss stress on aquatic species could be explained partly by the environmental
importancee of the water compartment. Chemicals are discharged to rivers or
eventuallyy end up in river water through run-off or ground water. Particularly
longg and lowland rivers in industrial countries can become chemical sinks
wheree the effects of pollutants present themselves emphatically through fishkillss or spoiled drinking water. As shown in the previous chapter, these issues
weree among the first to receive regulatory attention in the early seventies.
Anotherr reason for this concentration of aquatic organisms was the long
traditionn of studies on commercially important fish species, prior to the
developmentt of environmental toxicology.26 Research on trout or other
salmonidss could build on experiences with spawning, rearing, and feeding
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thesee fish in hatcheries or could rely on test material provided by such
hatcheries.27 7

figuree 2: Daphnia magna or water flea, used in
aquaticc toxicity tests (from Van Leeuwen,
"Ecotoxicologicall Effects").
Whatt all these single species tests had in common was that they expressed the
toxicityy of a substance as the effect it had on the physiology of an average
healthyy organism. This fitted an approach in which regulatory hazard
assessmentt was split into two separate sections: exposure assessment and
toxicityy assessment. For example, a chemical could be extremely toxic, but if
itt was going to be produced only in minute concentrations, or degrade
quickly,, or end up in the environment only in extremely diluted
concentrations,, then it was still possible that there was no cause for concern.
Inn that approach, the notion of toxicity had to be isolated from exposure
complications.. Hence the design of tests in which the interaction of the
277
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toxicantt and the physiology was isolated from complicating factors, even if
thiss implied creating highly artificial testing conditions. For example, if need
be,, chemicals that would not normally dissolve in water could be made to
dissolvee by adding other chemicals, just to be able to establish this abstract
toxicityy parameter.28

figurefigure 3: A 1971 multi-species test (from Metcalff, Sangha,
andd Kapoor, "A Model Ecosystem for the Evaluation of
Pesticidee Biodegradabiliry and Ecological Magnification").
Ecologistss like John Cairns presented multispecies toxicity tests as the
alternativee to these single species tests. Multispecies toxicity tests involved
testt tanks that contain not one, but various species. The idea behind these tests
wass to model (part of) an aquatic ecosystem as a receptor for a toxicant; hence
theyy were also called 'model ecosystems' or 'micro-ecosystems'. An early
multispeciess test of 1971 consisted of an aquarium including fish, sediment,
waterr plants, etc. (see figure 3).29 After adding a chemical substance to the
aquarium,, various parameters could be tested, not necessarily just the lethality
off the substance to (various species of) organisms. In fact, the 1971 test was
proposedd to test the biodegradation and bioaccumulation of pesticides, more
specificallyy for US pesticide hazard assessment. This meant that a pesticide
wass added to the water and at the end of the test period, traces of the pesticide
wouldd have to be detected in various 'compartments' of the system: the
sediment,, the water, and the organisms.

E.g.. USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates,
andand Amphibians, p. 35.
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figurefigure 4: Micro-organism microcosm (from Kersting,
"Effectenn van giftige stoffen op ecosystemen").
Otherr proposed multispecies tests did not strive for such a model which, at
leastt to the untrained eye, looked just like a bank of a pond. Based on
ecosystemss research, other tests tried to model specific ecosystem processes,
suchh as primary production or decomposition, using micro-organisms in a
highlyy controlled bench-top testing system (see figure 4).30 Such laboratorysizee test systems were later called 'microcosms', while larger-scale outdoors
testss would be called 'mesocosms', a term coined in a public lecture by
Universityy of Georgia ecologist E.P. Odum in 1981. Odum argued that if
microcosmss were to be seen as a representation of the macrocosm, i.e. 'the
large,, complex, real world' ecology, the mesocosms would aim somewhere in
between.311 In contrast to the microcosms, mesocosms were outdoor test
300

E.g. a Dutch system developed around 1975 with algae, bacteria and Daphnids
(waterr fleas): Kersting, "Effecten van Giftige Stoffen op Ecosystemen"; or a similar
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Published as Odum, "The Mesocosm". As far as I know, the historic irony of
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(Winder,, ed., From Paracelsus to Van Helmont) The irony of this lineage to
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foundingg father. They refer to him especially for his alleged statement that any
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systems.. Freshwater ecologists developed two types of mesocosms: artificial
pondss and artificial streams. In pond tests, a series of small ponds would be
dugg out and stocked with samples of plants and aquatic wildlife, and then left
too stabilise, after which a chemical to be tested would be added. Artificial
streamss would provide streaming water for a series of test situations. There
aree examples of indoor as well as outdoor artificial streams (see figure 5).
Apartt from these freshwater tests, marine ecologists also developed outdoors
multispeciess tests, for example in the form of series of large suspended bags
floatingg at sea. The difference between microcosms and mesocosms was not
consideredd relevant by all ecologists. Outdoor systems might actually be
smallerr than laboratory systems and some laboratory systems are actually
consideredd 'more real' than outdoor systems. Ecologists like Cairns
consideredd interaction of various species more relevant and thus preferred to
stickk to the term 'multispecies test'.32

figurefigure 5: Laboratory scale artificial streams
(J.. Comeaux, Va. Tech).
Whereass single species toxicity tests generally had only a few endpoints of
testing,, most commonly lethality, the endpoints of multispecies testing were
substancee is toxic, provided the dose is high enough {dosis facit venenum - the dose
makess the poison). The argument is often positioned by toxicologists against
'irrational'' fears of'man-made' chemicals compared to fears of'natural' chemicals.
(E.g.. Casarett, "Origins and Scope of Toxicology", pp. 6-7; Koeman and Smies,
"Watt is Giftig?", p. 5)
Kennedy,, Johnson, and Johnson, "The Use of Constructed or Artificial Ponds in
Simulatedd Field Studies", p. 150.
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moree varied. Some tests had well defined endpoints, such as species
abundancee indicators or primary production indicators, but most required the
measurementt of a more varied set of parameters. In addition, multispecies
testss tended to make a less sharp distinction between effect and exposure
measurement:: the chemical to be tested was added to the entire system and
especiallyy in the more complex testing systems, this meant that it could go to
moree compartments before actually reaching the target organisms (soil, plants,
orr other aquatic organisms).33
Bothh single species and multispecies tests had a history that pre-dated
thee 'environmental revolution' of the early seventies. American
eco/toxicologistss traced back their single species tests to the work of P.
Doudoroff,, W.B. Hart and their colleagues, who developed an aquatic toxicity
testtest at the research laboratories of the Atlantic Refining Company in the
1940s.344 This was one of the first tests that would be considered a 'standard',
butt aquatic toxicity tests as such go back much further. As early as in 1863,
thee effects of chemicals used in dye-works were tested, using water from the
Scottishh River Leven, already using concepts such as the 50% mortality rate
andd the lethal threshold concentration. In England, the effects of lead from
miningg on fish were studied extensively in the 1920s. In 1937, American
biologistss working for the US Bureau of Fisheries, reported research on a
widee range of toxic substances, as well as the effects of oxygen depletion and
pHH range, using a combination of laboratory and field studies. Throughout the
1960s,, acute toxicity tests were further developed at laboratories with
regulatoryy interests such as the research centres of the US Fish and Wildlife
Service,, or of water authorities England.35
Multispeciess tests, under names such as 'artificial streams' or
'experimentall lakes' or 'field experiments', also had a long tradition. Studies
off the decomposition of sewage with artificial streams were conducted in
333

Interview with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992. .
344
Cairns, "The Genesis of Ecotoxicology", p. 1; Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema,
StateState of the Art in Ecological Risk Assessment. A key publication was Hart,
Doudoroff,, and Greenbank, The Evaluation of the Toxicity of Industrial Wastes,
ChemicalsChemicals and Other Substances to Fresh-Water Fish, a company report of 1945,
whichh made it to a standard method for toxicity testing accepted by the American
Publicc Health Association in 1960 (see discussion in Alabaster and Abram,
"Developmentt and Use of a Direct Method of Evaluating Toxicity to Fish".)
355
Hunn, "History of Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, 1963-87"; Mount,
"Developmentt and Current Use of Single Species Aquatic Toxicity Tests". Already
inn 1958, the Magnuson-Metcalf bill had mandated the Fish and Wildlife Service to
undertakee research into the effects of pesticides, Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema,
StateState of the Art in Ecological Risk Assessment; Alabaster and Abram, "Development
andd Use of a Direct Method of Evaluating Toxicity to Fish".
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Englandd in 1880. In the 1950s, similar studies were performed in Germany,
butt the major surge of interest in came in the 1960s, with research into the
effectss of temperature, surfactants, and pesticides.36 The first reference I have
foundd to 'laboratory micro-ecosystems' was of PhD research at the University
off Texas in 1962. By the end of the 1960s, artificial ecosystems were used
too research pollution effects in the Netherlands as well,38 although the
developmentt seems to have been slower in Europe than in the US.39
Multispeciess tests could also build on a long tradition of research on lakes in
ecologyy ('limnology'), including experimental studies with manipulated
lakes.40 0
2.2.32.2.3 Ecotoxicology in America
Thee debate over the meaning of 'ecotoxicology' in the US thus landed in
disagreementss between ecologists and environmental toxicologists over single
speciess and multispecies tests. The opposition was a relatively new one. As is
clearr from the history of single and multispecies tests, their history was
entangled.. To the extent that there had been a rift in this research, it had been
moree between academic and regulatory research. American fisheries
biologistss of the early seventies interested in regulatory issues, shared the
samee agenda whether they had an ecological or toxicological background: get
moree biology into pollution hazard evaluation.
Ass was mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, John Cairns had
beenn one of these biologists.41 In 1970, he had set up the interdisciplinary
'Universityy Centre for Environmental Studies and Hazardous Materials'
Virginiaa Polytechnic and State University. It was to become one of the prime
academicc centres of biological research in the 1970s. From this base in the
departmentt of biology, he engaged with the engineers that dominated water
pollutionn affairs in order to develop practical tests for biological evaluation of
Pontasch,, "The Use of Stream Microcosms in Multispecies Testing".
Research by R.J. Beyers at Austin, see Cooke, "Experimental Aquatic
Ecosystemss and Communities", p. 62.
388
With references to the work by HJ Hueck and D.M.M. Adema, see Cooke,
"Experimentall Aquatic Ecosystems and Communities", p. 95.
399
Slooff, "The Role of Multispecies Testing in Aquatic Toxicology", pp. 51-52.
400
The Lake as a microcosm by SA. Forbes, published in 1925, was a classic in
limnology.. Cairns traced back his interest in experimental work on ecosystems to
thee pond studies of R.E. Lindeman of 1942, but especially to his work with Ruth
Patrickk at the Limnology Department of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphiaa between 1948 and 1966. (Interview with Cairns, Blacksburg, Virginia,
Virginiaa State University, November 1992; Cairns, Curriculum Vitae)
Forr this section I have relied on: extensive interviews with John Cairns in
Novemberr 1992, the bulky curriculum vitae he provided me with, as well as the
archivee materials on the Centre in his university library's Special Collection.
377
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waterr quality and toxicity, both in the university, the Water Pollution Control
Federation,, or even the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission.
Cairns'' initial work in Virginia focused on five lines of research. The
firstt involved attempts at automatic identification of diatoms, involving
opticall physics. Using laser technology, the idea was to develop an automated
systemm to measure diatom species diversity and abundance as rapid indication
off pollution effects, the first results of which were published in 1972. A
secondd line involved the study of recovering ecosystems, after pollution or
otherr physically disturbing incidents.43 A third line of research, starting
aroundd 1968 when Cairns became professor at Virginia Tech, developed
automatedd measurement of the health of a fish in a flow-trough tank. It
includedd the real-time measurement of a fish's heartbeat, movement, and
eventuallyy even respiration rates (see figure 6).44 For biological evaluation of
waterr quality, Cairns worked on diversity indices, the fourth line of research.
Inn order to make these suitable even for people with limited biological
training,, they operated on diversity of genera only and did not require actual
identificationn of species. Detailed instructions on how to sample, how to
count,, even including a simple Fortran programme, were published where the
waterr management profession was most likely to read them: in the Journal of
thethe Water Pollution Control Federation, in 1971. The measurement of species
diversityy was based on the assumption that pollution reduces species diversity
andd this, in turn, would lead to ecosystem instability.45 These four research
liness mixed physiological and diversity indicators specifically for practical
biologicall evaluations in effluent regulation regimes.

422

Cairns et al., "Coherent Optical Spatial Filtering of Diatoms in Water Pollution
Monitoring". .
433
Leading to 'restoration ecology' and 'ecosystem health', which would become
onee of Cairns' main research interest in the 1990s, see Cairns, "Restoration of
Damagedd Ecosystems"; Cairns, "Ecosystem Health through Ecological
Restoration". .
444
Cairns, Sparks, and Waller, "Biological Systems as Pollution Monitors"; Cairns
etet al, "The Development of an Automated Biological Monitoring System for Water
Qualityy Management"; Cairns and Gruber, "Coupling Mini- and Microcomputers to
Biologicall Early Warning Systems"; Cairns and Van Der Schalie, "Biological
Monitoringg Part I".
455
Cairns and Dickson, "A Simple Method for the Biological Assessment of the
Effectss of Waste Discharges".
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Withh these assessment tools, Cairns would argue time and time again that
moree biological evaluations of water quality were the only way to surpass the
simplicityy of the handful of physical and chemical parameters that water
regulationn of the early 1970s was built on. In arguing this, he found a group of
committedd biologists by his side, with physiological and ecological interests
alike.466 For example, in a 1975 article directed at engineers, ecologist Cairns
andd his fish physiologist colleague Alan Heath argued together for biological
assessmentt techniques. By showing how temperature changes affected
toxicityy of chemicals, they argued that chemical and physical parameters of
effluentt or surface water could never provide adequate protection. They
arguedd that:
Usingg criteria and standards based on the in situ response of indigenous
organismss (always accompanied, of course, by chemical-physical data
gathering)) seems to be the most direct way to deal with 'pipe
standards'.47 7
Inn fact, Cairns himself had performed extensive research on the physiological
effectss of various forms of pollution on freshwater fish, especially between
19566 and 1966, and would continue to supervise such work after he moved to
Virginiaa Tech.
However,, the fifth line was the one that would become central in the
ecotoxicologyy argument. Based on a model for the (re)colonisation of island
faunass by McArthur and Wilson, Cairns developed a simple multispecies
466

E.g. Cairns and Dickson, eds., Biological Methods for the Assessment of Water
Quality,Quality, an edited book for the American Society for testing and Materials (ASTM),
publishedd in 1973, including many biologists who play key role in American
eco/toxicologyy over the next decades. In line with the goals of ASTM as an
organisationn geared at standardisation and methodology, the book listed several
monitoringg techniques in great detail, including, for example, a checklist for
equipmentt that should be present in mobile laboratory. Among the contributors to
thee book were, for example, Donald I. Mount, William Brungs, and Charles E.
.. Stephan of the EPA laboratory in Duluth, who were very busy developing fish
toxicityy tests (USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish,
Macroinvertebrates,Macroinvertebrates, and Amphibians); Ruth Patrick, Cairns' example and a
namee in limnology; Cornelius I. Weber of the EPA, who would later produce
severall EPA manuals for aquatic toxicity and biological monitoring (Weber and ed.,
BiologicalBiological Field and Laboratory Methods...; Weber et al, Short-Term Methods for
EstimatingEstimating the Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters; Weber, Methods
forfor Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents); as well as several of Cairns'
colleagues. .
477
Cairns, Heath, and Parker, "Temperature Influence on Chemical Toxicity to
Aquaticc Organisms", p. 277, italics in original.
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toxicityy test. During summer courses in freshwater ecology, Cairns had come
upp with the idea to use the polyurethane foam that was used to pack
microscopess to illustrate colonisation behaviour of freshwater protozoans to
students.. Anchored with a piece of string, these blocks of foam would be
submergedd and serve as a substrate for colonisation by micro-organisms.48
Thiss didactic tool turned into a research instrument. Starting around 1973, the
effectss of chlorine pollution were added to these colonisation experiments,
laterr followed by analyses of the effects of sublethal doses of copper
sulphate.499 By 1976, Cairns began to argue for the development of such tests
intoo microcosms for regulatory purposes, which by then several aquatic
ecologistss were suggesting as alternatives to single species toxicity tests.50
(seee figure 7)

figuree 7: Micro-organism colonisation as pollution indicator
(byy Cairns and Niederlehner, Va. Tech).

Cairnss et al, "The Relationship of Fresh-Water Protozoan Communities to the
Macarthur-Wilsonn Equilibrium Model". This research went back to his interest as a
graduatee student in pollution effects on protozoa, at the University of Pennsylvania
betweenn 1948 and 1953.
499
This would lead to the development of a multispecies toxicity test at Virginia
Techh in the years after (Cairns, Pratt, and Niederlehner, "A Provisional Multispecies
Toxicityy Test"); followed by multispecies tests with artificial streams (e.g.
Clements,, Cherry, and Cairns, "Structured Alterations in Aquatic Communities
Exposedd to Copper in Laboratory Streams").
Seee examples in Caims, ed., Aquatic Microbial Communities; Hammons et al.,
MethodsMethods for Ecological Toxicology; Taub, "A Continuous Gnotobiotic (Spec
Defined)) Ecosystem"; Giesy, ed., Microcosms in Ecological Research.
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Thee arguments of these ecologists in favour of multispecies tests were several.
AA key argument was that single species toxicity tests were 'not realistic'.
Theyy criticised their reliance on highly artificial, over-standardised test
conditionss and a focus on lethality as an endpoint (some ecologists jokingly
calledd it 'drop dead biology' in the interviews). The ecologists argued that
singlee species toxicity tests were reductionist: more complex interactive
effectss between species would go unnoticed.
(...)) such [single species] tests are relatively meaningless since such
pollutantss as pesticides are applied, in practice, to the community and
ecosystemm levels of organisation and not to the organism or population
level.51 1
Inn addition, they claimed that single species test had not been validated
sufficiently,522 and that they relied on the notion of 'sensitive species' too
much.. Against the notion of sensitive species, they argued that toxicity was
tooo species-specific: what was the most sensitive species for one chemical
mayy actually be a highly tolerant one for another.53 When aquatic
toxicologistss replied that multispecies tests were too cumbersome and
expensive,, ecologists claimed that testing costs could actually be reduced to a
similarr order of magnitude and the extra cost would easily be recovered by a
higherr predictive capacity and hence better allocation of wastewater
treatment.54 4
Thee ecologists were well aware of the regulatory stakes. In a paper
presentedd at a symposium of the American Chemical Society in 1980, dealing
withh the effect of water quality criteria on the petroleum industry, Cairns and
hiss colleague Alan Buikema, Daphnid specialist and professor in zoology at
Virginiaa Tech, went as far as to argue that EPA's water quality criteria were
nott valid because they were based on unrealistic single species data:
Thee basic acute test methods are no different than those used by
physiologistss for at least 125 years. Admittedly, advances have
occurredd in acute and chronic test methods in the last 10 years, but

Cairns,, ed., Aquatic Microbial Communities, p. 95.
Cairns, "Biological Monitoring, Part IV".
533
E.g. Cairns argued that one of the most often used test organisms, Daphnia
magna,magna, considered to be a sensitive species, was relatively resistant to the
organochlorinee pesticide endrin (Cairns, Smith, and Orvos, "The Problem of
Validatingg Simulation of Hazardous Exposure in Natural Systems", p. 449).
544
Cairns and Pratt, "Ecotoxicological Effect Indices", pp. 8-9; Cairns, "Putting the
Ecoo in Ecotoxicology", pp. 232-3.
522
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muchh of this was directed toward improving the toxicant delivery
systemm so that the concentration was constant rather than intermittent.55

Thiss was 1980, just a few years after the Natural Resource Defence Council
(NRDC)) had manage to force the US EPA into developing their first
comprehensivee water quality criteria. The argument was now that the consent
decreee between EPA and the NRDC required for the most recent scientific
resultss to be used in water quality criteria and multispecies tests were not part
off the assessment procedure. These ecologists also realised that they were
laggingg behind the development of protocolised single species toxicity tests,
leadingg Cairns to suggest the possibility of a moratorium on the further
developmentt of single species toxicity tests.56 Apart from defending the use of
ecosystemss themselves, ecologists tried to have influential sources speak the
samee language. They tried to interpret environmental laws in their support.57
Similarly,, a committee of the National Research Council, headed by John
Cairns,, produced a report defending the use of microcosms in 1981,58 which
couldd be quoted as an authoritative outside source.
Itt is important to note that in both cases, biomonitoring and toxic
substancee testing, the strategy of ecologists was largely alike: the point was not
too remove existing practices such as single species testing. Their value was
repeatedlyy acknowledged and after his belligerent claims of 1980, Cairns even
rebukedd some of his allies for scaring the EPA officials too much when
debunkingg single species tests over-enthusiastically. The prime goal of
ecologistss was not to move single species out, but to move microcosm testing
intoo regulatory practice.59 Throughout the 1980s, ecologists would continue to
makee this point, with Cairns as one of the leading proponents of multispecies
tests.600 (I will explore the regulatory use of single and multispecies tests for
regulatoryy purposes in more detail in the next chapter.)

Buikemaa and Cairns, "Misuse of Scientific Information in the Development of
Waterr Quality Criteria", p. 2.
566
Buikema and Cairns, "Misuse of Scientific Information in the Development of
Waterr Quality Criteria", p. 11.
577
As the Clean Water Act of 1977, interpreted to mandate "a more holistic
approach"" (Kimball and Levin, "Limitations of Laboratory Bioassays: The Need of
Ecosystem-Levell Testing", p. 167; Cairns, ed., Multispecies Toxicity Testing, p. xiv).
588
Odum, "The Mesocosm", p. 559.
599
E.g. Cairns, "Biological Monitoring, Part IV", p. 941; Cairns, ed., Multispecies
ToxicityToxicity Testing, p. xiii.
600
Cairns, "The Perspective of an Aquatic Ecologist"; Cairns, ed., Multispecies
ToxicityToxicity Testing, Cairns, Pratt, and Niederlehner, "A Provisional Multispecie
Toxicityy Test"; Cairns, Smith, and Orvos, "The Problem of Validating Simulation of
Hazardouss Exposure in Natural Systems"; Cairns, "Should Regulatory Criteria and
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Inn 1987, Cairns linked the multispecies issue to 'ecotoxicology'.
Addressingg aquatic eco/toxicologists at the EPA research centre in Duluth, he
arguedd that it was time to "put the eco in ecotoxicology". Evaluating strengths
andd weaknesses of single and multispecies tests, he argued mat the way
forwardd was to integrate more ecology in aquatic toxicity testing. Mesocosms
andd microcosms would be the way this had to be done.61 In 1989, he wrote a
fieryy editorial for the journal Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, a
highlyy visible journal among American environmental toxicologists, entitled
'Willl the Real Ecotoxicologist Please Stand Up?' In this piece, he
distinguishedd 'the real ecotoxicologist' from a range of possible fake ones.
Thee 'real ecotoxicologist' was 'one who assesses the effects of toxic
substancess on ecosystems', as opposed to the flawed surrogate of single
speciess within ecosystems. For Cairns, this implied that the true
ecotoxicologistss needed to try harder to develop practical tools for purposes of
regulatoryy assessments, while simultaneously toxicologists and ecologists
shouldd cooperate more closely to achieve this.62 By 1995, he signalled a
growingg research interest in true ecotoxicology, although American regulatory
assessmentss of chemicals were still relying exclusively on single species tests,
withh only a very few exceptions.63
Ass in Moriarty's 1983 handbook, the term 'ecotoxicology' had now
becomee an instrument in the boundary work between environmental
toxicologistss and ecologists. In the US, the debate revolved entirely around
thee issue of multispecies versus single species tests. In the early 1970s, it had
seemedd obvious that ecologists would get involved in research on pollution.
Twentyy years later, it seemed as if a new field had caught up with the
ecologistss and had put a firm grip on aquatic pollution research, leaving the
ecologistss in a secondary role. However, the 'real ecotoxicologists' did not
onlyy have regulatory agencies and the environmental toxicologists to blame.
Inn 1991, addressing limnologists, Cairns tried to analyse the failure of
ecologyy to play a more prominent role in the regulatory assessment of
chemicall hazards, turning to a series of four 'lost opportunities' for ecology
sincee World War II. Firstly, according to Cairns, ecologists should have
pointedd out the flaws of chemical and physical parameters used for water
qualityy after WWII. Secondly, their failure to agree on "ways to measure
ecosystemm condition (...) led the engineers and chemists in charge to try yet
anotherr non-ecological approach": process standards such as Best Available
Technologyy and Best Practicable Means. Thirdly, ecologists should have
Standardss Be Based on Multispecies Evidence?"; Cairns and Pratt, "The Scientific
Basee of Bioassays".
611
Cairns, "Putting the Eco in Ecotoxicology"
622
Cairns, "Will the Real Ecotoxicologist Please Stand Up?".
633
Cairns, "The Genesis of Ecotoxicology".
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insistedd that the $100 billion dollars spent over 15 years to improve municipal
wastee treatment should have been evaluated, because the ecological benefits
weree questionable. Fourthly, Cairns pointed at the Toxic Substance Control
Act,, where ecologists had failed to push for multispecies testing and had left
thee field to environmental toxicologists.64 By now, Cairns was blaming
ecologistss themselves for not 'putting the eco in ecotoxicology', showing
frustrationfrustration with the continued failure of the development of ecolog
approachess to the assessment of pollution effects on wildlife.
2.2.42.2.4 Redefining ecotoxicology: the Netherlands
Inn 1981, the Dutch toxicologist Jan Koeman held a plea at an international
symposiumm on 'Chemical and Toxicological Aspects of Environmental
Quality'.. It was published in Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety, at that
timee one of the most prominent outlets for professional eco/toxicological
debatee in Europe. The argument was very similar to the reasoning of John
Cairns:: in ecotoxicology, there was more need for 'the eco-side of the
problem'.. He argued that a more accurate prediction of the environmental
effectss of chemicals could be given with more consideration for ecological
parameters,, by representing an entire ecosystem instead of only a few
individuall species. This would not necessarily mean tighter norms for
chemicals,, since he suggested that the adjusted environmental standards
wouldd sometimes be more strict, sometimes more lenient. Rather, more
ecologicall norms would optimise the regulation, eliminating the 'false
positives'' (restricted chemicals, actually safe) and 'false negatives' (nonrestrictedd chemicals, actually dangerous). Ecology was positioned in the
envisagedd cooperation in a specific way:
Soo far professional ecologists have played only a modest role in the
fieldfield of toxicology. Most scientists involved in the discipline are
biologists,, chemists, and toxicologists who approach the subject from
thee toxicological side. Their basic training is in toxicology rather than
inn population dynamics, population interrelationships, regulatory
mechanismss in nature, life-cycle biology of species, etc. Ecotoxicology
shouldd benefit more than it does at present from professional ecologists
whoo if they want to cooperate could be classified as
'' toxicoecologists' .65
Whereass Cairns had originally attempted to define ecology into the core of
ecotoxicology,, Koeman defined ecotoxicology as first and foremost a
toxicologicall project. Nevertheless, he acknowledged the need for more
Cairns,, "Improving Environmental Protection".
Koeman,, "Ecotoxicological Evaluation", p. 359.
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ecologyy and the possibility to benefit from willing ecologists. These
ecologistss would not just become part of ecotoxicology, but would be
'toxicoecologists',, a specific area of environmental toxicology. This was very
muchh the kind of interdisciplinary toxicology that Koeman himself had
organisedd at his own laboratory at Wageningen University and his own style
off research, which included extensive attention for field research.66 The term
'toxico-ecology'' was not picked up and a year later Koeman adopted the term
'ecotoxicology'.677 Just like in the US and England, most of the definitional
boundaryy work between ecology and environmental toxicology would be over
thee meaning of'ecotoxicology'.
Thee actual kick-off for the Dutch definition debate was the publication
off the proceedings of a 1984 symposium on 'ecotoxicology' in the Vakblad
voorvoor Biologen, the professional journal for Dutch biologists. The special issue
reportingg on the symposium both started and ended with discussions on the
precisee meaning of ecotoxicology. Van Genderen, the founding father of
Dutchh toxicology of the University of Utrecht, opened by referring to
ecotoxicologyy as a science studying the effects of pollution on population and
communityy levels, whereas toxicology was reserved for the level of the
organism.. For him, the problem was that extrapolation from the level of the
organismm to these higher levels of biological organisation might extend
beyondd the domain of expertise of the toxicologist. Therefore,
interdisciplinaryy cooperation was needed, especially with ecologists.68
Eijsackers,, then president of the Dutch ecological association (Oecologische
Kring)Kring) closed by signalling the one question that had "continuously come up
inn the discussions as an undercurrent: what is ecotoxicology really". He
suggestedd ecology could have a distinct role in suggesting relevant indicator
speciess or the description of the pathways of chemicals through the
ecosystem.699 In between, a wide range of toxicologists and ecologists,
includingg Frederick Moriarty who had been invited to the symposium,
debatedd the proper way to identify and estimate the hazards of chemicals.
Theyy especially focused on the possibilities and problems of extrapolating
fromfrom single species to ecosystems or the possibilities to undercut these
problemss with model ecosystems. Although especially the latter point seemed
too involve some disagreement, the overall impression is one of mutual
Koeman,, coming from the environmental toxicology group at the University of
Utrecht,, had set up the research group in Wageningen, which had developed a
strongg problem-oriented approach, working with students from various areas of
biologyy and agricultural sciences. (Interview with Koeman, Wageningen, University
off Wageningen 1991; Groenewegen, Scientists, Audiences and Resources, p. 151 et
seq.) )
677
Koeman, "Ecotoxicologie: Inleiding".
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Van Genderen, "Ecotoxicologie".
699
Eijsackers, "De Betekenis van Ecotoxicologisch Onderzoek"
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understandingg between ecologists and toxicologists. Toxicology was
identifiedd as the science of the organism-level, but the need for cooperation
withh ecology was generally acclaimed.
Thee 1984 symposium of ecotoxicology once again shows the
intertwinementt of disciplinary boundary work and the policy context. The
symposiumm involved the issue in the dense network of Dutch science policy
whilee using a strategy of consultation and consensus building. The
symposiumm was organised by the Oecologische Kring, the Dutch Institute of
Biologyy (NIBI, the professional organisation of Dutch biologists), the section
Environmentall Toxicology of the Dutch Association of Toxicology, the
sectionn Environmental Chemistry of the Royal Dutch Association for
Chemistryy (KNCV), with support of the Council for Environmental and
Naturee Research (RMNO) and the Ministry of Physical Planning and the
Environment.. Present were prominent ecologists, toxicologists, and chemists
fromfrom universities, government research institutes, advisory boards, and
industry.. The problem of how to assess chemicals from an ecotoxicological
perspectivee was continuously linked to the problem of how to assess
chemicalss from a regulatory point of view. The possibility to develop
ecologicall tests and expertise was also assessed in the light of its possible use
inn regulatory decision making. In addition, the problem of ecotoxicology was
putt in the context of science policy, a connection that did not appear Very
prominentlyy in the debates in the US and England. The problem of what to do
withh ecotoxicology was soon picked up by advisory bodies.
Inn 1987, two reports appeared advising the Dutch government on
researchh priorities for ecotoxicology, at request of the Ministry of the
Environment.700 The question of how to define the term kept reappearing. In
onee particular report by the Health Council of the Netherlands, 31 involved
peoplee were interviewed and an attempt was made to find a common
denominatorr in several issues related to ecotoxicology, among which the
problemm of the definition of the term. By now, the matter was almost entirely
seenn as a matter of the relation between ecology and (environmental)
toxicology.toxicology. The author of the report, A. Murk, signalled the tendency of s
Dutchh toxicologists to define ecotoxicology as equal to or a subsidiary of
environmentall toxicology in publications from 1984-85. Nevertheless, in her
ownn interviews, she found an acceptable common denominator:
Thee largest section of the respondents agreed that there can only be
mentionn of ecotoxicological research if use is made in the research of
ecologicall knowledge and population dynamics. Therefore,

Raadd voor Advies voor het Wetenschapsbeleid, Advies Inzake Ecotoxicologie;
Murk,, Ecotoxicologie: de Visie van 31 Betrokkenen.
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ecotoxicologyy cannot be part of environmental toxicology. Partly, the
fieldss of ecotoxicology and environmental toxicology coincide.71
Inn 'ecotoxicology', the attention for the functioning of ecosystems would be
unique,, while environmental toxicology could also look at human health
effects. .
Duringg the following years, human health effects would disappear from
environmentall toxicology and the relation between ecology, environmental
toxicologyy and environmental chemistry came to be represented as a triangle,
comprisingg the 'multidisciplinary field' of ecotoxicology,72 following a
suggestionn by Koeman of 1982.73 (see figure 8) Nevertheless, a certain
tensionn remained in the use of the term ecotoxicology: although generally
takenn to mean environmental chemistry, toxicology and ecology, this did not
meann that 'ecotoxicologists' all agreed on whether or not the ecological
aspectss received enough attention. In the first half of the nineties, advisory
reportss continued to suggest that ecological aspects such as population effects,
multispeciess tests, or the problem of extrapolation of single species tests to
fieldd conditions required more attention.74
Thiss became the generally accepted state of affairs in the Netherlands.
'Ecotoxicology'' was considered by most to refer to either the entire field of
wildlifee pollution effects, or specifically to the ecological aspects of it.
Dependingg on the researcher, organism level research could be presented as
'ecotoxicological'' research projects, and studies of interactions between
organismss could be presented as part of a research project in 'environmental
toxicology'.75 5
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Murk, Ecotoxicologie: de Visie van 31 Betrokkenen, p. 21.
E.g. Van Straalen and Verklei), eds., Leerboek Oecotoxicologie, p. 1; Van
Leeuwen,, "Ecotoxicological Effects", p. 175; cf. Raad voor Milieu en
NatuurOnderzoekk and Nationale Raad voor Landbouwkundig Onderzoek,
HoofdlijnenHoofdlijnen Systeemgericht Ecotoxicologisch Onderzoek, p. 23.
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Koeman, "Ecotoxicologie: Inleiding", p. 28.
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Gezondheidsraad, Ecotoxicologie op Koers; Raad voor Milieu en
NatuurOnderzoekk and Nationale Raad voor Landbouwkundig Onderzoek,
HoofdlijnenHoofdlijnen Systeemgericht Ecotoxicologisch Onderzoek.
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The food chain effects of fish-eating cormorants were called a matter of
'environmentall toxicology' in Utrecht, while at the Free University of Amsterdam
LC500 experiments with wood lice were part of their 'ecotoxicological' research.
(Universityy guides; Malta, Proefdier en Milieu', Interview with Van Straalen,
Amsterdam,, Free University of Amsterdam 1992).
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2.2.42.2.4 'Ecotoxicologie' or 'oecotoxicologie'?
Theree are actually two ways to spell ecotoxicology in the Netherlands:
'ecotoxicologie'' and 'oecotoxicologie'. The spelling relates to an unusual
discussionn in Dutch ecology.76 A little skirmish in the Dutch journal Natuur
enen Landschap in 1973-74 gives a little insight in the considerations of Dutch
ecologistss behind an 'o' more or less.77 In this period, the journal was a
professionall communication channel for ecologists, but it also announced
eventss of environmental or conservationist concern. The peculiar
disagreementt over the persistence of 'oecologie' next to 'ecologie' was
startedd by jhr. mr. M. van der Goes van Naters, a senior social democrat
politiciann with an interest in conservation issues. With a short letter he wanted
too offhandedly straighten out this case of 'exceptional phonetics', following
thee similar operation in English.78
Yett the matter was not that simple. Apart from eloquent replies
discussingg linguistic affairs such as the correct way to transcribe and
pronouncee the Greek 'oi' in Dutch, ecologists appeared to be rather attached
too subtle differences in meaning, between 'oecologie' and 'ecologie'. Two
plantt ecologists from Groningen University replied that 'oecologie' was to be
distinguishedd from the American 'ecology', which tended to develop in the
directionn of a social science. They indicated that 'ecology' implied the
relationn between people and their environment, as well as issues of
environmentall hygiene. This was not the object of study of 'oecologie', they
argued.. 'Oecologie' was strictly an academic, natural science that studied the
non-humann environment, belonging to Biology. This science could have
(potential)) application in nature conservation, but definitely not in
environmentall hygiene!79 A year later, Van der Goes van Naters insisted that
internationall customs be followed, especially since it was already quite
obviouss that ecology belonged to biology. He considered the matter settled
anyhow,, since 'ecologie' had become the common spelling in policy
documentss of the new Ministry of Pubic Health and the Environment.

Thee term has been used systematically since 1972 by the biological research
councill (BION), and in the name of ecology departments at Dutch universities.
777
I owe every little bit of this story to Martin Pastoors, who put me on the lead
andd provided the material. The story is briefly touched upon in Cramer, De Groene
Golf,Golf, p. 53.
788
Goes van Naters, "Oecologie of Ecologie?".
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Bakker et al, "Oecologie of Ecologie? (2)" Less explicit about the difference in
meaningg were reactions under the same heading by plant ecologist professor Victor
Westhofff from Nijmegen University and G.J.A. Ridderbos, biomedical scientist at
Groningenn University. (More on Westhoff in Schulte Fischedick, Practices and
Pluralism,Pluralism, p. 42 et seq.)
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Professorr Victor Westhoff, plant ecologist at Nijmegen University,
settledd the matter with a lecture in the taxonomy of the sciences. He persisted
that t
(...)) the opposition between the DUTCH forms 'ecologie' and
'oecologie'' is NOT fictitious. (...) The difference lies in the fact that we
inn our language HAVE both the word ecologie and oecologie and that
thereforee a differentiation of meaning could occur here that was
impossiblee elsewhere.80
Whatt was this difference? According to Westhoff, 'Oecologie' was the study
off the relation between the living system and the environment, whether the
livingg system was an organism, population, community. In contrast,
'ecologie'' had a much broader and fuzzier meaning, implying also the human
environmentt or attention for impact of environmental change on people. So
whoo were these people that persisted in the use of the unsharp 'ecologie'?
Amongg those who use the spelling 'ecologie' are three categories. First,
theree are those who mean the American 'ecology' (either explicitly or
inn a half-conscious ignorance [een halfbewuste klok en klepel visie]);
secondd those who want to give the concept 'oecologie' (in the sense
mentionedd above) a modern ring; third those who clearly want to stress
thee meaning of 'human environment'.81
Wovenn through amateur linguistics we find references to the position of
Dutchh ecology. For these university ecologists, ecology should not become a
sociall science, should stay away from 'environmental hygiene', and quite
explicitly:: should remain in its academic stronghold. Thus, the use of the
symbolicc marker 'oecology' became a carrier for the demarcation of Dutch
ecologyy vis-a-vis other sciences as well as vis-a-vis the developments in the
policyy process. In the first half of thee seventies, those other sciences consisted
off the kernels of environmental science that started to form at Dutch
universities.. The members of these environmental studies centres generally
hadd close informal contacts with environmental movements and were
perceivedd as highly politicised. Their interdisciplinary composition and
orientationn at environmental problems implied that they did not resemble
hard,, natural science. In contrast to a field such as ecology, they developed

Myy translation, Westhoff in Goes van Naters, "Oecologie of Ecologie? (Slot)".
Myy translation, Westhoff in Goes van Naters, "Oecologie of Ecologie? (Slot)".
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throughh contract research, with only limited support from established
faculties.82 2
Thiss was the kind of environmental science that the prominent
academicc Dutch ecologists did not want to be associated with. They chose to
establishh their field within the academy, aloof from the turmoil of the militant
andd anti-establishment environmental movements of the seventies. Especially
whenn some of these movements began to claim that ecology would provide
thee scientific theories to support their case, the risk of damage was considered
tooo high.83 On the government side, even the civil servants at the young
Departmentt of the Environment were going through something of a militant
phase.844 Within this specific time frame, 'oecologie' became a marker of
academicc boundary work. As late as 1989, a policy document describing
Dutchh applied ecological research by the National Council for Agricultural
Researchh found it necessary to explain in a footnote that its use of the term
'ecology'' was a matter of tradition, not difference in meaning. In the previous
year,, a similar document on fundamental ecological research by BION
preferredd the term 'oecological'.85
Duringg the 1980s, things became quite different for 'oecotoxicologie'
inn the Netherlands. Although remote from the study of pollution effects on
humann health, it clearly got involved in pollution issues, the 'environmental
hygiene'' that was so unthinkable for the academic 'oecologists' of the midseventies.. I have even heard Dutch ecologists argue that just as oikonomos
referss to (good) house management, 'oecotoxicologie' refers to good
environmentall management.
Whatt becomes clear from these episodes is that these peculiar debates
overr the naming of a field, over mutual demarcations, entail boundary work
bothh with respect to professional jurisdictions and with respect to the relations
betweenn professions, or between groups of scientists vying for expert status.
Wee should therefore look at the development of ecology and environmental
toxicologyy and their relations with environmental policy a bit more closely to
understandd the professional context of the definition debates. American
ecologistss had a difficult relation with environmental policy, especially in the
1970s,, and ecologists in the Netherlands and England also had struggled with
tensionss between academic and policy agendas. In fact, the field of ecology
andd environmental toxicology followed quite different paths of development,
Copiuss Peereboom and Bouwer, "Environmental Science 'Milieukunde' in the
Netherlands". .
833
Cramer, De Groene Golf.
844
Interview with Hekstra, The Hague, Ministerie van Ruimtelijke Ordening en
Milieuu 1995; De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu.
855
Van der Aart, Andel, and Woldendorp, Programma voor Oecologisch
Onderzoek,Onderzoek, Nationale Raad voor Landbouwkundig Onderzoek, Op Toepassing
GerichtGericht Ecologisch Onderzoek.
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withh some significant differences between countries as well, which we will
needd to investigate in more detail.

33 A tale of two fields
3.11 Ecology and environmental policy
Thee history of ecology of the 1960s and 1970s abounds with stories of its
troublesomee relations with policy. Time and time again, ecologists tried to
developp practical knowledge for environmental policy, only to find such an
endeavourr much more difficult than expected. Even though 'the ecology' was
colloquiallyy used as synonymous with 'the environment', even though
ecology'ss concepts found their way into every day speech as well as into
policyy discourse,86 even though even other professions acknowledged the
importancee of ecology as almost self-evident,87 developing environmental
policyy tools or giving expert advice involved a painful learning process.
Afterr American ecologists managed to draw attention to environmental
problemss in the 1960s, they found themselves overwhelmed when policy
makerss turned to them for answers to the problems they had defined and
articulated.. Initially, especially the Ecological Society of America (ESA) tried
too stimulate the field to live up to the expectations. However, in the first half
off the seventies, American ecologists experienced several major
disappointmentss in their attempts to become the preferred experts of
environmentall policy.
Inn 1971, American ecologists of the ESA set up the Institute of Ecology
inn Washington DC to lobby for the discipline and forge a connection with
environmentall policy. The Institute failed and was dismantled a few years
later,, after disputes over professional accreditation. Ecologists where overrun
866

On 'ecosystem', see Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th Century.
When in 1969 the American Chemical Society (ACS) wrote up its answer to 'the
environmentall problem' in a comprehensivee report, the science of ecology was not left
out.. On the one hand, the chemists stressed that 'a strong vein of chemistry runs
throughoutt environmental chemistry and technology' and drew extra attention to the
importancee of analytic chemistry and measuring techniques for pollution research.
However,, there were also ecologists on some of the commissions that prepared and
wrotee up the report and the basic role of ecology was acknowledged in several
passages.. In 3 of the 72 recommendation, there was a call for more ecological research
andd 7 contained calls for more biology. (American Chemical Society, Cleaning Our
Environment:Environment: The Chemical Basis for Action) This report can be seen as
thee ACS to secure a piece of the "war on pollution", at a time when professional
chemistryy was confronted with stagnation and disemployment. (Gillette, "ACS:
Disgruntledd Chemists Seek New Activism from Old Society"; the stagnant
membershipp of the ACS shows in the statistics: Thackray et al., Chemistry in America,
p.. 18 etseq.)
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byy ecological consultants with all kinds of backgrounds, not necessarily in
universityy ecology degrees and not necessarily as members of the ESA. In
fact,, few scientists in the US could actually call themselves certified
ecologists,, as the first PhDs in ecology were only awarded around 1970
(insteadd of general degrees in botany or zoology). Nevertheless, American
ecologistss had been trying hard to establish themselves as an academic
discipline.. ESA membership had grown from just under a thousand to two
thousandd between 1950 and 1960, to over four thousand in 1970, while
ecologicall research had started to receive funding from the National Science
Foundation.899 Efforts at a professional ethics code or professional certification
weree not able to bring about the incumbent discipline to steer the course of a
regulatoryy science. In a number of cases, ecologists trying to develop a
professionall practice in environmental policy were even confronted with
criticismm from their own academic ranks for disregarding standards of good
ecologicall science.90
Anotherr disappointment for American ecologists was the decline of the
Internationall Biological Programme. This had been a major project for
ecology,, based on large-scale modelling with the purpose of centralist
interventionn in ecosystems, but it had turned out to be a case of unwarranted
technocraticc optimism. Systems ecologists had over-stretched their claims,
leadingg to doubts about whether the discipline was ready to advise
environmentall policy with any degree of predictive certainty.91 Another major
disillusionn came when the newly founded US Environmental Protection
Agencyy provided far less of a sponsor and job market for ecology than was
hopedd for. Ecologists had difficulties with the new policy instrument of
environmentall impact statements, especially as their expertise had to face
debunkingg counter-experts in the courtroom.92 After the failure to certify
ecologicall knowledge and the increasing perception that ecology was 'not

Mcintosh,, The Background of Ecology, pp. 311-2; Nelkin, "Scientists and
Professionall Responsibility".
899
Burgess, "United States"; Burgess, "The Ecological Society of America".
900
Nelkin, "Scientists and Professional Responsibility". Strong academic
commitmentss of ecologists have lead to such disdain for applied ecology also over
thee role of ecology in pest control, see Paladino, "Ecological Theory and Pest
Controll Practice".
911
Kwa, Mimicking Nature; Taylor, "Technocratic Optimism"; Burgess, "United
States",, pp. 78-90.
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Burgess, "United States", pp. 71-2; Nelkin, "Scientists and Professional
Responsibility",, p. 80 et seq. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(Publicc Law 91-190, 1 January 1970, Section 102) required Federal agencies to
preparee environmental impact statements for major projects, creating an entirely
neww area of professional activity. (O'Riordan, Environmentalism, p. 234 et seq.)
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readyy for policy', many American ecologists shunned too close an
involvementt in environmental policy by the mid-seventies.
Suchh problems were not unique to American ecologists. British
ecologists,, in particular at the ecological research institutes of the Nature
Conservancy,, had a close association in with nature conservation and in the
casee of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, where Moriarty worked, with
pesticidess policy as well. Nevertheless, the pull of the academic side of
ecologyy operated here too. Changes in the Nature Conservancy, splitting its
taskss in conservation and research, increased the distance with direct policy
concerns,, which was considered to be to the advantage of fundamental
research.933 Similar to American ecologists, British academic ecologists also
hadd been concerned about professional standards and had also responded with
attemptss at certification, which also failed. By the end of the 1970s, British
ecologistss too were turning away from too close an involvement in
environmentall policy. In 1978, the British Ecological Society even took a
clearr position against what it perceived as the dangers of political
involvement,, in favour of 'value-free' science and academic research.94
DutchDutch ecologists were more successful in developing their position as
policyy advisors in the 1970s, although here too there was a tension with more
academicallyy oriented scientists (the 'oecologen'). In contrast to the US (and
too a lesser degree England), a large section of Dutch ecological research was
situatedd in government research laboratories, with research oriented at the
waterr quality management.95 In addition to the bigger research centres, the
highlyy decentralised water authorities in the Netherlands set up their own
smalll research groups, hiring ecologists to perform water quality evaluations
andd to help develop targets for water quality policy.96 This research could
draww upon academically trained ecologists, from the end of the 1960s even
trainedd specifically in aquatic ecology, a long tradition of involvement of
ecologistss in water policy, and Dutch ecologists that already in the 1960s had
beenn intent on increasing the role of ecology in environmental management.97
Byy the early 1970s, Dutch aquatic ecology had established itself as a
discipline,, recognised in the relevant research council and with several
universityy departments.
Tensionss in Dutch ecology developed along two lines. Firstly, there
weree the different schools of ecology. Systems ecologists, following the
Sheail,, Natural Environment Research Council.
Mcintosh, The Background of Ecology, pp. 308-9.
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Cramer and Hagendijk, "Aquatic Ecology in the Netherlands".
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Cramer, Mission-Orientation in Ecology, p. 81.
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popularityy of the systems approach in the US and in the International
Biologicall Programme, operated next to community ecologists, or ecologists
withh a stronger interest in physiology. These divisions ran through
governmentt as well as academic research, with nature conservation agencies
havingg a preference for more taxonomically oriented ecologists, where
speciess inventories and abundance counts were developed to identify specific
locationss of interest for environmental protection. The second dividing line
rann between the more academically oriented ecologists and the ecologists with
closerr involvement in environmental policy. This became especially clear
whenn the working group on water quality assessment withdrew from the
workingg group on aquatic ecology of the biological research council (BION)
inn 1975. This research council had a very strong integrative character,
bringingg together the large majority of academic Dutch biologists to discuss
thee development of their field and allocate the research council's budget.
Aquaticc ecologists had started to set up a working group of their own in 1971,
andd were accepted as a working group by the council in 1973. Especially after
1975,, these aquatic ecologists represented academic research in particular, at
leastt until the mid-1980s, when academic ecologists were getting more
involvedd in policy-oriented research too."
Engagementt of Dutch ecologists in environmental policy was by no
meanss unproblematic. Especially in the early 1980s, ecologists discussed their
policyy role, analysed in which issues they could (and could not) provide
adequatee advice and tried to understand the consequences of their internal
divisionss - even with the involvement of Dutch science studies.100 The
reflexivee debates of the profession were a consequence of actual policy
experiences.. The initial enthusiastic engagement in environmental policy
researchh - and for many ecologists in environmental politics as well - led to
fundamentall questions about the nature of the discipline and its relations with
valuesvalues and politics. Ecologists tried to understand and explain the strenuous
relationss with environmental policy through some sort of unique
epistemologicall position of the discipline or its subject matter.101
Nevertheless,, although their impact on environmental policy was not always
whatt they had hoped for, Dutch ecologist did manage to develop an
involvementt as experts in environmental policy, in spite of some academic
disdain. .

Alkema,, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION..., pp. 22, 32-3; Cramer
andd Hagendijk, "Aquatic Ecology in the Netherlands".
Cramer,, ed., Ecologie en Beleid; Cramer, "Problems of Ecologists as Experts".
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Justt like other scientists, ecologists have boldly stepped into the arena
off policy problems and have learned it was sometimes wiser to retreat.102 Just
likee other disciplines trying to develop a professional practice in policy fields,
ecologistss had to learn the needs and consequences of policy research: the
constructionn of an operational boundary between science and politics. One
elementt in this was the need to find a balance between policy involvement
andd independence of expertise. In the Netherlands and England, this had a
veryy specific connotation. Too close an alliance with the environmental
groupss of the 1970s, often perceived as 'irrational' and 'radical', was seen as
problematic.. The tension has been described by Cramer for Dutch
ecologists,1033 but British ecologists involved in pesticide research also
expressedd the need to keep distance from 'this other kind of ecologists', by
whichh they meant the 'self-appointed experts' of environmental
movements.104 4
Anotherr source of trepidation was that policy concerns would lead to
fragmentedfragmented research agendas that would undermine academic rese
agendas,, valued higher by ecologists with established academic positions.
Suchh tensions were clear in Dutch aquatic ecology throughout the 1970s and
1980s,, for example among the more academically oriented ecologists at the
Universityy of Amsterdam, but also played a role among British ecologists and
alsoo John Cairns explained at length the difficulties of maintaining his
regulatoryy research interests in a department of biology that tended to value
academicc research much more.
Ass with other environmental problems, some ecologists did claim to
havee relevant expertise on the hazards of chemical substances specifically to
wildlifee and such claims were generally acknowledged in the early 1970s.
Celebratedd cases of ecological research of the 1960s of problems with
organochlorinee pesticides - such as DDT, aldrin/dieldrin or other 'drins' weree often used to anchor this imagery. They presented heroic stories where
ecologistss saw the dangers of pollution in an age of chemical optimism.
Throughh food chain effects and the interactions between species, such
chemicalss led to complicated chains of interaction cast in ecological terms. In
thesee stories, ecologists discovered the exotic mechanisms that led to
disastrouss events: the decline of birds of prey caused by DDT through egg
shelll thinning or through the biomagnification of organochlorine pesticide
1022
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concentrationss along the food chain. With these discoveries, ecologists helped
too put the environmental dangers of chemicals on the political agenda
throughoutt the fifties and sixties.106 However, the central position of
ecologistss as the experts on pollution suggested by these stories should be put
inn perspective.
Firstly,, ecologists were never the only scientists to signal the
environmentall dangers of pesticides, let alone chemicals in general. Risks of
pesticidee residues in food were known even before the arrival of
organochloriness and especially physicians had been pointing out the link
betweenn cases of poisoning and spraying.107 Even with respect to the dangers
too wildlife, ecologists did not have a unique position. Rachel Carson has been
describedd as a 'literary naturalist' rather than an ecologist and although the
groundbreakingg Silent Spring speaks of problems of 'ecology, of
interrelationships,, of interdependence', medical and toxicological research
weree at least as central to its argument.108 British biologists began to study the
effectss of chemicals on fish physiology around the same time (1863) as the
termm ecology was coined (1866).109 With respect to the risks of water
pollutionn to human health, a completely different community of experts had
developedd by the end of the 19th century: sanitation engineers, analytic
chemists,, physicians or bacteriologists all acquired positions as experts on
pollutionn long before ecologists came along.1 In this perspective, ecology
couldd even be called a newcomer among the sciences claiming pollution
expertise. .
Secondly,, even though ecologists did play a role in putting the wildlife
hazardss of pollution on the political agenda, their role as providers of
expertisee for the regulation of chemicals was never very extensive. Human
healthh remains the more important concern in chemical regulation to this day
andd provisions for the protection of wildlife or the non-human environment
onlyy slowly became more prominent in environmental regulations over the
lastt two decades. Ecologists did advise in matters of chemical pollution especiallyy of pesticides - in England and the Netherlands in the sixties and
earlyy seventies, but most of their expert stature waned as soon as the
evaluationn of environmental effects of these chemicals became
institutionalisedd (more on this in chapter 6). Although ecologists have
expandedd research on chemical pollution in the mean time, little of this
Exampless in Moriarty, Ecotoxicology; Moore, The Bird of Time; Sheail,
PesticidesPesticides and Nature Conservation; Interview with Koeman, Wageningen,
Universityy of Wageningen 1991.
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Hamlin,, A Science of Impurity..
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researchh has resulted in test technology used in the regulatory evaluation of
chemicals.. With some important and particularly illustrative exceptions that
willl be analysed in detail in the following chapters, virtually all assessments
off chemicals for toxicity to non-human organisms are now based on a field
withh quite different origins and approaches: environmental toxicology.
3.22 Environmental toxicology and the academy
Inn contrast to ecology, toxicology had difficulties in establishing itself at
universities.1111 Especially with respect to environmental toxicology, these
difficultiess seemed almost the inverse of ecology. The majority of the pioneer
researchh institutes in environmental toxicology in the world were (semigovernmentt labs. Whereas ecology became well established in academia
duringg the 1970s, environmental toxicology only managed about a decade
later.. By the end of the 1980s, only approximately a dozen American
universitiess offered graduate programmes in environmental toxicology. In
England,, minor academic centres of environmental toxicology existed in the
1980s,, until a few academic departments managed to secure a viable
combinationn of academic and regulatory work to expand into a successful
programme,, in particular at the University of Sheffield and the University of
Liverpool.. In the Netherlands, environmental toxicology developed as a
researchh interest at the University of Utrecht under Van Genderen in the
1960s,, with close personal ties with government research laboratories
(especiallyy TNO and RIVM). Environmental toxicology was a personal
interestt of Van Genderen, who set up the toxicology programme in Utrecht in
19611 when he accepted the chair of veterinary pharmacology. However, the
groupp was small, with only approximately six researchers throughout the
1970s,, when its existence was constantly under threat. Growth and a more
stablee position only came in the 1980s. A small research group in
environmentall toxicology developed at the Agricultural University in
Wageningenn after Jan Koeman moved from Utrecht to Wageningen in 1972,
alsoo only taking off around 1980.1'3
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The difficulties of Dutch toxicologists have been described in detail in
Groenewegen,, "Attracting Audiences"; Groenewegen, Scientists, Audiences and
Resources. Resources.
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The American Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC)
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clearlyy focused on human health effects. Only 14 of the programmes descriptions
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Environmentall toxicology developed as a specific area of attention in
governmentt laboratories working for regulatory policy early in the 1970s. At
thee Dutch Institute of Public Health and Environmental Policy (RTVM, then
stilll just 'RIV\ focusing on health), research in environmental toxicology
startedd around 1970. (One of the first research projects in environmental
toxicologyy was the analysis of the fish kills that resulted from the endosulfan
pollutionn incident in 1969.) At the RTVM, a research programme on
environmentall toxicology was set up in the context of interests in human
toxicology,, and especially food toxicology, that went back to WW II. RIVM
toxicologistss had a close involvement in regulatory policy, including in the
draftingg of regulatory legislation or the representation of Dutch positions in
internationall regulatory negotiations.114 By 1978, the institute had facilities
forr both routine testing and research, involving Daphnia, algae, and various
freshwaterfreshwater fish species. It was also studying food chain accumulation and
teratogenicc effects. Another group actively involved in environmental
toxicologyy worked at the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific
Researchh (TNO) in Delft, with research on fish, crustaceans, and molluscs.115
Inn the US, the first prominent centres of environmental toxicology were
USS EPA laboratories, especially the Environmental Research Laboratory at
Duluth,, Minnesota, which became operational in 1967 (i.e. prior to the
formationn of the EPA). While the Duluth laboratory focused mostly on
aquaticc toxicology, other EPA laboratories handled terrestrial research or
analyticc chemistry. In England, the main centre of environmental toxicology
inn the 1960s and 1970s was the Water Research Centre, a laboratory and
expertisee centre for government policies, originally with a focus on water
pollutionn engineering.
Thee regulatory context in which environmental toxicology originated
wass not only clear from the location of its pioneering research labs, but also
fromfrom the structure of its professional organisations. In the US, the Society of
Environmentall Toxicology and Chemistry was founded in 1979, involving
severall environmental toxicologists from EPA labs. It would grow to over
1.4000 members in less than ten years.116 Its membership involved scientists
fromfrom industry, government, as well as academia and functioned as a forum
throughh workshops and meetings, and through its journal,117 where regulatory
Groenewegen,, Scientists, Audiences and Resources, pp. 67 et seq., spec. 88.
An inventory of toxicological research of 1978 lists the RIVM (then RIV) and
TNOO groups as some of the most prominent centres of environmental toxicology
researchh in the Netherlands, together with research groups at the University of
Wageningenn (of Jan Koeman) and the University of Utrecht (Van Genderen). (Raad
voorr Gezondheidsresearch TNO, Het Toxicologisch Onderzoek in Nederland,
Intervieww with Hueck, Delft 1991.)
1166
Fava, "Editorial".
1177
Parrish, "SETAC: Completing the Puzzle".
1155
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riskrisk assessment and methodology were recurring topics of debate. Frequently,
thee newest developments in risk assessment or environmental research in EPA
weree announced and explained by EPA officials.118 Currently, the by-laws of
thee Society even demand balanced representation of these three groups in its
governingg bodies.119
Formerr president of SETAC, John Giesy, recalled the need for a
specificc society for environmental toxicology, given the marginal attention for
pollutionn issues in the Ecological Society of America (ESA), as well as the
Americann Chemical Society (ACS). In addition, they did not provide the kind
off setting that regulatory scientists desired.
Inn the chemical society, in which I was active, they did not know how
too deal with the toxicology and environmental chemistry. It was always
att the end of a meeting in a 'miscellaneous' session. In ecology [too],
theyy never effectively really dealt with that. There were people
interestedd in contaminants and toxicology and effects on ecosystems,
butt it was the same thing. (...) So SETAC said: let's not replace the
Ecologicall Society and the Chemical Society, the Toxicological
Society,, let's do something at a higher level. (...) The academic
societiess were not a good forum for industrial and government
scientistss to really get together. That was the impetus to foster this kind
off understanding and [SETAC] has been very effective in bringing
thesee groups together (.. .). 120
Althoughh there was some disagreement over the precise motivations to set up
SETACC among interviewees,121 the society clearly became a forum for issues
1188

Not only the lower ranks of the EPA showed up at meetings and/or published in
thee society's journal, e.g. the then director of the Science Advisory Board (Yosie
andd Kurtz, "Peer-Review Processes Used in Environmental Decison Making"); or
thee former Assistant Administrator of the Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances
(Moore,, "Environmental Effects"), or even the administrator himself (Thomas,
"Strategiess for Research in the USEPA").
1199
Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, SETAC Web Page.
1200
Interview with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992. .
1211
Interview with Stephan, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, December 1992. Giesy described
itt in a publication as: "(...) the founders wanted to establish an organisation open to
alll scientists in the arena of environmental toxicology and chemistry. Existing
professionall societies tended to be dominated by academics and were very
conservative.. The founders and charter members felt a strong need for a forum for
individualss from the three major 'camps': business and industry, government
agenciess and academic institutions. (...) [They] need to share ideas, establish a
factuall basis for understanding and find common ground for discussion to effect a
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inn regulatory science - and not just academic research. This created tensions
withinn the organisation, as disagreement over research issues could easily spill
overr into disagreement over regulatory policies. Giesy explained how SETAC
handledd this.
Thee ESA has an office in Washington DC. Part of their role is to
influencee government policy - not SETAC. As soon as we try to
influencee government policy, that means we have represented one part
off our constituency at the exclusion of another. (...) An active area now
iss to try to integrate the participation in the Society's forum of
advocacyy groups, environmental groups, without coming to the table as
ann advocate, but to learn to discuss issues, not to try to come out with a
SETACC position. (...) So what SETAC tries to do is to keep the
politicall separate from the science.122
Too guarantee a scientific discourse in the society and to avoid involvement in
advocacyy politics, SETAC demanded a science degree as condition of
membership.. Because a number of older regulatory scientists had been trained
onn the job, a doctorate would have excluded not only graduate students, but
alsoo some key members of the profession, so the requirement became a
Master'ss degree.
Wee have many charlatans that would like to represent themselves as
expertss and one way they get 'expertise' is to join scientific societies
andd say: T am a member of this, so therefore I am an expert'. Different
societiess have ways of guarding against that. What SETAC does is
requiree the [training] of a technical expert, to be a scientist, it is a
societyy of scientists. If you do not have the credentials to be a scientist,
thenn you can't be a member. One of the problems we have is that
advocacyy groups generally (not always, but often) are not trained
scientists,, and there lies part of the problem. We would like to have
themm in the mix to discuss, bring their points of view and learn
technicall issues, but the problem is: they do not always have the
technicall training.123

compromisee in the decision making process." (Giesy, "SETAC: Part of the Solution
orr Part of the Problem?", p. 1327)
1222
Interview with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992. .
1233
Interview with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992. .
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Severall forms of boundary work were thus going in the expansion of SETAC.
Firstly,, there was the construction of a specific jurisdiction, demarcated from
academicc societies, among which the ecological, chemical, and toxicological
societies.. In contrast to these societies, SETAC was to put pollution issues on
topp of the agenda, instead of the marginal attention this had received in these
societies.. In addition, SETAC developed as a platform for discussion between
regulatoryy scientists, including not only academia, but also industry and
government.. Secondly, but closely connected, this implied a specific
positioningg of the society with respect to regulatory policies. Whereas the
Ecologicall Society tended to take on an advocacy role, occasionally taking
environmentall positions and lobbying for resources for academic research in
ecology,, SETAC carefully avoided taking positions as a society on politically
sensitivee issues. This does not mean that SETAC did not perform 'political'
roles,, but these were carefully restricted to discussion of policies within the
ethoss of scientists and to advisory roles such as reviewing policy documents
inn a technical, factual discourse. The boundary devices mobilised to construct
thiss particular cultural space included not only boundary texts (particular
definitionss of science and politics, mission statements, the society's laws and
by-laws),, but also social boundaries of selecting membership on the basis of
academicc accreditation.
However,, although SETAC clearly distinguished itself from the
Ecologicall Society, it did not do so with respect to ecologists. In fact, several
ecologistss defending the use of multispecies tests were also members of
SETACC and the multi- versus single species issue was discussed regularly in
itss journal and at its conferences. On the other hand, the field covered by the
societyy was, at least initially, primarily defined as environmental toxicology
andd environmental chemistry.
Thee professional organisation of environmental toxicology in Europe
wass different. We already discussed SECOTOX, its more explicit attention
forr ecology, as well as its reliance on people and social connections in
drawingg boundaries around and among its membership. From several
interviews,, it appears that frustration and discontent with the elitist structure
off SECOTOX formed the basis for the success of SETAC in Europe, founded
inn 1989. Although many European scientists had already been members of
SETACC in the 1980s, the formation of SETAC-Europe was an instant success.
Followingg the stronger presence of ecology in pollution research in Europe,
prominentt ecologists became members. Although arguably SETAC-US arose
fromfrom a more specific attention for environmental toxicology, by the early
nineties,, both SETAC-US and SETAC-EUROPE clearly had no qualms about
beingg a platform for ecologists as well as environmental toxicologists. In
1991,, SETAC-US supported a workshop on the use of aquatic microcosms for
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assessmentt of pesticides, while the European branch set up a workshop on
similarr use of mesocosms, organised by UK members.1 5
3.33 Eco/toxicology: professional development and boundary texts
Wee can now sum up how the 'ecotoxicology' debates related to professional
developmentss and to the engagement of eco/toxicologists with regulatory
regimes.. In the US, the differences between ecology and more physiologically
orientedd approaches were not every relevant before approximately 1975:
eco/toxicologistss that would later enter in fierce disagreement stood side by
sidee in trying to raise more attention for biological indicators and wildlife
effectss of pollution. After 1975, environmental toxicity quickly developed
intoo a successful field, with active engagement and close connection with
regulatoryy regimes. Simultaneously, American ecologists experienced
considerablee frustration with environmental policy and many tried to find an
academicc niche. However, not all ecologists withdrew from policy work and a
smalll group continued to work on regulatory issues, even if this was not
thoughtt of highly by academic colleagues. The US 'ecotoxicology' debate
startedd with ecologists trying to claim their dominance over the field (with
bothh 'superior' multispecies tests and theoretical dominance), but in the 1980s
thiss turned into an attempt of outsiders trying to get into a field by then
dominatedd by environmental toxicology. Thus the 'attempt to put the eco into
ecotoxicology'' was rhetorical boundary work of ecologists who somehow had
missedd the take-off of environmental toxicology, against the background of
Americann ecologists in general that showed little support.
Inn England, 'ecotoxicology' was first and foremost rhetorical boundary
workk of interdisciplinary groups of ecologists and toxicologists trying to stay
inn position as a regulatory science (e.g. NERC), perhaps with larger stakes for
ecologicallyy oriented researchers. These issues never became very contentious
inn England, where academic ecologists had largely withdrawn from regulatory
involvementt in the 1970s, and where involvement of university researchers in
environmentall regulatory regimes was extremely limited altogether until the
endd of the 1980s.
Inn the Netherlands, there was involvement of ecologists in
environmentall policies since the early 1970s, especially in government
laboratoriess and in spite of a tendency of academic ecologists to keep distance
fromfrom anything that smacked of politics (including the sprouting environmental
sciencee groups). Although environmental toxicology laid the foundations of a
successfull regulatory science in the 1970s, ecologists were never completely
1244

Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Workshop on Aquatic
Microcosms. Microcosms.
1255
Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry-Europe, Guidance
DocumentDocument on Testing Procedures for Pesticides in Freshwater Mesocoms.
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gone.. The Dutch ecotoxicology debate of the 1980s can therefore be seen as
boundaryy work that tried to accommodate both ecology and environmental
toxicology. .
Thus,, the attempts to define ecotoxicology produced boundary texts in
differentt contexts of professional development and in different patterns of
developmentt of engagement with regulatory regimes. Whereas ecology has a
longg history of difficult relations with environmental policy, practical
concernss of environmental regulation were omnipresent in the development of
environmentall toxicology. The field has provided the basic concepts, tools,
andd protocols for the assessment of environmental effects of chemicals on
biotaa and its members hold key positions in regulatory agencies and their
advisoryy bodies. Its professional organisations actively support the
involvementt in regulatory policy and even welcome members of regulatory
agenciess as their members. The role of ecologists as experts in matters of
pollutionn seems to be less successful. Ecologists advise environmental
decisionn making in matters of regional planning and especially nature
conservation.. They help writing up environmental impact statements or assess
thee consequences of development projects, but their role as experts on
pollutionn from chemicals that do not abound in the 'natural environment' is
muchh more problematic. Notwithstanding their expertise on eutrophication or
acidification,, their position is less clear when it comes to less common and
syntheticc chemicals or 'xenobiotics', especially in the US.
Thee attempts to define 'ecotoxicology' offer an interesting entry into
thee boundary work in eco/toxicology. In addition, they show how boundary
workk produces boundary texts that can be recycled for further boundary work,
forr example as the original ecotoxicology definitions SCOPE were re-used in
otherr contexts. While these boundary texts may acquire new meanings in new
roundss of boundary work, it is obvious that their flexibility is not infinite
(whichh would make them useless as resources in boundary work anyway). For
example,, the Koeman representation of the triangle of ecotoxicology became
ann icon that represented the accommodation of Dutch eco/toxicology.
However,, the view from the rhetorical boundary work is also limited.
Forr example, in general, environmental toxicologists hardly replied to the
attemptss of US ecologists to construct a 'real ecotoxicology'. Their response
wass largely one of silence. In as far as they did respond to the criticism of
ecologists,, they argued along pragmatic lines: accepting the ecological
definitionss of nature and even the potential higher realism of multispecies
tests,, but arguing that single species tests were more practical (i.e. they
providedd clear standards at relatively low testing costs).126
Intervieww with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992;; Mount, "Development and Current Use of Single Species Aquatic Toxicity
Tests". .
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Focusingg on this rhetorical boundary work misses something. It misses
otherr forms of ongoing boundary work, other processes that also decide the
outcomee of relations between fields, the possibilities for the development for
interdisciplinaryy research, or the effect of excluding forms of knowledge from
considerationn in regulatory regimes. Interesting and important as boundary
textss and rhetorical boundary work may be, they are not conclusive for
determiningg how two fields do or do not relate. It is one thing to define
ecotoxicologyy as research that is both toxicology and ecology and that
combiness tools and concepts from both fields. Even if some generally
acceptedd meaning of the term could be constructed, then by itself this does not
createe a new field, as by decree. To illustrate this, I will look more closely at
DutchDutch science policy for eco/toxicology and the way boundaries were drawn
inn academic education in eco/toxicology.

44 Organisational boundaries: Dutch eco/toxicology science
policy policy
Thee boundaries between scientific fields are not just anchored in definitions,
butt also in the structure of organisations such as research foundations, where
boundaryy texts are intertwined with personal or material boundaries. For
example,, by maintaining separate committees for evaluating research in the
variouss fields, the boundaries between these fields are reproduced. This
occurss in a variety of ways. The names or circumscriptions of the fields are
reproducedd in the titles of research committees as symbolic markers. In some
cases,, research committees even manifestly come with definitions of their
domain.. Here is an example from the Dutch Foundation for Biological
Researchh (BION) of 1972, the research council for biology in the Netherlands
fromfrom 1970 to 1992, locating aquatic autecology (i.e. ecology focused on
physiology): :
Byy putting central the study of the individual as a totality (reflecting the
propertiess of the species), the autecology is demarcated from other
ecologicall disciplines (population dynamics, systems ecology), from
parasitologyy as a more applied field and from the disciplines on organlevell (physiology).127

1277

Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, p. 186 (1972), my translation.
Originall text: "Door het centraal stellen van de studie van het individu als totaliteit
(dee eigenschappen van de soort weerspiegelend) is de autecologie afgegrensd
tegenoverr andere oecologische disciplines (populatie-dynamica, systeemoecologie),
tegenoverr de parasitologic als meer toegepaste richting en tegenover de disciplines
opp orgaanniveau (fysiologie)."
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Here,, the boundaries embodied in the definitions of fields return, but now as
partt of an organisational structure. They can be invoked in an attempt to
obtainn funding as well as to turn down funding applications as being
inappropriate.. When a proposal is accepted into the refereeing process of a
researchh committee, it will then be judged by the specific standards of the
field.. To make it through the evaluation process, a proposal will have to
conform,, not only to the subject matter as it is carved out in the organisational
demarcations,, but also to the styles and customs that belong to the separate
'chunks'.. As part of the evaluation process, the boundaries between fields are
alsoo reproduced in cognitive terms, as the evaluation process is an occasion
forr scientists to discuss and negotiate the research agendas and their
demarcation. .
Inn fact, this was the original function on which the organisational
structuree of BION was based when it was founded in 1970. The foundation
initiallyy incorporated already existing networks of cooperation in various
fieldss of Dutch biology. From its inception, BION was seen as both a way to
stimulatee such integrative networks in all of Dutch biology, as well as to
allocatee government funds to them. BION started with four such networks in
Junee 1970, which became the first of its Divisions [Werkgemeenschappen].
Thee Divisions were set up as the key forums for debate over allocation of
funds,, the future developments of their research field, as well as intellectual
affairs.. They determined their membership autonomously.128 As BION
quicklyy gained momentum in its first two years of existence, more networks
joinedd and new ones were formed. The phase of bottom-up growth of the
organisationn led to attempts to integrate the growing number of Divisions in
largerr units from 1975 onwards. In 1979, new Divisions were no longer
allowedd and during the next year the twenty-two existing ones were organised
inn five sections.129 Some Divisions initially had double membership in a few
sections,, but, by 1982, the organisation chart of BION was a hierarchical tree.
Thee Sections grouped Divisions, in turn consisting of Research Groups
[werkgroepen]] headed by a senior scientist and generally associated with one
laboratory.130 0
Thee newly formed Section of Ecology was organised in Divisions of
Plantt and Vegetation Ecology, Population Biology, Aquatic Ecology, and
Biologischh Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, p. 2 et seq. (1971). These
Divisionss were Population Dynamics and Genetics, Theoretical Biology,
Comparativee Endocrinology, and Ethology. The integrative plans were mistrusted
byy some biologists for their Bernal-like ring of optimalisation of means and
avoidancee of duplication. (Alkema, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION...,
p.. 8 et seq.)
1299
Alkema, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION..., p. 11 et seq.; Biologisch
Onderzoekk Nederland, Jaarverslag, pp. 5-6 (1980).
1300
Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag (1981, 1982).
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Biologyy of Speciation. The Aquatic Ecology Division was organised around a
ratherr integrated research project with a focus on systems ecology. The
integrativee shifts in BION of the mid-seventies had formed this tight group,
withh the aquatic ecologist of the University of Amsterdam in a central
position.. The research programme was geared at fundamental ecosystems
research,, concentrated in a few ecosystems considered representative of the
Netherlandss and of sufficient scientific interest. Microbiologists and groups in
biologicall monitoring of water quality had left this setting in which they felt
marginalised.. The latter even left BION altogether.131
Throughoutt the seventies, toxicology was of limited significance in
BION,, with only a handful of Research Groups under physiological
Divisions.1322 In 1981, the toxicology groups joined in a project group with
speciall status, after extensive consultation with the higher echelons of BION.
Thee formation of a proper Division was prevented by the restrictive policy of
BION,, weary of disintegrative tendencies after having spent a lot of energy on
thee creation of consolidated, tight networks.133 It consisted of a dozen
projects,, all Research Groups in the Division of Metabolic Physiology, in turn
partt of the Section Animal Physiology. Only two of these projects had a clear
interestt in non-human toxicology, both concerned with fish physiology.134
Thiss project group formed the bridgehead for the formation of a cooperative
projectt with the medical research council, the Steering Committee on
Toxicologyy [Dwarsverbandcommissie, literally: Cross-linkage Commission].
Thee committee coordinated toxicological research and managed funding
programmess with priority for toxicology in the following years.13 Toxicology
didd not become an independent Division until January 1990.136
1311

Alkema, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION..., pp. 21-45 for a more
detailedd description.
1322
Especially compared to ecology, toxicology was a minor focus of attention for
BIONN until at least 1981. In 1981, the Section of Ecology covered 31% of BION
resources,, about as much as Animal Physiology with 29%. The Division of
Metabolicc Physiology, of which toxicology was a small part, covered 6%. In a more
detailedd overview, there were a few dozen projects in ecology supported by BION,
butt I couldfindnot one project in toxicology, again for 1981. None of the supported
ecologicall projects had an obvious connection with effects of pollution. (Biologisch
Onderzoekk Nederland, Jaarverslag, pp. 9A, 10-22 (1981))
1333
Interview with De Cock Buning, The Hague, BION 1992.
1344
Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, pp. 165-7 (1981);
Groenewegen,, Scientists, Audiences and Resources, p. 58.
1355
Such as: BION priority in 1983, and, following advice of the Cross-linkage
Commission,, special ZWO programme in 1987 [ZWO: fund for Pure Scientific
Research,, later NWO]. (Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag-, Interview
withh De Cock Buning, The Hague, BION 1992)
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Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag (1990).
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Thee Steering Committee was the first of a series of initiatives that
attemptedd to link branches in the 'tree of knowledge'-model of BION.137
Nevertheless,, even these connections did not cut through the sharp
demarcationn between the toxicology and ecology of the BION organisation. In
1983,, BION made resources available for priority attention for toxicological
research.. The basic evaluation of proposal for the Priority Programme was a
matterr of the Steering Committee on Toxicology, i.e. animal physiologists and
medicall scientists. Ecologists were explicitly encouraged to stress potential
importancee of their research for this research programme.138 Since toxicology
hadd priority status in BION, claiming relevance of research for toxicology
couldd be an asset for a research proposal. However, such priorities were only
includedd in the evaluation process at the top of the organisation, at the end of
thee proposal selection procedure. The heart of the matter remained that
ecologicall proposals were evaluated by ecologists, toxicological ones by
toxicologists,, and all of this in different committees.139
Inn 1983 also, BION established another area with priority status: soil
biology.. The initial evaluation of proposals in this area was undertaken by the
discussionn group on soil biology, a network of biologists from a variety of
sectionss of BION. The discussion group did not show the strict demarcation
betweenn toxicology and ecology, but gathered around biology of the soil as a
researchh topic. The programme was intensified when BION came to manage
thee biological part of a substantial government research programme in soil
researchh (Speerpuntprogramma Bodemonderzoek), in 1987. Although this
researchh programme was presented as new, for BION it meant a continuation
off the priority status of soil biology and of the committee that undertook
initiall evaluation of the proposals. One of the research groups of relevance
heree that benefited from these funds was the 'ecotoxicology' group at the Free
University.University.140140 This group was considered the best example of integrati
ecologicall and toxicological research in the Netherlands,141 specialising in
terrestriall ecotoxicology of soil evertebrates.

Somee other initiatives that cut across the tree-model were the "Discussion
Groups",, first on Plant Pathology in 1983, Soil Biology in 1984 and Animal
Experimentss in 1989. (Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag) When BION
wass criticised for this tree-like structure, it minimised its relevance by pointing at
alternativee structures in the organisation: the discussion groups and targeted
researchh programmes. (Raad voor Advies voor het Wetenschapsbeleid, Advies
InzakeInzake Ecotoxicologie and reply: letter on behalf of the BION bureau by Tj.de Cock
Buningg to J. Dijkhof of NWO, april 15 1988.)
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Alkema, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION..., pp. 41, n.69.
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Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, p. 8 (1986).
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Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, p. 4 (1987).
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By several respondents in the interviews.
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Thee programme for soil research was intended to mobilise research to
tacklee problems of soil pollution.142 The evaluation of this programme in
termss of societal returns has been rather negative. According to its critics, the
programmee academicised and did not lead to the policy instruments it was
intendedd for. However, two distinctly positive outcomes have been noted. A
firstfirst one was the production of useful biological tests for soil pollution
evaluationn and a second one was the effect of integrating biological soil
specialities,, specifically
concerning ecology, microbiology, and
14 4
ecotoxicology.
Inn 1986 and 1987, toxicology received major financial injections from
aa combined effort of ministries and from a new project of the Dutch Research
Foundationn (NWO), the overarching organisation of which BION was part.
Thee ministerial programme, the 'Stimulation Action Toxicological Research'
(Stimuleringsactie(Stimuleringsactie Toxicologisch Onderzoek), identified gaps in toxicological
researchh and compared them with policy needs. Several advisory bodies had
beenn arguing for more toxicological research, resulting in an exploration of
thee possibilities by the Ministry of Science and Education in 1985. The
Ministryy asked Prof. Jan Koeman of the Agricultural University of
Wageningenn to write a proposal for a toxicological research programme. In
hiss proposal, Koeman identified three areas of priority: occupational
toxicology,, research into new toxicological tests, and 'Ecotoxicology (part of
environmentall toxicology)'. Koeman used his topography of ecotoxicology
thatt he had presented in an academic format in 1981 (cf. supra):
ecotoxicologyy was to be benefit from cooperation with ecology, but had to be
seenn as part of (environmental) toxicology. Increased support to this
ecotoxicologyy had to lead to research into the effects of chemicals on the
environment,, including the evaluation of toxicological tests and the
extrapolationn of test results to the environment. The issue was more than a
matterr of definitions, since his report led to the conclusion that the toxicology
groupp at Wageningen was best suited to coordinate such research. The
1422

The programme was ecological in its origin (originally 'Onderzoeksprogramma
Bodembiologie',, 1985) and was later redefined to include technical aspects of soil
sanitation.. The programme was supported initially by the Ministries of Agriculture
andd Fisheries, the Environment and Regional Planning, and Transport and Water,
withh fl. 40 million each. Soil ecology and ecotoxicology were important focuses of
attention,, as was the development of ecotoxicity tests. (Speerpuntprogramma
Bodemonderzoek,, Jaarverslag 1987).
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Smit, "Acht Jaar Strategisch Bodemonderzoek"; Raad voor Milieu en
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Maatschappelijke
Evaluatie Speerpuntprogramma
Bodemonderzoek. Bodemonderzoek.
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Koeman, Advies Stimuleringsplan Toxicologisch Onderzoek, pp. 16-8, 27-8.
Thee report also gives an overview of similar positions taken by advisory boards and
researchh organisations in the preceding years.
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programmee was accepted and received substantial financing, initially from
19866 to 1989, but with extensions until 1993. The programme committee,
a.k.a.. the 'Koeman Committee', had its secretariat at the Foundation for
Technicall Sciences (STW), traditionally focused on applied technical
sciences. 145 5
Thee NWO programme that was started in 1987 eventually identified
thee priorities somewhat differently, based on a proposal by BION and the
medicall research council: combination toxicology (the study of the combined
effectss of compounds) and processes of toxification and detoxification. BION
reintroducedd ecotoxicology on this agenda. The programme was managed in
thee same way as the older priority programme of BION, by the Steering
Committeee of toxicologists from BION and the medical research council. 146
Thee links between the NWO Steering Committee and the Koeman committee
weree close. NWO was represented in the Koeman committee and as the end
off the first round of both programmes drew to a close, there were several joint
meetings.. The NWO programme ended together with the Stimulation
programmee in 1993. !47
Especiallyy the more policy oriented 'Stimulation Action Toxicological
Research'' showed a combination of projects with toxicological and ecological
orientations.. Projects ranged from strict orientations to human health effects,
suchh as effects of PCBs and dioxins on human milk, to projects that
investigatedd food chain effects on predators such as cormorants, or evaluation
Thee project was a substantial effort. It was supported with 15,3 million guilders
forr a period of four years, resources made available by the Ministries of Education
andd Research, of Transport and Water, of the Environment, and of Agriculture and
Fisheries.. By 1988, the Ministries of Social Affairs and Employment, Public Health
andd Culture, and even Defence had joined the initiative and the budget was
increasedd to approximately fl. 22 million. In the first year, 50 funding applications
weree made. The programme committee {Programmacommissie Toxicologie) ran its
ownn newsletter, Tox-Post. (Anonymous, "Het Stimuleringsplan Toxicologisch
Onderzoek";; Stichting Technische Wetenschappen, Jaarverslag (1986-1995);
Bijlsma,, Buning, and Kastelein, Stimuleringsgelden van Belang voor Biologen, pp.
25-6.)) In comparison, the budget of NWO for its priority programme of toxicology
wass in the order of magnitude of 2 to 5 hundred thousands guilders per year. (With
fl.fl. 196.310 still 3% of BION's 1990 budget, Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland,
Jaarverslag,Jaarverslag, p. 15 (1990).)
1466
Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, pp. 6-8 (1987).
Nederlandsee Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Jaarboek (1989,
1991,, p. 27). However, government Departments continued to order research and
thee Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management, and Fisheries (reorganised at the
formationn of the third Lubbers Cabinet in 1989) announced further support for
ecotoxicologyy in particular. (Stichting Technische Wetenschappen, Jaarverslag, p.
100 (1993);) Ecotoxicological themes form these programmes were continued in new
programmess in biomarkers and crop protection.
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off laboratory toxicity tests for pesticides in outdoor artificial streams. The
artificiall streams project provides a good example of the kind of integrative
effectss of the research programme, which provided part of the funds. In this
project,, research groups in nature conservation, with a strong focus on
ecologicall approaches, and toxicological groups participated.148 Especially
researchh groups in (semi) government research institutes such as the National
Institutee for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) seemed to defy the
strictt boundaries between ecology and toxicology of the academic institutions.
Amongg the few university groups that participated with clear ecological
orientations,, were the Wageningen toxicology department and the
ecotoxicologyy group of the Free University. The integrative effect of the
NWO/BIONN programme was not as clearly traceable. However, it is clear that
thee programme provided more possibilities for combining ecological and
toxicologicall research than the traditional BION tree-like structures.
Thee integrative effects of research programmes at the end of the
eightiess can also be investigated from the perspective of ecological
programmes.. At the end of the eighties, similar attempts were made to
programmee Dutch ecological research. After several reports of advisory
boardss of science policy,149 BION came with a programme for ecological
researchh in 1988. The report suggested priorities for ecological research and
wayss to coordinate 'fundamental ecological knowledge' with already existing
programmes,, such as the ones on toxicology or soil biology. The programme
itselff presented research priorities for ecology. To the extent that these were
relatedd to the study of pollution effects in the aquatic environment, the
prioritiess were concerned with the traditional issues for aquatic ecology:
eutrophicationn and acidification, considered as problems of excess of
naturallyy occurring substances. Only in the description of the 'related
programmes',, such as the soil biology or toxicology programmes, was the
relationn between ecology and the effects of pollution made. Ecology was
presentedd as a basic, integrative science that would provide knowledge for
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Research of the programme was reported in its research newsletter, Tox Post
(1988-1992).. The groups in the artificial streams project were the Institute for
Pesticidee Research (IOB), the National Institute for Nature Management (RIN), and
thee toxicology, nature conservation, and water quality management departments of
Wageningenn University. The facility was also to be used by other (semi)
governmentt research groups, such as the Service for Inland Waters. (Leeuwangh,
"Proefslotencomplexx te Renkum", p. 1.)
1499
Raad voor Advies voor het Wetenschapsbeleid, Jaaradvies; Prud'homme van
Reine,, Disciplineplan Biologie; Verkenningscommissie Biologie, Van Levensbelang:belang: Biologie; Nationale Raad voor Landbouwkundig Onderzoek, Meerjarenplanplan Landbouwkundig Onderzoek 1987-1991.
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thesee more 'applied' programmes.150 The programme was used as a
backgroundd document, but did not develop into a major financial stimulus for
ecologicall research.
Whatt we have seen in action in this story is the use of the boundary texts of
definitionss and disciplinary labels in interaction with social boundaries: the
structuree of research committees, patterns of in- and exclusion of groups of
researchers.. These are the more complex combinations of different boundary
devicess used and reproduced in boundary work.
Thee boundary configuration of ecology and environmental toxicology
embodiedd in the financing institutions of the Netherlands showed two
prominentt features. Firstly, there was the sharp demarcation between ecology
andd environmental toxicology in the organisational structure of BION.
Throughoutt the seventies, this demarcation was not an issue, given the virtual
absencee of (environmental) toxicology in the organisation. In 1981, when the
projectt group on toxicology was formed in BION, toxicology was placed in a
branchh relatively distant from ecology in the tree of knowledge structure of
BION.. This was also the year when Koeman engaged in the debate over the
meaningg of 'ecotoxicology' and the beginning of a series of signals of the
complexx advisory structure of Dutch science policy that a closer integration
betweenn ecology and toxicology was desirable or at least an issue.
Thee original development of toxicology in association with animal
physiologyy created a sharp demarcation with ecology, with two qualifications.
AA first qualification concerns the basis of this demarcation. The structure of
BIONN was not unalterable and was to a large extent the consequence of the
republicc of scientists, in practice the community of senior biologists in the
Netherlands.. Although the organisation did achieve a more centralised grip on
itss structure by about 1979, biologists themselves created the basic patterns in
thee early seventies. The point is this: once such a demarcation is in place,
oncee it is organised and embodied in even the most profane aspects of such an
organisationn (rosters of meetings, membership rules, letter heads,
membership,, personal networks), it will again require work to dis-organise it.
Onee will need to convince allies that it is worth reorganising, dis-embodying
thee demarcations and setting up new ones. The position of toxicology, as a
relativee newcomer in this academic forum, is a good example, as it had a hard
timee getting beyond the status of a discussion group in the organisation. In
addition,, toxicology and ecology were kept separate in the organisation,
maintainingg different committees to evaluate research proposals. This
separationn even survived BION and carried over into the new Foundation for
thee Life Sciences in 1993.
Vann der Aart, Andel, and Woldendorp, Programma voor Oecologisch
Onderzoek. Onderzoek.
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AA second qualification concerns the existence of double memberships.
Researchh groups or even individual scientists did not have to restrict their
membershipp to one branch of the tree, but could sit on several branches.151
Especiallyy the ecology/ecotoxicology group of the Free University was
presentt in terrestrial ecology as well as toxicology committees of BION. Still,
descriptionss of the projects of this group under ecological headings were
cruciallyy different from descriptions under toxicology. Under toxicology, the
studyy of the effects of chemicals on evertebrate populations were brought to
thee fore, while towards ecologists, research on the same species was presented
ass more fundamental, further detached from pollution issues. Even though
doublee membership was possible, which offered some avenues for research
groupss to blur these demarcations, this did not imply that the same happened
withh the discourse of BION.
Thiss brings me to the second prominent feature of the boundary
configuration.. The research programmes that were set up with a stronger
orientationn towards environmental policy showed a much more blurred
demarcationn between environmental toxicology and ecology. The dynamics of
environmentall policy and not the dynamic of academic funding created
opportunitiess for eco/toxicology with respect to funding. The argument that
thiss is caused by the inherent 'interdisciplinarity' of policy problems is not an
explanationn for this phenomenon. The argument does not explain why the
combinationn consists specifically of ecology and toxicology. It does not
explain,, for example, why in the Dutch context of funding environmental
chemistryy is institutionalised separately, whereas in other contexts
environmentall toxicology and chemistry are part of the same organisations.
Moree importantly, it does not explain why this blurring of the boundary
betweenn environmental toxicology and ecology occurred in the Netherlands
andd largely failed in the US. This suggests not only that the policy context is
cruciall to understand the dynamic of the boundary configuration between the
twoo fields, but also that there is something about specific policy contexts that
doess or does not create these kinds of opportunities.
Hence,, there were two policy contexts relevant for Dutch
eco/toxicology:: research policy and regulatory policy. In the Netherlands,
researchh policy for eco/toxicology developed funding structures and research
programmess in broad, cooperative formats, in response to regulatory needs,
butt with some degree of distance from the specific needs of one specific
regulatoryy agency. The programmes brought together various ministries with
ann interest in eco/toxicological research. Meanwhile, the biologists that set up
thesee programmes, whether they worked as research scientists or held jobs in
Inn 1981, BION reported on double memberships and indicated that no less than
2000 of their 1500 member scientists were a member of more than one research
committee.. (Biologisch Onderzoek Nederland, Jaarverslag, p. 9A (1981).
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ministries,, were crucial in defining such research programmes, the
environmentall problems they were to address, and in detennining the desired
skilll mix. Established academic ecologists continued to be weary of an
involvementt in pollution research beyond the traditional issues of
acidificationn and eutrophication. It was a younger generation of ecologists that
becamee active in this sort of research and mat had a stake in blurring the
demarcation.. These new research programmes where all interested parties
weree to be represented, offered such perspectives.
Inn the US, in contrast, the eco/toxicological scientists I interviewed
weree categorical about their chances to apply for NSF funding: their work was
consideredd too applied. The major funders of eco/toxicological research were
consideredd EPA and industry, and to a lesser degree other state agencies, such
ass state water pollution authorities.152 Similarly, in England (and Wales),
eco/toxicologyy scientists I interviewed indicated that research money in
eco/toxicologyy came almost entirely from either industry or the Ministries of
thee Environment and Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, who directed their
sharee to research centres they trusted and were used to. (Although some of
thesee relations changed by the end of the eighties, in combination with new
EUU research policies, more detail in Chapter 6.) If this assessment is right, and
II admittedly relied heavily on interviews, then this would mean that part of
thee boundary work in eco/toxicology was performed in a different arena in the
Netherlandss than in the other two countries, where researchers faced a choice
betweenn either the research councils for more fundamental and general
ecologicall research, or a direct client relation with government or industry. In
otherr words, the buffer of coordinated, negotiated research programmes for
eco/toxicologyy simply did not exist or, as in England, was far less important.

55 Organisational boundaries: how to become an
eco/toxicologist eco/toxicologist
Whatt have been the possibilities for students to combine ecology and
toxicologyy in their university training? How have those possibilities
developedd over time? The question is relevant for the development of
boundariess in research between ecology and environmental toxicology in two
ways.. Firstly, the demarcation of curricula structures the kind of bodies of
knowledgee that students have readily available for research and policy work.
Forr example, students with combined backgrounds in ecology and toxicology
couldd create a generation of researchers with the skill and background to
Findingg data for funding of environmental toxicology is extremely difficult,
sincee the label is rarely used in statistics. There was a large National Toxicology
Programmee in the US, initiated by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare,, but this focused on human toxicology (see Brickman, Jasanoff, and llgen,
ControllingControlling Chemicals, p. 147).
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performm a more integrated kind of 'ecotoxicological' research, blurring the
boundaryy between ecology and environmental toxicology. Similarly,
eco/toxicologistss have taken their knowledge to policy jobs, where they have
putt it to use in designing and operationalising regulatory programmes.
Secondly,, the construction of curricula combining ecology and environmental
toxicologyy could directly enhance contacts between researchers from both
fields,fields, especially when curricula are organised on an advanced level.
Curriculaa obviously do not determine what courses students choose to
combinee and what bodies of knowledge they acquire during their training.
Mostt universities do not make it impossible for students to make unusual
combinationss of courses, within some constraint of curricular requirements.
Thee actual possibilities to make such combinations also depend on the
availabilityy of courses in the immediate environment. This constitutes the first
aspectt this section will investigate. Inversely, fully designed study
programmess create ready-made study paths, the road of least resistance most
studentss typically take. The construction and existence of study paths
integratingg elements from toxicology and ecology will be the second focus of
attentionn of this paragraph. The analysis was based on course guides
composedd by universities and professional organisations, in as far as these
couldd be retraced,153 combined with educational surveys and some interview
material. .
5.11 Studying eco/toxicology in the Netherlands
5.7.77 University education in the Netherlands
Fromm around 1981 until the time of writing, Dutch undergraduate education
consistedd of state-licensed programmes that were divided in obligatory and
optionall courses.154 The first one to two years generally consisted of preII am very thankful to Henriette Bout for help with collecting and scoring this
data.. Finding appropriate data on the precise composition of curricula was a difficult
process.. Whereas university records are notoriously incomplete, the traces left of
formerr curricula are even more minimal. Course guides are the only comprehensive
sourcee of information about curricular possibilities, especially looking back over
moree than two decades. Other sources keeping track of programme developments,
suchh as student records, are either too recent or too general to provide detailed
informationn on the composition of programmes. Therefore, it was not possible to
determinee what students had actually studied and how they had combined courses in
theirr training. We can only determine which trajectories were organised in them and
too what extent students were stimulated or even obliged to follow certain courses.
1544
The basic material for this section on the Netherlands was based on university
coursee guides. Since course guides are written with the very specific objective of
providingg information about the near future to students, archivists see no obvious
reasonn to preserve this information once it becomes obsolete. The Dutch Ministry of
Educationn tries to keep track of developments for policy purposes, but even its
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structuredd trajectories. The possibilities to choose courses gradually increased
inn the third and fourth year. The last phase of undergraduate study
traditionallyy involved research projects combined with a small thesis. In this
respect,, the graduation phase of Dutch undergraduate training was similar to
graduatee school in Anglo-Saxon universities. During the last phase, the
curricularr structure was the least compulsory and often there was only very
generall information about it in course guides.155
AA very brief overview of the rather radical changes of the reforms in
universityy training of the early eighties is necessary for an interpretation of the
data.1566 Before 1981, the system of undergraduate education was based on
five-yearr curricula, but on average it took students 7,2 years to graduate (in
1970).. The long duration of studies, the high cost this implied, as well as the
insufficientt adjustment of university training to the non-academic job market,
weree identified as problems in the educational policy debates throughout the
seventies.. The reorganisation attempted to shorten this time, while increasing
thee student success rates. A second goal was to diversify the offer of
undergraduatee training, both in terms of duration of curricula and in terms of
varietyy of programmes, in order better to meet job market demands.
Inn line with the policy goals, the length of curricula was shortened to 4
yearss (in the programmes considered here, programmes such as engineering
orr medical science took longer). This was the most important factor in the
reductionn of average study duration to 5,4 years in 1986, although cuts in
libraryy could not provide all the information for the period researched. Eventually,
mostt old course guides were found through university departments and their
(former)) personnel. After an extensive search, limited information was found on
trainingg programmes at the Agricultural University of Wageningen, the University
off Amsterdam, the Free University of Amsterdam, the University of Utrecht, and to
aa very limited extent for the University of Nijmegen. Two universities of importance
forr this project, had to be omitted: the University of Groningen, with a major
programmee in ecology, and the University of Leiden, an omission that would have
beenn more dramatic if we had studied human toxicology. Course guides were
probedd every five years, starting in the academic year of 1973/74. An exception had
too be made for 1983/84, since the Dutch undergraduate education was still in
transitionn after reorganisations that started in 1981. The 'Wet twee-fasenstructuur'
[Two-phasee Structure Act] was adopted in March 1981 and was implemented in the
followingg years. (Ministerie van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen, EvaluatieOnderzoekOnderzoek Wet Twee-Fasenstructuur)
1555
Currently, universities are preparing a bachelor-master structure.
1566
The changes in Dutch higher education in the beginning of the eighties were far
moree radical than changes in the UK, or other neighbouring countries for that
matter,, see Centrum voor Studies van het Hoger Onderwijs, Aspecten van Hoger
Onderwijs,Onderwijs, p. 8 et seq.
1577
Ministerie van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen, Evaluatie-Onderzoek Wet TweeFasenstructuur,Fasenstructuur, pp. 7 et seq., 221 et seq.
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studentt allowances also contributed to this. The differentiation of course
offeringss was enhanced, although this trend had already started in the natural
sciencess before the changes were implemented. The evaluation of the
reorganisationn pointed out that the variety of programmes as well as the
possibilitiess to customise training for individual students had effectively
increased.. The reduction of the curricula length with 1 to 1,5 years was
especiallyy achieved by university departments by a reduction of the so-called
'graduationn phase'. This phase, concluding undergraduate training with
internships,, research projects, and a short thesis, was traditionally scheduled
att approximately two years. In most programmes, this time was halved, while
aa greater variety in graduation phase programmes was developed. However,
especiallyy in obligatory parts of curricula, university departments and
programmess showed the tendency to maintain their proper courses, at the
expensee of courses provided by other training programmes.158 Postdoctoral
trainingg programmes in the Netherlands were organised informally at the end
off the eighties, through cooperation of a few universities. These programmes
receivedd a formal character from 1993 onwards, when Dutch research and
researchh training were reorganised into 'research schools'. These consisted of
cooperatingg universities and organised training for PhD students.
Onee would expect the increase of choice in curriculum composition
afterr the 1981 reorganisation to increase possibilities for students to combine
ecologicall and toxicological courses and thus to blur the educational
demarcationn between the fields. However, departmental territorialism could
alsoo inhibit cooperation between different programmes, especially since
ecologyy and toxicology tend to be in separate departments at Dutch
Universities.1599 These effects may play at curriculum level, but in the nineties,
studentss have extended possibilities to compose their own programme through
internationall exchange programmes such as ERASMUS.
Thee very fact that higher education policy of government can have such
aa detailed impact on the auricular structure of universities is in itself an
importantt difference with the US and England, where universities and
Ministeriee van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen, Evaluatie-Onderzoek Wet TweeFasenstructuur,Fasenstructuur, pp. 44-9, 62-4. Figures for the average duration of actual
undergraduatee studies are scarce. A more recent source, mentions 5,7 years for 1983
(Centrumm voor Studies van het Hoger Onderwijs, Aspecten van Hoger Onderwijs, p.
64)) and the report Kengetallen universitair onderwijs 1996 of the universities
(VSNU)) mentions 5,5 years for 1996 {Volkskrant, Rotterdamse en Delftse Studenten
zijnn Traag, 15 August 1996).
1599
Groen has noted the traditional strength of the demarcations between Dutch
facultiess in terms of education since the nineteenth century. He has suggested that
thesee demarcations have decreased slowly, starting with the possibilities to set up
'experimentall study programmes' in the sixties. (Groen, Het Wetenschappelijke
OnderwijsOnderwijs in Nederland, pp. 184-5 (Vol. ED).)
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collegess have traditionally been much more autonomous in determining
curriculumm composition.160 Up until the 1981 reorganisations, curriculum
compositionn was anchored legally. Study programmes were very broad and
definedd in terms such as 'biology', but with specifications of which exams
neededd to be taken after the first year ('propaedeuse') and the second phase
('kandidaats',, which was no longer discerned from the graduation as
'doctorandus'' after the reorganisation).161 After the reorganisation, study
programmess needed ministerial approval and were then noted in a central
register,, but course composition of these programmes was in practice largely
leftt to departments.
5.1.25.1.2 Undergraduate eco/toxicology
Ass was signalled earlier in this chapter, (environmental) toxicology was
virtuallyy absent from Dutch universities until the early seventies.162 However,
thee virtual absence of separate university departments in the early seventies is
somewhatt misleading. Interestingly, study programmes preceded research
departmentss in toxicology, as for example in Wageningen, where the study
programmee started before the start of the chair in toxicology in 1972. For the
casee of Wageningen, the course guide record is most complete.
Untill 1985, Wageningen was still a non-university college
('hogeschool').. It traditionally had a strong emphasis on applied agricultural
knowledge.. Education was traditionally clustered around agricultural sectors,
nott around disciplines as with the universities. It was one of the first
institutionss of higher education in the Netherlands to start with training
programmess in 'environmental hygiene': problem-oriented environmental
educationn rather than discipline-based. Within 'environmental hygiene', the
specialisationn in 'water' was one of the first programmes to oblige students to
studyy both toxicology and ecology. The programme was started in 1970, in
thee same period as the initiation of discipline-based education in
1600

Centrum voor Studies van het Hoger Onderwijs, Aspecten van Hoger
Onderwijs,Onderwijs, p. 42 et seq., on England. Abbott contrasts the American traditio
thee Continental one, where the state licenses training and degrees. Abbott uses the
examplee of France, but relation with the state is very similar in Belgium or the
Netherlandss - although the Dutch state does not seem to have as tight a grip on
curriculaa as the French. In fact, my own Belgian undergraduate degrees are called
'licentiaat',, licentiat in French: I am a 'licensed' sociologist. (Abbott, The System of
Professions,Professions, pp. 79-81)
1611
Defined in the 'Academisch Statuut 1963', which was renewed in 1982, in the
midstt of the reorganisations and soon to be overruled by them. Examination courses
weree also defined very broadly, in terms of general disciplines (chemistry,
biology,...).. (Groen, Het Wetenschappelijke Onderwijs in Nederland, pp. 83 et seq.,
Vol.ïï) )
1622
Groenewegen, Scientists, Audiences and Resources, pp. 52, 56-8.
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Wageningen.. Later, the specialisations in 'Soil' and 'Environmental Effect
Analysis'' followed the pattern, obliging students to study ecology and
toxicology.toxicology. This combination of ecology and toxicology in Wageningen
remainedd strong into the nineties. Although toxicology was offered in the
curriculumm of discipline-based biology (and ecology within it) in 84/85 and
88/89,, the focal point of the integration between ecology and toxicology can
bee found in programmes oriented towards environmental problems. By
1993/94,, toxicology had even disappeared again from the ecology curriculum
whilee it was offered in the new programme in 'Environmental Biology',
returningg the focus of eco/toxicological demarcation-blurring in the problemorientedd study programmes.164 Meanwhile, toxicology could still be studied
throughh cell biology, where ecology was a first year obligatory course. Telling
fromfrom the curriculum structure, you could either study ecology or toxicology
underr a disciplinary umbrella of biology, but to'integrate both, your best
chancess were in problem-oriented environmental programmes.
Thiss pattern of integration in problem-oriented curricula is a recurrent
one.. Utrecht ecology programmes, strongly plant-oriented, were part of a
generall biology programme in the seventies. By 1984/85, a specialised
ecologyy programme was organised. Combination of this curriculum with
toxicologyy was not developed and in the 1984/85 course guide even explicitly
'nott recommended'.165 The possibility to switch to 'biological and aquatic
toxicology'' was developed later. Only by 1993/94 had stronger curricular
integrationss between toxicology and ecology taken place, once again in a

Thee Wageningen biology programmes in the overview were created in 1971.
Backgroundd in Groen, Het Wetenschappelijke Onderwijs in Nederland, p. 331 et
seq.. (Vol.11). The first course in (interdisciplinary) 'environmental studies' was
startedd at the University of Amsterdam (then still the 'Municipal University') in
1971.. (Overview in Copius Peereboom and Bouwer, "Environmental Science
'Milieukunde'' in the Netherlands", p. 164.) However, issues in eco/toxicology were
generallyy far from the Dutch 'environmental studies'. In fact, several Dutch
ecologistss and toxicologists chose to stay alooffromenvironmental studies well into
thee eighties, feeling uncomfortable with the involvements with environmental policy
andd campaigning, as has been illustrated in previous sections. When postgraduate
trainingg programmes and research schools were formed, both fields were organised
inn separate organisations.
Groenewegenn has noted that the orientation towards environmental issues and a
non-academicc job market of toxicological teaching at Wageningen has had an
influencee on the determination of research subjects, more so than at the more
discipline-basedd university of Utrecht. (Groenewegen, Scientists, Audiences and
Resources,Resources, pp. 158-9)
1655
Relations between the toxicologists in Utrecht and the biology faculty had
apparentlyy not always been easy, especially in matters of student numbers.
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programmee called 'environmental biology', with both ecology and toxicology
ass obligatory courses.
Att the University of Amsterdam, 'aquatic ecology' was redefined into
'aquaticc ecology, ecotoxicology, and environmental biology' by 1988/89.
Ratherr than to form new and inter-facultary 'applied' programmes, these were
developedd from within the traditional discipline-based structures. Ecology and
toxicologyy were combined in curricula but provided by different faculties.
Thee Free University offered possibilities to combine ecology and
toxicologyy after the general natural science curriculum was diversified,
amongg which specialisations in ecology. These appear in the overview in
1988/89.1666 Ecotoxicology at the Free University was known best for its
terrestriall side. As mentioned before, it is also considered as one of the places
wheree ecological and toxicological research were most integrated, grafted
uponn ecological research and in absence of a strong toxicological tradition at
thiss university.
Thee list could be made longer, but the general pattern is clear and can
bee summarised in a few core features: ecology was part of basic training in
Dutchh biology throughout the period studied. After the 1981 reorganisations,
moree specific training programmes developed, among which specific ecology
programmes.. Apart from a basic introductory course, it was still possible to
studyy environmental toxicology without ecology by 1995, but more
programmess now integrated the two subjects. These integrations occurred in
twoo ways. The first - and the oldest - was along the lines of problem-oriented
curricula,, such as environmental hygiene or environmental biology. The
second,, starting at the Amsterdam universities at the end of the eighties,
specificallyy came from a renewed attempt of ecologists to train students in the
assessmentt of chemicals and effects of chemicals in the environment.
5.7.33 Graduate eco/toxicology
Inn 1992, the Royal Academy of Sciences of the Netherlands started the first
roundd of assessments for the establishment of 'research schools'. These
schoolss were to be both centres of graduate training and graduate research.
Although,, originally, they were seen as ways to develop national centres of
researchh excellence, each concentrated in one university, they developed into
cooperativee networks between several universities. In various cases, the
structuree of a research school would build from already existing networks of
cooperationn between universities, often based on joint graduate research
1666

According to a guide of SETAC-Europe, the course 'Introduction to
Ecotoxicology'' has been given at the Free University since 1986. The guide is too
fragmentedfragmented and incomplete to serve as a basis for an analysis of Dutch edu
(Societyy for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry-Europe, Register of
Courses). Courses).
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training.. In the case of the research school 'Environmental Chemistry and
Toxicology',, the school could be constructed from an earlier network of
graduatee training in toxicology, of which I found a first formal announcement
forl990-91. 167 7
Thee programme of the course was organised around toxicology, both
humann and environmental. A detailed course description of 1992-93 described
aa programme of twenty-four weeks, three weeks of which were reserved for
'ecotoxicology',, the only section explicitly treating the effects of chemicals
onn wildlife and ecosystems. The three weeks were in turn divided in a week
forr effects on individual species, a week for populations, and a week for
ecosystems.1688 The programme was organised by three predominantly
biomedicall toxicology departments (from Nijmegen, Leiden, and the Free
University)) and two departments which also worked on wildlife impacts
(Wageningenn and Utrecht). By 1992, the latter were joined by the
ecotoxicologyy group of the Free University.169
Thiss was not the only possibility for graduate training, since workshops
andd ad-hoc courses were also available. Of relevance here was a series of
workshops,, later dubbed 'advanced courses', in ecotoxicology on the isle of
Texel,, the first of which was held in 1989. Topics in these courses ranged
fromfrom regulatory policy of the EU, to problems of extrapolation of laboratory
testtest results to the field; from effects of chemicals on individual organisms, to
populationn effects.170 The toxicology group at Wageningen was generally the
organisingg centre of such courses. The ecological aspects ('higher levels') of
chemicall impact were generally covered by the department of ecology and
ecotoxicologyy of the Free University.
However,, this was not a happy alliance. By 1994, the first research
schoolss had passed the evaluation by the Academy of Sciences and a general
vieww of the new alliances was becoming clear, at least for biology. The
departmentt of ecology and ecotoxicology of the Free University was aiming
forr a membership in the research school of environmental sciences and not in
Environmentall Toxicology and Chemistry, just as the newly formed
departmentt in aquatic ecotoxicology at the University of Amsterdam. Both
departmentss had their roots in ecology departments. The envisaged research
schooll of environmental sciences consisted of a very broad and
interdisciplinaryy constituency, stretching to social sciences also. Year after

Anonymous,, "Post-Doctorale Opleiding Toxicologie; Cursus 1990-1".
Thus the term ecotoxicology is used here in the broad sense: the effects of
chemicalss on wildlife and ecosystems, not restricted to 'higher levels of biological
organisation'. .
1699
Anonymous, "Post-Doctorale Opleiding Toxicologie; Cursus 1990-1"
1700
Anonymous, "Cursus Ecotoxicofogie 1989"; Anonymous, 5th Advanced Course
onon Ecotoxicology.
1688
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year,, it failed recognition by the Academy, allegedly for lack of coherence in
thee research programme, until 1994.171 Meanwhile, the research school of
'Environmentall Chemistry and Toxicology', containing, among others, no
lesss than eleven departments of the University of Wageningen, received
recognitionn and started to operate. In addition, two other biological research
schoolss related to environmental sciences were being formed: 'Production
Ecology',, grouping all of Wageningen ecology, and 'Functional Ecology',
withh just about all the other ecological departments in the country.172 Hence,
thee result of the formation of research schools was that the programmes that
blurredd the boundary between ecology and toxicology most, were left out of
thee school of 'Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology'.
5.22 Studying eco/toxicology in England
5.2.15.2.1 Higher education in England173
Higherr education in England consists of three years of 'graduate'
programmes,, which were relatively separated from research, as in the first
phasess of Dutch undergraduate programmes. (I will call these 'undergraduate'
too avoid confusion.) On average, students took 3,3 years to obtain their
degree.. This was followed by one to two years of 'postgraduate' education,
forr which there were generally no structured educational programmes. In
contrastt to the Netherlands, the institutions of higher education are very
autonomouss in composing and structuring curricula. Allocation of
governmentt funding based on numbers of students was largely determined on
thee level of the higher education institutions ('block grants'), although
additionall instruments increasing competition over students has been
introduced.174 4
5.2.25.2.2 Undergraduate eco/toxicology in England
Registers1755 for undergraduate education in the UK mentioned approximately
two-dozenn universities that offer graduate courses in environmental
1711

SENSE, The Sense Research School
Anonymous, "Overzicht van de Onderzoeksscholen in de Biologie". When the
Universityy of Wageningen radically reorganised its research in 1998, this also
underminedd the research school for Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology: the
denominationn no longer fitted in the plans of university managers. Some of the
Wageningenn groups ended up in the Wageningen Institute for Environment and
Climatee Research (WIMEK) and the Utrecht groups in the research school of
Animall Health.
1733
To prevent over-complexity, the overview has been limited to England.
1744
Centrum voor Studies van het Hoger Onderwijs, Aspecten van Hoger
Onderwijs,Onderwijs, pp. 22-5, 42-4, 64.
1755
An analysis of UK curricula in eco/toxicology similar to the one made for the
Netherlandss was not possible, because of lack of (access to) equivalent sources.
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toxicologyy by the early nineties. For most universities, these implied one or
twoo courses, offered to several programmes. I found only one complete
undergraduatee programme in environmental toxicology, appearing in course
guidess in 1993/94: the University of Luton offered a full BSc and MSc
programmee called 'Ecotoxicology and Pollution Studies'. The courses in
environmentall toxicology were part of programmes that led to a BSc in
biology,, usually 'applied' or 'environmental', or environmental sciences,
sometimess chemistry. Environmental toxicology offered as part of an ecology
curriculumm was exceptional. Among the few places where I could track such a
combinationn from the course guides, was the University of Wales College of
Cardiff,, with a course in environmental toxicology as part of several BSc
programmes,, among which ecology. Reading offered courses on pollution
assessmentt from an ecological perspective, as part of a programme in zoology
andd environmental biology.176 The Luton programme in 'Ecotoxicology and
Pollutionn Studies' was another possible exception, but it was not clear what
thee role of ecological courses was in this programme. A last case was
Sheffield,, where 'animal toxicology' and 'biology of pollution' were offered
ass part of several degrees, among which also a degree in ecology.
Overall,, there were only a limited places in the UK where
environmentall toxicology was part of ecology programmes. The low
integrationn with ecology may be due to a limited specialisation in UK
undergraduatee studies. In addition, it is not clear to what extent students could
choosee additional ecological courses in their programme. Nevertheless, there
iss no trace of the blurring of boundaries between ecology and environmental
toxicologyy as found in Dutch undergraduate programmes.

However,, starting in 1992, the UK branch of the Society of Environmental
Toxicologyy and Chemistry Europe has edited registers of 'graduate' and
'postgraduate'' training programmes. The registers are based on 'questionnaires
distributedd to over 200 departments of biology and chemistry-related disciplines in
collegess of higher education, polytechnics and universities throughout the UK.'
(Societyy of Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety - UK, Register of Courses in
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Toxicology and Environmental Chemistry in the UK 1992) The 199
registerr mentions more precisely that 75 institutions actually returned the
questionnaires.. (Society of Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety - UK,
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Toxicology Environmental Chemistry: Register of Courses in the U
1993/94,1993/94, pp. nn., Introduction). Based on these registers, we can get an overview of
educationn for 1992/93 and 1993/94. Because these guides offer an entrancefromthe
pointt of view of environmental toxicology, a general course guide for the UK was
consulted,, but this could not repair the bias entirely. (Anonymous, Graduate Studies
1993/94)1993/94) Additional information camefromthe 1995 European overview of mostly
graduatee programmes of SETAC-Europe (Society for Environmental Toxicology
andd Chemistry-Europe, Register of Courses).
1766
The courses were 'ecophysiology of metals' and 'environment ecology'.
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5.2.35.2.3 English 'postgraduate'programmes
II have found seven programmes that claim to have a complete series of
coursess leading to an MSc in environmental toxicology (not all of which are
strictlyy speaking in England).177 Three of these had an emphasis on human
health.. Of the remaining four, two programmes had a clear ecological slant,
Readingg and, once again, Luton. The Reading programme was supported by
NERCC and stressed 'mechanisms of toxicity in the context of ecological
effects'.. Cardiff had a graduate programme in 'hydrobiology', given since
1974,, where toxicology was taught as part of a programme on estuarine
ecosystems.. Approximately ten other MSc programmes were listed that
offeredd environmental toxicology as one course in a wider programme. These
weree either programmes in pollution management or toxicology, only in one
casee as part of an ecology degree. The guide of SETAC-Europe also listed a
master'ss programme in 'Biology of water resource management', including
ecologyy and 'ecotoxicology' at Napier University, Edinburgh. The
programmee existed since 1980.178 Ecology appeared in this overview as part
off programmes oriented at environmental management, generally without
mentionn of toxicology.
Inn sum, UK postgraduate programmes offered a few possibilities for
studentss to combine ecology and environmental toxicology, especially in the
programmess that specialised in environmental toxicology as such. The
possibilitiess to combine ecology and environmental toxicology were more
developedd than on an undergraduate level. However, unlike the Dutch
situation,, the combination of courses in one curriculum did not seem to take
placee in the programmes that were oriented at environmental problems. In
suchh programmes 'ecology' was mentioned as a focus of attention, but then
toxicologyy was generally lacking. Ecology and toxicology were combined in
programmess oriented at research-training and, with little exception, not in the
oness geared at environmental management.
5.33 Studying eco/toxicology in the US
Undergraduatee programmes in the US were generally so broadly defined, that
ann analysis of the details of the curricula with respect to the boundary between
ecologyy and environmental toxicology would make little sense. In fact,
undergraduatee training was not even mentioned in the registers of training
programmess made by the professional organisations and used for these

1777

In the SETAC UK guide for 1994.
Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry-Europe, Register of
Courses. Courses.
1788
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analyses.1799 A general analysis could be made for the period between 1988
andd 1993. Few graduate programmes in environmental toxicology mentioned
ecologyy as a focus of attention.180 The few that actually did, were degrees in
environmentall science on the one hand, or in biology or ecology on the other.
Theree were no degrees in 'ecotoxicology'. Ecotoxicology was mentioned as
partt of a programme only three to four times every year. This followed the
loww key of the term in the US described earlier. Not only was the term rare,
thee integration and/or blurring of the boundary between ecology and
toxicologyy in graduate curricula was also exceptional in the US. Even in a
moree detailed course guide of the Society for Toxicology, ecology was a rare
subject.. From these more detailed programme descriptions, it seems the
combinationn with ecology was made in a few interdisciplinary toxicology
programmes,, usually where there was an ecologist on the staff.181 Such
interdisciplinaryy programmes were run as cooperative arrangements between
variouss departments. For example, the programme at Virginia Tech formally
offeredd its degrees through 15 participating departments (although in practice
Ass regards the UK, the analysis of US training in eco/toxicology was made on
thee basis of series of study guides made by professional organisations. One such a
seriess are overviews of programmes than contain courses in environmental
toxicologyy made by SETAC. These were based on a survey sent out 'to all graduate
deanss in the United States and Canada that are listed in the current directory of the
Councill of Graduate Schools.' In the first edition of 1988 (Society for
Environmentall Toxicology and Chemistry, National Survey of Graduate
Programmes...)Programmes...) there was little or no selection in the response. Approximately 18 of
thee programmes mentioned had an emphasis on human health. Later editions (of
19911 and 1993) were edited more selectively and excluded a number of programmes
thatt had no "environmental component or emphasis". (Society for Environmental
Toxicologyy and Chemistry, Graduate Programmes in Environmental Toxicology
andand Environmental Chemistry, Second Survey', Society for Environmental
Toxicologyy and Chemistry, Graduate Programmes in Environmental Toxicology
andand Environmental Chemistry, Third Survey) A more detailed survey was
undertakenn by the Society of Toxicology (Society of Toxicology, Resource Guide to
CareersCareers in Toxicology). Most programmes in this guide have an exclusive healthperspective,, but the guide also lists a number of programmes in eco/toxicology.
Whenn courses listed under 'environmental toxicology' and 'Miscellaneous' are
takenn together, the number of programmes mentioning ecology as an area of
emphasiss are 5 out of 47 in 1988, 6 out of 63 in 1991, and 9 out of 49 in 1993.
1811
Exceptions are the 'Integrated Toxicology Program' of Duke University, the
'Multidisciplinaryy Ph.D. Program' of the Institute for Environmental Toxicology of
Michigann State University, and toxicology programmes at the University of
Californiaa at Davis, the University of Georgia, and the University of South Carolina.
Thee (small) programme of the Centre for Environmental and Hazardous Materials
Studiess of Virginia Tech was not listed here. (Society of Toxicology, Resource
GuideGuide to Careers in Toxicology)
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thee number was far less). Such arrangements are generally hard to maintain
andd require constant negotiation and organisational alertness. As long as there
weree hardly any research departments that integrated ecology and toxicology,
theree was no other possibility for developing integration in graduate teaching
programmess but through special programmes or cooperative agreements
betweenn various departments.
AA remarkable change in the period 1988-1993 was that the number of
programmess that offered a degree that was actually called 'environmental
toxicology'' decreased sharply, while the number of programmes offering a
degreee in 'toxicology' increased. None of these programmes in toxicology
mentionedd ecology as a focus of attention. It seems that, around the beginning
off the nineties, programmes based on toxicology with potential specialisation
inn environmental toxicology were seen as more viable than programmes in
environmentall toxicology with links to ecology. Not only was a combination
off ecology and environmental toxicology rare in graduate curricula,
environmentall toxicology moved the other way, towards general and
discipline-basedd toxicology.

66 Eco/toxicology: academic boundaries
Betweenn 1970 and 1995, complexity seems to be the overall impression of the
boundaryy configurations of academic eco/toxicology, i.e. the combination of
social,, textual, and material devices, combined in (research) organisations. On
thee whole, the calls for a blurring of the boundaries between the
physiologicallyy oriented environmental toxicology and ecology were not very
successful.. While mainstream ecologists became suspicious of policy
involvementt in the 1970s, environmental toxicology developed more or less
separatelyy in regulatory settings. By the early 80s, the ecologists who wanted
too pursue work in the environmental assessment of chemicals had to struggle
forr their approach in a field that was organised around single-species testing
ass the dominant model. Ecology was considered an important aspect of the
backgroundd knowledge for an environmental toxicologist and ecologists
foundd jobs in regulatory research centres, but the division of labour implied
thatt ecology was mostly the secondary body of knowledge, perhaps with the
exceptionn of validation studies to support single species testing.
However,, there were some differences between the countries studied.
Thee situation of Dutch ecology in the early 1970s was ambivalent. On the one
hand,, academic ecology (at the universities and the research institutes of the
Royall Dutch Academy of Sciences) had a tendency to keep considerable
distancee from problem-oriented research. On the other hand, a large section of
ecologicall research was performed in government research institutes, with
agendass in environmental policy. In the Netherlands, the division of labour in
eco/toxicologyy was represented by researchers more as a cooperation on equal
footing.. Much more than in the US, the term 'ecotoxicology' was picked up
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andd used as the combination of ecological, toxicological, and even chemical
bodiess of knowledge as applied to the study of environmental effects of
pollution.. This account was put forward most clearly in the context of
researchh policies of the 1980s. Nevertheless, the cooperation was not always
withoutt tension, as was illustrated with the attempts to propose a toxicoecology,, where environmental toxicology would be the dominant field, or the
choicee of the Amsterdam eco/toxicology groups to opt for the research school
off environmental studies, rather than environmental toxicology and chemistry.
Environmentall studies was also the context in which integration of ecology
andd environmental toxicology in study programmes was strongest. In
England,, the idea of an integrated ecotoxicology was defended most by
researcherss who actually worked in this sort of setting, ecologists and
toxicologistss alike. It also found limited success in educational programmes.
Regulatoryy policies were always present in the struggles over the
divisionn of labour in eco/toxicology. Not only did the term ecotoxicology
originatee in a regulatory setting, the activities of professional organisations
andd of teaching programmes were often directed at regulatory agendas.
Controversiess and disagreements were argued in terms that included
regulatoryy considerations, such as the cost of single versus multispecies tests,
theirr repeatability, or legal reliability. Regulatory agencies funded major parts
off this research. (At least in the US and England: in the Netherlands, part of
thee regulatory research finances were combined in research programmes with
highh levels of inter-departmental cooperation and ecotoxicological
integration.)) Participants in the 'ecotoxicology' debates were academic
scientists,, government scientists, industry scientists, as well as non-researcher
officialss of government agencies. SETAC even organised the profession along
thesee lines. What was and was not proper ecotoxicology throughout this
historyy therefore implied attempts to delineate an academic field as well as
demarcatee the science that would count in regulatory decisions, while
simultaneouslyy the form of the boundary between this science and policy
makingg was at stake.
Too understand the boundary configuration of eco/toxicology (and its
development)) more fully, we will therefore have to look at their involvement
inn regulatory regimes in more detail. By doing this, we will also be able to pay
moree attention to the boundary objects: the toxicity tests that were developed
forr regulatory policy. As we will see, the share of ecology varies considerably
betweenn regulatory regimes, offering us another part of the ecotoxicology
puzzle. .
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Chapterr 5: Packaging eco/toxicity in US
EPAA regulatory regimes
AtAt fisticuffs - not withfistsalone, but with
TheirTheir heads and heels, and with their bodies too,
AndAnd tearing each other piecemeal with their teeth.
Inferno,, VII: 112-114, 5th Circle, the Wrathful.

11 Comparing standardisation between regimes
Beforee new chemicals and pesticides are allowed onto the US market, their
potentiall impact on the natural environment is evaluated on the basis of their
toxicityy and environmental behaviour. This process of environmental 'risk
assessment'' is considered a scientific affair, the domain of environmental
toxicology,, chemistry, and ecology. The kind of science used for these
evaluationss has been labelled 'regulatory science' by Sheila Jasanoff, in contrast
too 'research science'. One of the crucial features of her ideal-typical description
off regulatory science is its high degree of standardisation.1 In the environmental
riskk assessment of chemicals, this standardisation is most outspoken in two
domains.. Firstly, experiments are not performed simply on the basis of the best
judgementt of experts. The flexibility of the test performers to tinker with and
interprett tests has been narrowed down considerably as a result of the
standardisationn of experimental practices.2 Regulatory toxicity tests are
performedd on the basis of highly detailed laboratory protocols, rules of Good
Laboratoryy Practice, and panoply of apparatuses and automated skills. Secondly,
nott only the performance of a test, but also the evaluation of the results of
variouss tests are standardised in turn in 'assessment protocols'. These
standardisedd assessment procedures describe how data from different types of
testss have to be integrated in overall indicators of toxicity or environmental
concern,, how the expected concentrations in the environment have to be
estimated,, and how the two parameters (toxic effect and expected concentration)
shouldd be compared.3 I have introduced these principles in broad terms in
chapterr 3. However, this is only the general picture.
Underr various regulatory regimes, the extent and form of
standardisationn of these practices varies substantially. Not all tests, for
measuringg toxicity are described to the same detail: some are presented in
'generic'' protocols designed to serve as a general set of guidelines for ad hoc
11

Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, pp. 76-80.
Cf. Fujimura, "Crafting Science", pp. 176, 205.
33
E.g. Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in Ecological Risk
Assessment,Assessment, pp. 18-32.
22
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experimentall design. Similarly, not all assessment procedures are equally
formalised,, e.g. some do not involve straightforward calculation and
derivationn models. Moreover, under various regimes, similar tools and
proceduress are sometimes standardised in different ways. Toxicity tests with
thee same species of fish can be standardised one way for the assessment of
industriall chemicals and another for the assessment of pesticides. Finally,
toxicityy tests have sharply differing histories: some have been developed
throughh extensive and lengthy negotiation, while others were introduced
almostt casually by a regulatory authority.
Eco/toxicityy tests form key boundary devices between the experts and
policyy makers in regulatory regimes controlling chemicals. These tests package
eco/toxicologicall expertise in a format that is considered fit for use in regulatory
decisionn making. However, not all tests succeed in doing this successfully. By
comparingg the differences in test development processes in US regulatory
regimess for industrial chemicals, pesticides and surface water pollution, we can
elucidatee the processes involved in the development of toxicity tests. Where do
thesee differences come from? Why do standards differ between regulatory
regimes?? If we can understand how these differences in standardisation relate to
thee structures of different regulatory regimes, we can elucidate not only
differencess in the structure of science/policy boundaries in various regimes, but
alsoo the differences in success between ecologists and environmental
toxicologistss in constructing a working relation with regulatory policy.
Inn order to explain the differences between the standards for toxicity tests
usedd in these various regimes, we need to relate them to the complex processes
off regulatory regimes. It will be necessary to relate the structure of regulatory
regimess that were described in chapter 3 to the development of eco/toxicological
expertisee in the US, as described in chapter 4. By bringing these together, we
cann start to describe the processes that trigger and shape standardisation. These
processess have received little attention in STS research on standardisation,
whichh tend to focus rather on the effects of standardisation4 or on the way
stabilitystability of a standard is obtained.5
Differencess in standardisation can be understood in terms of the
strategiess used by regulatory officers to transform knowledge claims into a
formatt that can be mobilised for decision making in institutionalised regulatory
regimes.. The harnessing of claims against counter-claims is a central theme in
thiss process. Among the many actors involved in regulatory regimes, this
44

Such as Fujimura, "The Molecular Bandwagon in Cancer Research"; Clarke
andd Fujimura, eds., The Right Tools for the Job, especially Gossel, "A Need for
Standardd Methods"; Star, "Power, Technologies and the Phonomenology of
Conventions";; Berg, Rationalising Medical Work.
55
Such as O'Connell, "Metrology"; Star, "Triangulating Clinical and Basic
Research". .
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chapterr will focus on regulatory officers and regulatory scientists, while keeping
suchh actors as Congress, the Executive, or the environmental movement in the
background.. (Which is where the environmental movement mostly is in routine
regulatoryy action.) How do officers in regulatory agencies try to transform
expertisee to adapt it to their regulatory regimes? What crucial features of
methodss of toxicity testing and assessment can guarantee this adaptation? How
aree standard methods used to obtain closure in regulatory decision making?
Whatt does this mean for the boundaries between ecology and environmental
toxicology?66 By answering these questions, I will show that standardisation is
nott a process involving the stabilisation and circulation of 'immutable mobiles'
inn general. It is a matter of the strategies used by regulatory actors to transform
expertisee for circulation to specific places: court rooms, regulatory offices, and
regulatoryy laboratories.7 Toxicity tests are standardised, perhaps from research
thatt originally had little concern for regulatory agendas, with these places in
mind.. What these places are and how they connect together very much depends
onn the pattern of institutionalisation of regulatory regimes (see chapter 8).
Too answer the central questions for this chapter, we need first to resolve
anotherr issue: how can we conceptualise expertise and standardisation in a way
thatt will allow us to compare the expertise of different regulatory regimes?
Existingg conceptualisations surprisingly fall short of this seemingly simple task.
Thee problem in the dominant conceptualisations of expertise can be summarised
inn one central dilemma: either the notion of expertise is narrowed down to
humann expertise, leaving the central role of test technology out of the analysis;
orr else the material aspects of expertise are included at the expense of
comparativee ambitions.
Onn the one hand, the central role of protocols and test apparatuses in the
regulatoryy forms of expertise must be allowed a place in the conceptualisation
off expertise. For example, Jasanoff s early work on chemical regulation has
focusedd on the role and organisation of experts and their advice.8 In such SSKThesee questions focus primarily on the transformation of expertise for use in
regulatoryy regimes and less on the inverse relation: the adaptation of regulatory
regimess to available forms of expertise. This stance is merely a matter of research
approach.. In principle, this alignment is always a two-way process. The analysis
adoptss the point of view of regulatory officers and their concern with policy closure.
Thiss temporarily suspends other concerns, such as optimal environmental protection
orr validity of tests. Obviously, the kinds of concerns and success criteria different
actorss in the regulatory arena have for a 'successful' regulatory science varies
considerably.. (See: Clark and Majone, "The Critical Appraisal of Scientific
Inquiriess with Policy Implications".)
77
Unlike Latourian analyses of standardisation, e.g. O'Connell, "Metrology".
88
E.g. Jasanoff, "Peer Review in the Regulatory Process"; Jasanoff, The Fifth
Branch;Branch; Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals; Jasanoff, "Science,
Politics,, and the Negotiation of Expertise at EPA".
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inspiredd approaches, expertise becomes a matter of testimonies by experts about
theirr experimental practices and evaluations. However suited for studying the
operationn of expert committees and expert advice, such a notion of expertise
steerss away from the considerable effort which has been put into the
developmentt and the meticulous calibration of new methods, and the changing
roless of experts as their tasks have been formalised and sometimes even
automated.. The expertise embodied in tests and procedures tends to disappear
fromfrom reconstructions that centre on the analysis of expert accounts, rather than
thee operation of the tests themselves. In such a mode of analysis we do not
analysee what apparatuses do,9 but what experts say they do, or how different
expertss disagree over such matters.10
Onn the other hand, an approach that seems to avoid this problem is the
conceptualisationn of expertise in terms of the 'heterogeneous networks' of
ANT.111 In such an approach, we as analysts would ('symmetrically') account
forr both the experts and the toxicity tests or assessment procedures, although in
termss that differ from those of the experts involved. The trouble starts when we
wantt to account for the heterogeneous networks of expertise in different settings
andd have the hubris to want to compare the two: we have followed two (sets of)
actorss around and are then left with at least two heterogeneous narratives,
swampedd in contingent details, which should not be surprising given the nature
off the analytic point of departure12 and ANT's aversion of explanatory research.
Wee can only start comparing once we have defined what is worth comparing,
andd what we take to be non-trivial differences between two heterogeneous
networks.133 This requires an artful analytic mutilation of dearly constructed
heterogeneity,, a cruelty ANT deems unacceptable.
Thee next section suggests a heuristic tool used to compare and clarify
standardisedd expertise. This tool will be used to describe the differences in
standardisationn in the regulatory assessment of industrial chemicals, pesticides,
andd water quality standards by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.. After the introduction of this tool, the chapter continues to analyse the
unhappyy introduction of ecological toxicity tests into these assessments.
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Stating that technology 'does something' evidently does not necessitate
hylozoism.. If one really wants to read this article in terms of Latourian 'action', it
wouldd be a very minimal conception of action and by no means a perfectly
'symmetric'' one, as in Pickering, "The Mangle of Practice", p. 61 et seq.; cf.
Schaffer,, "The Eighteenth Brumaire of Bruno Latour".
100
E.g. Yearley, "Bog Standards". Cf. Woolgar, "On the Alleged Distinction
betweenn Discourse and Praxis''; Radder, "Normative Reflexions on Constructivist
Approaches",, p. 143.
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E.g. Cambrosio, Limoges, and Hoffman, "Expertise as a Network".
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A similar comparative problem is signalled by Bijsterveld, "De Natuurlijke
Ouderdom",, p. 77.
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Radder, "Normative Reflexions on Constructivist Approaches", p. 150 et seq.
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22 The standardisation of expertise
2.11 Standardising toxicity tests
Inn the previous chapter, I have already briefly described what typical
environmentall toxicity tests look like, but the discussion of their development
willl require a bit more detail. Typically, such tests consist of a fish in a test tank
filledfilled with water containing a known concentration of a toxicant. To determine
thee effect of a chemical on the physiology of the fish, toxicologists want to
excludee 'disturbing factors'. Each of the elements of the ideal test is sensitive to
suchh factors. Fishes must be healthy and other variables in the fishes' condition
mustt be neutralised, such as weight, size, or life history.14 The physical
conditionss of testing should also be controlled. For instance, the temperature and
chemicall composition of the test water are classic disturbing factors. The
temperaturee of the water affects fish physiology. Water hardness can reduce the
biologicall availability of the toxicant in the test solution by chelation. More
generally,, one must keep careful track of the whereabouts of the toxicant. The
testt water must be dosed very precisely, since chemicals may be biologically
activee at extremely low concentrations. For longer-term tests, the fish may have
too be fed and the food might itself become a source of interference.
Environmentall toxicologists design their tests to solve such problems according
too the state of the art. Discussions of the validity of results frequently involve a
comparisonn of the parameters that were controlled in the experiment with the
collectivee memory of known interfering factors.15
Overr the past forty years, tests have been developed for an ever wider
rangee of species, for biological effects or endpoints such as mutagenicity rather
thann the classic lethality, and alternative biological receptors such as populations
orr communities rather than individual organisms. Although the basic scheme of
thee tests has changed only marginally,16 the technical specifications of test
performancee have changed dramatically. As they became obligatory passage
pointss in US regulatory regimes, toxicity tests became highly standardised. The
kindss of parameters that need to be controlled in the experimental design of a
regulatoryy test, as well as other aspects of experimental practice, have been
144

Fish from a river with past pollution may still suffer from these events when
usedd in toxicity tests, which generally over-estimates the toxicity of the substance
testedd since the organism would be weakened already.
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Forbes and Forbes, Ecotoxicology; Casarett and Doull, eds., Toxicology; Duffus,
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prescribedd in very detailed protocols. A short analysis of two sets of tests not
onlyy shows some of the more intricate difficulties of toxicity testing, but also
providess us with material to address the problem of conceptualising expertise
andd standardisation for comparative purposes.
AA good starting point is a comparison of EPA standard methods for acute
toxicityy to freshwater and marine organisms of 1975 and 1991.17 A first glance
att the publications already shows major differences. The 1975 manual is a
modestt 61-page booklet describing a set of aquatic toxicity tests for testing
specificc compounds and another set for testing effluent water. Each set consists
off two different types of test: one 'static' test, in which the test water is not
circulated,, but at best only renewed; and one 'flow-through' test in which the
waterr is continuously renewed to maintain its quality, including the toxicant
concentration.188 The tests are described in an integrated format for general use
withh 33 different species. Only occasionally specific indications are given for
eachh of the species separately, concerning water temperature19 or the size and
agee of the organisms.2
Thee 1991 manual covers only half of the 1975 methods: it is concerned
onlyy with tests for effluents and receiving water. However, the book is not half
thee size, but numbers five times as many pages as the 1975 volume, while the
numberr of species has been reduced to ll. 2 1 In addition, the test descriptions
havee been divided further into static, static-renewal,22 and flow-through. It is
clearr by merely looking at the size and coverage of these manuals that the test
descriptionss have become much more detailed.
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USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates, and
Amphibians;Amphibians; USEPA, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effl
ReceivingReceiving Waters.... The 1975 volume is apparently the first official E
publicationn devoted entirely to methods for measuring non-mammalian toxicity,
afterr a short section on aquatic bioassays had appeared in Weber and ed., Biological
FieldField and Laboratory Methods.... The development work for these tests started in
Aprill 1971, but the published versions differ very little from the early unpublished
laboratoryy protocols that respondents have provided, (e.g. Anonymous, Proposed
RecommendedRecommended Bioassay Procedure for Egg and Fry Stages ofFreshwat
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USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates, and
Amphibians,Amphibians, p. 9.
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"Troutt are fed fine texture trout
choww which can be obtained from
"Organismss should be fed at least once
Zeiglerr Bros., Inc, P.O. Box 95,
aa day and tanks scrubbed at least twice a
Gardners,, PA, (717) 677-6181 or
week."" (p.24)
Rangenn Inc. (...)." (p.224)
(i)) on feeding:

"Eggss are stripped into a glass
culturee dish containing seawater or
"Thee other suggested species are usually
ontoo a nylon screen (0.45 to 1.0
obtainedd directlyfromwild populations
mmm mesh) (Figure 5), which is then
inn relatively unpolluted areas." (p.23)
gentlyy lowered into a culture dish
off seawater (...)." (p. 251, out of a 6
pagee description of collecting and
culturingg silverside fishes.)
(ii)) on obtaining specimen:

(iii)) on cleaning equipment:
"Toxicantt delivery systems and test
chamberss must be (...) washed with
detergentt and rinsed with 100%
acetone,, water, acid (such as 5%
concentratedd nitric acid), and twice with
tapp or other clean water." (p. 13)

"11 .Soak 15 min in tap water, and
scrubb with detergent, or clean in an
automaticc dishwasher.
2.Rincee twice with tap water.
3.Carefullyy rinse once with fresh,
dilutee (10% V:V) hydrochloric or
nitricc acid to remove scale, metals,
andd bases. To prepare a 10%
solutionn of acid, add 10 mL of
concentratedd acid to 90mL of
deionizedd water.
4.Rinsee twice with deionized water.
5.Rinsee once with full-strength,
pesticide-gradee acetone to remove
organicc compounds (use a fume
hoodd or canopy).
6.Rinsee three times with deionized
water."" (p.22)

(iv)) on deionizing test water:
"Distilledd water and carbon-filtered
deionizedd water are generally
acceptablee (..)" (p. 15)

"Deionizedd water is obtained from
aa MLLIPORE MDLLI-QR or
equivalentt system." (p.32)

tablee 1: Comparison of selected quotes from two EPA manuals for
aquaticc toxicity tests (references in text).
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AA few examples of such specific testing instructions (table 1) reveal some
strikingg differences. Firstly, rules that were uniform and general have been
differentiatedd to fit special cases, such as individual species, as in (i).
Whereass in 1975 only occasional suggestions were made about how to treat
eachh of the species, by 1991, each test species was given separate attention
andd its care and handling were described in great detail against an extensive
backgroundd of information on taxonomy and life history.
Secondly,, the development of the methods has expanded the range of
thee protocolised experimental practices. The original methods focused on the
testt set-up and operation, but sixteen years later, attention was also given to
thee biological background of the organisms. Some test species that could
simplyy be caught in the wild in 1975 were brought into the laboratory and
raisedd under controlled conditions (ii). Whereas the 1975 manual only
casuallyy recommended the 'most widely used' statistical methods,23 in 1991,
statisticall techniques such as probit analysis were presented and basic
explanationss of statistical principles were included. The statistics were never
veryy complex and were said not to 'require the assistance of a statistician'.24
Inn other words, the protocols were extended 'upstream', to the collection or
breedingg of tests organisms, as well as 'downstream' to the data analysis.
Thirdly,, the manipulations required by the protocols had become more
complex,, as the text tried to reduce the discretion of laboratory workers
throughh increasingly specific recipes. For example, more elaborated rules
weree issued to guarantee that receptacles were really clean (iii). These
methodss not only required the use of standardised water or adequate feed, but
alsoo defined how these were to be prepared (i, ii, iii). In addition, laboratory
workerss were confronted with specific rules in the form of checklists and
informationn sheets: for example, the required daily calibration of a diluter, i.e.
thee test dosing system, had to be reported in detail in a 'diluter calibration
form'.25 5
Fourthly,, in some cases the recipes were transferred to prefabricated
objects,, such as specific types of feed or deionisers (iv). Actions that were
initiallyy performed by the laboratory workers were later performed by the
objects,, reducing the margins of discretion for laboratory workers. Forms,
laboratoryy workers, and apparatuses were even made to control each other. For
example,, whereas originally the test water was manually dosed by skilled
laboratoryy workers, this role was later performed by automated devices of
USEPA,, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates, and
Amphibians,Amphibians, p. 46.
244
USEPA, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters...Waters...,, pp. 74-116, quote p. 74.
USEPA,, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters...,Waters..., p. 283 et seq.
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increasingg sophistication (see figure 9).26 These had to be checked by laboratory
technicians,, whose calibration performances were in turn disciplined by the
mandatoryy use of calibration forms.

figuree 9: Diluter dosing toxicants into test tanks (from
Weber,, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity").
2626

A diluter that is easy to operate can lower the operational costs of a test by
deskillingg the laboratory work force and reducing the work time. A good diluter
dilutess both ways. One early example that was used extensively is the 'proportional
diluter'' of D.I. Mount and W.A. Brungs. (Mount and Brungs, "A Simplified Dosing
Aparatuss for Fish Toxicology Studies") Cf. O'Connell, -'Metrology'*.
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2.22 The TOP scheme for standards
Howw can we make sense of all these differences? How can we describe
standardisation?? Taking the example of the diluter, I propose to start by regroupingg the elements of heterogeneous networks of expertise into three broad
categories:: Texts, Objects, and People (TOP), corresponding to the same
schemee we have used to distinguish types of boundary devices in chapter 2.
Toxicologicall tests clearly consisted of more than just the apparatus, the
materiall object, such as a test tank including the test organism(s), a diluter to
dosee the toxicant, tubes for aeration of the water, or tools to make various
measurements.. The operation of a test also depended on texts: manuals, a test
protocoll describing what actions needed to be taken, laboratory notes to record
actionss that had been taken, and written test results, often formalised, that can be
communicated.. Inscriptions are only one aspect of experimental practice, as
peoplepeople evidently continued to be present both at toxicity tests and in assessment
procedures.. They executed tests (and the fish in them), organise resources for
thee development of new tests if they believed them to be promising, formed
organisationss such as commercial test laboratories, and communicated results at
meetings. .
Whatt does this re-grouping allow us to do? Firstly, we can follow the
transferr of expertise, competencies, and actions between these elements in the
developmentt of a test. The specifications of very detailed protocols may be
replacedd by the training of laboratory personnel; human actions in test
performance,, such as periodically dosing the test water, may be transferred to
apparatuses,, or objects, by developing an automatic diluter. In turn, extensive
descriptionss of these diluters can be found in the texts of laboratory manuals,
givingg instructions on how people can build and operate them.27 Secondly, we
cann trace the actions that have not simply been transferred from one element to
another,, but were added to the network, such as the cultivation of fish or the
additionn of new statistical techniques.
Usingg this conceptual tool, we can reconstruct the standardisation of
toxicityy tests as consisting of at least two different movements. In a first
movement,, standardisation implied the control and routinisation of people,
objects,, and texts, per se. Each of the elements became increasingly
standardisedd as new aspects of the test procedures were included in the manuals
orr were constructed by the test performers. Manuals became thicker and textual
ruless more specific, the material tests became more encompassing, and
laboratoryy workers became more disciplined. However, the position of the
laboratoryy workers is more complex: in a second movement, the expertise of
peoplee was gradually transferred to objects and texts: objectified and

Ass in USEPA, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and
ReceivingReceiving Waters..., p. 266 et seq. (Appendix C). Cf. Johnson, "Mixing Humans
Nonhumanss Together", where Latour calls such processes 'delegation'.
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protocolised.. The operations of experts were embodied or 'packaged' in the
toxicityy tests as various manipulations were automated and laboratory workers
weree de-skilled. Skills that had been embodied in people became embodied in
texts,, as manipulations that had been left over to the discretion of the test
performerr were made explicit and prescribed in the textual format of a
protocol,, (see figure 10)

t© ©
people e

Testing g
chemicals s

objects s

'© ©

texts s

©N N

figurefigure 10: TOP model with standardisation of elements (1) and
protocolisationn to texts and 'objectification' (2).
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A liberal use of Fujimura's term, as she reserves the term package for a
combinationn of a theory and a stabilised boundary object, Fujimura, "Crafting
Science". .
299
One eco/toxicologist expressed this de-skilling of the laboratory workers by
suggestingg that the actual laboratory work is performed more adequately by
'housewives',, as they are 'used to working with cookbooks': for the adequate
performancee of a standardised toxicity test, laboratory workers were expected to
restrictt their actions to prescribed interventions only. (Interview with Mount,
Duluth,, December 1992.) Simple deep-freeze, do-it-yourself toxicity tests were
underr development by the mid-nineties, but were treated with great suspicion by
environmentall toxicologists. (Interview with Rea, London, Department of the
Environment,, June 2 1994.)
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Becausee transfers between texts, objects, and people are possible, the location of
expertisee in chemical risk assessment can vary widely. The TOP model can be
appliedd not only to individual tests, but also in the reconstruction of the
assessmentt procedures by which the results of these tests are evaluated. In some
cases,, the assessment of chemical hazards is simply assigned to a committee of
expertss who assess test results on the basis of their own professional judgement
andd information found in research literature. In this sense, the expertise was
attributedd mainly to the people involved. The most notorious examples of such
riskrisk assessment could be found in English pesticides evaluations, where the
expertss interpret and repositioned the texts and the objects with little constraint
fromfrom formal assessment procedures (see chapter 6). In contrast, the US EPA
assessmentt of pesticides was based on a set of standardised toxicity tests.30
Combinedd with a highly formalised assessment scheme, the authority of the
decisionss was shifted largely to what the tests say and how the results had to be
interpreted.311 The main locus of expertise in this example lay with the textual
ruless that guided testing and assessment, along with the use of standardised
objects?objects?2 2
Twoo important restrictions must be noted with respect to the impact of
textss and objects that I am describing. Firstly, we know that experimental results
underdeterminee the outcome of disputes over the validity of knowledge
claims.333 The transfer of assessments to texts and objects is never absolute. Even
thee results of a standardised test need interpretation, even if only to assess
whetherr correct procedures were followed, a job performed by people such as
thee EPA risk assessors. However, the aim of standardising a toxicity test is
preciselyy to reduce these margins of interpretation. The central question then
becomess how and under which conditions regulatory actors chose the specific

Generall introduction in: Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in
EcologicalEcological Risk Assessment.
Thiss development is not uncontroversial. US regulators have been criticised for
avoidingg responsibility by mechanising the assessment process, at the expense of
expertt judgement. (E.g. Cairns and Pratt, "The Scientific Base of Bioassays".)
33
These examples suggest that a complete transfer of competencies from humans
too tests is rather unlikely, though more extreme cases of the transfer of expertise to
apparatusess can be found even in environmental science. Clearly, the extent to
whichh human actions can be carried over to machines is not to be decided here. The
pointt is that human expertise is carried over to apparatuses, although the extent to
whichh this happens remains an empirical matter. In the first place, we want to know
how,, when, and why these shifts occur and what their consequences are. This is a
differentt issuefromthe one debated in the artificial intelligence controversy.
Ass is made clear in cases of 'experimental regress', cf. Collins, Changing
Order,Order, or studies of escalated controversies over chemical risk, such as described in
Jasanoff,, The Fifth Branch; or Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental
ProtectionProtection Agency.
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strategyy of delegating these margins of interpretation to protocols and standard
objects. .
Secondly,, we also know that the mundane realities of laboratory practices
evadee the idealised descriptions of experiments in research papers 4 or even
protocols.. Laboratory manuals, test protocols, and other texts, like standardised
objects,, can never be expected to control test performance entirely.35 In fact,
remainingg room for negotiation in the domain of test performance can be an
importantt mechanism for containing conflict with regulated industry, as we will
analysee in more detail below. Even though variations in the performance of
differentt laboratories could surely be found, the aim of standardisation is
preciselyy to stabilise the application of test methods in different laboratory
settings,, to reduce contingency even if it cannot be eradicated.
2.33 Technologies to discipline eco/toxicity testing
Itt is interesting to pay closer attention to the means by which these EPA
manualss for environmental toxicity tests tried to create de facto replicable
experiments.. The manuals describing the methods were but one aspect of the
technologiess that were used to guarantee a consistent presentation of
expertise.. Since the eco/toxicity testing of chemicals was highly
decentralisedd in the US, the issue of standardising an environmental toxicity
testtest was not just a matter of making sure these tests produced consistent
resultss between different points in time, but also between various
laboratories. .
EPAA laboratories developed various techniques to train people to use
tests.. Especially in the early seventies, EPA's regulatory scientists felt they
couldd not rely on any consistent professional training of eco/toxicologists.
Too make sure that other laboratories could reproduce the toxicity tests they
weree developing, educative materials were produced in conjunction with
testingg manuals, for example, specific training manuals on how to build and
usee diluters. These manuals were then used in courses in eco/toxicity testing,
organisedd at EPA departments all over the country.36 After audio-visual
technologyy became more widely available, courses could be supplemented
withh video training tapes, provided with a similar accompanying volume of
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As shown in laboratory studies, e.g. Knorr-Cetina, The Manufacture of
Knowledge;Knowledge; Latour and Woolgar, Laboratory Life; or in studies of scientists'
problemss with replication, e.g. Collins, "The Seven Sexes".
355
As is indicated very convincingly by Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology of a
Geneticc Engineering Technique".
366
USEPA, Bioassay Diluter Construction; Interview with McKim, Duluth,
USEPA,, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992.
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instructions:: one could buy videos from the EPA on how to raise water fleas
orr fathead minnows.37
EPAA did more to guarantee the consistency of testing. Laboratories
weree also inspected to assess their ability to come up with acceptable
toxicityy data. An interesting document in this respect is the Manual for the
EvaluationEvaluation of Laboratories Performing Aquatic Toxicity Testsn
manual,, developed to evaluate regional laboratories working on water
pollutionn of the EPA itself,39 offers a second example of disciplining
technologiess controlling laboratory worked. In the manual, we find that once
againn people, texts, and objects were used for these visits. People visited
thesee laboratories: EPA laboratory inspectors checking on the facilities.
Thesee visitors used texts during their visits. In fact, the manual contained
overr 50 pages of forms, for checking the laboratory staff, the adequacy of
thee workbench space, the presence and use of logbooks, or the availability of
PCs.. Some of the forms applied to specific toxicity tests and checked such
thingss as specific light intensities, feeding regimes of test organisms, or
dilutionn water standards, part of which concerning the presence of the
prescribedd apparatuses.40 Some of these parameters in turn required
equipment,, objects, to make measurements during the inspection. Clearly,
thesee forms were literary technologies that cut on both sides: not only did
theyy control the laboratories, they also steered the inspectors in their job of
evaluatingg the laboratories.
Withinn EPA, the development of these sorts of controls, including the
developmentt of rules of Quality Assurance, became the speciality of the
Environmentall Monitoring Systems Laboratory in Cincinnati, Ohio, which
startedd as EPA's centre of expertise for chemical water analysis. The 1991
manuall quoted earlier gives examples of Quality Assurance rules of conduct
thatt should guide laboratory actions in general, such as: 'Reagent containers

E.g.. by 1991, EPA had video packages on culturing and short-term chronic
toxicityy test methods for marine organisms and for freshwater organisms, such as
CeriodaphniaCeriodaphnia Dubia, distributed through its National Audiovisual Centre
MethodsMethods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters
145,211,39. .
388
Klemm, Lobring, and Horning, Manual for the Evaluation of Laboratories
PerformingPerforming Aquatic Toxicity Tests, intended for use under the National P
Dischargee Elimination System-NPDES.
Whenn the manual was written, there was no formal certification programme for
commerciall laboratories performing toxicity tests working for NPDES, but the
manuall was presented as a step towards such certification, (p.2) This would allow
EPAA to control the performance of testing through a mechanism of excluding
laboratoriess not considered competent.
400
Such as the Millipore Milli-Q® deioniser mentioned earlier.
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shouldd be dated when received from the supplier, and the shelf life should
nott be exceeded.' (p. 10) Some of these rules constituted meta-rules,
invokingg other EPA methods, such as for chemical water analysis. In other
cases,, methodology or quality assurance developed elsewhere were quoted.
Forr example, the rules of Good Laboratory Practice for environmental
toxicityy testing developed by the OECD frequently appear in these types of
documents. .
EPAA methods also relied on commercial standards. The Millipore Millies®® deionisers mentioned in the table (see iv) were standard laboratory
equipment,, produced by the Millipore Company, purifying water for a wide
rangee of laboratory applications.41 These standardised objects need not always
bee produced by companies specialised in laboratory materials. One example
involvedd sources of test water. To avoid any form of interference in the results,
aquaticc toxicity tests tend to be performed with 'reconstituted water', i.e.
purifiedd water that is then made to resemble natural water, for example by
modifyingg its hardness, acidity, and alkalinity by adding specific amounts of
saltss to the water. Standard methods manuals therefore contained tables of how
too prepare test water, which salts to add, etc. The 1991 manual offered a cheaper
alternativee for the production of water of the category 'very hard': Perrier
minerall water.42 Some fish seem to love it. In other cases, standard objects were
usedd that were commercially available to fisheries, such as the trout fish food
mentionedd above. However, the mention of commercial products always
includedd the clause 'or equivalent', since, by law, EPA could not favour
specificc companies in its regulations. Hence, documents of this sort always
includedd an additional general disclaimer to this effect: 'The mention of trade
namess or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or
recommendationn for use'.4
Standardisationn could even extend to the organisms tested, for example
byy selecting fish of specific species, size, age, health conditions, origins, etc.
Inn the case of Daphnia magna, the most popular water flea species used in
aquaticc toxicity testing, research has even indicated that the sensitivity to
toxicantss varies between genotypes in the same species, suggesting genetic
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See Millipore, Milli-Q® Ultrapure Water Purification Systems Webpage.
USEPA, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters...,Waters..., p. 35, confirmed in interviews.
433
USEPA, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters...,Waters..., p. ii. In practice, products were of course recommended in effect and
failuree to use the ones mentioned put the test performer at risk of providing
unacceptablee data, since the equivalence of the product used would have to be
indicated. .
422
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standardisationn possibilities by creating uniform strains, not unlike those used
withh rats and mice used in medical research.44
Howw successful were these control techniques? In the same
bootstrapping,, recursive way, the success of the standardisation of these
methodss were established with 'round robin' tests: tests were performed by 'a
largee number of laboratories using the same method, species, and toxicant or
effluent'.455 In these reliability tests, results of the different laboratories were
correlatedd and the variability expressed in a coefficient. Evidently, this way of
comparingg tests was self-referential. The adequacy of testing was assessed by
parameterss that were defined within the testing practice itself: it did not assess
thee validity of what is defined as 'toxicity'. Round robin testing could be
performedd as part of the development of a test, to assess whether it was ready to
travel.. In these circumstances, rigid round robin tests were performed with all
thee materials used coming from one central (EPA) source.46
Thee construction of a stable test was not merely a matter of aptly
distributingg expertise over texts, objects, and people. Stability was obtained
fromm the control exerted by each of the three elements over the others. What we
findd is a recursive chain of control and of control-of-control: social control
technologiess (a specialised control branch of EPA), controlling literary
technologiess (using texts ranging from inspection manuals to calibration forms),
controllingg people (inspectors), controlling other people (lab workers),
performingg laboratory tests, controlled in turn by material control technologies
(objectss such as deionisers and thermometers).47 This made these tests suited to
travell to the specific locations (certified) laboratories of eco/toxicologists and
theirr results from there on to regulatory board rooms for evaluation and
assessment.. These tests were also designed to travel to court rooms. And even
there,, the disciplining technologies would not stop. Expert evidence in US
courtss was never presented without the presence of an expert to answer
questions.. EPA trained its officers on how to perform in court rooms, how to be
aa reliable witness. Here is an excerpt from a manual for inspectors under the
Toxicc Substances Control Act:
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See Calow, "The Politics of Chemical Risk".
USEPA,, Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters...,Waters..., p. 11 et seq.; similar in USEPA, Technical Support Document for
Quality-BasedQuality-Based Toxics Control, pp. 10-11.
466
Cf. the combination of 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' methods of standardisation
describedd in O'Connell, "Metrology".
477
Fujimura has suggested that concepts ('texts') and objects may be insufficient to
guaranteee stability. (Fujimura, "Crafting Science", p. 204) My model recommends
thatt people (their knowledge, their circulation) be included in understanding
stability,, which more closely corresponds to the approach in O'Connell,
"Metrology". .
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Dresss is important. A well-groomed, neatly attired witness makes a more
favourablee impression in the courtroom. (...) Do nothing that may attract
attentionn to you. Make yourself as inconspicuous as possible. Do not sit
inn groups with more mat 2 or 3 colleagues. Spread out in the courtroom.
(...)) Do not volunteer information. Answer only the question asked, but
answerr it fully and to the point.48
Thee standardisation of toxicity tests was not a matter of research science. In fact,
researchh scientists often looked down upon standardised toxicity testing,
'protocoll toxicology', and in interviews with academic eco/toxicologists they
weree not always considered suited for research purposes and most certainly not
requiredd to get articles published in refereed journals. These standard methods
weree developed specifically for regulatory testing, with high involvement of
regulatoryy agencies. To understand how and why these toxicity tests were
constructed,, how they operated, and how this related to the boundaries in
eco/toxicology,, we therefore need to analyse them together with the regulatory
regimess in and for which they were developed. The question of thee stability of a
standardisedd toxicity test then also becomes more than just a practical
accomplishmentt on the desktop of a laboratory, but part of a policy of
pacificationn of regulatory decision making that requires a.close integration of
technicall as well as political strategies.

33 Eco/toxicity testing for water pollution control
3.11 Water quality criteria and eco/toxicity tests
Waterr pollution control was the first major regulatory programme of the US
EPAA (see chapter 3). The eco/toxicology methodology initiatives of EPA's
Officee of Water in the period researched concerned especially effluent testing
andd the development of water quality criteria. Water quality criteria had a longstandingg regulatory tradition. They consisted of lists of parameters with
thresholdd values that were expected to guarantee the protection of surface water,
specifiedd for different uses of water (e.g. drinking water). These parameters
originallyy were set for hygienic reasons, mainly to control water bome diseases,
suchh as typhoid. For these purposes, it was important to measure bacteriological
andd chemical/physical parameters, such as the amount of oxygen or the oxygen
demandd in water.49 The State of California was on of the first to bring data from
488

USEPA, Toxic Substances Control Act Inspection Manual, pp. 4-11 and 4-14.
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992. It is in the context of sanitation
thatt the APHA (American Public Health Association) Standard Methods
developmentt originated, with a first edition in 1905 (then called Standard Methods
ofof Water Analysis), but dating back to activities of the American Academy of
Sciencee already in 1880. (American Public Health Association, American Water
499
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thee scientific literature together in an attempt to write an integrated guidance
documentt for the evaluation of water quality under its own legislation. After a
firstfirst edition of the Water Quality Criteria in 1952, a version updated by
CalTechh appeared in 1963.50 By this time, some industrial toxicants had been
includedd in the threshold listings, but only as far as their danger to humans was
concerned.. In 1966, the Secretary of Interior instructed a National Technical
Advisoryy Committee to develop national water quality criteria, which led to the
publicationn of the 'Green Book' in 1968. For the first time, chemical
concentrationss that would protect aquatic life were incorporated,51 a
developmentt paralleled by the removal of water quality responsibilities from the
Publicc Health Service to the Department of the Interior.52
Thee water quality criteria approach developed into a regulatory regime of
aa particular nature. It is important to note that this regime was an extension of
thee model of water sanitation. Just as in traditional water sanitation parameters
weree specified to protect human health, so were values included to protect
aquaticc life. The assumption was that one could specify a finite list of individual
criteriaa for individual compounds that would, when added together, offer
protectionn to communities of aquatic species in general.53 Parallel to this
expansionn of the sanitation approach, another type of extension occurred. Water
pollutionn increasingly became a national concern, rather than one of the
individuall States. For the development of water quality criteria as an instrument
inn pollution control, this implied the formulation of more generalised criteria. A
nationall programme needed national criteria that could hold for all of US
waters.. This development was intensified when water pollution became a
responsibilityy of the EPA and with the enactment of the Federal Water Pollution
Controll Act Amendments in 1972.54
Thee criteria had a particular use in policy. In practice, the water quality
criteriaa books were used as state of the art reference manuals. Their original
structuree much resembled an encyclopaedia: each parameter was presented with
Workss Association, and Water Pollution Control Federation, Standard Methods for
thethe Examination of Water, p. iii)
500
McKee and Wolf, Water Quality Criteria. This document was held in high
regard:: the 1976 reprint appeared after at least two other national volumes had been
edited. .
511
Kimerle, "Has the Water Quality Criteria Concept Outlived Its Usefulness?", p.
113;; Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Water Quality Criteria.
5252
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992; see Landy, Roberts, and
Thomas,, The Environmental Protection Agency, pp. 26 et seq, for discussion of
relatedd Congressional politics.
533
This was one of the occasions Cairns considered a missed chance for ecologists,
seee chapter 4, Cairns, "Improving Environmental Protection".
544
See chapter 3, Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, PL 92-500.
EPAA had to develop water quality criteria under Section 304(a).
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aa discussion of all research results that had been found. As such, they suggested
firmfirm scientific ground from which to derive policy goals for pollution
abatement,, but were also used in courtrooms as scientific evidence.55 To protect
thiss scientific status, it was a standard ritual for every water quality criteria
documentt to draw a boundary between science and politics. Perhaps the first
andd the most explicit statement can be found in the 1968 'Green Book':
Onee troublesome task encountered in the initial meetings of the
Committeee was that of semantics. The Committee faced the task of
sortingg out meanings among the terms 'criteria' and 'standards'.
Regardlesss of any other uses of the words, the following definitions are
consideredd appropriate:
Standardd - a plan that is establishing governmental authority as a
programmee for water pollution prevention and abatement.
Criteriaa - a scientific requirement on which a decision or judgement may
bee based concerning the suitability of water quality to support a
designatedd use.56
Thee price to pay for this science/policy split was the difficulty to integrate both,
too derive defensible 'standards' from scientifically legitimated 'criteria', for
examplee as national water quality criteria needed to be translated into standards
matt could apply to local water conditions. This gave rise to a series of efforts of

Intervieww with McKim, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory,
Decemberr 1992.
566
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Water Quality Criteria, p. vii.
AA similar passage can also be found in the reprint of the Californian document
(McKeee and Wolf, Water Quality Criteria, p. vii) or in subsequent EPA documents
(USEPA,, Water Quality Criteria, 1972; USEPA, Quality Criteria for Water, p. 4)
Thesee distinctions between science and politics parallel the distinction between 'risk
assessment'' (a scientific business) and 'risk management' that would structure
EPA'ss dealing with risk over a decade later, (see Jasanoff, "Science, Politics, and the
Negotiationn of Expertise at EPA", p. 209 et seq.) However, this rhetorical boundary
workk is much older than acknowledged in the literature. A similar distinction
betweenn assessment and decision making was already suggested in: National
Academyy of Sciences, Principles for Evaluating Chemicals in the Environment, pp.
23-24.. The distinction between standards and criteria can be traced back to legal
disputess over standards on the basis of the Californian criteria. (McKee and Wolf,
WaterWater Quality Criteria, p. 87) However, as a boundary text, it was not stable and
neededd constant reinvocation. For instance, the Green Book was said to be
constantlyy misinterpreted as presenting 'standards'. The terms are confusing, as very
littlee in their common usage suggests the difference made in the regulatory context.
(Miller,, "Water Pollution in the States", p. 120)
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thee EPA to bridge this self-created gap, this time with a procedural fix:
guideliness on how to derive standards from criteria.57
Firstly,, the Office of Water considered the old encyclopaedic format no
longerr suited for two reasons: political pressure to develop water quality criteria
forr many more substances at a higher pace; and, secondly, the perceived need to
producee 'more objective' criteria that would be more difficult to challenge and
easierr to use in enforcement. Hence, EPA wanted criteria that were quantified as
muchh as possible and formatted into clear-cut threshold values: numbers had to
replacee an evaluative lemma of the old water quality criteria documents.58 The
manoeuvringg of EPA to establish such criteria can be illustrated with the
developmentt of the Blue Book, the 1972 successor of the Green Book. The
writingg of this study was contracted out to the National Academy of Sciences
andd the National Academy of Engineering59 'to give it more credence'.60 The
strategyy was often used by the EPA: an 'outside' report by a well reputed
institutionn could not be seen as a partisan effort of a regulatory Agency.61 To
guaranteee the aura of an independent study, EPA scientists were formally
forbiddenn to sit on the committee writing the Blue Book, although parts of it
weree written by at least one EPA scientist as an assistant to the committee.62
Inn academia, EPA was criticised for years for leaving the Blue Book 'on
thee shelf until 1976.63 Rather than using the study, the Office of Water decided
too rework it into yet another colourful successor, the 'Red Book'. The job done
byy the research scientists did not fit the Office's regulatory purposes. The
wordingg and formulation did not allow for derivation of sharp, quantified

USEPA,, Guidelines for Developing or Revising Water Quality Standards. This
projectt was extended over the next decade, e.g. USEPA, Water Quality Standards
Handbook.Handbook. In 1983 Guidelines were developed on how to derive site-spe
criteriaa from the national criterion, see Stephan, "Are the 'Guidelines for Deriving
Numericall National Water Quality Criteria...", p. 516. (The coincidence of this
attemptt for more flexibility in the criteria with the early Reagan administration is
probablyy not accidental.) See also Staples et al, "A Model for Predicting the
Influencee of Superseded Sediments on the Bioavailability", p. 426.
588
EPAfrequentlyexpressed its official policy that numerical criteria were to be
preferred,, e.g. USEPA, Guidelines for Developing or Revising Water Quality
Standards,Standards, pp. 5-10.
599
USEPA, Water Quality Criteria, 1972.
600
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
611
Cf. the search for a balance between proximity and distance with EPA's Science
Advisoryy Board. (Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, p. 93 et seq.; Bush, Uneasy Partners)
622
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
633
Interview with Buikema, Blacksburg, Virginia, Virginia State University,
Decemberr 1992.
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criteriaa and so eventually the new document was written by EPA experts
64 4

anyway. .
Thiss development was reinforced by the Consent Decree, the out of court
settlementt between EPA and the National Resources Defence Council (NRDC)
off 1976, in which EPA agreed to write specific water quality criteria for 129
'priorityy pollutants'.65 After the first of these individual criteria documents had
beenn written, the documents turned out to be rather inconsistent. Just like the
Redd Book, the drafts had been written up by different individual in-house EPA
experts.. Apparently, these experts had each been using different means to derive
aa criterion value from research data, which the Office of Water considered too
inconsistentt in the face of possible legal challenges,66 such as the one by the
NRDCC on the issue of water quality criteria. Rather than to rely on human
expertise,, it was decided that uniform methods had to be developed to derive
criteria,, which postponed the effort till 1978.67
Nott only were the water quality criteria themselves formalised to strict
numbers,, the way these numbers were to be derived was now also formalised.
Byy 1985, these guidelines had become an extensive set of detailed rules,
definingg requirements for the acceptability of eco/toxicity data, the number and
sortt of acute and chronic toxicity studies needed to derive criteria, the ways to
computee different sets of test data into two criterion numbers, and even the word
forr word expression to be used in the specification of criteria. From
encyclopaedicc 'hazard assessments' based on customised evaluations by
experts,, the criteria became explicitly numerical 'risk assessments', focused on
calculation,, rather than on loosely descriptive evaluations.68 As the expertise of
peoplee was perceived as questionable, EPA reacted by shifting the expertise to a
literaryy form: guidelines that offered a procedural fix and reduced the decisionmakingg margin of risk assessors.69 Within EPA, some regulatory scientists
644

Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
Kimerle, "Has the Water Quality Criteria Concept Outlived Its Usefulness?", p.
113.. See also chapter 3.
666
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
677
A first version of the guidelines was published in the Federal Register in 1978
andd updated later, more in: Stephan, "Are the 'Guidelines for Deriving Numerical
Nationall Water Quality Criteria...", p. 515; Kimerle, "Has the Water Quality Criteria
Conceptt Outlived Its Usefulness?", p. 113; Interview with Mount, Duluth,
Decemberr 1992.
688
The two-number approach was new, see Stephan, "Are the 'Guidelines for
Derivingg Numerical National Water Quality Criteria..."; Stephan et ai, Guidelines
forfor Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria...
699
This margin did not disappear entirely. Decisions still had to be made,
especiallyy evaluation of the quality of the toxicity of the toxicity data and the
decisionn whether or not to include them in the calculation. (Stephan, "Are the
'Guideliness for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria...", pp. 524-5)
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pointedd out the disadvantages of this approach: it led to a reduction of
discretion.. EPA had to make the way a criterion was derived public and could
thenn no longer modify assessments in response to contingencies to the extent it
usedd to.70 Nevertheless, water quality criteria were produced and used as a
relativelyy solid building block for other regulatory programmes.71
Thee regulatory regime of the water quality criteria was developed
togetherr with a specific form of toxicity testing. The writing of criteria was
dependentt on the research results available in the literature. When the first water
qualityy criteria were developed, there was not much experience with toxicity
testss for aquatic species72 and the extension from human health to protection of
aquaticc life was problematic due to the limited information available. In
response,, government laboratories started developing toxicity tests to meet the
questt for data, such as scientists in the Water Pollution Control Administration
inn the second half of the sixties. As water quality criteria were formalised during
thee seventies, a specific type of toxicity test was needed. First of all, the toxicity
testss would have to come up as much as possible with clear threshold values,
reducingg the gap of expert interpretation between research data and numerical
criteriaa as much as possible. Beyond such formal requirements, there were also
substantivee issues. For example, the tests had to be performed with some form
off water that could be considered representative of most natural waters in the
US,, to obtain national criterion values. From a credibility perspective, the data
consideredd most valuable and rare were chronic toxicity studies. To obtain more
dataa on chronic toxicity, the Water Pollution Control Administration laboratory
nearr Cincinnati, Ohio, had already in the sixties worked on a five-month life
cyclee test with fathead minnow fishes. This work was carried over to the EPA
laboratoryy in Duluth, Minnesota.
Inn Duluth, the work continued in two major directions. Firstly, two other
speciess were included to test in cold, medium, and warm water, to correspond to
differentt US surface water temperatures. Secondly, efforts were made to reduce
thee duration and thereby the cost of the tests, leading to a test for fish the early
lifee stages of 30 or 60 days in 1972. The reduction in time was based on
indicationss that the early life stages constituted the most sensitive part of the life
cyclee of a fish.73 These kinds of tests were of relatively low standardisation.74

Intervieww with Mount, Duluth, December 1992. The use of water quality criteria
wass expanded further in subsequent regulation (such as Water Quality Act of 1987
(PLL 100-4), see Bascietto et al, "Ecotoxicity and Ecological Risk Assessment", p.
12. .
711
USEPA, Technical Support Document for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control.
722
For a short description see Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in
EcologicalEcological Risk Assessment, p. 19 et seq.
733
Anonymous, Proposed Recommended Bioassay Procedure for Egg and Fry
StagesStages ofFreshwater Fish.
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Tliee methods development documents in this period, focused on comparability
off data in general. The only need for consistency was to be able to bring
differentt results together and calculate a criterion value from mem, favouring
similarr procedures for different species. Tests were developed 'one size fits all*
ass much as possible.75 Cost reduction by using shorter tests was important, but
thee effort to shorten tests was by no means comparable to toxicity tests
developedd later for other regulatory programmes. In fact, a longer duration was
alsoo an asset, because of the higher scientific credibility of chronic tests. For
instance,, the 30 day early life stage test remained unabbreviated until about
1983,, when it was shortened for research unrelated to water quality criteria,76
Inn sum, the toxicity testing oriented at water quality criteria was not
highlyy standardised. The legal pressure of the 1976 Consent Decree did not lead
too the extreme standardisation of toxicity tests described above. To the extent
thatt expertise was shifted, it occurred in the phase of criteria derivation. Here,
thee human component was reduced with the literary technology of a procedural
fix.. However, specific toxicity tests were indeed constructed to gather data
suitedd for criteria development. In this sense, human expertise was partially
shiftedd to the test as an object, but still maintained high discretion in test
performance. .
3.22 Regulating discharges and eco/toxicity tests
Thee National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), also part of the
samee Water Pollution Control Act, had different requirements. Exceeded water
qualityy standards do not point to individual dischargers, since many dischargers
mayy deposit the same toxicant in the same body of water. Therefore, discharge
permitss requirements were upheld as the counterpart of standards in the 1972
Actt for enforcement purposes. Up until 1972, permits were generally written on
thee basis of negotiated rule making between States and dischargers.77 After
1972,, a new programme would make discharge permits largely dependent on
strictt rules of how effluent was to be treated (technology standards, see chapter
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Even in 1985, the guidelines for deriving criteria had only very general
limitationss on the acceptability of data, such as '(...) data should usually be rejected
iff they are from tests that did not contain a control treatment,(...)\ ASTM protocols
weree only mentioned as examples of good procedures. (Stephan et al, Guidelines
forfor Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria..., pp. 21-22, 26 n.13)
755
See USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates,
andand Amphibians, p. 2.
766
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992; Interview with McKim, Duluth,
USEPA,, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992.
777
Or 'administrative procedures', rather than the strong legalistic approach that
thee young EPA preferred. The State of California was a known exception. (See
Miller,, "Water Pollution in the States", p. 122.)
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3),, supplemented with maximum daily loads for specific pollutants. After
repeatedd delays in the over-optimistic programme and the inability to live up to
ambientt water quality standards using this mode of control, EPA came up with
ann entirely different philosophy for granting discharge permits. In 1984, EPA
announcedd the 'Policy for the Development of Water Quality Based Limitations
forr Toxic Pollutants', and proposed to assess whole effluents as such on their
toxicity.. 'Biological techniques' were to supplement the chemical and physical
standardss used in effluent permits.79
Thiss policy change illustrates how the development of eco/toxicity tests
wass not always 'pulled' by legal developments, but how sometimes the
developmentss of eco/toxicity at regulatory laboratories could also 'push' new
legislation.. The idea of testing whole effluents for their toxicity had been
suggestedd and even developed by EPA scientists a decade before its regulatory
introduction.. In the years preceding the 1984 policy statement, whole effluent
testingg methods were developed even though the direct regulatory application
wass limited. However, EPA scientists, especially at the Duluth Environmental
Researchh Laboratory, knew that the technology based control programme was
nott living up to its expectations and knew that eventually an alternative would
bee required. They started to argue for the regulatory possibilities of their tests in
wholee effluent testing with their colleagues in the Office of Water.8
Testingg whole effluents for toxicity would require an entirely different
typee of toxicity tests than the type of test used for writing up water quality
criteria.. The tests of 1991 that were used in the earlier comparison were part of
thee tests developed for this purpose. We have already pointed to their relatively
highh standardisation. However, there was an additional set of chronic tests that
comparess more easily with the kind of chronic tests that was used for the
developmentt of water quality criteria. The chronic tests for NPDES were very
short:: they ranged between 1 hour and 9 days.81 Again, these tests were derived
att the Duluth laboratory. The results of 30-day partial life cycle tests with
fatheadd minnow fishes were correlated with these so-called 'crucial life stage'
testss results. In these tests, toxicity was established at larval or embryonic life
788

PL 92-500, Sec. 303., See USEPA, Guidelines for Developing State and
AreawideAreawide Water Quality Management Programme Development, pp. 5-10.
799
In Federal Register., Vol.49, No.48, Friday, March 9, 1984. See USEPA,
TechnicalTechnical Support Document for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control',
Lobring,, and Horning, Manual for the Evaluation of Laboratories Performing
AquaticAquatic Toxicity Tests, p. 1; Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
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Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
811
In fact, some toxicologists suggested that the name 'chronic' was misplaced
becausee they were so short and that 'subchronic' might suit them better. (Interview
withh Mount, Duluth, December 1992; USEPA, Technical Support Document for
WaterWater Quality-Based Toxics Control, p. 11; Weber et ah, Short-Term Method
EstimatingEstimating the Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters)
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stagess only. The results were considered satisfying enough to use in a series of
riverr studies and were then mobilised for NPDES testing. Again, we can relate
thee characteristics of tests to the regime in which they functioned. Effluent
testingg was, unlike water quality criteria development, to be done on a large
scale,, by many laboratories for large numbers of effluents. Long term chronic
studiess would not suit a regular issuance of permits and, more importantly,
wouldd not be accepted by industry. Another important element in the specific
formm of these tests was the availability of the effluent that needed testing. Onsitee toxicity tests were relatively expensive and performing long-term tests in
laboratoriess would require a substantial amount of effluent that needed to be
broughtt in from the site, hence short tests with small animals.83
Thee production of these tests is also interesting from an institutional point
off view. The industrial opposition to the introduction of whole effluent testing
forr permits was one of the major factors that EPA had to deal with in the
developmentt of the toxicity-based approach to effluents. By the time EPA was
consideringg this change, US industry had bundled forces into a number of
institutess that had enough expert knowledge to question the increasingly
complexx regulatory science successfully, some of which formed quite assertive
lobbies.844 Fearing this opposition of 'the discharge community', the newly
developedd tests were initially kept out of the committees of the American
Societyy for Testing and Materials (ASTM) where the standardisation of tests
wass discussed (more detail below).85 In times of confrontation, the informal
circuitss became useless for building consensus and for constructing legitimacy.
Too find alternative ways to sustain the credibility of the toxicity based
effluentt testing and the methodology it used, a number of extensive field
validationn studies were set up in six different rivers, spread over the country. On
thee basis of these results, EPA engaged in the discussion with industry's
representatives,, a project that continued into the nineties. In the mean time, EPA
hadd developed further guidelines on how to evaluate the results of the effluent
toxicityy tests in the light of water quality criteria, bringing more toxicity criteria
intoo effluent permitting via another route.86
Weberr et al, Short-Term Methods for Estimating the Chronic Toxicity of
EffluentsEffluents and Receiving Waters, p. 4 et seq; Interview with Mount, Duluth,
Decemberr 1992.
833
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992; Weber et al., Short-Term
MethodsMethods for Estimating the Chronic Toxicity ofEffluents and Receiving Waters, p.3.
844
Cf. examples in Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental Protection
Agency,Agency, p. 77 et seq. on the American Petroleum Institute in the Ozone case, p. 159
ett seq. on the changes in the Chemical Manufacturers Association and its role in
Superfund. .
855
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
866
Among these representatives, again, the American Petroleum Institute and the
Chemicall Manufacturers Organisation (Interview with Mount, Duluth, December
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Thee development effluent toxicity testing of effluent toxicity testing
showss how eco/toxicologists at the EPA not only responded to new regulatory
needs,, but also induced new regulatoiy initiatives with their testing
methodology.. Here too, we can the see the process of fine-tuning the details of
testss to regulatory needs, specifically cost reduction in attempts to reduce
industryy resistance, building scientific legitimation to compensate for limited
legall powers to enforce a new programme, and a reduction of the need of
interpretationn of test results by experts to harness test results for enforcement.

44 Organising tests for the environmental assessment of
industrialindustrial chemicals
4.11 Notification under TSCA
Underr the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976, the regulation of the
environmentall hazards of industrial chemicals, excluding pesticides, food
additivess and other specific groups of chemicals, was the responsibility of
EPA'ss Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT, formerly OTS: Office
off Toxic Substances). To avoid the confusion of ever-changing EPA acronyms,
thiss will simply be called the Toxics Office. The bulk of the regulatory activity
off the Toxics Office lay in the assessment of Pre-Manufacture Notices and
Exemptionn Notices, regulating the process by which industry has to announce
thee production of new chemicals or significant new uses of old ones. By the
earlyy 90s, the Office on average received approximately 2,200 of these notices
everyy year, by law containing all the test data in the possession of a notifier.87
However,, TSCA did not require the notifier to perform any actual toxicity
testingg prior to notification. The Toxics Office could require testing only if there
wass reason to assume that a chemical 'may present an unreasonable risk of
injuryy to health or the environment.'88 Once a notice had been submitted, risk

1992).. Discussion of the validation studies: USEPA, Technical Support Document
forfor Water Quality-Based Toxics Control, p. 7. Similar studies had also been
performedd to support the validity of water quality criteria. For a discussion of these
studies,, including responses to environmentalist criticisms, see USEPA, Technical
SupportSupport Document for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control.
877
Zeeman, Nabholz, and Clements, "The Development of SAR/QSAR for Use
underr EPA's Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)", pp. 524-5; correspondence
withh Vincent Nabholz, 2 June 1994.
888
Toxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469 Sec.5(d)(l)(B) and Sec.4(a)(l)(A)(i).
Sectionn 5, dealing with the notices, were the most active section of the law. For a
generall description of the way this section operated, see Nabholz, "Environmental
Hazardd and Risk Assessment under TSCA"; Auer, Nabholz, and Baetcke, "Mode of
Actionn and the Assessment of Chemical Hazards". I will focus on these two sections
off the law, since I set out to look at the more routinised assessments of chemicals.
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assessorss evaluated the quality of all the data in the notice to determine their
conclusionn in the 'hazard profile* of a chemical.89
Thee tests used in this regulatory regime can be described in terms of the
TOPP model in three different modes of test development: the construction of
tests,, the standardisation of tests, and the deployment of tests.90 Firstly, the
Officee invested substantially in the development of short tests, encouraging the
embodimentt of expertise in apparatuses and objects rather than (expensive)
people.. Secondly, during standardisation, these toxicity tests went through
extensivee negotiation, gaining support of users (industry) and potential
contestantss (non-agency environmental toxicologists), packaging consensus of
humann expertise in the texts of detailed protocols and accepted standard objects.
Thirdly,, in the deployment mode, the testing procedures resulting from this
processs were frequently re-negotiated in the actual assessment procedure.
Notifierss and assessors would alter details of the procedures and develop a
chemical-specificc laboratory protocol, based on (but not necessarily entirely
identicall to) the protocols of standard methods. Typical modifications
concerned,, for example, the approach to be used with chemicals that do not
dissolvee easily in the testing water.91 In the assessment process, the people
reappearedd in a central position, negotiating and modifying the role of the texts
andd the objects for test performance and assessment. In each of these three
developmentt modes of toxicity tests, we will use the TOP model as a guide to
describee widely varying tests and assessment procedures.
Too understand how the specific tests of the Toxics Office came about, we
havee to understand the strategies of its regulatory officers. In turn, these
strategiess can only be understood in light of the tensions and power balances of
itss regulatory regime. We have already described some of the distinctive
featuress of the regulatory regime of the Toxics Office in chapter 3 and can now
connectt these with the development of strategies to develop specific
science/policyy boundary devices. Especially the conflicts surrounding the
passagee and implementation of the TSCA are crucial in understanding the
strategiess followed by the regulators.
Whenn the TSCA was accepted by Congress in 1976, the Toxics Office
foundd itself in a rather weak position when trying to obtain data to assess
899

Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992.
I use the term 'modes of development' rather than 'phases', which could
suggestt a linear structure of development processes from conception to application.
Inn fact, the text will show how especially the anticipation and strategic behaviour of
actorss provides crossovers between development modes. These modes should be
understoodd as three typical kinds of development activity between which the
developmentt of a test spirals.
911
If desired, chemicals' solubility can be improved adding mediating chemicals
(intervieww with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992).
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chemicals.922 The EPA had been involved indirectly in the development of the
TSCAA through personal links with the presidential Council on Environmental
Qualityy that drafted the Law, but its attempts to obtain a strong legal mandate
hadd been unsuccessful. Both the EPA and the Council for Environmental
Qualityy had wanted to require a minimal set of toxicity data in every notice.
Accordingly,, the original drafts obliged companies to perform limited toxicity
testss prior to submitting their notices. Along with issues of the confidentiality of
informationn submitted, this was a major point of contention in Congress,
holdingg up the passing of the TSCA for six years. The counter-arguments were
mostlyy economic: at a time where the exorbitant cost of water pollution control
lawss was becoming apparent, the issue of regulatory cost sounded throughout
thee congressional debates and into the TSCA. The final text of the law explicitly
declaredd its intent to limit the cost effects of regulation on the economy and on
technologicall innovation.93 A set of required data was considered too heavy a
burdenn for industry and therefore economically unsound.94
Thee efforts of the EPA to require a minimal set of toxicity data after the
passagee of the TSCA were successfully countered by industry.95 By 1981, the
EPAA finally had to acknowledge the strength of the industrial lobby and limited
itss own efforts to a suggested set of tests.^However, these suggestions had little
effect,, since notifiers hardly ever would test a substance for toxicity if they were
nott required to do so. To assess whether chemicals might pose a threat, risk
assessorss in most cases had to work from the chemical and physical parameters
922

An embryonic Toxics Office had already existed for several years prior. The
passingg of the Law had been expected for a long time and the administration had
beenn preparing for it. (USEPA, Core Activities of the Office of Toxic Substances;
Nationall Bureau of Standards, Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances
Requirements)Requirements) A number of staff members from the Council on Envir
Qualityy came over to the Toxics Office to implement TSCA in 1976, expanding the
officee to an operational size (Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA,
Novemberr 1992).
933
Toxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469, sec.2(b)3. The debate over the cost of
waterr pollution abatement between 1972 and 1976 can be followed in The Journal
ofof the Water Pollution Control Federation, see also chapter 3.
944
Toxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469, Section 5. Some background in
Brickman,, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, pp. 58 et seq., 243. On the
costt of alternative schemes: USEPA, Impact of TSCA Proposed Premanufacturing
NotificationNotification Requirements; Starr, "Economic Impacts of the TSCA". More
legislativee history and discussion in: Sussman and Barton Hutt, "Premanufacture
Notification". .
955
Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, p. 284.
966
The set consisted of chemical/physical data, tests for acute toxicity, subchronic
orr repeated dose, mutagenicity, ecotoxicity, and degradation and accumulation.
(USEPA,, "Premanufacture Testing Policy"; Sussman and Barton Hutt,
"Premanufacturee Notification", p. 96)
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off a compound, although even the measurement of these parameters was not
mandatory.. In addition, the initial assessment period for a notification was
short:: the Toxics Office had to meet 90-day deadlines to respond to notices.
Furtherr testing according to section 5 of TSCA could only be required if a (fast)
casee for potential hazard could be made, and then only at risk of provoking a
courtt case. Apparently, as a result of the complexity of this procedure and the
threatt of expensive litigation, by July 1982 only nine chemicals had been tagged
forr further investigation,98 out of the thousand-odd chemicals that by then had
passedd through the notification scheme."
Betweenn 1970 and 1982, the salient political and legal lines of the
regulatoryy regime of industrial chemicals were drawn. In sum, these conditions
forcedd regulators into a weak position where they lacked the means to impose
strongg demands for information from industry. Attempts to raise support for
strongerr legal mandate had failed. The Toxics Office was left with notices
containingg very little data on the basis of which to assess chemicals and only a
limitedd capacity to request additional testing, since the burden of proof of the
needd of more data rested with the Agency. The possibility of expensive and
unpredictablee court action by industry turned this into a lengthy and uncertain
operation.. Under these conditions, brought about by the outcome of the conflicts
aroundd the TSCA and the ensuing litigation, the Toxics Office had to find ways
too implement regulation based on very limited data.
4.22 Tests for TSCA
Forcedd into this politically and legally weak position, the regulators of the
Toxicss Office looked for tests and strategies that they believed would give them
maximumm control over the assessment process. Regulators were well aware they
couldd not come up with expensive test methods or even standardised tests that
weree not widely accepted, since they had to rely on industry's more or less
voluntaryy cooperation to obtain data. This would have led to the submission of
Requiredd data for a Premanufacture Notification included: chemical identity,
molecularr structure, trade name, production volume, uses and amount for each use,
by-productss and impurities, human exposure estimates, disposal methods, and any
otherr test data in the possession of the notifier. In 1981, only approximately 75% of
thee valid notifications presented physical and chemical data at all. (Sussman and
Bartonn Hutt, "Premanufacture Notification", p. 96.) By 1990, EPA received toxicity
dataa in less than 50% of the Premanufacture Notifications and environmental
toxicityy data in approximately 5%. (Nabholz, "Environmental Hazard and Risk
Assessmentt under TSCA", pp. 650-1, see also Zeeman, Nabholz, and Clements,
"Thee Development of SAR/QSAR for Use under EPA's Toxic Substances Control
Actt (TSCA)", pp. 52405, 527-8.)
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Sussman and Barton Hutt, "Premanufacture Notification", p. 96.
999
Auer, Nabholz, and Baetcke, "Mode of Action and the Assessment of Chemical
Hazards";; p. 184 (graph).
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evenn less data eventually to a new industry campaign to challenge the EPA's
methodss and requirements. On the other hand, from an industrial point of view,
itt made little sense to perform a toxicity test to prove your substance innocent if
thee assessors would not accept the data. In their negotiations, both industry and
thee Toxics Office slowly discovered that to have mutually agreed upon standard
testingg methods could be advantageous for both parties, especially in order to
makee the outcome of notification and assessment more predictable. The issue
thenn became: which tests and which standards?100
Thee development of the toxicity tests implied a delicate learning process,
inn which scientists from industry and regulatory laboratories negotiated the
detailss of standard methods. Regulatory scientists discovered that a constructive
dialoguee about methods was possible with key regulatory scientists from
industryy in the Committee on Methods for Toxicity Tests with Aquatic
Organisms,, which had been formed in November 1971. The committee
consistedd of scientists from government laboratories, including several of the
EPA,, and of scientists from industry, and the occasional university researcher.
Thiss committee developed the 1975 toxicity methods discussed in the
introductionn to this chapter. Making toxicity tests more cooperative was even its
explicitt goal, but the steady involvement of the EPA illustrated the regulatory
interestt of the endeavour, in those days especially for the water pollution
programme.. The committee was dissolved when sections dealing with aquatic
toxicologyy were formed within the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM),, 'to help prevent a proliferation of competing committees and
conflictingg methods'.101 Here, the same tests were developed and endorsed in
1980.102 2
Thee ASTM could offer a lot more than the older Committee on Methods,
whichh had been organised by the US EPA itself.103 In ASTM, academic
1000

Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992.
USEPA, Methods for Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, Macroinvertebrates, and
Amphibians,Amphibians, p. 5.
1022
Hunn, "History of Acute Toxicity Tests with Fish, 1963-87", p. 5. The
developmentt of these methods continued, e.g. Schimmel, Proposed Standard
PracticePractice for Conducting Early Life-Stages ofFishes, Draft No. 5.
1033
The Committee on Methods was not the only source of toxicity methods. A
muchh older alternative was the American Public Health Association (e.g. American
Publicc Health Association, American Water Works Association, and Water
Pollutionn Control Federation, Standard Methods for the Examination of Water),
underr the control of a relatively exclusive group of experts, which made it harder to
introducee EPA needs and concerns. (Interview with Stephan, Duluth, Mn., USEPA,
Decemberr 1992) Another alternative was provided by the workshops of the Society
off Environmental Toxicology And Chemistry, but ad hoc workshops could not
guaranteee the continuous development and refinement of methods. (Although
SETACC did get involved in method development for multispecies tests later, around
1011
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researcherss were represented more extensively. In addition, ASTM could be
presentedd as an independent source, since EPA had no formal say in its
operation.. The ASTM was endowed with a respectable tradition of standards
developmentt based on extensive procedures of consensus building, involving
largee numbers of participants. When a toxicity method was proposed in an
ASTMM committee, anyone could make suggestions about its improvement. This
couldd be done in writing, but scientists who wanted their modifications to be
implementedd stood a much better chance if they were present at the subsequent
discussions.. After the discussion, a new version of the method was written and
thee process went through more rounds until no further relevant suggestions were
made.. This was also the major disadvantage of the ASTM: the standardisation
proceduree required substantial personal effort and could take more than five
years.. Only researchers with a vested interest and the resources to be present
att all the relevant meetings, such as EPA scientists, were likely to bring this
demandingg effort to a successful conclusion.
Nevertheless,, this was perceived as worth the effort by environmental
toxicologistss with a good eye for regulatory intricacies, since they understood
thatt methods coming from the ASTM were more likely to become important
regulatoryy tools. ASTM standardisation committees offered a forum to negotiate
aa modest basis for regulatory consensus: at least the endorsed methods were less
likelyy to be challenged by industry later in the regulatory process. As an
institutionall configuration, the ASTM provided a cultural space where the
detailss of methods could be negotiated, distanced from the EPA and from
possiblee suspicion of partisanship, and ruled by a remarkable mixture of
scientificc ethos and careful consensus building. In addition, the fact that ASTM
couldd be presented as a disinterested outside source, representing 'state of the
art'' methodology meant data could be presented more confidently in a court of
law.. The Toxics Office was not formally obliged to pass through ASTM:
specificc workshops or even feedback via publication of test methodology in the
FederalFederal Register were also used. It was only one of the forums where

1991-1992,, e.g. Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Workshop on
AquaticAquatic Microcosms.)
1044
Interview with Stephan, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, December 1992; Interview with
Mount,, Duluth, December 1992.
AA similar role had been played by the APHA in the 1960s. As an American
aquaticc biologist remarked during an early symposium on toxicity tests in 1964:
"Thee inclusion of this test in Standard Methods [of APHA] gives it an aura of
'official'' approval and acceptance. In cases in litigation in our courts there is a
tendencyy to accept test results from some formal, published procedure rather than
fromfrom an individually designed test. In this respect, Standard Methods is, in many
instances,, looked upon as the 'Bible'." (C.B. Wurtz in Alabaster and Abram,
"Developmentt and Use of a Direct Method of Evaluating Toxicity to Fish", p. 54)
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methodologyy could be developed, but one that proved suited for this particular
regulatoryy regime.
Thee high involvement of industrial scientists in ASTM provided another
advantage:: apart from offerin| a neutral space for building consensus over
methodology,, ASTM turned out to be quite useful too as a meeting place for
scientistss and officials from EPA and industry. Meetings between regulators and
industryy in the US were regarded with great suspicion and were often regulated
veryy strictly.106 However, EPA scientists were allowed to visit scientific
meetingss without much restriction107 and discovered that ASTM subcommittees
offeredd a place where one could get to know the scientists working for
industry.108 8
EPAA did not limit its role to participation in negotiations of the
standardisationn of already existing tests. EPA scientists and regulators also took
aa more proactive approach by initiating development work for new tests. In the
EPAA laboratory in Duluth, scientists saw an opportunity to develop a test with a
waterr flea species that seemed more practical than the traditional Daphnia
Magna,Magna, the Ceriodaphnia. They had originally been looking for suitable live
foodd for use in chronic toxicity tests with fish: organisms that would not die too
quickly,, putrefy, and interfere with the toxic effect of the chemical under
investigation.. As it turned out, the fish food could itself could be tested for
toxicity.. The great advantage of Ceriodaphnia was that one could run a full lifecyclee test in only seven days, making it a very short-term chronic toxicity test.
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As a consequence of the 'fear of capture' of the new regulatory agencies (see
chapterr 3), the Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972 was designed to make sure
theree would be no uncontrollable committees where regulators and industry would
contrivee rules together. (Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, P- 46 et seq.) For example,
meetingss had to be announced publicly and in advance. (USEPA, Advisory
Committees:Committees: Charters, Rosters and Accomplishements) In the Reagan p
frequentfrequent of-record meetings of EPA officials with industry in the formaldehyd
controversy,, were among the major factors that led to the loss of support and
eventuallyy resignation of Administrator Anne Gorsuch. (Landy, Roberts, and
Thomas,, The Environmental Protection Agency, p. 245 et seq.; Jasanoff, The Fifth
Branch,Branch, p. 193 et seq.; cf. Vogel, National Styles of Regulation, p. 259 et se
Althoughh the EPA gained a lot of leeway towards the end of the 1980s and
negotiationss with industry became somewhat more accepted as part of a regulator's
job,, EPA scientists still got in trouble if they got too close with industry in the
nineties,, (e.g. Marshall, "Science Advisers Need Advice").
1077
Cf. Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, p. 57.
1088
These possibilities would be expanded after the Society for Environmental
Toxicologyy and Chemistry was formed in 1979, see chapter 4.
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Livingg up to the low-cost requirement* -the'test schedule was designed to fit into
aa five-day workweek, avoiding expensive weekend work.109
Thee Ceriodaphnia test is an example of how the 'technical' details of test
constructionn were adapted to specific regulatory purposes. From this point of
view,, a good toxicity test was defined not only in terms of its ability to
correspondd to (measured) effects of chemicals in the field, but also to the
requirementss of laboratory operation, and to the regulatory regime for which it
wass developed.110 Wide support for a test through negotiated standardisation
wass not the only asset in attaining this adaptation. Aspects such as the cost of
weekendd labour were also important. Another asset was the fact that the test
couldd also be presented as a chronic test, which was generally considered more
validd than an acute test:111 the LC50 of a chronic test would be multiplied by a
smallerr 'safety factor' than the result of an acute test.
Thee third mode of development was the deployment of the tests of the
Toxicss Office, which involved negotiations about actual test design and
performance.. Here people reappeared in a central position. Within the general
ruless of Good Laboratory Practice and the standardised tests of the ASTM,
specificc laboratory protocols were written for each test.112 Companies could
evenn request and obtain information concerning the assessment procedure for an
unsubmittedd chemical. To avoid the rejection of test results, protocols were sent
too the Toxics Office for revision and suggestions. Thus, the test methods were
negotiatedd not only in a general sense, but also in specific cases of test
performance.. The risk assessors at the EPA knew the 40-odd laboratories that
performedd these tests and maintained contacts with industrial scientists,
especiallyy in the larger firms. Moreover, before legal action was taken to require
moree testing, companies were notified. Negotiations with companies about extra
testingg could start before formal action was taken, and could persuade these
companiess to perform more tests, thus avoiding a costly legal procedure and the
badd publicity it generated.113
Thee development process of this particular test also offers a good example of
thee extensive negotiations and development that went into such a test: it took years
beforee the first version of the test was officially published. (Mount and Norberg, "A
Seven-Dayy Life-Cycle Cladoceran Toxicity Test") Eventually, the test was used in
thee effluent-testing programme of the Office of Water. (Interview with Mount,
Duluth,, December 1992)
1100
This parallels the three levels of scientific work that need to be aligned to
constructt do-able problems: experiment, laboratory, and social world, in this case
structuredd by the specific institutional arenas of regulatory regimes. Cf. Fujimura,
"Constructingg 'Do-Able' Problems".
E.g.. Giesy and Graney, "Recent Developments in and Intercomparisons of
Acutee and Chronic Bioasssays and Bioindicators".
1122
Interview with Mount, Duluth, December 1992.
1133
Interview J.V. Nabholz, Washington DC, November 1992.
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Thee Toxics Office defended this approach not only for reasons of
pragmatismm and fairness, but on scientific grounds also. It allowed risk assessors
too make specific changes in protocols, adapted to the particularities of
substancess and their intended uses. The Office was not alone and was not the
firstt to recommend this approach, which was suggested in a very extensive
reportt by the National Academy of Science of 1975:
Itt will be impossible to make reasonable decisions on the basis of a single
submissionn of test results, unless the data demanded are prohibitively
extensive.. A much more efficient procedure would be to establish a
dialoguee between the manufacturer and the regulatory agency at an early
stagee in the process of development of a new chemical, so that the agency
cann guide the testing procedure and advise the manufacturer at an early
stagee if the risk-benefit ratio of the chemical appears likely to prove
unfavourable.114 4
Thiss recommendation was not observed in the much more legalistic procedures
off the TSCA text, but the assessment practice generally developed towards such
aa more informal model. In the end, the acceptability of actually used laboratory
protocolss depends on their review by the assessors of the Toxics Office.115
4.33 The sublimation of tests
Thee Toxics Office used various strategies to gain the support of industry to
deliverr testing data where it did not have the power to demand them, and to
reducee the risk of legal challenges where it had. It reduced the cost of tests,
soughtt industry support in test standardisation, and negotiated laboratory
protocolss with the scientists mat performed testing for companies to make sure
dataa would be acceptable. In addition, it made sure that industry knew how data
wouldd be evaluated by making its assessment techniques visible, i.e. the way the
dataa would be evaluated, again after consultation over these techniques.
Simultaneously,, it supported the development of testing methodology
particularlyy suited for its regulatory regime. Probably the best example of these
developmentss was the attempt to derive toxicity data where there were none:
fromfrom the chemical and physical parameters of a chemical.
Evenn before the passing of TSCA, in 1976, it was clear that the Toxics
Officee would have trouble to assess large amounts of chemicals without any
1144

National Academy of Sciences, Principles for Evaluating Chemicals in the
Environment,Environment, p. 22.
1,55
Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992. Examples
off negotiation over additional testing in Auer, Nabholz, and Baetcke, "Mode of
Actionn and the Assessment of Chemical Hazards", p. 189 et seq; Vincent Nabholz,
letterr to the author, 2 June 1994.
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toxicityy data. Hence already in 1975, the Toxics Office was advised by the
Nationall Academy of Sciences to explore the possibilities of a technique that
hadd originated in drug design: Structure-Activity Relations (SAR).116 The idea
behindd SAR was to look for a direct correlation between the chemical structure
off a substance and its biological effects, based on extrapolations from tests with
veryy similar substances. Where drug design was looking at the possibilities of
improvingg the desirable effects of chemicals, the application in environmental
regulationn would try to predict the unwanted effects. In the case of toxic hazard
assessments,, this implied relating empirical toxicity data to parameters of
chemicall structure, such as molecular weight or water solubility. When a
compoundd had to be analysed for which no empirical toxicity data are available,
aa biological effect could then still be estimated by extrapolation of the chemical
parameters.. If it could be proven that this approach would work for toxicity, the
problemm of assessment of minimal data would be reduced to gathering enough
existingg empirical toxicity data and finding the right kind of parameters to
obtainn significant relations.117 The Toxics Office apparently had already been
lookingg into the possibilities of SAR before NAS's advice came through, for
alreadyy in March 1975, a SAR bibliography was published.118
Inn the same year, a third event suggested concrete possibilities for how to
putt the SAR work to use. Parallel to the Toxics Office, scientists at the
Environmentall Research Laboratory in Duluth were exploring the possibilities
off SAR. Since about 1973, attempts had been made to make estimations of
bioconcentrationn factors, which indicate the tendency of chemicals to form
residuess in organic tissue.119 Finding no interest for this SAR work in
Washingtonn at that time, Gilman Veith of the Duluth laboratory successfully
turnedd to the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board, the research board of a USCanadiann commission dealing with pollution in the Great Lakes. The
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National Academy of Sciences, Principles for Evaluating Chemicals in the
Environment,Environment, p. 21.
1177
Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992.
1,88
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Structure-Activity Correlation
Bibliography,Bibliography, prepared for EPA on the basis of the Toxic's Office ownfiles(p.iv).
Thiss work was done in the margin of the more general Duluth research interests
inn bioconcentration. The first Duluth SAR journal papers only came out in 1979,
e.g.. Veith, DeFoe, and Bergstedt, "Measuring and Estimating the Bioconcentration
Factorr of Chemicals in Fish". Checked in USEPA, The Environmental Research
LaboratoryLaboratory - Duluth: Bibliography. According to Veith, it was hard to find a US
toxicologyy journal that would accept this kind of work in the first couple of years of
environmentall SAR research, since it was so far off the beaten track. Interview with
Veith,, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992.
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researcherss got a year's time and some $ 40,000. With this support, an SAR
symposiumm on bioconcentration and toxicity was held on the Canadian side of
thee Lakes, hosting some top names in SAR research and scientists from
industry,, academia, and regulatory agencies, including from EPA
headquarters.1211 This symposium was seen as the take-off of SAR research in
environmentall toxicology, operating as a forum where the promises of the
techniquee could be explored and brought to the attention of the regulatory
officess of EPA.122
Withh major support of the Toxics Office, an SAR research programme
wass started in Duluth in the next budget cycle, approximately two years after the
symposium.. Bearing in mind the specific use of SAR in the TSCA programme,
aa budget of several million dollars was provided on an annual basis.123 Because
off this research effort, EPA was later received credit for perceiving the
possibilitiess of SAR and for developing its practical applications in
environmentall hazard assessment.124 By 1981, two years after the start of the
neww chemicals programme, the Toxics Office implemented the first structureactivityy relations in the assessment of premanufacture notices. Of course, the
researchh in Duluth had not yet come up with a comprehensive apparatus of SAR
andd in the first couple of years the SARs used at the Toxics Office were often
relationss found in the literature.125
1200

Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992.
1211
Veith and Konasewich, eds., Structure-Activity Correlations in Studies of
ToxicityToxicity and Bioconcentration with Aquatic Organisms. Research of the D
laboratoryy was presented by H. Kopperman, 'Structure Toxicity Correlations of
Phenolicc Compounds to Daphnia magna'' (p.57-72).
1222
Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992.
1233
This is very indicative of the possibilities of the regulatory offices to influence
thee agenda setting of research in EPA laboratories at the end of the 1970's. Crucial
actorss in the Office of Research and Development were strongly opposed to SAR
researchh because of some early well-known failures in drug design applications in
thee 1960s. The Toxics Office was able to circumvent these hesitations by funding
thee research in Duluth directly. Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn., USEPA,
Environmentall Research Laboratory, December 1992.
1244
John Moore, interview, Washington DC, Nov. 24, 1992. An indicator of the
centrall role of Duluth is that the 1979 paper by Veith, DeFoe and Bergstedt
mentionedd earlier became a highly cited successful paper, signaled by Current
ContentsContents as a 'Citation Classic©'in 1992. (Veith, "The Black Magic of Chem
Residues")) Also highly cited was another SAR paper that was initially hard to get
published:: Veith, Call, and Brooke, "Structure-Toxicity Relationships for the
Fatheadd Minnow".
1255
Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992. A seminal
publicationn was the Dutch Könemann, "Quantitative Structure-Activity
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Thee principle behind the research design of the Duluth SAR programme
wass relatively straightforward: get as much toxicity data as possible, put these
dataa together and look for correlations between parameters of chemical structure
andd parameters of toxic effects. Yet finding suitable toxicity data appeared
easierr said than done. Initial attempts at calculations with data from Duluth's
extensivee toxicity database Aquire, did not lead to statistically significant
results.. With a high faith in the possibilities of SAR, the problems for these
initiall failures were sought in the insufficient standardisation of the toxicity tests
thatt were used in the literature and that formed the basis of the Aquire database,
nott in the shortcomings of SAR as such. Also, Aquire did not have sufficient
toxicityy data on one specific species and the differences in toxicity effects
betweenn species were too big to make meaningful correlations. In response to
thesee problems, Duluth proposed to set up a major testing scheme of its own. To
gett sufficient data on different groups of chemicals, it was statistically
calculatedd that some 900 individual tests would have to be performed. This
testingg scheme would present the ultimate form of standardisation in toxicity
testing:: tests would be performed with a well-developed protocol at one single
laboratory,, using the same personnel as much as possible. This standardisation
wass meant to reduce margins of error to an absolute minimum.
Thee next step was to find out which animal and protocol would be suited
mostt for such testing. After long discussions, the fathead minnow fish 96-hour
toxicityy test was chosen. The test was short, Duluth had developed it itself and
hadd substantial experience with it, but there was also another significant
advantage.. The fathead minnow test was also used for the water pollution
controll programme NPDES. In the unholy event that the SAR effort would lead
too nothing, then at least NPDES permit writers would have had a huge amount
off extra data that they could consider for effluent permits. Nevertheless, after
monthss of testing, it became clear that the SAR programme would lead to
significantt results. For several classes of chemicals, SARs were developed in the
coursee of the following years, even to the extent of quantifying parameters of
structuree (QSARs). The database that resulted from this research consisted of
fivefive large printed volumes and was made available for research purposes
throughh the University of Wisconsinn at Superior.126
Thee Toxics Office eagerly used the research results, but now considered
thee research more or less completed. After 1985, the SAR programme continued
onn a more modest budget under the name 'predictive toxicology' and was

Relationshipss in Fish Toxicity Studies", which was used in assessment practice.
Togetherr with Duluth, Utrecht was another major centre of SAR research in
environmentall toxicology.
1266
Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn, USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992.
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limitedd to $3-400.000 annually after 1988. The Office or Research and
Developmentt was still sceptical of its merit and the Toxics Office did not only
judgee the marginal returns of more research to be minor, but had also found a
neww way of creating QSARs. By the time toxicity data were coming in from
notifiers,, it had access to more toxicity data than any research laboratory could
everr dream of, stored in its own restricted PMN-Ecotox database.128 The bulk of
thesee data fell under the business confidentiality provisions of TSCA129 and
couldd therefore not be published in the literature or made available for research.
Apparently,, risk assessors at the Toxics Office found the data reported to be
sufficientlyy standardised to work with, which is quite remarkable when
contrastedd with the efforts the Duluth laboratory had gone through to come to a
veryy high degree of standardisation. The Toxics Office developed a stepwise
proceduree to judge chemicals without toxicity data: Firstly, assessors tried to fit
aa chemical to a QSAR, but if a suited relation based on data of the same type of
chemicalss was not available, qualitative SARs would be looked for. As a last
resort,, assessments could even be based on the 'best analogue' of a chemical.
Inn tradition with the negotiating approach of the Toxics Office, these procedures
andd the quantitative formulas used in assessments were made available to
notifierss for them to anticipate the assessment outcome.131
Thiss episode of the development and use of SAR makes clear that the
definitionn of 'sufficient standardisation' depends on institutional context as well
ass judgement of the users of these tests. If risk assessors found the PMN data to
bee sufficiently standardised to calculate QSARs themselves, then this did not
havee to correspond to the desired degree of standardisation at a research
laboratory.. There is no way to determine a desired degree of standardisation of
testingg or assessment methodology without consideration of its position in the
regulatoryy regime, including the strategies and policy beliefs of the actors
involved.. In fact, the very approach of investing in standardisation was in itself
suchh a strategy. Regulatory use as such does not have to lead to higher
standardisationn requirements, as with the toxicity tests discussed earlier. In this
case,, the toxicity tests used to develop SARs were much more standardised than
thee tests used by the Toxics Office to further develop regulatory SARs. The
practicee was frowned upon by the original researcher, but was nevertheless used
successfullyy in producing closure in assessments.
1277

Interview with Veith, Duluth, Mn., USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992.
1288
PMN stands for Premanufacture Notice. Nabholz, Miller, and Zeeman,
"Environmentall Risk Assessment of New Chemicals under TSCA, Section 5", p. 38.
1299
Toxic Substances Control Act, PL 94-469, sec. 14.
1300
Nabholz, "Environmental Hazard and Risk Assessment under TSCA", p. 652.
1311
Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992; Auer,
Nabholz,, and Baetcke, "Mode of Action and the Assessment of Chemical Hazards",
pp.. 186,95.
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4.44 The regime and the strategy of the Toxics Office
Fromm the perspective of the dominant image of US regulatory regimes, it is
importantt to highlight the negotiation processes around toxicity tests. Despite all
thee efforts at standardisation, the TSCA regulatory regime was also one of
negotiation;; both in the standardisation process and in the way these tests were
usedd and interpreted. This is quite surprising in the context of the American
culturee of the 'new regulatory agencies'. Analysts have always stressed the very
strictt rule-orientation of American regulations and the escalation of conflicts in
litigation.1322 However, behind the major conflicts that made the news, regulation
(andd in particular risk assessment) under the TSCA was negotiated long before
negotiatedd rule-making became fashionable in the Agency, and even in the days
whenn the entire EPA was under pressure from the press and the environmental
movement,, which feared a new 'capture' by industry in the Reagan years.
Inn spite of the development of detailed manuals for testing (texts) and
standardisedd materials and species for testing (objects), people remained
importantt in negotiations of toxicity testing for the Toxics Office in two ways.
Firstly,, the rules of the assessment procedures were negotiated and packaged
intoo standardised tests and protocols in the 'back regions' of standardisation
committees.. Experts from acadernia, industry and the regulatory authorities, i.e.
thee people, thus transferred their expertise to standardised objects and texts that
couldd be used as resources in the assessment of specific chemicals. Secondly,
regulatorss in this regime did not enforce the tests rigidly in the process of
negotiatedd assessment. However, the negotiation process surrounding the testing
off a specific chemical is based on and partly constrained by existing standards.
Thiss allowed both parties to contain conflict and maintain a high degree of
predictabilityy of the assessment process.133 In other words: successful
standardisationn of these tests was not just a matter of the technical
accomplishmentt of constructing a stable object and unambiguous protocol texts,
butt also of negotiated use of these test and the guarantee that they would be

1322

Already between 1975 and 1980, the legalistic and adversarial approach of the
neww agencies was being criticised by political scientists. Cf. Nagel, "Incentives for
Compliancee with Environmental Law"; Wilson, ed., The Politics of Regulation',
especiallyy Marcus, "The Politics of Regulation"; Reppy, "The Control of
Technologyy through Regulation". For a discussion of trends towards negotiated rule
makingg at EPA in the 1980s, see Fiorino, "Citizen Participation and Environmental
Risk". .
1333
In this sense, these standard methods allow for the kind of interpretative leeway
off boundary objects that Star and Griesemer described in connection with
integrativee work between social worlds. (Star and Griesemer, "Institutional Ecology,
'Translations',, and Boundary Objects")
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supportedd by everybody in the expert community that bothered enough about
themm to go to ASTM meetings.134
Too a large extent, this practice of standardisation of tests became an
automatism.. Maybe at some point these manoeuvres were planned and
schemed,, but some of those original reasons are only remembered by scientists
involved,, maybe mentioned in an obscure footnote in a technical document.
Regulatoryy scientists and regulators may proceed to standardise a test because
'itt just seems the natural thing to do'.135 By the early nineties, the strategy of
standardisationn was widely accepted among EPA regulatory scientists as the
logicall thing to do and was seldom questioned.136 However, this did not imply
thatt the strategy was pointless. In the following paragraph, we will further
exploree the institutional aptitude of specific standardisation strategies to deal
withh the specific tensions of regulatory regimes through a brief comparison of
withh the regulatory regime of pesticides.

55 Legalistic standards: toxicity tests for the assessment of
pesticides pesticides
5.11 Pesticide notification
Thee nearest neighbour of the Toxics Office, the Office of Pesticides
Programmess (henceforth the 'Pestics Office', following actors' colloquial
abbreviationn of 'pesticides') used toxicity tests for the environmental assessment
off pesticides that differed with respect to the three modes of development
identified.. Unlike the Toxics Office, the Pestics Office did not organise an
extensivelyy negotiated standardisation process preceding the introduction of a
test.. Secondly, the Pestics Office required far more (expensive) testing from the
'registrants',, as defined in its guideline texts. Thirdly, there was very little
negotiationn of specific test design and performance in the assessment practice of
thee Pestics Office. Yet as with the Toxics Office, the description of the
developmentt modes in terms of the TOP model can be related to the regulatory

Seee the remarkable correspondence with the successful development of forensic
fingerprintt techniques, the standardisation of which relied even more on the
maintenancee of expert consensus: Cole, "Witnessing Identification".
1355
Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992.
Aroundd 1995, EPA even launched a major attempt to standardise its methodology
forr toxicity testing across regulatory regimes, for example doing away with differences
inn protocols for industrial chemicals and pesticides. Unfortunately, I was not able to
investigatee this further: it would have been interesting to see whether and how the finely
tunedd matching of these boundary devices for the various regimes would have been a
problemm when forced upon other regimes. USEPA, "Workshop on Draft Ecological
Riskk Assessment Guidelines"
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regimee and the ways its regulators have developed to deal with regulatory
tensions. .
Wee have already discussed some the problems of regulation of pesticides
inn the US in chapter 3: many were highly symbolic because of their role in
puttingg pollution on the political agenda, they were 'designed to kill' and hence
moree toxic than average industrial chemicals, and they formed a big market.137
Thee US regulatory regime of pesticides has dealt with this high-conflict policy
domainn in a highly legalistic way. Again, the formative years of this regime help
uss to understand this specific regulatory approach. The 1972 amendments to the
Federall Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) placed the
environmentall impact of pesticides high on the regulatory agenda. Under
environmentall pressure, frequently exerted by legal means, a more formal
approachh to regulation was seen as the most appropriate way to guarantee
environmentall protection and to prevent the capture of a regulatory agency by
thee very community it is supposed to regulate. For this purpose, FIFRA gave
thee EPA more leverage to require data from pesticide registrants. Not only could
thee Pestics Office demand information on the product's chemistry, but also on
itss toxic effects (to target species, humans, and non-target species), and even
dataa on expected residues and the environmental fate of the product.139 When it
camee to requiring data, the Pestics Office enjoyed a much stronger regulatory
positionn than the Toxics Office.
Thiss formal, legalistic approach to regulation was also followed in the
proceduress proscribed by the FIFRA for hazard evaluations. Following the
generall format of American legal proceedings, the original organisation of the
assessmentt of available test data for pesticides relied heavily on adversarial
sciencee settings. Jasanoff has described how these settings led to costly and
lengthyy conflicts rather than the closure of debates. Claims about the hazard
levelss of pesticides were not confirmed but continuously deconstructed, in a
decision-makingg format that impeded consensus formation. The resulting
conflictss were a major motive for the changes made to the FIFRA in 1975.
Thesee amendments further formalised the decision-making process, but with the
intentionn of creating less adversarial procedures with more room for
140 0

negotiations. .
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American pesticide users spent some $8,5 billion in 1993. (Pesticide Action
Network,, Total U.S. Pesticide Usage Reaches 2,23 Billion Pounds in 1993).
1388
The amendments to the FIFRA formed the 'Federal Environmental Pesticide
Controll Act', PL 92-516. See Nownes, "Interest Groups and the Regulation of
Pesticides",, pp. 7-9. Nownes traces this legalistic approach back to a high reliance
onn court action in the strategy of the environmental movement of the 1960s, copying
thee legal successes of the civil rights movement.
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Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in Ecological Risk Assessment,
p.. 21.
1400
Jasanoff; The Fifth Branch.
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However,, both industry and the environmental movement continued to
exertt severe criticism and pressure on the EPA, with both parties following
everyy move of the Agency.141 In addition, the EPA found itself not only in
betweenn these two camps, but also under high pressure from its scientific
watchdog,, the statutory Scientific Advisory Panel, especially during the 1980s,
inn addition to a Congress that imposed strict deadlines for the re-evaluation of
oldd pesticides.142 Thus, conflicts over pesticides with high symbolic and
financialfinancial stakes continued to be settled in court, despite attempts to de-escala
conflictss by more negotiation. Meanwhile, the Pestics Office generally
continuedd to try to avoid accusations of partiality by maintaining its tough legal
basiss and formalistic regulatory style.

5.22 Testing for pesticides notification
Thee self-reproducing logic of high-strung conflicts of pesticide policy and its
legalisedd approach formed the setting in which the regulators at the Pestics
Officee tried to develop testing and assessment practices. Once again, these can
bee described in terms of the role and position of texts, objects, and people in the
threee modes of development distinguished above. Firstly, for the standardisation
off tests the Pestics Office undertook far less effort than the Toxics Office to
achievee negotiation between large numbers of people over methods
development.. Although the methods available from the ASTM were sometimes
endorsedd by the Pestics Office during the 1980s, modifications of these methods
aree made unilaterally.143 On other occasions, toxicity tests were developed and
testedd in EPA laboratories and subsequently imposed on 'registrants' without
lengthyy negotiations in forums like the ASTM. For example, 1992 insect
toxicityy tests developed for the Pestics Office in the Duluth laboratory did not
passs through the ASTM and were not standardised to the extent of the fish tests
discussedd earlier.144 In contrast to the Toxics Office, the Pestics Office also
publishedd the required methods in guideline documents, not in the Federal
RegisterRegister for public comment, although the Pestics Office did sometimes see
broaderr feed-back through scientific workshops to review methods.145 The
strongerr statutory position of the Pestics Office meant that the Office did not
Cf.. Nownes, "Interest Groups and the Regulation of Pesticides", p. 11.
Jasanoff,, The Fifth Branch, pp. 124-26. There are many accounts of escalated
andd highly politicised controversies over pesticides in the 1970s and 1980s.
Exampless in Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, p. 131 et seq.; Brickman, Jasanoff, and
Ilgen,, Controlling Chemicals, p. 215 et seq.; Bush, Uneasy Partners, pp. 6 et seq.
Onn the defoliant 2,4,5-T.
Suchh as USEPA, Pesticide Assessment Guidelines, Subdivision E,
1444
Interview with Anderson, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, November 1992.
1455
Interview with Urban and Maciorowski, Washington DC, USEPA, November
1992. .
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havee to go through the subtle manoeuvring over test procedures to the extent of
thee Toxics Office. With its strategy of presenting itself as a tough regulator, the
Pesticss Office could mobilise tests without the lengthy procedures of tri-partite
forumss such as the one provided by ASTM. With environmental watchdogs on
itss tail, such negotiations might even have aroused inconvenient suspicion.
Secondly,, toxicity tests for pesticides were generally more expensive and
labour-intensive,, as for example in the case of full-scale chronic toxicity tests or
testss with higgler organisms, m addition, pesticides were tested for a wider range
off possible adverse effects. This extensive testing resulted in an amount of
toxicityy information that contrasts sharply with the data paucity of the Toxics
Officee and led to much higher costs for registering a pesticide. Nevertheless,
textss of experimental protocols remained the central elements in the network of
expertisee of toxicity tests for pesticides. With a low reliance on short, simple,
andd automated tests and a much more formalised way of dealing with registrants
andd their tests, the regulatory regime and its assessments depended on the texts
off the guideline documents to define the way in which expertise is to be
conferredd and formatted. This was most evident in the way the test results were
combinedd and evaluated. Under constant criticism from registrants, the Pestics
Officee specified formulas indicating how toxicity was to be weighed against
environmentall exposure.146 This part of the assessment procedure was
standardisedd between 1984 and 1986. Much stricter assessment protocols were
developedd by the Pestics Office and data requirements were further specified.
Onee major novelty in this scheme was 'the tiered system', specifying a formal
step-by-stepp approach to the assessment in three phases. The first step revolved
aroundd the results of acute toxicity tests. If the results of these tests, weighed
againstt expected environmental exposure, were deemed to indicate risk, then a
companyy would have to proceed to the next tier to get its pesticide registered.
Thiss second tier repeated the process with chronic toxicity tests. Finally, fieldtestingg was the last resort of the third tier before a pesticide could be
approved.147 7
Thiss leads us to the third mode of development of toxicity testing for
pesticides:: the deployment of tests in hazard assessments. As a matter of
principle,, the Pestics Office would not negotiate the contents of a protocol for a
specificc test run, although risk assessors would 'answer questions' on details of
protocoll design.148 The assessors tried to stick to the detailed textual rules and to
reducee the role of people to a minimum. For example, along with other rules, the
1466

Bascietto et ai, "Ecotoxicity and Ecological Risk Assessment", p. 12. Note the
usee of 'ecotoxicity'.
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Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in Ecological Risk Assessment,
pp.. 21, 24-5.
1488
Interview with Urban and Maciorowski, Washington DC, USEPA, November
1992. .
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Pesticss Office had specified precisely which tests were acceptable. The Toxics
Officee would accept data from any organism, as long as' the data were
consideredd 'scientifically valid' on methodological grounds. In contrast, the
Pesticss Office would categorically ignore data from goldfish or carp, because
thesee were considered insensitive species.149 The standard protocols of the
Toxicss Office were only recommended, at least for notification of new
chemicals.. Adherence to these protocols increased the chances of having test
resultss accepted and included in the actual assessment, but was not required. In
contrast,, failure to follow the Pestics Office's specific set of protocols was a
fairlyy good guarantee of wasting money.
Inn sum, especially between 1975 and 1985, the assessment procedures of
thee Pestics Office were packaged in ways that shifted expertise away from
peoplee and mainly to texts of formalised procedures. In spite of the FDFRA
amendmentss of 1975, the altered administrative procedures and the 'negotiation'
theyy prescribed did not pertain to the first phases of the assessment process. The
evaluationn and weighing of data and the subtleties of balancing environmental
exposuree and toxic effects, on which an assessment of 'actual risk' depends,
weree left entirely at the discretion of the Pestics Office, which responded with
strictt procedures. This was seen as the best strategy to maintain integrity, as well
ass avoid costly litigation.
Comparedd with the closure strategies of the Pestics Office, the toxicity
testss of the Toxics Office were devices that mainly mediated the negotiations of
thee risk assessment process. Closure of the decision-making process was to a
largee extent prepared in the negotiations over tests and test performance, with
legall action always remaining a possibility, but not considered a desirable
solution.. This negotiated packaging of methods in texts and objects, made
possiblee the implementation of widely accepted testing procedures in the actual
assessmentt process, limiting potential sources of disagreement or conflict.
Closuree strategies of the Pestics Office were aimed at later stages of the
assessmentt procedure, increasing the possibility of disagreement over the
'actuall risk' of a pesticide. When consequently statutory negotiations of 'risk
management'' failed, closure would eventually have to be reached in court. In
thiss sense, the intensity of political and legal controversy over pesticides was
stronglyy intertwined with these regulatory strategies, both as cause and effect,
sincee regulators would respond to the possibility of court cases in designing
theirr strategies.

Intervieww with Urban and Maciorowski, Washington DC, USEPA, November
1992;; Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992. Acute
andd chronic toxicity tests for aquatic impact of pesticides were listed for only seven
differentt species; see Jenkins, Layton, and Buikema, State of the Art in Ecological
RiskRisk Assessment, pp. 23-4.
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II have indicated how the standardisation of toxicity tests and the way
theirr results are evaluated in the assessment process can be related to the
regulatoryy regimes where they are used and developed. The TOP-model has
beenn taken as a heuristic tool to show how the particular packaging of expertise
inn environmental toxicology is attuned to the different strategies for closure
underr the two regulatory regimes. However, these contentions are only informed
guessess unless we can also explain fat failure of such strategies in a symmetric
way,, i.e. by invoking the same explanatory scheme. For this purpose, we need to
comparee the troubled introduction of multispecies tests for toxicity in both
regimes,, as opposed to the single species tests discussed here so far. By looking
att this (partly) 'failing technology', we also gain more insight into the
limitationss and strengths of standardisation as a way to transform expertise and
enhancee closure.

66 Multispecies tests
6.11 Ecological tests in the Toxics Office: controlling the
microcosm m
Betweenn 1979 and 1992, the Toxics Office actively supported the development
off laboratory-scale experimental ecosystems, so-called microcosms. For their
constructionn and deployment, the Toxics Office used very similar strategies to
thee single species tests. The interest of the Toxics Office in ecological testing
startedd relatively soon after the passage of the TSCA in 1976. As the Carter
administrationn moved into government and extra staff was needed in the Toxics
Officee for the implementation of the TSCA, a new generation of administrators
enteredd the Toxics Office. The new staff ambitiously started looking for
innovationss to improve risk assessment methods. Among the new appointments
inn the Toxics Office were some ecologists in key positions, who turned to their
ownn background knowledge for innovative assessment techniques. To them,
experimentall ecosystems seemed to offer unacknowledged possibilities.
Althoughh some research scientists at the EPA had already been signalling the
potentiall of such tests previously,151 and the National Academy of Science had
recommendedd the development of several experimental systems in 1975, the
regulatorss had not actively picked up these tests. Microcosms had been used for
manyy years in the research community of aquatic ecology to study ecosystem
relationss and dynamics. The proponents of experimental ecosystems argued that
thesee tests could be adapted to environmental hazard assessment of chemicals,
nott unlike toxicity tests. It was claimed that these tests would be more suited for
1500
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testingg the actual effects of chemicals in a complex environment. Single species
weree said not to signal effects that went beyond direct physiological impact.153
Thee new ecologists-administrators at the Toxics Office started to promote
andd participate in workshops on microcosms, looking for promising candidates
forr further development.15 However, they found themselves unable to make
definitee choices given the large array of tests used and proposed by researchers.
Regulatorss at the Toxics Office decided to submit the selection of suitable tests
too expert advice, and contracted the newly formed but already prestigious
Environmentall Science Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Its task was
too produce a comprehensive review of the literature and to select microcosms
suitablee for the regulatory tasks of the Toxics Office through expert judgement
inn specialised workshops.155 The laboratory was assumed to have a sufficient
sizee and range of expertise, and was thought to be an efficient organisation that
couldd live up to this specific policy-oriented task. The original result was not
entirelyy what the Toxics Office had expected. Rather than selecting a small set
off most suitable microcosms, a first report only came up with a list of all the
experimentall ecosystems available, without much prioritising. After pressure
fromfrom the Toxics Office, a final report was written, selecting a limited number of
testss for further development.156 This episode is typical of the close control that
thee Toxics Office tried to maintain over the project, while simultaneously
keepingg some distance from the experts. In the subsequent years, the
developmentt of five of the suggested microcosms was continued with detailed
indicationss from the Toxics Office, and most development work was brought
underr closer supervision, or even into, EPA laboratories.
Thee microcosms followed the same general development as the toxicity
testss of the Toxics Office, with a similarly balanced role of protocols, standard
objects,, and people, after long processes of negotiation with a wide range of

Forr more details of this debate, as well a discussion of the differences between
singlee and multispecies tests, see chapter 4.
E.g.. James J. Reisa, then Associate Deputy Assistant Administrator of the
Toxicss Office and an advocate of more ecology in its regulatory regime, explained
thee needs of the Toxics Office to research scientists at a major microcosm
symposiumm in 1978. He stressed the need to rely on non-agency research through
thee new system of cooperative agreements, since, with the exception of mostly
terrestriall work at the EPA laboratory in Corvallis, little expertise in aquatic ecology
wass available in-house. Through its laboratory in Corvallis, EPA was one of the
sponsorss of the workshop, and approximately 18 of the 50 papers at the symposium
acknowledgedd EPA support. (Giesy, ed., Microcosms in Ecological Research;
Intervieww with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992)
Onn ecologists at Oak Ridge National laboratories see Kwa, Mimicking Nature.
1566
Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992; Hammons
etet al.t Methods for Ecological Toxicology.
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experts.. Some of the tests were turned into ASTM protocols;157 most of them
weree modified further in EPA laboratories for specific regulatory and research
purposes;1588 and one of them even went through a 'round robin test', an
interlaboratoryy calibration test.159 By 1987, five protocols were published in5 the
FederalFederal Register,160 appearing in final versions as late as 1992. The process of
turningg generally accepted research tools into tools of regulatory science had
takenn approximately fifteen years.
Thee final microcosm protocols were very similar to the single species
toxicityy tests used by the Toxics Office. They contained very specific directions
forr the species to be included, similar instructions for care and handling, and
detailedd specifications of testing conditions, the substances under investigation,
thee format of reports, etc. The texts of the protocols were highly specific,
includingg detailed instructions of some the objects to be used, such as
standardisedd nutrient media. Nevertheless, under the instructions of the Toxics
Office,, the protocols, well defined as they were, still left room for the kinds of
negotiationss between people that characterised the Toxics Office's hazard
assessments.. When actual testing needed to be performed, a chemical-specific
protocoll would be drafted after meetings between the regulators and the test
161

supervisors. .
However,, the effect of microcosms on the regulatory regime of industrial
chemicalss remained minimal. Because of their high cost162 and the Toxics
Office'ss comparatively weak statutory position, very few Pre-Manufacture
Noticee were expected to ever be submitted containing microcosm data. I found
onlyy one example where a microcosm study had actually been submitted by a
companyy for the regulatory reassessment of a chemical. The chemical company
inn this case successfully used a microcosm test to prove the natural degradation
off its compound, which was an already marketed chemical on the reassessment
1577

The synthetic aquatic microcosm test of Frieda Taub (Interview with Stay,
Duluth,, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992). Some of
herr work was published by ASTM: Harrass and Taub, "Effects of Small Fish
Predationn on Microcosm Community Bioassays"; Taub et ah, "Demonstration of the
Ecologicall Effects of Streptomycin and Malathion on Synthetic Aquatic
Microcosms".. Another ASTM test was a terrestrial microcosm, the deployment of
whichh was described in Limoges et al, "From Ecotoxicology to Risk Assessment in
Biotechnology",, p. 11.
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Such as the LefTier microcosm, Interview with Stay, Duluth, USEPA,
Environmentall Research Laboratory, December 1992.
1599
Frieda Taub's test, Interview with Stay, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental
Researchh Laboratory, December 1992.
1600
USEPA, "Toxic Substances Control Act Test Guidelines".
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Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992.
1622
A microcosm test for notification under TSCA costs from $100,000 to
$300,000.. (Vincent Nabholz, letter to the author, 2 June 1994.)
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priorityy list. In this way, the company kept the chemical away from a formal
EPAA ruling and the adverse publicity this could entail.163 From the perspective
off this comparison, it is important to note that this example of microcosm use
involvedd negotiations over the laboratory protocol to be used, just as with the
toxicityy tests of the Toxics Office. The long Hst of potential test parameters was
carefullyy scaled down to one single environmental effect, involving the
degradationn of the substance in natural sediments. There were two other
exampless of the use of microcosms in assessments, in cases where regulatory
testingg was performed at EPA's own laboratory in Naragansett.164 Nevertheless,
workk on the microcosms did continue at EPA research laboratories, like the one
inn Duluth, and microcosms also found a use in the regulatory assessment of
geneticallyy modified organisms programme, also run under the TSCA.165
AA comparison of microcosms with the other toxicity tests of the Toxics
Officee in terms of the TOP model in the three development modes identified,
explainss the (limited) success of the microcosms. As with the single-species
tests,, officers of the Toxics Office were present at just about every crucial
momentt of the construction process of the microcosms to make sure the test
wouldd be suited for regulatory purposes. This negotiated construction took
approximatelyy ten years, which may seem rather long, partly due to bureaucratic
inertia,, but it is not extreme compared to the time it took some single species
toxicityy tests to become formally accepted. The standardisation of the
microcosmss resembled the standardisation of the toxicity tests that had proven
usefull in the Toxics Office's regulatory regime: in the context of extensively
negotiatedd and detailed protocols, expertise was not entirely shifted to the texts
andd objects. In important areas of decision making, the experts stepped in to
negotiatee details. However, the high cost of the microcosm tests limited their
valuee for the routine assessment of industrial chemicals to cases of chemicals
alreadyy on the market and of sufficient economic importance for a company to
underwritee such expensive and uncertain procedure. Although not often used,
microcosmm testing produced data that could be considered in the regulatory
regimee of industrial chemicals and has had an impact on decisions taken.
6.22 Mesocosms for pesticides
Thee Pestics Office introduced mesocosms for the assessment of pesticides in the
formm of series of outdoor ponds. The development and introduction of these
1633

The priority compound on the Interagency Testing Committee was
butylbenzylphthalatee (BBP), produced by Monsanto, a company that had invested
heavilyy in ecological tests. Interview with Nabholz, Washington DC, USEPA,
Novemberr 1992
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testss contrasted sharply with the approach used by the Toxics Office. The
constructionn process was short and involved only very limited negotiation; the
endd result was a very expensive test of comparatively low standardisation. In
addition,, the flexibility of the protocols was not narrowed down in negotiations
overr specific test design. Given the nature of the regulatory regime of pesticides
andd the failing strategies for de-escalating its conflict-ridden decision making,
thee mesocosm approach faced grave difficulties.
Approximatelyy five years after the Toxics Office had become interested
inn multispecies testing, the interest of the Pestics Office began in a similar way.
Afterr severe cuts in the Pestics Office's staff and the crisis in its decision
makingg during the early Reagan years, the Pestics Office went through a
revitalisationn after 1983, when the EPA's first Administrator, William D.
Ruckelshaus,, returned to the Agency. In various parts of the EPA, this led to a
reinforcementt of research and to scientists being promoted to higher positions.
Afterr the embarrassing political distress of his predecessor Anne Gorsuch, the
neww Administrator turned to science to restore order in EPA affairs.166 In line
withh the policy of strengthening the position of science in the Agency, a number
off new officers in the Pestics Office came from research-oriented backgrounds,
suchh as the EPA's Office of Research and Development. Again, as with the
Toxicss Office some six years earlier, ecologists came into a position to
undertakee new initiatives.
FTFRAA mentioned the need for field-testing of pesticides in some cases,
butt these specifications were rarely invoked. In the few instances where
companiess had submitted experimental field data, the experimental design had
beenn questioned and the data had not been used. One major problem with field
studiess was their lack off experimental control and replication. Some members of
thee Pestics Office argued that the provisions in FTFRA could be held against the
EPAA if it did not develop a system for dealing with this kind of ecological
information.. With the support of its newly acquired ecologists, the Pestics
Officee decided to launch a programme to introduce ecological tests into its
assessmentt scheme.167
Jasanoff,, "Science, Politics, and the Negotiation of Expertise at EPA".
Interview with Slimak, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992; Interview
withh Stay, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992;
Michaell Slimak, interview, Washington DC, November 1992; Frank Stay,
interview,, Duluth, December 1992; Interview with Lozano and Sierszen, Duluth,
USEPA,, Environmental Research Laboratory, December 1992. Some basic
proceduress for field testing had been proposed in 1978, but were never developed
further.. See Touart and Slimak, "Mesocosm Approach for Assessing the Ecological
Riskk of Pesticides", p. 33 et seq. According to one of the officers involved, the
Pesticss Office was also petitioning for more attention for field studies in research
planningg meetings with the Office of Research and Development of EPA around
1983,, in the typical negotiations between sections of government departments
1677
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Insteadd of building on the already advanced work on microcosms of the
Toxicss Office, the Pestics Office went on with the larger outdoor mesocosms. In
interviewss I conducted, this approach was defended on the basis of a closer
resemblancee of mesocosms to natural conditions, and on their closer
correspondencee to the field-testing requirements of FIFRA.168 Following the
customaryy pattern for the Pestics Office, a workshop on mesocosms was
organisedd in 1986, consisting of mostly academic and regulatory scientists,
completedd with a few scientists from industry. The report of the workshop went
throughh a round of comment by a loose network of advisers and by the Pestics
Office'ss Science Advisory Panel. The result of these operations was published
onlyy two years later: a finished mesocosm test protocol.169 What had taken the
Toxicss Office some ten years to establish, the Pestics Office managed to achieve
inn about two. With respect to the first mode of development of toxicity tests, this
approachh implied the speedy introduction of a test that had only been negotiated
inn a relatively restricted circle, mostly experts invited by the Pestics Office itself.
Thee Pestics Office had made sure that the design of the mesocosms
wouldd include those parameters it considered important. For regulatory
purposes,, it was deemed crucial to include a fish population in the test ponds. If
thee impact of a pesticide on fish could be indicated, this would constitute an
economicallyy relevant effect and a stronger regulatory case could be made.
However,, including fish required a larger pond volume, which increased the
costt of a test substantially. At the mesocosm workshop, it was discussed how
thiss increase in volume and cost could be minimised and which species of fish
wouldd optimally suit the purpose.170 Another test characteristic deemed
importantt was the measuring of dose-response relations. From an ecological
researchh perspective, the quantified analysis of responses to specific doses of
toxicantss was not necessarily interesting. However, for regulatory purposes the
dealingg with substantial policy and a research section that tries to set its own policy
targets.. Interview with Urban and Maciorowski, Washington DC, USEPA,
Novemberr 1992.
1688
Interview with Urban and Maciorowski, Washington DC, USEPA, November
1992;; Interview with Slimak, Washington DC, USEPA, November 1992. Ecologists
traditionallyy argued that ecological tests were 'more realistic', cf. John Cairns'
argumentss in chapter 4. (These, of course, were the reasons given by the actors
involved.. By the end of 1992, the alleged realism of the tests did not seem to weigh
soo heavily anymore.)
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According to list of participants, of the 35 scientists present, 18 had an
academicc background, 11 came from the EPA or other regulatory agencies, and 6
workedd for industry. The list of names included several researchers who had also
workedd on the development of microcosms. At least two key Pestics Office officers
weree present. See Touart, Hazard Evaluation,, Touart and Slimak, "Mesocosm
Approachh for Assessing the Ecological Risk of Pesticides".
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abilityy to estimate safe concentrations was essential, since the Pestics Office
usedd the widespread assessment principle of the comparison of expected
environmentall concentrations and toxic concentrations indicated by tests. For
thiss purpose, the mesocosm protocol specified that tests had to be performed
withh three different concentrations of the pesticide, besides the non-treated
control.. By replicating this set three times, 'an acceptable design' would consist
off at least twelve ponds.171
Thatt the text of the mesocosm guidance document was not very specific
wass clear from many passages, such as this one:
Dimensionss of a mesocosm must be large enough to accommodate a
viableviable finfish population. Depth should be sufficient to provide a
representativerepresentative open water area (...) An acceptable design would occupy
approximatelyapproximately 0,1 acre surface area with a volume of at least 300 cubic
meterss (...) (ital. added)
Thee mesocosm must contain a 'representative' pond biota.172 (sic)
Inn sharp contrast with other methods documents, there is no reference at all to
anyy other standard, e.g. species origin, water, or the measurement techniques of
thee EPA, the ASTM, or similar organisations. In fact, the protocol is not even
calledd a 'standard method' but a 'Technical Guidance Document', and is rather
explicitt about its intent:
Thiss document is not intended to detail specific test methods, but only to
providee a flexible framework for developing an acceptable aquatic
mesocosmm study protocol.173
Initially,, representatives of the pesticide industry used this lack of
standardisationn to argue against the introduction of the mesocosms. The actual
performancee of a mesocosm test alone took about a year, not including planning
andd assessment, and would cost approximately two million dollars. Industrial
representativess asked for the protocol to pass through the ASTM for further
discussionn and standardisation. Officers of the Pestics Office, fearing a delaying
action,, offered to start procedures in the ASTM, but only if in the meantime the
registrationn of pesticides up for mesocosm testing would be suspended.
However,, some pesticide-producing companies were actively supporting the
introductionn of mesocosm testing. Even before the mesocosm workshop came
1711

Touart, Hazard Evaluation, p. 6; Interview with Slimak, Washington DC,
USEPA,, November 1992.
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together,, at least one chemical company undertook a pond study for regulatory
purposes.1744 The mesocosms, expensive and lengthy as they were, offered
industryy a chance to prove a pesticide innocent, where acute and subsequently
chronicc toxicity studies would have suggested danger. Hoping to use these
ecologicall tests to register pesticides that would otherwise fail to qualify as safe,
thee pesticides industry finally accepted the procedure as it was, and by 198719888 the first test results arrived at the Pestics Office in Washington DC.175
Itt had been the Pestics Office's intention to discuss every test with the
registrantt and design a chemical-specific protocol for each pesticide.176 For
researchh scientists, every mesocosm study would therefore provide a chance for
innovativee experimental design work.177 This is also how each mesocosm run
wass planned. Although some negotiations between the regulators and the test
performerss did take place, diverging from the traditionally more restrained line
off the Pestics Office, these negotiations did not lead to highly specific test
protocols.. A large number of parameters were to be measured, leading to
extensivee files of information for assessment. In terms of the third mode of
development,, it would turn out that these negotiations failed to re-package the
genericc mesocosm test into a format that could produce sufficiently specific
data. .
Byy the end of 1992, when I was wandering around the EPA offices with
myy tape recorder, mesocosms were on their way out of the assessment
procedures,, which raised quite a stir. Assistant Administrator Linda Fisher had
decidedd that the regulatory assessment of pesticides should no longer routinely
requiree mesocosms or field studies, with the backing of a task force that
includedd participants from various other EPA offices.178 On the basis of various
1744

Ian Hill of ICI 'carried out the first large scale regulatory mesocosm study for
thee EPA in 1985'. (Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry-Europe,
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actors'' accounts and official statements, the background of this decision
appearedd complex. Firstly, mere was political pressure. The 1988 revisions in
FIFRA1799 had forced the Pestics Office to speed up the re-registration of
pesticides,, after industry had complained about the long delays in the
programme.. These delays were caused not only by the mesocosm studies, but
theyy were a contributing factor: the full assessment process of a mesocosm
studyy took between three and four years. The new policy forced the Pestics
Officee assessors to make decisions much earlier and recommended that risk be
mitigatedd by means of use specifications instead of strict bans.180
However,, the mesocosm programme also encountered many difficulties
inn the use of mesocosm data in actual assessments. Companies were
complainingg that they were required to submit very expensive data that nobody
wass evaluating.181 The original plan behind the introduction of the mesocosms
inn 1988 had been to introduce the tests into the assessment scheme for a while,
andd then to analyse and compare the results in order to decide on the
continuationn of the programme. By the end of 1992, the Pestics Office had
aboutt a dozen sets of mesocosm results, consisting of an enormous amount of
raww data. As a regulatory office under permanent high pressure and with everstricterr deadlines, they never had sufficient time to perform this evaluation.
Exceptt for one mesocosm study, the data of the tests were never thoroughly
analysed,, and it was even suggested that the Pestics Office simply did not have
enoughh qualified staff to do so. The head of the Pestics Office publicly stated
thatt the workload mesocosms placed on the EPA staff was 'out of proportion'.
Forr reasons the interviewed regulatory officers did not explain, the Pestics
Officee also refused to hand the evaluation over to an EPA research laboratory.
Moreover,, I found no examples of cases where the mesocosm data had actually
beenn used in regulatory decisions, or, as it was officially stated:
Thesee studies do not provide risk managers with information which
greatlyy enhances the risk management decision-making process.182
AA third reason was perhaps the most interesting from the perspective of this
research:: a regulatory decision based on mesocosm results would, when taken to
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court,, require extensive expert testimony without back-up of commonly
acceptedd standards, which greatly decreased the predictability of lengthy and
expensivee litigation. The officers of the Pestics Office did not want to take this
riskk and, from the perspective of EPA's regulatory scientists and risk assessors
involved,, this had been the most important reason not to use mesocosm data in
ann actual assessment procedure.183
Inn my analysis, the Pestics Office had steered the design and selection of
thee parameters in the mesocosms and had tried to attune them to its regulatory
needs,, but had failed to consider the importance of standardisation and adequate
distributionn of expertise over texts, objects, and people. No previously
standardisedd objects were used in the tests, and people had too much discretion
inn test performance to suit this regulatory regime. In addition, no assessment
proceduress were set up to meet these problems. There were no formalised
assessmentt protocols that detailed how data were to be used or interpreted, and
assessmentt was left to unspecified negotiations that were not part of the Pestics
Office'ss normal strategies. In addition, the Pestics Office proceeded after
consultingg of only a limited number of industrial experts, and faced continued
criticismm from other parts of the pesticide industry. The result of these failures to
integratee mesocosms in the assessment procedures and practices of the Pestics
Officee was that the status of the mesocosm tests and their results remained
unclear,, leading to their eventual removal. As a boundary device that was to
constructt a working division of labour between ecologists and the regulatory
regimee for pesticides, they largely failed.
Thiss case offers interesting material for comparison. The Toxics Office
alsoo relied on negotiations, both to develop detailed laboratory protocols for
microcosmm tests and to come to final assessments, but within the framework of a
moree specific and negotiated set of standards. The introduction of microcosms
wass extensively prepared, with considerable feedback through a literature
review,, several workshops, action through the ASTM, and public review
throughh the Federal Register. The Pestics Office carried enough legal weight to
proceedd faster, but it underestimated the political and legal consequences of the
swiftt introduction of a little standardised, high cost test with limited support.
Thee standardisation of a test is not merely a question of guaranteeing its
materiall stability across different settings, but also a matter of gaining the
supportt of the actors involved. The negotiation of actual test performance
dependss in turn on how standards can narrow down the scope for disagreement.
Ass long as the Pestics Office stuck to its relatively standardised assessment
techniques,, it managed to cope with its conflict-ridden policy area. When it
Intervieww with Stay, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory,
Decemberr 1992; Interview with Siefert, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research
Laboratory,, December 1992; Interview with Slimak, Washington DC, USEPA,
Novemberr 1992.
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startedd to rely on approaches that resembled research science more Jhan
regulatoryy science, this strategy failed. Part of the explanation for mis move may
havee come from the research orientation of some of the scientists involved, who
didd not think much of the scientific value of highly standardised eco/toxicity
tests.. However, the example of mesocosms illustrates the different logic of
researchh science and regulatory science, and the different criteria of 'useful
tests'' in regulatory regimes.
Inn the meantime, work on mesocosms for pesticide testing continued at
EPAA laboratories. In spite of the Pestics Office's scepticism, pesticides were
alsoo tested with the microcosms developed for the Toxics Office,184 as part of a
researchh programme that started in 1983 in response to criticism from the
researchh community.185 Part of this research programme also were validation
studiess designed to test the claims of environmental toxicologists that single
speciess tests could actually provide adequate environmental protection. In these
validationn studies, mesocosms played a role as representatives of 'the field' and
thuss formed a measure by which to judge the value of other toxicity tests.186 (In
otherr words: single species tests of environmental toxicology were being
validatedd with ecological tests.) However, compared to the entire research
effort,, their share was marginal.

77 Regulatory regimes in the US: where was ecology?
Whenn asked why ecological tests are largely absent from the regulatory regimes,
thee single most frequent answer I got from EPA regulators and scientists was
thatt ecological tests were not 'sufficiently standardised'. By the early nineties,
thiss answer seemed obvious. Our analysis has shown how important it was to
havee eco/toxicity tests standardised just enough, with the right kind of
consensuss building, with the right kind of distribution of tasks between texts,
objects,, and people, the right kind of parameters, and geared to the specific
regulatoryy regimes and strategies used in the specific regulatory regime they
weree meant for. With the exception of the microcosms of the Toxics Office, the
multispeciess tests ecologists had been defending did not seem to fit. However,
thiss answer leads to the question why so few ecological tests were standardised
E.g.,, sponsored by the Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
andd the WWF: Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Workshop on
AquaticAquatic Microcosms.
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byy the same processes as single species test? Why did the few tests that were
standardisedd come so late?
Thee second most mentioned answer I got was that ecological tests were
tooo expensive. They cost several times more than a simple acute toxicity test
andd were therefore not suited for routine testing, especially not in the regulatory
regimess where EPA did not have enough legal and political power to enforce
them.. However, even the cost argument is more complex than it seems.
Ecologistss regularly claimed that the cost of a multispecies test should not be
comparedd with an individual single species test, but with a batch of tests on
differentt species, ranging from acute to chronic toxicity tests. A single
multispeciess test, so it was claimed, could come up with data equivalent to
severall single species tests at a similar or lower cost.188 The reason why this
argumentt carried little weight did not lie in cost, but in marginal cost. The way
riskk assessments were structured, under NPDES, TSCA and FIFRA, an
applicantt for a permit would always come up with the cheapest data first. Only
iff the most basic information was insufficient would a company turn to the next
step.. However, the details differed in the various regulatory regimes. The order
was,, roughly: physical/chemical analysis, calculated toxicity (SAR/QSAR),
acutee toxicity test(s), subchronic tests, chronic toxicity test(s), microcosms,
mesocosmss and field studies. The exact cost of each of these steps varies
dependingg on type of species used and which protocol is used, but their order of
magnitudee rose almost exponentially with each next step, (see figure 11)
AA microcosm study might turn out to be cheaper than a series of single
speciess toxicity tests, but one only knows whether all these tests are needed after
theirr results are known. Thus, one can only establish with hindsight whether in
somee cases a microcosm system might have been cheaper. For these reasons,
ecologistss like John Cairns had challenged this 'tiered structure' of risk
assessment,, suggesting assessment schemes that started with multispecies tests
orr at least simultaneous with single and multi-species tests, potentially focusing
inn on specific aspects with smaller tests. In stead, multispecies tests were seen as
testss to explore specific problems later in the assessment process, after single
speciess tests had raised cause for concern.189
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Interview with Cairns, Blacksburg, Virginia, Virginia State University, November
1992;; Interview with Stay, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory,
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figurefigure 11: Order of magnitude of eco/toxicity test cost.190
Thee cost argument becomes even more complex when we assume the point of
vieww of a registrant and compare the costs of convincing EPA that a chemical or
effluentt was safe with expected returns from production of a chemical. Not all
testt results carried equal weight in the assessment procedure. This principle was
mostt formalised in the Toxics Office's 'assessment factors': the toxic
concentrationss suggested by tests (e.g. LC50s) were multiplied with a factor,
meantt to compensate for the extrapolation of test results to 'the field'. These
safetyy margins were established somewhat arbitrarily, but nevertheless applied
veryy systematically as a formal rule. If toxicity data came from (Q)SARs and/or
ann acute toxicity test, then concentrations considered of concern in the
environmentt would be a thousand times lower; one hundred times lower if
severall acute toxicity studies were available, ten times lower with a lowest
chronicc effect concentration, and the factor would be one for a microcosm or

1W1W

Data from interviews. Some multispecies tests were more 'competitive': a
microbiall colonisation test would cost approximately $4,000 (the multispecies test
developedd by Cairns), a single species acute test approximately $2,000. (Interview
withh Niederlehner, Virginia State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, November 1992)
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fieldfield study. When assessment procedures are structured like this, it might be
worthh going through a test that is one hundred times more expensive to get an
acceptablee concentration that is one hundred times lower, especially if the
chemicall at hand represents a market of a few million dollars. This explains why
multispeciess tests, in spite of their cost, had the interest of especially major
pesticidee producers, like Monsanto, and why the few examples of use of these
testss concerned chemicals already on the market, i.e. with an established
economicc value. It explains why these companies supported the plans of the
Pesticidess Office to introduce mesocosms: they expected to be able to use
ecologicall tests to lower the norms suggested by the tests of environmental
toxicology.. It is in fact ironical that the environmental movement protested
whenn mesocosms were no longer required: by 1992, they were perceived as
toughh regulation because they required expensive testing, but their actual
introductionn had been supported by part of the pesticide industry.
Thee pattern is in fact a more general one for the outsider ecologists: there
aree many more examples of industry turning to ecology when the standards
suggestedd by environmental toxicology were too strict, i.e. ecologists were
mobilisedd to deconstruct the false positives, rather than false negatives. In fact,
thiss is one of the ways even the Virginia Tech ecologists had managed to raise
industriall interest for their research, for example by doing field research on a
receivingg river after the company in question experienced problems with its
dischargee permit.192 Already in 1970, Cairns had signalled this, suggesting
biologicall water monitors as a more precise measurement of pollution compared
too early water quality standards:
Currentt rigid standard (...) probably have a considerable safety factor
thatt prohibits full utilisation of the receiving capacity of a stream for a
particularr toxicant for large periods of the year, since they must be
designedd to protect against the worst possible conditions.193
Inn contrast, environmental toxicologists argued that their single species tests
mayy not have been the most realistic, but with the safety margins of assessment
factors,, they at least offered protection of the environment. In addition, false
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negativess seemed to have been rare and validation studies generally confirmed if
nott the predictive, then at least the protective value of single species tests.194
Ass a further qualification of the cost argument: one should not only
comparee the cost of the tests at one point in time, but also at similar stages in
theirr development from research tool to standardised test. Around 1970, when
EPA'ss laboratory in Duluth was working on test development, the only way to
doo a chronic fish toxicity test was to do a full life cycle test, which took five
monthss with short-lived species and even a few years for species with a longer
lifee cycle, comparable to the duration of a mesocosm study. We have described
howw these were reduced to the 28-day early cycle tests, and eventually even
sevenn critical life stage tests, reducing the cost enormously. Ecologists may be
veryy sceptical of this comparison or the suggestion that a field study could be
reducedd from years to days, but this was one of the effects of the microcosm
standardisationn research in Duluth, making the microcosm cheaper and suited
forr the TSCA regime.195 In addition, several relatively cheap tests looking at
'higherr level' biological effects were suggested in the literature, such as Cairns'
colonisationn test or tests of primary production.196 From the point of view of this
analysis,, the cost issue then becomes: why have multispecies tests not been
standardisedd and made less expensive?
AA third case for the impracticability of ecological tests was the
complexityy argument: allegedly, multispecies tests were too complex, produced
tooo many parameters, 'none of which were ever decisive'. Nevertheless, in
environmentall hazard assessment, ecological tests were seen as better
representationss of nature, since they allowed for more complexity, judging for
instancee by the fact that the assessment factor for a microcosm was one.
However,, there is no reason to assume that the only way to reduce the
complexityy of nature is by reducing the effects of chemicals to their effects on
organisms,, more specifically death of the organism. Colonisation capacity,
primaryy production, or species diversity were the ecological parameters
equivalentt to the death of the organism (or size of population in the case of
DaphniaDaphnia tests) of environmental toxicology. The problem was rather that there
weree too many of such parameters. For example, the range of parameters that
couldd be tested in multispecies tests was notorious. They varied from
communityy structure, ecosystem fecundity, production, measurements of
functionall feeding groups, grazing rates, leaf decomposition,197 predation rates,
Stephann and Mount, "Use of Toxicity Tests with Fish in Water Pollution
Control";; Interview with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University,
Decemberr 1992.
1955
Interview with Stay, Duluth, USEPA, Environmental Research Laboratory,
Decemberr 1992.
1966
E.g. Cairns, Pratt, and Niederlehner, "A Provisional Multispecies Toxicity Test".
1977
Buikema and Vosshell, Toxicity Studies Using Freshwater Benthic
Macroinvertebrates. Macroinvertebrates.
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competitionn measurements, to even parasitism and symbiosis.198 However, the
variationn in endpoints in environmental toxicology was also enormous, at least
whenn one looks at the research literature: various behavioural disorders,
bioconcentration,, reproductive inhibition, genotoxicity, immunotoxicity, gill
ventilationn rate, heart beat rate, blood chemistry, histopathology, enzyme
activity,, etc. EPA has dealt with this variety by selecting a relatively small
numberr of endpoints to test and developed these for regulatory purposes.199
Timee and time again one finds the remark that field testing or testing at
ecologicall levels would be more adequate, but were not feasible.200 In historic
perspective,, the argument is peculiar, since the same could have been argued
aboutt the chronic toxicity tests of the early seventies.
Soo why did ecologists not manage to produce more successful boundary
devicess in American regulatory regimes? Combined with the descriptions of the
developmentt of US ecology and environmental toxicology of chapter 4, we can
tryy to answer, without having to resort to the 'one crucial factor' answers cited
above.. The diversity of intellectual traditions in ecology is one part of the
answer.2011 With systems ecology and community ecology competing, ecologists
weree prone to fiercely debate their own favoured endpoints of testing, e.g.
productionn indicators versus diversity indexes. Interviewed regulatory scientists
complainedd about the difficulty of getting ecologists to agree over such
selections.. As we have seen, successful test development hinged on such
agreement,, as regulators like the ones at the Toxics Office learned to construct
consensuss over test methodology. I do not want to suggest that environmental
toxicologistss always agreed. However, environmental toxicologists were much
moree dependent on regulatory research, especially in the early seventies, when
theyy mostly worked for regulatory agencies. The first sentence of the 1975
manuall for single species tests quoted before, was the following 'conclusion',
almostt as if the scientists involved were surprised about themselves: 'A diverse
groupp of scientists interested in aquatic toxicology can reach agreement
concerningg detailed methods for conducting toxicity tests with aquatic
animals'.2022 In cases where the scientists could not agree, regulators tended to
makee sure some consensus was constructed, via workshops, SETAC, ASTM, or
1988
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evenn publication in the Federal Register. Given EPA's key position as ultimate
clientt of the bulk of research in US environmental toxicology, these methods
wouldd quickly become generally accepted standards. By the time ecologists
camee into positions at the EPA where they could start to develop their own
approachess and develop multispecies tests, they already were approximately ten
yearss behind single species tests that had been designed to fit the various
regulatoryy regimes, with test practices that had been considerably reduced in
cost.. When I asked John Cairns why he had never taken his multispecies
colonisationn test to the extensive standardisation meetings of ASTM, he
answeredd that it would have cost him too much time and it would not have been
interesting.2033 He simply could not be bothered - for an academic ecologist
theree were more important things to do and, for most ecologists, enough
alternativee sources of funding.

88 Conclusions and implications
Thiss chapter allows for two important conclusions on the nature of
standardisationn of testing in regulatory regimes. Firstly, standardised toxicity
testss were not designed to circulate anywhere, but to travel to very specific
places:: industrial laboratories, commercial testing laboratories, the board room
wheree test design or test results are negotiated/enforced between regulators and
industry,, and ultimately the American court room with its adversarial
presentationn of expertise. Standardisation is thus not a matter of constructing
'mobiles'' that are 'immutable' in all circumstances and all places. These places
aree structured by deeply embedded institutions, such as legal institutions, or the
intricatee structure of developing but nevertheless tenacious regulatory regimes.
Secondly,, standardisation of these tests was not a matter of shifting all expertise
too objects and texts. Rather, they are used as devices to frame negotiations over
detailss of testing or resources to provide regulators leverage to obtain data. In
somee cases these tests were used as a consequence of regulatory strategies, in
otherss they were used to innovate regulatory strategies. In all cases, they formed
boundaryy devices that demarcated 'science' and 'politics' in different ways, and
helpedd to construct specific divisions of labour between experts and policy
makerss in each regime. This becomes very clear when the different modes of
developmentt of toxicity tests are described with the heuristic 'shopping list' of
texts,, objects, and people.
Thee analysis has shown how the transformation of expertise by
standardisationn is undertaken by regulatory actors as part of a strategy to harness
regulatoryy decisions and to pacify conflicts in regulatory regimes. Because
regulatoryy regimes differ significantly in the way they obtain closure for
decisionn making, a comparison of regulatory regimes and the tests they use
Intervieww with Cairns, Blacksburg, Virginia, Virginia State University,
Novemberr 1992.
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providedd insight into how the actors have developed very specific
standardisationn strategies.
Inn the Office Of Water, standardisation focused on producing numerical
waterr quality standards, producing highly formalised ways to derive standards
fromfrom toxicity tests and later principles to apply these to local circumstances and
dischargee permits. The boundary texts of the procedures to derive standards
weree the main boundary devices. The structure of the regulatory regime of
industriall chemicals revolved around the weak statutory position of the Toxics
Office.. As a result, the Office has developed a style of regulation that depended
onn extensive negotiation in context of painstakingly standardised assessment
procedures,, which was both cause and effect of a relatively low level of
contestation.. The boundary devices used therefore consisted of a particular
combinationn of boundary texts (the protocols), boundary objects (the material
tests),, but with a significant role for the boundary people: the regulatory
assessorss negotiating testing practices with regulatory scientists working for
'notifiers'.. The Pestics Office, in contrast, had to confront a high-conflict
domainn of policy, but from a much stronger legal position. Its regulatory style
dependedd on strict enforcement and a legalistic approach to uphold its decisions
andd maintain its regulatory independence. Hence, its boundary devices relied
muchh more on texts and objects, rather than on people.
Inn the case of the Toxics Office, thoroughly negotiated tests of high
standardisationn and low cost led to successful closure in risk assessment
proceduress that centred on negotiations over test design and planning. When the
costt of such tests became too high, as with the microcosms, their regulatory
usefulnesss was lower and restricted to specific situations where companies
wantedd to challenge false positives for commercially important chemicals. In the
casee of the Pestics Office, negotiations over the development of a test received
lesss attention, and could even work adversely, since the Office tried to maintain
itss aura of regulatory autonomy. The toxicity tests of the Office were also highly
standardised,, but there was little negotiation in the assessment procedure. In
fact,, the assessment procedures were transferred largely to the textual rules of
assessmentt protocols. The mesocosms differed from the toxicity tests of the
Pesticss Office in all three development modes, and were unsuccessful boundary
objectss by any possible criteria.
Thesee patterns in the science/policy boundaries in these regimes were
closelyy related to the boundaries in eco/toxicology. The result of the
developmentt of these boundary devices was that expertise that did not fit the
particularr format of these regulatory regimes was pushed out, creating a
situationn in which ecology was either used in research to validate environmental
toxicology,, or occasionally mobilised as a very expensive means to obtain an
exemptionn from regulation based on single species tests. The origins of this
patternn are complex, involving regulatory settings that are conducive to
formalisedd and 'objectified' ways of presenting expertise, but also the
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institutionall location and history of both fields. At the time when American
ecologyy was carving out niches for itself in the academic environment of
universities,, turning away from policy engagement, environmental toxicology
originatedd in an environment that was almost entirely dominated by regulatory
concerns,, leaving it with a much higher interest in the development of
methodology. .
Thiss development had consequences for the way environmental
hazardss of chemicals were evaluated. Forms of knowledge that emphasised
thee complexities of concrete, localised natural environments were difficult to
incorporatee into regimes that rely so heavily on standardised methods, based
onn a generalised, abstract environment of a standard fish, standard water,
averagee streams, and average death of organisms as prime concern. The
participationn of ecological knowledge in these regimes was almost exclusively
possiblee by compromise, by conforming to this reductionist form of
knowledge,, for example in reducing the complexity of nature to a limited
rangee of parameters in the microcosms.204 A similar dilemma confronted the
environmentall movement, which was largely absent from this analysis, and
nott by accident. Environmentalists were not present as such in the 'technical'
discussionss of regulatory science, although especially academic scientists
couldd import their sympathies. If this analysis is correct in showing that an
importantt part of the closure of regulatory policy occurs under the heading of
science,, in the committees of ASTM and the workshops of SETAC, then
manyy of the important decisions remain beyond the reach of
environmentalists.. On the other hand, participation in technical decision
making,, in the back rooms where methods are standardised and developed
andd where protocols are written, may imply entanglement in a web of
negotiationn processes that operates to pacify the participants. I will return to
thesee issues in the epilogue, but will now try to drive the analysis further by
contrastingg these stories from the US with examples of assessment practices
andd test development from England and the Netherlands.

AA similar point for the UK is made in Wynne, "The Rhetoric of Consensus
Politics",, pp. 32-5.
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Chapterr 6: Contrasting patterns in
regulatoryy regimes
AndAnd my good guide, with ready hands undaunted
ThrustingThrusting me towards him through the tombs apace,
Said:Said: "In thy speech precision is what's wanted. "
Infemoo X:37-39, 6th Circle, the Heretics.

11 The specificity of US regulatory regimes
Inn the previous chapter, I described the ways in which the divisions of labour
betweenn experts and policy makers were structured in regulatory regimes in
thee US. I have pointed at standardisation strategies in eco/toxicity testing that
weree geared to the specific requirements of the specific regulatory regimes for
pesticides,, industrial chemicals, and surface water pollution. The
standardisationn process was largely directed by the US EPA, which, in many
cases,, had members of its regulatory offices in key positions. The end
productss of this standardisation were highly 'depersonalised' tests, steering
assessmentt towards single species testing. In these regulatory regimes, these
boundaryy objects operated to support strict demarcations of science and
politics.. As regards eco/toxicology, these regulatory regimes led to the
(unintended)) consequence of a sharper boundary between the fields of
ecologyy and environmental toxicology. This did not mean the isolation of
environmentall toxicology from ecology, but rather that ecological forms of
knowledgee were forced into a secondary position as a regulatory science, i.e.
usedd for validation, for general background knowledge, or occasionally as a
resourcee to question restrictive single species test results.
Howw idiosyncratic are the patterns in the division of expert labour in
thesee US regulatory regimes? In this chapter, I will use contemporary
exampless from regulatory regimes in the Netherlands and England in order to
refinee our understanding of how different regulatory regimes structure (and
aree structured by) science/policy boundaries, and how these regulatory regime
developmentss affected the boundaries between the fields of ecology and
environmentall toxicology. After the detailed treatment of eco/toxicity testing
intricaciess in the previous chapter, I will mainly stick to a few specific
Englishh and Dutch examples in order to show contrasts between both patterns
inn regulatory regimes and the way eco/toxicology was positioned in them.
Thee dominant view of comparative research on regulation is that
regulatoryy regimes are strongly shaped by national political institutions and
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especiallyy national cultures of decision making.1 In the previous chapter, I
indicatedd how the presence of adversarial legal institutions and the perceived
threatt of legal deconstruction played a specifically important role in the
constructionn of highly standardised tests - boundary objects that in turn
helpedd to reproduce the specific format of strict science policy boundaries.
(Att least in the actual decision-making process: we have also seen how the
stagingg of this strict boundary in the front region of regulatory decision
makingg tends to require extensive negotiations of a more blurred kind in the
backk region of regulatory science.)2
However,, regulatory scientists do not only operate in a national
context.. So far, interesting insights into the meticulous work that went into the
organisationn of science/policy boundaries have come from the subtle
differencess between the US regulatory regimes. The story of eco/toxicity
testingg in the US also shows how regulatory regimes differ, for example,
betweenn the highly conflictual pesticides regulatory regime and the one for
industriall chemicals. In addition, actors in these regulatory regimes may
choosee different strategies to deal with the typical tensions in regulatory
regimes.. We have seen the choices regulators have made to either engage in
standardisationn negotiations for more than a decade, or to avoid such
negotiations.. We have seen examples of regulatory scientists who took the
timee to travel to all the standardisation committee meetings, and of academic
scientistss who considered these a waste of time.
Hence,, there are three issues to be explored in this chapter. The first
issuee concerns differences in the division of expert labour in regulatory regimes
inn England and the Netherlands, Previous research has indicated that the
structuree of regulatory regimes in England and the Netherlands differs radically
fromfrom that of the US (see chapter 3). Since strategies for developing and using
eco/toxicologicall knowledge are geared to the specific structure and tensions of
aa regulatory regime, we can therefore expect differences in the way
eco/toxicologicall knowledge is mobilised and positioned in these countries.
Secondly,, since eco/toxicity testing methodology travels, is exchanged between
countries,, and is subject to international standardisation processes, we may
wonderr what happens if a testing methodology that was developed for very
specificc regulatory regimes, or standardisation strategies developed for these,
endss up in regulatory regimes with a different structure. For example, I have
alreadyy indicated that the development of highly depersonalised tests became a
self-evidentt strategy in the US. What happened when regulatory actors in
differingg regulatory regimes started using these same strategies? Thirdly, can
wee trace differing connections between national research traditions, styles of
11
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decisionn making, or legal institutions with regulatory regimes, thereby refining
ourr understanding of the importance of national contexts? In this chapter, I will
presentt the stories that can help to answer these questions, starting with
Englandd in the following section, and the Netherlands in the next. A discussion
off the relevance of national contexts - and what that national context actually
consistss off- will follow in chapter 7, with general conclusions being presented
inn chapter 8.

22 England: a regulatory court
2.11 The court: personalised trust
Inn 1975, Lord Solly Zuckerman gave a public lecture at the University of
Oxford,, explaining his views on the importance of rational, scientific
expertisee for policy making.3 Although also critical of the role of experts
themselves,, especially the scientists that had developed the atom bomb, his
mainn objective was to separate the wheat from the chaff. He identified the
irrationalityy of the * self-appointed experts' of the environmental movement as
thee main threat to fair regulatory policy. Environmental policy was best off
whenn advised by people who knew what they were talking about and lay
involvementt in such issues would only lead to uninformed, emotional
responsess that would undermine the possibilities of sound policy making. He
saww extensive public access to regulatory information through the media as
partt of this problem:
(...)) the daily press and the broadcasting services are continually
subjectingg the government, Parliament, and the electorate to a barrage
off comment about scientific and technological matters, with the result
thatt official advice is now almost always tendered against a background
off what is usually well-publicised, but not infrequently superficial, fact
andd opinion/
Inn the case of public anxiety, he insisted, the best way to repair damaged trust
wass to install an official committee, based on solid science and responsible
experts.. The specific role of government was to guarantee the rationality of
thesee experts. Hence, the choice of advice should always remain a
responsibilityy of government.5
Lordd Zuckerman was not a novice in matters of policy advice. His
advisoryy work dated back as far as the Combined Operations HQ in WWII,
encompassingg an appointment as the first chief scientific adviser to the British
Zuckerman,, Advice and Responsibility.
Zuckerman, Advice and Responsibility, pp. 6-7.
55
Zuckerman, Advice and Responsibility, pp. 30-32.
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Cabinett between 1964 and 1971, followed by life peerage.6 More relevant in
thiss context was his experience as chairperson of the Zuckerman Working
Partiess of the 1950s, routinely acclaimed as the basis of the British approach to
thee control of pesticides' hazardous effects.7 In many respects, his lecture gave
aa description of the role of science in regulatory policy that was typical of
Englandd in the seventies. The official language regarding regulatory practice
maintainedd a distinct boundary between science and politics, and especially
betweenn science and the irrational or 'unreasonable'. Experts and their personal
integrityy were seen as the guarantee for such a sound decision-making process.
However,, not just any expert would do. In regulatory affairs, experts were seen
primarilyy as advisors to government, not to 'the public' or a public decisionmakingg process. According to Lord Zuckerman, it was therefore specifically up
too government to select these reasonable advisors, as not just any accredited
scientistt would do.8
Inn this logic, the division of expert labour in England was largely based
onn co-optation, which, in turn, was based on personalised trust. Instead of
depersonalisedd procedures and texts, people took a central position in English
expertise.. When deemed appropriate, even environmental organisations could
bee co-opted in regulatory decision making, as long as they could be considered
reasonablee and trustworthy.9 Therefore, at least as important as the boundary
betweenn science and irrationality, was the boundary between the co-opted and
thee excluded, in the form of a personalised guarantee of 'being reasonable'.
Thee potentially disruptive interference of the 'uninformed' and the
'irresponsible'' was also the traditional argument for English regulatory
66

The Cambridge Biographical Encyclopaedia, Zuckerman (ofBurnham Thorpe),
SollySolly Zuckerman, Baron 1904 - 1993; Anonymous, Whitaker's Concise Alman
1994,1994, p. 141; Gummett, "History, Development and Organisation of UK Science
andd Technology up to 1982.", p. 21.
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Three Zuckerman Working Party reports appeared, in 1951, 1953, and 1955, in
responsee to public concerns about pesticides. Gillespie, "British 'Safety Policy' and
Pesticides",, p. 204; Sheail, Pesticides and Nature Conservation; Ministry of
Agriculture,, The COPR Handbook., p. 6:1 (Part One).
88
Cf. De Man, Energy and the Organisation of the Policy Process.
99
Especially in nature conservation, England had a long tradition of cooperation
betweenn government and (quasi-)NGOs. The 'Royal' prefix was traditionally a
typicall marker of their assimilation as part of official governance structures.
(Bramwell,, Ecology in the 20th Century; Yearley, The Green Case; Lowe and
Goyder,, Environmental Groups in Politics, p. 36; Vogel, National Styles of
Regulation,Regulation, pp. 46-52.
100
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regimes'' high degrees of secrecy. A fair balance of societal interests could only
bee guaranteed with a sufficient dose of discretion, in order to allow for
productivee informal negotiation and - where need be - bargaining. Combined
withh a style of governance that stressed restriction and a modest role for
government,, the classic format of English regulatory regimes can be described
as: :
(...)) several distinctive elements: an absence of statutory standards,
minimall use of prosecution, a flexible enforcement strategy,
considerablee administrative discretion, decentralised implementation,
closee cooperation between regulators and the regulated, and restrictions
onn the ability of non-industrial constituencies to participate in the
regulatoryy process.11
Suchh regulatory regimes hinge upon the sharp distinction between who is and
iss not part of the community of reasonable decision makers. I will call the
stereotypee of such a regulatory regime a court, based on its tendencies to cooptt members into a sharply defined community of regulators and their
advisors,, much like a sovereign and his or her entourage.12 The metaphor of a
(royal)) court is not meant to reduce the complexities of English regulatory
regimess to some essential pattern, but rather as a tool to show the
developmentt and differences between them and practices in other regulatory
regimes.. It does, however, identify a radically different strategy of organising
science/policyy boundaries and reaching closure in regulatory debates.
2.22 Pesticides and eco/toxicology
2.2.12.2.1 Monks Wood and PSPS
Duringg the 1960s, the Monks Wood Experiment Station was a key source of
expertisee on the hazards of pesticides for wildlife.13 Monks Wood was a
researchh institute of what was then the Nature Conservancy, an organisation
responsiblee for the management of nature reserves and related research. Being
partt of this organisation, research at Monks Wood traditionally focused on
problemss of nature conservation, predominantly structured along research in
(terrestrial)) ecology. Research in pesticide hazards for wildlife was started by
111

Vogel, National Styles of Regulation, p. 70. See also: Royal Commission on
Environmentall Pollution, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater Quality; Brickman,
Jasanofï,, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals.
122
The metaphor was suggested to me by Robin Grove-White, Lancaster.
133
In chapter 4,1 used the handbook of ecotoxicology by Frederick Moriarty as a
meanss to described the ongoing rhetorical boundary work between ecology and
environmentall toxicology. Moriarty was a researcher at this institute. (Moriarty,
Ecotoxicology) Ecotoxicology)
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thee Nature Conservancy in response to early indications of pesticide hazards to
especiallyy birds of prey. By investing in this research, the organisation wanted
too participate in the early regulatory debate and get rid of the aura of a
'dilettantee organisation, devoted to lobbying and bird-watching'. After the
Experimentt Station was founded in 1960, a special Section on Toxic Chemicals
andd Wildlife was set up in the next few years. After its formation in 1963, the
Sectionn combined ecological field research with knowledge of analytic
chemistryy to investigate the effects of organochlorine substances such as DDT,
dieldrin,andPCBs.14 4
Althoughh the study of long-term effects of pesticides was new for
Englishh ecology, attention for conservation work was not. Since its foundation
inn 1949, the Nature Conservancy had been instrumental in increasing the role
off ecology in nature conservation to the extent of considering itself an
ecologicall research council.15 Thus, in striking contrast to the US, ecology and
aa nature conservation agenda were the driving forces behind the concerns
regardingg pesticide hazards for wildlife, alongside problems with farm workers1
orr consumers' health.16 In addition, the Nature Conservancy had successfully
urgedd for a research committee on nature conservation in the Natural
Environmentt Research Committee (NERC), which was established in 1965.
Afterr a period of consolidation and integration of the Conservancy into
NERC,, the organisation of research changed radically in the slipstream of the
19711 Rothschild report. This review of the research system had been ordered
byy the Conservative Heath government, employing the young Margaret
Thatcher,, already deeply committed to a reduction of public expenditure, as
Secretaryy of State for Education and Science. The report struck the right cord
whenn it argued for more contract research by appropriate government
departments.. The following debates even threatened the existence of research
councilss such as NERC. More than the other research councils, NERC found
itselff in a position where it had to bid for funding from various departments.
Thee Conservancy was also affected by the reorganisations. Most of its research
taskss were taken over by NERC, while the management of nature reserves and
aa small budget for applied research were transferred to a new body, the Nature
Conservancyy Council. Nevertheless, the prominent role that ecology had played
inn the Conservancy was further embedded in NERC's structure. Monks Wood
144

On the founding of Monks Wood and the early years of pesticide hazard
research,, see Sheail, Pesticides and Nature Conservation, pp. 37-49; quote p. 37, p.
108-177 on birds of prey research; Moriarty, "Toxic Pollutants in Aquatic and
Terrestriall Ecosystems".
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Experimentt Station became part of NERC's new Institute for Terrestrial
Ecologyy with a total staff of approximately 250.17
Ass part of the reorganisation, the broad interdisciplinary teams of Monks
Woodd were disbanded, as was the Section on Toxic Chemicals and Wildlife.18
Nevertheless,, the new zoological section continued the old general research
interests.. Several of the birds of prey studies had shown the difficulties of
extrapolatingg the physiological effects of pesticides in laboratory animals to
animalss in the wild. Hence, the ecologists of Monks Wood argued for the study
off the effects of pesticides on animals in the field, while their laboratory work
wass simultaneously increased to include more physiological research.19 In this
context,, the 1983 Moriarty handbook of ecotoxicology (see chapter 4) did not
justt represent his specific interpretation of ecotoxicology. It was also a
propagationn of the Monks Wood research agenda, with the prominent role of
ecologyy in pollution research, but clearly combined with supporting
physiologicall and toxicological work.20
Inn contrast to the US, the development of highly standardised tests, let
alonee the focus on single-species tests, was not characteristic of this research.
Suchh lack of standardised tests did not prevent these researchers from
producingg expert knowledge that could be assimilated in regulatory decision
making.. Already in the fifties, the scientists of the Nature Conservancy had
playedd a pivotal role in putting the hazards of pesticides on the British political
agendaa and in providing expertise for pesticide hazard assessment. The
Naturee Conservancy was formally represented on the Advisory Committee of
thee Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme (PSPS), the voluntary notification
schemee that was the backbone of pesticide hazard control in England from
19577 to 1985. (See chapter 3) After the founding of the Toxic Chemicals and
Wildlifee Section, it became an important source of expertise in the regulatory
arena. .
Normann Moore, the head of the Section, was a member of the scientific
subcommitteee and wildlife panel of PSPS. Moore was an ecologist with
extensivee experience in nature conservation work. Throughout the sixties,
177

Gummett, "History, Development and Organisation of UK Science and
Technologyy up to 1982.", p. 22; Sheail, Natural Environment Research Council, pp.
8-35;; Sheail, Pesticides and Nature Conservation, p. 127; Osborn, "Pesticides and
Britishh Wildlife", p. 127; Moore, The Bird of Time, p. 215.
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Sheail, Pesticides and Nature Conservation, p. 226; Moore, The Bird of Time, p.
215. .
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Osborn, "Pesticides and British Wildlife".
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Moore, The Bird of Time, p. 162 et seq.
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For example, in the early fifties, the Ministry of Agriculture consulted the
Conservancyy to set up field trials with dinitrocresol in Norfolk and Berkshire and the
Conservancyy played an important role in the regulation of roadside spraying by the
Ministryy of Transport (Moore, The Bird of Time, p. 149).
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expertss from the Conservancy and the ecologists of Monks Wood, in particular,
debatedd the hazards of organochlorines. They tried to indicate the hazards of
substancess such as aldrin, dieldrin, and DDT to wildlife, using their research
andd all the data they could find in the scientific literature. They contributed to
thee landmark Reviews of the Persistent Organochlorine Pesticides of 1964 and
1969,, the basis for regulatory policy on organochlorine pesticides. Beyond the
specificc problems with organochlorines, these experts also argued for new
evaluationn criteria in the consideration of hazards to the Advisory Committee.
Thesee criteria included parameters such as the cumulative effects of small
dosess under varying physiological conditions, sublethal effects on reproduction,
andd the availability of substances to animals in the field.22
Afterr the Section was dissolved, the representation of the conservation
pointt of view on the Advisory Committee was continued by the new
Conservancyy Council. Moore became the Chief Advisory Officer of the
Councill (1974-83), as one of its small scientific staff.23 Thus, conservation
issuess such as the wildlife effects of pesticides, were effectively represented in
PSPS.. In this representation, ecologists took crucial positions, even though the
directt links between research practices such as at Monks Wood were severed
afterr 1973.24
Thee actual influence of the Monks Wood ecologists on pesticide
regulationn should not be exaggerated. In his memoirs, Normann Moore does not
hidee his frustrations with the long-winded process and the lack of forceful
regulatoryy limitations on the use of organochlorine pesticides:
Likee most scientists who were new to politics I thought that changes in
opinionn and action were mainly produced by obtaining facts and
arguingg logically from them. I was soon disillusioned. I found that
theree were immense obstacles to implementing the general restrictions
wee wanted.25

Moore,, The Bird of Time, p. 182 et seq. (Ch. 6); Sheail, Pesticides and Nature
Conservation,Conservation, p. 118 et seq.; Bates, "Legislation Regarding the Use of Chem
94. .
Moore,, The Bird of Time, p. xxi. With him, several other members of the Section
wentt to the Council (Sheail, Pesticides and Nature Conservation, p. 236). The
representationn to the Advisory Committee was stopped in 1983, when an attempt was
madee to make the Advisory Committee more independent through a composition of
scientistss without governmental or industrial affiliation. However, the Conservancy
Councill continued its representation as scientific assessor of pesticide hazards
(Ministryy of Agriculture, The COPR Handbook., p. 6:1 (Part One).
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Thee PSPS framework was not designed for general restrictions on pesticide
marketing.. The Scheme was set up as a way to pacify the concerns about
pesticides,, based on a voluntary notification procedure and adherence
prescriptionss of pesticide use. Regulatory action aimed at changes in the way
pesticidess were applied (process standards), rather than at restrictions of
pesticidess availability on the market (i.e. product standards). Industry would
reportt its new substances and discuss their properties with the regulators. The
regulatoryy regime was based on consulting, negotiation, and persuasion,
althoughh PSPS did entail some effective means of pressure. For example,
membershipp of the British Agrochemical Association was conditioned upon
notificationn to the Scheme and a corresponding delay in marketing. The
Associationn was recognised as the sole representative by government and
controlledd approximately 90% of domestic and foreign sales. A similar
exclusivee position was reserved for the National Farmers Union. Within the
Scheme,, the scientific sub-committee was the main arena for this informal
self-regulation.. Although the scientific sub-committee formally only treated
scientificc issues in order to report these to the Advisory Committee on
Pesticides,, on which a selection of interest organisations were represented, the
boundaryy between the roles of scientists and policy makers was never very
sharpp in practice. The assessment of pesticide hazards per se was similarly
informal.. There were no fixed data requirements, just informal
eco/toxicologicall guidelines. Experts from industry were invited to come and
discusss their assessments and there was negotiation at almost every step of the
procedure.26 6
Thee informal atmosphere and shared goal of reaching a * reasonable
consensus'' even extended beyond the Committee proceedings, in any case
duringg the sixties and seventies. Experts from industry and the Nature
Conservancyy also met at scientific meetings or exchanged information.
Ecologicall knowledge was not only present in the regulatory regime of
pesticidess through the ecologists of the Conservancy: their industrial
colleaguess were equally investigating possibilities. This extended to
multispeciess testing. Although the precise date is hard to trace, around 1980,
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interestss in artificial streams and other forms of model ecosystem tests were at
leastt present at (English branches of) ICI, Monsanto, and Shell.28
Althoughh these experts could introduce ecological knowledge into
pesticidee evaluation, their approach encountered criticism. The ecologists felt
theyy needed physiological evidence, as this was seen as 'harder' man the
'circumstantial'' evidence of ecological studies.29 Lack of standardisation may
nott have been an obstruction as such, conceptions of what was and was not
'hard'' methodology could present limitations. Nevertheless, even though
methodologyy was frequently an issue in the deliberations, the answer was not
thee development of strict and formally standardised test methods. 'Guidelines'
andd general principles were formulated, but rather as a framework that
facilitatedd debate among 'court' experts, than to reduce the role of expert
interpretationn of data. Ecologists of the Conservancy were prepared to suggest
meansmeans of testing effects of chemicals, but their interest in the standardisation
off such methods was low. In the early sixties, they even deferred such tasks to
thee Ministry of Agriculture, partly out of a concern that such tests would be
usedd to promote pesticides in question. Even the Ministry never took this task
furtherr than general guidelines of assessment and test performance.30
Thee regulatory regime of pesticides of PSPS showed the characteristics
off a court-like institutionalisation of a regulatory regime. The same arguments
usedd by Lord Zuckerman, sometimes in identical phrasing, can be found here.
Forr example, Moore originally believed the distribution of research findings
throughh the press would help to bring about measures to control deleterious
effectss of pesticides.
Sometimess the press got hold of one of our scientific papers and
producedd an article about it. The wish to tell a good story frequently
meantt that the original work was distorted or exaggerated. This was
distressingg since we naturally wanted to keep our reputation of
objectivity.. As a result of such distortions by the media, we developed
ann ambivalent attitude to the press and broadcasting and television
organisations.. We welcomed the fact that they brought our work and its
messagee to a wider audience, but we were embarrassed by the
inaccuraciess (...).31

Seee discussion of artificial ecosystems by J.F. Frewman of ICI Plant Protection
Divisionn in Lorch Foundation, Proceedings of the Seminar on Safety of Chemicals in
thethe Environment, pp. 181-7, in 1979. According to Moore, the first field trials
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Ass Sheail put it, on some occasions, these experts went through great lengths
'too distance themselves from this other kind of ecologists' by stressing the
strictlyy scientific nature of their work.32 The 'other ecologists', environmental
movementss that were not 'reasonable' and not 'scientific', were not part of the
court.. They were not co-opted and could not partake in the deliberations. M.
Sharratt,, representing the Department of Health and Social Security, at a
symposiumm in 1974 stated:
Onee must keep an open mind all the time and discussions with the
activistss are often made difficult because it appears that some have
alreadyy made up their minds.33
Althoughh critical and 'on the side of the environment', the Conservancy was
definitelyy part of this court and its scientists made sure they protected the
reputationn that guaranteed their informal membership. However, by the
standardss of more radical environmentalists, their strategy was seen as a selloutt co-optation, the position of'a watchdog without teeth' .34
Wee also see reflections of this position the Monks Wood ecologists in
thee pesticide regulatory regime in Moriarty's handbook of ecotoxicology.
Moriarty'ss blend of ecotoxicology presented the kind of knowledge that was
developedd at Monks Wood and that operated in regulatory decision making.
Hiss insistence on the importance of developing tests for evaluating pesticide
hazardss at higher levels of biological organisation, on the importance of
populationn ecology, and on the evaluation of a variety of sub-lethal effects,
wass based on the experiences in this specific regulatory setting where
ecologicall knowledge was integrated with toxicological results as part of the
regulatoryy rationale. In this setting, Moriarty originally took the optimistic
stancee of further blurring the boundary between ecology and environmental
toxicology.. It was his attempt at improving a knowledge practice for
regulatoryy purposes, at a time of high pressure on NERC and the Institute of
Terrestriall Ecology to deliver more commissioned research.35 By the time
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Moriartyy wrote his second 'pessimistic' edition of the ecotoxicology
handbookk in 1990, things had changed.

2.2.22.2.2 Reform of pesticide regulations and eco/toxicologisis
Thee PSPS system survived until 1985. On several occasions, cases were made
forr a more formal, statutory system, but the voluntary notification of PSPS
hadd survived with only minor modifications. The strongest arguments for its
reproductionn were that it guaranteed pragmatic and achievable regulation of
pesticidee usage, in cooperation with industry rather than against it. It was
defendedd by government, especially the Ministry of Agriculture, as a system
thatt could fine-tune the balance of agricultural and environmental or health
interests,, in as far as such interests could be considered 'serious'.36 The
secrecyy that came with such an approach was seen as a necessity, partly to
protectt commercial interests, but at least as importantly also to keep the
irrationalityy of those that did not belong to the court at a safe distance. No one
outsidee the 'court', not even scientists, had systematic insight into information
thatt was presented by industry, how it was evaluated, nor which specific
criteriaa were used. The sixties' Reviews of the Persistent Organochlorine
PesticidesPesticides were not only a landmark, they were also just about the o
reportss on environmental hazards of specific pesticides ever published during
thee regime of PSPS.

EnvironmentEnvironment Research Council, p. 48 et seq.; Wynne and Crouch, "United K
pp.. 427-31.
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"Pesticides:: An Industry out of Control", p. 156.)
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Initially,, the Thatcher government supported the voluntary principles of
PSPS,, as it was generally opposed to strict state-controlled environmental
regulation.. In the early years of Thatcher government environmental
regulationn was relaxed and the staff of the Department of the Environment
cut.. Nevertheless, pressures were building up to alter pesticides policy and
environmentall regulatory policy more in general. Environmental groups
receivedd wide public support and environmental activists increased their
pressuree to gain insight in regulatory decision making and to implement a
strongerr regulatory stance. On their side, they found the labour unions, which
hadd just engaged in a public dispute with the Advisory Committee on
Pesticidess and the pesticide producer Ciba-Geigy over the assessment hazards
too farm workers of the herbicide 2,4,5-T. Meanwhile, the European
Commissionn increasingly urged for more harmonised regulation of pesticide
licensing,, with plans that were largely based on the statutory and more formal
Continentall regulatory approaches, a prospect that appealed to segments of
pesticidee producers that operated multinationally.
Thesee pressures led to the Food and Environment Protection Act of
1985,, giving pesticide regulation a statutory footing. Pesticide regulation was
broughtt under the prime responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries,, and Food (MAFF). The technical secretariat for pesticide
assessment,, the Pesticides Safety Directorate, received agency status to enable
somee degree of independence from the Ministry. All the preparatory work for
thee evaluation of pesticides was done at this Directorate, located at
Rothamsteadd Experiment Station near Harpenden, a well-established
laboratoryy of the Ministry of Agriculture. After data assessment,
recommendationss were then sent to scientific advisory committees (the
Advisoryy Committee on Pesticides and its Scientific Subcommittee, now
madee statutory), leaving the formal responsibility for regulatory action shared
amongstt six Ministries. Contrary to the voluntary scheme, Ministries now had
thee legal basis to keep a pesticide off the market or to legally restrict usage to
specificc purposes or specific conditions. In spite of responsibilities formally
sharedd among departments, the Ministry of Agriculture kept a firm grip on
pesticidee regulation, not only through the limited advisory status of
committeess involved, but also by 'coordinating' the appointments to the
Advisoryy Committee and its Sub-Committee responsible for assessments. On
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alll of the committees and panels, civil servants constituted the bulk of
membership,, combined with scientists from government laboratories.38
Althoughh the change of PSPS into a statutory scheme seemed a radical
breakk with the informality of the past, there were also some remarkable
continuities,, especially with respect to the practice of hazard evaluations. For
example,, the high degree of secrecy of the old scheme only gave way very
gradually.. The public availability of information on pesticide assessment
increasedd slowly after 1986. In 1986, MAFF printed the 'Data Requirements
Book',, primarily to improve communication with companies submitting
data.399 Although not widely spread, the document was available to interested
parties.. Around 1988, MAFF started to produce 'evaluation documents',
describingg the considerations behind pesticide assessments. Initially, these
documentss were very terse. Only ten to twenty pages long, they contained no
referencess to the actual studies and individual eco/toxicity test results were
mentionedd only in a synopsis of a few lines each. Usually, the documents
weree made available about a year after the actual assessment. Over the
followingg years, these documents became more extensive. Around 1993, they
hadd become files of several hundreds of pages, with complete descriptions of
tests,, standards used, and literature references to the actual research. They
noww also appeared shortly after the review process (rather than with years of
delay).. The evaluation documents were still not easily accessible. They were
onlyy available at a few locations and there were strict limitations to the
copyingg of information. The official reason for this was that the documents
containedd commercially valuable information: they could be used to submit
riskk assessments to regulators in other countries, without having to invest
largee sums of money. Nevertheless, regulatory assessors gradually found out
thatt (more or less) publicly available information did not have to lead to
excessivee environmental contestation, and even that dialogue with parts of the
environmentall movement was possible, after the Pesticides Trust was invited
too be represented on one of the subcommittees advising the Advisory
Committeee in 1994.40
Changess in the practice of hazard evaluation, as far as these can be
traced,, were also very gradual. As under PSPS, the risk assessors still
negotiatedd the details of testing requirements with companies during the
assessmentt process. Their position in the negotiations had become stronger:
Intervieww with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994;
Beaumont,, Pesticides, Policies and People, p. 151 et seq.; Ministry of Agriculture,
TheThe COPRHandbook..
399
Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986.
400
Interview with Davis, London, Pesticides Trust, June 1994; Interview with
Tooby,, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
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withh the legal pressure of a statutory scheme, the regulators could require that
companiess would submit test results considered essential for a good
evaluation.. After this base set of data was submitted by a pesticide producer,
thee assessors at the Pesticides Safety Directorate then had 120 days to make a
primaryy assessment. Based on a first review, they would then get in contact
withh the producer and negotiate further testing. In the words of a risk assessor:
Att times, we end up saying: 'Well, we just need to know more (...)'. So
wee have the company [come] in here and we say to the company: 'We
havee a problem with your molecule. Let's talk together; let's see
whetherr we can resolve this. A series of studies are required. The
bottomm line is, if you go away and say you are doing nothing, we are
justt going to refuse to give you the authorisation.' And we have got
that,, we can say that, and we are supported by our Ministries at the end
off the day, (...) providing the decision is sensible. So we normally work
outt some studies (...), provided they are done to some sort of GLP
assessmentt that we will agree to.41
Companyy representatives could argue their case in every part of the
procedure:: at the technical secretariat of the Pesticides Directorate, at the SubCommittee,Committee, as well as at the Advisory Committee.42
Althoughh a list of kinds of eco/toxicological data that could most likely
bee required was drawn up, risk assessment remained a matter of general
guidelines.. For example, in contrast to the strictly formalised use of
assessmentt factors in the US, English assessors used informal guidelines that
weree often not even on paper. In other words: a safety margin for
extrapolationn from test data to 'the field' was a matter of expert
interpretation.433 To be acceptable, additional studies were to be performed as
agreedd with the assessors, following the general rules of Good Laboratory
Practicee as a quality guarantee rather than highly detailed assessment
protocols.. This practice of tailoring tests for the specific properties and effects
off individual pesticides was itself seen as a guarantee for a better quality of
assessments. .
Similarly,, the discourse of 'reasonableness' by no means disappeared.
Claimss for additional testing could be made as far as they were considered
'sensible',, the Ministry of Agriculture being the guardian of moderation.
Althoughh the formal possibility of legal action existed, this process effectively
preventedd court cases. Reasonableness was seen as the guarantee for sound
411

Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986, pp. 6 (Section III, no. 23).
433
Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994,
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evaluationn of pesticides, adapted to the peculiarities of individual substances.
Ass the regulatory assessor commented:
Inn my experience, and I have been doing this for several years now,
everyy single application is different. There is always something, some
oddd thing that is there to catch you out. If you had everything written
down,, (...) you could get some administrator just to sit down and tick
boxes.. And we don't want to do that.44
Theree is more than just the mistrust of rigid procedure here, but also the
presentationn of the scientist and his/her ability of experience-based lateral
thinkingg to guarantee sound decisions. Or, as the guideline document for
companiess submitting data stated it:
Itt is impracticable to specify any rigid wildlife research programme for
alll types of pesticidal chemicals just as it is hard to provide hard and
fastt methods of assessing the significance of any observed effects, (...)
AA knowledge of past wildlife problems is of the greatest value in
decidingg what lines of investigation to pursue when attempting to judge
thee possible effects of chemicals on wildlife.45
Iff deemed necessary, eco/toxicity tests could be adapted during the
assessmentt process according to what was considered good scientific practice,
nott necessarily according to the textual rules of standardised testing protocols.
Whenn such protocols would not be available, even novel experimental designs
couldd be negotiated during assessment negotiations. For example, English
assessorss found the precise assessment of exposure of wildlife in the field
veryy important, but this exact exposure is often hard to establish.
Consequently,, most assessments now have to [contain] a field
assessmentt of (...) what the environmental concentration is likely to be.
(...)) If they have a persistent chemical associated with particulates, they
havee to do some work and try to assess biological availability [in soil].
Theree are no standard tests, we are making it up as we go along.46
Thee precise assessment of actual exposure is especially important in nonrestrictivee regulatory regimes. Especially in English pesticide regulation, the
tendencyy to regulate use patterns rather than to ban active ingredients in a
Intervieww with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986, p. 69 (Appendix 7).
466
Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
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moree generic way, led to the negotiation of precisely how much of a chemical
wass tolerable, even though its eco/toxicity was high. The alternative way to
assesss exposure was to use computer models, but the uncertainties in these
modelss require large safety factors. The use of field tests can indicated
exposuree rates with smaller safety factors than computer models.
Fieldd studies and controlled outdoor experiments had been performed
att MAFF's Fisheries Research Centre47 since the mid-seventies. In a first
seriess of tests, colloquially called the 'overspray studies', the distribution of
pesticidess over soil, biota, and water after sprayed application was studied on
smalll ponds.48 In 1987, a major field research project was started that
followedd the distribution of pesticides through soils, soil water, drainage
water,, and into streams, funded by, among others, the Pesticides Safety
Directoratee and MAFF.49 Although such tests were mainly focused on
exposuree measurements, these could involve ecological studies of biota, not
necessarilyy just the chemical and physical behaviour of a substance.
Thee kind of field tests that regulators looked for in an assessment
proceduree would have very specific intentions, defined before the actual
testing.. Rather than to introduce ecological research as broad-ranged
explorationsexplorations of possible unforeseen hazardous effects that could occur,
ecologicall tests were used when the comparison of environmental toxicity and
exposuree assessments led to borderline results, or when the assessors could
arguee that there was sufficient reason to expect specific hazards, such as
specificc food chain effects. Thus, for example, a company could be urged to
researchh the culinary mores of mice, as a regulatory assessor explained the
casee of one pesticide:
Thee firm should, therefore, demonstrate whether sugar beet seed is
likelyy to be taken by mice and also indicate whether the treated pellet is
likelyy to be consumed by mice.50
Inn addition, companies could submit ecological test results where available
andd did so, even if not urged by the regulators. In the most striking cases, the
veryy mesocosm test results that had been produced for USEPA pesticide
assessmentss and were left unused because of insufficient standardisation,
477

The Fisheries Research Centre became the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculturee Science, with Agency status, in April 1997. (Ministry of Agriculture,
PressPress Release)
488
Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
499
Matthiesen et al, "Monitoring Pesticide Runoff and Leaching in a SurfaceDominatedd Cathchment".
500
MAFF, Evaluation of fully Approved... Evaluation of Imidacloprid for
AgriculturalAgricultural Use, 130.
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weree submitted, accepted, and used in the English evaluations.51 Although it
iss difficult to assess how big the impact of these studies was on the final
decisionn - especially since regulators tend to avoid discussion of specific
assessmentt procedures - there are indications in publicly available evaluation
documentss that they could be presented as key arguments in evaluations.52
Evenn tough multispecies tests were often designed for specific
evaluationn processes, this did not mean that there were no principles of what
wass good research. In one case, a company was asked to perform a mesocosm
studyy to lift labelling restrictions, but the study submitted was considered to
bee of 'unsatisfactory standards' and to lead to 'inconclusive results'.53
Inversely,, sometimes studies were rejected even if they had been performed
accordingg to (foreign) standard protocols. For example, a typical reason to
rejectt eco/toxicity studies in England - and not just in the case of multispecies
and/orr pesticide assessments - was the use of nominal concentrations. The
concentrationn in tests water is then determined by the amount of toxicant that
iss added, rather than by the amount that actually remains in the test water,
whichh can change due to processes such as adhesion or decomposition.54
Althoughh such rules of thumb sometimes remained unwritten, the English
pesticidee regulators developed guideline documents with general descriptions
off test requirements. The 1986 'Data Requirements Book' produced by
MAFFF that contained a general description of the kind of data that should be
submitted,, included general methodological guidelines, but insisted on the
importancee of discussion with regulators:
Thee scope and type of research into effects on wildlife will vary with
thee nature of the chemicals concerned and their proposed uses, and it is
emphasisedd that the above notes are not intended to describe a rigid,
recommendedd research programme, but to provide a guide which
applicantss will have to expand and modify as seems appropriate.
EARLYY DISCUSSION WITH THE OFFICIALS CONCERNED
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Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
Forr example, in the case of Atrazine, where the company submitting the data was
ablee to argue that the toxicity tests were too conservative, this was substantiated with
Americann mesocosm and microcosm studies (Ministry of Agriculture, Evaluation of
AtrazineAtrazine (2)). In a sample of 22 evaluation documentsfrombetween 1988 and 19
foundd nine with indications of mesocosms or field trials, although a few of these
seemedd to pertain to environmental fate exclusively.
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Ministry of Agriculture, Evaluation ofAnilazine in 'Dyrene',
544
Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pesticides Safety Directorate, June 1994.
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Workingg Documents produced by the regulators contained suggested
protocolss for wildlife toxicity tests and terrestrial field trials. The protocols
weree set in general terms, with limited use of standardised objects.5 In these
guideliness for testing, even problem-identifying field trials were suggested,
sincee 'it is not possible to foresee all the eventualities'.57
Partt of the reasons why guidelines were developed was the need of
industryy to get a better sense of what was expected in regulatory negotiations.
Especiallyy for the most complex tests, field trials, additional guidelines were
developedd and published in die years after the implementation of the statutory
scheme.588 The typical way to develop these was to set up expert workshops.
Forr example, in July 1991, a workshop was held at Monks Wood to develop
guideliness for aquatic mesocosm studies with pesticides. The workshop was
organisedd by mesocosm specialists from industrial laboratories and from
MAFF'ss Fisheries laboratory at Burnham-on-Crouch, under the auspices of
SETAC-UKK and SETAC-Europe (the Society for Environmental Toxicology
andd Chemistry, see chapter 4). Present also were several international
Ministryy of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986, Appendix 7, p. 73 (caps in original); similar Section III,
no.. 21-5.
566
For example, the protocol for an acute aquatic toxicity test with fish consisted of
aa little over 5 pages. In these, only the glassware for the test tanks used some standard
objectss (wash bottle heads, sockets, and a burette, all according to British Standard
specifications).. The method was virtually identical to one developed over twenty
yearss earlier for pesticides screening and water effluent testing. (Ministry of
Agriculture,, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of Pesticides
RegulationsRegulations 1986; cf. Alabaster and Abram, "Development and Use of a Direct
Methodd of Evaluating Toxicity to Fish" of 1965). Apparently, there had been very
littlee attention for test development and standardisationfromthe side of the regulators.
Thee species suggested for testing was the small Harlequin fish (Rasbora
heteromorpha),heteromorpha), popular among aquarium holders for being decorative yet easy to
keep.. Although the choice is understandable from the practical side, the choice of a
tropicc fish that is a native species of Thailand, Malaysia, and Sumatra is not evident,
especiallyy in light of the practice of rejecting datafromnon-native species by English
regulators.. (E.g. in water quality standards: Seager and Oakley, Proposed
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Quality Standards for Organotins in Water, p. 29.)
577
Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986, p. 72 (Appendix 7).
588
Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the Control of
PesticidesPesticides Regulations 1986, Additional Working Document, 31.12.1990: field trials
withh beneficial arthropods (bees), again a generic protocol of approximately seven
pages. .
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mesocosmm experts, as well as English pesticide regulators, to assure the
coordinationn with regulatory needs. The guideline document stressed two
characteristicss that were crucial to the role mesocosm studies could play in
Englishh pesticide assessments. One was the generic nature of the document.
Althoughh the document made extensive recommendations on the performance
off studies in series of small ponds, actual studies would have to be designed to
answerr very specific questions, to be negotiated with regulators. The second
pertainedd to the nature of these questions: mesocosms were intended first and
foremostt as studies of environmental fate, to determine actual exposure to
biota.. In contrast to the American mesocosms, a smaller size seemed more
appropriate:: test ponds were to be from 1 to 25 m3 and occasionally to 100
m3,, whereas the original American protocols had required a minimum of 300
m3.. Although the 'environmental realism' of smaller ponds (without
predators)) was considered lower, they were also easier to replicate and more
pronee to produce clear results, especially when designed to test specific
parameters.59 9
Ass a corollary of these regulatory possibilities of multispecies tests,
somee companies had continued to invest in mesocosm research. The
laboratoryy of Shell at Sittingbourne, in Kent, became an important place for
thee development of mesocosm methodology, either for purposes of actual
testingg or validation. In one study, funded by the European Commission, its
outdoorr artificial streams were used in a validation study of chronic single
speciess toxicity tests (see figure 12).60
Inn sum, the development of assessment of environmental hazards of
pesticidess after 1986 provided a stronger position for the regulators, but
continuedd to rely of personalised expertise with high degrees of negotiation
withh industry applicants. Methodological guidelines were developed, but not
inn the form of highly standardised protocols of US pesticide evaluations, not
evenn after the regulatory regime was given a statutory basis. The development
off these very general guidelines were discussed with industry scientists,
withoutt going through the lengthy standardisation procedures we found in the
casee of industrial chemicals in the US. The negotiation with regulators of the
designn of actual experiments based on these guidelines was strongly

Thee UK document became the input for further debate on the use offreshwater
fieldfield tests with high involvement of SETAC-Europe. (Society for Environmental
Toxicologyy and Chemistry-Europe, Guidance Document on Testing Procedures for
PesticidesPesticides in Freshwater Mesocoms: Interview with Tooby, Harpended, Pe
Safetyy Directorate, June 1994.)
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Crossland et al, "An Outdoor Artificial Stream System Designed for
Ecotoxicologicall Studies"; Mitchell, Bennett, and Piano, "Effects of Lindane on
Macroinvertebratess and Periphyton in Outdoor Artificial Streams"; Crossland et al,
EuropeanEuropean Workshop on Freshwater Field Tests; Hill et al, eds., Freshwa
TestsTests for Hazard Assessment of Chemicals.
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encouraged.Thiss allowed non-standardised multispecies test results to be
includedd in hazard assessments, in some cases even the very same tests that
hadd been rejected as useless for regulatory purposes in the US. Apparently,
thee strategy of relatively low standardisation of mesocosms that had failed for
pesticidess in the US produced acceptable data in the English regulatory
regime,, whether as fact-finding or as specific hypothesis-testing experiments.
However,, given the intermittent development and extensive validation of
singlee species tests, there was a tendency to use mesocosm for more specific
testing,, with stress on exposure measurement.61 Nevertheless, ecological
formss of knowledge were part of this regulatory regime.62

figuree 12: Shell artificial stream (from Commission of the European
Communities,, Development and Validation of Methods for Evaluating
ChronicChronic Toxicity to Freshwater Ecosystems).
Crosslandd et ai, European Workshop on Freshwater Field Tests, p. 19.
Not only through the tests: the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology continued to be
representedd in the hazard assessment, with a representative on the Environment
Panell of the Sub-Committee on Pesticides. Ministry of Agriculture, The COPR
Handbook.,Handbook., p. 6 (Part One).
622
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2.33 English water
2.3.12.3.1 Eco/toxicology at the court
Ass described in chapter 3, the regulation of surface water pollution in England
reliedd heavily on water quality standards throughout the period researched.
Thee philosophy behind this approach was that what counted in water pollution
controll was the end result: the quality of river water, rather than the quality of
effluentt or the level of effluent treatment. River water was considered to have
aa certain 'carrying capacity', a potential for dealing with effluent that could be
usedd if managed with care and reasonableness. Although all dischargers were
requiredd to have a 'consent' for discharging effluents after the Control of
Pollutionn Act of 1974, the approach of the river basin based Water Authorities
wass to negotiate these consents in light of self-imposed water quality
objectives.. As self-imposed targets, these objectives had no statutory value:
neitherr citizens nor industry could use them to challenge discharge consents.
(Too avoid any such suggestion, regulatory authorities later called them
'Environmentall Quality Standards', rather than 'objectives'.) Only in 1988
didd the Department of the Environment announce strict effluent standards, but
onlyy for a limited group of highly toxic chemicals, published in 1989 as 'the
Redd List'.63 In 1990, Statutory Water Quality Objectives of the 1989 Water
Actt were announced, but not implemented for years to come.64
Becausee of the high reliance on water quality standards throughout the
periodd researched, there were some particular problems that needed to be
resolvedd in the regulatory regime. Regulatory scientists tried to define
meaningfull quality standards, ways to translate these general standards into
qualityy standards that could be used by local water authorities, as well as

Underr pressure of the EC: the Red List was a subset from the EC (candidate)
'blackk list' substances, which would require stricter regulation. (Environmental Data
Services,, Dangerous Substances in Water, p. 8)
644
Anonymous, "Declinging Rivers Show up Government Promises". Water
qualityy was then brought under the centralised responsibility of the National Rivers
Authority.. Even after the major industrial works were brought under the technology
standardss of Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution in 1992, an administrative
agreementt still stipulated that water quality objectives were to remain limiting
conditionss for discharge permits. (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution,
SixteenthSixteenth Report: Freshwater Quality; Environmental Data Services, Dan
SubstancesSubstances in Water, Hawkins, Environment and Enforcement; Interview
Carlyle,, London, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution, 7 June 1994; Allott,
IntegratedIntegrated Polution Control; see also Chapter 3.) In a major reshuffling
regulatoryy tasks, responsibilities of the National Rivers Authority and Her Majesty's
Inspectoratee of Pollution were bundled to form the Environment Agency. In spite of
whatt its name suggests, many regulatory tasks are still managed by other regulatory
authorities,, such as licensing of pesticides and industrial chemicals. (See
Environmentt Agency, Environment Agency Home Page)
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somee indication of how to use these standards for the purpose of designing
dischargee consents. With heavy reliance on water quality indicators came
cruciall chances for ecologists.
Wayss to assess overall river water quality could not only be used to
designn consents, but also to assess the result of regulatory action in
monitoringg programmes. From 1974 on, the Department of the Environment
sett up a harmonised monitoring scheme that was to measure 80 (and later
100)) parameters at 200 locations all over Britain. The harmonisation was
meantt to make measurements comparable between sites and over time.
However,, in practice, only 25 parameters were effectively and systematically
recorded.. During the mid-1980s consistent data collection ceased because the
Departmentt of the Environment withdrew its funding. Throughout the period
researched,, public availability of these data was only very partial, for example
ass they were used in evaluation reports of river water quality.65 As far as I
havee been able to assess, these data only contained chemical and physical
parameters,, and at most very basic biological indicators.
Startingg in 1980, more systematic water quality surveys were held for
alll of England, directly coupled to environmental quality standards. For these
surveys,, the National Water Council (NWC) devised a classification scheme
inn four classes of water, mainly based on chemical and physical parameters.
Classess ranged from high-class fishery waters with high amenity values (class
1A),, down via high quality, 'but of less high quality than Class 1A (class IB),
viaa fair quality (2), poor quality (3), to bad quality (4). The scheme and its
parameterss were proposed by 1978, but remained unaltered until the early
1990s,, when the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution thoroughly
criticisedd it. One source of problems was the set of parameters for toxic
substances.. Categories 1 and 2 suggested that water should be "non-toxic to
fishfish in EIFAC terms (or best estimates if EIFAC figures not available)".66 On
thiss criterion, the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution remarked:
Thee NWC scheme has some features which reduce its value both as a
managementt tool and as a general indicator of the state of water bodies.
First,, it purports to incorporate both the EC surface water directive and
thee European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission (EIFAC) criteria.
Thiss inevitably makes it impossible to see a clear picture of the state of
thee water, since the same determinants have different limits under these
instruments.. The same stretch of water could be classified either as
classs 1A or class 3 under the NWC scheme depending on whether its
Royall Commission on Environmental Pollution, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater
Quality,Quality, p. 39.
666
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater
Quality,Quality, pp. 30-31; Frankel, The Social Audit Pollution Handbook, pp. 121-2.
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ammoniaa concentration was judged against EIFAC or the surface water
directive. .

Clearly,, the margins of interpretation for the classification scheme were
considerable.. Not only were there these inconsistencies, which required
resolutionn via expert judgement, but also the number of criteria published by
EIFACC was very limited: in 1978 EIFAC had criteria for 11 different
substances.. Partly, these margins of interpretation were used by government
too avoid strict environmental regulation. For example, in 1977, the Ministry of
thee Environment had made it clear that it found the classification scheme of
thee then EEC too severe and 'unrealistic', hence creating its own scheme.68
Fromm our perspective, it is interesting to see that an only very generally
definedd scheme of water classification and water quality indicators could
operatee in this regulatory regime for so long. In contrast: by the end of the
1970s,, the US EPA was producing quantified and very strictly defined water
qualityy criteria for a large number of substances.
Thee European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission was (and still is)
ann international forum for discussion of inland fisheries and aquaculture,
foundedd in 1957 by the Food and Agricultural Organisation. Its member
countriess were represented by either civil servants from ministries or
scientistss from (government) aquatic research institutes. With concerns about
pollutionn effects on the quality of freshwater fisheries, EIFAC started to
producee documents on specific pollution parameters in the mid-sixties, with
reportss on suspended solids (1964), effects of extreme pH values (1968),
temperaturee (1969), and ammonia (1970) among its usual reports on suitable
foodd for carp, economic valuation of fisheries, and tack for eel fishing. By
1975,, EIFAC discussed toxicity tests and had turned its attention to pollution
byy heavy metals and phenols.69 Its activities in quality criteria and toxicity
fadedd after the mid-eighties, but until the early eighties, English water
authoritiess used EIFAC as an independent international source of criteria.
Theree are two especially interesting aspects here. One was the close
connectionn between the use of single species toxicity tests and these criteria.
Fromm a fisheries perspective, the main interest in this period was the effect of
aa toxicant on specific species of commercially interesting fish. The use of
singlee species tests was not only economical in terms of test design, but also
677

Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater
Quality,Quality, p. 30.
688
The EEC used chemical and physical parameters for so-called salmonid and
cyprinidd rivers, different types of fish fauna. Frankel, The Social Audit Pollution
Handbook,Handbook, p. 136.
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European Inland Fisheries Commission, EIFAC - European Inland Fisheries
AdvisoryAdvisory Commission Home Page.
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self-evidentt from the perspective of protection of specific species (and their
nutritionall value) rather than ecosystems. The second interesting aspect was
thee role of English eco/toxicologists in EIFAC. For example, in 1982, EIFAC
publishedd its second edition of an overview of freshwater quality criteria.70 Its
mainn editor was J.S. Alabaster, pioneer of aquatic toxicity tests of the Water
Researchh Centre (WRC) in Medmenham. Together with his colleague J.
Solbé,, WRC eco/toxicologists were among the prominent experts in EIFAC.
Whilee EIFAC could be presented as an outside source, the Water Research
Centree was one of the key regulatory laboratories in freshwater pollution and
aa main source of eco/toxicity data and expertise, for EIFAC as well as for
Englishh regulatory authorities.
Thee Water Research Centre was formed in 1974 as a government
researchh centre, but with close links to industry, which provided contractbasedd funding. It was mainly formed out of the Water Pollution Research
Laboratory,, which went back to 1927 as a government research institute
advisingg on water pollution control. As in most older regulatory water
pollutionn research laboratories, sewage treatment and related water
engineeringg had always been a main focus, but already in the 1940s, there was
researchh on effects of pollution on fish, resulting in attempts to develop
toxicityy tests with fish in the following decades. l By the mid-1960s, the
laboratoryy was considered one of the main research centres on aquatic
pollutionn in Europe.72
700

Alabaster and Lloyd, eds., Water Quality Criteria for Freshwater Fish, 2nd Ed.
quotedd in European Inland Fisheries Commission, EIFAC - European Inland
FisheriesFisheries Advisory Commission Home Page.
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E.g. Herbet, "Measurement of the Toxicity of Substances to Fish", once again
focusingg on the construction of the diluter as the main experimental bottleneck. The
paperr mentioned the need to compare river pollution as the main reason for
developmentt of a test protocol. By 1965, Herbert's test had become a 2-page
protocoll for a static/renewal acute toxicity test with Harlequin fish (a small and
easilyy bred aquarium fish) or minnows. It had a formula for the 'Ministry's Standard
(Soft)) Dilution Water' and general indications for temperature of test water, fish
handling,, test temperature, treatment of samples (of effluents or river water),
dimensionss of the test, and rate of water renewal. (Alabaster and Abram,
"Developmentt and Use of a Direct Method of Evaluating Toxicity to Fish".)
Judgingg from the publication, it was especially directed at testing of effluent for
consentingg of effluent discharges by local water authorities. The method was
referredd to as an acceptable way of setting up aquatic toxicity tests in England for
decades.. (E.g. Ministry of Agriculture, Data Requirements for Approval under the
ControlControl of Pesticides Regulations 1986, p. 87)
722
The Water Research Centre comprised the old Water Pollution Research
Laboratoryy at Stevenage (specialist in 'dirty water'), the Water Research
Associationn at Medmenham (which had done 'clean water' and had water supply
companiess as subscribers), and the research division of the Water Resources Board.
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Thee Water Research Centre continued a tradition of providing expertise
forr government. In fact, the Water Research Centre developed an almost
exclusivee position as the source of expertise on water pollution for the
Departmentt of the Environment and the Water Authorities. The cooperation
wass so close, that in many cases it performed the technical preparation of
policyy in pollution affairs. WRC reviewed the literature and recommended
waterr quality objectives, worked on the water quality classification scheme,
supportedd water sampling, and developed and performed eco/toxicological
testing.733 For example, the eco/toxicological justification of England's
resistancee to uniform emission standards in Europe in favour of localised
qualityy objectives was prepared by the WRC.74
Byy the end of the 1970s, WRC employed 500 people, comprising
researchh on sanitation engineering, drinking water provision, but also an
extensivee research programme on eco/toxicity. Part of the programme was the
developmentt of chronic toxicity tests, based on work started in 1966, ranging
inn duration from 3 months to 2 years, in the case of studies of the effect of
cadmiumm on rainbow trout. (Note the contrast with chronic toxicity at the US
EPAA laboratory in Duluth, which by then had concentrated on radically
reducingg the duration of chronic toxicity tests.) There were also research lines
comparingg toxicity between different life stages and between species,
studyingg the effects of fluctuating concentrations, and research on field
validationn of single species tests, involving extensive fish monitoring as well
ass artificial streams in which algae and fish were studied. WRC was also
workingg on the kind of live fish monitoring systems that Cairns had advocated
inn the US in the early 1970s.75

Overvieww of its research and history in Solbé, "Studies on the Effects of Pollution
onn Freshwater Fish"; see also Council of Europe, Fresh Water Pollution Control in
Europe,Europe, pp. 87-88; Water Research Centre, Annual Reports.
733
Interview with Hedgecott, Medmenham, WRc, June 1994.
744
Water research Centre, Emission Standards in Relation to Water Quality
Objectives. Objectives.
755
The WRC fish monitor was developed for water companies to safeguard their
potablee water supplies. Starting in 1975, researchers investigated the possibilities of
usingg measurements of ECG, gill movement, whole body activity, and stress signs,
laterr also heartbeat and 'couching', using trout. (Solbé, "Studies on the Effects of
Pollutionn on Freshwater Fish", p. 15 and Pascoe and Edwards, "Single Species
Toxicityy Tests", pp. 103-4; cf. Cairns, Sparks, and Waller, "Biological Systems as
Pollutionn Monitors"). The development continued into the eighties, for example
withh the 'MK III' version of it in 1985 (according to WRc, Publications Catalogue).
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Somee of the work was directly oriented at the very specific needs of local
regulatoryy English authorities. For example, research on combination
toxicologyy attempted to provide regulatory officers in the field with some way
off calculating the toxicity of complex effluents from knowledge of their
chemicall composition. The ultimate objective was to predict the state of a
fisheryy from knowledge of effluents, in other words: to find out how to
achievee a certain level of water quality by regulating discharges.76 Expertise
onn toxicity studies with fish was also provided for the regulation of
pesticides,777 although overall water regulation seems to have dominated the
researchh agenda.
Judgingg from the publication list, the methodological work of the 1960s
andd 70s in eco/toxicology shifted to more specific regulatory tasks, especially
thee review of literature for the purpose of environmental quality standards.
Thee development of eco/toxicity methodology was only resumed around
1990.. Meanwhile, WRC prepared water quality standards for the Department
off the Environment through expert review of eco/toxicity data. For example,
inn 1984, it proposed environmental quality standards for chromium, inorganic
lead,, zinc, copper, nickel, and arsenic. In 1988, more standards followed for
organotins,organotins, sulphides, ammonia, etc.78 In contrast to the US, these qu
standardss were not derived with a formalised calculation, but by means of a
literaturee review, prepared by between two and four WRC scientists. For
example,, a document proposing environmental quality standards for
organotinss of 1986 (not disclosed at the time), evaluated the eco/toxicity data
forr these substances, controversial for their use in anti-fouling paints on ships.
Thee document paid explicit attention to potential food chain effects, reviewed
resultss of acute and chronic toxicity, as well as the pseudo-hormonal effects
onn snails, by which male sex characters were 'superimposed on the
reproductivee anatomy of females' (the 'imposex' effect). In evaluating the
data,, frequent use was made of ad hoc expert judgement calls: results for
exoticc species were discarded as irrelevant for England, imposex effects
weighedd less heavily in the evaluation because its effect on population decline
wass not clear, etc.79 In another example, a review of 1990 for purposes of
environmentall quality standards, risk evaluations of the US EPA, and some of
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Solbé, "Studies on the Effects of Pollution on Freshwater Fish".
E.g. Tooby, Hursey, and Alabaster, "The Acute Toxicity of 102 Pesticides and
Miscellaneouss Substances to Fish", in cooperation between the Salmon and
Freshwaterr Fish Laboratory of MAFF and WRC, using Alabaster's dilution
technique. .
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WRc, Publications Catalogue.
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Seager and Oakley, Proposed Environmental Quality Standards for Organotins
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thee eco/toxicity data that they were based on, were discarded because they did
nott involve species indigenous to England.80
Apparently,, WRC later used a general quality assurance system for the
derivationn of environmental quality standards,81 but the system was never
basedd on strict rules and assessment factors as it was in the US. This did not
meann that WRC scientists or even regulators of the Department of the
Environmentt were against quantitative evaluation techniques. For example,
forr the prioritisation of toxic substances in preparation of the North Sea
conferences,, which identified pollutants for priority action, the Department of
thee Environment asked WRC to produce a computerised evaluation scheme,
whichh resulted in a priority list by 1991. Similarly, more formal
prioritisationn procedures for Red List substances were devised after 1989.83 It
doess mean that formalisation of evaluations, standardisation of tests or
procedures,, in other words: the shift of expertise to texts or objects, was not a
requirementt to produce boundary devices in this regulatory regime, but
merelyy another tool that could be used, particularly for prioritisation
screening. .
Afterr the production of the expert review, the proposed water quality
standardd would go to the Department of the Environment to be reviewed and
discussed,, possibly with the Ministry of Agriculture or the water authorities.
Consequently,, the department consulted with industry and 'other parties',
beforee the standard would be included in a Circular. However, the availability
off the expert assessment was normally very limited. For example, the
organotinn report discussed earlier was distributed under embargo in
approximatelyy 39 copies, 11 of which were for internal use in WRC.84 Since
thee WRC was part of the civil service, or to be precise: the science service, its
memberss were held to the same rules of secrecy as the civil servants in
governmentt positions. Although these scientists could present research at
scientificc conferences, they were well aware that the Official Secrets Act
appliedd to them too and apparently the Department of the Environment

Mallet,, Determination ofEcotoxiolcogical Effects.
British Standard 5750, Interview with Hedgecott, Medmenham, WRc, June
1994. .
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Hedgecott and Cooper, Priority Setting Scheme for Potentially Hazardous
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effectivelyy controlled what technical information was released to wider
circles.855 Here is a typical instruction from a 1975 report:
Thiss report has been prepared for the confidential use of members of
thee Water Research Centre and of Government Departments covered
byy the Department of the Environment Quasi Membership Scheme. Its
contentt must not be further published without the permission of the
DirectorDirector of the Water Research Centre.86
Thee 'quasi membership' referred to who could be considered an insider to the
policyy process, a quasi member of the Department of the Environment, of the
'court'.. The privatisation wave that started under the Thatcher government
andd reached the WRC in the mid-eighties, hardly changed this
configuration.877 The first research programme of the new company, now
calledd WRc, for 1986-1991, showed the continued reliance on the Department
off the Environment for the bulk of its funding.88 Even though the Department
wass now formally required to tender for contractors, most of its regulatory
projectss were so specific that WRc remained the main source of expertise.
WRcc also held a central position in the technical expertise of the National
Riverr Authority (NRA), which superseded the 10 River Water Authorities in
1989.899 During interviews at NRA, I was simply referred to WRc when issues
855

Interview with Hedgecott, Medmenham, WRc, June 1994.
Ranson, Non-Flame Devices in Atomic Absorption Spectrometry.
877
Privatisation under Thatcher only effectively started around 1982. The reliance
onn small numbers of policy makers is seen as typical of Thatcher's breech with
broaderr consensus politics in Kavanagh, Thatcherism and British Politics.
888
WRc, Research Programme 1986-1991.
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See for example: National Rivers Authority, Annual R&D Review 1993.
Thatcheritee principles were also important here. The Conservative government
foundd it improper that local water regulators worked as advisors to dischargers.
Previously,, informal advice had been part and parcel of the negotiated
implementationn of discharge regulations by field officers (Hawkins, Environment
andand Enforcement). This was the kind of service that should work through private
consultants,, not civil servants: this way the state would no longer pay for
consultation.. In addition, it was expected that a national concentration of regulatory
policyy for water would give government more grip on water policy, which was
presentedd as allowing the NRA to 'enforce tough standards'. Simultaneously, water
companiess were privatised. (Anonymous, This Common Inheritance, pp. 26-27, 139,
62-63;; Murley, ed., 1993 NSCA Pollution Handbook, p. 253 et seq.) Indication of a
tougherr regulatory stance were at best ambivalent: NRA reported higher compliance
ratess and more successful prosecutions - although still representing a low number of
legall cases (National Rivers Authority, Environmental Progress Made in a
BusinesslikeBusinesslike Way; National Rivers Authority, Corporate Plan 1992/93;
Riverss Authority, Discharge Consents and Compliance; Financial Times,
866
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becamee technical, while at WRc there seemed to be no concern over future
fundingg from NRA and the Department of the Environment.90 It did appear
thatt NRA developed an interest in university sources of reports, but WRc
clearlyy continued to perform the key regulatory assessments, even some ten
yearss after its privatisation.91
2.3.22.3.2 Biological and ecological expertise for water pollution assessment
Inn contrast to the US, English biologists did not have to fight their way into a
worldd dominated by engineers in the early seventies. Biological methods of
waterr quality evaluation, monitoring, as well as eco/toxicity tests were already
wellwell established in the 1960s in the research circles that were part of the
'court'' of water regulation. Although there seems to have been some stress on
singlee species research and a focus on environmental toxicology at WRC,92
thiss did not mean that ecological knowledge was excluded. Water quality
monitoringg provides more insight in the patterns.
Waterr quality monitoring had been mostly a matter of chemical and
physicall parameters in the sixties, as in the US, although monitors involving a
fishh were used in England already.93 In 1976, the Department of the
Environmentt and the National Water Council, the advisory body for water
pollutionn control, established a Biological Water Monitoring Party. This party
developedd a scoring system for water quality based on the 'Trent biotic
index',, a species diversity index used by the former Trent River Board in the
1950ss and early 1960s. Rather than counting species diversity as such, the
Chemicalss and the Environment: Financial Times Survey, Thursday June 30 1994;
Intervieww with Seager, Bristol, NRA, June 1994), while the large industries had
movedd to the control of Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution, where there were
noo signs of any stronger regulatory stance, see O'Riordan, "Industrial Pollution in
thee UK"; Environmental Data Services, Integrated Pollution Control. Although
NRAA signalled improved river water quality by 1994, Friends of the Earth, who had
sett up their own survey, challenged these figures. (Anonymous, "River Quality
Improvess but Stays Way Below Targets"; Anonymous, "Declinging Rivers Show up
Governmentt Promises")
900
By 1992/1993, NRA was by far the top client in pollution research in the UK.
WRcc ranked among the biggest consulting firms in this market, while universities'
sharee was in decline. (Foxon and Mayer, Environmental Consultation in Britain)
911
National Rivers Authority, Annual R&D Review 1993, pp. 6-30.
WRc,, Publications Catalogue;h\terview with Hedgecott, Medmenham, WRc,
Junee 1994.
933
Lester and Woodward, "Water Quality Monitoring in the UK" of 1972
describedd fish in aquaria as monitors, used at Lea Marston, and monitoring of
variouss chemical and physical parameters, e.g. dissolved oxygen, temperature,
suspendedd solids, conductivity, Ph, ammonia, organic matter, oil, chloride, nitrate,
somee of which automated.
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indexx focused on macro-invertebrates and gave higher scores to biological
familiess considered to be indicators of unpolluted, oxygen-rich water, and
lowerr scores for families considered typical of oxygen-poor, polluted water.
Thesee scores were then used to classify rivers in 8 categories, which were
usedd for biological evaluations of water quality. The Working Party's scoring
systemm was used for an extensive survey of water quality based on biological
samplingg in 1980.94
Thee extensive biological monitoring data formed the basis for a project
calledd RIVPACS, the River InVertebrate Prediction and Classification
System.. From around 1986, ecologists at the Institute for Freshwater Ecology
triedd to compare the results of monitoring data with baseline conditions in
unpollutedd natural waters ('unstressed sites'), funded by the Department of
thee Environment, and later by the NRA. The central idea behind RIVPACS
wass that the model would predict a certain species variety, based on water
typee and physical properties of an equivalent stretch of unpolluted river. This
predictedd variety could then be a localised standard for the degree of overall
stresss on aquatic life, including pollution. For the prediction of the biotic
score,, the systern'used abiotic indicators, such as distance from the source of
thee river, altitude, mean water depth, alkalinity, etc. By the early nineties, the
NRAA had adopted RIVPACS as one of its central water quality monitoring
tools.955 The tool fitted the English approach of localised water quality
standardss and fitted the idea of regulating with respect to the end result
(overalll water quality) rather than effluent standards. In comparison,
regulatoryy interest in methods for systematic biological water quality
monitoringg in the US only took off around 1990-1992, but only as monitoring
tools,, not for direct regulatory application, such as in discharge licensing.
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Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater
Quality,Quality, p. 29.
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Wright, Furse, and Armitage, "RIVPACS - a Technique for Evaluating the
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"Bioticc Score and Prediction to Assess the Effects of Water Abstraction"; Armitage,
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Loss Rios Britanicos."; Interview with Armitage, Institute of Freshwater Ecology,
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Hart, "Building a Stronger Partnership between Ecological Research and
Biologicall Monitoring": with EPA's Environmental Monitoring and Assessment
programme,, the National Water Quality Assessment Programme (US Geological
Survey),, and the Biomonitoring of Environmental Status and Trends project of the
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Inn contrast to the US, once again, these regulatory assessment devices
didd not go through extensive standardisation procedures or expert consensus
building.. Regulatory authorities would assign researchers to develop models
andd tools, and men assess their use for regulatory policy. In this sense,
scientificc validation was primarily a matter for the researchers involved.
Whenn more extensive expert review did take place, this took the form of
evaluationn by elite experts, typically under close supervision of the regulatory
authorities. .
Onee example of such a procedure was the committee on synthetic
detergents,, already established in 1957 by the Ministry of Housing and Local
Government.. The committee had been a platform for negotiation over
methodologyy for assessing water pollution in the 1970s, for example of
syntheticc detergents in the first half of the seventies. At this point in time,
expertss were appointed by the Secretary of State and 'in the case of members
withh industrial affiliations, after consultation with the Confederation of British
Industry',, although members served in an individual capacity. The committee
discussedd methodology for testing the toxicity of surfactants to fish, including
aa European ring test. Another example was the later work of the Standing
Committeee of Analysts, which discussed the standardisation of methodology
relatedd to water analysis. Although mainly active in the development of water
assessmentt techniques in analytic chemistry, the Committee also certified
somee eco/toxicity tests.97 Around 1980, the technical committee consisted of
representativess of the Department of the Environment and the National Water
Council.. After the Council was abolished under Thatcher, the Standing
Committeee eventually was managed by the Drinking Water Inspectorate.98
Scientistss from universities, government, and industrial laboratories were
Largelyy based on OECD protocols, using OECD GLP, the Standing Committee
producedd protocols for tests such as acute toxicity (zebra fish, rainbow trout,
DaphniaDaphnia magna, and brown shrimp). (Standing Committee of Analysts, Acute
ToxicityToxicity Testing with Aquatic Organisms) These protocols stressed the importance
off expert judgement and expert competency in test performance and were less strict
thann OECD protocols in several aspects. For example, testing with rainbow trout
accordingg to OECD standards prescribe 15 degrees Celsius +/- 1 degree, whereas
thesee protocols had +/- 2 degrees. The trout protocol was approximately 4 pages
long. .
988
Although the toxicity methods of the Standing Committee were referred to as
acceptablee methods for pesticide analysis or water quality standards, I have found
noo other toxicity testing methods from the Standing Committee. However, apart
fromm these toxicity tests, it developed approximately six methods for biological
samplingg and assessment of water quality. (Standing Committee of Analysts, Index
ofof Methods for the Examination of Waters and Associated Materials 1976-J992.;
Standingg Committee of Analysts, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Nickel and
ZincZinc in Sewage Sludges by Nitric Acid/AAS.)
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invitedd to write methodological guidelines, supervised by a group of the
Standingg Committee. This contrasts sharply with the development of
methodologyy by, for example, the American Society for testing and Materials,
wheree EPA kept much more distance; where the forum was open instead of
basedd on expertise-by-invitation; and where the process of developing a
methodologyy was targeted at building a broad consensus on all details of
protocols. .
Inn sum, we find the court structure in water regulation also: co-opted
expertise,, high degrees of secrecy, and a boundary between science and
politicss that takes the specific form of a boundary elite. Standardisation of
toxicityy testing and assessment procedures was generally low: although some
testss were developed, the protocols and methodologies were less specific than
thosee of other standard-setting organisations; negotiation over these protocols
wass limited and under close regulatory supervision; and their actual use left
amplee discretion for expert interpretation. Ecological assessment
methodologyy was included in this regulatory regime, especially for
monitoring,, but also for setting water quality targets via reviews. The
traditionall court structure was undermined by the Thatcherite privatisation
wave,, but seemed more tenuous than one would expect: patterns of cooptationn and preferred sources of expertise remained, although positions were
slightlyy less exclusive than before.
2.44 Industrial chemicals
Inn June 1977, the Health and Safety Commission, formally a tripartite
organisationn with representatives of local government, labour and
management,, proposed a first notification scheme for industrial chemicals.
Notificationn of new substances would be obligatory if produced over 1 tonne,
afterr which 'a dialogue' would be started in case the Health and Safety
Executive,, the executive counterpart of the Health and Safety Commission
whoo was to manage the scheme, thought it would need more data to perform
ann assessment. The main concern of the notification scheme was not
environmentall protection, but worker safety. The notification scheme was
neverr implemented. Government decided to wait for the results of the
negotiationss in the EEC over notification of industrial chemicals (the 'sixth
amendment'' of 1979, see chapter 3). Nevertheless, the approach was
indicativee of English preferences for case-by-case pragmatic evaluations of
substances,, which conflicted with the uniform standards for substance
evaluationn that Europe was heading for, based on the French legislation. The
governmentt successfully tried to negotiate the approach of the 6th amendment
Directivee to resemble its own approach more, for example, stressing that the
schemee was foremost a matter of notification (and not regulation or
licensing),, or that provisions should be made for dialogue with competent
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authorities,, and even relaxing the conditions to require additional testing for
largee and very large quantities of chemicals to almost total discretion of
nationall regulatory authorities." As a civil servant responsible for the policy
matterr at the of the Department of the Environment commented:
Thee UK has gone to great lengths to ensure that the Directive allows
sufficientt flexibility to enable professional judgement to be exercised.
Thiss has not been easy because some member nations argue that, if
appliedd in the wrong way, this flexibility would re-instate the elements
off trade barriers, which the Directive is intended to remove.100
Amongg UK industry, there were several concerns about these new
regulations.. For the major companies, there was the concern that testing
requirementss might be different from other industrial countries of the OECD especiallyy the US, where the Toxic Substances Control Act had been passed a
feww years earlier. However, there was also concern over the possibility of the
exportt of the US regulatory system, with its higher degree of formality,
litigation,, and public accessibility of data.101
Inn practice, the consequences of regulation were very minimal. The
Healthh and Safety Commission published a brief consultation document on
thee new regulations in 1981,102 and some guidelines for testing in 1982.103 As
farr as toxicity testing was concerned, the guidelines consisted of some general
requirementss for testing and reporting, and mostly referred to OECD standard
methodss for eco/toxicity, single-species tests along with biodegradation and
-accumulationn tests, and chemical and physical parameters. The guidelines
madee it clear that these were only recommended:
Inn practice, competent authorities will be expected to maintain a certain
degreee of flexibility in this, and will accept results from other test
Brickman,, Jasanofï, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, p. 276 et seq.; King,
"Regulationss on Release of Chemicals into the Environment", p. 61. On the
preparatoryy work of the Robens Committee, that lead to the Health and Safety at
workk Act of 1974 and that had already recommended some form of regulation of
toxicc substances, see: Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, pp. 6263. .
1000
King, "Regulations on Release of Chemicals into the Environment", p. 62.
1011
See discussion notes after King, "Regulations on Release of Chemicals into the
Environment". .
1022
Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, p. 35.
1033
Health and Safety Commission, Methods for the Determination of Ecotoxicity;
Healthh and Safety Commission, Approved Code of Practice: Methods for the
DeterminationDetermination of Toxicity, Health and Safety Commission, Approved Code of
Practice:Practice: Principles of Good Laboratory Practice.
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methodss provided that their use instead of the approved methods is
justified,, and that they are demonstrated to be equivalent or superior to
thee approved methods.104

Inn the notes and references several other methods manuals were suggested in
additionn to the OECD set.105
Ass far as I was able to trace, implementation of eco/toxicological
notificationn was minimal and evaluation of new substances on
eco/toxicologicall grounds almost non-existent throughout the 1980s, although
thee official interpretation was different. The Health and Safety Commission
reportedd in 1993 that, in the previous decade, only six notices were sent out to
requiree data from notifiers that were 'not previously forthcoming', all six of
whichh were complied with. According to the Health and Safety Commission,
thiss meant that there was a high degree of compliance with the regulations and
itt suggested that 'in practice, very few particularly hazardous new substances
havee been placed on the market' after 1982.i06
Effectivee regulatory action was mostly limited to substances on the list
off 'old chemicals', such as dioxins, PCBs, cadmium, and lead.
Eco/toxicologicall evaluations only received more attention after a committee
wass formed by the Health and Safety Executive together with the Department
off the Environment in 1990.107 The Department of the Environment set up a
sectionn to review substances from an eco/toxicological perspective, both old
andd new. Once again, the expert evaluations stressed flexibility and
negotiationn with notifiers. Hazard evaluations were based on literature
reviewss with expert evaluation of data, including safety factors based on
expertt judgement, in other words: much more based on human expertise than
thee highly formalised assessment procedures of the US EPA. In the case of
somee old chemicals, multispecies and field tests were considered in evaluation
documents,, even if no standard methods were used.108
Thiss strengthening of environmental evaluations was not just based on
increasedd attention for environmental policies in England, but especially by
Healthh and Safety Commission, Approved Code of Practice: Methods for the
DeterminationDetermination of Toxicity, p. 6.
1055
From the US EPA toxicity methods of 1975, to ISO methods, German DIN
standardss to French eco/toxicity tests. (Health and Safety Commission, Approved
CodeCode of Practice: Methods for the Determination of Toxicity, pp. 13, 17.)
1066
Health and Safety Commission, Draft Proposals for the Notification of New
SubstancesSubstances Regulations, pp. 7-8.
1077
Anonymous, This Common Inheritance, pp. 177-78.
1088
For example: the Toxic Substances divisions reviewed trichloroethylene and
acceptedd a field study with a natural pond, although in the end-evaluation, LC50
dataa were the crucial data for the evaluation. (Department of the Environment,
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Hazard Assessment: Trichloroethylene)
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effortss of the EU to further implement regulatory schemes for industrial
chemicals,, especially increased hazard evaluation after 1993.109 In the case of
neww substances, increased cooperation and data-exchange further
implementedd the possibility of notifying substances only in one country for
thee entire EU. The UK would become almost immediately the EU country
withh the largest number of notifications, with around a hundred per year
almostt a third of the annual number of European new substance
notifications.110 0
Inn the case of existing substances, priority substances divided over
differentt 'rapporteur countries', each of which would perform a risk
assessmentt that would be reported back to the Commission and other member
countries.. For the purpose of these assessments, the European Commission
developedd guidelines on how these risk assessments were to be performed,
referringg to its own standard methods, and Good Laboratory Practice.111 In
preparationn of, and in further refinement of, these guidelines, the UK formed a
workingg group to write its own, more detailed guidelines on how handle these
riskk assessments. The working group involved various government
departmentss (DoE, MAFF, the Department of Health and the Health and
Safetyy Executive), as well as industry experts (Ciba, Exxon, Harcros, ICI,
Shell,, Unilever, and Zeneca), with a secretariat at the Chemical Industries
Association.112 2

Directivee 93/793/EEC of 1993 attempted to step up evaluation of old chemicals
withh assessment procedures, while 92/32/EEC was an attempt to further harmonise
notificationn of new substances, with increased attention for eco/toxicological
parameters.. (Department of the Environment and Health and Safety Executive, How
toto Report Data on Existing Chemical Substances; Interview with Rea, London,
Departmentt of the Environment, June 2 1994; European Commission, The Directive
onon Dangerous Substances Website)
1100
Number of new substances notified in the UK per year: 95 (1994), 116 (1995),
1122 (1996). Annual total for the EU: 373 (1995). (European Commission, Three
YearlyYearly Report on the Implementation of Directive 67/548/EEC, p. 35) According to
thiss EU evaluation report, the surge in UK applications was due to the fact that the
Germann Competent Authority (the other major country for notifications) required
formss to be filled out in German.
1111
For the details of the procedure, see: McCutcheon, "Risk Management of
Chemicall Substances in the European Union", pp. 218-26. By 1994, 42 chemicals
weree on the priority list, with most assessments to be performed by the UK,
Germany,, and the Netherlands as 'raporteur countries\ (Environmental Data
Services,, "First EC Priority List of Chemicals for Risk Assessment")
1122
The risk assessment document was published in July 1993 (U.K.
Government/Industryy Working Group, Risk Assessment of Existing Substances),
whilee 'risk management' documents were published in February 1995 (UK.
Government/Industryy Working Group, Risk-Benefit Analysis of Existing Substances;
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Thee development of these assessment guidelines was interesting for
severall reasons, especially when contrasted with risk assessment procedures
usedd in the US. Firstly, these guidelines were more precise than the
assessmentt principles used in England beforehand. For example, the 1993 UK
assessmentt document gave a list of assessment factors to be used with various
kindss of eco/toxicity data: a factor 1000 to be applied to the lowest LC50, 50
too the lowest chronic data, 10 for chronic data of the most sensitive species.
Thesee factors were different from the ones used in the US, where for example
aa factor 100 would be applied to acute data. However, there was also more
roomm for expert assessment: factors could be varied based on assessment of
whetherr there were grounds to assume that most sensitive species had been
identified,, indications of inter-species variation of toxicity, or 'any other
informationn which would suggest that a lower assessment factor would be
appropriate'.. In the case of field data, the document recommended reviewing
themm on a case-by-case basis.113 As regards standards of eco/toxicity testing,
thee English regulations did not prescribe specific test protocols to be used, but
suggestedd EU, OECD, or ISO standards, or to ask advise from the risk
assessors.1144 As the document put it: 'Although the schemes require use of
expertt judgement, decision criteria are included to guide assessors.'115 This
meantt a formalisation of hazard assessment procedures compared to prior
practicess in England, but one that still reserved more room for expert
evaluationss compared to the US.
Secondly,, these guidelines were developed explicitly by a working
groupp of industry and government. Although the guidelines were presented as
'proposed',, presumably for wider consultation, they were picked up
immediatelyy and used in assessments.116 Compare this with the development
off similar guideline documents in the US: although there was similar
consultationn with industry, this was undertaken under the auspices of forums
off science, remote from the US EPA, based on a wider audience for feed-back
orr consensus-building, and consequently published as a legal document. In
England,, this consultation with industry primarily followed the pattern of the
court-likee co-optation for the development of procedures. For the performance
andd evaluation of assessment data, a dialogue with industry experts was
U.K.. Government/Industry Working Group, Risk Reduction for Existing
Substances). Substances).
1133
U.K. Government/Industry Working Group, Risk Assessment of Existing
Substances,Substances, pp. 36-37.
1144
Department of the Environment and Health and Safety Executive, How to
ReportReport Data on Existing Chemical Substances, pp. 29-30.
U.K.. Government/Industry Working Group, Risk Assessment of Existing
Substances,Substances, p. 3.
1166
E.g. see the key decisions in the eco/toxicological evaluation in Willis et al,
EnvironmentalEnvironmental Hazard Assessment: Chlorinated Paraffins.
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consideredd essential, although these more formal guidelines and risk
assessmentt principles could be used as resources in the negotiation. Or, as the
riskk assessment document put it for the establishment of the identification of
potentiall hazards and the right safety factors:
Thuss any review of the Initial Risk Characterisation will need close
cooperationn between the reviewers and industry. It is at this point that a
discussionn of the assessment factor can take place, but it must be clear
thatt the onus will be on the manufacturer/supplier to justify a lower
factor,factor, and support this with the necessary data.
Thirdly,, the 'regulatory court' was now modified. New expert actors came
intoo perspective. For example, a key role in the development of the guideline
documentss was player by Peter Calow, of the University of Sheffield, for
examplee by chairing the workgroup on risk-benefit analysis. As far as I was
ablee to trace, no other university department had ever been as structurally
involvedd in aquatic eco/toxicological assessment in England. (In fact, several
academicc researchers I spoke to complained about their feeling of being
excluded,, of lack of funding, and of a certain degree of mistrust they
experiencedd from those established participants in regulatory regimes.)
Anotherr new actor was the Building Research Establishment, a privatised
governmentt research facility that could perform the hazard assessments from
humann health point of view, in coordination with eco/toxicological experts
fromfrom the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. This combination performed twentysevenn evaluations of high-volume chemicals for the DoE's Toxic Substances
Divisionn between 1991 and 1995, some for prioritisation under Existing
Chemicals,, but also in combination with assessments for water quality
criteria,, or priority listing for the North Sea conferences, hence integrating
riskrisk assessment procedures for regulatory regimes that had so far been largely
separate.118 8
Fromm an environmental and political point of view, these were not the
issuess that were at the focus of attention for the regulation of existing
chemicals.. Much more important were problems like the enormous backlog of
oldd chemicals that awaited review, the slow procedure of reviews, the fact that
so-calledd 'existing chemicals' were actually chemicals on the market before
1177

U.K. Government/Industry Working Group, Risk Assessment of Existing
Substances,Substances, p. 37, italics in original; see also Department of the Environment and
Healthh and Safety Executive, How to Report Data on Existing Chemical Substances.
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BRE, BRE: The Whole Picture; Interview with Rea, London, Department of the
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ChlorinatedChlorinated Paraffins; Crookes and Howe, Environmental Hazard Assessment:
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19811 and screening of 'new chemicals' since that time had been very limited,
continuedd problems of non-acceptance of risk assessment between countries,
orr ad-hoc reasoning and economical and political manoeuvring in Europe
overr specific substances.119 Nevertheless, from our perspective of comparing
thee construction of science/policy boundaries by diverging uses of different
typess of boundary devices and boundaries in eco/toxicology, these patterns
providee sharp contrasts with similar regulatory regimes in the US.
2.55 Researchers' perspectives
Itt would be wrong to suggest that university researchers were completely
excludedd from regulatory research prior to the nineties. However, compared
too the US, the possibilities were much more restricted. The best research
facilitiess in England for regulatory research were by far those of the WRC and
industry,, especially ICI. Universities did not manage to obtain enough
footholdd in regulatory funding from the DoE, NRA, or similar regulatory
organisationss to even begin to compete. Inversely, at least until in the nineties,
theree were no major strategic research initiatives such as the eco/toxicology
researchh programmes in the Netherlands (see Chapter 4 and below). The
resourcess of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) were
comparativelyy small and steered away from regulatory issues, especially in
thee 1980s.120
Whatt that meant for an academic eco/toxicological research group can
bee nicely illustrated with the eco/toxicology group at the School of Pure and
Appliedd Biology at the University of Wales College of Cardiff under David
Pascoee (although strictly speaking on the wrong side of the Bristol Channel to
bee part of this research). In the seventies, Pascoe had done research on the
effectss of pollution on aquatic life with a small contribution of NERC
funding,, specifically looking at various forms of stress on freshwater fish.
Thiss research involved fish parasites, a classic topic of studies of fish
physiology,, but also pollution, such as the toxic mechanism of cadmium,
usingg sticklebacks and rainbow trout as test organisms.121 The latter led to
forayss into the interaction between pollution and stress on fish from parasites,
withh complicating factors such as the toxicity of cadmium to the parasites, and
thee response of fish to cadmium pollution with the production of cadmium-

Forr example, see Tukker, Frames in the Toxicity Controversy on risk debates
overr PVC.
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Interview with Pascoe, Cardiff, University of Wales, June 1994.
1211
Some of the earlier publications of cadmium research of 1977 and 1979: Pascoe
andd Mattey, "Studies on the Toxicity of Cadmium to the Three-Spined Stickleback";
Pascoee and Beattie, "Resistance to Admium by Pretreated Rainbow Trout Alevins".
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bindingg proteins.
Some of this work was quite relevant to regulatory
eco/toxicityy testing, investigating complicating factors in toxicity effects. For
example,, the research raised questions about the validity of short-term tests
forr extrapolation to long-term pollution effects, questioned the realism of tests
withh unstressed, healthy fish, or the 'inadequacy of standard toxicity tests in
predictingg the consequences of an episodic pollution incident'.123
(Reminiscentt of - and referring to - the criticism of John Cairns of single
speciess testing, but now from a physiological angle.) However, almost all of
thiss research was funded from university money and grants to doctoral
students.. Throughout this period, the unit remained small, consisting of
Pascoee and only a few research students.
Whenn studies with fish became too expensive and there were problems
gettingg licenses from the Home Office for studies with higher animals around
1985,, Pascoe decided to shift to invertebrates. These were easier to keep and
itt was easier to get more replicates for experiments. Once again, this was
researchh with potential regulatory importance, working on organisms that
weree being considered for regulatory testing for the very same reasons as
Pascoee had decided to use them.124 For this research, substantial external
fundingg was found, not from UK sources, but from the EEC. In the following
years,, Pascoe developed some practice of regulatory advice, not in the UK,
1222

From 1980 until about 1986: e.g Pascoe and Woodworth, "The Effect of Joint
Stresss on Sticklebacks"; Woodworth and Pascoe, "Induction of Cadmium-Binding
Proteinn in the Three-Spined Stickleback"; Woodworth, Evans, and Pascoe, "The
Productionn of Cadmium-Binding Protein in Three Species of Freshwater Fish";
Woodworthh and Pascoe, "Cadmium Uptake and Distribution in Sticklebacks
Relatedd to the Concentration Method of Exposure"; Woodworth and Pascoe,
"Cadmiumm Toxicity to Rainbow Trout, Salmo Gairdneri Richardson: A Study of
Eggss and Alevins"; Shazili and Pascoe, "Variable Sensitivity of Rainbow Trout
{Salmo{Salmo Gairdneri) Eggs and Alevins to Heavy Metals"; Shazili and Pascoe,
"Cadmium-Bindingg Protein (Cdbp) in the Isolated Perfused Liver of Rainbow Trout,
SalmoSalmo Gairdneri Richardson"; Pascoe and Shazili, "Episodic Pollution. A
Comparisonn of Brief and Continuous Exposure of Rainbow Trout to Cadmium".
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Pascoe and Shazili, "Episodic Pollution. A Comparison of Brief and Continuous
Exposuree of Rainbow Trout to Cadmium", p. 189. 'Episodic pollution' was of
particularr importance in the UK given its regulatory reliance on 95% compliance
standards:: statistics of monitoring of river discharges would measure compliance
withh standards 95% of the time. Details in: Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution,, Sixteenth Report: Freshwater Quality.
1244
Interview with Pascoe, Cardiff, University of Wales, June 1994; Williams,
Green,, and Pascoe, "Studies on the Acute Toxicity of Pollutants to Freshwater
Macroinvertebrates";; Williams et al., "Effect of Cadmium on Oviposition and Egg
Viabilityy in Chironomus Riparius (Dipteria: Chironomidae)"; McCahon and Pascoe,
"Cadmiumm Toxicity to the Freshwater Amphipod Gammarus Pulex (L.) During the
Moultt Cycle".
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butt in Hungary. A smaller side-line of research studying acidification did
receivee some funding from the Department of the Environment, along with a
contractt from the Welsh Water Authorities.126 Pascoe and his students were
clearlyy interested in the regulatory possibilities of their work in the UK. For
example,, in 1988, they performed a bit of 'market research'. They identified
thee regulatory eco/toxicology laboratories in the UK that used invertebrates,
findingg that of 27 laboratories (government and industrial), only 14 used
invertebratee tests, almost all of which involved Daphnia magna. Only one or
twoo laboratories cultured non-Daphnia invertebrates. They continued to
explainn and document their own culture methods for three species of
macroinvertebrates,, successful laboratory culturing being precondition for
stablee testing. In addition, they introduced a new element in their tests: the
threee invertebrates that they had worked on could co-exist, raising the
possibilityy of a microcosm design, possibly even extended with a predator (a
hydraa species).127
Fromm here on, Pascoe's research went more and more into the direction
off methods development, including another invertebrate detrivore used as fish
food.. The bulk of this research was funded by the European Commission,
ass part of a research programme on the 'Development and Validation of
Methodss for Evaluating Chronic Toxicity to Freshwater Organisms'. From
aroundd 1988, some additional funding started to come from NERC, which
expandedd as NERC set up a modest research initiative in ecotoxicology.129 By
1991,, some UK sources more involved in regulatory work appeared, such as
WRcc and NRA, but the bulk of the financing continued to come from the
Europeann Commission.130 The European funding was eventually used to
Pascoe,, "The Role of Aquatic Toxicity Tests in Predicting and Monitoring
Pollutionn Effects".
1266
Ormerod et al., "Short-Term Experimental Acidification of a Welsh Stream".
1277
McCahon and Pascoe, "Culture Methods for Three Freshwater
Macroinvertebratee Species and Their Use in Toxicity Tests". The publication also
givess an indication of the restricted scope of tests methods used in the UK,
apparentlyy relying almost entirely on fish toxicity and the standard OECD Daphnia
test. .
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McCahon and Pascoe, "Use of Gammarus Pulex (L.) in Safety Vealuation
Tests:: Culture and Selection of a Sensitive Life Stage".
1299
Brown and Pascoe, "Studies on the Acute Toxicity of Pollutants to Freshwater
Macroinvertebrates";; McCahon and Pascoe, "Episodic Pollution: Causes,
Toxicologicall Effects and Ecological Significance"; and Brown and Pascoe,
"Parasitismm and Host Sensitivity to Cadmium: An Acanthocephalan Infection of the
Freshwaterr Amphipod Gammarus Pulex", returning to the interest in parasites as
complicatingg factor in eco/toxicocity.
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E.g. Taylor, Maund, and Pascoe, "Toxicity of Four Common Pollutants to the
Freshwaterr Macroinvertebrate Chironomus Riparius Meigen".
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developp and validate a small invertebrate microcosm, as the European
researchh programme was moving into validation of microcosms and
mesocosmm testing. The test development work for the European Commission
seemss to have led to some frustration, as these tests were not readily picked
upp in regulatory application in Europe.131 Nevertheless, the interesting
phenomenonn that occurred here was that European initiatives created new
opportunitiess in regulatory science for UK eco/toxicologists, starting in the
earlyy nineties; opportunities that had been very limited before.
Thee Natural Environment Research Council did support
eco/toxicologicall research throughout the period studied. Among its own
institutes,, the ecologists of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology of Monks
Woodd continued research on pesticides. I have already described how NERC
institutess like the Institutes of Freshwater and Terrestrial Ecology were
fundedd by regulatory authorities to aid in eco/toxicological assessment and in
thee development of assessment tools such as RIVPACS.132 However,
accordingg to eco/toxicologists I interviewed, their chances of getting funding
fromfrom NERC were very limited. There seem to be three explanations for this:
inn the period researched, NERC seems to have focused eco/toxicological
researchh in its own research institutes; there were no major thematic research
programmess in eco/toxicology; and success rates for non-thematic research
weree very low, especially after the budgetary restrictions of the early
eighties.133 3
Thee pattern was interrupted by a NERC 'special topic', a thematised
researchh programme in the early nineties, followed by a funding programme
thatt started just after the period I researched. This 'Environmental
Diagnostics'' programme supported research into biomonitoring involving the
ecotoxicologyy group at Sheffield University; mesocosm studies performed by
universityy researchers at WRc and co-financed by industry; as well as work
onn the determination by environmental quality standards with support of the
Environmentt Agency and consisting of cooperation between university
researcherss and WRc. Still, with a total expenditure of 6 million pounds, this
stilll was not comparable to the influence on eco/toxicological research that the
USS EPA had.134
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Taylor et al, "A New Method for Measuring the Feeding Activity of
GammarusGammarus Pulex (L.)"; Interview with Pascoe, Cardiff, University of Wales, June
1994. .
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Nevertheless,, these patterns of cooperation on regulatory science, with
involvementt of industry and regulatory authorities, do confirm the pattern of a
weakeningg of the 'court' structure that had been so typical of older English
regulatoryy regimes. On the one hand, research groups like the one in Sheffield
managedd to obtain positions in regulatory regimes, specifically after the new
initiativess in the regulation of industrial chemicals, largely brought about by
initiativess of the European Commission in the '7 th amendment'. On the other
hand,, research groups like the one in Cardiff were able to use research funds
fromfrom the European Commission to expand research and eventually also get
UKK regulatory work started.
2.66 England: the court, the boundaries
Untill the late eighties, the development of eco/toxicological hazard
assessmentt methodology in England followed a particular pattern: regulatory
scientistss at government research laboratories would develop methodology,
normallyy in informal consultation with industry and approval of the ministries
theyy worked for. A small number of methods were developed to assess
effluents,, to generate toxicity data for water quality objectives, and for use in
pesticidee evaluations. This methodology was never standardised to the same
degreee as in the US, nor did it go through lengthy negotiation procedures. The
courtt structure determined who was to be consulted and the process ended
withh ministerial approval. The resulting assessment practice relied heavily on
thee intervention of people: the experts who adapted tests, assessment
protocolss and river water quality assessment to the needs of the situation at
handd - not only from a scientific point of view, but also in light of regulatory
policyy requirements. Although expertise was transferred to objects and
protocols,, the boundary between science and politics was primarily guarded
byy the boundary elite of regulatory experts, almost exclusively from a very
smalll group of government laboratories in consultation with industrial
experts. .
Thee regulatory regimes in England of this period were not as distinct as
inn the US in terms of experts involved. Although each regulatory authority did
seemm to have its own preferred source of expertise, expert sources were also
shared.. In addition, methodology was shared, although rules of thumb of
assessmentt practices could differ. In general, regulation may have been
informal,, secretive, and negotiated, I have also shown that the precise form
expertisee took in different regulatory regimes varied, and so did the timing of
changess in these regimes.
Thee boundary of the regime towards the rest of society and its
(potential)) stakeholders was sharply drawn and difficult to surpass. The
withh an equivalent of approximately 8 million pounds, as input to a much smaller
researchh structure. (Anonymous, "Het Stimuleringsplan Toxicologisch Onderzoek")
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boundaryy defined and institutionalised people's membership of the 'court',
includingg experts and expert organisations. Once co-opted by the court,
contactt could be made with its members; to outsiders, doors were closed.
Withh regard to texts, the boundary of the regime distributed which of the
regimes'' texts were to be made public and which not. With regards to objects
suchh as measuring apparatuses or toxicity tests, the boundary was not
maintainedd through certification or an endorsement of certain apparatuses as
such.. Although regimes in England developed their own testing techniques
justt like in the other countries analysed, the selection of which tests were
acceptablee was left to the judgement of court's experts. Important institutions
thatt embodied and sustained this boundary were the Civil Service (including
itss Science Service variety) and its esprit de corps, the regime of secrecy and
itss legal embedding, and the discourse of reasonableness and pragmatism.
Thus,, the boundary of the regimes relied crucially on institutionalisation of
personall membership and on secrecy.
Withinn these regimes, science/policy boundaries had a specific form. In
court-likee regulatory regimes, the boundary between science and policy is
ambivalent.. The ambivalence of the traditional English regulatory regimes
consistedd of a discrepancy between the public discourse that the members of
thee regime used and its actual pragmatic practice and diffuse expert/policy
makerr roles. The official discourse stressed, time and time again, the sharp
distinctionn between 'science' and 'politics'. In practice, the division of labour
betweenn experts and policy makers, between Ministries and laboratories,
betweenn government and industry, between expert and industrial
representative,, was far fuzzier. Career switches between a position as
regulatedd and as a regulator were possible and in some cases, such as with Her
Majesty'ss Inspectorate of Pollution, even encouraged. Whereas, in public, the
discoursee of the sharp distinction between science and politics was
maintained,, the discourses within the court mingled and blurred the two under
thee motto of reasonableness.
Towardss the end of the eighties, this state of affairs started to shift, but
onlyy very gradually. In the case of water regulation, some data on water
qualityy and licenses was made publicly available very hesitantly. Stricter
enforcementt of environmental 'standards only started after the arrival of the
NRAA in the early nineties (with legal action and the very slow move towards
statutoryy water quality objectives).135 In the case of pesticides, higher public
availabilityy of regulatory data gradually started after 1986, but, here too,
practicess of negotiation over the details of assessment remained informal and
undisclosed.. In terras of the format of expertise, the renewed regime for
industriall chemicals that took shape after 1993 was the most diverging, using
moree formalised assessment methodologies, and involving non-traditional
Cf.. Wynne and Crouch, "United Kingdom".
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sourcess of expertise. Nevertheless, here too, negotiation with industry over
methodologyy was a key element of the design of assessment procedures.
Att least three major reasons can be indicated for these changes. Firstly,
theree was the continued pressure from the environmental movement,
challengingg regulatory decisions as well as trying to get structural access to
regulatoryy information. Secondly, the neo-liberal conceptions of the
conservativee Thatcher governments had unexpected effects on the court
structuree of regimes. Especially in the second phase of Thatcherism, where
emphasiss was put on privatisation rather than the creation of a monetarist
Utopia,, models of market competition undermined the exclusivity of
regulatoryy expertise. This occurred in two ways. On the one hand, the
traditionall court laboratories were privatised and forced to look for other
clients.. Regulators were urged to go for the best bid, rather than the traditional
courtt source of expertise. Nevertheless, the traditional ties proved strong and
thee preferred relations to a large extent survived, especially from the
regulators'' point of view - modest contractor differentiation did occur from
thee point of view of the laboratories.
Thee privatisation of former public agencies required the availability of
regulatoryy information to potential buyers. However, as soon as the
privatisationn had taken place, information was quickly considered confidential
again,, now defined as commercially sensitive. Also, neo-liberal conceptions
off government's role in markets abhorred the idea of informal consultation of
regulatedd industries by inspectors, because that was seen as unfair competition
too commercial consultants. The unexpected effects of Thatcherite changes on
thee court-like regulation therefore did not lead to its abolishment. After the
changes,, a new court elite took over, one with a similar code of secrecy: the
clientt confidentiality of consulting firms.
AA third major reason for the changes was the increasing importance of
thee European Union. The European Union and especially a number of
Directivess from the European Commission provided leverage for more
delegitimationn of English regulatory courts and even provided some very
modestt legal means to base it on. This was not because the regulatory
approachh of the European Commission in environmental affairs was so
differentt from the English one. On the contrary, it too had strong court-like
characteristics,, but it did provide more formal modes of environmental
standardd setting. These more formal approaches were based on continental
traditionss that ultimately pushed English negotiated or voluntary schemes
aside.. Also, regulatory competition between EU members and the demand for
mutuall guarantees of harmonised assessment produced more formalisation. In
termss of methodology, European regulatory initiatives, such as the new
chemicalss programme, tried to use the eco/toxicity methodology of the
OECD,, developed with a lot of American input. As regards research
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perspectives,, European research policies provided resources from which
regulatoryy interests of scientists outside the court could be built.
Thee court-like regulatory regimes had a preference for expertise that
wass pragmatic, reasonable, flexible. In eco/toxicological this meant
especially:: attention for local environmental conditions, variability of the
environment,, its carrying capacity, as well as the peculiarities of individual
chemicals.. Highly standardised knowledge did not fit these regulatory
regimes.. They risked disrupting the pragmatic negotiation processes with their
attentionn for contingencies. As these regimes became more formal in their
regulatoryy decision making, they also started to support more formalised
assessmentt methodology, although the attention for the local environment and
environmentall contingencies remained. Unlike in the US, there was no push
forr standardisation of eco/toxicity testing that pushed non-standardised forms
off knowledge out. In addition, ecological knowledge was part of regulatory
regimess already before the seventies and maintained its position there,
especiallyy with the ecological institutes of NERC. When assessment
formalised,, these ecologists showed that ecology was just as able to develop
standardisedd assessment methodology, with RIVPACS as a prime example.
Althoughh there were boundaries between environmental toxicology and
ecologyy in research in England, they were not as pronounced as in the US.
Handbookss and overviews of ecotoxicology, crossing the boundaries that
seemedd so sharp in the US, attempted to integrate both fields.136 Industry,
regulatoryy decision makers, as well as scientists had more interest in
ecologicall ways to assess pollution and in putting that knowledge to
regulatoryy use. The more crucial boundary was the boundary between who
couldd and could not participate in the regulatory regimes. Nevertheless, the
influencee of the sharper boundaries between ecology and environmental
toxicologyy of the US had its effect, especially through-the fact that more
researchh from environmental toxicology was available, as well as through the
moree intense development of single species testing produced by investments
off American regulatory regimes.
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33 The Netherlands
3.11 A constrained consensus
Ass with England, a contrasting analysis of the boundaries of Regulatory
sciencee in the Netherlands could start with a stereotype. We could call the
typicall format of Dutch regulatory regimes a 'constrained consensus'. In
Dutchh regulatory regimes there is a stronger tradition to include a wider range
off actors, both expert and lay, than in the English 'court'. Access to the policy
processs is generally easier, more regulatory information is publicly available,
andd policy makers generally adhere more value to the generation of broad
politicall support. This is the 'consensus' bit of the stereotype, the part that
correspondss best to the self-image of Dutch regulatory politics. However,
thesee elements of consensus politics are constrained: access to the policy
processs is not without threshold, extensive use is made of expertise to prestructuree the scope and definition of regulatory issues, regulatory expertise
tendss to be constrained by the discourses developed in expert advisory
organisations,, and there are also preferred positions of research institutes in
policyy advice.137 The stereotypical Dutch 'consensus politics' is thus not a
generall consensus, but a consensus built in a pre- structured arena, through
thee exclusion of outliers, following traditions of corporatist policy making. In
contrastt to the English 'court', participation in the construction of policy is
oftenn formally guaranteed, for example with statutory obligations to consult
advisoryy bodies during policy making. Access to the policy process for a new
actorr relies less on co-optation by a core elite and more on the mobilisation of
sufficientt resources to actually claim a position at one of the many negotiation
tables,, possibly even with legal guarantees of consultation.
Ass with the 'court' stereotype of English regulatory regimes, this crude
modell of regulatory politics has its limitations. I will use it as a temporary tool
too offset Dutch regulatory regimes against England and the US, and to show
changee in these regimes over time. I will focus on a few key examples of
developmentss in regulatory regimes, once again while paying specific
attentionn to the way boundaries are drawn and institutionalised. Hence these
coree questions: What were different patterns of integration of regulatory
sciencee and politics in the Netherlands? What specific boundary devices were
used?? How did these change over time and what was the relation with the
developmentss of boundaries in eco/toxicology?

Cf.. Van den Bogaard, Configuring the Economy; Wilts, Economie als
Maatschappijwetenschap;Maatschappijwetenschap; Bal, Grenzenwerk; Hajer, The Politics
Discourse. Discourse.
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3.22 Pesticides
3.2.13.2.1 Before 1975
Thee legal basis for the regulatory regime for environmental hazards of
pesticidess in the Netherlands was created with the Pesticides Law
{Bestrijdingsmiddelenwet){Bestrijdingsmiddelenwet) of 1962. Until a major revision of the law in
itt formed the legal cornerstone of the regime. At the heart of the law lay the
principlee that no pesticide should be sold or used without a product permit.
Forr the first time, the hazards of pesticides as such were to be judged, not just
theirr efficacy or the consequences of irresponsible use of pesticides. The
hazardss to the environment mentioned in the law were:
Thee damage of the production capacity of the soil, of plants or parts of
plants,, or of animals of which the protection is desirable, if this damage
iss out of proportion with respect to the intended goal of the use of the
pesticide. .
Althoughh the statement of hazardous impacts was rather vague and did not
specifyy any criteria forjudging what 'out of proportion' meant, it did form the
basiss for the first bans of pesticides considered hazardous to wildlife (rather
thann to the health of agricultural workers, consumers, or agricultural
productivity).. Between 1966 and 1970, permits for specific uses of a handful
off organochlorine pesticides were withdrawn due to wildlife hazards. For
example,, uses of aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor as seed dressing were
restrictedd because or mortality among birds.1 9
AA closer look at how the case for these early bans was put together
revealss how environmental expertise was organised in this early phase of the
regulatoryy regime. Although the law was passed in 1962, apparently
systematicc evaluation of pesticides only started in 1966. A small Pesticides
Bureauu (three scientists and four administrative personnel) was set up under
thee (then) Ministries of Agriculture and Fisheries and of Social Affairs and
Healthh to handle applications and to provide executive assistance in pesticide
policy.. Actual licensing decisions were made by the department of agriculture
forr agricultural pesticides and the department of social affairs and health for
others.. The technical evaluation of applications was handled by the Plant
Protectionn Service {Plantenziektekundige Dienst) at the agricultural college of
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Wageningen,, although other research institutes could be consulted if the
Bureauu considered it appropriate.140
Thee screening of pesticides with respect to hazards to wildlife was
minimall in this early phase. The screening in Wageningen focused on efficacy
off the pesticide, which traditionally was the speciality of the Plant Protection
Service:: to treat and protect agricultural crops. Hazardous effects of
organochlorinee pesticides to wildlife were actually pointed out by an entirely
differentt group of scientists. In 1965, the 'Committee on Side-Effects of
Pesticides'' {Commissie Nevenwerkingen Bestrijdingsmiddelen, CNB) was
installedd in TNO, the Dutch organisation for applied research. The committee
hadd originated as a small group of concerned biologists, meeting to discuss
bookss like Silent Spring and eventually to debate what they could do about
pesticidee hazards in their individual professional contexts. By the time the
groupp became a TNO committee, its members were biologists working in
government,, universities, and industry. The status of a TNO committee
providedd more stature, as well as a way to administer the small budget for
researchh that TNO provided to the group.141 It was this informal group of
scientistss that built up a dossier on organochlorine pesticides, eventually using
members'' contacts in the ministry of agriculture to successfully argue for
regulatoryy action, and to obtain partial voluntary withdrawal of a pesticide by
itss manufacturer.142
Thee approach of these scientists was very similar to the approach of the
researcherss at the Nature Conservancy in England in the same time frame,
bothh in terms of research methods and in terms of political action. Like the
Monkss Woods researchers, the CNB scientists focused on analysis of wildlife
victimss of pesticides and tried to establish causes of death, using the latest
techniquess of analytic chemistry. As with Monks Wood, the disciplinary
compositionn of the CNB was varied. Although predominantly biologists, the
CNBB counted members of research institutes in public health, toxicology, as
welll as ecological research institutes, both from government and universities.
Alsoo similar to Monks Wood, the regulatory action was based on informal
contactss and included voluntary cooperation with industry in exchanging
informationn as well as in discussion of hazard reduction (although leading to a
formall ban). As such, the CNB was not an exceptional structure for the
regulationn of pesticides at the time. A very similar informal committee
operatedd with respect to human health effects, also organised on an informal

Ministeriee van Soziale Zaken en Volksgezondheid, Verslag van de
WerkzaamhedenWerkzaamheden van het Bureau Bestrijdingsmiddelen Gedurende
JanuariJanuari 1966 -1 Augustus 1970\ Lambers, Milieurecht, pp. 203-09.
1411
More detail on this committee in Groenewegen, "Attracting Audiences", pp.
321-24;; Groenewegen, Scientists, Audiences and Resources, pp. 130-32.
1422
Interview with Koeman, Wageningen, University of Wageningen 1991.
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basis,, outside of pesticide legislation, and relying heavily on personal contacts
inn government One major difference with the original English Pesticides
Precautionn Scheme was that ministries did have the authority to come to legal
bans,, but apparently negotiation with pesticide producers was extensive.143
Ass in England, this type of advisory structure relied heavily on its
statuss of 'being scientific' by guarding its personal boundaries: reasonable
people,, with the exclusion of 'unscientific', 'over-zealous' advocacy experts.
Disciplinaryy boundaries between environmental toxicologists or ecologists did
nott affect membership, nor access to regulatory decision making. Different
fromfrom the regulatory expertise in England, was that the sources of expertise
weree not restricted to a small circle of research institutes. Here we see the first
signn of a tendency that will recur time and time again in the Netherlands: a
stresss on coordination of research, on cooperation between a wider range of
researchh institutes.144
3.2.23.2.2 A new law
Startingg in 1970, there had been calls for new pesticides legislation that would
payy more attention to environmental hazards of pesticides.145 In 1975 the
Pesticidee Law was modified, implementing more structured registration of
pesticides,, at the initiative of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. The
Ministryy wanted to keep the initiative in light of the growing importance of
thee department of the environment, at the time still part of the Ministry of
Healthh and Environment.146 The law was presented as a better regulatory tool,
specificallyy for the purpose of environmental protection. The environmental
hazardss to be considered for permitting pesticides were now defined slightly
moree precisely, as article 3 specified:
d.. damage to the production capacity of the soil
e.. damage to soil, water or air, animals, plants or parts of plants of
whichh the protection is desirable, to a degree that is not acceptable.147
Thee Commissie Phytofarmacie, see Groenewegen, "Attracting Audiences", p.
311.. There were close personal contacts and cooperation between both committees.
(TNO,, Milieuonderzoek in Nederland)
1444
A full list of research institutes involved in Groenewegen, "Attracting
Audiences",, p. 328 n.45. Groenewegen stressed the importance of the CNB for the
laterr development of environmental toxicology in the Netherlands as a means of
'attractingg audiences'. Among eco/toxicologists, its research provided paradigmatic
exampless of organochlorine biomagnification. (E.g. Fuchs, Ma, and Smies,
"Bioaccumulatiee van Milieucontaminanten", pp. 75-76)
1455
Bal, Aquaplanning, p. 45.
1466
I.e. the Directorate of Environmental Hygiene at that time, see: De Koning, In
DienstDienst van het Milieu, pp. 60-62.
1477
Vogelezang-Stoute et al., De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 21 et seq.
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However,, in spite of rhetoric, this definition of hazard barely added anything
fromfrom the point of view of wildlife protection. Like its predecessor, the law did
nott specify what exactly was to be considered 'damage', nor what 'a degree
nott acceptable' meant. In fact, the early restrictions of organochlorine
pesticidess showed that regulatory action against pesticides specifically on the
basiss of wildlife effects was already possible before 1975.
Thee inclusion of wildlife effects in the old law had been confirmed by
inn an appeal case over acrolein, a pesticide used in cooling installations.
Pesticidee regulation had a particular appeals procedure: only directly
interestedd parties (i.e. pesticide producers and users) could appeal against
regulatoryy decisions on pesticides, similar to English pesticide regulations
afterr it became statutory. Appeals were made to the appeals court for trade
andd industry (College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven). In the acrolein
appeall of 1975, just before the new law was passed, part of the appeals court's
rulingg indicated that pesticide permits could indeed be withdrawn on the basis
off hazardous effects to aquatic life, declining the appeal by its producer.
Nevertheless,, wildlife effects were not a major ground for regulatory action.
Throughoutt the eighties, wildlife hazards remained a minor consideration in
pesticidee permitting. As regards the appeals procedure, between the first
appeall of 1973 and the wave of accelerated environmental policy in 1988,
theree were only 13 cases.148 Apparently, users and producers of pesticides
eitherr did not have major qualms with regulatory action, or objections were
addressedd outside of the courtroom.
Afterr 1975, a very slow formalisation process started, gradually
definingg environmental hazards more specifically. It is not easy to establish
this,, because of the high levels of secrecy around pesticide regulations. Some
formalisationn occurred in at least three ways. Firstly, we know that guidelines
weree developed for the evaluation procedure. For example, by 1981, with a
delayy of six or seven years, a new form was introduced for the registration of
pesticides.. The form, to be filed by the applicant registering a pesticide, now
explicitlyy requested data on toxicity to birds, to aquatic life, and insects, on
soill effects, mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, and bioaccumulation. However,
onlyy a limited set of acute aquatic data were formally required; the others
weree only required 'if considered relevant' or if the regulatory authority asked
forr such data.149 Although incomplete forms could be a reason to refuse
registration,, in practice incomplete forms were accepted for evaluation. In
additionn to the form, a handbook for pesticide evaluation was developed,
1488

De Roo, Bestrijdingsmiddelen in Nederland; Vogelezang-Stoute et ai, De
ToelatingToelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, on acrolein see p. 19-20, list of appeals in
1499
Explained in the 'clarification' to the form that the CTB made available.
(Könemann,, "Ecotoxiciteitsonderzoek en Milieubeleid")
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probablyy towards the end of the eighties. This handbook was somewhat
mysterious,, since, under the secrecy rules of pesticide regulation, the
handbookk was not made public at the time.150 In fact, not much was made
publicc at all, as pesticide regulation was largely exempt from the legislation
thatt otherwise grants Dutch citizens a high degree of access to government
documents.. The only information publicly available on individual pesticides
weree withdrawals of registrations.
Secondly,, even though there were only few appeals from industry,
somee of these cases did serve to define what could and could not be
consideredd adversary effects. In one case of appeal, the court ruled that the
meree persistence of I d ' s herbicide paraquat could not be a ground to
withdraww the license, arguing that there was no proof of adverse effects, even
inn the long run.152 In spite of policy intentions, this blocked pesticide
restrictionn on the grounds of persistence only, until formal criteria for
persistencee with legal power were issued in 1995.153

Vogelezang-Stoutee etai, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 53 et seq.,
230,, form in its appendix.
1511
Only final decisions on pesticides were published. The CTB only started
publishingg (very general) annual reports of its activities in 1990 (over the year
1988/1989).. (Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp.
2,n.3) )
1522
College van Beroep Bedrijfsleven, 2 mei 1989, nr. 86/0172/60/029, zie
Vogelezang-Stoutee et ai, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 23. Paraquat is
aa potent defoliant, used to clear weeds, but allegedly also used to spray drug
plantationss in Columbia and South Africa. It is highly toxic to mammals, but not
veryy toxic to aquatic animals, since aquatic plants tend to absorb it. Because of its
highh toxicity, paraquat was on the Pesticide Action Network's 'dirty dozen' priority
list.. (Leikin and Paloucek, Poisoning & Toxicology Handbook, Pesticide Action
Networkk North America, PANNA Website) In the background of this issue was
resistancee in industry over a specific sediment degradation test that had been
developedd at the Institute for Pesticide Research (IOB) in Wageningen: a test that
wass used for regulatory purposes only in the Netherlands. Industry objected on the
groundss that the test was under-developed, requiring extra regulatory research costs
forr a test that was only used in the Netherlands. (Smies et al, "Milieutoxicologie in
dee Chemische Industrie", p. 89)
1533
Persistence had criteria had been defined in the Persistentienota of 1986, further
definedd in Nota Milieucriteria of 1988, but these were only policy documents and
lackedd legal power, see Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van
Bestrijdingsmiddelen,Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 92-3; Tweede Kamer, Indicatief Meerjarenprogr
Milieubeheer,Milieubeheer, J987-1990, pp. 90-93. The deadlock was broken with the Besluit
MilieutoelatingseisenMilieutoelatingseisen Bestrijdingsmiddelen, 23 January 1995. (Once again, d
byy about a year: this ministerial decision providing the legal power for the
environmentall standards was announced for early 1994.) (Tweede Kamer,
MilieuprogrammaMilieuprogramma 1994-1997, p. 23)
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Thirdly,, the administrative procedure for pesticide assessment became
moree organised. After 1980, only civil servants were members of the
Committeee of Pesticide Permits (Commissie Toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen,
CTB)) which prepared decisions on pesticides' regulatory status. Although,
theoretically,, decisions were still made by the Minister, the CTB advice was
normallyy followed. To reach its conclusion, the Committee relied on an
advisoryy structure of committees and workgroups constituted of members of
governmentt research institutes. Prior to 1980, water companies had been
represented.. After 1981, the informal groups of environmental experts were
replacedd entirely by government scientists, although the CTB was not
formallyy restricted to consult only these scientists. Once again, the secrecy of
regulationn at the time makes it difficult to reconstruct the details. By 1990, the
advisoryy group preparing pesticide assessment dossiers from an
environmentall point of view, consisted of five members from three
laboratoriess of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, one from a
laboratoryy of the Ministry of Traffic and Water, and three from the RIVM, the
institutee closely associated with the department of the environment.154
Inn addition to decisions on individual products, the CTB also gave
instructionss to their experts as to which data should be collected and how
thesee should be evaluated. For example, after the introduction of the
registrationn form, a set of 'minimum required data' was developed. Although
thiss set was used informally in the workgroups, it was never officially
implemented,, because of opposition from the ministry of Social Affairs,
representedd in the CTB. Thus, even though there was some attempt to define
whatt constituted a hazard and how it was to be evaluated, even the technical
aspectss of pesticides evaluation were not a matter of set procedures that were
too implemented systematically, as with US pesticide regulation at the time.
Proceduress were a matter of negotiation, while the representation of the
variouss points of view stretched to ministries mobilising 'their' research
institutes.. In this arrangement, there was no sharp demarcation of science and
politics.. As Vogelezang concludes:
Thee evaluations of the working groups can, given their composition,
nott be considered to be 'expert judgement', as some suggest. It would
bee better to speak of'government judgement'.155

Researchh institutes represented were: Plantenziektekundige Dienst, Voedingsenen Kwaliteitsaangelegenheden, Instituut voor Onderzoek van Bestrijdingsmiddele
CentrumCentrum voor Agrobiologisch Onderzoek, Dienst Binnenwateren/RIZA, R
(Vogelezang-Stoutee et al., De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 369, Appendix
8.4.2) )
1555
Vogelezang-Stoute et al., De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 55.
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Thus,, the formalisation of pesticide evaluation during the 1980s was only
veryy gradual, resembling more the gradual shifts in pesticide regulation in
Englandd than in the US. Apparently, there was extensive negotiation between
regulatorss and registrants over the acceptability of data, over the provision of
data,, and over the final regulatory status of pesticide products. This extended
too the technical details of regulation. For example, although there was a
systemm of GLP certification in the eighties, it was not entirely clear whether
GLPP certification was an effective prerequisite for submitted pesticide data.156
Thiss limited formalisation had consequences for how eco/toxicological
knowledgee could be included in the regime. According to one of the
eco/toxicologistss involved in the CNB, the formalisation of assessment
criteriaa sometimes made it harder to evaluate environmental effects of
pesticides,, since effects that were not explicit criteria could not be used in the
evaluations.1577 The problems with the inability to regulate on the grounds of
meree persistence are an example of this limitation.
Wee should not over-estimate the consequences for the possibility to
includee eco/toxicological knowledge. From an extensive study of pesticide
licensingg by Vogelezang et al. of 1990, we know that eco/toxicological effects
off pesticides did not play a major role in assessment practice in the first place
duringg the seventies and eighties. An analysis of six pesticides showed that
suchh data were either very limited or that, when available, clear indications of
environmentall hazard had apparently not led to restrictions. In addition,
informationn on higher-level ecological effects was practically absent.158
Nevertheless,, the limited formalisation of pesticide assessment during
thee eighties was not of such an extent that it caused systematic exclusion of
multispeciess data such as it occurred in the US. We do know from the
previouss chapters that for several pesticides of regulatory concern such data
weree available, since they were submitted to regulatory authorities in the US
andd England. We also know that there was an active interest in multispecies
researchh in the Netherlands, including in laboratories of pesticide producers
andd at government agricultural research institutes involved in regulatory
assessment.. (Although mainly for the purpose of single species validation and
researchh on the operation of pesticide effects: extrapolation of single species
resultss was defended as an acceptable way to establish safe levels, even if
accuratee prediction of ecosystem level effects was problematic.)159
Dee Roo, Bestrijdingsmiddelen in Nederland, p. 9; Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De
ToelatingToelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 103 et seq., 85; versus Könemann,
"Ecotoxiciteitsonderzoekk en Milieubeleid", p. 90.
1577
Interview with Koeman, Wageningen, University of Wageningen 1991.
1588
Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen.
1599
E.g. the experimental streams at Renkum of SC-DLO, which were built
specificallyy with the purpose of evaluating single species tests in for pesticide
assessement.. The streams were built in 1987 and research was partly funded by the
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Afterr 1990, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries wanted to explore
furtherr the possibility of using multi-species tests in pesticide assessment and
developp some guidelines for the performance of such tests. The efforts were
mett with opposition from other ministries, especially Environment (VROM).
Thee sentiment among VROM civil servants was that multispecies test results
wouldd only be used in order to try to lower norms and that the 'straightforward'' results of single species tests were clear and strict, avoiding the risk
off stalling tactics.160 However, by then, as we shall see below, European
developmentss were beginning to take over.
Onn the whole, the CTB constituted a platform where interests of
agriculture,, health, social affairs, and environment were played out against
eachh other, each represented by the ministries involved. Agriculture was
representedd more heavily in the CTB as well its advisory groups, at least until
19900 when each of the four participating ministries had only one
representativee on the Committee.161 As a consequence of this configuration,
regulatoryy action was stalled frequently, with considerable implementation
delayss and recurrent use of exemptions and extensions of exemptions.
Towardss the end of the eighties, surface and drinking water regulatory
authoritiess argued that pesticide regulation was too lax, based on water quality
monitoringg data provided by research institutes in their sector. Although
reductionn of pesticide use had been the official government policy since 1983,
thee licensing scheme did not seem suited to obtain such targets (and in fact
evenn obstructed more ambitious environmental policy). Water pollution

interdepartmentall Stimulation Action Toxicological Research (see Chapter 4), with
universityy researchers as well as institutes represented in the pesticide assessment
scheme.. (Leeuwangh, "Proefslotencomplex te Renkum"; Leeuwangh, "Het
Voorspellenn van Milieu-Effecten van Chemische Stoffen op Grond van
Toxiciteitsonderzoekk in het Laboratorium".)
1600
Interview with Hekstra, The Hague, Ministerie van Ruimtelijke Ordening en
Milieuu 1995.
1611
Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 25, 67. In
additionn to this departmental representation, there was a formal obligation of
consultationn with a Pesticides Committee over changes in general pesticide
regulationn policy. In this committee, various interest groups were represented,
includingg environmental organisations. However, the committee rarely met and
ratherr than to come to one integrated advice, it tended to reproduce the positions of
itss members. In 1987, ministries involved in the pesticide regulation suggested to
replacee the committee with consultation with individual representatives at
ministries'' initiative. (Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van
Bestrijdingsmiddelen,Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 46) In 1992, its members were Nefy
pesticidee producers), the Landbouwschap (the corporatist organisation of the
agriculturall sector), and environmental group Natuur en Milieu. (De Roo,
BestrijdingsmiddelenBestrijdingsmiddelen in Nederland, p. 24)
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controll was faced with targets it could not meet through control of 'point
source'' discharges, as the 'non-point sources' of pesticide use were out of
theirr control. In addition, from a legal point of view, the Pesticides Law had
precedencee over legislation on water pollution and industrial chemicals.162
3.2.33.2.3 Increasing tensions
Fromm 1987 onward, the department of the environment started to put more
pressuree on pesticide registration policy, attempting to withdraw registrations,
endd chronically extended exemptions, speed up re-evaluation of old
pesticides,, and implement stricter environmental criteria.163 Some result was
noticeablee in the appeals record: after 1988, the number of appeals rose, from
approximatelyy one per year up to five or six per year.164 The pressure resulted
inn various new policy plans that specified new targets for pesticide policy, as
welll as more detailed criteria. The most promising document was the multiyearr pesticide reduction plan (Meerjarenplan Gewasbeschermingsmiddelen),
whichh the department of agriculture had started to prepare in 1987.165 In 1989,
thee departments of agriculture and environment together proposed stricter
criteriaa for pesticides in groundwater, as part of the more restrictive licensing
policyy of the multi-year plan, under the pressure of strict European drinking
waterr criteria. The intentions resulted in major objections from the
agriculturall and pesticide sectors and an alerted Parliament.166 By the time the
finall multi-year plan was presented to Parliament in 1990, it included targets
forr reduction of pesticide use. Also, it suggested a stricter permitting policy
basedd on more explicit eco/toxicity criteria, using lowest LC50 for fish, algae
andd daphnids with a safety factor 10. Since a safety factor for algae and

Forr example: the analysis of pesticide bentazon in Amsterdam drinking water in
1988,, caused by discharges by producer BASF in the Rhine ('bentazon affair'), or
highh levels of pesticides in surface water in the Westland, with intensive greenhouse
agriculturee and horticulture. (Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van
Bestrijdingsmiddelen,Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 3, 7; Bal, Aquaplanning, pp. 13-14)
1633
Bal, Aquaplanning, p. 52; Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 90-93:
Voortgangsrapportage,Voortgangsrapportage, pp. 31-32.
1644
Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, pp. 377-79.
1655
Ministerie van Landbouw en Visserij, Naar een Taakstellend Meerjarenplan
voorvoor de Gewasbescherming. This original version focused almost entirely on
improvedd use of (less hazardous) pesticides, prevention of infections, and more
researchh into increased research, rather than regulatory approaches. For an extensive
analysiss of the plan, see: Schreurs and Grin, Gewasmiddelen en Beleid.
1666
When the criteria were proposed to Parliament, its members responded with 95
questions.. (Centrale Raad voor de Milieuhygiëne, Milieu van Jaar tot Jaar: 1989, p.
99;; Bal, Aquaplanning, pp. 54,55)
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daphnidss of 10 would rule out 40% of then permitted pesticides, introduction
off this safety factor was postponed until 1995.167
Thee criteria in the plan were a political compromise. VROM had
wantedd to include sharper criteria, especially for persistence.168 However,
evenn these compromise proposals met with considerable problems in the
implementationn phase of the policy plan. The inclusion of the strict European
normm for pesticides in drinking water did not survive an appeal case over
atrazinn in 1992. The environmental movement argued that the multi-year plan
wass considerably watered down in its implementation, which was given form
inn a negotiated agreement with industry and agriculture.169
Withh the increased attention for environmental effects of pesticides also
camee a shift in the expert base used for pesticide assessment. While the
evaluationn of environmental effects had remained underdeveloped throughout
thee eighties, VROM had developed assessment methodology, especially via
thee RIVM.. As environmental assessment was developed more, so also did the
RIVM'ss role in pesticide assessment increase. For example, in 1990, the
RIVMM set up a re-assessment project of already registered pesticides.170 The
rolee of the RIVM would gradually expand until it eventually was the main
addresss for the initial processing of the eco/toxicity data in the registration
dossier. .
Ass a result of increased tension, the regulatory regime for pesticides
wentt through major changes after 1993. In attempts to break through the slow
interdepartmentall negotiations, the management of pesticide licensing was
radicallyy reorganised, in anticipation of another change of the Pesticides Law
(passedd in 1994) and as part of a government-wide attempt to improve
administrativee efficiency, at the initiative of Parliament.171 Instead of the
Committeee of civil servants, anew Board of Pesticide Permits was installed: a
groupp of four independent experts, chaired by Jan Koeman (see Chapter 4).
Thesee experts would implement pesticide registration policy as developed by

1677

Or half of approximately 300 registered active ingredients. (Tweede Kamer,
MilieuprogrammaMilieuprogramma 1993-1996, p. 19; Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De
Bestrijdingsmiddelen,Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 61). The environmental movement late
safetyy factors actually employed by the CTB were more lenient by a factor 100, see
Reijnderss et al, Zwartboek Toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen.
1688
De Roo, Bestrijdingsmiddelen in Nederland, p. 16.
1699
De Roo, Bestrijdingsmiddelen in Nederland, pp. 17-20; Velders, "Dossier
Landbouw:: Toelatingsbeleid is Zeer Divers".
1700
Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 4.
1711
Van Aartsen, Brief aan Tweede Kamer Inzake Evaluatie CTB; Projektgroep
Evaluatiee toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen, Evaluatie van de Uitvoering van het
Toelatingsbeleid. Toelatingsbeleid.
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thee ministries, with a mandate to license pesticides.172 In effect, this
constructionn intended to delegate the implementation of pesticide registration
too a committee of experts, assisted by the advisory structure of government
researchh institutes. Meanwhile, the ministries continued to negotiate and
definee general pesticide registration policy. Although this now involved a
clearerr division of labour between the role of political institutions and experts,
thiss division was not organised on the basis of science-versus-politics: as part
off the implementation of policy, these experts were explicitly expected to
balancee agricultural and environmental interests, a role acknowledged by the
neww CTB's chairman. This division was not the mobilisation of 'science* to
constrainn political conflict, but the mobilisation of scientists as part of an
attemptt to deport interdepartmental conflicts over regulatory implementation
too a politically expedient distance.
Byy November 1993, the appeals procedure was altered, now to allow
thirdd parties to challenge regulatory decisions. Within a year and a half,
environmentall movements started procedures challenging the permits for
sixteenn pesticides.173 In addition, more information was made available about
thee pesticide evaluation procedures and about the activities of the CTB,
althoughh information on the details of evaluations of individual pesticides was
stilll very limited. For its expertise, the CTB initially remained highly
dependentt on research institutes, but its in-house expert staff expanded
gradually,, until it could rely on its own risk assessors. This did not go without
somee tension, as the research centres previously involved in regulation
complainedd about lack of consultation and in one case even of being
avoided.1744 Instead of the former more or less guaranteed position in
evaluation,, the new CTB now consulted these institutes on the basis of
invitation.175 5
Furtherr formalisation of the assessment procedure occurred in the wake
off the European 'Uniform Principles', an assessment procedure that was to
harmonisee pesticide evaluations in Europe. Legal implementation in the
Netherlandss occurred via the Pesticides Approval Decree of 1995, with more
strictt safety factors than had been proposed for the multi-year plan (but with

Velders,, "Dossier Landbouw: Toelatingsbeleid is Zeer Divers"; Koeman,
Boleij,, and Verkleij, "Toelatingsbeleid Bestrijdingsmiddelen".
1733
Reijnders et ai, Zwartboek Toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen.
1744
RIZA, the research institute that the department of water relied on, in the case of
pesticidess regulation especially for monitoring of pesticides in surface water.
(Projektgroepp Evaluatie toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen, Evaluatie van de Uitvoering
vanvan het Toelatingsbeleid^ p. 57; College voor de Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen,, Website CTB)
1755
Hof, Hofman, and Gortzak, De Belissingsprocedure Rondom de Toelating van
Bestrijdinsmiddelen. Bestrijdinsmiddelen.
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exemptionss in the application of these criteria until 2000).176 Following this
scheme,, the Dutch environmental hazard evaluation process was based on
aquaticc acute toxicity tests, with the option for registrants to defend their case
withh further research where acute norms would be exceeded (as compared to
predictedd environmental concentrations). As far as toxicity was concerned,
thiss included multispecies tests that were to be evaluated case-by-case by
expertt judgement. More recent documents explain the procedure for this
evaluation:: protocols were to be based on the SETAC mesocosm protocol, but
thee experimental protocol was to be discussed with the CTB before tests were
performed.. Compared to American assessment documents, the EC guidelines
reliedd more heavily on expert judgement. For example, several of the
additionall testing prescriptions were listed as 'in as far as relevant', or 'after
consultationn of experts'. For acute toxicity tests, EC guidelines prescribed
protocolss of various sources, among which the OECD standard tests that were
developedd since the mid-eighties, or the EC's own ecotoxicity methods, or
evenn methods developed by SETAC. In the case of multispecies tests, the EC
directivee specified that prior consultation over the design of the test was
requiredd specifically to establish the precise purpose of the test.177 What is
remarkablee about these tests and test protocols, is that they operated
successfullyy without the extensive expert consensus building required by, for
example,, the ASTM (see chapter 5). The SETAC mesocosm was developed at
aa SETAC workshop. OECD protocols were developed from the late seventies
onwardd on the basis of national expert representatives.
Thus,, through European directives, more specific guidelines for
pesticidee evaluation were introduced in the Netherlands, including the explicit
possibilityy of using mesocosm data, in spite of continued objections from the
Ministryy of the Environment and the Ministry of Transport and Water. These
Ministriess wanted a stricter set of criteria for pesticide evaluation. They
arguedd that multispecies tests went in the opposite direction and that there was
'internationall discussion' over their use.178 The new procedures were
1766

Directive 91/414/EEC, with several modifications in the following years.
(Tweedee Kamer, Milieuprogramma 1995-1998, pp. 17-22; Projektgroep Evaluatie
toelatingg Bestrijdingsmiddelen, Evaluatie van de Uitvoering van het
Toelatingsbeleid',Toelatingsbeleid', Reijnders et al, Zwartboek Toelating Bestrijdin
27-28.. The European implementation of the Uniform principles was extremely
problematic.. They were later withdrawn after a court case at the initiative of the
Europeann Parliament, leading to an extended process of renegotiation.
1777
European Community, "Directive 91/414/EEC". One of the mesocosm
guideliness suggested was taken over by the CTB: Crossland et al, European
WorkshopWorkshop on Freshwater Field Tests.
1788
Projektgroep Evaluatie toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen, Evaluatie van de
UitvoeringUitvoering van het Toelatingsbeleid, p. 31) One of the major criticisms aga
CTBB at the evaluation of its position as a mandated regulatory authority, was its
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documentedd in a new version of the pesticide evaluation handbook, as well as
inn instruction notes that were made available with the pesticide registration
form,, but this documentation was made publicly available only after 1998.179
Throughoutt the nineties, pesticide regulation remained a conflict-ridden area
off policy, with high levels of resistance against implementation of
environmentall standards from agriculture, expressed via the department of
agriculture,, the media, Parliament, and the appeals procedure. Opposition
againstt stricter regulation continued to be accommodated with exemptions for
restrictedd pesticide products, leading to more campaigning by environmental
movements,, especially around the first mid-term evaluation of the multi-year
plann in 1995, as they argued that the targets of the plan were not met. In their
opinion,, the licensing policy continued to postpone strict regulation and failed
too enforce the restrictions it had issued.18 Meanwhile, the CTB's position as
liberall use of its discretionary powers in designing evaluation procedures. Whereas
thee CTB, the department of agriculture, and industry seemed pleased with the
independencee and degree of informality, environmentalists and the-left-of-centre
fractionss in Parliament had hesitations or outright criticism of its functioning. (E.g.
Tweedee Kamer, Commissie-Overleg LNV met Minister Van Aartsen)
Inn 1996, the CTB started a website, where evaluation procedures and annual
reportss can be consulted. It now also contains a 1999 version of the handbook for
evaluationss of pesticides, which, together with the guidelines that are issued with the
registrationn form, specifies the role of multispecies tests. By the end of the nineties,
onee could even get hold of (very concise) overviews of risk evaluations of
individuall substances, similar to the documents that were issues by the English
pesticidee regulators towards the end of the eighties. The CTB asked research
institutess to summarise data, which in the case of environmental toxicity was usually
thee RTVM ('milieufiche'). This information could also be used in the new
administrativee appeals procedure, involving a member of the CTB and two external
members,, but the legal procedure remained available as second appeal. However,
thee summaries of the substantial data offered very few handles for such a challenge.
Forr example, the environmental toxicity data on glyfosate were summarised in
approximatelyy one page. (College voor de Toelating van Bestrijdingsmiddelen,
WebsiteWebsite CTB; Koeman,
Boleij,
and
Verkleij,
"Toelatingsbeleid
Bestrijdingsmiddelen";; Projektgroep Evaluatie toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen,
EvaluatieEvaluatie van de Uitvoering van het Toelatingsbeleid; Van Oijen, Roos, and
Schouten,, Glyfosaat in de Landbouw; Hof, Holman, and Gortzak, De
BelissingsprocedureBelissingsprocedure Rondom de Toelating van Bestrijdinsmiddelen)
1800
Reijnders et ai, Zwartboek Toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen; Muilerman and
Steekelenburg,, eds., De Buik Vol van Gif. Apparently with some ground: continued
usee of long forbidden pesticides showed up in residue analyses of food, as well as
surfacee water analysis. In 1995, research by RIZA for the Ministry of Transport and
Waterr found organochlorine pesticides in surface water caused by illegal use of
endosulfan.. On the evaluation and the functioning of the CTB, see Van Aartsen,
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ann independent regulatory agency was made official in the summer of 1996.
Almostt immediately after this operation, government revoked some of its
decisionss to restrict pesticides, invoking the voluntary agreements made
betweenn government and industry in the implementation of the multi-year
plan.1811 In the summer of 2000, a similar conflict occurred over the ten-yearoldd plan to phase out the most hazardous pesticides. When the departments of
agriculturee and environment this time supported the CTB's implementation of
thee old deadlines for exemptions, a small majority in Parliament overruled
them,, after a major political conflict. The majority decided that certain
hazardouss pesticides could not be missed in agricultural practice and should
thereforee be given new exemptions.182 However, we are now far beyond the
timee frame that was set out for this analysis.
3.2.43.2.4 The regime and its shifts
Betweenn 1970 and 1995, the regulatory regime for pesticides in the
Netherlandss went through some troubled waters, as well as some interesting
shiftss in structure. Until about 1981, the regulatory regime resembled the
regimee for pesticides in England, with the major difference of the possibility
off formal bans instead of the old voluntary scheme of the PSPS. However,
evenn in the Netherlands, pesticide regulation relied heavily on voluntary
cooperation,, for example, in negotiations with producers over licensing
gearedd at voluntary withdrawals, or through the recurrent use of exemptions.
Fromm the perspective of the use of expertise, the interesting feature is the use
off informally organised expertise groups with elitist tendencies: boundaries of
sciencee were personalised, but there was little sign of a clear demarcation of

BriefBrief aan Tweede Kamer Inzake Evaluatie CTB; Schreurs and Grin, Gewasmidde
enen Beleid; Projektgroep Evaluatie toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen, Evaluatie van de
UitvoeringUitvoering van het Toelatingsbeleid; Volkskrant, Milieubeweging Eist
Beleidd tegen Landbouwgif: Daling van Gebruik Bestrijdingsmiddelen is Volgens
Organisatiess Gezichtsbedrog, 20 May 1996; Volkskrant, Tussen Veel en Weinig Gif,
233 September 1995.
1811
Staatscourant, College voor Toelating Bestrijdingsmiddelen op Eigen Benen, 8
Julyy 1996; Volkskrant, Kabinet tegen Strenge Eisen voor Landbouwgif, 15
Novemberr 2000.
1822
Volkskrant, En de Boer Spuit Maar Voort, 22 January 2000; Volkskrant,
Verbodenn Gif, 21 August 2000; Volkskrant, Boeren Verkeren na Klucht over Gif in
Onzekerheid,, 30 August 2000; Volkskrant, Kamerfractie D66 Verscheurd door Zaak
Omstredenn Landbouwgiffen, 25 August 2000; Volkskrant, Kameroverleg Landbouw
Muurvast,, 31 August 2000; Volkskrant, D66 Zet Gifspuit op Milieu-Imago van
Partij,, 28 August 2000; Volkskrant, Boeren Mogen Omstreden Gif nog Gebruiken, 6
Septemberr 2000; Volkskrant, Verbod Pesticiden Verbaast Kamer en Boeren, 2
Augustt 2000; Volkskrant, D66 Ontpopt zich als Advocaat van het Landbouwgif, 21
Augustt 2000
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sciencee and policy. Ecologists as well as pioneering environmental
toxicologistss participated in this.
Inn the eighties, pesticide regulation shifted towards a sort of
'departmentall corporatism', in which departments mobilised expertise of their
respectivee research institutes for decision making dominated by negotiation
andd strategising rather than development of coherent policy.183 The regulatory
regimee did not organise a strict boundary between science and politics, as
experts,, policy makers and their arguments were never clearly distinguished.
Thee arrangement relied very little on legal action, an avenue only really
availablee to pesticides producers. Once again, there are some parallels with
Englishh regulatory regimes in this respect. In both pesticides and water
regulationn the possibilities for environmental groups to participate in the
formall regulatory process in England were also very minimal in the eighties.
AA key difference was that the balancing of interests of agriculture, protection
off health of consumers and workers, and protection of the environment was to
bee guaranteed by a stronger representation of the respective departments in
thee Netherlands, bringing in their respective research institutes. Nevertheless,
eco/toxicologicall effects apparently did not play a major role in assessments,
butt there was some degree of interest in multispecies tests and ecological
formss of knowledge, especially from the part of the ministry of agriculture
andd its research institutes.
Withh the growing independence of the CTB that was started in 1993,
pesticidee regulation shifted away from the grip of the departments over the
detailss of regulation. As appeal procedures, both administrative and legal,
weree opened up to environmental movements, some elements of a more
adversariall style were introduced. Nevertheless, the regulatory evaluation was
stilll not organised around a very strict separation of science and politics, as
thee CTB's task conception was that of implementation of policy as formulated
byy the departments. In addition, where political requirements prevailed, the
departmentss still changed the CTB's decisions over individual pesticides.
Laterr in the nineties, parts of scientific assessment were organised at more of
aa distance to policy, with initial processing of assessments by research
institutess for the CTB and the expansion of the expert staff of the CTB. Some
graduall formalisation of assessment procedures set in, making more use of
standardisedd tests, in the wake of attempts to organise pesticide registration on
aa European level. However, the regulatory regime for pesticides continued to
relyy heavily on negotiation, both over the restrictions (e.g. the continued
bargainingg over exemptions) and over the details of testing requirements (e.g.
thee design of mesocosm tests).
Onee of the main conclusions of a consultancy report of 1990, with suggestions
forr CTB reorganisation, see Vogelezang-Stoute et al, De Toelating van
Bestrijdingsmiddelen,Bestrijdingsmiddelen, p. 163.
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3.33 Water
3.3.13.3.1 The regulation of water pollution in the Netherlands
Thee management of water resources has a special position in Dutch policy
making.. Not only is there the obvious importance of water defence for the
existencee of large parts of the country, reflected in a prominent position of the
departmentt of water (Rijkswaterstaat) in the national policy arena, but also
thee historic process of reclaiming land has given rise to a peculiar system of
parallell government in the local water boards (waterschappen). Throughout
thee twentieth century, these boards were local governmental structures that
focusedd on coastal protection and water level management, organised around
tax-basedd interest representation: those who paid taxes ruled the water boards
andd since taxes were based on land ownership, this meant that agriculture
dominatedd the water boards. In response to the increasing scale of coastal
workss as well as the growing complexity of water policy through the arrival
off environmental protection, water policy went through a process of
concentration.. On the one hand, the thousands of water boards in the country
weree reduced to only approximately one hundred in 1995, when the
governmentt of the water boards was expanded to include all its inhabitants
withh parallel elections.184 On the other hand, the role of provinces and
nationall government gradually increased, creating a complex governmental
arrayy of regulatory actors.
Afterr the implementation of the Surface Water Pollution Act had
startedd in 1970, discharge licensing to local surface water became a
responsibilityy of the provinces, but was gradually delegated to the water
boardss in most of the country. Water quality in the major rivers remained a
nationall responsibility. Throughout the seventies, standards for discharge
permitss focused almost entirely on the classic parameters of pollution control,
specificallyy oxygen depletion. This was closely related to the nature of
regulatoryy control: with discharge permits based on a system of levies
calculatedd via a standard measure of pollution of the discharge water, the
assessmentt of the nature of a discharge would have to remain relatively
simple,, especially given the exclusivity of tools of analytic chemistry at the
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Starting around 1992, elected positions in the water boards were created,
usuallyy via elections by municipality council members. In some cases, positions
weree even reserved for environmental groups. These developments led to a shift to
moree attention for environmental issues in water management, as environmentalists
putt forward their own candidates. (Anonymous, "Verkiezingen Vormen
Waterschappenn Om van Boerenrepublieken naar Moderne Waterbeheerders";
Volkskrant,Volkskrant, Revolutie in de Polder, 21 February 2001)
1855
See Tweede Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan, pp. 258-62.
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Inn the seventies, the range of monitoring data was limited also. The
Nationall Institute for Water Purification {Rijskinstituut voor Zuivering van
Afvalwater,Afvalwater, RIZA)186 had been given the legal task of research and advice on
matterss related to the Surface Water Pollution Act. In 1972, RIZA constructed
twoo floating monitoring points in the Maas and Rhine, both at the point where
thee rivers enter the country. Measurement points where more than the most
basicc parameters could be measured remained limited to approximately a
dozenn throughout the seventies.
Thee system of levies was a successful instrument for general reduction
off pollution levels caused by oxygen demand,187 but required a counterpart in
standardss for a wider range of parameters of pollution. The search for
standardss by which the quality of surface water could be judged proceeded
alongg two lines: water quality standards developed by national government,
mainlyy in interaction between the department of water and the department of
thee environment; and policies developed via the water management boards,
togetherr with the Executive Committee for the implementation of the Surface
Waterr Pollution Act {Commissie Uitvoering Wet Verontreiniging
Oppervlaktewateren,Oppervlaktewateren, CUWVO).
3.3.23.3.2 Ecologists and local water
Waterr quality management by water authorities provided a wide range of
employmentt opportunities for aquatic ecologists, especially for aquatic
ecologistss interested in structural ecology. On the one hand academic
educationn in ecology was developed to such a level in the Netherlands that it
producedd trained ecologists with knowledge of aquatic ecosystems. On the
otherr hand aquatic ecologists discovered and defined some of the key
problemss in water pollution, especially with respect to eutrophication, which
dominatedd the water pollution agenda in the seventies.188 Based on an
ecologicall frame of understanding of water pollution, water quality managers
hadd started to develop means to assess water quality on the basis of indicators
off community structure. Among these indicators were, for example, the
'saprobic'' and 'trofic' indicators for excessive presence of biodegradable
substancess and nutrients. These indicators were based on ratios of abundance

Thee meaning of the acronym changed to Rijksinstituut voor Integraal Zoetwaterbeheerwaterbeheer en Afvalwaterbehandeling in 1990, as a consequence of reorganisations
andd policy changes in the department of water. (Rijksinstituut voor Integraal
Zoetwaterbeheerr en Afvalwaterbehandeling, JUZA Website)
Andd not as effective for heavy metals, see Bressers, Beleidseffectiviteit en
Waterkwaliteitsbeleid. Waterkwaliteitsbeleid.
Cramer,, Mission-Orientation in Ecology, pp. 132-36; Cramer, "The Scope of
Mission-Orientationn in Dutch Freshwater Ecology", p. 226; Cramer and Hagendijk,
"Dutchh Freshwater Ecology", pp. 500-1.
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off microflora. Other indicators used involved inventories of macrofauna and
-flora,, species richness, or indicator species for levels of pollution.
Thesee methods were produced by the Working Group for Biological
Waterr Evaluation (Werkgroep Biologische Waterbeoordeling, WBW), a
groupp of aquatic biologists and agricultural engineers that met for the first
timee at the National Institute for Nature Management (Rijksinstituut voor
Natuurbeheer,Natuurbeheer, RIN) in 1967. Among its members were academic rese
ass well as biologists that worked for some of the large organisations in water
qualityy management, at province level or at the larger water quality boards.
Thee department of Hydrobiology of the RIN played a coordinating role. Until
thee end of the sixties, it had been the only sizeable governmental research
institutee for hydrobiology. During the seventies, it shifted its research focus
fromfrom nature conservation to environmental management. Apart from use of
fieldd research for the development of ecological indicators of water quality,
thee department also used micro-ecosystems for experimental research on the
effectss of herbicides.191 Also member of the committee work biologists
workingg at TNO in Delft (Instituut voor Milieuhygiëne en Gezondheidstechniek),techniek), an institute we will meet again soon in the standardisation
aquaticc toxicity tests.
Fromm 1972 to 1975, the group had been a member of the Foundation
forr Biological Research in the Netherlands (BION), as a subsection of aquatic
ecology.. Apparently, its position there was not a very happy one, as the group
leftt BION altogether in the autumn of 1975. The group had not managed to
receivee funding for its research projects and experienced a 'lack of
cooperation'' and even 'intolerance'. Not only did the group not correspond
withh the academic ambitions of Dutch aquatic ecology at the time, it also
operatedd in a frame of structural ecology, while functional ecology was
dominantt in BION (see chapter 4).192
Thee manual the working group produced did not include just methods
forr establish species ratios, but also techniques for sampling, as well as
chemicall water analysis. Especially with respect to the ecological indicators,
detailedd knowledge of aquatic life was assumed. The principle of using
speciess counts (and ratios based on them) was very similar to the counts
suggestedd by John Cairns in the early seventies.193 Whereas John Cairns had
triedd to produce methods that could be used even by the engineers that
1899

Werkgroep Biologische Waterbeoordeling, Biologische Waterbeoordeling.
Werkgroep Biologische Waterbeoordeling, Biologische Waterbeoordeling, pp.
1-5. .
1911
Cramer, Mission-Orientation in Ecology, pp. 134-35.
1922
Alkema, Het Ontstaan en de Ontwikkeling van BION...; Biologisch Onderzoek
Nederland,, Jaarverslag, spec. 1972-1975.
1933
See chapter 4, Cairns and Dickson, "A Simple Method for the Biological
Assessmentt of the Effects of Waste Discharges".
1900
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dominatedd American water pollution control, these were methods clearly
writtenn for the ecologists that worked in Dutch water pollution control, along
withh the engineers.194 An alternative route of ecological involvement in water
qualityy research of water boards was through internships of graduating
academicc biologists.195
Basically,, these methods of water quality evaluation used ecological
effectss as indicators of pollution, offering an avenue for ecologically defined
targetss for pollution control, e.g. the return of certain species or the creation of
aquaticc communities considered rare or valuable. Although these were
methodss used for assessing water quality, defining targets or standards was
lesss evident. In this respect, the philosophy behind the methods was
comparablee to the one of the English RTVPACS model; the target was 'a
naturall state' of equivalent unpolluted water. As the manual for biological
waterr quality indicators suggested:
Thee norm for good biological quality [of water] is the situation as it is
supposedd to be in this location without pollution or other disturbing
influences.. Fur this purpose older inventory data can be used or
comparativee (typological) research. These norms can vary considerably
betweenn regions.196
Evidently,, this did not resolve things, as the manual did not specify any
furtherr how this natural state should be determined. The problem would
remainn a key issue over the next two decades, as the Working Group
Nevertheless,, the influence was not spectacular: a 1978 review of career
opportunitiess for biologists in policy found forty biologists in policy positions in
government.. Biologists had started to enter policy positions between 1970 and 1975,
andd some had made it to high positions in national departments. Many of them had
ecologicall backgrounds and found ecology important for their work. (Baerselman,
BiologenBiologen in het Overheidsbeleid.) Cramer was able to establish that, by 1984,
approximatelyy 30 to 40 small research units, in various layers of Dutch government,
employedd aquatic ecologists working on water quality control, environmental
pollution,, or physical planning. (Cramer, "The Scope of Mission-Orientation in
Dutchh Freshwater Ecology", p. 226)
1955
Cramer, Mission-Orientation in Ecology; e.g. Cronie, Inventarisatie
MakrofaunaMakrofauna Amstelland 1979, 1980, using species indexing and saprobic
coefficientss to evaluate water quality.
1966
My translation, original: 'Als norm voor een goede biologische kwaliteit geldt
dee toestand zoals die ter plaatse zonder verontreiniging of andere verstorende
invloedd behoort te zijn. Hiervoor kan worden teruggegrepen op invetarisatiegegevenss van vroeger of op vergelijkend (typologisch) onderzoek. Deze normen
kunnenn van streek tot streek aanzienlijk verschillen.* (Werkgroep Biologische
Waterbeoordeling,, Biologische Waterbeoordeling, pp. 10, see also p. 19-21)
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continuedd to develop its methods, while the organisation developed into a
societyy with approximately a hundred members in 1990. 197 Other projects
followed,, for example, a typology of surface waters developed by the
CUWVOO in 1988 and attempts to develop detailed ecological standards for
eachh of these types. 198
Thee possibilities for ecological criteria for water evaluation increased
afterr an amendment to the Surface Water Pollution Act of 1981 required
provincess to develop water quality plans. These plans were to indicate a
frameworkk of policy intentions and targets, for which there was a legal
requirementt to consult municipalities, water boards, national government,
regionall commercial and industrial representatives {Kamer van Koophandel),
ass well as environmental groups. The plan for North-Holland of 1984, for
example,, included a framework for ecological evaluation of water quality,
developedd in cooperation with neighbouring provinces. It relied on a
combinationn of physical/chemical parameters and parameters of structural
ecologyy (saprobic index, total biomass, and diversity indexes) to define
classess of water quality and targets for policy, specifically for areas where
conservationn policies were related to surface water quality. However, the
systemm of ecological standards was related entirely to a very limited set of
parameters:: dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen demand, ammonia, total
nitrogenn and phosphor, and algal counts. In as far as other substances were
concerned,, measures and policy goals were based on national norms for water
quality. 199 9
Att the end of the eighties, this kind of regional planning for water
qualityy received new impulses, with expansion of water plans to the national
ass well as local levels. Here too, ecological knowledge was used to define
policyy targets and assess water quality. 200 A key feature of the ecological
knowledgee used in water quality management in this period was the tendency
too develop indicators, e.g. indicators of eutrophication, of ecological quality,
orr of diversity. Based on a limited set of chemical indicators as well as more
variedd physical alterations of streams (fish traps, extra shadow on fast flowing
streams,, natural river banks, etc.), ecologists could provide planners with
1977

Higler, "Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer", pp. 87-88.
By the Foundation for Applied Research Effluent Purification (Stichting
ToegepastToegepast Onderzoek Reiniging Afvalwater, STORA), see: Gardeniers and Peete
"Ecologischee Beoordelingsmethoden". See also Van der Windt, En dan: Wat is
NatuurNatuur nog in dit Land?, on the AMOEBA approach to ecological norms in Dutch
environmentall policy; Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 1988-1991, p. 85, on the
CUWVOO scheme in 'integrated water policy'; Van Straal en and Verkleij, eds.,
LeerboekLeerboek Oecotoxicologie, p. 328 et seq.
1999
Provinciaal Bestuur van Noord-Holland, Provinciaal Waterkwaliteitsplan
Noord-Holland. Noord-Holland.
2000
Tweede Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding.
1988
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indicationss of suitable policy measures, as well as likely results of policy
alternativess expressed in terms of ecological indicators.
3.3.33.3.3 Ecology and national water quality policy
Parallell to these ecological parameters in (local) water quality management,
nationall government also developed policy initiatives oriented at refining
waterr quality standards. These involved both attempts to define chemical and
physicall parameters, as well as attempts to define ecological parameters. As
regardss chemical and physical standards, the Department of the
Environment2011 was an advocate of environmental norms that would not only
includee more parameters, but also set targets for discharge policies. The first
sett of Dutch targets for surface water quality were established in 1975 and
foundd their way to local water boards as a means to measure performance of
waterr quality management. They included indicative values for nearly forty
physicall and chemical parameters, almost half of them metals.202 One year
later,, the department of the environment came with its own policy document
onn environmental norms, trying to offer an integrated conceptual scheme for
thee status of norms and policy targets.203 The effect was not as far-reaching as
thee department had hoped: it was not yet at a point where could take the lead
inn setting norms and making them binding. National water planning was
'indicative',, an indication for local water quality managers. In addition, the
departmentt of the environment was in a relatively weak position compared to
thee Department of Water, including when it came to negotiations over water
qualityy standards in Europe.204 However, the implementation of these new
normss aided the introduction of new levies for metals in discharged water,
althoughh with less success in reducing discharges. As with levies based on
inhabitantt equivalents, these levies were not meant to achieve strict regulation

Att this point only a department of the Ministry of Public Health and
Environmentall Hygiene. It only became an independent ministry in 1982, see
chapterr 3.
2022
Lambers, Milieurecht, p. 112; Bressers, Beleidseffectiviteit en
Waterkwaliteitsbeleid,Waterkwaliteitsbeleid, p. 61. The limited range of chemicals of water regulati
bee traced in some proposed contemporary standards and policy targets. In 1972,
proposedd standards by water quality managers were cadmium, copper, mercury (10
microgramss per litre) and chromium, nickel, lead, and zinc (100 micrograms per
litre).. Above these concentrations, levies would be charged. (Copius Peereboom,
Chemie,Chemie, Mens en Milieu, p. 298) The first indicative policy plan for water of 1975
formulatedd reduction targets for mercury, phenols, arsenic, lead, zinc, chromium,
andd tin {Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Water, 1975-1979; see local use in:
Provinciee Groningen, Nota Milieunormen, pp. 32-33).
2033
Tweede Kamer, Nota Milieuhygiënische Normen.
2044
De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu, pp. 59, 71-75; Van Tatenhove,
MilieubeleidMilieubeleid Onder Dak?, p. 18.
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aimedd at water quality standards, but were meant to finance water treatment
facilitiess as part of a policy of general reduction of pollution levels (see also
chapterr 3).205
Thee surface water quality standards that were introduced were largely
basedd on human health concerns, specifically involving drinking water,
amenityy values, and human consumption of fish. The standards made a
distinctionn between 'general water quality', and function based water-quality:
drinkingg and swimming water, for which chemical parameters had been
negotiatedd in a European context.206 A more developed set of 'base quality'
standardss was introduced in 1981, involving thirty-six qualitative and
quantitativee parameters, ranging from visible pollution to physical parameters
(e.g.. maximum temperature of 25°C), and chemical parameters, some
substance-specificc (e.g. for specific heavy metals), some generic (e.g. all
organochlorinee pesticides). The general goal behind these norms was that they
wouldd guarantee a base quality for all Dutch surface water that would imply
thee absence of visible pollution and smell, as well as the presence of a healthy
aquaticc community and the protection of non-aquatic predators.
Too the extent that non-human biota were considered for water quality
norms,, the framing expertise was once again ecological. The second
indicativee plan for water of 1981 even included a section with 'scientific
background'' of water quality management, involving an explanation of basic
ecologicall notions largely based on functional ecology. In contrast, a chapter
onn ways to actually identify targets for the protection of aquatic life relied on
structurall ecology, referring to the methods of the Working Group on
Biologicall Water Evaluation, and following the same approach: the ultimate
targett was the natural state. For water of ecological value this meant zero
emission;; for others the targets would depend on the 'desired structure of the
ecologicall community'. Chemical and/or physical parameters for the latter
weree presented as a problem for local water management.208 Hence, in spite of
thee self-confident ecological language used to justify these norms, there was
noo clear eco/toxicological derivation scheme for them.
Thee regulatory regime also continued to struggle with the problem of
howw to create a meaningful correspondence between water quality criteria and
effluentt permits: even though water quality criteria were developed, including
2055

Bressers, Beleidseffectiviteit en Waterkwaliteitsbeleid; see also: Cornet,
"Kwaliteitsdoelstellingenn en Normen in het Milieubeleid", on the development of
normm setting.
2066
Tweede Kamer, Nota Milieuhygiënische Normen, pp. 53-61, including the
bathingg water Directive (76/160/EEC), the drinking water Directive (74/440/EEC).
2077
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Water
1980-1984. 1980-1984.
2088
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Water
1980-1984,1980-1984, pp. 31 et seq., b7 et seq.
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variouss ecological standards in local practices, they failed to guide effluent
permittingg practice, with the exception of a few local conservation
initiatives.22 To resolve these tensions, the 1989 Water Management Act
(Wet(Wet op de Waterhuishouding) would create the possibility of planned water
management,, with a national framework plan cascading into local water
managementt plans. These were to have water quality targets that could be
usedd as legal basis for licensing policy, as well as for other pollution reduction
measuress (e.g. with respect to manure and pesticides). The first of these newstylee national plans was the very voluminous Third Water Management Plan,
whichwhich involved the construction of targets for water policy, grounded in
ecologicall assessments of the condition of Dutch waters and water quality
criteriaa (see below).210
Thee problem of how to operationalise ecological water quality
standardss had the attention of national policy makers. Early 1979, the
Temporaryy Advisory Council for Environmental Hygiene (Voorlopige
CentraleCentrale Raad voor de Milieuhygiëne) suggested to the Minister of Public
Healthh and Environmental Hygiene, L. Ginjaar at the time, that more attention
forr ecological norms was required. It pointed out that the norms for water
suggestedd in the first indicative plan for water and the 1976 policy document
onn norms were 'general use' norms that lacked ecological foundation and
diversityy for different water types. The council suggested that a simple system
wass needed, identifying parameters for water quality evaluation, as well as
normativee values for those parameters. The minister did not share the
assessmentt that water quality norms lacked scientific basis in ecology, but did
agreee that more could be one. For an advice on ecological water quality norms
thee minister turned to the Health Council of the Netherlands, of which he
wouldd later become the chairman.211
Thiss was to be the first major activity of the Health Council on
protectionn of the non-human environment, after its original focus had always
beenn human health. Ginjaar was to stimulate this role of the Health Council
heavilyy in the mid-eighties. He envisaged a sharp division between the
advisoryy representation of interests, in the Advisory Council for
Environmentall Hygiene, and science, which would have to be guaranteed by
thee presence of top experts in Health Council committees, typically organised
onn the basis of co-optation and with a format of organised peer review.212 An
2099

Zuidhollandse Milieufederatie, Industriële Waterlozingen in Rijnmond: de Kloof
TussenTussen Beleid en Praktijk
2100
Tonnaer, Handboek van het Nederlands Milieurecht, pp. 168-70; Tweede
Kamer,, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding.
2111
Correspondence in Gezondheidsraad, Advies Inzake een Begrippenlijst ten
BehoeveBehoeve van Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer.
2122
The Council had been consulted earlier with respect to health aspects of
environmentall pollution, for example with respect to the drinking and bathing water
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expertt committee was composed for this task, consisting of aquatic ecologists
andd hydrobiologists from various government research institutes, in 1982 also
universityy ecology groups and water quality managers, and one environmental
toxicologist. 2133 Among the ecologists, there were structural and functional
ecologists,, but systems ecology, still dominant in academic aquatic ecology,
wass particularly well represented.
Thee committee deliberated its final report for almost ten years. It soon
gott entangled in theoretical issues and decided to first try and organise the
confusionn over terms and concepts with a list of definitions. 214 In 1988, the
committeee reported a list of parameters of potential interest for ecological
normm setting, 15 followed by a detailed description of possible parameters a
yearr later. The final report of over four hundred pages reads like a handbook
off ecology, describing the aquatic systems of the Netherlands, environmental

normss (e.g. Gezondheidsraad, Verslag over het Jaar 1974) and at the time there
weree no alternative scientific advisory councils for the environment. The Health
Councill officially announced its move into environmental affairs in 1987 with:
Gezondheidsraad,, Het Sein op Groen. The report reconfirmed the sharp distinction
betweenn policy and science, for example relying on a risk assessment/risk
managementt distinction to identify its role as assessor, or protesting the increasing
reliancee on the Council for policy implementation issues it considered the domain of
policy,, not science. In the same year, the Health Council claimed its new
environmentall terrain with two other reports, both on ecotoxicology:
Gezondheidsraad,,
Ecotoxicologisck
Onderzoek
in
Nederland;
Murk,
Ecotoxicologie:Ecotoxicologie: de Visie van 31 Betrokkenen.
W.. Slooff, see bejow. For an overview of the contemporary viewpoints (as well
ass a sceptic position of the department of the environment), see Best and Haeck,
"Ecologischee Indicatoren".
Thee first intermediate report: Gezondheidsraad, Advies Inzake een
BegrippenlijstBegrippenlijst ten Behoeve van Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer. It defined
wass to be meant with terms such as 'black box', 'norm', 'evaluation', 'system' ('a
collectionn of objects forming a whole together with the relations between the objects
andd their properties', p.25), 'subsystem', 'ecological indicator', 'paradigm' indicativee of the abstract level of its work, as well as the importance of systems
ecology.. The problem of defining 'ecology' provided an occasion for some
boundaryy work: 'The Committee has found that it is not possible to define the word
"ecology"" in such a way that other fields such as aetiology, physiology, etc. are
excluded.. There are also clear boundary cases, in which the research is both of
aetiologicall and ecological nature and in which the choice of fields is determined by
thee context.' (p.31) Either the Committee was trying to keep everybody on board, or
thiss is a sign of a confident boundary strategy: ecology can expand and annex
adjoiningg fields. See also the attempt at clarification by Kwa and Ringelberg,
AlgemeneAlgemene Ecologische Begrippen en hun Relatie met Ecologisch Beheer v
Oppervlaktewater. Oppervlaktewater.
Gezondheidsraad,, Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer: Keuze van Parameters.
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chemistryy of surface water, as well as a list of structural and functional
indicatorss of water quality.216 At a symposium organised to present and
discusss the report, ecologists involved in water quality management
acknowledgedd the efforts of the committee in its attempts to create conceptual
clarification,, but also expressed their disappointment over the lack of concrete
toolss for water quality management.217 Ten years of deliberation had not
producedd the clearly defined and operational indicators for water quality
managementt that policy makers had asked for.
Beforee the committee on ecological norms for water management was
finished,, the Health Council had already produced several other reports on
environmentall norm setting and eco/toxicology. For these purposes, it even
installedd a permanent 'committee on ecotoxicology' in 1992, consisting of a
combinationn of researchers with toxicological and ecological orientations. The
ecologistss involved were now a different group, researchers who called
themselvess oeco- or ecotoxicologists and who had developed research
practicess in pollution assessment in closer relation to policy and
environmentall toxicologists during the eighties.
Thee causes of the failure of the committee on ecological norms were
complex.. There were the obvious divisions among ecologists, such as the
tensionn between structural ecologists that dominated the practice of water
qualityy management and the functional/systems ecologists that dominated
fiindamentalfiindamental research. Apart from personal idiosyncrasies among members of
thee Health Council committee, it was probably not the most suited forum for
thee problem. We can draw a parallel between this committee and the
multispeciess committee that was to select ecological tests for the US EPA (see
chapterr 5): this committee also did not come up with a clear selection of tests
forr further development, but limited itself to an review of available tests. Only
insistencee of the US EPA resulted in some selection, and even then the key
decisionss for further development were made by regulatory officers, not
academics.. The independence of the Health Council made a similar
interventionn impossible, and so policy makers turned to other sources for
advice. .
2166

Gezondheidsraad, Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer: Deeladvies III, Beschrijvingving van de Parameters. The report referred to the CUWVO methods mentioned
earlierr as an example of how ecological targets could be operationalised (p.72), as
welll as the possibility of environmental toxicity tests (p.232-233), which by then
alreadyy formed the backbone of environmental norm setting in the department of the
environment.. The report was followed by a summary in 1990: Gezondheidsraad,
EcologischeEcologische Normen Waterbeheer: Hoofdlijnen....
2177
E.g. Higler, "Ecologische Normen Waterbeheer" and Gardeniers and Peeters,
"Ecologischee Beoordelingsmethoden", both members of the Working Group
Biologicall Water Evaluation.
2188
See Gezondheidsraad, Ecotoxicologie op Koers, cf. Chapter 4.
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Thee first ten years of structured water quality policy in the Netherlands
hadd relied heavily on ecological notions, but had focused on pollution by
nutrientss and biodegradable substances. Eco/toxicological standards were
mostlyy a matter for the local water boards, with an increasing role for
(aquatic)) ecologists during the seventies. The limited set of national water
qualityy norms played a more modest role, in a position of minimum standards
forr local water quality management. When national government asked
ecologistss to improve the ecological derivation of water quality criteria, the
ecologistss did not produce operational criteria that could be used in policy.
Althoughh ecologists managed to construct a working division of labour in
locall water pollution regulation, they failed to do so in the national wing of
thee regulatory regime, which was steadily becoming more important.

3.3.43.3.4 The department of the environment, environmental toxicology, and
riskrisk assessment
Meanwhile,, Dutch environmental policy makers had not waited for the results
off the Health Council efforts. After 1981, the nature of the regulatory regime
forr water had started to shift and along with this shift came a change in the
expertss involved in water quality policy. A new development was the use of a
'blackk list' of chemicals that would have to be regulated more strictly, based
onn technological process standards. A European directive had created a legal
frameworkframework for identifying a list of such substances in 1976, but the act
identificationn of such substances on a European level progressed only
slowly..
In addition, the international agreements over the Rhine operated
withh a black list of priority substances. The second national water plan of
19811 had announced the development of a system to derive candidate
substancess for such a list220 and the secretary of the environment agreed to
publishingg a proposal for such a system shortly during the debate in
Parliament.. Not only could such a list be used in national policy, running
aheadd of international developments, but the proposal could also be used by
thee Dutch representation in the international negotiations. In 1982, a public
draftt proposal was published by a committee of civil servants from the

Directivee 76/464/EEC designed a scheme for a black list of substances, with
zero-emissionn as a target but quantitative standards for discharges or surface water
qualityy as an intermediate goal, and a grey list, with general reduction targets.
However,, the Directive did not specify the contents of the list, which was to follow
inn 'daughter directives'. Five years later, only mercury was on the European black
list,, the heavy metal involved in the Minimata disease.
2200
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Water
1980-1984,1980-1984, referred to Canton and Slooff, "A Proposal to Classify Compunds and
Establishh Water Quality Criteria Based on Laboratory Data". According to Slooff,
EcotoxicologicalEcotoxicological Effect Assessment: Deriving Maximum Tolerable Concen
(MTC)from(MTC)from Single-Species Toxicity Data, p. 7, the method was never used.
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departmentt of health and environment and the department of water, together
withh experts of government research institutes for drinking water
(Rijksinstituut(Rijksinstituut voor Drinkwatervoorziening), public health (Rijksinstituut voor
Volksgezondheid),Volksgezondheid), the Institute for Water Purification (RIZA), and the
Netherlandss Institute for Fisheries Research (Rijksinstituut voor Visserij
Onderzoek,Onderzoek, RXVO).221
Thee committee was illustrative of the changes in water pollution
regulationn in several ways. The prioritisation system proposed, relied on a
pre-selectionn of suspected substances and then proceeded to further refine the
selectionn with basic exposure indicators (tonnage produced or emitted, or
detectionn data), and, in the last phase, carcinogenicity, persistence, and acute
andd chronic environmental toxicity data. Bioaccumulation and
biomagnificationn as criteria had been considered but removed because of lack
off operationalisation. For those criteria, the committee suggested 'further
discussion,, particularly in a broader context'.222 As with the regulation of
pesticidess in the eighties, this was an inter-departmental committee, where
ministriess designed policy together with experts from their respective research
centres.. However, one central player, the Ministry of Agriculture, was absent,
evenn though the committee proposed several pesticides for the blacklist. In
addition,, the committee proposed a procedure that still relied extensively on
expertt judgement, but now included formal criteria, such as a maximum
aquaticc LC50.
Somee of the key members of the committee were environmental
toxicologists,, early signs of a close cooperation between the department of the
environment,, the RIV(M) (which generally lacked ecologists),223 and the
environmentall toxicologists at the University of Utrecht. Over the next
decades,, there would be a strong alliance between these three, in terms of
personall relations as well as approach to environmental assessment of
chemicals.. This connection developed into the context of an increasingly
closee formal cooperation between RIVM and VROM, a cooperation that
wouldd bring the RIVM into a position of planning bureau of the environment
byy the end of the eighties.224
2211

Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Systeem van Criteria voor Aanwijzing van
StoffenStoffen Uit de Zwarte Lijst
2222
Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Systeem van Criteria voor Aanwijzing van
StoffenStoffen Uit de Zwarte Lijst, p. 24.
2233
Interview with Koeman, Wageningen, University of Wageningen 1991.
2244
RIVM and VROM originally negotiated 4-year research programmes for the
institute,, in coordination with the department of the environment, thereby making
suree research would be coordinated with the needs of VROM. Between RIVM and
VROMM in general, there was exchange of personnel, also in top positions. (For
detailss see De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu, pp. 47-52.) By 1992, RIVM
discussedd its research programme with VROM on an annual basis and VROM spent
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Environmentall toxicology in Utrecht had a strong physiological
orientation.. For example, one year after the black list proposal was published,
inn 1983, one of its members, Wilbert Slooff, defended his dissertation in
Utrecht.. The dissertation analysed effects of pollutants with laboratory tests
(acutee and chronic), physiological effects in surface water fish (e.g. lesions
andd deformities), and discussed the use of indicator organisms for water
evaluationn and biomonitoring. Slooff referred to the work of aquatic
ecologistss such as John Cairns and, like the Working Group Biological Water
Evaluation,, proposed to use an unpolluted environment as a standard.
However,, he also came to the conclusion that some of the ecologists favourite
pollutionn indicators, such as species diversity indexes, were of limited use:
Inn the presented approach it is assumed that a reduction in toxic stress
cann be described satisfactorily without the necessity of accurate
estimationss of total numbers or complete species lists, giving only
attentionn to a limited number of species. (...) The reliability of using
biologicall systems based on macrobenthos [i.e. bottom-dwelling
organisms,, wh] distribution to classify surface waters polluted with a
varietyy of chemicals should be seriously doubted.225
Thee approach was typical of the kind of environmental toxicology that was to
becomee dominant in the regulatory policy of the department of the
environment,, for which Slooff would become one of the key experts at the
RIVM:: ecologically informed, but operationalised through indicators on
physiologicall (species or subspecies) level. As Slooff announced in 1982:
(...)) whereas the 70s were characterised by the "single-species-in-atank-of-clean-water",, the 80s will be the years of "dirty-watertoxicology-comprising-ecological-elements"" in an attempt to develop
moree realistic ecotoxicological criteria.226

aa quarter of its research budget (totalling 173 million guilders) via the institute.
(Raadd voor Milieu en NatuurOnderzoek, Kermis voor Morgen; Van Zon, Tachtig
JaarJaar RIVM, pp. 348-55, 67 et seq.)
Slooff,, Biological Effects of Chemcial Pollutants in the Aquatic Environment
andand Their Indicative Value, pp. 154,56.
Slooff,, Biological Effects of Chemcial Pollutants in the Aquatic Environment
andand Their Indicative Value, p. 3, with reference to Koeman and Cairns. The first
'statement'' (stelling) of his defence was: 'The term ecotoxicology, as it is used
nowadays,, raises the unjustified expectation that the effects of toxic substances are
studiedd on the integration level of the ecosystem.' Perhaps his assessment was based
onn his experiences in the committee for ecological norms for water quality of the
Healthh Council, of which he had been a member since 1982.
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Inn the eighties, the development of more water quality criteria ran into
continuall delays,227 but in the circle of advisory councils and regulatory
research,, methodology for the derivation criteria was being suggested and
developed.. While advisory councils insisted on the importance of biological
monitoring,, attention for ecology and species diversity,228 the RIVM
progressedd rapidly with methodology to derive norms from acute and chronic
toxicityy tests.
Ass VROM manoeuvred to increase its role in environmental policy,
reviewss of substances became a matter of 'integrated' policy, as
environmentall policy was restructured around problem areas rather than
environmentall compartments.229 By 1985, thee department of the environment
wouldd no longer wait for developments in other departments, but took the
initiativee with 'base documents', providing an assessment per substance, on
thee basis of which the department could propose environmental standards.230
Thesee documents were to be prepared mainly by the RIVM through expert
evaluation,, reviewed by advisory councils such as the Health Council, and
usedd as basis for consultation, especially concerning attainability of the new
standards.. Via this approach, VROM tried to build a consensus for regulatory
policy,, at least with respect to how hazards of substances should be evaluated.
Ass a key element of the approach suggested, VROM proposed quantified risk
levelss for human health impact. However, risk for wildlife impact proved

Thee European water quality norms for drinking, bathing, and fishing water were
legallyy implemented in the Netherlands in 1983, while the Council for
Environmentall Hygiene complained about the delayed national black list. (Centrale
Raadd voor de Milieuhygiëne, Milieu van Jaar tot Jaar, pp. 60, 64-65).
2288
Including environmentalist group Natuur&Milieu, the RMNO, CRMH, see
Centralee Raad voor de Milieuhygiëne, Milieu van Jaar tot Jaar, pp. 61-62, 40. The
listt was still only 'temporary' in 1985: Tweede Kamer, Indicatief Meerjarenprogrammaprogramma Milieubeheer 1985-1989, pp. 60-61
2299
'Integration' started in 1983 and was reflected in the first indicative plan for the
environmentt (rather than compartments) in 1986. (De Koning, In Dienst van het
Milieu,Milieu, p. 78; Van Tatenhove, Milieubeleid Onder Dak?, pp. 20-23; Tweede Kamer,
IndicatiefIndicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer 1985-1989) With the first Indicative
Plann came the suggestion of a life cycle analysis of substances (as an alternative for
risk-basedrisk-based norm setting), I will not go into that here, see: Tukker, Frames in the
ToxicityToxicity Controversy. Also new was the direct approach of sectors in society by the
Departmentt of the Environment {doelgroepenbeleid), leading to bilateral
negotiationss and convenants.
2300
Tweede Kamer, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer 1985-1989, pp.
111-12;; Van Tatenhove has called this the policy of VROM of 'breaking in' on
otherr departments, announcing stricter targets for both water and pesticides.(Van
Tatenhove,, Milieubeleid Onder Dak?)
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harderr to quantify as still no single endpoint was available.231 The problem of
'ecologicall norms for water quality' had now shifted to finding a quantifiable
definitionn of eco/toxicological risk. Meanwhile, eco/toxicologists underlined
thee urgency of progress on this level. For example, in 1987, RIZA research
showedd that the 'base quality' of the multi-year plans for heavy metals was
stilll toxic to Daphnia magna, referring to USEPA research and arguing for the
ecologicall importance of daphnids as algal grazers.232
3.3.53.3.5 95%
Thee breakthrough came in 1989. The simple norm, the one that ecologists had
nott been able to suggest or agree upon, was eventually suggested by
environmentall toxicologists: 95% protection of species would provide
maximumm risk levels, while 1% of this level would be considered a negligible
levell and hence a reduction target. The essential argument behind the criterion
wass that protection of 95% of species was a parameter of ecological structure,
whichh would also provide protection of ecological functions. The criterion
wass proposed to Parliament in the policy document on risk policy that joined
thee first National Environmental Policy Plan in 1989, the same year the
Healthh Council ecologists reported their list of complex ecological water
qualityy parameters with potential. It seemed that political institutions provided
thee solution to a Gordian knot that scientists had not been able to cut, as
Parliamentt endorsed the protection of 95% of species as a straight-forward
criterionn for all regulatory pollution policy.233 As Slooff commented, in an
RIVMM document two years later:
Theree is no scientific basis for setting the maximum tolerable
concentrationn at a 95% protection level, nor are there scientifically
soundd arguments to consider 1% of this level to have a negligible effect
forr the structure and functioning of ecosystems. However, the
acceptabilityy of these concentration levels [is] the result of continuous
interactionn between policy makers and scientists.234
2311

Indicator species were suggested, but the conclusion in the multi-year environmentall programme for 1986-1990 was that 'more research' was needed. (Tweede
Kamer,, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer 1986-1990, p. 24) Policy
analysiss of the base documents in: Biezeveld, "Milieubeleidsplanning", p. 99 et seq.
2322
Van Leeuwen, Niebeek, and Luttmer, "Basikwaliteit voor Zware Metalen";
Stortelder,, Van der Gaag, and Van der Kooij, Kansen voor Waterorganismen, p. 35;
Tweedee Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding, p. 33; see also Calow, "The Politics
off Chemical Risk".
2333
Cornet, "Kwaliteitsdoelstellingen en Normen in het Milieubeleid"; Ministerie
vann Volkshuisvesting, Omgaan met Risico's.
Slooff,, Ecotoxicological Effect Assessment: Deriving Maximum Tolerable
ConcentrationsConcentrations (MTC)from Single-Species Toxicity Data, p. 5.
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Thee 95% rule did not precede risk assessment. In fact, it was the development
off statistical procedures to extrapolate single species test results to other
speciess that created the possibility for the criterion. The bulk of this work was
donee by Dutch environmental toxicologists at the RIVM, RIZA, TNO, and the
ecotoxicologyy group at the Free University, in discussion with US risk
assessors,, and reviewed by the new committee of the Health Council on
ecotoxicologicall assessments in 1989.235
Norr had the lack of a clear criterion prevented the development of new
criteria:: a new and stricter set of seventeen specific water quality criteria was
adoptedd 1989, including parameters for some individual pesticides. In contrast
too the 1981 standards, these parameters were now developed on the basis of
extensivee risk analyses by Dutch eco/toxicologists, based on literature reviews
byy experts, following the 'base document' approach.236 The 95% rule grew
outt of this practice and the regulatory research efforts that went with it
(includingg for purposes of regulation of industrial chemicals, see below): it
wass a standard that was achievable in light of available methodology in
environmentall toxicology, developed in response too ecological considerations.
Itt avoided the key conundrum of structural ecology: the problematic
definitionn of the 'natural state' as a target for environmental protection.
Sloofff s 1982 prediction of a development towards ecologically informed
environmentall toxicology was beginning to materialise.
Withh the establishment of this criterion and steady funding from the
departmentt of the environment, aquatic risk assessment at the RIVM
accelerated.. The convenience of the 95% protection rule was that it could be
evaluatedd via acute and chronic single species toxicity tests which, by that
time,, had become the widely used tools in (international) environmental
assessmentt of chemicals. The method used was a variation on the 1985
proceduree used by the US EPA to derive quantitative water quality criteria:
withh toxicity results for five species and based on models of distribution of
speciess sensitivity, extrapolations could be made to cover 95% of species. The
statisticc extrapolations could compensate for the fairly arbitrary 'safety
2355

See background of the method in Slooff, Ecotoxicological Effect AssessmentDerivingDeriving Maximum Tolerable Concentrations (MFC)fromSingle-Species Toxicity
Data,Data, pp. 7-10; cf. Stortelder, Van der Gaag, and Van der Kooij, Kansen voor
Waterorganismen;Waterorganismen; Van Straalen and Verkleij, eds., Leerboek Oecotoxicologie,
351-55. .
2366
Prepared by the second Indicative Multi-year Pogramme for water (JMP-water),
seee Van Straalen and Verkleij, eds., Leerboek Oecotoxicologie, pp. 328, 59-62, they
weree presented as part of Tweede Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding. Dutch
waterr quality parameters were made dependent on water usages, based on European
classification,, but expanded with a special category of water with 'ecological
targets'. .
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factors'' that traditionally compensated for a range of extrapolation
uncertainties,, among which the extrapolation to other species or extrapolation
fromfrom laboratory single species tests to the field. As input for the procedure,
chronicc toxicity data were preferred, but in case such data were lacking, the
RIVMM used acute data with extrapolation factors.237 Where even acute
toxicityy data were absent, QSAR procedures could be used, although these
wouldd require additional safety factors.238
Withinn a few years, extrapolation procedures for bioconcentration and
biomagnificationn {doorvergiftiging) were added, allowing the extrapolation to
compensatee for more and more aspects of the old safety factors. In other
words:: protection of ecological parameters (ecosystem functioning) was
assumedd from structural parameters (95% of species, biomagnification),
whichh in turn were extrapolated from chronic toxicity data, which could be
extrapolatedd from sets of acute data, which could in the worst case be
substitutedd with quantitative parameters of chemical structure (QSAR). For
purposess of regulatory risk assessment, ecological parameters were effectively
reducedd to physiological and chemical parameters of environmental
toxicology/chemistry. .

Tweedee Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding, p. 89. RIVM research built on
attemptss at the EPA Duluth laboratory to statistically extrapolate chronic from acute
data,, see: Slooff, Van Oers, and De Zwart, "Margins of Uncertainty in
Ecotoxicologicall Hazard Assessment", pp. 843-46. An example of statistical
extrapolationn procedures from acute to chronic for human toxicity, produced by the
RTVMM in 1995 is: Kramer et al, Derivation of Conversion Factors to Estimate
IndicativeIndicative Chronic NOAELfromShort-Term Toxicity Data.
Seee discussion in: Van Leeuwen, "Ecotoxicological Effects", pp. 225-28. A list
off all the elements the extrapolation factors should account for, as well as an
interspeciess extrapolation procedure in: Van Straalen and Denneman, "Ecotoxicologicall Evaluation of Soil Quality Criteria". Safety factors as a response to the
ecologists'' criticism of single species assessment: Slooff, Van Oers, and De Zwart,
"Marginss of Uncertainty in Ecotoxicological Hazard Assessment". The principle of
thee extrapolation procedure was developed into a method by the RIVM in 1991:
Slooff,, Ecotoxicological Effect Assessment: Deriving Maximum Tolerable
ConcentrationsConcentrations (MTC) from Single-Species Toxicity Data; the bas
proposedd for MilBoWa standards of 1990: Van de Meent et al., Streven naar
Waarden.Waarden. The US EPA method an extrapolation procedure for 95% of genera
species,, see: Stephan et al, Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water
QualityQuality Criteria...; Stephan, "Are the 'Guidelines for Deriving Numerical Natio
Waterr Quality Criteria...". See also Aldenberg and Slob, "Confidence Limits for
Hazardouss Concentrations Based on Logistically Distributed NOEC Toxicity Data";
Okkermann et al., "Ecotoxicological Effects Assessment: A Comparison of Several
Extrapolationn Procedures"; Kooijman, "A Safety Factor for LC50 Values Allowing
forr Differences in Sensitivity among Species".
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Thiss replacement of safety factors by statistical extrapolation
proceduress provides an interesting point of comparison with other regulatory
regimes.. Typically, regulatory regimes that relied mostly on (human) expert
assessmentt at the most had safety factors based on practice and experience. In
somee cases, the experience-based safety factors would even be altered,
dependingg on the case at hand. This allowed experts to compensate for
idiosyncrasiess of the case, whether based on research results of expediency in
regulatoryy negotiations.239 The Dutch assessment of pesticides included
provisionss to that extent: safety factors could be changed on the basis of
additionall data or if there was reason to believe mat they were too
conservative.. In American regulatory regimes for pesticides and industrial
chemicals,, safety factors were formalised in the detailed protocols of
assessmentt procedures (see chapter 5). In this case, as in the case of American
waterr quality criteria, a scientific/statistical procedure formalised assessment
too a high degree, at least in the cases where sufficient eco/toxicity data were
available. .
Withh a highly formalised derivation procedure, multispecies test had
littlee role to play. As Slooff explained:
Ideally,, the effects of a substance should be tested in a natural system
representativee of the area to be protected, the results to be used in a
comprehensivee effect assessment. However, isomorphic testing is
scarcee and the (few) studies in various complex systems (including
multi-speciess laboratory systems, microcosms, and field trials) are hard
too evaluate (...). Therefore (...) the derivation of maximum tolerable
concentrationss from information on physico-chemical characteristics
andd single-species toxicity is presented only.240
Andd in the words of the environmental toxicologist in charge of the chemical
substancess division of VROM at the time:
Fieldd tests can only provide clear answers to clear questions, but very
oftenn the questions cannot be formulated clearly, because of the very
limitedd standard physicochemical and ecotoxicological data available.
Att present [1995, wh] the OECD only has standardised ecotoxicity
studiess for bacteria, algae, daphnids, fish, earthworms, plants, birds and
mammals.. (...) From an extensive literature research on aquatic
[multispecies]] studies it appeared that very few reliable field
233

See Bal, Grenzemverk for examples from labour toxicology; Van Eijndhoven
andd Groenewegen, "The Construction of Expert Advice".
2400
Slooff, Ecotoxicological Effect Assessment: Deriving Maximum Tolerable
ConcentrationsConcentrations (MTC)from Single-Species Toxicity Data, p. 11.
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experimentss are available. (...) it appears that the view expressed by
Crossland:: "toxicity can be measured in the laboratory and the results
off laboratory tests can be extrapolated to the field without great
difficulty,, provided that the exposure of the organism can be predicted"
iss correct. In fact, the debate surrounding [single species] tests versus
[multispecies]] tests is pointless. Both (...) have their own place in the
processs of deriving [predicted no-effect concentrations].241

Too the RTVM eco/toxicologists, the limited use of multispecies tests was not
justt a matter of whether data could be used for evaluations, but also a matter
off cost. If statistical extrapolation methods were available, then, from
regulatoryy point of view, acute toxicity tests were to be preferred:
(...)) there is no solid evidence that predictions of ecosystem effect
levelss from acute tests are unreliable and so there is no reason to
proposee expensive and complex tests as additional or alternative
researchh tools for routine hazard assessment. Time and money would
bee better spent in studying the acute toxicity to a variety of species that
differr physiologically and in ecological function (...). Such data (...)
mayy give a more sound estimate of a given substance when applied to
properr mathematical risk models. However, at present, such risk
modelss are still in development and are not yet available. It is in this
respectt that model ecosystem and field observations are urgently
neededd for the further development, calibration and verification of
mathematicall risk models.242
Thus,, multispecies tests were rhetorically manoeuvred into a supporting role.
Ass in the regulatory regimes for water and environmental chemicals in the
US,, multispecies (field) tests were considered a tool for validation and further
developmentt of evaluations entirely organised around single species
testing.243 3
Thee development of extrapolation methodology led to a sudden
accelerationn of the production of environmental quality norms, used in some
casess as strict standards and in other cases as target values for water policy by
thee year 2000. During the nineties, approximately 200 substances passed
2411

Van Leeuwen, "Ecotoxicological Effects", pp. 232-33.
Slooff, Van Oers, and De Zwart, "Margins of Uncertainty in Ecotoxicological
Hazardd Assessment", pp. 849-50; cfKönemann, "Ecotoxiciteitsonderzoek en
Milieubeleid",, p. 91.
2433
Slooff, Ecotoxicological Effect Assessment: Deriving Maximum Tolerable
ConcentrationsConcentrations (MTC) from Single-Species Toxicity Data, p. 44;
Gezondheidsraad,, Ecotoxicologie op Koers, pp. 60-61.
2422
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throughh this scheme. In addition to such numerical standards for individual
substances,, policy makers were increasingly interested in water quality
indicatorss to assess the effects of pollution control policies.245
Thee introduction of this formalised expertise of environmental
toxicologyy in the regulation of water pollution went hand in hand with the
introductionn of quantified risk definitions. It helped to quantify criteria for
environmentall risk and in turn benefited from their definition. With the
parliamentaryy endorsement of the 95% rule, VROM could draw a boundary
betweenn science and politics more sharply.246 Scientific legitimation of
protectionn targets had proven too problematic, but now a political legitimation
wass available and it became easier to ask the RTVM environmental
toxicologistss to 'stick to the science'. National water quality standards further
developedd in a formalised regime, with an increasingly strict boundary
betweenn science and politics, relying heavily on environmental toxicology.
Fivee key processes stimulated this development: the strong reliance of
VROMM on RTVM and its environmental toxicologists for the development of
environmentall standards; the introduction of methodology that had been
developedd for the specific purposes of American regulatory regimes; the
attemptss of VROM to take a central role in environmental policy with 'hard'
sciencee and strict environmental standards (especially during the second half
off the eighties); the corresponding development of the RIVM as an
environmentall version of the Central Planning Bureau;247 and the absence of a
similarlyy successful national expert/policy coalition in Dutch ecology. There
iss also a sixth process, which environmental toxicologists will claim is
actuallyy the crucial one to explain their central role: 'it works'. But then I am
onlyy a poor sociologist, gathering wood in the regulatory jungle, and that is
somethingg I really cannot judge.
3.3.63.3.6 And ecology?
Ecologyy did not disappear from water quality evaluation. The 1989 policy
plann for water that acknowledged the importance of toxicity standards also
suggestedd that the approach could not be developed for salt water. In this
policyy domain of the department of water, ecological standards and targets

2444

Starting with the Notitie Milieukwaliteitsdoelstellingen Bodem en Water
(MilBoWa)(MilBoWa) in 1991. See also Ministerie van Soziale Zaken en Volksgezondheid,
VerslagVerslag van de Werkzaamheden van het Bureau Bestrijdingsmiddelen Gedurende de
PeriodePeriode 1 Januari 1966 - 1 Augustus 1970.
2455
E.g. in Tweede Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan.
2466
This was explicitly communicated to the RIVM in the preparation of the
MilBoWaa criteria of 1991: Van de Meent et al, Streven naar Waarden, p. 1.
2477
Kwa, van den Bogaard, and Pastoors, "Het Groene Stempel van het RTVM".
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weree defined via (sets of) indicator species.248 In addition, the language for
locall 'integrated water management', focusing on traditional pollution
parameterss of oxygen depletion or eutrophication, remained distinctly
ecological.2499 In the world of water boards, the attention for ecological
evaluationn methods continued. Especially as the representation of
environmentall issues in the water boards became stronger during the
nineties,, and 'integrated water management' a central motto, the domain of
operationn of the much more localised and ecosystem-specific tools of
aquaticc ecologists was expanded. The 1998 National Environmental Policy
Plann acknowledged this:
Thee water boards have shifted their focus, in managing water quality,
fromfrom the traditional physico-chemical quality parameters to an overall
assessmentt of the quality of the aquatic system and its functioning as an
ecosystem.. In order to monitor this, the water boards make use of
monitoringg networks, which measure a general quality indicator and the
qualityy for swimming, drinking and fishing purposes.250
Itt appears that local practice of water regulation even preferred to derive local
normss from ecological targets rather than to assimilate all the national water
qualityy standards.51 By the mid-nineties, the division of labour between
ecologyy and environmental toxicology in the regime for environmental
protectionn of water can be summarised as such: national freshwater standards
forr toxic substances were based on derivation methods from environmental
toxicology,, ecologically informed and expanded on the basis of ecological
objections;; salt water targets were defined by ecological standards;252 local or
'specific'' water quality standards relied on ecological approaches, including
standardss for the traditional pollution parameters such as oxygen depletion or
nutrientt load.253 However, as we will see, this is not the end of the story.
2488

Tweede Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding, pp. 90,91; the AMOEBA
approach,, see also Van der Windt, En dan: Wat is Natuur nog in dit Land?.
2499
Tweede Kamer, Derde Nota Waterhuishouding, e.g. p. 44 et seq.
2500
Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, National Environmental Policy Plan 3, p. 239.
2511
E.g. in North-Holland, some MilBoWa standards were seen as simply irrelevant
becausee they did not correspond to 'natural' local conditions. Only a few of the
nationall norms appeared in the North-Holland water management plans of the
1990s.. (Provincie Noord-Holland, Beleidsnota Stilstaan Bij Stromen.)
252252
And zero-emission standards of international agreements, which fall beyond the
scopee of this book.
2533
Cf. De Haas, Programmeringsstudie Gebiedsgericht Milieubeleid. Simultaneously,, soil eco/toxicology and, to a lesser extent, sediment eco/toxicology, had
strongg influences of ecology and micro/mesocosm approaches to testing, not least
becausee of research of ecologically oriented research in the eighties, (e.g. Van
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3.44 Industrial chemicals
3.4.13.4.1 The early notification regime
Thee regulatory regime for industrial chemicals in the Netherlands sheds more
lightt on the regulatory origins of Dutch environmental toxicology as well as
onn the integrative developments in regulatory regimes in the nineties. I will
brieflyy describe the development of early regulatory ecotoxicity testing, but
thenn focus more on the ultimate attempt to formalise the regulatory
assessmentt of chemicals: an automated model.
Inn the seventies, Dutch researchers had participated actively in the
internationall preparation of assessment of industrial chemicals, especially
earlyy environmental toxicologists at TNO. The key contexts for mis
participationn were the OECD chemicals programme and the European
negotiationss that prepared the harmonised scheme for regulation of chemicals
priorr to marketing, in which the Academy/Society for Ecotoxicology and
Environmentall Safety provided a forum for expert interactions.254 The key
contributionn of TNO concerned the development and especially selection of
aquaticc toxicity tests that could be used in regulatory assessment. This
resultedd in Dutch versions of the OECD protocols for aquatic toxicity testing
byy 1980, certified by the Dutch Normalisation Institute.25
Forr the preparation of the screening of new chemicals, the Department
off the Environment was particularly interested in what would constitute a
suitablee set of aquatic toxicity tests. Part of the debates over the introduction
off new chemicals screening was whether a large or small set of tests should be
available.. For these purposes, a batch of available tests was performed with
referencee substances, leading to the conclusion that a limited set of tests could
providee adequate information for aquatic risk assessment. The project was

Straalenn and Verkleij, eds., Leerboek Oecotoxicologie; Gezondheidsraad, Ecotoxicologielogie op Koers) The more ecologically oriented aquatic research was part of the
researchh institutes of the department of water, especially RIZA. (see also Van Zon,
TachtigTachtig Jaar RIVM, p. 392 et seq.)
2544
Interview with Hueck, Delft 1991; Interview with Koeman, Wageningen,
Universityy of Wageningen 1991.
2555
Among them were tests with the waterflea Daphnia magna (acute and chronic
test,, 1980), the guppy fish Poecilia reticulata, a popular aquarium fish (acute,
1980),, and an algal test (1984), which were the Dutch environmental toxicity testing
standardss until 1991-1993. (Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut, Website NEN) The
detailedd description of the development of a Dutch standard for a biodegradability
testt (Van den Berg and Blok, "Bioafbreekbaarheid en de Invloed van de Ent op de
Resultaten")) provides some insight on how these standards were developed via
workingg groups with scientists from government research institutes and industry,
withh representation in similar groups of the EC.
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performedd in cooperation with the RTV(M) and reported in 1981. From
theree on, the role of RTVM as source of regulatory expertise would gradually
expand,, as new tasks tended to go to RTVM, where VROM had a say in
researchh planning, rather than at TNO.
Onee of those new tasks was the planned evaluation of new industrial
chemicals.. The 1979 European '6 th amendment' Directive on industrial
chemicalss was implemented in the Netherlands on in 1986, with the
Dangerouss Substances Act (Wet Milieugevaarlijke Stoffen). Attempts to pass
thee legislation had started around 1981 and had met with considerable
industriall opposition (see chapter 3). However, the delays meant that there
hadd been ample time for the preparatory work designing an evaluation
structuree and procedures between VROM and the RIVM.257 A Bureau for the
evaluationn of chemical substances was installed at the RIVM in 1980, and was
splitt up again in 1984: the policy sections (the Chemical Substances Bureau)
movedd to the ministry, while the scientific evaluation remained at the
RIVM.2588 With these shifts, the organisational basis for the Dutch regulatory
regimee for industrial chemicals was in place: science at the RIVM (evaluation
off new substance notifications, as well as development of methodology in the
ecotoxicologyy section), and policy at the directorate of the environment.
Basedd on an interim arrangement, the first new substances were notified in the
Netherlandss already in 1983, although the legal framework of the Dangerous
Substancess Act was only implemented by January 1987, six years after the
deadlinee of the European Directive and eight years after the Directive was
accepted. .

Adema,, "Toestoptimalisatie met Water- en Bodemorganismen"; see also
Könemann,, "Ecotoxiciteitsonderzoek en Milieubeleid"; Smies et al., "Milieutoxicologiee in de Chemische Industrie".
2577
On the contemporary planned Dutch testing requirements, the tiered approach
off the EC dependent on production volume, reaching up to the suggested use of field
tests,, see: Könemann, "Ecotoxiciteitsonderzoek en Milieubeleid". Some background
onn negotiations over the Act in:: De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu, p. 171 et seq.
2588
Leading to the Adviescentrum toxicologie in 1985 (Van Zon, Tachtig Jaar
RIVM,RIVM, pp. 292, 95, 387). The Bureau moved back to the RIVM after VRO
decidedd to concentrate on 'core tasks' in 1996. (Bureau Milieugevaarlijke Stoffen,
WebsiteWebsite BMS)
2599
The Dutch regulations differed slightly from the European Directive: they
requiredd premanufacture notifications (as in the US, and in contrast to the EU's
premarketingpremarketing notifications), had provisions for existing substances (whic
onlyy addressed by the EU in 1993, discussed above under the 'base document'
approach),, had different requirements for substances under a tonne, and initially
requiredd only minimal ecotoxicity data (one of the compromises with industry).
Suchh differences were gradually removed as new Directives were added, expanding
onn the 6th amendment, and I will not go into the details here. (See Vermeire et al.,
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Thee number of notifications per year rose from a dozen in 1983 to
approximatelyy three dozen in the years after. Not all of these involved
eco/toxicologicall risk assessment, as only production volumes larger than a
tonnee per year required eco/toxicological data; notifications could concern
minorr updates to earlier notifications; or could concern substances of which it
couldd be assumed that they would not get into the environment, for example
becausee they were used only in closed processes.260 The pressure on
regulatoryy assessors was especially high for old chemicals. The Dutch 'base
document'' approach described earlier was in progress for approximately fifty
substancess by 1987,261 but the work proceeded slowly, partly due to the
negotiationss over the evaluations in every single document. The problem of
evaluationn of old chemicals was also to surface in European attempts to set up
aa procedure for old chemicals, and the Netherlands had committed itself to
designn methodology for old chemicals in the OECD.262

"Initiall Assessment of the Hazardous Risks of New Chemicals"; Noort, "De
Fluctuerendee Milieupolitiek", pp. 136-37; Vermeire and Van der Zandt, "Procedures
off Hazard and Risk Assessment"; Tweede Kamer, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma
MilieubeheerMilieubeheer 1986-1990: Voortgangsrapportage (Bijlage), pp. 31-32.)
2600
Bureau Milieugevaarlijke Stoffen, Website BMS. Number of substances notified
perr year (excepting substances for research purposes only): 12 (1983), 39 (1984), 39
(1985),, 36 (1986). (Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 1988-1991, p. 29) After risk
assessmentt became required in 1993, under the '7* amendment', the annual number
off Dutch notifications (at least for purposes of European notification, excluding
Dutchh premanufacture notices) was still of comparable magnitude: 20 (1994), 28
(1995),, 36 (1996). Actual risk assessments were only performed on smaller
numbers:: 9 (1994), 13 (1995), 10 (1996). Approximately one in ten European
notificationss were handled in the Netherlands. (European Commission, Three Yearly
ReportReport on the Implementation of Directive 67/548/EEC, pp. 35, 45) These risk
assessmentss mainly led to decisions over labelling of substances and protective
measuress and only rarely to regulatory bans. By 1993, the three new substances
proposedd for a ban were primarily regulated on the basis of their similarity to other
knownn problem substances. (Vermeire et al, "Initial Assessment of the Hazardous
Riskss of New Chemicals", p. 1613.) These were DBB (based on similarity to
organotins,, porposed by the Netherlands in 1987 and banned in the EU by 1988),
Ugilecc 121 and DBBT (based on similarity to PCBs). (Tweede Kamer,
MilieuprogrammaMilieuprogramma 1988-1991, p. 29, Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 90Voortgangsrapportage,Voortgangsrapportage, p. 28)
2611
Tweede Kamer, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer, 1987-1990, pp.
30,31. .
2622
The OECD chemicals programme was preparing a list of 200 High Production
Volumee chemicals for priority evaluation. Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 9093:93: Voortgangsrapportage, p. 34.
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3.4.23.4.2 Automating risk assessment
Inn 1988, the directorate of chemicals and risk management at the department
off the environment initiated a policy programme that was to address these
problems:: the project Ecological Sustainability of the Use of Chemicals
{Project{Project Ecologische Inpasbaarheid Stoffen). The project had three parts o
ass they were called, 'lines': the chemicals line for 'generic chemicals policy',
thee 'ecosystem line' for area-oriented chemicals policy, and the 'evaluation
andd perspective' line with monitoring and strategic research. The project was
launchedd in January 1989 and formed a framework for development of
ecotoxicologicall assessment for the department of the environment. I will
focuss here on the first line, the chemicals line, which is the part of the project
mostt directly relevant for the regulation of industrial chemicals.263
Thee spearhead for the 'generic chemicals policy' line was the plan to
developp an expert system for chemical risk assessment: a computer
programmee that could be used to scientifically evaluate the risk of chemicals
too people as well as the environment, irrespective of policy domain. The same
year,, the plan received its legal basis. The first National Environment Action
Plann of 1989 contained an 'action point' pertaining to the evaluation of
industriall chemicals: the evaluations were to be accelerated. In order to
achievee this, it announced the development of the expert system to relieve the
overburdenedd experts: the Universal System for the Evaluation of Substances
(USES).2644 The development of USES offers interesting perspectives on the
riskk strategy of the department of the environment at the time, the way
expertisee was positioned in regulatory policy and science/policy boundaries
weree drawn, as well as the boundaries in eco/toxicology.
Ann expert system such as USES had become a conceivable and valued
possibilityy as a consequence of several developments. Firstly, in light of the
ongoingg methodological developments, including effect modelling and
formalisationn of assessment procedures, the development of an integrated
modell seemed like a mere technical problem. Regulatory research at the
RIVMM was progressing rapidly with methodology oriented at routinised
evaluationn of chemicals. Where further development was hampered by
uncertainties,, the policy project assisted. For example, the definition of the
targett of protection of 95% of species in 1989 (see above) helped to provide
ann important standard for the evaluation of industrial chemicals also. The
2633

Hekstra, "Naar een Verdere Ecologische Onderbouwing van het Stoffenbeleid";
Intervieww with Hekstra, The Hague, Ministerie van Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieu
1995;; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ecologische Inpasbaarheid van het Omgaan
metmet Stoffen.
2644
Action point 41, Tweede Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan; Cornet,
"Kwaliteitsdoelstellingenn en Normen in het Milieubeleid". Government had been
urgedd to review more substances by the advisory council for the environment:
Centralee Raad voor de Milieuhygiëne, Milieu van Jaar tot Jaar: 1989, pp. 203-04.
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evaluationn of new chemicals could operate as an example of an expert system,
ass the automation of the assessment procedure was already on the way at the
Chemicalss Bureau.265 By 1989, Dutch regulatory assessments for new
chemicalss had a clearly defined protection target (the protection of 95% of
species);; a clear set of eco/toxicity endpoints (acute toxicity data, as specified
inn European data requirements for notification of new substances and based
onn standardised protocols); methodology to extrapolate to other species
(possiblyy statistical, but at mat point still mainly based on assessment factors);
ass well as increasingly refined methods for predicting exposure. The key
elementss of the hazard assessment procedure used for industrial chemicals
weree the same as the one we described for the US in chapter 5: determine
expectedd concentrations in (various compartments of) the environment and
comparee them with effect concentrations in biota (i.e. the PEC/NEC
comparison:: predicted environmental concentration compared with assessed
noo effect concentration). Where data were lacking, techniques had been
developedd to infer parameters from chemical structure (QSAR), with
considerablee contributions from neighbouring Utrecht environmental
toxicologists.. The tools of highly formalised assessments developed for the
purposee of US environmental regulatory regimes were readily available, as
environmentall toxicologists of the RIVM had very good contacts with US
EPAA regulatory laboratories, especially Duluth.
Whilee the evaluation of environmental hazards of chemicals had
focusedd on the definition of endpoints in acute toxicity tests, exposure
assessmentt had remained a more uncertain part of hazard evaluation. In order
too compare predicted effect concentrations with expected concentrations in
thee environment, regulatory assessors had to make an evaluation of where a
chemicall was likely to end up in the environment and in what concentrations.
Duringg the eighties, the RIVM had elaborated on some of the methods
available,available, once again relying heavily on methodology that was already used
forr these purposes by the US EPA. The methods that looked particularly
suitedd for modelling purposes, divided the environment into compartments,
suchh as air, soil, surface and ground water, or biota, for example based on
volatility,, water solubility or bioconcentration factors of a compound. Based
onn chemical and physical parameters, such models predicted where chemicals

Thee Beoordelingssysteem Nieuwe Stoffen (BNS) for new chemicals preceeded
USESS by approximately 2 years. (Hekstra, "Naar een Verdere Ecologische
Onderbouwingg van het Stoffenbeleid", p. 40)
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weree most likely to end up.266 Using such models, an evaluation system had
alreadyy been developed for new substances.
Secondly,, the idea of making a model, quantifying and formalising risk
assessment,, also fitted the risk philosophy in the Action Plan, and more in
particularr the strategy of VROM to use 'hard science' to make a case for
reinvigoratedd environmental policy. The alarming 'Caring for Tomorrow'
(Zorgen(Zorgen voor Morgen) report of 1988,268 ordered by the RIVM and puttin
'thee environment' high on the political agenda, had paved the way for the
Actionn Plan in exactly the same way. In addition, the ministry's directorate
dealingg with chemical substances was also the one dealing with radiation,
withh an expert community that had a tradition of relying on quantified risk
assessment. .
Thirdly,, industry supported the idea of an expert system, which could
makee regulatory assessment of chemicals more predictable and uniform. As
USESS was planned to provide one risk assessment procedure for industrial
chemicals,, pesticides, and water quality criteria (including 'grey' and 'black'
lists),, it could simplify risk management, especially for companies dealing
withh more than one of these policy areas.
Fourthly,, the idea of a 'universal' method for the evaluation of
environmentall hazards of substances gave VROM a stronger position vis-aviss other ministries involved in this policy domain, especially the department
off agriculture with respect to pesticides and the department of water with
respectt to water quality policy. Since the department followed the line that
riskk assessment of chemicals was to be based on an 'integrated' approach,
acrosss media and even across policy domains, the goals went beyond
industriall chemicals. The model was to include risk assessment of pesticides
andd was originally even planned for use by local governments in permitting
schemes,, specifically for water discharges, all based on the same PEC/NEC
approachh of state-of-the-art risk assessment methodology. In addition, the
furtherr development of risk assessment methodology could be used in
internationall negotiations over harmonisation, in particular for industrial
chemicalss and pesticides, where European initiatives were on the way.
Fifthly,, from the experts' point of view, the idea of building a model
forr environmental risks of chemicals fitted well with the desire of the RIVM
too become 'the planning bureau of the environment', mimicking the role of
2666

For an example of RIVM research on exposure modelling in the mid-eighties,
see:: Minderhoud, "Beschrijving van Lotgevallen van Stoffen in het Milieu, met
Behulpp van Eenvoudige Modellen".
2677
Gezondheidsraad, Stoffen Uniform Beoordelen?, p. 24.
2688
Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu, Zorgen voor Morgen.
2699
Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 1991-1994, pp. 17-19; Hekstra, "Naar een
Verderee Ecologische Onderbouwing van het Stoffenbeleid".
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thee Central Planning Bureau for economic policy. The little 'action point'
inn the Environmental Action Plan was therefore the culmination of the
developmentt of formalised risk assessment methodology, a need for a tool
thatt could evaluate many chemicals quickly (even with limited data) with
higherr predictability of the procedure for industry, the strategy of VROM to
relyy on formalised and quantified risk notions to get a grip on a policy field,
ass well as the strategic repositioning of RIVM as a planning bureau.
Ass a mere technical problem, the development of the expert system
wass contracted to a Delft engineering firm, which produced the first
prototype,, USES 1.0, by May 1990.271 The model contained a module to
dividee chemicals in groups of different hazard levels, and assessment module
basedd on PEC/NEC procedures, as well as a prioritising scheme. Among the
feedbackk on the prototype was a report by the Health Council, which had
somee major objections to the prototype. The Health Council indicated that the
modell did not sufficiently specify in what policy context it would be used. In
beingg a 'universal' model, it had lost contact with the specific requirements of
regulatoryy regimes. In addition, the Health Council suggested that only a
preliminaryy screening would be possible with such a model, for example in
drawingg up a rough priority list. More detailed analysis would require human
expertise.. At best, such a model could be an expert support system.272 Given
thee cold reception, the problem of developing USES proved to be more than
justt a technical matter.
Withh an increased role for RTVM researchers, a second prototype was
developedd by December 1992. This second prototype of the USES model
deservess some closer attention. The model was well documented in an
extensivee manual,273 as well as several publications in the scientific literature,
andd could be run on a simple desktop computer. This allows us to look
specificallyy at the structure of the hazard evaluation that was presented, the
Thee position of planning bureau of the environment was later embedded in the
legall mission of the RIVM. On this development, see: Kwa, van den Bogaard, and
Pastoors,, "Het Groene Stempel van het RIVM"; Raad voor Milieu en NatuurOnderzoek,, Kennis voor Morgen; Raad voor Advies voor het Wetenschapsbeleid,
ZorgenZorgen over het Milieuonderzoek, p. 12 et seq.; Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid
enn Milieu, RIVM Website.
2711
See preface Drs. C.J. Van Kuijen, then director of the department for
Substances,, Safety and Radiation at VROM in: Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting et
al,al, Uniform Beoordelingssysteem Stoffen (UBS): Tweede Prototype.
2722
For the occasion, the Health Council had composed a committee with experts
fromm industry, universities, government research institutes, as well as water
companies.. The department of the environment and RTVM had advisory positions.
Gezondheidsraad,, Stoffen Uniform Beoordelen?.
2733
Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting et al, Uniform Beoordelingssysteem Stoffen
(UBS):(UBS): Tweede Prototype.
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eco/toxicologicall division of labour, as well as some aspects of the hazard
evaluationss for pesticides that were modelled in it. Compared to the first
model,, there were several striking differences. The claims of being an expert
modell were more modest: following the opinion of the Health Council, the
modell was now presented as a tool for screening and primary assessment, not
forr complete and detailed evaluations. Hence the role of USES for old chemicalss was only one of screening and prioritising. Three years after USES was
presentedd as the way to accelerate the backlog of evaluations, the main contributionn that USES could have made to address this backlog had to be ceded.
Inn addition, the ambitions of a universal environmental evaluation of
substancess had now eroded somewhat. The expert hazard evaluation for
pesticidess and industrial chemicals was no longer the same. To be of
regulatoryy use, the model was split in different modules and was in fact built
byy incorporating modules developed for separate regulatory domains. One of
thee modules followed the decision tree used by the CTB in pesticide hazard
evaluation,, one used the evaluation procedure for new chemicals, and one
focusedd on prioritising old chemicals. In order to be of use in regulatory
assessments,, the model could not rely on what the RIVM considered state-ofthe-artt risk assessment methodology, but was bound to the legal frameworks
thatt had been developed for such assessments. From a regulatory perspective,
thee model also had to give up some of its original range of regulatory
ambitions:: it no longer claimed to form a ground for discharge permits by
locall governments. On the one hand, this use could have undermined national
waterr quality norms, and on the other hand USES was not built for a local,
concretee environment. On the contrary: the implicit environment of USES
wass a highly abstract model of a very average environment, and to be more
specific:: an average Dutch environment.
Thee module for the assessment of new chemicals274 illustrates how
exposuree modelling related to legal requirements. The Dutch notification
legislationn for new chemicals indicated that assessment could not be
undertakenn for effects on one specific location, such as in the river near an
effluentt outlet, as this was covered in other legislation. Effects for new
chemicalss had to be assessed in the environment in general. However, an
assumedd distribution of chemicals over all of the Netherlands would not
providee a realistic estimation of the localised nature of potential impacts. The
exposuree model was hence based on local effects in an abstract environment,
inn other words: a local assessment, but for a place that could be anywhere in
2744

The DRANC module: Dutch Risk Assessment System for New Chemicals,
detailss in Vermeire et al., "Initial Assessment of the Hazardous Risks of New
Chemicals";; De Nijs et ai, "Dutch Risk Assessment System for New Chemicals:
DRANC";; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting et al., Uniform Beoordelingssysteem
StoffenStoffen (UBS): Tweede Prototype, pp. 9-79.
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thee Netherlands (see figure 14). Another example was landfill leaching,
coveredd by a different regulatory regime and a different law. Together with
thee limited data available on leaching, this meant that it was '(temporarily)
assumedd that no release to the environment will occur. In fact, landfill of
potentiallyy dangerous substances is controlled in the Netherlands so,
accordingg to the law, no leaching will occur'.275
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figurefigure 14: Exposure pathways in USES (Vermeire, T. and P. Van der
Zandt,, "Procedures of hazard and risk assessment").
Specificc regulatory requirements could also be found in other aspects of the
neww chemicals module. In particular, its data input was designed to match
dataa in notifications. If a chemical was produced in large quantities, leading to
additionall data requirements, then these could be used in the programme.
Wheree such data were not available, they would automatically be replaced
withh extrapolation and estimation procedures. The model could not only be
usedd to evaluate risks, but also to evaluate consequences of potential risk
reductionn measures. The Chemical Substances Bureau could discuss possible
protectivee measures with notifiers in light of consequences of such measures
Dee Nijs et al, "Dutch Risk Assessment System for New Chemicals", p. 1736.
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predictedd by the model. The fact that the model was publicly available made
thee evaluation process more predictable for notifiers, both the assessment and
thee possible avenues for negotiations over protective measures.
Thee model did not only incorporate existing methodology. In order to
achievee the integration of exposure models for such varied environmental
processess as sewage treatment, precipitation, or soil chemistry, model makers
didd not only have to rely on a wide variety of sources, but also use expert
estimationss for some of the parameters. In order to compensate for such novel
elementss in the model, attempts were made to validate its results. In this early
phase,, validation studies were performed for the exposure modelling,
comparingg the predictions of the model with references for environmental
distributionn of twenty-five well-researched chemicals. Such validation proved
veryy difficult, especially because concentrations measured in the environment
variedd more than in the abstract environment of the USES model. A few
yearss later, the model developers would invert the validation: experts were
askedd to assess chemicals and their results compared with model output.
3.4.33.4.3 Accommodating the model
Thee development of USES did not end there. In fact, its further story provides
interestingg contrasts with other tools used in eco/toxicological assessment.
Thee RIVPACS model in England was developed and refined by one research
institutee and then accepted by regulatory authorities after some informal
consultationn (see above). Assessment methodology in the new chemicals
programmee of the US went through extensive standardisation committees
and/orr publication in the Federal Register and a formal public feedback
procedure.. But VROM organised the process differently. The development of
USESS itself had mainly been a matter of the RIVM, surrounded with
committeess of VROM and RIVM experts, with advisory positions for
industry,, other ministries, RIZA and TNO. In the following years, the further
developmentt of USES involved extensive consultation: with industry, with a
broadd range of eco/toxicologists and human toxicologists in expert meetings
andd workshops, and again with the Health Council. As VROM had wanted to
createe policy support by creating a maximum level of consensus over risk
assessmentss in the base documents of the eighties, it now tried to build
consensuss around the USES model. If the model could be acceptable as an
authoritativee tool for chemical hazard evaluation, then it could both depoliticisee elements of conflicts over chemical risk and provide a framework
forr negotiations over reduction of risk. The policy of VROM with respect to
2766

De Nijs et ai, "Dutch Risk Assessment System for New Chemicals: DRANC".
Details of the exposure validation: Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting et al,
UniformUniform Beoordelingssysteem Stoffen (UBS): Tweede Prototype, pp. 53-54;
etet al, "Dutch Risk Assessment System for New Chemicals: DRANC".
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chemicall regulation was not only oriented at highly quantified risk definitions,
butt also at direct negotiation with societal sectors over risk reduction, in order
too come to 'internalised' environmental policy, i.e. carried by societal actors
themselvess even in absence of strict regulation. The highly formalised
eco/toxicologicall methodology imported from the US, with its strong reliance
onn a strict boundary between risk assessment and risk management, had been
embracedd by the eco/toxicological expert community around the department
off the environment and the RIVM. It was now being accommodated to the
patternss drawn in these Dutch regulatory regimes.
Inn 1993, the Health Council committee that had commented on the first
prototype,, produced a report on the second prototype of USES that was much
moree positive. The committee wanted further clarification of the position in
regulatoryy evaluation, insisting that it should only be used as expert support
tool,, not as a replacement of assessment. In support, it pointed at examples of
wheree the specific nature of chemicals would make the model structure less
applicable,, for example in estimating biomagnification for heavy metals.
Nevertheless,, the committee disagreed with the consequences of the policy
orientationn that the model had taken. It recommended a stronger uniformity
amongg the modules for new chemicals, old chemicals, and pesticides. If risk
assessmentt was indeed to be separated from policy issues, then the Health
Councill committee saw no reason to have diverging procedures for the
assessmentt of industrial chemicals (PEC/NEC based) and pesticides (based on
thee CTB decision tree). In a very roundabout way, the committee's advice
couldd be interpreted as saying: alter the assessment procedure for pesticides,
alloww VROM and RIVM to introduce their more formalised approaches.
Thee further development of USES led to the publication of the first
officiall version in January 1994. Risk assessment procedures were now
adaptedd to the latest European regulations and included the statistical
extrapolationn measures for protection of 95% of species in addition to the
staticc assessment factors for small sets of data. With USES, the Netherlands
couldd play a central role in the negotiations over the prioritisation of old
chemicalss in Europe and the OECD. By the time the model was published, the
Europeann Commission had accepted to use the model as a basis for further
developmentt for use in European industrial chemicals evaluation, in
cooperationn between the Netherlands, other member states, and European
industryy associations.279 The European version, EUSES, was completed by
thee end of 1996. The adaptation required an exposure model that could be
extendedd beyond Dutch environmental conditions, such as different surface
waterr types. In preparation, USES had already allowed alteration of effect
Gezondheidsraad,, Stoffen Uniform Beoordelen? (2).
Jagerr and Visser, eds., Uniform System for the Evaluation of Substances
(USES),(USES), Version 1.0.
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estimations:: assessment factors could be adapted to fit practices common in
otherr countries. Compared to the former version, the model thus allowed for
moree expert intervention in control of parameters used for estimations. With
suchh modifications, USES had become an expert support tool that both
packagedd large amounts of expertise and allowed for partial unpacking in the
handss of expert users and risk assessors: a boundary object with a constrained
flexibilityflexibility for the science/policy boundary.
Withh respect to the boundaries in eco/toxicology, USES drew these
moree sharply. Given its degree of formalisation, USES could not deal with
multispeciess or field tests. Its makers justified this by presenting USES as an
expertt support tool limited to screening and intermediate level evaluations.
Forr more comprehensive risk evaluation, assessment would still have to rely
onn experts that could integrate such data. Similarly, USES acknowledged its
limitationss with respect to the kinds of effects of chemicals that were
consideredd in it, excluding climate change, eutrophication, acidification, or
calamities.2800 From the perspective of the ecologists that had attempted to
developp methods to assess chemical hazards in the 1970s, with their
multispeciess tests and ecological indicators, one could say that USES
providedd a decomposed version of their concept of the environment. Based
aroundd key inputs of single species toxicity tests, the frame of environmental
analysiss developed by environmental toxicologists had reduced a number of
typicall processes presented by ecologists to sub-processes, such as
biomagnificationn or toxicity to predators, for which USES had made
provisions.. The protection of ecological community structure had been
translatedd to protection of 95% of species, also based on extrapolation from
singlee species data. The integration of various exposure routes resembled the
claimm that such routes were modelled in a mesocosm. In fact, the schematic
representationn of the environment presented in USES bares some degree of
resemblancee with the images of early mesocosms, sketches of a stereotypical
'environment'.. Nevertheless, the accommodation of ecological critique of
environmentall toxicology in the Dutch context was not complete, as the
exclusionn of multispecies tests and classic ecological themes of eutrophication
andd acidification suggests.
Withh USES, the RIVM/VROM alliance in environmental toxicology
hadd successfully advanced the formalised, quantified risk assessment
schemes.. With endpoints and assessment procedures defined in the models, as
welll as the structuring of data through the model's input requirements, USES
definedd what risks were to be considered and how they were to be measured.
Whilee steering hazards of chemicals to a manageable problem, the
developmentt of USES and the policy field of industrial chemicals also
2800

Jager and Visser, eds., Uniform System for the Evaluation of Substances
(USES),(USES), Version 1.0, p. 19.
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showedd the limitations of this strategy. The ambitions of USES of a
'universal'' and as an 'expert system', with a strict boundary between science
andd politics and hence presented as 'risk assessment' (i.e. 'strictly scientific'),
alll had to be scaled down. To be of regulatory use, the model had to be
broughtt closer to policy, allow for more expert manipulation, in
correspondencee with Dutch regulatory practices that relied more on expert
judgement.. Although the model makers had to acknowledge the mixture of
whatt they considered science and politics in regulatory assessments, the
modell itself re-packaged this mixture. In some respects, the model clearly
builtt on decisions that the scientists themselves ultimately considered
political,, such as the decision to protect 95% of species, but such decisions are
noww part of a 'risk assessment' model, wrapped up in equations and
extrapolationn procedures, and presented as an expert system. Covered in the
complexx structure of a computer programme, a decision of the Dutch
Parliament,, in turn pre-structured by RIVM and US experts, had now once
againn ended up on the science side of the boundary.
Ass for the development in the chemical regulation, USES, VROM,
RIVM,, as well as the European Commission have had some success in the
harmonisationn of evaluation of chemicals on the basis of the risk assessment
methodologyy of environmental toxicologists. However, other tools have come
too compete with risk assessment, such as life cycle analysis or the
'precautionaryy principle' ('given lack of data, better to err on the safe side',
whichh proponents of risk typically abhor).281 In addition, old chemicals
continuedd to present hard cases for quantified risk assessment. In this policy
domain,, risk assessment methodology has been far less effective in
depoliticisingg regulatory policy. With extensive invested interests in the
economyy of these chemicals, especially in the ones that are of potential
concernn - typically produced in large volumes, with the readily mobilised
counter-expertisee as well as political and economic pressure involved in these
chemicals,, their assessment typically becomes complex and labour intensive.
Inn some cases, such counter-expertise has involved ecologists. One example
hass been the case of zinc, where challenges of the risk assessment based on
singlee species of the Dutch base document lead to a report by the Health
Councill that suggested shifts in community structure as the more relevant way
too assess impact of chemicals on wildlife, at least in the case of essential
elementss (i.e. naturally occurring substances used in metabolism).282
Riskk assessment methods based on environmental toxicology stabilised
inn the assessment of new chemicals. A European evaluation of the new
Forr a comparison offramesof risk assessment, the precautionary principle, and
lifee cycle analysis, see: Tukker, Frames in the Toxicity Controversy; see also: Ministeriee van Volkshuisvesting, National Environmental Policy Plan 3, p. 161 et seq.
2822
Bal, Bijker, and Hendriks, Paradox van Wetenschappelijk Gezag, pp. 79-81.
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substancess procedures in 1998 nevertheless showed that differences continued
too exist: the Netherlands would recommend risk reduction measures faster
thann England and in the Netherlands there was more conflict over labelling
decisionss than in England. Apart from different approaches of regulatory
regimes,, there were also some substantial issues, such as the problem of
variationn between national natural environments, potentially altering
especiallyy assessments of exposure between countries. (E.g. fast-flowing
mountainn streams lead to different dilution patterns than slow, tidal lowland
rivers.)rivers.)283283 Several measures were taken to try and reduce these nation
differencess in assessment practice. After the standardisation of ecotoxicity
testss in the 1970s, the refinement of these tests in the eighties and early
nineties,, the development of assessment models such as EUSES in the early
nineties,, increased possibilities of exchange of data and notification decisions
inn the mid-nineties,284 the attention turned to the actual risk assessors. By
meanss of increased contact between risk assessors, such as through
workshops,, the European Commission stimulated the development of a shared
practice.. The Commission also regularly invited risk assessors from the
variouss regulatory authorities to come and discuss issues of interpretation of
thee Directive in closed meetings (closed, so commercially sensitive
informationn in the applications could be discussed). Results of these
interpretationss were even recorded for reference in the Manual of Decisions.
Too allow industry to share this information and, once again, make the
outcomee of the procedure more predictable, a version of the manual was
publishedd from which all commercially sensitive data was removed. The
publicc version of the manual is now a document of over 160 pages of detailed
instructionss on such issues as what substances are and are not subject to
notification,, how polymers should be notified, or how mixtures should be
handled,, produced from casuistic discussions as well as rule elaboration.
2833

In the questionnaire, regulatory assessors indicated that disagreements over
labellingg occurred in over 50% of all assessments in the Netherlands, while only in
10%% of cases in the UK. Risk reduction measures were recommend in the UK in
onlyy a few percent of cases, while in the Netherlands in almost half the cases.
(Europeann Commission, Three Yearly Report on the Implementation of Directive
67/548/EEC,67/548/EEC, pp. 45, 46)
2844
Started with the implementation of the database on notified substances that was
preparedd in meeting of the competent authorities in 1989 (European List of Notified
Chemicall Substances, ELINCS). (See European Commission, Manual of Decisions
forfor Implementation of the Sixth and Seventh Amendment to Directive 67/548/EEC
onon Dangerous Substances (Directives 79/83I/EEC and 92/32/EEC), NonConfidentialConfidential Version)
2855
European Commission, Manual of Decisions for Implementation of the Sixth
andand Seventh Amendment to Directive 67/548/EEC on Dangerous Substances
(Directives(Directives 79/831/EEC and 92/32/EEC), Non-Confidential Version.
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Oncee again, we find the familiar trio: with a combination of texts,
objectss and people, European regulatory authorities have created a shared
environmentt in which risk assessments for new chemicals became
increasinglyy similar among the various national regulatory agencies. At least
untill the mid-nineties, subtle differences continued to exist between national
regulatoryy authorities for new chemical notification, in spite of highly
standardisedd testing methodology and risk assessment guidelines. In any case,
thee notification of new chemicals is, among the cases I studied, clearly the
regulatoryy regime that had advanced the farthest in the direction of
harmonisation. .
Andd ecology? The project that had started the development of USES, the
projectt Ecological Sustainability of the Use of Chemicals, not only had this
'line'' for developing a generic chemicals policy. There was also the
'ecosystemm line', in which there was closer cooperation with especially the
departmentt of water. Parallel to the generic approach, ultimately based on
physiologicall and chemical/physical parameters expressing hazards in terms
off effects on broad groups of species in an abstract environment, this
ecologicall line focused on the development of standards for substances for
specificc areas and for nature conservation. In Dutch environmental policy, this
wass expressed as 'special environmental quality standards', as opposed to the
genericc 'base quality', in order to provide protection for vulnerable
ecosystems.. As mentioned above in the section on water, these standards
includedd salt water, such as for the protection of the Wadden Sea. Here,
targetss were formulated with indicator species, for example plotted in the
radarr diagrams (AMOEBA). Whereas environmental toxicology in the
Netherlandss had developed in a direction to increasingly incorporate and
accommodatee objections of ecologists, this ecological research line
assimilatedd more and more environmental toxicology: for a large set of
indicatorr species attempts were made to define the toxicity of a small set of
keyy pollutants. This would allow environmental quality standards and
environmentall protections measures concerning chemicals to achieve
ecologicallyy defined targets. In cases where the protection of biodiversity or
raree species were involved, this could mean that 95% protection of species
wass extended to protection of 'whole ecosystems'. The research projects
typicallyy involved cooperation of the RIVM, expanding its expertise on risk
assessmentt to derivation for localised standards, with research institutes such
ass RIZA or research institutes of the department of agriculture (e.g. DLO).286

Ministeriee van Volkshuisvesting, Ecologische Inpasbaarheid van het Omgaan
metmet Stoffen; Tweede Kamer, Milieuprogramma 1995-1998, p. 81; Tweede Kamer,
NationaalNationaal Milieubeleidsplan 2, pp. 204-05.
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3.55 Eco/toxicology in the Netherlands
Althoughh the regulatory regime for industrial chemicals drew sharp
boundariess between environmental toxicology and ecology, particularly for
thee evaluation of new chemicals, the integrative tendencies of the regulation
off environmental hazards in the Netherlands worked both ways. While
VROMM was able to expand ambitious environmental standards across policy
domainss along the 'generic line', the integration also worked in the other
direction:: the strong ecological presence in research institutes of other
ministriess remained present. Key processes by which these integrating
tendenciess continued to be expressed were (interdepartmental) research
programmes.. Although the various ministries carried out their own research
programmes,, at the occasion of major research efforts for more strategic
policyy research, these were generally set up as interdepartmental initiatives.
Ass the project Ecological Sustainability of the Use of Chemicals ended, new
initiativess strengthened these integrative tendencies. For example, in 1993, the
advisoryy councils for agricultural and environmental research drew the lines
forr future developments in ecotoxicology, focusing on effects of pollutants on
ecosystems,, integrating research on population and ecosystem level with
environmentall toxicology.287 A year later, the Health Council insisted that
effectss on system and community level required more attention.288 Even if the
RIVM-VROMM alliance developed their approach to environmental assessment
off chemicals from environmental toxicology, ecology kept being reintroduced
throughh the representation of eco/toxicologists with more ecological
orientationss in such advisory bodies. Throughout the Dutch programming and
revieww publications in Dutch eco/toxicology, whether policy documents or
researchh publications, the triangle of relations between ecology,
environmentall toxicology, and environmental chemistry that Koeman had
suggestedd in the early eighties continued to appear, in one form or another.
Itt remained a stubborn reminder that the 'eco-side of the problem', as Cairns
hadd once called it, was still there.
Thee tendency to integrate research via research policy contrasts with
thee England and the US, where individual ministries held the key position in
theirr research programmes. The formation of closed regulatory regimes,
2877

Raad voor Milieu en NatuurOnderzoek and Nationale Raad voor
Landbouwkundigg Onderzoek, Hoofdlijnen Systeemgericht Ecotoxicologisch
Onderzoek. Onderzoek.
2888
Gezondheidsraad, Ecotoxicologie op Koers.
2899
E.g. Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ecologische Inpasbaarheid van het
OmgaanOmgaan met Stoffen, p. 92; Van Leeuwen, "Ecotoxicological Effects", p. 175;
Straalenn and Verkleij, eds., Leerboek Oecotoxicologie, p. 1; similar in Raad voor
Milieuu en NatuurOnderzoek and Nationale Raad voor Landbouwkundig Onderzoek,
HoofdlijnenHoofdlijnen Systeemgericht Ecotoxicologisch Onderzoek, p. 23.
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relyingg on a handful of government research institutes, was particularly strong
inn England, leading to exclusion of a large part of the academic research
world.. In the US, the regulatory logic of highly formalised decision making
meantt that ecology lost out fairly early on in the development of regulatory
regimes. .
Nevertheless,, in spite of these integrative tendencies, the formalisation
off Dutch regulatory regimes and the continued lack of ecological tests that
couldd compete with single species toxicity testing did also lead to a
dominancee of environmental toxicology. Whereas ecology had provided the
dominantdominant frame of knowledge in the seventies, it was environmental
toxicologyy that dominated regulatory decision making in the eighties and
receivedd the largest stimulation of research. By this time, highly standard
methodologyy for environmental assessment developed internationally, and
especiallyy in the US, was available and imported in the Netherlands. It
resultedd in an energetic alliance between VROM, the RIVM and Utrecht
environmentall toxicologists, producing powerful regulatory tools like USES
thatt would find their way into the European efforts at harmonisation of
environmentall assessment of chemicals. The chances for development of
testingg based on ecology in the Dutch regulation of pesticides were minimal,
largelyy due to conservative strategies with respect to the development of
environmentall regulation. Only in the nineties, by the time environmental
toxicologyy was well established as the backbone of the 'generic' regulatory
regimes,, did the ecological side of pollution research receive more attention
again.. In addition, as much as research programmes contributed to blurred
boundariess between ecology and environmental toxicology, they translated
regulatoryy needs often formulated in terms of environmental toxicology and,
byy the very nature of programming, always had some selections in what
researchh was to be considered relevant and what not.
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See comparison of 1987 and 1991 research projects in: Malta, Proefdier en

Milieu. Milieu.

Chapterr 7: Science and regulatory policy
ThoughThough thou hast come a good long way, 'tis true,
StillStill wheeling leftward toward the Pit's profound,
ThouThou has not yet turned the full circle through;
SoSo why put on such a bewildered air
IfIf now and then we come upon something new?
Inferno,, XIV:125-129, 7th Circle, the Violent, Blasphemers.

11 Comparing regulatory differences: a matter of style?
Theree are many different approaches to the regulation of environmental
hazardss of chemicals, of which I have only described a few in earlier chapters.
Inn spite of attempts at international 'harmonisation' of licensing procedures,
lawss and regulations, and especially test procedures, considerable differences
continuee to exist between the ways in which chemical hazards are regulated.
AA substantial body of literature describes such differences in terms of national
styless of regulation. This literature typically compares regulatory approaches
betweenn countries for a specific field of policy, in this case: specific sectors of
environmentall policy. A favourite example of the analysts is the comparison
betweenn the US and England. The regulatory style of the US is usually
describedd as one relying on formal and highly specific rules and standards,
withh a high degree of suspicion of informal contacts between regulators and
industry,, high levels of public scrutiny, and a tendency to settle conflicts in
adversariall court proceedings, leading to an antagonistic and conflict-ridden
stylee of regulation. The English style of regulation, in contrast, is described as
relyingg on informal and pragmatic use of generic rules, combined with close
relationss with industry, while legal action is avoided and the critical eye of
publicc (and NGO) inspection is kept at bay, leading to a style that is more
informall and relies heavily on self-regulation of industry.2
11

Bal and Halffman, eds., The Politics of Chemical Risk.
To summarise the description in the classic by Vogel, National Styles of
Regulation,Regulation, but quite similar descriptions of these differences in environmental
regulatoryy styles can be found in Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling
Chemicals;Chemicals; Gillespie, "British 'Safety Policy' and Pesticides", or Gillespie, Eva, and
Johnston,, "Carcinogenic Risk Assessment in the USA and UK". The descriptions
aree similar for related areas of regulation, such as the environmental regulation of
technologiess (e.g. Andrews, "Policies to Encourage Clean Technologies"), or the
regulationn of food additives (Abraham and Millstone, "Food Additive Controls"), or
drugg safety regulations (Abraham, "Scientific Standards and Institutional Interests"),
orr environmental impact statements (Kelly, Stunkel, and Wescott, "The Politics of
thee Environment: The United States, the USSR, and Japan") to name just a few.
22
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Thesee are just a few of the criteria that are used in the literature to
describee national differences. Some studies focus specifically on the style of
enforcementt of regulations, with contrasts between pragmatic and legalistic
styless of implementation. In a legalistic style, regulatory rules are enforced
rigorously,rigorously, as for example in Germany or the US. In these countries,
discretionn space of enforcement officers is typically limited: they will refer
casess to formal legal procedures, without much room for considerations of
opportunityy for legal action or alternative mediation strategies. This form of
.. implementation contrasts with more pragmatic styles, such as in England or
thee Netherlands, where enforcement of regulation tends to be a matter of
negotiationn and consent more than invocation of legal procedures and where
regulatoryy actors do have some manoeuvring space to judge the opportunity
off legal action.3
Thee literature on styles of regulation in the sector of environmental
policyy comes from two slightly different disciplinary angles: political science
andd science and technology studies. The part of the literature that is grounded
inn political science tends to locate the style of regulation in the interaction
betweenn government agencies, industry, NGOs, and the courts, with
regulatoryy bureaucracies as the focus of attention. In fact, some studies even
conceptualisee styles of regulation as styles of bureaucracy, suggesting that
regulatoryy styles are mainly to be found in and sustained by the style of work
off thee civil servants in the regulatory agencies. In this particular approach, the
conventionss and culture of the civil servants form the cornerstone of the
regulatoryy style. After characterising the typical styles of regulatory
bureaucracies,, these theories try to understand and explain styles of regulatory
bureaucraciess in terms of the structural conditions of the civil servants' job.
Forr example, the culture of civil servants is traced back to their career paths.
Thiss leads to interesting comparisons between the structures of civil services
inn different countries. In countries such as France, civil servants are trained as
specialistss in a limited set of institutes of higher learning with strong links to
thee state, leading to a life career in the civil service and a culture of formalism
andd statism. In the US or in the Netherlands, civil servants are hired at various
pointss in their careers, on the basis of a variety of professional qualities and
educationall backgrounds. This leads to a style that is less focused on the state
33

This draws our attention to the fact that an elaborate set of formal regulations
doess not necessarily mean a formal style of regulation. A complex set of rules can
bee combined with a pragmatic style of enforcing those rules, generally considered
typicall of the Dutch regulatory style. Various domains of Dutch regulation show the
frequentt use of ad hoc exemptions and exceptions to otherwise strict and highly
detailedd regulatoryframeworks.For examples, see Bakker and Van Waarden, eds.,
RuimteRuimte Rond Regels. A classic study of the informal practices of "street-level"
environmentall regulatory enforcement in England is Hawkins, Environment and
Enforcement,Enforcement, cf. Lipsky, Street-Level Bureaucracy.
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ass the predominant regulatory actor, since the identification of the civil
servantt with the state is more partial.4 Political scientists have also looked at
differencess in public access to decision making, different uses of legal
instrumentss in regulatory decision making, or political cultures geared
towardss consensus and integration or towards conflict and opposition.
Commonn to comparisons in the tradition of Science and Technology
Studiess (STS), in contrast, is the specific attention for the differences in the
wayy scientific expertise is structured and positioned in regulatory decision
making.. The matter may seem trivial - for what else would one expect from a
fieldd that claims to study science and technology? What is less trivial,
however,, is the continued absence of science and expertise from the
descriptionss of regulatory styles by political scientists. At best, regulatory
expertisee is either considered a black box from which truths periodically
emerge;; or it is considered a mindless instrument in the hands of economic
powers;; or it is considered the product of an army of unpredictable engineers,
whoo come up with the oddest solutions and problems. Science is Truth,
sciencee is Power, or science is Weird, but in most political science
descriptionss of regulatory regimes, science is an exogenous factor, a
peripherall phenomenon that requires no specific theoretical attention. The
analysiss stops at the gates of science, thereby reifying a boundary between
sciencee that is actually often vague or ambivalent. Such a position blocks
fromfrom view the role that regulatory experts play in structuring regulatory
decisionn making. It ignores the way in which the regulatory style is sustained
andd altered by the experts, alongside with courts, civil service cultures, or the
naturee of state-society interactions. More importantly, it tends to consider
scientificc uncertainty as one explanatory factor for political uncertainty,
whereass many STS studies have shown that political/societal conflicts can
leadd actors to mobilise technoscientific resources to question each other's
versionn of reality, thereby increasing scientific disagreement. In other words:
scientificc disagreement can also be a product of political disagreement. Along
withh this blind spot, three decades of STS research have gone largely
unnoticedd in most political science research.
Withh the term 'the fifth branch of government', Jasanoffhas pointed at
thee status of this omission: if civil servants are to be considered as a fullfledgedd branch of government in the analysis of regulatory policies, then so
shouldd experts. The culture and position of experts can crucially affect
regulatoryy styles no less than that of the civil servants. For example, expertise
44

E.g. Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke Gewoonten",
p.. 356 et seq. Such differences can be traced back to societal and political conditions
duringg formative episodes in the reconstruction of state bureaucracies in the 19th and
beginningg of the 20th Century, cf. the thorough study by Silberman, Cages of
Reason,Reason, on Japan, France, the UK and the US.
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cann be drawn from limited circles of scientists that have some sort of
privilegedd relation with regulatory agencies, either on the basis of regulatory
controll of research institutes, or on the basis of an informal network. This will
havee consequences for the way regulatory problems are defined, the selection
off solution strategies, as well as for the formulation of criteria of regulatory
success,, in short: for how regulatory policies are framed. Inversely, expertise
cann also be drawn from wider circles, such as the academic world. This raises
thee potential of legitimation of regulatory policies with arguments of
'independentt scientific review' and increases the possibilities of innovations
inn the regulatory frame, but also raises the risks of critical deconstruction of
thee premises of regulatory policy by these scientists.
Thee role of the experts is not the same in every regulatory regime.
Expertss can perform many different roles, ranging from general advice over
interpretationss and strategic opportunities for regulatory policy, to highly
specificc technical judgements, such as in many routine risk assessments.5 The
roless scientists play are part of the way the boundary between science and
policyy is organised in different countries. For example, American adversarial
regulatoryy proceedings tend to draw a sharp boundary between science and
politics,, embodied in standardised tests and evaluation procedures, stressing
ann instrumental role of science.6 Dutch examples show a tendency to organise
ann ambivalent boundary between science and politics: one that is presented in
publicc as sharp and well defined, but that is much more malleable in practice
off regulatory decision making, where scientists more frequently offer strategic
advicee or new interpretations and problem definitions.7 In any case, scientists
andd experts are prominent actors in regulatory decision making. As I have
shownn in this study, the experts play key roles in the way environmental
legislationn is articulated and designed, bringing their own professional
backgroundd and network to bear on regulatory decision making. The role
expertisee plays and the way it is organised follows clearly different patterns in
differentt regulatory regimes. In addition, the international nature of much of
regulatoryy expertise, much more than regulatory policy making, often allows
regulatoryy experts to introduce substantial policy innovations that can even
leadd to shifts in regulatory styles.
Whereass STS has paid more explicit attention to the role of science and
expertisee in regulatory decision making, it has made less of an attempt to try
andd systematise regulatory differences or to develop a more general theory of
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E.g. Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch; Wynne, "Carving out Science"; Renn, "Styles
off Using Scientific Expertise"; Bal, Grenzenwerk.
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Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch, see also chapter 5.
Bal,, Grenzenwerk.
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regulatoryy practices.8 Most studies in STS have a preference for (single) case
studiess and seem rather suspicious of (over-) generalisation. In addition, most
studiess with an STS background focus on bilateral country comparisons - with
aa few noteworthy exceptions.9 This does not mean that STS studies are highly
particularistic,, as some of these studies actually do point at some key
processess in regulatory decision making. Combining the detailed studies of
STSS with some of the conceptual tools of the political scientists therefore
seemss like a promising avenue.
Whatt both studies of regulatory decision making from STS and
politicall science have in common is the dominant conceptualisation of
regulatoryy differences as matters of national style. There are two problems
withh this conceptualisation: the words 'national' and 'style'. As regards style,
thiss approach anchors these differences mainly in differences of cultural
conventions:: the differences are sought in different approaches and practices
off regulatory actors, especially regulatory bureaucracies. An understanding of
regulatoryy differences as matters of style differences has its limitations.
Implicitly,, speaking of 'styles' narrows down the patterns of institutionalisationn of regulatory activity to the culture of key decision makers. This
steerss attention away from the other elements that structure regulatory
decisionn making, such as the toxicity tests, the complex organisations that
producee expert advice, or the structure of the array of regulatory actors.
Stylee could also be interpreted to suggest, at least at face value, that change is
aa matter of changing the conventions or conceptualisations of regulatory
decisionn makers. A well-launched conceptual innovation or a new policy
theoryy could do the trick. In fact, however, the approach of national regulatory
styless suggests that such change is very difficult, since the structure of macroinstitutionss is used to explain the nature of national styles. Structural aspects
aree therefore not absent from this approach, but function in the background as
aa source of stability.
Too overcome these restrictions, I propose to use the notion of
regulatoryy regime as an alternative to 'regulatory style'. As defined earlier, a
regulatoryy regime is the concatenation of actors, practices, devices,
organisations,, concepts, routines, or distributions of resources that has the
88

Rip, "Risicocontroverses en de Verwevenheid van Wetenschap en Politiek", pp.

75-76. .
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E.g. Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals and, although less
systematic,, Bal, Grenzenwerk.
100
Evidently, it is possible to use a wider notion of culture that includes material
artifacts,, organisational structures, or forms of social organisation (see Hagendijk,
Wetenschap,Wetenschap, Constructivisme en Cultuur, p. 127 et seq.), but the notion that is
implicitt in the styles of regulation-literature is more limited to convictions, norms,
andd the "folkways" of regulatory actors. A similar example in science policy is
Ruscio,, "Policy Cultures".
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effectt of regulating a sector of societal activity, in this case regulating
environmentall hazards of specific groups of chemicals. With this sensitising
notion,, the structural and material aspects of regulation receive fiill attention
inn the analysis, rather than to play a secondary role in the background of
regulatoryy styles. A regulatory regime can be analysed as a specific pattern of
institutionalisation,, including cultural institutions such as the practices and
conventionss of regulatory decision makers, along with the structure of
regulatoryy organisations, the standardised tests, the protocols, the distribution
off research funds or the structure of expertise. In particular, the notion makes
roomm for expertise, be it materialised or personalised, and for structural
elements,, apart from styles of decision making.
Thee second problem with the 'national styles' literature is the question
whetherr patterns of regulatory regimes are really a matter of national
differences.. Is there such a thing as a national type of regulatory decision
making?? I will start this chapter with a more systematic country comparison
basedd on the material of chapters 5 and 6. The task for this description is to
seee whether the findings of similar work in STS and of myself correspond to
andd can be integrated into the attempts of the political scientists to understand
nationall differences more systematically. I will try to typify regulatory
approachess in the countries I studied with more explicit attention for science
andd expertise, using the notion of boundaries. In doing this, I want to combine
thee strengths of approaches from STS and political sciences to regulatory
regimes:: the attention for the role of science of STS and the attempts to
systematisee differences of political science. Instead of an understanding in
termss of style characteristics, I will propose to characterise regulatory regimes
inn institutional terms. This task will take up the first half of this chapter.
Thee second half of this chapter will put the notion of regulatory
regimess to use for a slightly different approach to comparative studies of
regulation,, organised around a few key processes of institutionalisation of
regulatoryy regimes.

22 An institutional understanding of national differences
Somee recent work in political science and organisational sociology offers
valuablee theoretical support for a more encompassing theoretical
understandingg of the structure of regulatory regimes in different countries.11
II will avoid the dreadful term neo-institutionalism, since it lumps together
variouss theoretical approaches in economics, political science, and organisational
sociologyy that - to my mind - could not be more incommensurable and only seem to
sharee the use of the word institution. Even in political science, neo- institutionalism
coverss both approaches that build on a (bounded) rational actor model (e.g. Ostrom,
"AA Method of Institutional Analysis", and Ostrom, "Multi-Organisational
Arrangementss and Coordination" - for an extremely interesting typology of
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Especiallyy the renewed interest in institutions in some parts of political
sciencee presents, in my opinion, exciting avenues for the STS understanding
off the role and position of science in the polity. 12 The key theoretical
questionss in institutional understandings of differences between polities
revolvee around the relation between the state and society. In fact, the renewed
interestt in institutions in political theory started with putting the state back on
thee research agenda, either as an actor among other actors in society, 13 or as
ann institution with its own dynamic rather than a neutral arena for political
conflictt or debate. Institutional theorists have pointed out that 'the state' has a
regulatoryy decision making based on Ostrom, see Hood et ai, "Risk Management",
p.. 140) and approaches that emphatically refuse to buy into the assumptions of the
"rationall actor" in favour of cultural analysis. For a more liberal attempt to
systematisee (and integrate) the different strands of neo-institutionalism, see Scott,
InstitutionsInstitutions and Organisations. The strands of institutional research that have most
affinityy with constructivist science studies are those in which cognitive
institutionalisationn figure centrally, see Powell and Dimaggio, eds., The New
InstitutionalismInstitutionalism in Organisational Analysis; or Meyer and Scott, Organisational
EnvironmentsEnvironments for some excellent examples. Because of its problematisation of
rationalityy and its focus on the complexities of the cognitive, constructivist
traditionss (both in STS and sociology in general, cf. Dimaggio and Powell,
"Introduction")) are more incompatible with institutional theories that work with
notionss of rational actors (even when rationality is seen as bound, restricted, or
conditionedd by institutionalised rules). For a combination of institutional and
constructivistt types of analysis in political science, see Eberg, Waste Policy and
Learning,Learning, p. 13 et seq.
122
Cf. Hasse and Kriicken, "Was Leistet der Organisationssoziologische NeoInstitutionalismus?".. Some examples of fruitful empirical applications in STS are
Jang,, "The Diffusion of Ministeries of Science and Technology, 1950-1990", or
Shenhavv and Kamens, "The 'Cost' of Isomorphism". The notion of the polity has a
veryy similar theoretical status to that of the notion of the regulatory regime. Whereas
aa regulatory regime is defined by its function, to produce regulatory actions, a polity
iss defined by its function of producing political decisions: the definition and
allocationn of collective resources and the regulation of their use. Thus the polity
involvess more than the actions of the state alone (cf. Kaufmann, "The Blurring of
thee Distinction 'State Versus Society'"). The boundaries of both regime and polity
aree intentionally vague: they should not be seen as caged-in systems that can be
studiedd in relation to other caged-in systems. The focus is on how the polity or the
regulatoryy regime operates, how it is carved up, distributed, changed, or challenged.
(II merely want to point at the similar theoretical status of both notions here. I do not
meann to imply that concrete regulatory regimes and polities are mutually exclusive.
Onn the contrary: decisions in the risk management of pesticides, for example, can
occurr in the context of a regulatory regime as well as that of a (national) polity.)
133
E.g. in Policy Network Analysis, Mayntz, "Modernisation and the Logic of
Interorganisationall Networks", Scharpf, Games Real Actors Play, Heritier, Knill, and
Mingers,, Ringing the Changes in Europe.
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differentt meaning, a different role, a different mode of operation, a different
structure,, and even a different demarcation in various polities.14
Inn order to compare regulatory regimes of different countries
systematically,, one needs to identify crucial differences between regulatory
regimes;; the key institutional bottlenecks that structure regulatory decision
making.. As key differences, I will use four crucial institutional characteristics
forr regulatory regimes, brought together from institutional theory and studies
off regulatory regimes. Firstly, I will build on differences in the delimitation of
thee tasks of the state versus society. Secondly, I will use differences in the
relationn between the state and other actors in society. Thirdly, I will focus on
thee role of legal institutions in regulatory decision making, with specific
attentionn for their involvement in conflict resolution. As fourth crucial
difference,, I will describe the position and role of (regulatory) expertise.
Thesee four characteristics allow for an interpretation of the theoretical
understandingss of national differences of institutional theory and the empirical
styless of regulation literature from both political science and STS. In line with
thee literature on national styles of regulation, these criteria seek the crucial
differencess in the structure of national polities. I will explore these
characteristicss and their origins in more detail before using them to describe
thee countries in this study.15
Firstly,, the state can have limited or extensive regulatory tasks. To
phrasee this more precisely: polities vary in the degree to which the regulation
off societal functions is institutionalised collectively in the state.16 In countries

E.g.. March and P.Olsen, Rediscovering Institutions; March and P.Olsen,
DemocraticDemocratic Governance; Kohler-Koch and Eising, eds., The Transforma
GovernanceGovernance in the European Union; Van Waarden, "The Hist
Institutionalisationn of Typical National Patterns in Policy Networks between State
andd Industry"; Bakker and Van Waarden, eds., Ruimte Rond Regels; Jepperson and
Meyer,, "The Public Order and the Construction of Formal Organisations"; Schmitter
andd Lehmbruch, eds., Trends toward Corporatist Intermediation. An example of an
analysiss of the state as a key 'political opportunity structure' for environmental
movementss is Van der Heijden, Tussen Aanpassing en Verzet.
II want to stress that these four characteristics should not be seen as
"independentt factors". On the contrary, in order to understand national differences,
onee would assume that precisely the interaction between such institutional
arrangementss would produce national differences.
166
A slightly modified interpretation of Jepperson and Meyer, "The Public Order
andd the Construction of Formal Organisations"; cf. a very similar analysis by Van
Waarden,, "Ieder Land zijn Eigen Trant?". An earlier operationalisation (or at least
concretisation)) of a similar criterion of "strength of state" pointed at various factors:
culture,, law, polity ("constitutional" structure), organisation of the public
administration,, power and autonomy of government agencies, and position of civil
servantss (Van Waarden, "The Historical Institutionalisation of Typical National
Patternss in Policy Networks between State and Industry", pp. 132-5).
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onn the European continent, the state is typically involved in more areas of
sociall life than in the US or England, where the primary role of the state is
traditionallyy much more restricted. The favoured political conception of the
moree restricted state is that of a referee. Society is seen as a field of
autonomouss actors in which the state should play the role of the 'traffic cop':
aa neutral arbiter that will curtail excesses, but that will not interfere in
substantiall preferences of agents. To follow the metaphor: the traffic cop
enforcess speed control and safe driving, but the destination or motivation of
thee drivers is none of its business. The central problem for this definition of
thee role of the state is how to maintain the independence of the traffic cop,
howw to avoid bribery and favouritism. In these countries, the state tends to be
relativelyy small and there is a lot of room for purely private initiative, both in
thee market and in uncommodified, not-for-profit areas such as charities and
foundations.. The favoured economic policy is liberal and the role of the state
inn the economy is primarily to regulate the 'externalities of the market': the
undesiredd side effects of the free interaction of market parties.
Inn countries where the role of the state in society is more inclusive, on
thee other hand, the state tends to take a more interventionist position and is
moree involved in the organisation and shaping of societal functions. The state
iss generally seen not just as a traffic cop, but takes on more substantial tasks,
includingg in the economy, labour relations, or health care. In the area of
environmentall policies, these types of polities typically develop an
environmentall policy that formulates substantial goals for the national
environment,, plans that can extend over several years and contain targets that
havee far-reaching consequences for the way goods are produced, water is

177

This does not mean that the environmental policy of such a country cannot be
advanced,, but it will tend to rely on the definition of the acceptable limits, rather
thann on substantial goals in a planned environment. To the extent that there is
planning,, the planning will pertain to the state and its own operation, since planning
off society is generally considered inappropriate. Nor does this mean that the state is
passive.. In various episodes of its environmental and related regulatory policies,
Americann regulatory agencies have taken a proactive stance and regulated risks
beforee they were accepted by the communis opinio. (Van Waarden, "Ieder Land zijn
Eigenn Trant?", pp. 312-13). As a last caveat, one should also not equate a low
degreee of collective institutionalisation with "deregulation". A lot of what passes as
deregulationn actually implies a stronger state with a larger bureaucracy and more
legall instruments to implement the idealised blue prints of the "free market". (An
examplee of apparent deregulation leading to re-regulation, is the effect of
deregulationn measures of the EU on regulatory regimes in England. Geared at
simplerr rules and democratised decision making, EU initiatives have undermined
somee of the perhaps opaque but nevertheless informal regulatory practices in
England,, see Schmidt, "National Patterns of Governance under Siege", p. 168.)
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used,, or the countryside is arranged. The various Dutch multi-year plans for
thee environment are a case in point.18
Secondly,, the nature of the interaction between the state and societal
actorss varies considerably between countries. Some polities primarily
organisee actors along functional lines, "as members of groups with
legitimatedd functional needs and responsibilities". On the other hand, some
politiess define the state primarily in opposition to 'the citizen', 'le citoyen', or
'thee public', or more generally formulated "constituent actors with substantial
sovereigntyy and choice".19 I will call this functionalised versus constituent
relationss with societal actors.20 Corporatist societies are easily recognised as

E.g.. Tweede Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan; Tweede Kamer, NMP-Plus;
Ministeriee van Volkshuisvesting, National Environmental Policy Plan 3; Ministerie
vann Volkshuisvesting, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer, 1984-1988;
Ministeriee van Volkshuisvesting, Indicatief Meerjarenprogramma Milieubeheer
1986-1990;1986-1990; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, De Waterkwaliteit van N
Tweedee Kamer, Meerjarenplan Gewasbescherming, Ministerie van
Volkshuisvesting,, Vijfde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening. In contrast to polities with
limitedd collectivised functions, the fact that environmental control is organised
collectivelyy does not necessarily imply that such countries have a tough
environmentall policy: an encompassing plan for the environment does not
automaticallyy mean that it contains ambitious goals or that these goals will be
attained.. In circles of Dutch environmental policy makers, there is a growing
awarenesss that the Netherlands can no longer pretend to be a forerunner in
environmentall policy in Europe, in spite of a long tradition of environmental
planning.. One recent example is waste policy, where Dutch environmental
movementss point at the lack of implementation of policy plans carefully designed
withh industry consensus (Eberg, Waste Policy and Learning, pp. 42-4), or Dutch
pesticidee policy in the years after the Multi-Year Crop Protection Plan. (See chapter
66 , cf. the contrast with De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu, p. 203 et seq., describingg the self-perceived international vanguard role of Dutch environmental policy
makerss throughout the seventies and eighties.) Van der Heijden also points at this
remarkablee discrepancy between the Dutch 'paper environmental policy' and its actual
achievementss (Van der Heijden, Tussen Aanpassing en Verzet, p. 53).
199
Jepperson and Meyer, "The Public Order and the Construction of Formal
Organisations",, p. 217.
Jeppersonn and Meyer prefer to call this dimension "the degree of authorisation
off social sub-units as social actors", which in my opinion does not help to put their
classificationn to work. The term "constituent" intentionally refers to both the notions
off constituencies and Constitution. Constituencies, because these types of polities
relyy more on representational than on a participatory notion of democratisation.
Constitutional,, because that is generally the cornerstone of the cognitive and
normativee institutionalisation of "the citizen" as societal actor. Similarly, Salter
notess different understandings of "the public" (and "public participation") in
differentt polities as either individual citizens or NGO-type organisations Salter,
MandatedMandated Science, p. 162.
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havingg functionally organised relations with societal actors. Various groups
representingg specific interests act as interlocutor for the state and are most
oftenn formally recognised and sometimes even organised by the state. Dutch
regulatoryy regimes present many examples of unions, environmental groups,
industry,, or consumer organisations that have a formally guaranteed position
onn a negotiation table. Throughout the eighties, the Dutch ministry of the
environmentt actually supported the organisation of parts of the Dutch
environmentall movement (also financially), thereby not only helping the
furtherr development of a spokesperson for 'the environment', but also
reinforcingg its positions among the other ministries.21 In the US, in contrast,
suchh relations are rare and generally considered improper. There, the degree
too which the relation between the state and functionally organised actors
becomess blurred in corporatist polities is considered undesirable. Even in the
casee of England, it has been documented that 'consulting industry' actually
referss to a common practice of civil servants to maintain informal contacts
withh individual industrialists.22 In environmental affairs, the 'representatives
off industry' on English committees will often simply represent a large
company,, rather than a business organisation. In the Netherlands, by contrast,
thee degree of organisation of the business world is impressive, providing
interlocutorss with some degree of authority to negotiate the details of
environmentall or occupational regulation with industry as a whole or with
sectionss of the business world as specific as house painters or tilers.23 Because
off such differences, institutional theorists argue that the nature and position of
thee state is different between various countries, resulting in radically different
structuress of regulatory regimes.24
211

De Koning, In Dienst van het Milieu.
Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke Gewoonten", p.
263. .
233
Cf. Halffman and Van Raalte, De Registratieplicht Gevaarlijke Stoffen
Geëvalueerd. Geëvalueerd.
244
On the basis of these two criteria, Jepperson and Meyer have argued that we can
understandd the crucial differences between liberal/individualist, corporatist, statist,
andd 'segmented' societies. They consider typical examples of liberal/individualist
countriess England and the US, where the collective institutionalisation of societal
functionss is low (restricted state) and societal actors are seen as constituent actors.
Inn statist countries, with France as typical example, societal actors are also seen as
constituent,, but the collective institutionalisation of public functions is high.
Corporatistt countries such as Germany or the Netherlands can be seen as countries
wheree the degree of collective institutionalisation of public functions is similarly
high,, but societal actors are primarily defined in the polity along functional lines.
Underr the category of 'segmented' societies, Jepperson and Meyer classified most
Latinn American countries, with a restricted state and functionally defined societal
actors.. They used this classification to understand differences in organisational
2222
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Theree is a third important ingredient in comparisons of environmental
regulatoryy regimes: legal institutions are not as prominent in regulatory
decisionn making in all countries. The attention for the different structure of
legall institutions in comparative studies was as important as the comparison
off state structures in the old institutionalism.25 From the perspective of
comparativee studies of regulation, it is clear that the role of legal institutions
deservess explicit attention. It would not be sufficient to see the structure of
legall institutions as a consequence of the first two criteria of comparison. It
wouldd be rather peculiar to say that the US and England are both pluralist
politiess and leave it at that. The US is a notorious, though rather specific,
examplee of legalistic regulatory approaches. The courts are always present as
ann arena in which disagreement can be settled, even if only as a potentiality suchh as in out of court settlements. In the Netherlands, courts may not seem as
presentt as in the US, but a large part of regulatory activity has a detailed and
formall legal basis, much more so than in England. Environmental regulations
inn England tend to be formulated as general principles, rather than highly
detailedd technical rules, leaving a lot of discretionary space for the regulatory
civill servants that have to implement policy. In addition, access to the court
systemm for appeal or contestation of regulatory decisions is often restricted,
limitingg even the importance of formalisation in the form of accumulated
precedents.. Therefore, in spite of similar roots in legal traditions, the
implementationn of environmental regulation in England is more of an
administrativee than of a legalistic nature.26 By contrast, countries such as

structuree between countries, as they argued that the polity is a key institutional
ingredientt in the way formal organisations are constructed. They made provisos for
countriess that have combined, or as they call it 'colloidal', polity structures such as
Northh versus South in Italy or French versus English Canada, but had some
difficultyy with Eastern European countries (Jepperson and Meyer, "The Public
Orderr and the Construction of Formal Organisations"). Meanwhile, the term
'pluralism'' is used more commonly in stead of liberal/individualist polities,
althoughh with different characteristics, leaving especially the typification of England
openn for interpretation, as some analysts interpret England as a statist polity (e.g.
Kohler-Kochh and Eising, eds., The Transformation of Governance in the European
Union).Union). An earlier classification of polities by Van Waarden used somewh
differentt criteria for a two-by-two scheme, strength of state versus strength of social
interestss in society. (Van Waarden, "The Historical Institutionalisation of Typical
Nationall Patterns in Policy Networks between State and Industry".) Note that these
termss are used here to describe polities, rather then to denote political theories of
politiess (cf. Van der Heijden, Tussen Wetenschap en Politiek).
255
E.g. the more institutionalist passages of Weber, Economy and Society, pp.
644 let seq., ch.8, Tocqueville on the structure of the French state before and after the
Revolutionn (Tocqueville, Over de Franse Revolutie, p. 56 et seq.).
266
Many authors describe these sorts of differences as 'formal' versus 'informal',
butt such terms tend to ignore the subtle interplay between formal and informal
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Francee may have a tradition of developing highly specific regulations, but
tendd to organise the implementation in a pragmatic and administrative, rather
thann legalistic process.2
Clearly,, the ways in which the legal institutions are formed are closely
linkedd to the structure and position of the state. For example, the 'citizen' is
definedd in legal terms as well as in the daily practices of administrative
organisationss or in the cultural terms in which a country expresses citizenry.
Thiss is one example of why we should not consider these three broad and
abstractt criteria as a set of independent 'dimensions* that can be used in a
broadd and mutually exclusive categorisation of all polities on the planet.
Rather,, they can be used as pointers of important institutional bottlenecks that
cann be used as a starting point for a more systematic comparison of regulatory
••

28

regimes. .
arrangementss that exist in every regulatory style. The classifications of 'formal' vs.
'informal',, as well as 'open' versus 'closed' styles of regulation hide the specific
andd characteristic play of which parts of the regulatory process are formal, or open
too industry, or closed to public scrutiny, or open to informal negotiation with a very
selectivee part of civil (and not 'uncivil') society. Open/closed does not specify to
whomwhom the regulatory regime is accessible and whether openness refers to access to
regulatoryy information or access to the policy making process. The formal/informal
distinctionn tends to focus on whether or not there are detailed (legal) procedures in a
regulatoryy regime and whether such rules are enforced strictly, but thereby obscures
thee ways in which regulatory regimes organise a distribution of formality and
informality,, even in the most 'formal' of regimes. (Kelly, Stunkel, and Wescott, "The
Politicss of the Environment: The United States, the USSR, and Japan", used
open/closedd in combination with consensus-oriented/conflict-oriented; Andrews,
"Policiess to Encourage Clean Technologies" used open/closed and formal/informal as
twoo axes for classification).
277
Cf. Schmidt, "National Patterns of Governance under Siege", p. 167.
288
Recently, Frans van Waarden has made a secondary analysis of a large number
off comparative studies of regulatory styles. He describes key differences in national
regulatoryy styles, using criteria very similar to the ones listed above. In his analysis,
thee typical US style of regulation can be described as a pluralist style with a strong
legalisticc tradition, whereas England can also be considered a pluralist polity, but
onee with a pragmatic rather than legalistic style. France comes out as a statist polity
withh a moderately legalistic style of implementation of policy. Although there is a
strongg tradition of planning and integration of policies across different domains, the
actuall policy makers use informal styles while developing new policies and have a
highh degree of discretion in implementing these policies. (As also noted by Schmidt,
"Nationall Patterns of Governance under Siege", p. 167 et seq.) Germany and the
Netherlandss are both characterised as having corporatist styles of regulation, but
theree is a stronger legalism in Germany, especially when it comes to implementation
andd enforcement of regulation. (Van Waarden, "Ieder Land zijn Eigen Trant?", pp.
303-39).. His first criterion is mode and degree of state intervention, specified in
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Ass a fourth characteristic, the role and position of regulatory expertise
differss considerably between the regulatory regimes in different countries.
Thee crucial differences can be found in the way that the interaction between
policyy and expertise is organised, i.e. the structure of the science/policy
boundary.299 Put in broad terms, I have found three patterns in the
science/policyy boundary. The first one is that of the very sharp and
depersonalisedd boundary, as I have described for the US, specifically in the
regulationn of pesticide hazards: a very sharp distinction is made between what
countss as a scientific decision (and is hence subject to expert judgement and
methodologicall protocols) and what is a policy decision (and is hence the
domainn of policy makers). A second pattern is that of a boundary that does not
relyy on standardised knowledge, but on personal expertise that is co-opted in
ann elite advisory structure, as I have described for examples in England. Here,
thee boundary is presented as very sharp in public, invoking a discourse of
independentt and best possible science, but the boundary is more blurred in the
actuall practice of expert assessment: in this practice the differences between
thee domain of science and politics are not as clearly defined. A third pattern is
onee where the boundary relies on formalisation of expertise as a means to
constructt expert consensus, while the boundary is negotiable or ambivalent.
Thiss is generally the case in the Netherlands, where a lot is invested in
standardisationn of expert decision making, but rather as framework for
negotiationn then as decisive evidence. Here too, the boundary between science
andd policy can sometimes be presented more strictly in public. In principle,
theree is a fourth model, where the boundary between science and policy is
moree permeable and no strong public claims are made as to their strict
separation.. However, much as advocates of more democratic decision making
presentt this model as desirable, examples of this arrangement are rare and
largelyy limited to experiments with public participation in expert decision
making.. In regulatory practice, such approaches have been used to attempt to
breakk out of regulatory deadlock30 and, sometimes, public controversies may
whatt is considered the main source of societal regulation and dominant political
theoryy (market liberalism, statist, or corporatism); the degree to which the state
takess the initiative to regulate; and the degree of integration versus fragmentation of
statee planning. A second criterion is the form of interaction with societal
organisationss in the policy making process, specified as antagonistic versus
consensualistt and formalistic versus informalistic. Thirdly, he looks specifically at
thee style of policy implementation, making a distinction between legalistic and
pragmaticc strategies for policy implementation.
299
My analysis of the structure of the science/policy boundary runs parallel to the
systematisationn of Renn, "Styles of Using Scientific Expertise", in the styles of
regulationn tradition.
33
E.g. the Dutch Gideon project of the Rathenau Institute, see Groenewegen and
ett al., Op Weg naar een Duurzame Gewasbescherming for the final report.
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actuallyy come to resemble such a pattern for the boundary, as they tend to
breakk open established distributions of what is considered science and
politics. .
II will now describe the typical patterns of regulatory regimes for each
off the countries that I studied. In each of these descriptions, I will present the
wayy the various institutional patterns of the regimes are set up and how they
linkk together and mutually support each other.
2.11 The US: strict rules and a sharp science/policy boundary in a
pluralistt polity31
Thee US polity is typically described as one in which the collective
institutionalisationn of societal functions is low. In terms of regulatory policy,
goalss are limited to creating a framework of rules that will allow market
partiess to function without causing major 'externalities': damage to health or
environment.. The task of a regulatory agency such as the USEPA is primarily
restrictivee rather than prescriptive: it defines what is acceptable and what not,
ratherr than to develop substantial goals for societal interaction. The goals of
thiss pattern of regulation may be ambitious, as for example the zero-discharge
goalss of water pollution policy of the early seventies, but simultaneously they
typicallyy do not interfere directly with preferences for alternative, less
hazardouss substances or ways of production. Regulatory agencies can take an
activee role and initiate regulatory action by themselves, in contrast to the
reactivee stance of regulatory agencies in England.32 There is a lot of attention
heree for guarantees that the role of the regulatory agencies remains restricted,
suchh as specific regulations on not causing unnecessary administrative or
economicc burden for companies. In addition, the tasks of the federal state are
limitedd by an institutionalisation of tasks at the decentralised state level,
wheree regulatory tasks have a similarly restricted definition. The federal
structure,, in combination with the organisation of regulatory tasks in specific
regulatoryy agencies, helps to support the restricted role of regulation. In
additionn to the federal structure and its constitutional guarantees for a
restrictedd definition of collective tasks, the limited task definition of-

311

The definition of pluralism by Schmitter is adequate for our purposes:
"Pluralismm can be defined as a system of interest representation in which the
constituentt units are organised into an unspecified number of multiple, voluntary,
competitive,, non-hierarchically ordered and self-determined (as to type or scope of
interest)) categories which are not specially licensed, recognised, subsidised, created,
orr otherwise controlled in leadership selection or interest articulation by the state
andd which do not exercise a monopoly of representational activity within their
respectivee categories" (Schmitter, "Is This Still the Century of Corporatism?", p.
15.)) with one addition: pluralist interests typically mobilise their own expertise.
322
Van Waarden, "Ieder Land Zijn Eigen Trant?", p. 311 et seq.
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regulatoryy policy is also supported by strong political convictions, especially
strongg in (but certainly not restricted to) the Republican camp. While
regulatoryy agencies have had a tendency to expand their tasks, recurring
initiativess of deregulation have cut back regulatory activities to what was seen
ass their restricted core - which usually turned out to reduce regulatory costs
forr industry. Such initiatives where launched via the presidential office in the
Reagann era, via courts, as well as via Congress, especially after the
Republicann take-over of the US Congress in 1994.
Thee restricted role of regulatory agencies comes with strong
convictionss about the independence of regulators. The environmental traffic
copp is not to be associated too closely with any particular party in the
regulatoryy arena. This is not merely a matter of cultural style or normative
conviction,, but a requirement that has been implemented in legal
arrangementss and organisational design. For example, meetings of regulators
withh actors in the regulatory arena have to be announced publicly and there
aree relatively strict rules about career changes of civil servants to jobs in
industry.333 The very position of the EPA as a relatively independent agency
ratherr than a (part of) a ministry was intended as a means to guarantee
regulatoryy independence, as one of the 'new regulatory agencies' that were
goingg to break with a tradition of agencies that had been 'captured' by interest
groups.344 As a consequence, there is very little room for informal resolution of
regulatoryy issues. Negotiations directed towards consensual decision making
orr regulation by persuasion rather than command require some degree of
informalityy and discretion. Even if regulatory agencies would want to use a
moree informal approach to regulation or regulate in close cooperation with
actorss in the regulatory arena, they run into the lack of inclusively organised
partnerss to set up such regulatory initiatives. The process runs both ways:
regulatorss largely lack clear institutional addresses for negotiation and such
addressess are not created because there is no corporatist policy to respond to.
Thiss is not to say that the American business community or the environmental
movementt are not well organised, but the organisational structures have taken
thee form of a patchwork of lobby organisations. This contrasts with the
structuress of countries with a strong corporatist tradition, where societal
organisationss try to include an entire sector, can speak for a business sector,
Thee American civil service is not based on a specific training and a life-long
career,, but on professional qualification in whatever skill is considered relevant for
thee job. Hence, career changes are frequent and there is a lot of mobility between
industry,, academia, and regulatory agencies. These 'lateral' career changes are
subjectt to specific rules that try to disrupt use of personal networks to influence
decisionn making in public agencies, such as the rule that a substantial amount of
timee has to pass between government and industry jobs in the same sector.
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andd can even guarantee some degree of compliance to agreements made by
thee representing organisation. To the extent that actors have tried to set up
corporatistt structures, American anti-trust legislation has limited their
possibilitiess considerably35 and their strategy in the regulatory arena has
consequentlyy focused on lobbying government and Congress or court
litigation.. In the typical liberal/individualist polity structure, organised actors
inn society are not supported by the state as legitimate representatives of
specificc societal functions, but as particularistic interests that need to be
balancedd with other interests.
Thee overtly formal nature of regulation is reinforced even further by
thee role of the courts. Both through the judicial review of regulations and
throughh litigation over the application of regulations, the American legal
systemm reinforces formal decision making. Regulators are under pressure to
stickk to rule and precedent rather than to choose a pragmatic solution,
irrespectivee of the short-term outcome for actors involved or the environment.
Thee fact that, by the end of the eighties, businesses and environmental groups
startedd to take individual civil servants to court (rather than the agency they
workk for) did not help to alleviate this attitude.
Formall as regulatory relations may seem, any sociologist knows that
overtlyy formal procedures of decision making always hide other practices.
Thee formality of the front room hides an informal backroom that is screened
offf from public channels of decision making. To take the formalism of
Americann regulation at face value and call this a 'formal style of regulation'
missess an important point. What is at least as particular about the structure of
Americann regulation regimes is a specific way of organising the relation
betweenbetween the formal and the informal: a specific lay-out and distribution of the
aspectss of the decision making that are treated in formal and informal ways, a
specificc distribution and pattern in the mutual definition of the formal and the
informal.. The fact that American regulatory agencies produce more rules and
moree specific regulatory standards is immediately evident to any European
scholarr who walks into a repository of US government documents in an
attemptt to get a grip on regulatory procedures: the amount of technical and
procedurall documents is overwhelming. Nevertheless, these walls of paper
hidee pockets of informal decision making that actually enable this formal
machineryy to operate and that cannot be eradicated, in spite of the public
imagee of distanced, impartial, and rule-based rationality.
Soo where is the hidden informality in all this formalised decision
making?? Evident and almost trivial examples are out-of-court settlements of
regulatoryy conflicts. However, such settlements do not challenge the legalistic
patterns,, but rather confirm them. Out-of-court settlements only occur within
Vann Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke Gewoonten", p.
3611 etseq.
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aa legalistic framework, after the relevant rules have been established and
therebyy reproduced. There also is informality in the relations between
regulatorss and societal actors. Partly, there are examples of contacts that were
consideredd illegitimate and led to court cases, some of them of a scandalous
nature.. Such events also reconfirm the rule, in this case the icon of the
independentt regulator. More importantly, some of the informal contacts
betweenn regulators and societal organisations are simply unavoidable and part
off regulatory work, such as in the margins of the meetings that are formally
announcedd on the public roster, the coffee breaks during company visits, or
thee chat after a public lecture. Also, a large part of the informal decision
makingg occurs in the preparation of regulations. One may think about the
lobbyingg of government or Congress in the process of policy formulation.
However,, there is a part of the development of regulation that is much less
conspicuous,, but all the more informal: the parts of the process where experts
aree the key actors. It is therefore time to have a closer look at the role and
positionn of science in this pattern of regulatory decision making.
Ass I have shown, the USEPA invests an impressive amount of time and
effortt in the careful construction of expert consensus over regulatory tests and
procedures.. There is a remarkable contrast between the interest representation
inn the front region of formalised decision making and the representation of
expertt knowledge in the back region where the 'technical details' are designed
andd negotiated. In meetings that are conducted according to the mores and
traditionss of science, regulators do get the opportunity to have informal
contactss with industry, via scientist working for industry and commercial labs.
Evidently,, these contacts need not take the form of outright interest
representationn and lobbying, but are mediated by a scientific ethos, setting,
andd rules of access. This is not an accusation of partiality or corruption. From
thee perspective of the front region of American regulatory policy, these
contactss may seem an relic of unwanted proximity of the regulators and the
regulated,, but the point is that these much more informal contacts are the ones
thatt produce the very detailed technical standards and procedures that enable
thee operation of the formal front region. Nor do I want to suggest that
regulatoryy experts proceed in the same ways as academic scientists.
'Regulatoryy science' has some marked differences from standard research
science.366 In addition, the development of tests and standards is only one
specificc part of regulatory science.37 Nevertheless, there is a world of
meetingss and relations that are considered part of normal scientific
proceedings.. These back regions38 of regulatory regimes are vital for the
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productionn of the formal machinery of regulations. Under the umbrella of
'science*,, these proceedings are highly informal and shielded from the strict
ruless that govern the front regions of regulation.
Usingg a number of conventions and mores of research science,
Americann regulatory science offers informal channels of contact, forums for
negotiatedd decision making, and most of all: a very impressive set of
arrangementss to achieve consensus, in sharp contrast to the antagonism and
conflictt of the front region. I have described several of these arrangements for
thee period I researched. Clear examples were the slow and elaborate
proceedingss that led to the standardisation of a toxicity test in a forum such as
thee American Society for Testing and Materials. Open to any interested
scientist,, tests were changed and modified in a Delphi-like, iterative
procedure,, until a high degree of consensus was reached. The only restrictive
criterionn was that participation in these proceedings implies participation in a
longg and time consuming process, with many meetings, a cost that only
partiess with resources and high enough stakes would participate in. The
Societyy for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry provided a similar
forum,, explicitly geared at bringing environmental regulatory scientists from
industry,, universities and regulatory agencies together. Rules for SETAC
membershipp were based on scientific credentials: at least a Masters' title in
sciencee was required, which allegedly excluded direct involvement for many
environmentalists,, but sometimes also made it hard for some regulators to
participate.399 In contrast to the front region, participation of environmentalists
inn the back region was generally limited to academics with environmental
sympathies.. Environmental interests would only get an explicit voice in the
proceedingss when most of the work has been done already, i.e. when the
resultt of the negotiations was presented in the Federal Register for public
commentt and the process enters the front region. Even then, the threshold and
costss to participate in the 'public feedback' procedures were often too high. It
iss important to note that a large part of these proceedings occurred beyond the
rangee of formal control of regulatory agencies such as the EPA. ASTM,
SETAC,, or the Academy of Sciences, operated in conjunction to the advisory
boardss of the EPA that did have a statutory basis and that did have formal
ruless designed to prevent 'intrusion' of regulatory interests.
Ass I have shown in chapter 5, the result of this process of
'purification'400 was expertise that was packaged in highly standardised testing
procedures:: test equipment and testing protocols, depersonalised and
objectifiedd knowledge mat is expected to survive adversarial court procedures
betterr than human experts. As a result of this long and tedious process of
Intervieww with Giesy, East Lansing, Mi., Michigan State University, December
1992. .
400
To borrow a term of Latour, Nous N'avons Jamais Étés Modernes, p. 49.
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preparation,, trust in the validity of regulatory decisions relied to a large extent
onn objectified science. As I have shown in the comparison of multi-species
toxicityy testing for pesticides and new chemicals, those who tried to skip the
longg process of standardisation failed to provide useable expert knowledge.
Thee objectified and formalised forms of expertise serve as boundary objects,
nott only between 'science' and 'policy', but also between the formal
processess of regulatory action and the informal processes of interaction
amongg regulatory scientists.41 American regulatory regimes are typically
organisedd around a sharp and strict boundary between science and politics,
betweenn 'risk assessment' and 'risk management', anchored in organisational
structures,, legal rules, normative convictions, and standardised test
procedures.. These are to provide the hard scientific evidence that will allow
thee regulatory agency, the 'neutral traffic cop', to pass judgement and to exert
powerr even against opposition.
Thiss is not to say that the scientific information used in US regulatory
decisionn making is the superior 'objective science' it pretends to be. Nor is
thiss to say that there are no assumptions in this approach to knowledge that
couldd not be construed as 'inherently political' or somehow biased. The
ongoingg disagreements over the regulation of biotechnology show how the
mostt objectified risk assessments can be based on politically charged
assumptions.422 A sharp boundary between science and policy does not imply a
carefull separation of the 'objective' and the 'political bits', but rather a sharp
distributionn of what is considered the domain of science and what the domain
off politics, what is considered technical, and what is worthy of political
attention. .
Inn a situation where alliances with societal actors, processes of
negotiationn with actors, or the development of creative regulatory solutions
aree made very hard, regulatory agencies rely on science and their legal
mandate,, and ultimately the origin of this mandate in elected institutions. The
usee of depersonalised science and legal instruments gradually institutionalises
furtherr in the jobs of legal advisers, the test procedures, the test development
processess of regulatory science, practices and routines of handling cases of
riskk assessment, etc., until eventually it becomes very difficult to experiment
withh informal regulatory approaches, even when a legal mandate for them
becomess available.
Inn sum, the typical description of the patterns of regulatory regimes in
thee US is one where regulatory agencies are shielded from direct interest
representationn by legal arrangements. Interest representation is to occur
411
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throughh elected offices, not through direct participation in decision making,
andd ex-post through the courts. Regulatory agencies have to balance interests,
butt are expected to do so in an impartial manner, limited by a clearly defined
mandatee and under close supervision. To the extent that they balance interests,
thiss is organised in a process of 'risk management' that falls under the
responsibilityy of elected political institutions. In this conception of regulation,
theree is a sharp boundary between this 'risk management' and 'risk
assessment'.. Risk assessment is highly standardised, i.e. a relatively
depersonalisedd process based on formalised knowledge and standards that are
thee end result of long processes of consensus building in regulatory science. It
iss focused on determining levels of 'actual risk' that are to serve as the
bedrockk of the policy decisions of risk management. The boundary between
sciencee and politics is therefore organised as a sharp distinction, embodied in
standardisedd tests and protocols.
2.22 The English 'court': ambivalent boundaries in a pragmatic
pluralism m
AA typical description of the English regulatory regimes can also start with the
pluralistt structure of the polity. As in the US, the role of the state is a
restrictedd one, based on a representational logic. Regulatory mandates in
Englandd are organised around finding a balance between environmental harm
andd economic burden with minimal interference in the goals and projects of
actors.. The state is legitimated in the same role of the traffic cop - or perhaps
moree accurately: the benign 'Bobby'. Although also relying on the pluralist
logicc of balancing the given constitutive interests in society, the relation
betweenn state and society is not defined strictly and differentiated in a highly
formalisedd set of legal rules. 'The Bobby' is to be impartial and restricted, but
thee guarantee for this position is primarily sought in the discretionary
applicationn of general principles, such as 'reasonability', by a competent and
wisee civil servant. Although the state in England has been called a
paternalisticc 'nanny state', this characterisation points at the high degrees of
discretionn of regulatory agencies, patronising maybe, but not by implication
interventionist.. Here too, regulatory decisions rely on the one hand on
legitimationn via elected institutions and on the other hand on the discourse of
thee independence of science and of the regulatory agencies. The sharp
contrastss with the US lie in the very limited role of legalistic procedures (and
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theirr consequences) and a radically different organisation of the
science/policyy boundary.
Differentt institutional structures support the neutrality of regulatory
agenciess in their job of 'balancing the interests'. Most conspicuous is the civil
servicee with its culture of generalist professionals that finds its origins in the
19thh century. A shared culture, more than anything else, is the basis of the
pluralistt legitimation of the 'independent civil service'. Especially the upper
layerss of the civil service traditionally had its roots in Oxbridge and a shared
culturee of caring for the collective interest against the vagaries of politics and
particularisticc interests. This contrasts sharply with the Weberian stereotype
off a rule-based and paper-based bureaucracy.44 The British civil service is a
bureaucracyy of educated people rather than a bureaucracy of paper, making
decisionss mat are framed as reasonable rather than as a consequence of
detailedd rules. In fact, the concept of reasonability is one of the cornerstones
off British administrative decision making. The requirements of generalist
knowledgee are embedded in the entry examinations to the higher ranks of the
civill service and are further supported by the common practice of relatively
frequentt career changes between various parts of the administration. The
rotationn between jobs is seen as a guarantee for continued learning, a wider
perspectivee on the general interest rather than particular agendas, and also for
thee independence of the civil servant from too close an association with
particularr societal interests. However, unlike the American civil service,
informall contacts between regulators and regulated are not seen as a direct
threatt to the impartiality of regulatory agencies. On the contrary, such
contactss are defended as an opportunity for learning, for exchange of
knowledgee on the intricacies of regulatory problems, and, ultimately, as a way
too guarantee reasonable regulatory action, rather than blind rules that could
leadd to the absurdities of an overly formal bureaucracy.45
Thee technical nature of the regulation of environmental hazards of
chemicalss has presented a problem to the culture of generalists even long
beforee the period I studied. Regulatory positions that require specialised
knowledgee have been partly accommodated in the 'science service', a specific
statutee for scientists working as civil servants. The science service provides a
separatee career path that generally steers clear of the higher ranks of the civil
service.. In other cases, civil servants have remained in the same regulatory
positionn for longer periods of time, acquiring specialised knowledge along the
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way.. Nevertheless, the same attitude of reasonability and impartiality is
expectedd of the specialists, as members of the same civil servant culture.
Often,, these specialists will share professional backgrounds with the experts
thatt represent the business sectors they regulate. Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Pollution,, for example, employed engineers with similar training to the
engineerss responsible for environmental control in industry, sharing problem
definitionss and solution strategies. This was considered beneficial to mutual
understandingg and - ultimately - to the efficacy of environmental regulation.46
Evidently,, the impartiality of regulatory agencies and their personnel
hass been heavily contested in England. Critics on the left, and especially the
environmentall movement, have argued that the close contacts with industry
inescapablyy lead to collusion. Regulators are said to develop an attitude that is
aa bit too understanding of the burdens to industry, that shares the mind frame
off the polluters, and that does not lead to effective protection of the
environment.. There may or may not be strong indications of an industry bias
inn English regulatory agencies. For now, my intention is merely to point at a
patternn in the regulatory regime of England. The key to an understanding of
thee relation between the regulatory agencies and societal actor is the system of
co-optation.. Similar informal contacts with environmental organisations are
muchh more limited and occur typically with a small set of organisations
consideredd reasonable and moderate by the regulators. Because of the historic
developmentt of environmental awareness in England, most of these
organisationss focus on nature conservation, rather than pollution. Consultation
off environmental organisations traditionally occurs through a process of
selectivee co-optation, not through formal representation of 'the'
environmentall movement. Although environmental interests may be
underrepresented,, the fact whether an actor belongs to industry or an
environmentall organisation is not the main criterion for access to the world of
informall contacts with regulators. Just as not all of the environmental
organisationss are excluded, access to the understanding ear of regulators is not
guaranteedd for all of industry. Business actors that are considered
unreasonablee and unwilling to cooperate may find access much harder and
cann ultimately face tougher regulatory action as a consequence.
Myy point is that the relation between regulatory agencies and societal
actorss is structured in a way that is typical to this regime of regulation. The
keyy principle is not simply exclusive access to the regulators for the business
community,, but a more subtle system of co-optation, that leads to easier
accesss to regulators for parts of the business community. This is why I have
calledd it a (royal) court: actors present at the court can influence policy
making,, but access to the court is limited to a select set of actors. Those who
Intervieww with Carlyle, London, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution, 7 June
1994,, see chapter 6.
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doo not belong to the court face the high walls of secrecy that surrounds
Englishh regulatory decision making. Sharing the right culture, educational
background,, and especially personal contacts that come with this 'cultural
capital'' was traditionally the key to co-optation. Representation of functional
interestss of society as such, somehow organised to represent all of 'the
environmentall movement' or 'the industry', was very limited. To the extent
thatt such intermediary organisations existed, as is typical of corporatist
polities,, they took a severe blow during the Thatcherite radicalisation of the
liberal/individualistt state in the eighties.47
Thee role of legal courts in English environmental regulation is very
limited.. There is virtually no process of judicial review, whereby courts could
alterr or revoke environmental regulation. The sovereignty of Parliament as a
legislatorr is considered to take precedence over any court, in which the House
off Lords functions as the highest court of appeal. Disagreement over specific
regulatoryy decisions is generally expected to be solved in negotiation and, if
alll else fails, by a process of administrative law in which the last appeal is the
Secretaryy of State for the Environment. The possibility to challenge regulatory
decisionss in court are very limited and regulators themselves may use court
actionn as a threat to enforce rules, but will generally avoid legal procedures.48
Alongg the same lines, the use of legal procedures to get access to regulatory
informationn is extremely limited in England. Whereas the US has the
Freedomm of Information Act, in England the access to administrative
informationn is regulated in the Official Secrets Act. The name says it all:
administrativee information is secret, unless if there is an explicit legal
mandatee to make it public, exactly the reverse of the US. There are a few
importantt exceptions, such as the possibility for third parties to present
independentt water samples or the public access to discharge licences that
weree part of the Control of Pollution Act (1974), but even then the realities
tendedd to be considerably different.49 In sum, courts traditionally play a very
477
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In this sense, the procedural approach of public inquiries or hearings over
environmentall controversies are not representative of the run-of-the-mill role of the
courtss in environmental regulation in England (as documented in Yearley, "Bog
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smalll role in the resolution of environmental conflicts and their use in forcing
accesss to regulatory decision making, or even regulatory information, is
limitedd to only a few statutory provisions.
Inn cases where disagreement escalates and major environmental issues
seemm irresolvable by the standard routines, English regulatory regimes prefer
ann entirely different avenue: the committee of experts. A clear example is the
Royall Commission on Environmental Pollution that started as an ad-hoc
commission,, but developed into a standing body. In cases of regulatory
deadlock,, such commissions can be asked for a Solomon's judgement,
speakingg with the authority of Science. English expert committees, where
memberss are co-opted and come to their conclusions behind closed doors, are
butt one form of the typical structure of regulatory expertise in England.
Expertisee in England traditionally followed the same 'court' structure. A
limitedd set of trusted research institutes provided all the key regulatory
expertise,, in contrast to the less restricted sources of expertise for the US. In
thee case of the regulation of environmental hazards of chemicals, the
traditionall sources of regulatory expertise in England were organisations such
ass the Water Research Centre or the Rothamsted Experimental Station,
researchh institutes that fell under direct government control and could be held
too the same levels of secrecy. Once again, a shared culture and personal
networkss in a system of co-optation were strong guarantees for maintaining
thee court structure. English regulatory agencies chose the sources of expertise
theyy wanted to consult. Rather than to rely on patterns of open expert
consensuss building, they tended to go with preferred providers of expertise
thatt were seen as trustworthy, of high quality and sufficiently sympathetic to
regulatoryy strategies to allow for a productive cooperation. Thus, in regulatory
regimess in England the relation between front and back regions is organised
entirelyy differently in comparison to the US. The English regulatory front
regionn does not rely primarily on formalisation of science for legitimation, but
onn arguments of the universality of best possible science based on
personalisedd expert judgement, while in the back region expert decision
makingg is based on selective expert relations embedded in a culture of
politicall reasonability.
Thee development of toxicity tests provides a clear example for this
contrastt with the US. US regulators relied on methodology that was certified
byy the long processes of expert consensus building in ASTM or similar
forums.. This happened irrespective of whether tests were originally developed
att university departments or taken over by EPA research centres or a
combinationn of both. In England, tests were typically developed at the Water
wass stalled until 1989 and even then the information was often very hard to get too
orr proved unreliable. (MacRory and Zaba, Polluters Pay; Environmental Data
Services,, Dangerous Substances in Water).
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Researchh Centre or similar institutes, or were adapted for English regulatory
usee by these experts. This does not mean that the tests were inferior. On the
contrary,, as I have shown, groundbreaking work on test equipment and test
standardisationn performed in England was used in the developments of tests in
thee US. In regulatory relations where depersonalised expertise does not have
too stand in the crossfire of adversarial court procedures, the lengthy American
processs of standardisation of tests into highly detailed protocols through long
proceduress of expert consensus building is simply counter-productive. The
relevantt certification was the certification by the relevant experts: the ones
workingg at the regulatory 'court'.50 Until the late 80s, universities provided
veryy little direct input of expertise for regulatory decision making. After that,
thee exclusive nature of regulatory expertise came under pressure by two
developments:: the privatisation frenzy that started under Thatcher, forcing
governmentt agencies to select their expertise in a competitive procedure, and
avenuess for access to the regulatory arena through international resources and
forums,, most notably the EU. In addition, regulatory agencies were faced with
increasinglyy sharp criticism from influential expert committees, for example
inn the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution report on water
pollutionn control of 1992.51
Att least in its classical form, the structure of the science/policy
boundaryy in England was thus radically different from the one in the US.
Althoughh regulatory decisions also relied heavily on scientific arguments,
thesee arguments are not depersonalised and objectified in tests and protocols.
Onn the contrary, the quality of the science was guaranteed by the quality and
reasonabilityy of the experts that provided the scientific evaluations on which
regulatoryy decisions were built. High levels of secrecy that included the
technicall details of the regulatory evaluations more than anything else
carefullyy shielded off critical deconstruction of the science involved. The
dailyy work of organising the boundary was primarily a task for people to perform,, rather than the objectified and formalised tests and protocols of the US.
500

Similar patterns of the co-optation of expertise have been shown for models for
thee production and use of energy in society, in contrast with the Netherlands.
Whereass Dutch government focused on consensus-building for the construction of
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Too summarise, regulatory regimes in England could be described as
typicallyy secretive, with high levels of discretion for experts and regulators,
sett in a court-like social structure, and relying heavily on a shared culture,
withh reasonability as a centre piece. These traits were set in a specific pattern
off institutionalisation of English polity, with a restricted role of the state,
relativee absence of runctionalised relations with societal actors, a minor role
forr courts and legal procedures, and a boundary between policy and science
thatt was publicly sharp but relied on the appreciation of experts for the
practicall limitations of regulatory policy.
2.33 The Netherlands: ambivalent boundaries in a pragmatic
corporatism 52 2
Usingg the same four criteria, we can try to describe the typical format of
Dutchh regulatory regimes, what I have called the 'constrained consensus' in
chapterr 6. The collective institutionalisation of social life in the Netherlands is
high.. Many aspects of social life in the Netherlands, and environmental issues
inn particular, involve some government actor that has pro-actively developed
rules,, organised negotiations, designs or manages tax incentives, makes plans,
allocatess resources, etc. Simultaneously, the locus where these collectivised
functionss are managed is not a monolithic state. In the case of regulation of
environmentall hazards of chemicals in particular, the Dutch State consists of a
varietyy of governance structures. The most remarkable of those are without
doubtt the water boards: the elected bodies that manage water problems in an
areaa typically defined by the structure of the polders or a catchment area.
Oftenn dating back centuries before the formation of any kind of national state
inn the Netherlands, these boards traditionally formed somewhat of a parallel
statee structure, with their own forms of property-based taxes and interest
representation,, which only recently changed to a more enfranchised election
system.. In spite of a slow trend of increase in scale of water management,
withh a shift to the national level and especially to larger water boards, Dutch
Statee structures involved in environmental regulation remain varied. Even
thoughh the Netherlands also witnessed a wave of deregulation, this has not
necessarilyy reduced the collective institutionalisation of regulatory functions.

"Corporatismm can be defined as a system of interest representation in which the
constituentt units are organised into a limited number of singular, compulsory,
noncompetitive,, hierarchically ordered and functionally differentiated categories,
recognisedd or licensed (if not organised) by the state and granted a deliberate
representationall monopoly within their respective categories in exchange for
observingg certain controls on their selection of leaders and articulation of demands
andd supports" (Schmitter, "Is This Still the Century of Corporatism?", p. 13), with
onee modification: corporatism tends to organise the expertise of the represented
interestss to create a shared regime of facticity.
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Inn the Dutch context, deregulation can be taken in its literal meaning: a
reductionn of rule-based regulation. Meanwhile, Dutch environmental policy
hass witnessed a series of attempts to experiment with other ways of managing
environmentall problems, such as new forms of negotiation with industry, tax
incentives,, or collective planning.
Thee Dutch civil service, like it's regulatory agencies, also has a diverse
structure.. Professionals enter a career as a civil servant laterally and not
throughh one centrally organised hiring procedure with the prospect of a lifelongg career in the civil service. In the case of regulators in environmental
agencies,, often academics are hired for regulatory positions and it is quite
commonn for civil servants to return to universities at a later point in their
career'.. Each individual ministry or regulatory agency, apart from the more
formall legal requirements of working in a public agency, largely defines the
hiringg policy and job criteria. Only the very top and bottom ranks of
ministriess consist predominantly of career civil servants. Among top civil
servants,, it is customary to rotate to other government agencies, as is common
inn England, but this is not the case for civil servants in general. As a
consequence,, cultures and mores, as well as personnel professional
backgroundss vary considerably between various sections of Dutch
government.533 Civil engineers, especially from Delft, have traditionally
dominatedd the Department of Water Management, whereas Utrecht
toxicologistss have traditionally been well represented in the section of the
Departmentt of the Environment that deals with pollution control. Such
differencess reinforce differences between departments in terms of problem
definition,, problem-solving strategies, and even patterns of alliances with
societall actors.
Thee relations in Dutch regulatory regimes are functionalised rather than
constituent:: Dutch environmental policy has a lot of attention for interactions
withh organised sectors of society for formulation as well as implementation of
policies.. In the traditional format of corporatism, this implies a complicated
sett of statutory advisory bodies in which various sectors of society are
represented.. Even though these corporatist arrangements typically imply a set
off societal actors that are not (or refuse to be) formally represented, Dutch
corporatismm is traditionally relatively open and is geared to co-opt most actors
thatt make the effort to engage in environmental issues. Two developments
havee changed the general form of Dutch corporatism since the early eighties.
Firstly,, the attempts of the Lubbers government to break through the
corporatistt grip on economic policy during the recession of the early eighties
impliedd a stronger reliance on experts for government decision making. By
relyingg more on expert advice, such as that of the Central Planning Bureau,
533

Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke Gewoonten", pp.
356-60. .
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governmentt agencies tried to accumulate leverage for economic policies that
didd not necessarily follow agreements between unions and employers.54 In
environmentall policies, the opposite shift seems to have occurred over time,
butt here the trend is less equivocal. Within the general pattern of corporatist
relations,, government departments sometimes seemed to rely more,
sometimess less on expertise. Although, throughout the nineties, negotiations
withh target actors ('doelgroepenbeleid') and 'internalisation' of sustainable
developmentt in industry were much advocated, specific sectors of
environmentall regulation reinforced their basis in expert knowledge. In 1988,
thee ministry of the environment achieved a similar breakthrough in
environmentall policy as in the economic policies of the early eighties with the
mobilisationn of authoritative expertise.55 In a second development,
deregulationn has changed the form of the corporatist relations, but has left its
functionalisedd core relatively untouched. At the end of the eighties, a large
numberr of statutory advisory bodies were discontinued, but the practice of
organisingg negotiations that are defined on a functional basis remains strong.56
Inn addition, a large number of decision-making procedures still do have
formall requirements for consultation of 'civil society'. Irrespective of
attemptss to alter the nature of Dutch corporatism, the organisation of societal
actorss is traditionally relatively strong in the Netherlands. Although trade
unionn membership is relatively low for a country with a strong corporatist
544

Hemerijck, "Hardnekkigheid van Corporatistisch Beleid in Nederland".
Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu, Zorgen voor Morgen, Hajer,
TheThe Politics ofEnvironmental Discourse.
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From the perspective of this analysis, it remains very much the question
whetherr the showpiece of the liberal-social democrat governments, the 'polder
model'' of governance, is more than a transitional form of governance - or even to
whatt extent it really does present a breach with a (neo-) corporatist tradition. The
polderr model uses the functionalised definition of social actors, but lacks the
procedurall arrangements for participation and relies less on corporatist institutions
forr policy implementation. Major policy failures, such as the failure to implement
ambitiouss environmental policies, e.g. the failure to develop a consistent policy for
airr traffic noise, or the recent failure to take into account dissident positions in the
constructionn of new railways (Betuwelijn), could provide a crucial test for the polder
model:: is this a stable form of a kind of consociationalist 'network governance', or
willl this lead to a new demand for procedural guarantees to participation (and thus a
returnn to corporatism), or will this lead to a demand for more legalistic
implementationn of policies (which points at the pluralisation of Dutch governance
patterns)?? (See also Hajer, Politiek als Vormgeving, and Akkerman, "Consensus en
Sociaall Beleid in Nederland Sinds 1980" on trends in Dutch social policy.) This
mayy be a common debate among Dutch political scientists, but meanwhile, the
changedd role of expertise in decision making in the polder model has remained
entirelyy unresearched in Dutch STS and, unfortunately, also falls outside of the
periodd I researched.
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tradition,, there is a high complex set of union and industry organisations. The
latterr also increasingly perform roles in negotiations over environmental
policy.. Dutch environmental organisations have the largest membership in the
world,, proportional to the population.57 Obviously, the source of corporatist
patternss of regulation therefore does not only have to be sought in the
structuree of the state, but also in the existence of strong and functionally
organisedd actors in society.
Thee typical role of legal institutions in Dutch regulatory regimes is
highlyy characteristic of regulatory approaches in this country. On the one
hand,, Dutch environmental law is well developed, in any case much more
detailedd than English environmental law. Legal arrangements guarantee the
positionn of organised societal interests in the complicated system of advisory
bodiess and negotiations and form a detailed set of rules that can be invoked
forr regulatory enforcement. However, the practice of the legal institutions is
nott as formalistic as the texts of the laws and regulations would suggest.
Enforcementt and mobilisation of legal means for regulatory ends always
dependss on whether formal legal action is considered expedient, as grounded
inn the Dutch legal principle of discretionary powers. For civil servants as well
ass judges, goals such as the resolution of conflict in ways acceptable to parties
andd society, or the effective protection of the environment can be a reason not
too invoke legal instruments, even when they are available. During the policymakingg process, Dutch rules and regulations are often better understood as an
intermittentt expression of the state of negotiations than as hard rules that will
bee enforced. The practice of not prosecuting activities that are formally illegal
iss well known for Dutch policies on soft drugs, but is also typical of its
environmentall policies.58
Ass a result, Dutch regulatory regimes are relatively well protected from
excessivee use of legal instruments by organised interests in society to block,
undermine,, or stall regulatory decision making. In contrast to England, the
legall institutions for third parties to challenge regulatory decisions generally
doo exist in the Netherlands, but the way in which such decisions can be
challengedd by legal means is channelled by extensive discretionary powers. In
fact,, a lot of the debate over risk regulation of the last decade has been centred
onn the procedures that guarantee participation of societal actors in regulatory
decisionn making, especially in large infrastructure projects. Conflicting
prioritiess in this debate have included participatory democracy, efficiency of
regulatoryy decision making and reduction of decision-making cost, and the

Vann der Heijden, Tussen Aanpassing en Verzet.
E.g. gedogen, ontheffing, cf. Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van
Ambtelijkee Gewoonten", pp. 352-4.
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efficacyy of environmental protection. 59 In addition, the presentation of the
technicall and scientific facts in regulatory court cases is not based on the
adversariall approach that is not only typical of the US, but is also at the basis
off English legal proceedings. Following the continental European tradition,
Dutchh judges are inquisitorial: the court proceedings take the form of an
inquiryy by the judge, with court-appointed experts where deemed necessary,
ratherr than a judgement in a legal contest between opposing parties. 60
Thee typical boundary between science and policy in Dutch regulatory
regimess is one that is presented publicly as sharp, but that hides a more
pragmaticc and contingent repertoire that is used for decisions in individual
regulatoryy cases, with their idiosyncrasies and specific conflicts, 61 similar to
thee combination of formal rules and a large discretionary space to apply them.
AA typical position for expert advice in Dutch (neo-) corporatist arrangements
iss to indicate the limits or the potential effects of the corporatist negotiation.
Variouss planning bureaus calculate what the consequences of policy
alternativess will be. There is a remarkably strong tendency in the Netherlands
amongg experts that regularly work for policy makers to produce models,
typicallyy models that calculate the effects of potential policies. In contrast to
England,, Dutch model builders are focused on expert consensus, integrating
somee form of expert agreement into the model, at least to the extent that the
worldviewss of the experts correspond to the worldviews of the actors
consideredd relevant in the corporatist negotiations. 62 This generally confers a
highh degree of credibility to the models among corporatist actors, which
allowss them to structure negotiations over details of policy in an authoritative
way.. I have illustrated this process of slow consensus building over a decision
supportt tool for the cases of the USES model. In some cases, unravelling
underlyingg assumptions of such expert decision-making tools are possible, but
moree typically for the corporatist arrangements is a situation where the
technicall details of the expert decision are shielded off from non-expert
contestation.. Corporatist arrangements claim to be open for negotiation, but in
practicee are only open for negotiations to those parties who accept the basic
ruless of the game. This is no different for the experts in corporatist regulatory
regimes. 63 3
E.g.. Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid, Besluiten over Grote
Projecten',Projecten', Bruning and J.Siersma, Grote Projecten in Nederland; Stil, De
Megaprojecten;Megaprojecten; cf. Van der Heijden, Tussen Wetenschap en Politiek.
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Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke Gewoonten", pp.
352-4. .
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Bal, Grenzenwerk.
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De Man, Energy and the Organisation of the Policy Process.
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The different major actors in Dutch corporatism have always had close ties with
theirr own sources of expertise, be it study groups of political parties, unions, or even
universities,, extending to personal overlaps in, for example, the Central Planning
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Too summarise, the typical pattern of Dutch regulatory regimes is one in
whichh societal actors are formally represented in decision-making procedures.
Thesee actors generally have access to legal courses of action to challenge
decisionn making, but the courts have large discretionary powers and have an
inquisitoryy approach, rather than an adversarial one. Although Dutch
regulatoryy regimes tend to be based on a developed set of formalised rules and
policyy documents, the implementation is always subject to considerations of
expediencyy and secondary negotiations. In these regulatory regimes, science
iss typically used to facilitate the negotiation between the corporatist parties by
indicatingg probable consequences of various courses of action.64 In order to
publiclyy legitimate decisions made, the boundary between science and policy
iss typically presented publicly as sharp, but allows for more informal
considerationss in the back region. Extensive negotiations among experts are
usedd to increase the authority of models or other decision support tools.
Thesee negotiations are relatively open for participation by any expert, but
shieldedd off from the critical outliers.66
2.44 And Europe?
Thee interpretation of policy patterns in the European Union is still very much
debated.. One of the bones of contention is whether the European Union can
bee interpreted as a quasi-pluralist polity, a novel form of corporatism, or even
ass some new form of polity, a 'network'67 or a 'mediative'68 polity,
approachingg ideals of consociational democracy. Others claim that such a
networkk form of government is a general trend in Western democracies and

Bureauu for economic policy (Van den Bogaard, Configuring the Economy; Wilts,
EconomieEconomie als Maatschappijwetenschap). Evidently, individual experts occa
breakk out of this role with criticism of the fundamental assumptions of the approaches
usedd in these arrangements. Their marginalisation confirms rather than refutes this
formm of expertise in the policy process.
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This could explain the increasing popularity of scenario methods with Dutch
policyy makers, see Metze, De Kristallen Bol en de Kunst van het
Toekomstonderzoet,Toekomstonderzoet, Stuurgroep
Toekomstonderzoek
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Omgevingsbeleid,, Terugblik op Toekomstverkenningen,
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E.g. the Amoeba graphs for evaluation of environmental quality (Van der
Windt,, En dan: Wat is Natuur nog in dit Land?) or economic models (Van den
Bogaard,, Configuring the Economy).
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Such outliers typically get allied with actors in the political arena and are then
consideredd political actors rather than experts.
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See discussions in Kohler-Koch and Eising, eds., The Transformation of
GovernanceGovernance in the European Union.
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Renn, "Styles of Using Scientific Expertise", pp. 155-7.
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possiblyy even a superior model of analysis for (sector-based) policymaking.
Severall characteristics of the EU make it more problematic to find some
typicall pattern of decision making. Firstly, Eising and Kohler-Koch have
madee a convincing argument that the European Union must be seen as a polity
suisui generis and cannot be equated with a national state. The EU is not a state
withh a sovereign people and the Commission is not a government, both of
whichh radically alter the possibilities for legitimating collective decisions.70
Secondly,, part of the difficulty of pinning down the EU can be attributed to a
strongg variance between policy fields at the European Union level. Based on
ratherr separated policy communities and vertically integrated bureaucracies at
thee European Commission, policy fields tend to operate as relatively
independentt pillars and so analysts argue that EU social policy is developing
corporatistt tendencies, while monetary policies are more elitist, while
environmentall policy show signs of new 'network' kinds of governance.
Evenn for the specific field of the regulation of environmental hazards of
chemicals,, minor variations in the patterns of regulatory regimes exist
betweenn the various programmes, but the major differences are differences
overr time. Throughout the seventies, the EU format for environmental policy
makingg was mainly one in which the executives of the various member
countriess tried to come to agreements, often in the form of priority lists or
policyy intentions. The European Commission's independent expert resources
weree limited to informal networks of advisors. A specialised expert committee
onn environmental hazards of chemicals was formalised around 1979, but
ratherr as a forum that would provide strategic and ad-hoc technical advise to
DGVV and DGXI than to function as a scientific forum that would help
constructt public legitimacy of decisions. There was no firmly defended
boundaryy between science and politics here. In fact, the composition of the
committeee of experts was not only based on scientific merit, but also on
nationall representation and ties with national regulatory authorities.
Expertisee was organised more formally in the standardisation of toxicity tests
thatt occurred in preparation of notification procedures. The notification of
neww chemicals officially started in 1981, but the practical implementation of
699
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The report of the operation of the "Scientific Advisory Committee to examine
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andand Ecotoxicity of Chemical Compounds.)
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thiss programme in national policies only came several years later, first with a
legall implementation (e.g. 1986 in the Netherlands). A practical implementationn in notification procedures and organisations to evaluate them only came
slowlyy in the years after. With the activation of this painstakingly constructed
regulatoryy regime, a new format appeared. In the standardised tests and
procedures,, a much stricter boundary was drawn between science and policy.
Thee philosophy of risk assessment versus risk management became more
prominent,, as did the need for a more fully developed body of supporting
expertise.. Although the European regulatory authorities set up some expert
facilitiess of their own, member countries were still the main source of expert
knowledge.. However, the way this expertise was delivered to the European
Commissionn altered radically: in stead of the committee of national experts,
whichh could integrate scientific evidence and political opportunity informally,
thee Commission began to rely more and more on eco/toxicological expertise
thatt was hired on a contract basis. In such a way, independent expertise could
bee mobilised to support the validity of tests or assessment protocols, even
againstt political pressure from member states or other actors.
Betweenn the first initiatives on pollution in the early seventies and the
operationalisationn of the new chemicals programme by the end of the eighties,
onee can therefore see a transformation of a science/policy boundary that was
initiallyy blurred, mixing policy and expert advise in an elite advisory
structure,, to a much sharper boundary where the rhetoric of 'independent
research'' became an important pillar for Commission initiatives. Similar
transformationss were attempted for pesticides, but with less success as the
Uniformm Principles for pesticide assessment were dislodged. Surface water
qualityy policy even showed examples of a reverse trend, with notorious norms
suchh as the radical ones for pesticides in surface water that did not rely much
onn risk assessment at all. The reassessment programme for old chemicals, on
thee contrary, did rely on a strict boundary between science and policy, but was
nott organised as a depersonalised boundary of standard tests and protocols,
butt as a system of revieww by independent experts.
Thee development of the organisation of the science/policy boundary at
thee European level can be more or less pinned down to show its variation
betweenn the blurred boundaries that were typical until the mid-1980s and the
later,, hesitant attempts to reinforce the position of the Commission with a
sharperr boundary and third party-expertise. Meanwhile, a major part of the
implementationn of chemical hazard policies remained at a national level,
wheree European regulatory policy measures were transformed into national
regulatoryy patterns and approaches. Even for the case of industrial chemicals
thee role of courts, the nature of interaction with societal actors and even the
degreee of involvement of government or other collective institutions varies, in
spitee of a seemingly straightforward European approach. For example, in
Englandd the actual assessment of chemical hazard and not just the reporting of
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toxicityy data was considered something that companies could do as well, a
functionn that other countries preferred to keep under control of the regulatory
agency.733 As regards the European share of the regulatory work, one can point
att the different degrees of European institutionalisation of pesticide
assessmentt and assessment of new chemicals, or to the different patterns of
interactionn with societal interests in agricultural policy (with its ramifications
inn pesticide policy) and environmental policy or the respective DGs.

33 National patterns of regulation?
Thee evidence for the existence of national approaches to regulation is
overwhelming.. The typical differences between countries that I have
describedd are found, in one form or another, time and time again and in a wide
varietyy of policy fields. They are found in regulatory styles-type analyses of
occupationall health standards,74 food additives,75 biotechnology,76 pharmaceuticals,777 manure policy, waste policy,78 and even quite different fields such
ass immigration policy.79 The patterns seem relatively stable over time and
seemm to persist even under pressure of harmonisation from international
organisationss such as the OECD or the EU.80
Thiss creates a problem: I found differences where there should be
similarities.. It is only by making rather crude generalisations, as I just did in
thee country descriptions, that I was able to describe differences between
countriess in terms of the typical patterns of the 'national styles of regulation'
literature.. Much of the empirical material fits the patterns found in this
literature,, including the roots of regulatory practices in macro-institutional
arrangements,, but there are stubborn cases where regulatory practices were
untypicall or seemed to develop in unexpected ways. One example is the
underminingg of the elite structure of pollution expertise in England by the end
off the 80s. New legislation allowing citizens access to information on water
pollutionn was implemented, albeit extremely slowly and hesitantly.
Nevertheless,, this could be considered a rather unusual development for a
traditionallyy elitist and extremely secretive approach to regulation. Another
examplee is the change in pesticide regulation of the Netherlands at the end of
733
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thee 80s. The regime moved away from corporatist arrangements and led to a
regulatoryy pattern that resembles pesticide regulation in England more than it
resembless other regulatory regimes in the Netherlands: a procedure in which
thee technical details are veiled in secrecy, in which the expertise is based on a
relativelyy small circle of co-opted experts and institutions, with a boundary
betweenn science and policy that is publicly presented as sharp, but a back
regionn where the boundary is fuzzy. In a rather unusual arrangement for the
Netherlands,, the implementation of policy was shifted towards expert
agenciess rather than the traditional corporatist negotiation structures. In the
USS also, not all regulatory regimes resembled the national stereotype as much
ass one would expect. The practices of the regulatory assessors of the Office of
Toxicc Substances to negotiate over the implementation of technical details of
testt protocols, thereby blurring the traditionally rigid boundary between
sciencee and policy, is a practice that one would expect in England, not in the
US. .
Itt is especially in the implementation of regulatory policies, in the
technicall details and practices of regulating, that one would expect to find
differencess in regulatory patterns to follow the typical national arrangements.
Itt is precisely there that I found unexpected patterns, diversions from the
typologyy that is based on national macro-institutions: I found Dutch regulators
thatt shift to elitist forms of expert decision making and away from corporatist
arrangementss for pesticides, or Dutch regulators that develop untypical
objectified,, quantified risk assessment procedures as a basis for environmental
risk,, and eventually also for the notification of new chemicals. In addition, I
havee tried to make up for my bias by considering the results of studies that do
nott share a similar focus on traditional forms of regulation. Here too, one
findsfinds the untypical examples, such as American regulators experimenting with
moree participative decision making81 or an increasing role of civil law in
conflictss over Dutch occupational health issues. Furthermore, the changes in
thee regulatory regimes that I have described, biased or not, are hard to
understandd by a reference to some sort of established 'national style',
especiallyy if the changes are moves away from that 'national style' in stead of
towardss it. In sum, even though there may be a bias in the selection of the
empiricall material, which focuses on the implementation of traditional
regulatoryy policy instruments, this cannot remove the problem of finding
untypicall patterns of regulation.82
Fiorino,, "Citizen Participation and Environmental Risk"; Wynne, "Carving out
Science". .
Onee could argue that the reason why I found untypical regimes is caused by the
wayy I have delineated my cases. I have looked primarily at the aspects of
governmentt policy that fall under a specific approach to regulation: licensing and
notification,, thereby excluding approaches to pollution control that rely less on strict
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Accordingg to the typologies of 'national styles of regulation',
developmentss of untypical regulatory regimes are highly unlikely. The
theoreticall explanations of national differences are sought in the structure of
nationall macro-institutions. The basic premises of the legal system, the
presencepresence of a well-organised civil society, of a centralised state, or of a corps
off career civil servants are seen as the key determinants of the national type of
decisionn making. The fundamental patterns that were developed for such
institutionss are sought in key episodes in history, such as the American or

normss and less on broad societal negotiation. In addition, I have focused on the
implementationn of policy and have left policy formulation in the background. (The
patternss of governance in formulation and implementation can differ quite radically,
e.g.. discussion in Schmidt, "National Patterns of Governance under Siege".) These
biasess were caused by approaching regulatory issues from the perspective of the
eco/toxicologyy angle, as well as by the focus on routine regulation rather than big
publicc controversies. The general traits of the 'traditional' regulatory approaches of
licensingg and notification are remarkably similar at first glance: chemicals are tested
forr their environmental hazards under instructions of state agencies. Formal details
vary:: industrial chemicals need a notification prior to marketing in the US and prior
too production in the Netherlands. Both in the case of pesticides and industrial
chemicals,, regulatory regimes share a similar distinction between new and already
existingg chemicals. As in England and the Netherlands, discharges to surface waters
requiree permits and there are quality criteria for surface water that set goals for
regulatoryy action. Some major regulatory differences are to be found in the nontraditionall instruments of regulation, such as the Dutch convenants or American
experimentss with the commodification of pollution rights. Whereas in the US the
licensingg and notification procedures are the core of regulatory action and in fact
almostt synonymous with it, in Dutch environmental policy, the traditional
regulatoryy action is only one aspect, and in some cases actually a minor one. In the
Netherlands,, water boards are a specific form of local government that have grown
inn scale over the last decades and have taken on ever more tasks. Discharge
licensingg to local water is generally one of them, but they have varying
combinationss of tasks related to control of groundwater levels, pollution control,
naturee preservation, water purification, or provision of drinking water, and
managementt of dikes and pumping installations in polders - which is their
traditionall core task. A similar combination of tasks and planning can be found for
thee larger water systems, which have been brought under national control. As
regardss regulation of industrial chemicals, the Netherlands has developed pollution
reductionn policies for substances that have passed regulatory standards of
notification,, such as agreements with industry to reduce packaging. There are also
programmess that aim to further reduce use and distribution of specific substances.
Thee difference is smallest for pesticides, although towards the end of the eighties
planss were developed to reduce pesticide use below what was achieved with
traditionall regulatory means, additional measures were limited and policy
concentratedd on reform measures within the traditional regulatory function.
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Frenchh Revolution, the Napoleontic codification of Dutch law,83 or the
specificc political uncertainties over leadership succession and political
conditionss at the end of the 19th century.84 The theory of 'national styles of
regulation'' thus provides very few handles to get a grip on how or why
regulatoryy regimes start to diverge from the typical national pattern. In fact,
thee practice of classifying countries in one type or another makes it very hard
too describe any regulatory changes at all. In this light, the common practice of
endingg generally static descriptions with some sort of post-script announcing
imminentt change is rather peculiar. A discussion of current developments that
indicatee that the US 'moves in the direction of England', or that England
seemss to become 'more European' goes against the very core of the 'national
styles'-approach.. And yet there is all this empirical research that confirms the
existencee of typical national differences. This calls for a closer look at the
precisee nature of the processes used to explain the existence of these national
patterns. .
Whenn theorists try to understand the recurring pattern of differences
betweenn countries, they try to identify 'underlying' institutions that seem
somehoww harder or at least more tenuous than the institutional patterns of the
specificc regulatory regime under analysis. These macro institutions can then
bee used to theoretically 'ground' the particular regulatory approach.85 This
givess the status of explanatory variables to the major institutions of society:
thee structure of legal institutions, of political institutions (and especially the
state),, or economic institutions For the differences in legal institutions, one
cann point at the, radical differences in the structure and origin of the legal
systemm in continental Europe, England, and the US. The fact that England has
noo written constitution and no Supreme Court where actors can challenge
legislationn for being unconstitutional leads to a different arena for regulatory
conflictt than in the US, with its powerful Supreme Court, or the Netherlands,
wheree the Raad van State offers avenues to challenge administrative
procedures.. Other crucial differences in the legal system involve the limited
Vann Waarden, "The Historical Institutionalisation of Typical National Patterns
inn Policy Networks between State and Industry", p. 149 et seq.; cf. Grimm, "The
Modernn State: Continental Traditions".
844
Silberman, Cages ofReason.
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E.g. Van Waarden's phrase "The institutional foundation of bureaucratic
habbits"" ["De institutionele grondslag van ambtelijke gewoonten"]. Van Waarden's
analysiss of the 'path dependency' created in the history of national institutions and
thee 'factors' that influence national styles is pitched against attempts to analyse
differencess in policy on the basis of the structure of a policy problem, a policy goal,
orr a the configuration of policy problems. He argues very convincingly mat such an
approachh cannot offer an explanation for the empirical evidence of systematic
nationall differences. (Van Waarden, "De Institutionele Grondslag van Ambtelijke
Gewoonten",, pp. 341-2.)
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avenuess for regulatory challenges through Civil Law, or differences in the
wayy expert evidence is presented in the courtroom. Thus, English Law is
primarilyy oriented at conflict mediation based on precedents and general
principless and conventions, whereas Continental legal systems are more
organisedd around codified, formal rules that originate in the state, formed
duringg the centralisation of monarchies and organised by a caste of legal
specialists.86 6
Inn terms of the differences in political institutions, Dutch society has a
highh degree of distributed decision making, with its roots in the federative
originss of the 17th century Republic and the much older forms of local
governmentt responsible for water management. Especially the latter has direct
consequencess for the nature of regulation of water pollution through the water
boardss - in effect parallel state structures that have strong traditions of
participativee decision making. American political institutions have their
highlyy differentiated structure, where both a federal structure and the 'checks
andd balances' of the trios politica limit the concentration of power in the
centrall state in most policy fields (foreign and military policy being the major
exception).. Although the regional political institutions in England keep
reclaimingg their role in political life, the structure of English political
institutionss in particular is much more centralised and do not show the strict
separationn of the branches of government found in the US.
Thee national styles-literature presents the typical structures of
economicc relations in these countries with their very long historical traditions,
suchh as the prominence of corporatist relations in the Netherlands. There are
thee differences in size, simply making it harder to organise something like an
entiree industrial sector in a larger country. There are the deeply rooted cultural
differences,, pertaining to the conception and role of the state, the rights of the
individual,, or the importance of consensus. All of such major national
differencess and their historic patterns of institutionalisation are presented as
havingg a major effect on the structure of 'national styles' of environmental
regulation.. Some analysts have suggested that the nation state is not always
thee relevant context, since some countries combine different types of polities
withh fundamentally different origins and cultural roots, such as French versus
Englishh speaking Canada, or Northern and Southern Italy.87 Even with such
reservations,, the 'styles of regulation' literature shares the tendency to explain
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thee specific institutional arrangements of the regulatory regime from macroinstitutions.88 8
Thiss approach leads to difficulties. One of its problems is that these
macroo institutions have the tendency of changing more slowly than the
patternss in regulatory regimes they are supposed to explain. When Dutch
pesticidee regulation turns from a corporatist approach to something that
resembless the English approach more than anything else in a few years time,
thenn how can one explain that on the basis of national macro institutions with
longg historical roots? How can a long-term historical understanding explain
thee shift from non-adversarial approaches in the US before 197289 to the
highlyy adversarial American regimes constructed in the 1970s? A second
problemm is that differences within the same country cannot be explained if the
nationall context is the major explanatory factor. How can one explain more
subtlee differences between regulatory regimes of the American regulation of
toxicc substances and pesticides when they both operate within the same macro
institutions?? The issue would be of marginal interest if the variety within one
countryy was only a matter of details and would fall within the same national
pattern,, but they are not, especially when we look at the organisation of the
science/policyy boundary. The close resemblance between pesticide licensing
inn the Netherlands and England in this respect is a case in point.
AA direct causal relation between macro institutions and patterns in
specificc regulatory regimes would therefore be too deterministic and too
static.. And yet there is this mountain of overwhelming evidence of the
existencee of national types of regulation. Numerous case studies of specific
domainss of regulation find the same typical differences between countries
overr and over again. If these differences cannot be explained by some macroinstitutionall property of those countries, then where do they come from? We
cann find a part of the answer to this riddle if we look at the research questions
thatt guide the 'styles of regulation' literature. What have analysts tried to
showw by comparing countries? Understanding the questions that guide
comparativee research, in fact any research, and the point'1 these analysts have
triedd to make, is essential to understand the theoretical choices made, what is
relatedd to what, what is problematised and what not. Besides the research

Thee explanatory scheme can also be understood as a structuralist, almost
Durkheimiann one, because of the conceptualisations of national differences as a
matterr of 'style': cultural phenomena (regulatory styles) are explained on the basis
off general structuralist traits of a society (historical patterns of macro-institutions).
Fromm this approach, the step to cultural theory is therefore a small one, e.g. Eberg,
WasteWaste Policy and Learning, pp. 223-31.
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Nagel, "Incentives for Compliance with Environmental Law".
900
Akkerman, "Consensus en Sociaal Beleid in Nederland Sinds 1980".
Dee Wilde, Discipline en Legende.
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agenda,, there is a societal context in which these questions are asked and a
contextt in which their relevance is weighed.
Manyy of the political scientists that have compared national patterns of
regulationn have had specific agendas in domestic regulatory policy making. A
prominentt question for political scientists interested in public administration
hass been the matter of the cost of regulation, e.g.: why do European countries
managee to organise regulatory approaches at lower legal cost, lower cost of
politicall conflict, and often lower bureaucratic burden on industry, while
leadingg to roughly similar levels of environmental protection as in the US?92
AA second type of question that has driven a lot of research by political
scientists,, results from the growing importance of international institutions,
mostt importantly the European Union. E.g.: how is it possible that regulatory
initiativess taken by the EU work out completely differently in member
states,933 or why do different member states adopt different regulatory
strategiess towards the EU?94 In the background of these questions is the
inquiryy into the 'obstacles to European harmonisation', i.e. the sorts of issues
thatt are of great concern to the EU administrations, among which some of the
majorr financiers and interested parties in European comparative policy
research.. To a lesser degree, issues of democratisation of regulatory decision
makingg have been raised, for example by showing that it is possible to
organisee decision making differently,95 or by analysing how regulatory
practicess can take an undemocratic turn.96
Evidently,, this list is by no means complete, but these are some of the
coree questions of political scientists and the societal agenda to which they
relate.. Choices in research design or the structure of explanatory schemes can
bee related to such agendas. For example, in the context of these sorts of
questions,, the precise relation between national macro-institutions and
specificc regulatory regimes is not a very important one. The crucial issue is to
showw the very existence of variations in regulatory approaches, to show
regulatoryy alternatives, or to show resilience of national differences in the
facee of attempts at harmonisation. From the point of view of such an agenda,
aa comparison over more than one policy field at a time, or of regulatory
regimess over time is an impractical and undesirable burden for the research
design.. One may disagree over the opportunity of such questions. Some
internationall relations scholars may argue that it is more important to analyse
922

E.g. Vogel, National Styles of Regulation, but a similar theme is prominent in
Brickman,, Jasanof£ and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, p. 311 et seq..
933
Cf. Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals, p. 308 and chl 1.
944
E.g. Heritier, Knill, and Mingers, Ringing the Changes in Europe.
955
E.g. Hajer, The Politics of Environmental Discourse, although Fischer,
TechnocracyTechnocracy and the Politics of Expertise is a better example, be it with much more
limitedd comparative ambitions.
966
E.g Wilson, e&, The Politics ofRegulation.
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coalitionss and power relations in global environmental negotiations, in order
too provide useful information for NGOs or to denounce imperialism under the
bannerr of environmental protection. Nevertheless, given these research
interests,, the general tendency of the 'styles of regulation' literature to
contextualisee national differences in the history of macro-institutions becomes
almostt self-evident: the central question is why countries are different, not
whyy they are sometimes so remarkably similar or why regulatory regimes
withinn a country show variance.
Fromm the safe distance of academic STS, it may be easy to give crude
andd generalising descriptions of the political science neighbours' societal
agendas,, but what about the agendas of STS itself? How have the agendas of
STSS structured explanatory schemes? A strong theme in the early comparative
researchh of environmental regulation has been to show that regulatory
outcomess are not simply determined by science. In spite of the fact that
governmentss will claim that regulatory decisions are based on the 'best
possiblee science', STS scholars have tried to understand why then different
countriess come to different regulatory standards. One line of explanation has
beenn to show how different national institutional settings select different sorts
off information from the body of internationally available science. Such
settingss have included different political structures, the prominence of
differentt industrial interests, or different structures of national expert elites.97
Later,, more constructivist research shows how political and economic
institutionss together with local scientific traditions co-construct a regulatory
science.. Rather than seeing science as a monolithic knowledge producer from
whichh specific elements are sieved by local (national) structures of decision
making,, constructivist research points at the ways in which regulatory
decisionss are an outcome of regulatory regimes that consist of a specific form
off science, as well as a specific form of politics. In the regulatory sciences,
culturall notions of nature or risk or acceptability of risk may be embedded, as
welll as constructions of nature that are preferred by policy elites, influential
industries,, or ad hoc coalitions of actors. Whereas the standard account of
sciencee claims a value-free sphere of technical issues that may be occasionally
andd wrongfully tarnished by the intrusion of non-scientific interests,
constructivistss have showed how all regulatory science works with
assumptions,, frames, procedures, or techniques that are closely related to
politicall and societal issues. They have shown how, especially under
conditionss of public controversies, this implies a jumble of technical and
politicall issues that can become entirely impossible to separate from each
other. .

Thee classic example of this approach is Gillespie, Eva, and Johnston,
"Carcinogenicc Risk Assessment in the USA and UK".
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Muchh of this research has thereby attacked 'technocratic' patterns of
legitimatingg regulatory decisions: since regulatory regimes construct their
ownn relevant science, since this science is never the pure and disinterested
projectt some still claim it to be, specific regulatory decisions cannot be
legitimatedd unproblematically by the scientistic rhetoric of a technocratic
elite.. Since there is politics in regulatory science, there must be democratic
control.. And so STS scholars have made comparisons with other countries in
orderr to show alternative ways of organising regulatory regimes, ways that
cann be more 'democratic' or less favourable to industrial interests. Once
again,, the main interest for this research has been to show and describe
nationall differences, although especially constructivist research eschews
explicitt explanatory grand narratives and have thus avoided an explicit
groundingg in national macro-institutions. Here too, a more precise
understandingg of the relation of national institutions and sectoral patterns of
regulatoryy institutions has not been a very prominent problem.
Whatt is an alternative understanding of differences between regulatory
regimess for the traditional approach of the 'national styles of regulation'
literature?? Such an alternative would have to allow for an understanding of
thee general patterns of national differences, while simultaneously allowing for
variabilityy in the structure of particular regulatory regimes within countries
andd over time. The issue is not to deny the importance of national
characteristicss or national macro-institutions, but to find an understanding of
thesee national patterns that does not position national macro-institutions as a
deeperr structural layer in society mat finds its expression in meso-level
institutionss such as regulatory regimes. An understanding in terms of
'underlying'' institutions may be effective in constructing ideal types of
nationall characteristics, but needs to resort to ad-hoc explanations for
understandingg deviance from these patterns as well as changes in them. Given
thesee considerations, I propose to use three principles to start constructing
suchh a theory: a view of national patterns of regulation as an institutional
clusterr with regulatory regimes as units of analysis, a dynamic conception
usingg the notions of policy windows and policy closure, and the notion of
institutionall isomorphism to understand the transfer of routines and practices
betweenn regulatory regimes.
3.11 Regulatory regimes as unit of analysis and national patterns as
aa cluster
Thee typical national patterns of regulatory policies do not exist independently
andd outside of specific regulatory regimes. On the contrary, national patterns
aree to be found only as the common denominator of the characteristics of a set
988

Here too, one can debate the opportunity of the question, which is a matter for
thee epilogue.
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off specific regulatory regimes, as well as background macro-institutions such
ass the legal system or the structure of the constitution. The structure of the
science/policyy boundary is the best example here, as regulatory regimes
constitutee one of the key arenas where this boundary is organised and
articulated.. It would be impossible to explain the structure of the
science/policyy boundary in regulatory regimes from some typical national
patternn of organising this boundary, since the structure of the science/policy
boundaryy in regulatory regimes is constitutive to the national pattern. Similar
overlapss can be found in the other macro institutional arrangements that I
havee used to typify national differences. The degree to which the state acts as
ann active regulator in society or the degree to which functions are
collectivisedd in society may be traced to deeply rooted cultural convictions,
supportedd in legal traditions and a structure of state organisations, but the very
constructionn of environmental regulatory regimes also constitutes a
redefinitionn of collective tasks. In the early seventies, the founding of new
taskss of environmental regulation in most Western countries meant an
expansionn of collective (regulatory) functions. In addition, issues of
environmentall regulation have continued to initiate political debate about the
degreee to which regulatory tasks should be organised collectively in the first
place.. Clashes between pro- and anti-regulation positions in the US,
traditionallyy associated with liberal and conservative positions in the
Americann political landscape, are an example of this debate.
II do not want to argue that national patterns in regulatory approaches
onlyy exist as the sum of individual regulatory regimes, since institutions such
ass the law or the federal structure of the state, or the structure of state
bureaucraciess clearly are institutions that operate alongside regulatory
regimess as well. However, from the perspective of regulatory regimes, the
cruciall question is how and whether such institutions operate as part of
regulatoryy regimes and even how they are possibly altered in the process
themselves.. A government bureaucracy may have its very own and peculiar
patternn of organisation, but if the execution of environmental regulation is left
entirelyy to a non-governmental organisation, then the structure of the
bureaucracyy is of little direct relevance to the format of the regulatory
regime.1000 If there are no legal appeal procedures, then the structure of court
proceedingss is of little relevance to the structure of the regulatory regime in
Wilson,, ed., The Politics of Regulation, Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen,
ControllingControlling Chemicals, pp. 301-17.
1000
An example of regulatory action that is organised out of the range of
governmentt bureaucracy is the Dutch organisation for eco-labeling of biological
foodstuffs.. The European Commission is the more relevant 'government' for this
organisation,, as this is the main source of regulations and guidelines for ecolabelling.. (SKAL, Skal Informatiehandboek)
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question.. National macro-institutions, such as the law, the state bureaucracy,
orr science, can be part of the national cluster of regulatory institutions, but do
nott have to be equally important in every one of them. This is even the case
forr science and expertise: if a government decides to go for some sort of zeroemissionn norm, then the role of risk assessment sciences will be very limited,
ass with the EU pesticide norm for drinking water.
Too allow a better understanding of regulatory change and to account for
regulatoryy regimes that are untypical of the national pattern, it is more
meaningfull to analyse patterns in specific regulatory regimes, rather than as
nationall properties, without having to deny the existence or relevance of
nationall institutions. Such specific regimes can then be understood in the
contextt of other regulatory regimes and their context of national or
internationall (regulatory) institutions. Pointing out national differences may
bee crucial for understanding the limits of international harmonisation or for
pointingg out the flaws in the position that the determination of risk is a purely
scientificc matter, but limits our understanding of the dynamics of regulatory
decisionn making. For an analysis that starts from regulatory regimes rather
thann countries, the collection of national institutional arrangements becomes a
sett of resources and regulatory models, an array of possible approaches to
environmentall regulation that can be drawn upon. To which degree these
existingg arrangements are actually used, as models or as building blocks to set
upp new regulatory regimes (or to innovate old ones), depends very much on
thee conditions of the political debate and the position of the actors involved at
thee time when this occurs. In order to analyse these, we need analytical tools
thatt allow for an understanding of change and stability of regulatory regimes,
ass with the notions of policy window and policy frame.
3.22 Regulatory innovations: policy windows and policy frames
Thee key structures of regulatory regimes are formed when a policy window
occurs,, after which a regulatory regime will tend to follow a pattern of
developmentt according to its own 'logic' and internal contradictions, until a
neww policy window occurs. Policy windows occur when actors in the political
arenaa manage to bring together (perceived) problems and (perceived)
solutionss and force these through a decision-making process.101 During such
phases,, regulatory regimes are constructed or altered, after which it typically
takess some time before they reappear on the agenda of political institutions
again.. Evident examples of such formative episodes are the construction of
1011

Kingdon, Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies, p. 173 et seq., here
appliedd to institutional set-up, rather than specific policies. In that sense, my use of
thee term resembles Kuhn's scheme of normal and revolutionary science. (Kuhn, The
StructureStructure of Scientific Revolutions; cf. the notions of 'degrees of systemness',
varyingg over time, by Giddens, The Constitution of'Society; p. 283.)
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thee Toxic Substances Control Act, the changes in Dutch pesticide regulations
inn the late eighties, or the reorganisation of English Water Boards. In changes
off the Dutch regulatory regime for pesticides, policy makers wanted to break
outt of the deadlock of corporatist arrangements and simultaneously tried to
reducee the degree of conflict in pesticide policy by separating strategic policy
andd practical implementation of policy. All of a sudden, the boundary
betweenn science and policy was not a crucial element of the regulatory regime
anymore,, but the key organising principle was the distinction of general
policyy and implementation, following a model of organisation that was being
usedd in Dutch privatisation operations. Such major regulatory changes draw
upp a basic institutional framework within which the regulatory regimes more
orr less follow their own path, at least until a crisis occurs again, with a
possibilityy of a new policy window.
Onee does not have to limit such policy windows to the high politics of
thee legislative. A policy window was also used by the ecologists that tried to
introducee ecological test methods for pesticide regulation in the US, as
regulatoryy innovations created new jobs for regulators in crucial positions.
Thee conditions and context of the policy window are crucial for the further
developmentt of the regulatory regime. For example, as mentioned above, the
contextt of fear of capture of regulatory agencies in the US in the early
seventiess was crucial for the construction of strict regulatory mandates under
tightt congressional overview. When the English Water Boards were reorganised,, this occurred under political conditions of the propagation of privatisationn and the minimal state, principles that were incorporated in the regulatory
regime.. Especially when new regulatory tasks are defined and new regulatory
agenciess are set up to exert these tasks, the influence of the issues that
dominatee the political discourse and the direct institutional context is largest.
Exampless of the sorts of decisions that are made are whether pesticide control
shouldd resort under agriculture or environment, as part of a ministry or an
independentt agency, what kind of personnel is to be hired, what kind of
regulatoryy instruments must be used, what kind of science is considered
relevant,, how the boundary between science and politics should be organised,
etc. .
Thee institutional framework that is then constructed defines an
'outside'' and an 'inside', claims and demarcates a jurisdiction, within which
regulatoryy recipes and routines are to be developed, or regulatory agencies are
constructed.. When one considers the examples above, the characteristic
regulatoryy approach of a regulatory regime, the 'frame',102 is not just a matter

Reinn and Schön, "Refraining Policy Discourse"; Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites,
andand Bulbs. (Another nice example of key STS research that goes unnoticed in
politicall science: Rein and Schön sketch the origins of their frame concept in
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off discourse and texts, but also of people and objects, tied together in complex
organisations.. There are the texts of the legal mandates, the policy intentions,
thee definitions of regulatory problems, the lists of obligatory tests and
assessmentt protocols. The frame is also embodied in the people that produce
regulatoryy decisions and the knowledge considered relevant for such
decisions,, given the specific professional backgrounds of these people. Were
theyy trained as ecologists? As lawyers? As engineers? Then there are the
objectss such as toxicity tests or risk assessment models. What definitions of
harmm do they represent? Which risks are tested and which are not? Lastly,
howw are all these elements tied together in a regulatory regime and the
complexx organisations that operate in them? Some of the important elements
off such a regulatory frame are therefore:103
••

A problem definition and jurisdiction: a set of regulatory tasks, typically
embeddedd in a legal text and assigned to a regulatory agency, which is the
initiall demarcation of tasks104 that can become an issue in conflicts
betweenn various bureaucracies.
•• A generation105 of regulatory actors, both in regulatory agencies and as
societall actors that are involved in the regulatory regime. These actors
operatee with policy beliefs that pertain to the way regulation should
proceed,, what regulatory actions can achieve, the status of science and
expertise,, and the legitimacy and position of the various actors in the
regulatoryy regime.
•• Material resources such as offices, test and research facilities, but also
regulatoryy tests or assessment models that embody a definition of the kinds
off risks that are considered.
Thee closure that occurs after a policy window means regulatory change and
innovationn become more piecemeal and follow the basic lines of the frame.
Thiss does not mean that after such a period a regulatory regime remains the
same.. None of these elements are eternal or inherently resistant to change, but
theyy form the building blocks with which the regulatory game starts. They can

artificiall intelligence or in Goffman, but not the much more relevant research in
STS,, such as in SCOT, e.g. Bijker, "The Social Construction of Bakelite".)
1033
Using the text/objects/people schemefromchapter 2.
1044
The task definition can be described as 'jurisdiction', which suggests interesting
parallelss with Abbott's use of the term for professions, or as 'mandates' (Bal,
Grenzenwerk). Grenzenwerk).
1055
Hagendijk, Wetenschap, Constructivisme en Cultuur, pp. 161-9.
1066
Frame is not synonymous with regulatory regime: I use the term frame for the
sett of basic assumptions, problem definitions, problem solution strategies, and
criteriaa of success that are embedded in (the elements of) a regulatory regime in
timess of policy closure.
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bee modified as a result of normal regulatory operation or be subjected to more
encompassingg change under conditions of a policy window. After the
Americann ecologists went to work on model ecosystems for pesticide
assessment,, test were developed, new assessment practices tried out, and
eventuallyy it was decided that the mesocosms results would not be used.
However,, these were developments that were framed in an institutional space
thatt was basically created by policy innovations of 1983, when the USEPA
wentt trough a period of revitalisation and reform after Reagan's initial
regulatoryy recipes had led to conflict.107
Thee pattern of policy window and closure can be very erratic, as
regulatoryy regimes remain controversial and keep returning to the political
agendaa for extended periods, leading to reform after reform. Dutch pesticide
policyy in the second half of the eighties can be seen as an example of slow
andd only partial closure. In other cases, only specific aspects of the regulatory
frameframe are questioned, as for example in the EU difficulty with developing a
stablee solution for 'old' industrial chemicals, while the 'new' ones are
regulatedd without much controversy. The key issue is not to find the ultimate
andd universal pattern of development for regulatory regimes in general, but to
understandd regulatory regimes as changing social structures, rather than to pin
themm down and classify them as examples of one or the other regulatory type.
Evidently,, the elements that make up a regulatory frame are not
inventedd anew, not even in the most escalated of regulatory conflicts. Explicit
debatee and opportunities for innovation may occur on some of such issues, but
mostt of the structure of the new institutions will simply be copied: the nuts
andd bolts for organising new regulation will be borrowed from the toolbox of
social,, material, and discursive devices that lie around in the form of other
regulatoryy approaches that seem successful or appropriate. These processes
thatt transfer approaches, routines, procedures, or tests from one regulatory
regimee to another deserve some more attention. I will analyse them as
processess of isomorphism.
3.33 Processes of institutional isomorphism
Thiss brings me to the third principle for a comparative understanding of
patternss in regulatory regimes: processes of institutional isomorphism.108
1077

See chapter 5.
Institutional isomorphism is the term used to indicate the similarity in structure
off institutional arrangements between different societal sectors or different parts of
thee world. As such, it is a descriptive notion. The theory of isomorphism explains
thesee similarities as a result of processes of copying and transference of institutions,
ratherr than as parallel institutional innovations that survive because they are more
fit,fit, as evolutionary theorists tend to prefer. For example, whereas the evolutionary
theoristt would state that democracies in the world are parliamentary democracies
becausee they are more fit for the environment of a developed economy (cf.
1088
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Duringg the formative period of the policy window, when the main traits of a
regulatoryy regime are constructed, already existing institutional patterns are
borrowedd or imposed from other regulatory regimes and recombined to new
arrangements.. This leads to processes by which regulatory regimes come to
resemblee each other more and more, become 'isomorphous'. A variety of
processess can lead to a transfer of regulatory elements to and from other
regulatoryy regimes. There has been some theoretical debate over typologies of
processess of isomorphism. I will roughly stick to the treatment of the subject
byy DiMaggio and Powell, who distinguish coercive, mimetic, and
professionall (or 'normative') processes of isomorphism.109 For each of these
processes,, we can ask ourselves whether they are more likely to lead to more
homogeneityy in national patterns, or in international patterns of regulatory
regimes. .
Thee most visible processes of isomorphism are the coercive ones. In
thiss case, isomorphism is imposed against some degree of resistance, which
tendss to lead to debate, making the process more explicit than other forms of
isomorphism.. Examples are EU initiatives of harmonisation. European
directivess that allow citizens access to regulatory information have shifted
regulatoryy regimes in England to more openness, even against resistance of
Britishh governments. Similar processes can occur in a national context, for
examplee when regulations that apply to public administration in general are
imposedd upon specific regulatory regimes. In this sense, Dutch and US
freedomfreedom of information and right-to-know legislation have been used to
demandd more public access to regulatory information. In some cases, such
nationall legislation can even have international consequences. For example,
Americann or Swedish Freedom of Information Acts have been invoked by
Englishh researchers or environmental organisations to get to regulatory
informationn that is not publicly available in their own country, thereby
effectivelyy mobilising legal instruments of other countries in their own

'Goldenweiserr principle': "specific structural problems can only have a limited
numberr of possible solutions", Luhmann, The Differentiation of Society, p. 233), an
isomorphicc theory would point to colonial histories that forced political structures
uponn most of the world from the West, the copying of institutional patterns that are
seenn to provide symbolic prominence in the 'world community', or coercive
influencess involving the carrot of international loans and the stick of economic
sanctions.. In fact, institutional analyses have pointed out that some of the
institutionss copied from Western countries can be entirely 'suboptimal' in the
nationall context, such as ministries of science and technology in countries that are
tooo poor to sustain R&D of any significance at all (Jang, "The Diffusion of
Ministeriess of Science and Technology, 1950-1990").
1099
Dimaggio and Powell, "The Iron Cage Revisited"; see also Meyer and Scott,
OrganisationalOrganisational Environments for some striking examples.
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nationall context. Other sources of coercive isomorphism are the activities
off internationally operating companies. In general, a relatively small set of
multinationalss in the chemical industry form an influential voice for the
harmonisationn of regulatory procedures. With the argument that one
notificationn or permit should be sufficient to operate in a harmonised market,
theyy support harmonisation initiatives of international organisations and urge
nationall governments to follow these approaches, especially in the EU. In
somee cases, more stringent procedures or more costly testing procedures are
evenn supported, as this is not necessarily detrimental in the competition with
smallerr companies who cannot bare high costs of testing. However, the actual
strategiess of the large firms do not always follow this general pattern, as
companiess also defend diverging regulatory approaches that may benefit them
inn a national context. Especially since even the most internationally operating
chemicall companies have concentrations of plants or markets in some
countriess more than in others, they may favour a beneficial national
regulatoryy policy over the advantages of harmonisation, especially in cases
likee the regulation of surface water discharges. Such national advantages can
leadd to alliances between companies and national regulators to argue for
nationall exceptionism, as with English surface water discharge regulations, or
internationall initiatives in the process of 'regulatory competition'. In the latter
casee national regulatory schemes are put forward as the basis for an
internationall harmonisation. That process has been documented extensively
forr EU regulation of air pollution,111 but that had already be noted in the
contextt of the OECD with the accelerated construction of regulatory regimes
forr industrial chemicals, specifically TSCA in the US and the '6 th
Amendment'' regulations in Europe between 1975 and 1977.112 As a last
examplee of coercive isomorphism, government or the top layers of the
executivee may simply demand that their general policies or approaches to
environmentall issues are applied in all environmental regimes, a pressure that
willl have more effect in times of regulatory reform.
Mostt of the studies that analyse the pressures of coercive isomorphism,
whetherr they use the term or not, are mostly interested in patterns that lead to
internationall isomorphism through processes of harmonisation and perhaps
industriall pressure. The focus is then on isomorphism within one sector of
regulation,, such as pesticides or surface water discharges. On closer
inspection,, however, processes of coercive isomorphism also operate to make
differentt regulatory regimes in one country more alike. National institutional
H00

Erik Millstone and his colleagues at the Science Policy Research Unit at Sussex
havee used this ruse. Interview with Millstone, Brighton, Science Policy Research
Unit,, June 1994
1
''' Heritier, Knill, and Mingers, Ringing the Changes in Europe.
1,22
Brickman, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals.
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patterns,, such as the centralisation of the state, or the structure of the national
economy,, or national patterns of interest organisation, that were describe in
thee beginning of this chapter, can then make various national regulatory
regimess more homogenous and less similar to international regulatory regimes
inn the same sector.
Inn a less explicit and subtler way, the institutional patterns of regulatory
regimess can be mimicked by other regulatory regimes. In the simplest form,
thiss involves the more or less conscious use of regulatory approaches of other
regulatoryy regimes as available recipes for new regulatory problems. For
example,, when a regulatory agency is under pressure to come up with a
programmee to regulate new environmental hazards, approaches developed for
otherr environmental hazards that were considered successful are directly
availablee to copy onto a new programme. This is partly how the USEPA
createdd a programme for environmental risk assessment for genetically
modifiedd organisms, following the approach and procedures I have described
forr toxic substances.n3 Another example is the copying of the highly
quantifiedd approach of nuclear risks to chemical substances by the Dutch
ministryy of the environment. These are examples of approaches that are
simplyy available in the direct surroundings of a regulatory agency. Such
mimickingg can obviously also occur between regulatory agencies in different
countries,countries, if the exemplars are known, considered successful, and not
consideredd competitive. It depends very much on knowledge of such patterns
byy key policy makers which pattern is copied. This would also seem to favour
thee development of national types, but now some interesting alternative paths
appear.. The frequent rotation of English civil servants implies that they are
moree likely to transfer knowledge about the intricacies of regulatory
approachess to other programmes. This process would be strongest under
conditionss of regulatory reform, when civil servants are transferred to new
positions.. The process would be less strong in the Netherlands and the US,
wheree civil servants are more specialised. However, as I have pointed out, the
regulationn of environmental hazards has become more and more the domain
off specialised civil servants. This has been the case even in England, partly
becausee of the complexity of environmental hazards and their assessment, and
partlyy because the creation of more independent regulatory agencies has
createdd more room for specialists in regulatory positions. With the increase of
internationall contacts of regulators in similar regulatory regimes, processes of
internationall mimetic isomorphism have also gained more prominence.
Withh an increasing role for specialists in regulatory agencies, channels
off professional communication become more important as a means of copying
approachess from other regulatory regimes. Although one could argue about
1133

See chapter 5; Limoges et al, "From Ecotoxicology to Risk Assessment in
Biotechnology". .
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thee label, Dimaggio and Powell see this as the most important form of
normativee isomorphism. I will stick to professional isomorphism. The way
professionall expertise is organised then becomes a crucial element in the route
thatt various regulatory approaches will travel. Some professional groups are
organisedd primarily on a national basis, such as the American branch of
SETAC.. SETAC started off as a professional organisation primarily oriented
att American toxicologists and environmental chemists, soon to be expanded
withh Canadians, but since 1991 it also has a European branch. From a national
platformm for professionalisation, it became an international one, supporting a
neww generation of eco/toxicologists in Europe. The OECD activities on
standardisationn of toxicity tests has also provided a forum where buildings
blockss of regulatory regimes could be discussed and exchanged, apartfromits
primaryy goal of standardising some of those building blocks. In Europe, the
needd of the European Commission for its own source of expert advice has
createdd a forum for national experts belonging to the policy elite to meet and
exchangee experiences. As I have shown, European regulatory agendas have
createdd channels of expert communication already in the 1970s, with
meetings,, workshops, and professional journals.
Thiss is where the tendency of much of the political science literature to
payy little attention to scientists in regulatory affairs becomes problematic,
sincee some of the crucial channels for exchanging elements of regulatory
regimess are left out of the picture. One might argue that these experts mainly
exchangee scientific information, technicalities that have little to do with
regulatoryy decision making. However, this would be an underestimation of
howw patterns in regulatory regimes are embodied even in what seem very
technicall aspects of environmental hazard assessment. Assessment protocols
doo not only specify how toxic hazard should be established, but also how in
suchh a process the boundary between science and politics should be drawn:
whichh part of the assessment should be the prerogative of the experts, the
toxicityy tests and the formal risk assessment procedure, and where input or
participationn of societal actors should occur. Even the very process of toxicity
testt standardisation implies a particular configuration of science and politics
inn regulatory regimes. A highly standardised test procedure is not the best or
onlyy way to advance a regulatory assessment procedure, but the product of
veryy specific regulatory contexts, where adversarial court proceedings or
oligopoliee strategies of international industrial players create pressures for
standardisation.. As even the most seemingly technical elements in a
regulatoryy regime are produced, part of the configuration of the regulatory
regimee is packaged into them. Evidently, the degree to which such packages
alterr regulatory approaches on the receiving side depends very much on how
theyy are deployed. For example, highly standardised test, protocols such as
thee Ehitch USES system, can be used in less formalised ways than they were
intended.. A formalised expert system can then turn into a 'decision support
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system',, leaving experts or other regulatory actors more leeway in
interpretationn of results or control over parameters. I have shown how toxicity
testss and assessment protocols operate as boundary ordering devices,
organisingg a specific formation of science and politics, involving a way to
createe a separation between the two as well as a means of integration! As
thesee tests and protocols travel, their capacity to organise the boundary in
theirr specific way travels with them.
Thee most poignant examples of professional exchange leading to a
diffusionn of crucial elements of specific regulatory regimes, involve the
schematicsschematics of the organisation of the science/policy boundary. The
descriptionn of the relation between risk assessment and risk management by
thee NAS in 1983 is one important example. The notion that a strict separation
betweenn science and politics exists/is required, in fact the very terms of risk
assessmentt and risk management, were copied in European countries. A very
specificc regulatory context produced this scheme as a solution for the
particularr problems that faced American regulatory regimes in the early
eighties,, using the culturally available scheme of science versus politics and
factt versus (political) choice. As these notions were transported to European
regulatoryy regimes, not only a specific way of dealing with regulatory science,
butt also a way to organise regulatory decision making was introduced.114
Strikingly,, it was the notion of risk assessment, more than the risk
managementt that circulated through the professional networks but it retained
itss connotation as an exclusively scientific process, thereby appealing to
regulatoryy experts with a preference for a scientistic interpretation of their role
inn regulatory regimes. Nevertheless, it is generally easier to make these
conceptuall schemes explicit as textual boundary ordering devices, allowing
forr a reflection of how the science/policy boundary is or could be organised,
forr example in unusually reflexive reports of the Dutch Health Council or the
Britishh Royal Society.115
Inn sum, processes of isomorphism show a variety of patterns that can
leadd to both homogeneous national regulatory types, but also to isomorphism
betweenn regulatory regimes in different countries. By focusing on
internationall comparative studies within one sector, on large and public
controversiess that become major issues in national politics, or by focussing on
culturall or 'style' differences, the existence of distinctively national patterns
inn the structure of regulatory regimes will be highlighted. By comparing
differentt regulatory regimes internationally and over time, by looking at
processess of change rather than static macro-institutional differences, by
unearthingg the political 'back region' of expert decision making and internal
1144
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expertt forums, by following the international voyages of test procedures and
methodology,, and by focussing on the routine of regulatory procedures rather
thann on controversy, the picture becomes more complex.
Byy taking the unexpected developments in regulatory regimes
seriously,, rather than seeing them as 'the exception that confirms the rule' of
thee 'national style',116 a more profound and dynamic understanding of
regulatoryy regimes becomes possible. The result of such an analysis therefore
doess not deny the existence of national types. In my analysis of the
constructionn of regulatory expertise, I have shown how national policy
arrangementss have ramifications even for the domain of regulatory expertise,
whichh one could easily mistake for a matter of an internationally operating
andd homogenous science. The issue is that, rather than to discard the
exceptions,, one can gain a better and subtler understanding of the dynamics of
regulatoryy regimes by taking them seriously.

44 Consequences and conjectures for the study of regulatory
regimes regimes
Withh a similar conceptual apparatus as used for national comparisons, distinct
regulatoryy regimes could be described: the degree of collective organisation
off collective functions, the nature of relations between the state (or the
regulatoryy agency) and other societal actors involved in regulatory issues, the
naturenature and role of legal institutions in the regulatory regime, and the
organisationn of the science/policy boundary. These characteristics can be used
too organise the differences found between regulatory regimes in comparative
research,, without having to assume a relatively rigid structure of underlying
nationall institutions. One could even try to develop a typology of regulatory
regimess using these four criteria. However, the number of types in such a
typologyy would expand quickly and the straightforward labelling of each and
everyy type would get complex. A few clear cases exist, such as the American
regulationn of pesticides versus the Dutch regulation of pesticides, but the
clarityy of the classification is as much a product of the specific comparison as
off the typology. The strength of using more than one or two characteristics
(suchh as the classic 'open/closed' and/or 'formal/informal' types of
regulation)) lies not in a limited number of ideal types with handy labels, but in
thee description of the variability of patterns in regulatory regimes with room
forr processes of change. The traditional typologies of the 'national styles of
regulation'' literature certainly have value as a first approach to understanding
regulatoryy differences. They are sensitising heuristics that focus on the way
thatt the various regulatory types interdefine each other in the process of
comparison.. After that, they quickly get stuck, especially when finer detail
andd an understanding of change are required. In the end, it is always difficult
1166
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too classify regulatory cases univocally in these typologies, both because (as
alwayss with ideal types) the types rarely exist in their pure form, because
unequivocall operationalisation of these characteristics is difficult, and because
regulatoryy regimes and governance patterns are in flux: some cases always
havee to be classified as half-way types or as 'moving towards' some other
category.. This leads to rather sterile questions: what do we learn from a
debatee over whether or not England is 'moving towards' the US? What does
thatt actually mean? Comparison of regulatory regimes can indeed highlight
regulatoryy practices or new developments that were left unnoticed, but a strict
classificationn in types is not required for that. In my opinion, it is therefore
moree fruitful to focus on regulatory process than on regulatory classification.
Inn the rest of this section, I will present two programmatic examples of
interestingg problems in the study of regulatory change: the question of the
degreee of international regulatory isomorphism and questions of typical paths
off development of regulatory regimes.
4.11 Isomorphism: national or international?
Inn itself, the concept of isomorphism predicts little about the patterns of
transferr of elements of regulatory regimes from one regime to the next.
Nevertheless,, several expectations can be formulated (and even partially
confirmed).. As described above, a key question in national comparisons is
whetherr polities are becoming more alike internationally or whether national
patternss are enduring. For regulatory policy, the issue is whether regulatory
regimess are becoming more similar to regulatory regimes in other countries or
not.. The argument for continued national differences is that the national
contextt is the more relevant one, based on national institutions and their
specificc histories, causing regulatory regimes to become more like other
regulatoryy regimes in the same country. My own findings in this respect are
moree ambiguous: yes, there are these typical national patterns, but they do not
alwayss hold. Given that precise classification and operationalisation of the
typologiess of regulatory regimes is difficult and ambiguous, a conclusive
measurementt of what is more the same than the other is out of the question.117
1177

There has been some debate among political scientists whether policy styles
differr more between countries or between sectors. Sector analyses typically point at
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AA more interesting avenue is a specification of the conditions that will let the
nationall context prevail and the conditions that will lead to isomorphism
betweenn regulatory regimes outside of the national context. Examples of
institutionall patterns that will structure the prevalence of national or
internationall contexts are:
•• The structure of the regulatory bureaucracy. A coherent national
communityy of civil servants that is active in various national regulatory
regimess will carry processes of professional isomorphism from one regime
too another in the same country. This can occur in the form of career
patternss in the civil service,118 but also occurs through the simple fact that
thee same agency may be responsible for different regulatory programmes.
Thee career paths of civil servants in England, which encourages them to
travell through different parts of the bureaucracy, thus makes national
isomorphismm more likely than in the Netherlands or the US. The fact that
inn both England and the Netherlands the regulation of pesticides and
industriall chemicals fall under the prime responsibility of different
ministries,, makes isomorphism less likely than in the US, where both are
managedd by closely related offices of the USEPA. In this case, all forms of
isomorphismm could be at work: similar professionals, coercive rules from
higherr echelons of the bureaucracy, or mimicking of regulatory
procedures.. In cases where a regulatory agency itself becomes the issue of
politicall debate, then a policy window could open in which a similar
regulatoryy approach is developed for various regulatory regimes. The
Americann deregulation wave of the early nineties can be seen as an
examplee of such a process.
•• The structure of the expert community. In several respects, the structure of
thee expert community is crucial for whether national or international
isomorphismm will prevail. It may seem that all scientists have a relatively
strongg international orientation, meeting at overseas conferences regularly
andd publishing in international journals all the time. However, this is
typicall of research and academic science (and even then there can be
strongg national traditions).119 The degree to which regulatory regimes are
openn to such scientists varies considerably. With regulatory regimes that
aree organised around a science/policy boundary consisting of a small
groupp of preferred national experts and national expert institutions, this
expertt network can actually lead to prevailingly national integration. An
institutionalism'' sectoral analysis has been advocated. (E.g. Scott and Meyer, "The
Organisationn of Societal Sectors".)
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examplee was the role of the English Water Research Centre in all regimes
thatt involved freshwater pollution. Dutch regulatory regimes with a
corporatistt structure are typically oriented at generating a source of
expertisee that is acceptable to all policy actors, thereby also reinforcing
nationall patterns of isomorphism, especially since such accepted sources
off authoritative expertise also become points of reference in other national
policyy fields. An example of this process is the use of macro-economic
modelss and calculations of the Central Planning Bureau120 or the tendency
off the RIVM to develop into a national planning bureau for the
environment,1211 The situation is entirely different in the case of Dutch the
regulationn of new chemicals, where the main source of expertise, the
Utrechtt environmental toxicologists, had a strong international orientation,
includingg close involvement with USEPA laboratories and international
standardisationn committees.122 As an instrument of internationalisation, it
iss important to note that the 'technical' committees of the OECD and the
Europeann Commission made the first successful moves towards
internationall harmonisation of regulatory regimes for industrial chemicals
and,, more slowly, also pesticides. The standardisation committees that
establishedd detailed protocols for toxicity tests that produced the first and
mostt isomorphic elements of regulatory regimes (in spite of differences in
usee of these standards in various regulatory regimes). The most successful
strategyy for isomorphism of such international organisations has therefore
beenn professional so far, but professional isomorphism pulls in the
oppositee direction in regulatory regimes that rely on a distinct group of
nationall experts.
•• The structure of the legal system: where strong (constitutional) guarantees
exist,, the legal system tends to cause coercive national isomorphism as
societall actors claim similar rights in different regulatory regimes, even if
thee legal statutes on which the regulatory regimes are built do not
explicitlyy specify these. This form of coercive isomorphism can be found
especiallyy on issues that concern societal actors most, i.e. for which they
aree willing to invoke general legal rights against decisions of a specific
regime.. For environmental NGOs, this typically involves legislation on
publicc availability of information, right-to-know legislation, or on the right
off consultation or participation during regulatory decision making. This
meanss that stronger national isomorphism can be expected in the US, less
inn the Netherlands, and the least in England, specifically in the way the
Cf.. Wilts, Economie als Maatschappijwetenschap; Van den Bogaard,
ConfiguringConfiguring the Economy; Hemerijck, "Hardnekkigheid van Corporatistisch Beleid
inn Nederland".
Kwa,, van den Bogaard, and Pastoors, "Het Groene Stempel van het RIVM".
1222
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relationss between the regulatory agency and societal actors are structured,
whichh can be largely confirmed by my own findings. Nevertheless,
Europeann legislation, such as directives on the public availability of
regulatoryy information, is becoming an important resource for contestation
off national regulatory decision making. This is especially clear in England,
wheree during the eighties European legislation was one of the factors in a
transformationn of the structure of the regulatory regime of water pollution
control.123 3
•• Obviously, there are other institutional patterns that are more or less
conducivee to national or international isomorphic patterns. One could look
att the patterns by which societal groups are organised. For example, parts
off the environmental movement in Europe have formed a loosely
federativee structure between countries, but are far behind the formation of
Europeann organisations of the chemical industry. Strategies of such actors
aree in turn conditioned by their opportunities in the various regulatory
regimes.regimes.124124 Another pattern is that of scale, as large countries may
moree success in setting regulatory agendas and shielding off their own
regulatoryy approach through the economic and scientific resources they
cann mobilise.
4.22 Internal contradictions of regulatory regimes
Anotherr area to study the processes of change of regulatory regimes concerns
thee tensions and contradictions that develop within them. The various
institutionall characteristics cause interactions that push regulatory regimes
intoo specific paths of development and into specific difficulties. I will
illustratee what I mean with some typical changes in the science/policy
boundary.125 5
AA well-documented example, and one that has also figured centrally in
myy analyses, is the logic of adversarial court proceedings that push the
science/policyy boundary into a stricter format, leading to objectified (depersonalised)) test procedures in legalistic/pluralist regulatory regimes. This in
turnn leads to a specific construction of scientific knowledge that can be
processedd in such a regulatory regime, excluding non-standardised expertise,
att cost of developing blind spots in the knowledge on which regulatory
decisionss are built. However, the public nature of such decision making does
meann that third parties, typically NGOs or concerned citizens, can question
regulatoryy science used in decision making and in some cases even present
otherr potentially relevant knowledge. Meanwhile, the procedural nature of
1233
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regulatoryy implementation can lead to extensive litigation or the continued
productionn of ever more complex rules, which can actually delay
environmentall policy in spite of the seemingly strict and activist stance of
regulatoryy agencies.126 This is how one pattern of organising regulatory
regimess has its typical strengths and weaknesses, but also its typical processes
thatt undermine its own premises. In this case, increasingly complex
formalisationn becomes a source of delegitimation and an argument for
deregulation. .
Inn the case of regulatory regimes where legal means of contestation are
absentt and where publicly available information is extremely limited, such
outsidee participation in the construction of the knowledge base is virtually
impossible.. To the extent that it will occur, this will happen through public
channelss or more general contestation, which typically includes challenging
thee quality and integrity of regulatory agencies involved. The knowledge base
forr decision making tends to be restricted to the elite circle of expertise that
aree considered reliable (and/or reasonable) by the regulatory decision makers,
usuallyy allowing more easy access for industry. The clearest examples of such
regulatoryy regimes are English pesticide and surface water pollution
regulatoryy regimes and the Dutch regulatory regime for pesticides (at least
beforee 1994). Although expert consensus and applicable knowledge may be
relativelyy easy to construe, the scope of this expert base is limited. The
inherentt threat in this path of development is that this scope gets disconnected
fromfrom knowledge developed outside of it, e.g. in outsider academic
organisationss or NGOs. The systematic failure to consider potentially relevant
knowledgee (or the failure to prove that relevant knowledge has been
consideredd systematically) can undermine the legitimacy of regulatory
decisionn making as a whole. This offers chances for regulatory reform in the
directionn of more openness or participation, although these elitist patterns are
remarkablyy tenuous. Therefore, the profound regulatory cynicism that is
foundd among outsider actors in these regimes comes as no surprise.
AA less extensively documented, but still identifiable pattern is that of
corporatistt patterns in regulatory decision making. Here regulatory expertise
iss organised in such a way that the traditional partners of the corporatist
regimee accept it, thereby providing expert footholds that are considered
reliablee enough by the partners in the regime to build decisions on or to prestructuree the political debate. Organised expertise in corporatist regulatory
regimess can either take the form of relatively standardised tests or procedures,
orr the form of an authoritative group of experts. In both cases, the key to
successfull operation of such a structuration of the science/policy boundary is
Brickman,, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals; Jasanoff, The Fifth
Branch;Branch; Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental Protection Agency;
Vogel,, National Styles ofRegulation.
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thee representation of all the expertise that is considered relevant by the
corporatistt partners (often expertise that is allied with them) and the
combinationn of a boundary that is publicly presented as strict with informal
practicess that reconcile potential conflict in a more contingent repertoire.127
Thee knowledge that is produced in and for such an arrangement is also
limited,, either by the construction of the standardised knowledge of expert
modelss or by the selection of expertise that corresponds to the worldviews of
thee actors that are represented in the corporatist decision-making structures.
Overr time, the corporatist arrangements may no longer integrate all the major
players,, in which case not only the pre-structured political representation but
alsoo its pre-structured knowledge base will be contested. On the surface, each
off these regulatory patterns shows a correspondence between a preference for
procedurall political decision making and procedural expertise, but the
underlyingg processes that cause this correspondence vary.
Withh a better understanding of the dynamics of regulatory regimes, it
mightt be possible to identify typical patterns of succession of patterns in
them.. For example, the development of American pluralist regulatory regimes
seemedd to follow a certain logic throughout the 20th century: clientelism
developedd into iron triangles, which led to a call for more independence,
whichh resulted in pressure pluralism.128 To the extent that it is possible to
constructt such more general narratives of the succession of types, the
science/policyy boundary will have to be at centre stage. With such stories of
pathss of development of regulatory regimes, it could be possible to help
structuree them: to point at sources of tension, potential weaknesses in
regulatoryy decision making, or in the development of a regulatory knowledge
basee and to help develop regulatory alternatives.

Bal,, Grenzenwerk.
Details in Van Waarden, "The Historical Institutionalisation of Typical National
Patternss in Policy Networks between State and Industry", p. 136 et seq.
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Chapterr 8: Eco/toxicology and the
regulationn of chemical hazards
ButBut I remained to watch the throng, and there
II saw a thing I'd hesitate to tell
WithoutWithout more proof - indeed, I should not dare,
DidDid not a blameless conscience stead me well.
Inferno,, XXVIII: 112-115, 8th Circle, Fraud, Schismatics.

11 Regimes of knowing and doing
Inn the early seventies, the regulation of environmental hazards of pollution
movedd into the heart of the polity in the Netherlands, England and the US.
Underr pressure of new environmental organisations, some spectacularly
mediatedd disasters, and a growing group of alarmed scientists, governments
acceleratedd pollution policy. New legislation was passed, existing legislation
wass expanded to add the protection of wildlife to the protection of human
health,, new regulatory agencies were formed, new policy instruments
developed,, and new groups of experts appeared on the scene of states'
environmentall policies. As regulatory programmes fell into place, regulatory
regimess were formed: complex concatenations of regulatory organisations,
hazardd evaluation specialists, their routines and tools, tests, models,
extrapolationn procedures, research institutes, etc., operating together to
producee knowledge and regulation pertaining to how chemical substances
weree allowed to circulate in the world.
Duringg the seventies, the contours of three key regimes were drawn,
regulatingg the effects of pollution on non-human biota and mainly taking into
accountt effects on aquatic wildlife: the regulation of surface water quality,
pesticides,, and industrial chemicals. At the conceptual heart of these
regulatoryy regimes was the quest for safe levels of pollution or at least an
attemptt to reduce the most excessive effects of pollution through the
productionn of rules and standards. In spite of innovations in pollution policy,
suchh as attempts to find 'win-win solutions' to environment and economic
productionn or to stimulation the internalisation of environmental
considerationss in the production process, these regulatory regimes form the
backbonee of pollution policies to this day. At the very least, they provided the
institutionall platform from which alternatives would later originate.
Betweenn the three countries studied - and even between regulatory
regimess in each of these three countries - the ways in which pollution was
regulatedd varied considerably. These regulatory regimes targeted different
sectionss of the production and use of chemicals via specific types of
standards.. For example, standards varied from process oriented, end-of-pipe,
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too environmental quality and product standards; sometimes combined with
levies.. Beyond such instrumental differences, regulatory regimes involved
differentt kinds of relations between regulators and regulated industries. Some
regulatoryy regimes relied more on voluntary cooperation and bilateral
negotiationn with industry; others tended to organise wider negotiation
processes;; others still tended to avoid negotiated approaches and relied more
onn strict rules, with legal institutions as a locus of conflict resolution.
Regulatoryy regimes also differed with respect to the way non-governmental
actorss were organised and their degree of access to regulatory decision
making. .
Suchh differences have been widely acknowledged and described in
researchh on environmental policies. Less well-documented are the differing
patternss in the way regulatory expertise is organised, positioned and
legitimatedd in such regimes. In the public presentation of science in regulatory
debate,, 'science' has varying connotations, or varying connotations of
'science'' are stressed. 'Independent science' is sometimes seen as a guarantee
againstt excessive influence of political actors and sometimes scientists
themselvess are accused of interest politics, or of depoliticising what,
accordingg to some actors involved, is inherently deeply political. Regulatory
sciencee is sometimes presented as a mere instrumental resource or as the
protectorr of reasonability, against 'unrealistic' or 'excessive' demands for
environmentall protection. In the public legitimation of regulatory decisions,
suchh diverse discursive resources or 'boundary texts' are used to implicitly
draww boundaries between what is to be considered science and what politics.
Thesee boundary texts do not only seem to vary with the nature of regulatory
conflict,, but also with traditions of regulatory regimes.
Nott only does the presentation of science in public discourse differ, but
thesee variations also reflect the different roles that regulatory scientists
performm in regulatory regimes. Scientists do not just provide instrumental
knowledgee in regulatory decision making. They may also come up with
strategicc advice, new ideas for how to define policy problems and goals, help
too structure regulatory debate, or take on more explicitly political roles, for
examplee as environmental advocates. Depending on the structure of
regulatoryy regimes, some of these roles become more important than others,
andd with varying roles come specific ways to package expertise, such as in
(standardised)) tests, models, or expert committees.
Intricatelyy related to the varying roles that scientists play or are
expectedd to play, is the question of the appropriate 'distance' between
regulatoryy experts and politically accountable regulatory authorities.
Regulatoryy research may become so closely associated with regulatory
authorities,, that it loses its critical function and only blindly reproduce the
policyy beliefs of the policy makers. Inversely, experts that operate at a larger
distancee from the policy process may lose sight of the issues at stake in
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regulatoryy policy, undermine effective policy initiative with over-critical
advice,, or take off on tangents that may be academically challenging but of
littlee policy relevance.1 In spite of the attempts to look for one best model for
thee organisation of expertise for policy, regulatory regimes show a wide
varietyy of ways to deal with science.
II have described science/policy boundaries as the combined discursive,
social,, and material arrangements that structure the division of labour between
expertss and policy makers, i.e. the patterns in which the tasks and problems in
thee production of regulation are distributed over institutions and people
broadlyy defined as scientific or political, how these cooperate with each other,
andd how they redefine each other in the process. I have found patterns in these
boundaries,, but patterns that vary between regulatory regimes and change
overr time, i.e. that lead to different forms of coordination but also
demarcationn of'science' and 'politics'. Science and politics are not mixed in a
randomm tangle, but the division of labour does not have one clear-cut
'optimum'' either. Policy makers at regulatory authorities, even with political
accountability,, decide in scientific matters if scientists fail to speak with one
voice,, plan and design research programmes, write scientific papers. What is
consideredd science and what politics in regulatory regimes is not fixed.
Sometimess such boundaries are blurred, sometimes they are drawn sharply.
Thee same issues can now be considered a matter for scientists, then a matter
forr policy makers.
Beyondd the formal differences in structure and position of regulatory
expertise,, more substantial differences between the kind of knowledge that is
usedd in regulatory decision making and how this knowledge is produced,
requiree us to delve deeper in into regulatory science. As part of regulatory
regimess controlling chemicals, we also found particular strategies to define,
investigate,, operationalise, and evaluate hazards, ways of knowing the
potentiall damage that chemicals could cause in the environment. Especially
duringg formative periods of regulatory policy, we have run into experts
presentingg the cognitive resources to structure policy, but also specific tools
suchh as toxicity tests to provide policies with manageable measurement
instruments. .
Inversely,, the development of regulatory policies had consequences for
thesee experts: as political support for regulation of chemicals rose, the
institutionalisationn of regulatory action resulted in regulatory regimes with
considerablee research opportunities for eco/toxicologists. The newly formed
regulatoryy authorities quickly required more tools and tests; new ways to
assesss chemical hazards, in attempts to maintain industrial and agricultural
productionn while meeting the demands of the environment and its advocates.
Eco/toxicologistss provided that knowledge. Where government agencies were
11
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nott aware of such needs, eco/toxicologists were there to point them out,
suggestt ways in which hazards could be measured better, ways in which legal
standardss could be defined, targets of protection could be operationalised.
Inn other words: eco/toxicology and these regulatory regimes have
mutuallyy structured each other, have heavily influenced each other's agendas,
problematics,, or solution strategies. Different ways of doing environmental
protectionn went hand in hand with different ways of knowing the potential
hazardss of chemicals.2 In order to identify some of these ways of knowing
pollution,, we had to open the black box of regulatory science. We had to look
beyondd what is portrayed in regulatory policy as 'what has been shown by
science'' into how regulatory science has shown this, how this regulatory
sciencee developed, and how regulatory science co-structured regulatory
policy. .
Oncee light falls into the black box, the richness of world of regulatory
expertss appears, with its competing ways of knowing, its peculiar
disagreementss and rich repertoire of means to overcome or eliminate
disagreements.. In the regulatory evaluation of chemicals with respect to their
effectt on non-human biota (or 'wildlife'), the knowledge to assess effects of
chemicalss has been provided by eco/toxicology: a contested domain of
researchh fields of ecology and environmental toxicology. From the
perspectivee of these fields, the early seventies were not only remarkable
becausee of the formation of regulatory policy, as environmental issues moved
fromm the eccentric fringe into the heart of the polity. Simultaneously, and
muchh less conspicuous, it was also the time in which some of the cornerstones
off eco/toxicological knowledge were developed: the standardisation of
environmentall toxicity tests, the development of risk assessment, of biological
monitoringg tools, or of field testing techniques. Apart from new tools and
theories,, new expert communities formed, new associations, such as the
Societyy for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry or the Society for
Ecotoxicologyy and Environmental Safety, new journals, and especially: new
researchh institutes, mostly closely connected to the new regulatory agencies.
Thee structure of regulatory regimes was very influential for the opportunities
off these research fields to develop and especially for the way in which these
fieldsfields developed with respect to each other, and hence for the boundaries
betweenn research fields in eco/toxicology.
II will start this chapter with a reiteration of the main conclusions of
eachh chapter in order to turn to turn to some more general conclusions
concerningg the boundaries of regulatory science.
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22 Boundaries and the division of expert labour
Thee boundaries between science and politics are never self-evident. In chapter
2,11 argued that modernist definitions of what science and politics 'really are',
essentialistt demarcations of science and politics, do not help to understand the
complexx configurations in the division of labour in regulatory regimes. These
'cagee models', as I have called them, may provide the modernist with criteria
off how the division of labour in regulatory regimes should be organised, but
inn the practice of regulating chemicals such criteria are neither very revealing
norr very helpful. On a descriptive level, we have seen issues that at some
pointt were considered scientific, later political, and later scientific again. The
operationalisationn of protection targets, such as the protection of 95% of
speciess as a criterion, provides an example of such an issue. In some
regulatoryy regimes, the definition of such targets was an issue under the
jurisdictionn of scientists, in others it ended up in parliament, only to be
packagedd in a scientific tool again later. As a description of the complex
interactionss between scientists and decision makers, sharp analytic
distinctionss of what is and is not science provide a very poor representation of
thee contentious nature of such issues in regulatory regimes. Many regulatory
debatess are about what should be consideredfact and what value, or political
opinion,opinion, or a matter of power. The assumption that such a difference can be
establishedd by a third party, a distantiated analyst, is based on the idea that
thesee radical differences over what is fact and what is value are unfortunate
misconceptionss by the actors involved, which can be corrected once the true
valuess and facts are distinguished. There is little support for such a possibility
inn the history of regulatory decision making and even less for the success of
thiss strategy to resolve actual regulatory problems.
Onn a normative level, the attempt to implement an essentialist
demarcationn of 'science' and 'politics' itself appeared as a highly particular
regulatoryy strategy, organised around a strict separation of 'risk assessment'
andd 'risk management'. It was a strategy effective in only specific political
conditionss and with several drawbacks for the kinds of knowledge that can be
considered,, undermining the soundness of scientific evaluation as well as
hidingg issues of potential political relevance from view, rather than separating
themm clearly. TTie demarcationist division of labour between science and
politicss only makes sense in a world where political agendas have unlimited
capacity,, where there is no debate or ambivalence over what is fact and what
value,, where political institutions have the ability to settle every bit of
scientificc uncertainty no matter how trivial, or where scientists are always
awaree of their assumptions and willing to discuss them. Even in regulatory
regimess that have been organised around a strict boundary between 'science'
andd 'politics', such a boundary rarely complies with the various ideal criteria
off the cage model. The more regulatory regimes are organised to resemble
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suchh a platonic ideal, the more they present the fatal shortcomings of it: they
aree typically badly equipped to deal with expert uncertainties or scientific
disagreement,, with societal contestation of regulatory knowledge, or with
contestingg conceptualisations of regulatory problems, such as produced by
differentt fields of knowledge involved in regulatory science. The normative
versionn of the cage model therefore forecloses participatory solutions to
regulatoryy problems, especially in matters of the definition of problems,
relevantt knowledge and solution strategies. At best, a regulatory regime based
onn a cage model could have some merit in a situation where there are high
degreess of consensus about the nature of the problem, the relevant knowledge,
thee goals, and desirable solution strategies - or in situations where actors care
tooo little to actually enact their disagreements.
Inversely,, the a-modernist 'seamless network' approach to science and
politicss is not very helpful either. The view that advises us to ignore the
boundariess between science and politics as they have been organised in the
discursivee practices of regulatory regimes, leaves us with nothing to say about
thee actual patterns in the division of expert labour, nor about what is at stake
inn debates over regulatory reform. There may not be essentialist criteria that
effectivelyy describe the division of expert labour and provide adequate rules
forr a wise construction of such a division of labour, but this does not mean
thatt all of a sudden we should ignore the existence of this division of labour
andd refuse to take the qualms of regulatory actors over them seriously.
Favouritee expressions of seamless network models such as 'politics and
sciencee form a continuum', or 'there is always politics in science and science
inn politics' may sound appealing, but they fall short of addressing the more
acutee questions: How are science and politics actually distributed in the
operationn and structure of regulatory regimes? How could or should their
distributionn be organised in the interest of fair environmental protection or
democraticc decision making? Here too, there is a gap between the analyst who
claimss that there are no boundaries, or only inconsequential side-products,
andd regulatory actors who seem to organise most of their work around such
boundaries.3 3
Thee normative consequences of seamless network models result in an
argumentt for one very specific form of regulatory regime: one in which the
boundariess between science and politics are very vague and multiform.
Contraryy to a cage model, a seamless network model of science and politics
suggestss a proliferation of participation in regulatory proceedings, to a
participationn of everybody (and eventually everything, when even the
boundaryy between people and things is declared a delusion). In its more
Evenn though network theorists deny it (Latour, Science in Action), I fail to see
howw this does not imply a bad case of false consciousness on behalf of regulatory
actors. .
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Machiavelliann form, integration in the network even becomes an instrument
forr the interests of a key operator. As a model of regulatory regimes, the
seamlesss network model corresponds perhaps most to regulatory
controversies,, where disagreements over problem definitions, relevant
knowledgee and solution strategies typically question and undermine
previouslyy established divisions of labour, dislodge science/policy boundaries.
Bothh models fall short when we try to understand (changes in) historic
patternss in the division of labour, and in relating to the issues that regulatory
actorss are concerned with, including the ways in which actors themselves
perceivee boundaries in regulatory regimes. In the most sympathetic reading,
theyy represent exceptional situations in regulatory regimes. However, there is
noo need for either modernist reification or a-modernist nullification of
boundaries.. The alternative approach to the division of expert labour is to
studyy the patterns empirically: show how boundaries are drawn, how these
patternss vary under different conditions, and what the consequences of
variouss patterns are for the way regulatory regimes deal with pollution
hazards.. In this analysis, there is no need to either assume analytic boundaries
forr the division of expert labour, or deny the existence of boundaries
altogether. .
Boundariess are therefore not the same as demarcations. Demarcation,
thee drawing of difference, is but one part of the effect of boundaries, as they
alsoo coordinate work between practices (or, when routinised practices are
involved,, institutions). Demarcation and coordination are the two sides of the
coinn of the division of labour. Hence I have defined boundary work, with a
minorr modification to Shapin's definition4 as such: Boundary work defines a
practicee in contrast with other practices, protects it from unwanted participants
andd interference, while attempting to prescribe proper ways of behaviour for
participantss and non-participants (demarcation); simultaneously, boundary
workk defines proper ways for interaction between these practices and makes
suchh interaction possible and conceivable (coordination).
Thee issue is to grasp the patterns of boundaries that are drawn sharply
inn some regulatory regimes, and blurred in others. It is also to look at the
productionn and mobilisation of boundary devices: the texts, objects, and
peoplee (TOP) that are at stake in boundary work, brought together in
organisationss that in turn can operate as boundary devices themselves. This
TOP-schemee obviously does not have explanatory value in itself: it does not
suggestt why or when boundaries will be drawn one way or another. It merely
servess as a reminder that boundaries can be packaged in different ways. We
needd not restrict ourselves to discursive devices to mark boundaries, but
shouldd include social and material ways to organise a division of labour also.
Iff we are to understand boundary configurations, we cannot stick to the
44
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discursivee boundary work that goes on 'above the table' and ignore the social
andd material work 'underneath the table'. In that sense, the TOP scheme does
addd explanatory resources to an understanding of boundaries.

33 Eco/toxicology
Iff regulatory regimes are considered from the point of view of the sciences
thatt compete for positions of experts in these regimes, a different kind of
divisionn of labour appears. The boundary between 'science' and 'politics'
turnss out to be directly related to the division of labour between research
fields.fields. It becomes clear that regulatory science is not a homogenous whole,
butt consists of competing approaches, each with their own set of professional
andd research organisations. In the story of the debates over the meaning of
'ecotoxicology'' and the attempts to create an interdisciplinary field between
(orr in combination of) ecology and environmental toxicology, the boundary
workk between fields was performed with constant reference to issues of
regulatoryy policy. For example, the preferences for single species or multiple
speciess tests were not just debated in terms of which of these were 'more
realistic',, but also with respect to usefulness for regulatory decision making.
Argumentss of cost, (insufficient) standardisation, or clarity of endpoints of
testingg were mixed with traditional scientific issues of validity or reliability.
Whenn regulatory regimes for environmental hazards of chemicals were
formed,, the science of chemicals may have been 'underdeveloped' from the
present-dayy vantage point, but these regulatory regimes did not arrive in a
scientificc void. In each of the countries studied, there were research traditions
thatt preceded regulatory initiatives. In fact, it was the scientists of these older
researchh traditions that had helped to put wildlife effects of pollution on the
politicall agenda in the first place. The division of expert labour as it was
constructedd in relation to regulatory regimes started in older national
traditionss of research, with their specific jurisdictions and intellectual
heritage.. In this case, these involved ecology and the early studies on aquatic
toxicityy (for example by fish physiologists) that would later develop into
environmentall toxicology. By the end of the sixties, there had been some first
attemptss to develop such toxicity tests, but at that point environmental
toxicologyy was not a developed research field with its own research centres or
professionall organisations. Ecology was much more developed. It had a long
traditionn in England, including in a regulatory context through advice on
pesticidee hazards. In the Netherlands, ecologists were already relatively well
establishedd at universities and at the start of prosperous academic growth. In
thee US, the first doctorates in ecology were conferred in the early seventies,
butt the presence of ecologists in environmental issues was so prominent that
onee commonly referred to 'the ecological problem'.
However,, it was not just the relative strength of these national research
traditionss in general that set the stage for the eco/toxicological boundary work
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off the seventies. Boundary work is crucially dependent on the expectations of
researcherss for the future, on where they identify chances for further
developmentt of research or advisory practice, and on where they perceive
threats.55 In addition to the presence of national traditions in (competing)
researchh fields, it is therefore important to look at these fields in their
contemporaryy time frame. In the early seventies, most American ecologists saw
thee best perspectives for research in an academic context. Their professional
associationss continued to have trouble getting a grip on policy involvement,
especiallyy due to large groups of consultants that devalued ecological expertise.
Failingg to claim a solid jurisdiction in regulatory policies and seeing highstrungg policy expectations undermined, most ecologists aimed for the
expansionn of academic research and academic funding. This was the very same
timee when the US EPA was eagerly in search of ways to evaluate pollution
hazards.. At its own research institutes, it found a more responsive answer to its
needss from the fish biologists that developed tests for specific regulatory needs.
AA decade later, the gap in the jurisdiction of regulatory expertise was filled by a
neww and self-conscious profession, largely originated at regulatory research
institutess and well on its way to establish itself at a handful of American
universities.. By then, regulatory assessment tools such as sub-chronic early life
stagee aquatic toxicity tests were already ten years of development and
meticulouss standardisation ahead of the kind of tests suggested by ecologists
likee John Cairns. Another decade later, American environmental toxicology
hadd its own PhD programmes, research journals, an active professional
organisationn catering for the specific needs of a regulatory science, ready to
leapp across the Atlantic and set up a similar organisation in Europe.
Developmentss were not as clear-cut in England, but they do provide
interestingg contrasts. Ecologists in England were also present at regulatory
researchh institutes in the early seventies (and beyond). Given the structure of
regulatoryy regimes in England, the elite character that I have compared to a
'court',, university scientists would not have had easy access to regulatory
researchh even if they had wanted to. Although English academic ecologists
tooo were suspicious of involvement in environmental policy and weary of the
potentiall politicisation of their field, the representation of ecological research
att (government) regulatory research institutes meant that regulatory interest in
environmentall toxicology developed next to ecology. In any case,
perspectivess for the energetic development of these areas of regulatory
researchh were rather limited in the eighties, when environmental regulatory
policyy was generally on a backburner. Environmental toxicology in England
tookk off as a regulatory science at the end of the eighties, when regulatory
reformss created new perspectives, not only for the traditionally regulatory
55
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researchh institutes, but very hesitantly also for a few research groups at
universities. .
Dutchh ecology dominated regulatory research on pollution in the
seventies,, especially via the involvement of the regulation of water pollution.
Academicc ecology tended to be organised more around functional ecology,
withh only limited applications in pollution policies (e.g. eutrophication), but
theree were also strong traditions of structural ecology. It was especially
structurall ecologists that were involved in the development of regulatory tools
suchh as sampling techniques for biomonitoring or diversity indexes for water
qualityy assessment. However, this divided community did not manage to
producee an answer to the regulatory needs of the eighties, when policy makers
weree eagerly looking for 'hard' indicators that could be used in a norm-setting
policyy that would weigh up against other policy fields. The jurisdictional void
wass filled (and co-defined) by environmental toxicology. Parts of Dutch
environmentall toxicology initially developed in close contact with ecological
research.. In the second half of the eighties, a powerful alliance was made
betweenn the environmental toxicologists of Utrecht University, the RIVM and
thee department of the Environment, importing American notions of risk
assessmentt and steering towards increasing formalisation of expertise.
Nevertheless,, even this more physiologically oriented coalition developed in
lightt of the traditional ecological critiques.
Thee discussions that went on around the boundary text 'ecotoxicology',
thee attempts to construct and stabilise a division of labour in eco/toxicology
throughh definitions or representations of the field, as well as the boundaries
constructedd through professional organisations, research journals, or academic
trainingg (see chapter 4), only make sense if we place them in light of potential
jurisdictionss in regulatory regimes and the strategies of researchers towards
them.. What makes the analysis complicated is that eco/toxicologists were also
keyy actors in the construction and definition of these jurisdictions, as they
helpedd to define and construct the regulatory evaluation of chemicals.
Whetherr they managed to do so, did not just depend on the strategies they
developedd under the conditions of institutionalised divisions of labour among
eco/toxicologists,, but also on the structure of regulatory regimes and in
particularr the patterns in science/policy boundaries, which warranted further
inspection. .

44 Packaging expertise: the US standardisation of
eco/toxicityeco/toxicity tests
Inn order to reconstruct exactly how the division of expert labour in US
regulatoryy regimes was constructed, we looked in more detail at the
science/policyy boundary in routine regulatory decision making (rather than
inn a controversy). American regulatory regimes showed a strong tendency to
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standardisee their expertise. This standardisation involved the packaging of
expertt knowledge of toxicity testing or hazard evaluation into objects and
especiallyy texts, such as the detailed protocols for performing aquatic
toxicityy tests. The objects involved in aquatic toxicity testing were not
normallyy provided from a central source (with exceptions, such as during
round-robinn testing), but protocols relied heavily on standardised equipment
thatt was widely available, accommodating the wide distribution of testing
laboratories. .
Inn order to maintain the levels of standardisation, layers of control
weree added on top of the detailed instructions contained in toxicity
protocols,, such as laboratory certification programmes, instructional videos,
orr reliability testing. This produced tests that could travel, not to anywhere
inn general, but to the specific locations where regulatory action took place:
too (certified) laboratories performing test for regulatory applications, to the
officess of risk assessors, and potentially to the cross fire of counter-expertise
inn courtrooms. It was also in these specific locations that technologies were
deployedd to guarantee their stability. Certification schemes required the
presencee of documentation or supporting technologies in laboratories, the
resultss of standardised test found their place in assessment schemes that
attemptedd to routinise hazard evaluation, and the standard tests were
harnessedd to travel to courtrooms by means of their certification by large
groupss of experts, by their legal status, and ultimately even by experts
trainedd for courtroom witnessing. In order to achieve this local (and relative)
stability,, tests had already travelled a long journey before that: from
laboratoriess where the tests were conceived, usually into the laboratories of
thee US EPA for further development, into the long negotiations over
standardisationn in forums such as ASTM and EPA's public feedback
workshops. .
Standardisedd ecotoxicity tests became boundary devices packaging the
specificc boundary configuration of US regulatory regimes, and were in turn
usedd to reproduce these boundaries. The division of labour between 'science'
andd 'politics' that they entailed consisted of a specific selection of endpoints
andd extrapolation procedures that were the result of extensive negotiation, but
thatt could be presented as hard science. In that sense, they fitted the sharp
demarcationn of science and politics typical of US regulatory regimes, both in
publicc discourse and in organisation. However, the regime which managed to
pacifyy regulatory decisions to the largest degree, in the regulation of industrial
chemicals,, was not based on a very formal use of standards, but of a
negotiationn over testing details in theframeworkof highly standardised testing
methodology.. In addition, the seemingly formalised decision making had its
counterpartt in the extensive negotiations that preceded the introduction of
testss and assessment procedures, including with experts that worked in
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industry.. It therefore becomes more interesting to look at these regulatory
regimess in terms of how the formal and informal are distributed over front
andd back regions of regulation.
Thee gradual and not always immediately successful development of
standardisationn
strategies,
via
consensus-building
standardisation
organisations,, EPA-sponsored and controlled development work, as well as
legall certification, shows that the process did not come about automatically.
Rather,, it was the result of a careful honing of ways to pacify regulatory
decisionn making through a learning process of decades. The differences
betweenn regulatory regimes in the US shows that this standardisation was
dependentt on the specific conditions of the individual regimes, including the
viewss and beliefs of regulatory actors, among whom I have paid most detailed
attentionn to the experts at the US EPA. Nevertheless, the failure to make use
off mesocosm tests that did not go through the lengthy standardisation process
indicatess the structural conditions for strategies for regulatory testing and
evaluationn that went beyond the views of EPA officers.
Standardisation,, per definition, involves exclusion of what is nonstandard,, deviant, outside of the norm.6 In the case of American regulatory
regimes,, this exclusion involved ecological forms of knowledge. On the one
hand,, the ecologists suggesting multispecies tests were already confronted
withh the 'lack of standardisation' argument by the end of the seventies. Thentestss had not gone through the multi-million dollar development schemes that
hadd so radically reduced duration and cost of aquatic toxicity tests (such as the
developmentt of early life stage tests of a few days to replace full-life cycle
chronicc test of several months or even years). On the other hand, the
considerablee efforts involved in carrying tests through the standardisation
processs and the specific (non-academic) returns involved, meant that
ecologistss tended not to invest in standardisation negotiations. Multi-species
testss were eventually largely positioned in function of the further development
off single-species tests through validation studies. The importance of the
standardisationn process is underlined by the fact that some microcosm tests
developedd for industrial chemicals did find their way into modest applications
inn regulatory evaluations (and later effectively into GMO evaluations).
Inn more general terms, formalised expertise, embedded in a test, a
model,, or a protocol, has regulatory advantages in the sense that these tools
cann create relatively stable points of reference in regulatory decision making.
Itt is important to note that they can only do this if certain conditions are met.
Theyy have to be generally accepted by regulatory experts, since even
standardisedd tests can be deconstructed if sufficient resources are mobilised in
aa controversy. A large part of their strength does not come from the degree to
whichh their rules are detailed or to which their repeatability has been shown,
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butt from the certification they have received and the breadth of their support
amongg experts. These requirements increase as access to the arena of
regulatoryy expertise is easier and the details of regulatory assessment are
publiclyy available, possibly used in legal action. In other words: potential
oppositionn has to be neutralised beforehand and the nature of the opposition is
cruciallyy dependent on the structure of the regulatory regime at hand.
Thiss standardised expertise also has some considerable drawbacks:
one-sidedd reliance on it marks the boundaries of science in a sharp way, can
(ratherr than resolve) create conflict that may undermine effective regulatory
action,, for example with stalling litigation tactics. In addition, this
organisationn of expertise can lead to a funnel of expertise: only knowledge
thatt is operationalised in this standardised format can be considered in
regulatoryy evaluations. Valuable non-standardised knowledge may have to be
excludedd from regulatory assessment. This could involve knowledge of newly
discoveredd environmental effects (e.g. the debate over pseudo-hormones), or
knowledgee of highly particularistic properties of a particular chemical (e.g.
radicallyy different toxicity at different acidity levels), or knowledge about
actuall practice of chemical use that is typically highly abstracted in models
andd assessment protocols (e.g. the field conditions in which a pesticide is
used,, the realism or practicality of protective clothing or of spraying
instructions). .
Inn the case of eco/toxicity testing, such a funnel has occurred with
respectt to single species testing, although this has been partly repaired by the
introductionn of more ecological processes into the frame of environmental
toxicology.. The remarkable dominance of single species testing can be
interpretedd as a technological trajectory: investments in this frame created an
advantagee during the 1970s, largely as a result of very well-intended
Americann investments in their development, that ecological alternatives could
nott compete with. Time and time again, the possibility of using tests for other
parameterss was discarded because such tests were 'insufficiently developed'.
AA similar fate hit the heavy artillery of ecological testing, the mesocosm, in
spitee of attempts to catch up its development. In this light it is quite
remarkablee that mesocosm have operated only in regulatory regimes where
theree was space for negotiation over testing details, framed by generic rather
thann highly standardised testing protocols. Part of this trajectory is the alliance
betweenn the US EPA regulators and environmental toxicology, receiving
regulatoryy funding and developing in the pleasant shade of regulatory
attention.. Ecologists saw other avenues, initially in an academic setting, and
laterr in other policy fields, such as conservation. Under these circumstances,
thee ecologists who remained interested in environmental pollution were not
ablee to produce the kind of abstracted, objectified biology for which
Americann regulatory regimes had a strong affinity.
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Onee way to compensate for these drawbacks of these 'funnelled',
highlyy standardised tests and assessment schemes in chemical regulation is to
buildd in safety margins. We have seen various 'safety factors' and
'assessmentt factors' used in regulatory assessment, some based on expert
opinionn and some in turn made into a rule (but ultimately no less based on
informedd opinion). A weak point in the assessment factors is that they are
vulnerablee to the argument of over-protection: if they are designed to err on
thee safe side, to compensate for the inherent limitations of single species
testing,, then this leads to the quest for the backdoor, a way to avoid alleged
over-regulation.. This is the role that multispecies tests ended up in by the end
off the eighties: the outsider expertise that could be used to lower standards
otherwisee too strict. This is not to say that informal, personalised expertise is
'better',, as it presents different drawbacks, as we found through the
contrastingg patterns of regimes in other countries.

55 Contrasting patterns
Englandd and the Netherlands provided contrasting patterns in the division of
expertt labour. Both between countries and between regulatory regimes, the
science/policyy boundaries were organised in markedly different ways while
withh also respect to eco/toxicology the division of labour took on different
patternss and a different route of development. This variation could be related
too differing structures of regulatory regimes, in addition to variation of
researchh traditions and boundary work of eco/toxicology. I will briefly
recapitulatee the differences here.
Untill the second half of the eighties, the English regulatory regimes
describedd were typically structured as (royal) courts: access to the nitty-gritty
off regulatory decision making was limited to a relatively limited range of
trustedd and co-opted actors, a pattern that was especially striking for the
organisationn of expertise. Regulatory authorities relied on a select group of
expertt institutes, bound to the policy culture of 'reasonability' and high levels
off discretion. This involved personalised science/policy boundaries that were
presentedd in public as strict, but were combined with more flexible and
contingentt practices of regulatory decision making. In the back region of
decisionn making, issues of science and policy were accommodated rather than
strictlyy separated. In the public defence of these boundary configurations,
sciencee was associated with reason rather than rules, with people rather than
textss or objects.
Inn striking contrast to the US, limited standardisation of
eco/toxicologicall tests did not prevent test results from being considered in
regulatoryy assessments, as was illustrated by the use of 'failed' US mesocosm
studiess in English pesticide assessments. Although eco/toxicological
methodologyy was developed in England also (and occasionally even went
throughh a limited certification process), standardisation was not nearly as
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extensivee as in the US. This did not led to the same effects of exclusion of
non-standardisedd expertise, in principle creating more space for ecology to
developp a regulatory practice. Because English regulatory regimes showed
strongg aversion of using legal channels of conflict resolution, this meant that
onee of the powerful drives behind standardisation in the US was absent.
However,, the 'court' structure of regimes led to different kinds of exclusion,
nott operating via standardisation, but via the restricted range of research
institutess and experts that had access to regulatory decision making. One of
thee remarkable differences with the US and England was the low degree of
involvementt of the academic world in regulatory expertise, with the exception
off very few advisory committees more distanced to routine decision making,
suchh as the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution.
Inn spite of this general pattern, regulatory regimes in England also
showedd variation and change over time. The structure of regulatory regimes
startedd to shift after the mid-eighties, caused by a number of developments.
Firstly,, there was the privatisation of the traditional 'court' research institutes.
Althoughh regulatory authorities continued to rely strongly on their traditional
sourcess of expertise, at least this meant that these research institutes
diversifiedd their sources of income. Nevertheless, the privatisation did not in
itselff break through the high levels of secrecy, as the confidentiality of civil
servantss was replaced with the commercial confidentiality of consultants.
Secondly,, the continued failure of the regulation based on voluntary
cooperation,, extensive negotiation with regulated industry and pragmatic use
off environmental quality standards as main success indicator, continued to fall
shortt of its promises. This also created a widening gap between the promise of
publicc control of regulatory policy and the practice of restricted access.
Thirdly,, there was the expanding involvement of the European Union in
environmentall regulation, producing (legal) resources that could be mobilised
byy environmental movements, but also methodological resources that guided
developmentt of new regulatory initiatives.
Suchh sources of pressure did not lead to breakthroughs in each of the
threee regulatory regimes simultaneously, nor to similar patterns of
development.. Starting in 1985, the shift to a statutory scheme for pesticides
andd consequently to more openness and a gradual formalisation of assessment
criteria,, continued to support a highly informal and negotiated practice of
pesticidee hazard assessment. In the regulation of water, hesitant formalisation
off the regulatory approach occurred at the end of the eighties. It came with the
moree independent regulatory position of the National Rivers Authority, the
developmentt of lists of priority chemicals with stricter discharge limitations,
butt also with the development of ecological methodology to determine
environmentall quality. In industrial chemicals we found the strongest
tendenciess to conform to European approaches, especially through the
harmonisationn of risk assessment procedures and through the introduction of
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neww sources of eco/toxicological expertise in the policy process, but here too
thee tradition of negotiation with industry over regulation continued. In other
words:: the science/policy boundaries in these regimes continued to show
subtlee differences, even under similar developments in the national and
Europeann regulatory context.
Inn the Netherlands, these differences between regulatory regimes were
sharper.. The regime of pesticides was very similar to that in England in some
respects:: high levels of secrecy, extensive negotiation over hazard evaluation,
andd a strong reliance on voluntary cooperation. Marked dissimilarities, at least
inn the seventies and eighties, were the 'departmental corporatism' that set a
stagee for expert evaluation with an ambivalent science/policy boundary, and
thee stronger legal mandate of regulatory authorities. These differences became
muchh smaller at the end of the eighties, after the English regulatory scheme
becamee statutory and even after the Dutch regulatory authority was put at
moree distance from government. A remarkable exception was the fact that the
Dutchh regulatory regime no longer claimed to be organised around a politicsversus-sciencee boundary, but on a policy-versus-implementation basis.
Nevertheless,, implementation was still delegated to experts, clearly labelled
ass such.
Thee regulation of water pollution had a particular structure set in the
Dutchh regional water boards and the system of levies. Especially through the
extensivee local responsibilities in physical management, water regulation
offeredd job opportunities for ecologists. A significant change came in the
secondd half of the eighties with the development of water quality criteria and
thee increasing reliance of the department of the environment on a more
formalisedd approach to eco/toxicological assessment. Starting with review
documents,, this developed into derivation schemes for water quality criteria
thatt made use of methodology developed by the US EPA and that came to
resemblee more strongly US patterns of regulatory evaluation. This
developmentt was even stronger in the regulation of industrial chemicals,
wheree the risk assessment schemes came with a sharper science/politics
boundary,, resulting in the attempts to develop models and formalised
assessmentt schemes. In contrast to the US, the key process here was not an
adversariall court system, but the introduction of American methodology, the
professionall ethic of separation of science and politics of the risk assessment
approach,, combined with the strategy of the department of the environment to
relyy more on quantified science as a means to get a stronger position among
otherr departments.
Focusingg specifically on the consequences for the development of
regulatoryy science, these contrasting patterns in the Netherlands and England
createdd a different set of opportunities for eco/toxicology: the unintended high
levelss of exclusion of ecology from regulatory science did not occur as
stronglyy and opportunities for blurring of boundaries in eco/toxicology were
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generallyy better. Nevertheless, the processes behind this were dissimilar. In
England,, ecologists were not pushed out of regulatory regimes through
standardisationn as in the US, but continued to participate in regulatory
regimess on a modest level. However, the selective mobilisation of expertise in
Englandd also meant that this participation was limited to a small group of
ecologicall researchers in government research institutes. Simultaneously, the
opportunitiess to develop methodology were limited due to the modest
perspectivess for funding. Regulatory interests in ecology did provide modest
chances,, for example in the development of the RTVTACS model or the
continuedd interests in mesocosms, but such interests did not weigh up against
thee international dominance of environmental toxicology.
Inn the Netherlands, it was the structure of science policy, in particular,
alongg with the interest in ecology in (local) water regulation that time and
timee again pushed ecology into the arena of regulatory research, even at times
whenn it seemed to have acquired a backlog in regulatory methodology in
comparisonn to environmental toxicology. The main instruments of this
mobilisationn were research programmes of an interdepartmental nature, in
combinationn with advisory organisations for research policy. In contrast to the
centrall position of the US EPA in American regulatory research and to a
largerr extent than the Natural Environment Research Council in England,
researchh policy was an engine of integration, even if each individual research
programmess did not offer as many options for ecologists. This form of
researchh policy — focused on bringing even academic research to bare on
regulatoryy issues already in the early eighties - is one of the crucial processes
behindd ecology's closer involvement in regulatory research in the Netherlands
thann in the US and even England. Similar integrating tendencies could be
foundd in the development of environmental science teaching programmes,
somee of which were specifically tailored to pertinent areas of environmental
policy.. Other processes involved the possibility of Dutch ecologists to
constructt alliances through different regulatory regimes, for example via the
departmentt of water or the department of agriculture. The fragmented
institutionalisationn of Dutch environmental policy7 thus also supported
pluralismm of expertise, while research policy stimulated integration.
Thiss did not mean that, by 1995, at the end of the period researched, the
Netherlandss had created the interdisciplinary 'ecotoxicology' that some
ecologistss had envisaged around 1980. Rather, there was a combination of a
detailedd allotment of regulatory research between the two fields and a better
perspectivee for mutual influence and cooperation. The confrontation with the
energeticenergetic alliance around risk assessment led by the department of the
environmentt did not result in the exclusion of ecology, but in an intricate
divisionn of labour organised around specific sections of regulatory policy and
77
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inn a stronger exchange that created the particular brand of Dutch
eco/toxicology.. This consisted of an environmental toxicology that developed
answerss to ecological counter-views, built more ecological aspects into its
evaluationn schemes, but also provided niches for in-between positions (such
ass that of the ecotoxicologists at the Free University). Throughout the eighties
andd nineties, the triangle of relations between environmental toxicology,
chemistryy and ecology suggested by Koeman returned as a powerful and
generallyy accepted mnemonic of this complementarity.

66 Regulatory regimes, science, and the state
Becausee of the two-way constituting interaction between regulatory policy
traditionss and research communities (the 'co-construction of regulatory
regimes'),, it would be too crude to reduce the division of expert labour in
eco/toxicologicall regulatory regimes in these countries to either the existence
off national traditions of research or the structure of regulatory decision
making.. National traditions of research develop in response to research
opportunitiess and, in eco/toxicology, these research opportunities were
structuredd by regulatory policies. Inversely, regulatory policies in
environmentall affairs do not develop in isolation of research traditions. On the
contrary:: researchers play crucial roles in signalling, defining and
operationalisingg regulatory issues, as well as in the construction of targets of
environmentall protection and the ways to measure goal attainment. It is
thereforee essential for the understanding of the structure of regulatory regimes
too 'look into the black box of science', analyse the constitutive roles of
scientists,, the succession of generations of experts or the precise origins of
conceptss and the tools, tests, and material resources used by them. These
resourcess too are structured by boundaries, namely the boundaries of research
fields,, constructed in cooperation or competition between scientists and the
dominantt research agendas or tools in their fields. In as far as these are these
boundariess have become routinised, they form institutionalised patterns that
structuree what should and should not be asked, who should and should not
participatee in research, or what does and does not belong to the right tools for
thee job. My analysis of eco/toxicology suggests that members of scientific
fieldss do not just draw boundaries with respect to other scientific fields based
onn intellectual competition or in-group/out-group strife. On the contrary, it
seemss boundary issues emerge especially where scientists compete or form
alliancess for resources: research funding or facilities, jurisdictions of
professionall (regulatory) practice, or even cultural recognition. In that sense,
scientificc fields operate more like professions than the stereotype of
disinterestedd academic research.
Thee structure of the science/policy boundary is an integral part of the
wayy regulatory regimes are organised. The typical pattern of organisation of a
regulatoryy regime is embedded in the science/policy boundary just like it is
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embeddedd in institutionalised demarcation of regulatory tasks (limited versus
extensive),, the form of relations with societal actors (functionalised/constituent),, and the pattern of involvement of legal institutions in the
regulatoryy regime (see chapter 7). These characteristics of regulatory regimes
aree not independent of each other. Innovations in the way the science/policy
boundaryy is organised tend to result in a rearrangement in the other
institutionall elements. For example, processes of standardisation of expertise
implyy a boundary between science and politics that is drawn more sharply.
Thiss will threaten to restrict or at least restructure the space for negotiation
betweenn regulatory agencies and societal groups, especially under conditions
off polarisation. This does not mean that regulatory regimes tend towards some
sortt of stability where all four characteristics are in balance. Regulatory
regimess are in flux, sometimes through marginal changes, sometimes through
moree radical innovations. Regulatory experts pick up new methodologies
abroad,, different generations of experts move into crucial positions and bring
alongg their own approach, political crises lead to new mandates or restructure
avenuess for legal challenge of regulatory decision making. I have suggested
thee use of Kingdon's policy window/policy closure terms to describe this
discontinuouss process of change, and the notion of institutional isomorphism
too track the origins and nature of regulatory innovations through coercive,
mimicking,, or professional processes.
Thee resulting description of national patterns is one that does not look
forr underlying national institutions that express themselves in specific
regulatoryy regimes. It is one in which the typical national patterns become a
commonn denominator for patterns found in various national institutions,
amongamong which regulatory regimes. While macro-institutions structure the
opportunitiess for regulatory regimes, the development of regulatory regimes
themselvess has changed the conception of the state, the way state agencies
interactt with society or the role of scientific expertise in policy making. The
regulationn of environmental pollution has innovated the way policy makers
interactt with experts or with pressure groups. The history of water
managementt in the Netherlands forms a nice example of how regulatory
regimess can provide institutional models for the rest of the polity, as it is
commonlyy considered as an institutional model for a distributed Dutch state.
Onee could stretch the claim beyond environmental regulation. For example,
similarr arguments could be made for the redefinition of the role of the state by
Americann regulatory action in the Prohibition or the War on Drugs.
Whateverr the conception of the relation between national patterns and
'sector'' patterns in regulatory regimes, the pattern of institutionalisation of
expertisee is a crucial element of regulatory regimes that can no longer be
ignored.. There is overwhelming evidence from STS that expertise is
constitutivee to regulatory regimes, just as coalitions, bureaucracies, regulatory
agencies,, or pressure groups are. STS has also shown that the organisation
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andd outcomes of scientific expertise axe not self-evident, but that there are
processess going on 'in science' that are both interesting for social scientists
andd of considerable potential relevance. Given these results, a systematic
refusall to open the black box of regulatory science is a mistake a social
scientistt studying regulatory decision making cannot afford to make.

77 Boundaries
Whatt can we conclude about boundaries of regulatory science in a more
generall sense? I have argued for three key principles to study boundaries of
(regulatory)) science, constituting a conceptual apparatus for studying
boundaries.. Each of these three has been developed in this study and has led
too wider implications for how we understand and study science and expertise.
7.11 Multiple boundaries: beyond language
Boundariess should be analysed as they are embodied in boundary devices:
texts,, objects, and people. These three elements are available to actors to
mutuallyy define and structure the boundaries between science and policy as
welll as between research fields. We can analyse how material boundary
devicess (objects) distribute a role for scientists and a role for policy makers
(people),, for example when a risk assessment model structures how
experimentall results need to be put in and what the consequent choices are for
thee policy maker. Textual devices are used to define the role of the scientist
andd the policy maker, such as the notions of risk assessment/risk management.
Thesee boundary devices help to structure boundaries, which means that they
makee certain outcomes of boundary work more likely than others (not
determinee them). Inn this sense, they embody power: the possibility to alter the
outcomee of social interaction. The various forms of embodied boundaries
interact,, work together or conflict with each other in the organisation of the
demarcationn and integration of politics and science.
AA description of boundaries therefore has to account for their multiple
forms.. Because boundaries are embodied in texts, objects, and people;
becausee these are organised in complex organisation in patterns that can be
idiosyncraticc or innovative; because boundaries are disputed; or simply
becausee boundaries vary between regulatory regimes, there is not one
identifiablee and clearly definable boundary between science and politics.
Evenn a 'map' of all the various ways in which politics and science are bound
inn the context of one specific regulatory regime is an impossible job.
Althoughh perhaps displeasing to the analytic mind, 'the boundary' between
sciencee and politics in regulatory regimes turns out to be a complex
patchworkk where distinctions between science and politics are indeed drawn
alll the time, but often in contradicting and ambivalent terms. Boundaries in
regulatoryy regimes can indeed be described as sharp, vague, or ambivalent,
butt one should remain aware that these are crude generalisations, helpful to
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understandd the dominant dynamic of regulatory decision making but not
necessarilyy of all cases of sub-issues.
Thee consequence of multiple boundaries is that we should analyse
boundariesboundaries 'beyond language': not merely as a matter of cultural
representationn of scientific practices, but of structuration of scientific
practicess and more specifically: of the division of expert labour. The fact that
wee ourselves, as analysts of this division of labour, seem to be mostly
confinedd to language to express this division of labour, does not relieve us of
thee duty to grapple with the silent discourse of tests, experimental practices,
sociall networks, or unspoken rules. Moreover, a creative and constructive
contributionn to the debate over the division of expert labour should not have
too restrict itself to the systematising of already existing conceptual maps of
thiss division of labour used by actors, but it will have to relate to these maps
ass they are so crucial for regulatory discourse.
7.22 Institutional constructivism: beyond boundary work
Boundariess should not just be seen as a matter of 'work', but also develop
structurall properties. As this boundary work routinises, it leads to
institutionalisedd boundaries: routines, rules, standard procedures, habitual
behaviour,, accepted and unproblematised conceptualisations, combined in the
structuree of complex organisations such as regulatory bureaucracies. Although
itt is true that such institutions would cease to exist when actors no longer
reproducee them, it would be nonsensical to assume that actors have the simple
choicee not to reproduce them. In fact, most of the time, actors are not even
activelyy aware of all the institutionalised boundaries that they are reproducing.
Too change boundaries means to invent new routines, new words, new
apparatuses,, and/or new organisational structures. It means that power must
bee shifted, interests redefined or countered. In such a process, boundary work
alwayss relies and builds on other, previously institutionalised boundaries.
Therefore,, the term 'boundary work' as an action category should be
complementedd and balanced with a structural notion of 'boundary'.
Thee fear of reifying such institutions by presenting them as harder than
theyy 'actually' are ultimately leads to the dead end of seamless network
models.. A one-sided analysis of boundaries-in-the-making via a focus on
boundaryy -work may show the constructed nature of the division of expert
labour,, but has little more to say once this point is made and little to add to
howw the division of expert labour can be restructured.
Norr do we have to forfeit the constructed nature of the division of
expertt labour, or for that matter of science itself. From an epistemological
pointt of view, the analysis of regulatory science presented in this study is
distinctlyy constructivist. Knowledge of environmental effects of chemical
substancess is not a matter of straightforward reflection of processes in 'the
environment',, but the result of the enormous amounts of work of regulatory
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scientists,, work that is performed in light of requirements of policy, framed by
policyy beliefs and approaches just as it is framed by traditions in competing
fieldss of research. It is work that is only possible because of the extensive
arrayy of measuring devices of monitoring schemes, of standardisation boards,
off previously constructed standards. It is also work that is guided by beliefs of
whatt is science and what is political and beliefs of what the role of experts in
thee policy process is or should be. However, this constructivist position in
itselff is not very interesting and remains an in principle position if we cannot
sayy anything beyond ad hoc stories stating that environmental science is
'constructed'.. In spite of the creativity of research and the remarkable
capacitiess of (environmental) researchers to build new networks and explore
neww research opportunities, these processes occur in an already structured
environmentt of research and regulatory policy. Just as scientific equipment,
researchh procedures or theories can become 'black boxed' as they are
routinised,, so can regulatory decision making, science policy, or the
involvementt of experts obtain a routine character. In other words: we need to
understandd the patterns of institutionalisation in which the construction of
scientificc knowledge occurs, an institutional constructivism that goes beyond
thee epistemological fascination that has dominated STS since the early
eighties.. We know that scientific knowledge is constructed. The interesting
questionn is why scientific knowledge is constructed in one particular way and
nott another.
7.33 Variable boundaries: beyond modern versus a-modern
Boundariess between such social domains as 'science' and 'politics' should be
understoodd as variable. They should not be defined analytically and a priori,
butt they should be studied empirically, as they are organised and embodied in
sociall practices. I found that the science/policy boundary takes various forms
betweenn different regulatory regimes, from a sharp boundary, to a vague
boundary,, to an ambivalent one where the presentation of a sharp boundary in
publicc hides more pragmatic dealings in the back region that is not public.
Suchh boundaries are important elements in the institutional framework of
regulatoryy regimes as they are part of different patterns of the integration of
sciencee and decision making and of the legitimation of decisions of regulatory
agencies. .
Regulatoryy agencies want scientific advice they can rely on, in the very
specificc meaning of: advice that will offer clear answers that match the policy
beliefss in use, match the format of decision making, or that has a maximum
likelihoodd of surviving third party attempts at critical undermining, but that is
nott the only form of advice regulatory agencies want. They may want creative
neww ideas for new emerging policy problems, they may want to be kept
informedd of potential new problems, or they may value the occasional critical
reflectionn on their operation. Already the wide range of the kind of advice
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decisionn makers expect from the experts suggests that there is not one kind of
divisionn of expert labour. Out of the nature of regulatory work the bulk of the
scientificc need of regulatory work may require the more instrumental kind of
advice,, but this is a consequence of the construction of a specific task domain
off regulatory agencies, i.e. the production of decisions on large numbers of
individuall cases, and of the context of societies where 'science' is valued as a
repertoiree of legitimation.
Ass I have shown, this is not the end of the story, but only the
beginning.. Firstly, what it means to have advice that matches policy belief
andd format, and will stand questioning, varies radically between regulatory
regimes.. Even for routine, instrumental advice there is no single best model.
Thiss is why solutions for the problem of the division of expert labour that are
popularr in the regulatory world, such as 'transparency' or 'harmonisation'
fail:: they suppose one optimal solution and thereby deny the multiform nature
off expert advice, of science, of regulatory politics, and of the way regimes are
embeddedd in national institutions. They ultimately presuppose a 'transparent'
orr 'harmonised' society.
Secondly,, where scientific advice is not available, regulatory agencies
tendd to stimulate its creation, via research programmes, support for 'useful'
research,, or simply by providing a market for jobs and regulatory testing. This
constructionn of regulatory science by the state explains why, especially in
olderr regulatory regimes, it is often near impossible to find pertinent
'independentt research'. Moreover, the creation of a regulatory regime does
nott only involve the negotiation and institutionalisation of a science/policy
boundary,, but also leads to changes in the boundaries between scientific
fields,, altering the division of expert labour even into research science.
Thirdly,, this is not a one-way relation: competing fields of knowledge
viee for the position of experts for a policy domain and attempt to form a
coalitionn with policy makers. Because of the constitutive power of such a
coalition,, its potential to develop stable institutions, and the fact that it creeps
intoo language, (test) objects, as well as the structure of personal relations, I
havee insisted on calling this a regulatory regime. In the forging of such a
coalition,, typically the key conceptual elements of a regulatory regime are
defined. .
Thiss type of analysis means we do not choose a priori between a cage
modell or a seamless network, between the celebration or denial of modernity.
Thee cage model points at a separation between science and politics as a core
propertyy of modernism, the network modern ultimately denies the very
existencee of modernity. Although the regulatory regimes I studied are all
organisedd around some form of boundary between science and politics, this
divisionn of labour takes different forms and varies over time. To the extent
thatt one could still see a hallmark of modernity in this differentiation, it turns
outt to be variable, both in time and context. A strict division of labour
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betweenn science and politics in a regulatory regime breaks down in times of
controversyy or conflict, is reorganised in a different form, may be weakened
too allow for more public participation in even the most technical aspects of
environmentall hazards. A study of the boundaries between science and
politicss in regulatory regimes suggests that we live in multiple and variable
modernities,, rather than one stereotypical form: various forms of modernity
thatt are periodically abandoned and reconstructed into new forms. The very
abstractt traits that they seem to have in common are not very informative
aboutt the day-to-day realities of regulatory decision making. To the extent
thatt regulatory regimes manage to be reflexive about their differences and
changes,, they may have the ability to weigh strengths and weaknesses of
variouss ways to integrate science and politics, various ways to organise a
divisionn of labour between experts and decision makers, in particular when
regulatoryy disagreement offers a window for change and a reflection about
alternatives.. This is where there is a role for comparative studies of regulatory
regimes:: to describe regulatory alternatives, to candidly point at their
strengthss and weaknesses, especially those that are unforeseen or ignored, and
too engage in the debate over regulatory futures. Much remains to be done here
andd I myself have only partially managed to follow my own unsolicited
advice.. Perhaps that is what it means to live not in one modernity, not in a
societyy that has never been modern, but in a society that can reflect on many
differentt modernities.

99 Epilogue: Technocracy versus
Democracy?? The political agenda of
constructivism m
AndAndjust as when a mist is vanishing,
LittleLittle by little the eye reshapes anew
TheThe outlines hid by the crowded vapouring,
So,So, as that think, gross air we journeyed through,
LittleLittle by little drawing neigh the well,
MyMy error left me, and my terror grew.
Inferno,, XXXL34-39, to 9th Circle, Traitors.

11 The anti-technocratic agenda ofSTS
Thee politics of expert knowledge is a classic theme in constructivist STS. 1
Thee problematic role of expertise has been analysed in such varied policy
fieldss as energy policy, 2 environmental affairs,3 medicine and health, 4
psychology, 55 biotechnology, 6 the organisation of transport, 7 the economy, 8
occupationall hygiene, 9 and many others. The theme runs through the
Sociologyy of Scientific Knowledge (SSK), including the Edinburgh
11

I use the term constructivism broadly, including the various strands of postmertonianmertonian STS of the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK); cf. the use of the
termm 'moderate constructivism' for SSK as opposed to 'radical constructivism' in:
Hagendijk,, Wetenschap, Constructivisme en Cultuur, pp. 25-27, 68 et seq.
22
E.g. Frankena, Strategies of Expertise in Technical Controversies; De Man,
EnergyEnergy and the Organisation of the Policy Process; Wynne, Rationality and Ritual;
Hecht,, The Radiance of France.
33
E.g. Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch; Jasanoff, "Science, Politics, and the
Negotiationn of Expertise at EPA"; Wynne and Mayer, "How Science Fails the
Environment";; Kwa, Mimicking Nature; Van der Windt, En dan: Wat is Natuur nog
inin dit Land?.
44
E.g. Blume, Insight and Industry; Oudshoorn, The Making of the Hormonal
Body;Body; Horstman, De Vries, and Haveman, Gezondheidspolitiek in een Risicocultuur;
Abraham,, "Scientific Standards and Institutional Interests".
55
E.g. Derksen, Wij Psychologen; Dehue, De Regels van het Vak; Rose,
"Engineeringg in the Human Soul".
66
E.g. Jasanoff, "Product, Process, or Programme"; Levidow et al., "Regulating
Agriculturall Biotechnology in Europe".
E.g.. Callon, "The Sociology of an Actor-Network".
88
E.g. Van den Bogaard, Configuring the Economy; Wilts, Economie als
Maatschappijwetenschap. Maatschappijwetenschap.
99
E.g. Bal, Grenzenwerk; Brickman,, Jasanoff, and Ilgen, Controlling Chemicals.
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programme,, into the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) approach,
andd can also be found in actor network theory (ANT),10 or microconstructivism.. Although these various schools and approaches treat expertise
inn quite different ways, they also have some noteworthy things in common.
Moderatee and radical constructivists alike show how technoscience does not
providee the self-evident basis for expert advice that governments and
scientistss often suggest it does. They show how people, rhetoric, and tools at
leastt as much as 'Nature' produce technoscientific knowledge and, by
implication,, how technoscientific knowledge cannot be considered an
unmediatedd reflection of 'Nature'. To suggest that it could leads to an
exaggeratedd reliance on technoscience for decision making at the expense of
democraticc institutions, i.e. technocracy. Whatever the details of constructivist
quarrelss over how technoscience should be analysed, constructivists seek to
underminee the claims to absoluteness and necessity of technoscientific
discourse.. And so STS points at alternatives where the experts suggest
necessity;; shows choice and disruption where accepted history suggests selfevidentt and continuous progress of knowledge and technological prowess;
showss ambivalence where engineers suggest straightforward standards; shows
valuess where scientists see objective facts; shows local knowledge and lay
expertisee where scientists claim cognitive superiority. In order to achieve this,
constructivismm fulminates against the 'standard image of science', with its
strongg reliance on naturalistic and representational discourse, and against the
monopolyy of sanctioned scientists over the production of its knowledge.
Anti-technocracyy is therefore a prominent common stance of
constructivistt STS: decisions and evaluations that somehow wrongfully ended
upp under the jurisdiction of technoscience must be returned to where they
reallyy belong. Thus, in STS parlance, the word 'technocratic' has a distinctly
negativee ring (my own ear being no exception). As an alternative to
technocracy,, STS authors plead for more 'democracy' - in the assessment of
risks,, the design of technology, the definition of illness, or similar
technoscientificc issues.11 Usually some form of participatory democracy is
presentedd as the alternative way forward.12 The implicit assumption is that the
Latour,, Les Microbes; Gallon, "Some Elements of a Sociology of Translation",
cann be read as classic accounts of how scientists attempt to establish themselves as
expertss in specific policy fields.
111
I am not suggesting that constructivist STS is by inherent necessity antitechnocratic;; nor even that all members of the profession share the zeal of an antitechnocraticc crusade, only that much of constructivist STS shares this common
stance. .
122
The most straightforward example is probably the anti-technocratic diatribe of
Fischer,, Technocracy and the Politics of Expertise. The denouncement of
'technocracy'' and the presentation of 'democracy' as an almost self-evident
alternativee is a classic conclusion for case studies. (E.g. Frankena, Strategies of
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contingentt production óf technoscience can be improved if room is created for
otherr actors/actants or discourses to participate.
Inn this epilogue, I want to explore the structure of this political agenda
off constructivist STS, a tradition of which I consider myself a muttering
member.. Reflecting on my own research on regulatory regimes and the model
off variable boundaries, I will argue that the opposition between technocracy
andd democracy is problematic. Specifically, I will argue that the antitechnocraticc stance raises important questions for a political agenda of STS,
forr its implicit ethics, and even for the reflexive consistency of the
constructivistt analysis. It is not my intention to solve or answer these
questionss here - at most it is my intention to rephrase the problem of
technocracyy and put it on the agenda in a new form. This essay is therefore an
invitationn to further debate, rather than a full-fledged alternative for the
politicall agenda of STS.

22 The structure of the anti-technocratic argument
II want to start with a closer look at the anti-technocratic argument. In its
classicc form, the argument consists of a double move. In a first move, the
developmentt or history of a science or a technology is reconstructed in order
too show the contingency of its outcome. It is shown that the end result is not
thee unproblematic consequence of 'reality', 'nature', or 'efficiency'.
Objectivity,, efficiency, and its local operationalisations are presented as
(contextual)) constructions rather than self-evident criteria to distinguish
correctt knowledge from faulty knowledge,13 or working from failing
technology.144 As representations of the development of technoscience, the
explanatoryy use of objectivity or efficiency is consequently exposed as exExpertiseExpertise in Technical Controversies, pp. 220-4, see the paragraph "Technocracy
versuss democracy".) In the classic "The rhetoric of consensus politics: a critical
vieww of technology assessment", Brian Wynne argued against technocratic (or less
extremee 'decisionistic') versions of technology assessment (TA). He especially
attackedd the claim of operations research-type TA that it is based on or can help
constructt a consensus over technological development. Wynne associated that
generationn of consensus thinkers in TA with an irenic view of society that denied
thee existence or creative power of societal conflict and tried to impose hegemonic
viewss and values through pseudo-democratic participation. Nevertheless, ultimately,
Wynnee too argued for broader participation in decision making over technology,
includingg radically dissenting views and embracing the conflictual nature of societal
opposition.. The details of such a model were left undeveloped in the article.
(Wynne,, "The Rhetoric of Consensus Politics")
133
Originally formulated by the Strong programme, in one form or another this has
remainedd a core principle of constructivism (Bloor, Knowledge and Social
Imagery). Imagery).
144
In the homologue application of SSK to technology.
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postt rationalisations, sometimes almost as cases of false consciousness of the
scientists:: their idea that they are dealing with Nature and accumulative,
objectivee knowledge is presented as questionable. Instead of invoking
'reality',, 'nature', or 'efficiency', constructivists give other accounts of why
technosciencee produces the outcomes it produces. For constructivists, closure
off technoscientific debate is not a consequence of the compelling forces of
Nature,, but (at least to a certain degree) of the work of people.15
Differentt schools in STS have preferences for different means to
accountt for closure. SCOT and early SSK have stressed the social means of
closure,, power relations or dominant cultural notions. The Latourian approach
hass stressed the importance of the mobilisation of technoscientific artefacts
andd laboratories to enforce one account and exclude the others.16 Later SSK
andd discourse analysis have pointed to rhetorical means of closure.17 What
theyy all have in common is the dismissal of the standard image of science.
Realistt and naturalist technoscientific discourse is claimed to hide
contingenciess from view and thereby compel us to accept a contingent state of
affairss as unavoidable. The apparent necessities of technoscience need to be
'deconstructed'188 to create room for alternatives; technoscience has to be
exposedd as the political force and the disciplining regime that it really is.
Inn a second move, the more overt political stance appears when STS
pleadss for a different constituency of scientific and technological decision
making.. After contingency is indicated, at least hypothetical room has been
createdd for technoscientific alternatives: less oppressive theories of the human
body,, theories that will not discipline us into seeing ourselves genetically,
changess in technology that could cater for underrepresented problems or usergroups,, or models of the environment that do consider socio-economic
inequalities.. The general political recipe of STS is to include what has been
excludedd unjustly, although the precise measure of 'just' varies and is often
155

In Dutch, the title of a book by Rip, Wetenschap als Mensenwerk [science is the
workk of people] became a classic slogan (cf. also Rip, Technologie als Mensenwerk,
writtenn ten years later). To show the human work in science is also the task set in
Collinss and Pinch, The Golem. Similarly, ANT stresses the 'perfomativity' of
technosciencee and challenges the essentialism of the standard image of science and
itss regionalist topology: Law, "After ANT".
166
Latour, "Give Me a Laboratory and I Will Raise the World"; Latour, Science in
Action. Action.
177
The preferences for mechanisms of closure are not always one-sided. Some
analystss try to make combinations of these (for example, Shapin and S chaffer,
LeviathanLeviathan and the Air Pump).
188
I will use the term deconstruction in its common STS meaning, not in the more
restrictedd and technical sense of anti-foundationalist literary theory and its
derivativess in radical constructivism, cf. Lynch and McNally, "Science, Common
Sense,, and Common Law".
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implicit.. Depending on which processes the STS analyst invokes for the
historicall exclusion of technoscientific alternatives, i.e. the mechanisms of
closure,, specific strategies are suggested for including alternatives in
technoscientificc development. Such (re-) inclusion will have to be obtained
throughh a change in discourse or language (hence cyberpunk neologisms),
throughh an inclusion in the social mechanisms of closure (hence participative
experiments),, or through the accumulation of techno-scientific counter-power
(sciencee for the people).
Forr example, when closure has been brought about by language
(discourse,, rhetoric), then it seems evident that an alternative development of
technosciencee could be created through a counter-discourse. Perhaps the
technoscientificc discourse has been skewed because of the absence of the
groupss that represent the counter-discourse and then participation of these
groupss could rectify things. Consequently, STS analysts argue for the
inclusionn of disenfranchised 'excluded voices' in technoscientific discourse.19
Exampless include the inclusion of patients in medical decision making, the
inclusionn of users in decisions over technologies that affect them, the
inclusionn of societal groups in decision making over large technological
projectss or over technological risks,20 or the inclusion of different
technologicall options that would overcome present disadvantages.21 Usually,
STSS has sympathies for the underdog-constituencies: environmentalists,
women,, racial minorities, people in developing countries and (less trendy
thesee days) workers. In some cases, the underdog constituency is drawn
wider,, for instance when it is defined as 'citizens*. In the end, either these are
thee constituencies that should benefit from our efforts, or the inclusion of such
constituenciess should assure a voice for different rationalities to guarantee the
bestt possible outcome for technoscientific projects.22
Forr example, Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women. Her legendary attempt to
createe a new language in the "Cyborg Manifesto" is probably the clearest example
off an attempt to create a radical counter-discourse to dislodge unjust closure.
Exampless that seek solutions in the participation of different groups in decision
makingg can be found in SCOT, e.g. Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs; see
alsoo Van Hulst, "Technologie-Ontwikkeling als een Consensusmodel".
Ass in work related to 'appropriate technology', for example for use in
developingg countries.
Off course, my rendition is, to a certain extent, a caricature. Many in the field will
denyy taking a political stand at all, but will claim a purely academic position, for
examplee based on a strict modernist split between science and values. Especially the
advocatess of a cage model of science and politics will fail to see problem in the first
place.. That position is not even necessarily 'conservative'. STS scholars with roots in
thee science and society movement tend to ground their social motivations in a wider
accessibilityy to science for the less resourceful in society, without deconstructing the
objectivityy or necessity of science and technology per se. Nevertheless, I believe the
descriptionn of the anti-technocratic agenda holds for the large part of constructivism
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Too sum up both moves, constructivist STS tends to challenge the way
inn which a specific framing of societal issues, problems, or solutions, is
harnessedd by technoscientific means. It challenges the way in which such
particularisticc frames only represent specific interests at the expense of others
(forr example through the privileged access to technoscientific means by the
moree resourceful actors). This approach assumes, firstly, that a deconstructed
techno-sciencee will facilitate participation of a different constituency in
techno-scientificc decision making. Secondly, that some constituencies have
legitimatee claims to enter decision making that are presently not rewarded.
And,, third it assumes that the participation of a different constituency will
effectivelyy lead to different and better outcomes.
Thesee assumptions remain largely implicit in the anti-technocratic
recipe.. Do these assumptions hold? Or are there more implicit assumptions?
Whatt happens if we apply this anti-technocratic recipe straightforwardly,
blindly,, and rigidly? To test out the anti-technocratic recipe, I will try to
reasonn through its implications for environmental decision making, with its
amplee use of technoscientific resources, using examples from my dissertation
andd related issues. This little thought experiment is intended to achieve two
objectives.. As a first objective, I will show how, at least in its simple form,
thee anti-technocratic recipe fails to address some crucial dilemmas of
environmentall regulatory regimes. As a second objective, I will try to take
identifyy on what points the societal agenda of STS could be improved. By
layingg it on somewhat thickly, I want to identify the gaps and weaknesses in
thee anti-technocratic agenda, thematising the often implicit politics of
constructivistt STS. I will discuss three groups of problems that a blind
applicationn of the anti-technocratic recipe leads to below: undesired
deconstruction,, the limits of participation, and the implicit ethics of
constructivism. .

33 Anti-technocracy, applied rigidly: environmental policy
3.11 Inappropriate deconstruction?
Inn most industrialised countries, the care for the environment has become an
importantt aspect of governments' policies. All industrialised countries have
byy now well-established environmental protection agencies that operate in
extremelyy complex regulatory regimes. Over the last decades, there has been
thatt does have a political motivation, although the precise forms and grounds of this
linee vary. I therefore disagree with Winner's assertion that constructivist STS does not
havee a political agenda at all. There are by now too many examples of such (re-)
inclusionn projects and agendas, of which I have given a few. The question is, rather,
whatt such a political programme amounts to, what its premises are, and whether these
cann be upheld. (Winner, "Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty", p. 376)
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continuall expansion of environmental policy, both towards new areas of
regulationn and towards a closer intertwinement with existing policy fields,
fromm the 'greening of industry' to the core of government policies. For
example,, in the nineties, environmental protection has become an official part
off the tasks of the European Union. Even the Thatcher government in the end
tookk on a green hue.23 Another example is the Dutch government who, with
thee launch of the national environmental policy plan in 1989, proclaimed
environmentall issues 'the third pillar' of state policy, on an equal footing with
socio-economicall and financial issues - even if the statement could be seen as
largelyy symbolical.24 Issues of pollution and limited resources that were once
protestedd by activist groups at the border of the establishment have now been
incorporatedd in state bureaucracies, advisory committees, and research
boards.255 The world of these organisations offers new high-pay career
perspectivess in industry, all layers of government, international organisations,
andd even NGOs. A new world of experts and bureaucracies has formed, a
sociall network with intensive international connections and strong group
commitments.. At high-level international meetings, decisions are made and
agreementss signed. National governments develop or implement
environmentall programmes that envelop virtually all aspects of life: norms
andd standards for pesticides in your food and drinking water, levels of lead in
yourr blood, the amount of green recreation space you desire, or the destiny of
yourr faeces. All these policies have been calculated, investigated, and
researched. .
Whenn environmental policies are questioned, governments can
mobilisee impressive technoscientific resources in an attempt to settle the
debatee and pacify the controversy. Governments have a panoply of control
andd verification technologies at their disposal to guarantee the implementation
off environmental policies: effluent charges, Best Available Technologies,
environmentall monitoring networks, environmental performance indicators,
Coldd War remote detection space technologies, moral campaigns pointing at
yourr responsibility for a better environment. It would seem that environmental
regulationn has become a disciplining regime, geared towards regimenting both
thee environment and the irresponsible people in it.26 Admittedly with varying
success,, environmental policies attempt to change our environmental
behaviourr through the taxes we pay, our conceptions of energy use, or the
Anonymous,, This Common Inheritance.
Tweede Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan.
255
Van der Heijden, Tussen Aanpassing en Verzet, p. 53 et seq..
266
The state is not the only actor in this regime and most certainly not a monolithic
one.. However, state organisationss are crucial actors with unique resources and rather
exceptionall concentrations of power. Beck, in a similar argument, signals the threat
off 'bureaucratic authoritarianism' (Beck, The Risk Society).
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technologicall design of our showerheads or waste bins. Social sciences are
mobilisedd to measure to what extent environmental policies achieve their
objectivess and to what extent disciplining measures and technologies
effectivelyy manage to alter norms and behaviour of citizens.
Thee Foucaultian undercurrent in these developments has long been
madee explicit. Dutch environmental policy has made 'internalisation' of
environmentall values one of its central goals: institutions and citizens must
incorporatee environmental values, must make them their own and monitor or
evenn regulate themselves.27 A few years ago, Hans Achterhuis even argued
forr a re-thinking of Foucaulfs panopticon to investigate possibilities for
discipliningg environmental behaviour. The grounds for these developments
aree clear: with technoscientific means, serious damage to the environment has
beenn indicated and the necessity of action is continually pressed by scientists
world-wide. .
Onn a purely formal basis, environmental policies seem to have all the
propertiess that would call for a radical constructivist challenge. Throughout
environmentall policies rings a certain air of determinism. It suggests that the
environmentt dictates new and unavoidable societal developments and puts
constraintss on all government policies. This environmental determinism is
basedd on the idea that it is possible to define, know, and predict 'the
environment'' through technoscience; and that it is possible to derive optimal
protectionn levels from this knowledge. Based on the anti-technocratic recipe,
itt would seem obvious to challenge the discourse of necessity. It would seem
obviouss to challenge the moral superiority of 'the environment', its scientific
underpinnings,, and the state-supported technocracies that develop
environmentall policies. Taken together (and I admit I have, for the time being,
remainedd on a very general level for purely rhetorical purposes)
environmentall technocracy and its determinism have all the red flag
characteristicss to trigger an STS deconstruction.
Whatt would such a constructivist challenge show? On closer
inspection,, it turns out that there is no firm ground for environmental
determinism.299 A closer constructivist look at environmental regulation shows
thatt there are different ways to measure the state of environmental damage, a
varietyy of ways to set up regulatory schemes, and a variety of ways of
measuringg their effects. I have shown such differences between regulatory

Tweedee Kamer, Nationaal Milieubeleidsplan.
Against moral campaigns of internalising environmental concerns in people,
Achterhuiss pleads for internalisation of social control in apparatuses, but the
discipliningg premises remains the same (Achterhuis, "De Moralisering van
Apparaten",, ensuing discussion with Bal and Tempelman, "Achterhuis' Panoptisch
Optimisme";; Achterhuis, "Naschrift").
299
Soper, "Feminism and Ecology", p. 328.
288
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regimess in different countries and even between regimes in the same country,
evenn though governments frequently claim that regulatory actions follow
directlyy from the best possible environmental science. The 'best possible
science** turns out to be a complex world of competing groups of experts,
expertss with active roles in designing regulatory policy, and a complex world
off expert organisations mat have developed in response to particular policy
programmess with particular problem framings rather than some mythical
universall science.
Theree is nothing particularly shocking about this anymore. It is simply
thee first step of the traditional constructivist recipe: show difference,
contingency,, interpretative flexibility instead of realist necessity, drill holes in
thee monolith of determinism. These points are derivatives of the classic
mantrass of our kind of social science: there is no single best contextindependentt way to organise aspects of a society, there is no single best
context-independentt technology, there is no one single best (account of)
reality.. If there is no technological determinism, there is no environmental
technologicall determinism. If there is no reality-out-there immediately
palpablee through science, there is no environmental reality-out-there
immediatelyy palpable through environmental science. In order to show
differencee and contingency, I performed a few classic tricks of the trade: I
usedd controversies (between ecologists and toxicologists), the views of
excludedd parties (ecologists, environmentalists), and especially comparisons
(off regulatory regimes) and detailed historic reconstruction (of the
constructionn of toxicity tests).
Inn the next step of the recipe, I should show how closure is brought
about.. Part of the research in this book can be read in such a way. I have
describedd how the logic of regulatory regimes pushes environmental science
intoo a specific frame, a specific way of knowing. For example, I have shown
howw the legal system is an important force pushing the assessment of
environmentall hazards of chemicals in a reductionist direction. I made sure
thee forces of Nature enjoyed the company of human forces: regulatory
organisations,, testing methodology, expert communities, rhetorical moves,
scientificc journals, environmentalists' strategies all became forces in the
constructionn of an environmental regime and its specific way of framing
regulatoryy problems and solutions. In other words, I have shown how 'the'
effectss of chemicals on the environment the way they are considered in
regulatoryy decision making are not just a reflection of these effects in 'the'
environment,, but also of complex social and technoscientific operations. I
havee paid special attention to processes of standardisation of risk assessment,
sincee they can be read as processes of exclusion that stabilise the frames
regulatoryy risk assessment. It stabilises the goals, the way these goals have to
bee obtained, which factors have to be taken into account and which left out.
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Thiss recipe is the familiar STS approach and yet I feel uncomfortable
withh it. It would seem so easy to interpret my application of the standard STS
anti-technocraticc recipe as an attack on environmental regulation. If this
regulatoryy science is not as stereotypically scientific as governments would
wantt us to believe, then what would prevent anyone of using my research to
underminee the environmental protection programmes that have been based on
it?? Who will benefit from this sort of reflection on regulatory regimes?30 The
constructivistt STS community with its neo-left sympathies would find it much
harderr to sympathise with a systematic criticism of environmental determinismm than of technological determinism in general. Yet this is what a standard
constructivistt account of environmental issues seems to amount to: a
deconstructionn of environmental determinism, and especially of its rhetoric of
realismm or optimalism, could also undermine the pillars of strict environmentall regulation and provide a free ticket for polluters and the lurking antienvironmentalistt lobby.31
Onee could argue that such an account makes gaps in the monolithic
blockk of scientific legitimation of regulatory regimes that are perhaps not as
protectivee as one may want, or that do not take into account the unequal
distributionn of environmental risk between rich and poor in the world.
However,, the gaps that have then been created to allow alternatives to be
consideredd - the space for actors like the environmental movement to
participatee in the technoscientific discourse of environmental regulation couldd actually undermine their environmental goals. If environmental action
iss built upon the rhetoric of environmental realism32, then pointing to
alternativee definitions and operationalisations of environmental protection
mayy in fact weaken the position of regulatory agencies or even of
environmentall movements when they are using techno-scientific arguments33.

Cf.. Ashmore, "Ending up on the Wrong Side". Maybe I am just also a victim of the
environmentall determinism. Maybe the fact that I feel uncomfortable about a potential
challengee of environmental regulation means that I have absorbed the moral weight of
environmentall care too much, for I too am convinced of the urgency of environmental
problems,, I too have participated in environmental movements, have demonstrated, pay
myy dues, separate my garbage.
311
This problem has been directed as an accusation of political naivete at
constructivismm before, linked to the lack of a wider theory of society and/or power
(Cf.. Winner, "Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty", p. 370 et seq.).
Industriess have actually tried to mobilise the deconstructive skills of STS
researcherss in lawsuits as "instrument to undercut their opponents' expert status"
(Jasanoff,, "Beyond Epistemology", p. 399).
322
Soper, "Feminism and Ecology", pp. 312-3; Yearley, The Green Case.
333
Beck, The Risk Society, pp. 71-2. If science has proven an unreliable ally for
environmentalists,, sometimes lending itself for an environmental agenda, sometimes
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Yett not deconstructing environmental determinism would imply a support for
aa new disciplining regime with its environmental determinism.
Onee of the ways in which the liberal version of the modernist
constitutionn of society dealt with these issues, was to declare science
independent,, as it did with the market or the legal system. It was at the core of
thee mertonian sociology of science, founded on the strong awareness that
politicall interference in science was part of the oppressive schemes of
totalitariann regimes.34 Constructivists have exposed this representation of
sciencee as a fallacy and expelled it to the realm of mystifying political
fairytales.. Especially the Marxist critique of the irenic imagery of
independent,, academic science argued that this imagery was not in
correspondencee with a technoscience that is 'in majority mobilised for
military,, political and economic projects.
Perhapss this modernist argument of independent science has been
rejectedd too easily. Even the Marxist criticism was only possible against the
backgroundd assumption that there is something good about independent
science,, even if the goal is not achieved under the 'bane of capitalism'. The
typicall critique by STS of forms of bias in the production of scientific
knowledgee only makes sense as a critique if it is assumed that such bias is
wrongfullyy present and should be removed or at best replaced with somehow
'better'' knowledge. The question then remains how one defines that better
knowledge. .
Ass universities are increasingly forced to open up to the world around
them,, academic STS itself now experiences what it means to give up the
notionn of independent science. Now more than ever, we have science for the
resourceful,, a situation of which the scientists we study are often more critical
thann we in STS, be it on the basis of 'old-fashioned modernist ethics'. The
divisionn of labour between scientific and political institutions may be an
historicc process of purification,35 but that in itself does not make it less
(politically)) adequate. An attempt to break open the decision making in such
'purified'' technocracies also has to take into account the advantages of thendivisionn of labour. The rationality and decision making in such technocracies
mayy be framed, limited, and biased, but such limitations can also serve to
keepp certain arguments and interests out. The Dutch Science and Society
movementt argued for a science that would come out of its ivory tower or tried
too show the links between science and militaristic, polluting, oppressive
unexpectedlyy undermining their position (Yearley, The Green Case), then why
wouldd the same not hold for the science of STS?
344
Merton, "The Normative Structure of Science"; Merton, "Science and the Social
Order";; Shills, "The Autonomy of Science".
355
Latour, Science in Action, p. 145 et seq.; Latour, Nous N'avons Jamais Étés
Modernes. Modernes.
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projects.. A science more relevant and responsive to society would bring us the
solution.. The discourse was assimilated by government agencies and now,
twentyy years later, 'relevant to society' means 'economically profitable' and
'supportivee of government policies'. We may favour the unheard voices, but
somee voices should not be heard too much in technoscience. What if the
deconstructionn of technoscience also undermines the arguments for a strict
environmentall policy? Perhaps in some cases, we would prefer good oldfashionedd (modernist) technologies to fence out good old-fashioned interests?
Perhapss a strategy of systematically tearing down the walls of technocracy
mayy leave the sheep to the strongest wolf? Somehow, it seems as if some
technocraciess are less worthy of the anti-technocratic STS recipe than others,
butt then how do we tell the difference? Or is there another way out than the
wornn 'independence of science'?
3.22 Take sides?
Thee simple answer is this: take sides.36 Challenge environmental determinism
andd the technocracies who use it when they run against environmental
protection,, do not challenge them when they lead to higher levels of
protection.. Take sides with the environmental movement and do not
deconstructt the scientific counter-knowledge it has managed to gather with its
relativelyy minute resources. Challenge environmental determinism when it is
usedd to legitimise the building of nuclear plants or to allow higher levels of
pollutionn and look the other way when environmental determinism is used
againstagainst pollution.37
Theree are many examples in which such a position intuitively seems to
makee sense. In his classic study of decision making on nuclear plants Brian
Wynnee showed the ritualism in the risk analysis of the Windscale inquiry. By
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'Taking sides' seems to be the preferred option of Martin, "The Critique of
Sciencee Becomes Academic"; with adjustments in Martin, "Captivity and
Commitment",, see Richards and Ashmore, "More Sauce Please" introducing the
speciall issue of Social Studies ofScience on this issue.
377
The debate on 'taking sides' in STS has had a tendency to formalise in looking
forr general rules, for example in the suggestion that one should always take the side
off the underdog, i.e. the loser in a particular controversy. Collins and Ashmore have
pointedd out that this position is nonsensical, but that is not the actual position take
byy the 'committed' researchers in STS: they tend to have substantial preferences for
somee causes, not an inherent preference for any loser in a controversy. It should be
notedd that even Collins has no objections against some degree of personal
commitment,, 'based on the merits of the cause'. (Collins, "In Praise of Futile
Gestures",, p. 241; Ashmore, "Ending up on the Wrong Side"; Jasanoff, "Beyond
Epistemology"). .
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arguingg that the risk assessment was not as scientific as it pretended to be,
hee helped to undermine the case for continued use of nuclear energy. I have
foundd that English pollution control authorities argued that the environment
cann handle a certain level of pollution, that rivers have a certain 'carrying
capacity':: rivers can 'carry' a certain level of effluent, one merely needs to
discoverr how much they can handle. Some ecologists call this capacity
'ecosystemm resilience'. Such scientific underpinning allows for more
dischargingdischarging than would be allowable on the basis of other ways of
determiningg 'safe' levels, such as with non-local effluent norms. In the 'take
sides'' solution, as an STS analyst, I should deconstruct concepts such as
'carryingg capacity' and deconstruct their legitimating basis in ecology.
'Takingg sides' therefore does not automatically lead to an antitechnocraticc position. Depending on how environmental regulation has been
institutionalised,, it could imply either an argument in support of or against the
environmentall technocracy at hand. If the institutionalisation of environmentall regulation is supportive of high-level environmental protection, it may
thenn be favourable from an environmentalist perspective to help harness it
evenn further. Sheila Jasanoff40 has argued that American courts provide too
manyy possibilities to challenge regulatory regimes in even the most technical
decisions,, which can stall vital environmental protective measures for years.
Argumentss for a limitation on these anti-technocratic levers can be based on
thee excessive cost of litigation conflicts,41 or on the basis that less litigation
wouldd lead to more powerful environmental regulation by agencies with a
strongg environmental commitment; or on the basis that litigation is expensive
andd therefore more in reach of corporate anti-environment, than of NGO proenvironmentt actors. In a similar vein, the Dutch ministry of the environment
wass traditionally perceived as an ally by large sections of the Dutch
environmentall movement, rather than a technocracy that should be toppled. In
thee English context, in contrast, environmental action often turns against
regulatoryy bureaucracies, tries to open up their technocratic decision making,
becausee these institutions are seen to be too supportive of industry.
388

Although he emphatically claims that he does not want to imply that a different
decisionn making process in the Windscale Inquiry would have led to a conclusion
opposingg the nuclear industry, I do not believe he would have undertaken the study
orr perform it in the present way if it did not support an environmental agenda
(Wynne,, Rationality and Ritual, p. vii).
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Although his reappraisal many years later presents a slightly different
interpretationn (Wynne, "SSK's Identity Parade", pp. 363-6).
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Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch.
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Vogel, National Styles of Regulation.
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I believe these differences in national politics or various regulatory regimes
shouldd be kept in mind when comparing positions of STS researchers with respect to
technocracy.. Like any other science, no matter how cosmopolitan, STS also
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Ultimately,, this position repeats a key conundrum of 20th century
Marxism:: the idea that there is a privileged actor in society, a chosen people,
whichh will lead a dying way of life into a new era. Beyond an intuitive reflex,
surelyy nobody would want to put the cause of 'the environment' or 'the
environmentall movement' in an equivalent position to the Marxist proletariat
orr the cause of a post-capitalist society. However, even if one would want to
maintainn that position, then the problem that has always haunted Marxists
returns:: how do we know the environmentalists are not suffering from 'false
consciousness'?? Because there is always someone speaking for the
environment,, taking sides implies here: taking sides with some version of the
environment.. Playing on consumer environmentalism, industry also
increasinglyy defends its position as more protective of the environment. The
conflictt over the Brent Spar showed elements of such a move by Shell: in the
publicc debate, Shell argued that sinking off the Brent Spar oil reservoir was
actuallyy better for the environment. How does one choose for 'the
environment'' when what is better for 'the environment' is exactly what is at
stake? ?
Inn addition, there is little reason to assume that the environmental
movementt has the superior insight. For a start, 'the environmental movement'
iss heterogeneous. What provides the superior insight into the needs of the
environmentt to environmental movements as varied as the Sierra Club and
Friendss of the Earth? Some of the vanguard organisations of before have been
drawnn into the institutional network of state bureaucracies and are as much
partt of the environmental establishment as the 'green industry' or regulatory
agencies.. This broad range of environmental movements does not necessarily
agreee on what is best for the environment, although they try to avoid bringing
theirr disagreements into the open. In addition, the expertise of the
environmentall movement is more limited than that of industry or of
governments,, due to limited resources and/or volunteer constituency. Again,
thee Brent Spar event showed some painful examples of the limitations in
technoscientificc resources of Greenpeace compared to mega-multinational
Shell. .
Too make things more complicated, this position would imply a
systematicc bias towards potentially exaggerated environmental risk and
providee few means to balance it with other interests in society, which might
equallyy earn the sympathy of the compassionate constructivist. We do not
onlyy need to think of the classic economy-versus-environment tension that the
win/winn thinkers are trying so hard to define away. What about environment
versuss freedom of movement, environment versus the possibility to visit your
friendsfriends abroad? Campaigns of environmental discipline versus privacy?
operatess in such local contexts, even as experts themselves (Cf. Wynne, "Carving
outt Science", p. 756; Wynne and Mayer, "How Science Fails the Environment").
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Environmentall justice? Environment versus the right to economic
development?? In the more traditional forms of Marxism, the cause of the
proletariatt had absolute priority, which solved at least some ideological
problems.. The proletariat would overthrow capitalism and the end of
capitalismm would be the end of everything else that was wrong in the world. If
ann absolute primacy of the environmental cause were to succeed, then
totalitarianismm would have to be the consequence.
learningg from history, such unconditional alliances should at least
worryy the post-modern intellectual. There still is no actor in society that is
alwayss in the right, no subject of history, no group that has an historically
privilegedd mission to transform society for the better and therefore deserves
unconditionall support. We have learned that there was no saintly position for
thee proletariat, the students of '68, the liberation movements in the South,
women,, blacks, gays, and there is none for the environmentalists either.
II am equally distrustful of the 'we do not take sides at all'-position,
preciselyy because of my environmentalist sympathies and an equally strong
mistrustt of the political naivete of the unpartisan social researcher.
Constructivistss do not escape the difficult choice between maintaining
distancee from societal actors and interests and making sure that their
knowledgee benefits just causes.43 Even constructivists' subtle reflexive
epistemologyy does not save them from the tension between distance and
involvementt that has haunted intellectuals and especially social scientists
throughoutt the 20th century. No doubt the solution lies in a subtle balance
betweenn distance and involvement, in some critical third position, but what
doess that mean in practice and how do we know that we have managed 'to
balance'?444 In any case, the point here is that 'taking sides' provides only very
shakyy ground for deciding whether or not to challenge environmental
technocracies. .
Soo if an alignment with the environmental movement does not provide
aa criterion to decide when to attack environmental technocracies with the
constructivistt flame-thrower, then perhaps we can try to find out what is best
forr the environment? But how do we do that? Who actually knows what is
433

Basically, this tension is the same as was debated in the discussions over the
rolee of the intellectual in society, especially in France and in the Netherlands over
thee last decade. It concerns the difficult choice between the intellectual as the
distancedd outsider versus the involved activist. (For example, Nauta, ed., De Rol van
dede Intellectueel.) There is nothing dreadfully new here; I merely want to argue that
environmentall issues are by no means immune to this tension. Wynne too has
pointedd out that the debate in STS on whether or not one should ally with actors in a
controversyy was a remarkable repetition of similar debates in the seventies (Wynne,
"SSK'ss Identity Parade", p. 358).
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Martin, "Captivity and Commitment"; Pels, "The Politics of Symmetry";
Richards,, "(Un)Boxing the Monster".
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betterr for the environment? On closer inspection, our gut feeling certainly
seemss rather unreliable. If you thought that glass bottles were better for the
environmentt than plastic ones, then we have a pile of reports to make anyone
doubt.. No, if only it was that easy...
Soo perhaps we should let our choice be guided by independent science?
Surelyy there is science that is not tarnished by interests and political
strategies;; that can provide us with an objective criterion to help us decide
whatt is better for the environment? Or at least to decide what the state of the
environmentt really is? The work of constructivist STS itself has undermined
thiss modernist way out. Just like there is no Marxist lever of history in the
environmentall movement, so there is no Archimedean lever in science. Even
thee most fundamental environmental science is imbued with cultural notions,
forr example in its conceptualisation of equilibrium in nature.45 The problem is
evenn more pressing for the kind of science that actually has direct relevance to
environmentall issues. In addition to broad cultural notions, this sort of
environmentall science has developed together with and in close connection to
environmentall policy. The concerns of environmental policy and
environmentall science, their (metaphoric) conceptions of the environment and
thee basic assumptions in their discourse have mutually constructed each
other.46 6
Ass I have shown, environmental regulatory regimes have not only
structuredd their own regulatory sciences, but this co-construction also has
considerablee consequences for the development of research sciences, buffered
fromfrom practical goals as they may seem. There may be parts of environmental
sciencee that are more remote to environmental policy and policy interests, but
thatt knowledge is hard to evaluate precisely because it lacks the certification
proceduress of regulatory knowledge. In addition, it is often difficult to make a
connectionn between this sort of knowledge and concrete regulatory issues.
Governmentss too have tried to find an independent yardstick for regulatory
policiess in 'independent science' only to find that the science consequently
tendss to become part of the conflict rather than an external vantage point.
Theree is no reason to assume it would be different for the STS researcher
tryingg to find a vantage point in 'independent science'. It is the merit of STS
too have shown that science is part of the problem of regulatory policy rather
thann the answer. In the end, it seems rather circular to expect the
environmentall technocracy to provide the yardstick for deciding when there is
groundd for a constructivist challenge of that very same technocracy. We
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cannott be straightforward realists to decide when we should be constructivists
-- or can we?
3.33 The implicit political preferences of constructivism
Inn the extreme form, 'taking sides' only holds if it is based on a substantial
politicall position that organises or prioritises interests, equivalent to the way
inn which the old Marxism provided primacy to the cause of the proletariat.
However,, in spite of the fact that there is no reliable measure to decide when
STSS should and should not challenge technocracy (not in the environmental
movementt and not in the environment itself), we nevertheless seem to have an
ideaa about which causes are worthy of our sympathy. Most STS researchers
stilll have some leeway to choose which part of technoscience to study, where
theyy will indicate contingency in the face of necessity, where they will try to
createe space in technoscientific regimes for unjustly excluded alternatives. In
commonn constructivist debates, such choices tend to be noted, covered under
aa blanket of ecumenical neo-left sympathies, after which the debate continues
alongg instrumental lines: how are political and technoscientific issues
constructed?? How do we deconstruct this process? How is the participation of
actorss in technoscientific construction organised? The assessment of the
opportunityy to deconstruct is generally left to the researcher and his/her
sympathies.477 STS is not special in this respect. The fact that the choice and
delimitationn of research problems in the social sciences are based on values
wass even admitted by Max Weber in his argument for a clear separation of
sciencee and politics48...and this is where things get more complicated.
Constructivistt STS challenges the distinction between science and politics in
thee technosciences it studies. How then do we manage to maintain such a
seeminglyy depoliticised discourse ourselves? How and why do we pretend
thatt we are doing 'merely science'?
STSS rarely discusses its implicit political preferences and there are
strongg arguments to keep it that way. Even though there is implicit politics,
thiss does not mean that these values should be discussed at STS scientific
meetings.. (Who would want to plunge STS conferences into ideological
debate?)) Just as in the time of Weber, there is disagreement in STS about the
degreee to which these issues should be made explicit in an academic setting.
Somee prefer to keep them away from STS conferences and professional
477
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associationss because this would lead to dangerous politicisation: internal
conflicts,, bad press for the profession, more suspicion from other sciences and
policyy makers. 'More bullets for the Science Wars', some wouldd claim.
Reinn de Wilde has argued that this is the typical reaction of a
professionn under threat: he showed how, when its legitimacy as a science was
questioned,, sociology tended to draw a sharper boundary between science and
politics.. Maybe the refusal of parts of STS to discuss these problems more
explicitlyy depends on the perceived threats from the scientific and political
environment.. It seems especially the STS researchers that felt most threatened
byy the Science Wars are also the ones that stick to a clear separation between
ourr scientific research and our politics. The strict demarcation is much less of
ann issue in the Netherlands, where the Science Wars - or related attempts to
delegitimisee the field - have not threatened STS at all. In any case, even when
onee accepts that there is no clear distinction between science and politics and
thatt STS is not isolated from society or politics, just like any other science,
thenn still one could continue to construct ways and means to maintain some
sortt of boundary, even if only for practical or strategic reasons. Hence large
partss of constructivist STS continue to write and present in the objectified
scientificc style or will keep overtly political statements out of professional
organisations. .
Perhapss this is why the anti-technocratic agenda is a form of 'minimal
politics'' that is, under-defined as it may be, sufficiently innocuous to be an
acceptablee common denominator and stopgap for STS to rally around. Who
couldd not be against technocracy and for democracy? Meanwhile, it is
convenientlyy ignored that the anti-technocratic argument does not provide any
substantiall handles for deciding which technocracies should and should not be
challenged,, nor that anti-technocracy implies some judgement on what should
bee on the political agenda (and hence that other issues should be pushed off).
Perhapss STS has preferred to leave this box of Pandora closed, to avoid a
politicisationn that could tear the profession apart, but it seems rather odd that
thee central rallying point of anti-technocracy is so under-supported with
arguments. .
Theree is another way out of this conundrum. I know STS researchers
whoo will admit, after a few beers, that their position is much more
straightforward:: the unjust concentration of power in the world is harnessed
byy the myths of technoscientific certainty and necessity. According to them,
too shoot holes in those myths is always a contribution to freedom. They do not
arguee that technoscience is inherently good or bad, but that, in the world as
wee know it, it virtually always functions as a pillar of oppressive societal
relations.. For them, there are enough obvious worthwhile targets in the world
too be able to afford not to have these sorts of wretched self-analyses. For this
'anarchist'' line in STS, 'fight the power' is the only principle one needs to
makee the necessary pragmatic choices. If social movements or any kind of
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counter-culturee uses the myths of objectivity or efficiency of technoscience,
thenn even that should be undermined, just as much as any other use of those
myths.. Even if this position is the more consistent one, there clearly is an
implicitt ethic here as well, based on an understanding of the world as a place
thatt is so dominated by technoscientific power regimes that a challenge is
warrantedd virtually everywhere it is targeted. After a few more beers, I even
tendd to agree.
Butt things get worse. This is not the only way in which STS maintains
aa schizophrenic attitude towards the demarcation of science and politics. A
commonn STS line of argument is that there is politics in science. Things that
mayy seem 'purely scientific' or 'merely technical' are presented as hiding
contingenciess of a political nature. The peculiar basis for this argument is that
wee pretend to recognise politics when we see it, i.e. that, even though we
arguee that there is no clear distinction, we seem to be able to identify political
issuess in the midst of scientific discourse. In other words: even though STS
arguess against a clear separation of science and politics on the grounds that
theree is no criterion for telling the difference, STS researchers seem to have
suchh a criterion themselves, as they are able to recognise the political chunks
inn the politico-technoscientific soup.
Theree are various rhetorical strategies that are used to make it plausible
thatt technoscientific issues are 'actually' political. For example, in historical
researchh one can show that old theories of gender or race are now considered
ideologicall fallacies, working from our whiggish definitions of what is
ideologicall now. In contemporary research, one can show that contingencies
inn technoscience have consequences for valued political causes. The criterion
then,, once again, becomes substantial: consequences of biological theories for
thee identity and self-conception of women, consequences of environmental
theoriess for the justification of continued unequal development between North
andd South, or consequences of the design of medical technologies for the selfdeterminationn of patients. Implicit criteria assume the self-evident importance
andd political nature of, in these cases, women's emancipation, the
redistributionn of wealth in development issues, and the right to selfdeterminationn of patients.
Anotherr strategy is to argue that choices made by experts are based on
assumptionss that are heavily discussed in the political arena. The implicit
ethicss of the STS researcher are then that because issues are discussed in the
politicall arena, scientists should not be allowed to shield off the choices in the
wayy they frame these issues, their judgement calls, assumptions, efficiency
criteria,, etc. Often the two moves are combined: in technoscience, we
discoverr issues that should be debated in the political arena. In all these cases,
thee STS researcher implicitly uses a particular criterion for distinguishing
sciencee from politics, even though such a criterion is denied on the explicit
level.. Again, we find the schizophrenia of a realist discourse that claims that
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theree is no essential difference between science and politics (in itself an
essentialistt argument).
Inn conclusion, for its practical purposes, the anti-technocratic reasoning
usess at least two kinds of criteria for identifying politics in science: process
criteriaa (it is debated, therefore it is political), and substantive criteria
(somethingg pertains to a valued social goal, therefore it is inherently political).
Ass I have argued, the substantive arguments remain largely implicit in the
STSS community, or are merely noted and then ignored. For lack of an
ideologicall corset or perhaps of a more liberal theory of the Good Life, the
potentiall quarrel is avoided diplomatically. Meanwhile, the process arguments
seemm to provide an appealing way out: let 'democracy' settle the issue. Maybe
we,, as STS researchers, should give up substantial goals like the protection of
thee environment. Maybe we should always simply favour democracy over
technocracy,, whatever the effect on the environment. After all, who are we,
STSS researchers, to technocratically decide which technocracies should be
challengedd and which not? Maybe it is always better in the long run to
challengee technocratic decision making in favour of broad participation of
citizens,, environmentalists, or whoever else has been excluded from the
process.. This is where 'democracy' is pitched against 'technocracy' and this
iss where STS really shows its major political flaws.
3.44 The limits of participation and the trap of inclusion
Thee notion of democracy that constructivist STS uses against technocracy is
usuallyy that of participatory democracy: in stead of choices made by the
expertss alone, various groups, 'voices', or societal actors should be allowed to
participatee in technoscience. For those who stress the importance of the
processs of participatory democracy, access to this process should not be
reservedd for a specifically favoured group, such as the proletariat.. In stead, it
iss the demos that has become the 'subject of history'. Here too, a lot of the
politicss is left implicit in STS, but we can gather a few central properties of
thee notion of participatory democracy that is used. Once again, environmental
issuess may serve as an example.
Lackk of public information on the technical details of environmental
decisionn making is usually portrayed as the first bottleneck for more
participation.. The assumption is that environmental groups can challenge
environmentall technocracies if they have access to all the technical
informationn used by experts. They could check whether all information has
beenn used, whether the source of information is reliable, or whether they
agreee with the generalframingof the problem, such as problem definitions or
uncertaintyy assessments. Ironically, it is not unusual for regulatory agencies
andd their experts to hold this position. 'Transparency' is often suggested as
thee way to show that nothing fishy is going on in regulatory decision
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making.499 However, the possibilities for citizens or environmental groups to
participatee in regulatory decision making are not necessarily increased with
thee availability of regulatory information. The availability of abundant
informationn on regulatory decision making may also be counter-productive,
leadingg to information overloads that require new specialists to select and
digestt it. The USEPA sends out about ten Federal Register announcements
perr day concerning issues in this book alone. You can receive them through email,, as I have for a long time, an avalanche of technical information.
Processingg such information quickly becomes a full-time task. It is not
surprisingg that English pesticides regulators have slowly lost their hesitation
overr the publication over technical risk assessment data: they learned that the
availabilityy of more technical details did not necessarily lead to higher
environmentall contestation. On the other hand, information that is neatly
digestedd for the citizen or NGO tends to exclude the critical details or tends to
keepp lay knowledge always one step behind regulatory expertise.
STSS has shown that consumers, environmentalists, or NIMBY activists
mayy acquire and master considerable amounts of specialised technical
informationn and successfully use it in the defence of their cause, but these
processess take time, motivation, and effort. One can hardly expect these
actorss to be prepared to challenge or keep in check regulatory policies on
everyy single issue. Dutch regulatory actors - always keen on dialog and
consensuss generation - have found that environmental movements have
becomee weary of participation in every single technical committee. They
simplyy do not have the resources or the interest to do so. As one Dutch
environmentall activist put it, when asked to participate in the technical details
off pesticide policy: "I don't want to go to yet another meeting. I just want
thingss to be well organised."50 In a recent experiment with participation in
thinkingg about the future medical information technology, we had trouble
findingfinding people to speak for the perspective of patients, because the patient
organisationss were not very interested in such 'technical details'. How does
onee organise representation of perspectives that have no interest in being
represented?? How does one compensate for the fact that chronic patients,
especiallyy with conditions that affect young people, tend to be organised more
thann people with broken legs or the flue? How does one prevent the wellorganisedd interest groups from taking over the framing of a problem?51 How
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doess one appreciate the refusal of ill people to become patients, to participate
inn patient groups and public debate over their illness?52
Technologyy assessment agencies have struggled with these problems
andd have tried to find new and creative solutions, but the fundamental tension
remains:: the motivation and resources to participate are always distributed
unequally.. Similarly, they have found it hard to organise participation at a
phasee of decision making when the options are still open, but the implications
off the decisions are still unclear and the interest mobilisation is still low. For
environmentall groups too, it is usually easier to generate attention only when
majorr decisions have already been taken and an unfavourable plan approaches
execution.. Participation politics works best as oppositional politics.
Apartt from the information overload and the difficulty of constructing
fairr representation, participatory alternatives for technocratic decision making
havee a limited capacity to deal with issues. As the institutions of participatory
democracyy get flooded with technical details and become more complex, they
eitherr lead to the withdrawal of actors from participation or to the formation
off new specialised elites: the professional negotiators. Quite a few
environmentall movements have reduced their relation with their constituency
too a monetary one as a consequence of this process: only the professionals are
allowedd to be effective environmental activists.53 Participative arrangements
runn the risk of developing new elitist forms of decision making, where experts
talkk to other experts from the same school, but with a different employer.
(Whichh is, I believe, where Maarten Hajer prefers the term 'technocorporatism'' to technocracy.54)
Thee STS positioning of participative democracy as an alternative to
technocracyy therefore hides a difficult tension: the trap of inclusion. Inclusion
iss a central concept in Wiebe Bijker's approach to analyse technological
development.. He uses it as an explanatory term: the degree of inclusion into a
technologicall frame helps to explain why someone is caught within that
frame,frame, thinks from within in, acts according to it.55 However, Bijker also uses
thee term inclusion to indicate his ideal of democratic participation of citizens
inn the development of technology, what he calls 'strong democracy'. A higher
inclusionn in technological decision making will lead to better and fairer
technologyy and less NIMBY-like hard resistance to technological
innovations.. The double meaning of inclusion is not accidental. Participation
inn technoscientific decision making both implies accepting to be included in
Callonn and Rabeharisoa, "Gino's Lesson on Humanity".
Vann der Heijden, Tussen Aanpassing en Verzet.
Hajer,, The Politics ofEnvironmental Discourse.
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thee process and to be included in the technoscientific frame that guides the
process.. There is a price to be paid for inclusion: to enter a participative
schemee always means accepting boundary conditions. To participate in the
negotiationss means compromise, to accept some form of problem definition,
solutionn strategy, or definition of success. A negotiation is not 'cooked'
becausee of the vile nature of people, but because it has to be cooked or there
willl be no dinner party. To participate also means to represent a constituency,
too accept the position of spokesperson for a group or an interest, and to accept
andd legitimate the outcome towards that constituency. Participatory decisions
aree legitimised by the democratic nature of the decision-making process:
"Youu had your say, the best achievable decision was taken, and you were
there."" If the NGO participant in regulatory decisions does not agree with the
basicc frame of the regulatory decision making at hand, if this NGO participant
failss to redirect the frame in the process, if mediators involved fail to come up
withh a successful translation of positions to create another magic win/win
situation,, then inclusion becomes a trap.
Bijkerr seems to prefer inclusion to exclusion, being 'locked in' over
'lockedd out', but a lot of NGOs do not share his clear preference and prefer to
keepp distance. Participation and negotiation are an option: one possible
strategyy out of a larger repertoire. Union leaders know this, as do industrial
representatives,, and the problem is also familiar to environmental movements.
Nott only do they have to consider what their participation in a particular
negotiationn implies in terms of what they implicitly accept, they also have
longer-termm inclusion/non-inclusion strategies. An example of the first is the
dilemmaa that environmental movements in Europe faced when invited by EU
regulatoryy agencies to talk about which genetically modified organisms
(GMOs)) should be allowed. The position of groups such as Greenpeace is that
GMOss should not be allowed at all, because their environmental impact is
highlyy unpredictable. In such a position, the environmental group will have to
makee a difficult choice: refuse to participate because participation might mean
legitimatingg a project one does not support, participate but raise a stir, or
participatee and try to modify the regulatory frame from within. Different
environmentall groups have chosen different strategies in this respect.
Greenpeacee has tried to stay out of the negotiation circuit, the Dutch Natuur
enn Milieu is right in the middle of it. Organisations like Greenpeace prefer to
bee locked out, because they do not like the price tag of being locked in.57 For
577
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actorss in the process, participation always holds the risk of a loss of
radicalism,, of giving up freedom to make choices, which to some, may be an
essentiall element of democracy, but then so is dissent. Refusing participation
holdss the risk of ineffective marginalisation. Staying at the Border is a
democraticc option; moving to the Centre a difficult choice.58
Thee choice of whether or not to participate is not only one for the
actorss involved, but also for those who organise the process. The consensus
thatt participatory decision making suggests tends to be a partial consensus.
Onn a very basic level, participatory schemes tend to exclude actors that are
consideredd marginal: weird, unreasonable, or too radical. Their very presence
couldd undermine the 'civilised* debate that is the precondition for working
participation.. The question may seem trivial, but a look back in history turns
upp a long list of people that were once considered to weird and maladjusted to
participatee in any kind of political process. On a more subtle level, the
organiserss of a participatory process have to find some way to balance the
viewpointss of those who are better organised, have more resources, or have a
well-definedd stake, with the less organised, less resourceful, or with diffuse
generall interests. Things can already go wrong because one party manages to
sett the theme of debate, steer the discourse in a particular direction. There is a
veryy thin line between participation as the creation of consensus and
participationn as a scheme to pacify conflicts in a dominant discourse steered
byy the most powerful actors. State bureaucracies and corporate strategists and
theirr spin-doctors are very good at this game.59 Design departments of large
companiess have long discovered how to mobilise user participation to 'make
thingss better', as Philips calls it. Evidently, user platforms for the improved
designn of vacuum cleaners and other household appliances lead to 'better'
products.. They also show how participatory schemes can be used for very
comess with a price, the danger of a perverse logic of enfranchisement. Participation
mayy help legitimating a project you do not support, it may imply accepting basic
premisess you do not believe in. In addition, it may lead to tensions between the
negotiatorss and the basis of the organisation, a problem that keeps haunting the
Germann Greens.
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instrumentall purposes once an actor can frame the agenda and task for the
participatoryy process. Corporate marketing departments know it too, or are
learningg quickly: involving users is the best way to make them buy your
products.. As trend watcher Faith Popcorn formulates it: "Companies must
involvee women in the development of their product. This will appeal to their
mother-instinctt and create an emotional bond with the product."60 Clearly,
theree are limits to the democratic wonders of participation.
Participationn may be a very appealing principle as such, but as a
generall principle it does not provide a solution for the actual hot issue: who
will/can/shouldd participate? We may want to replace technocratic decision
makingg with participatory democracy, but this will have to take into account
thatt resources, especially technoscientific ones, are always distributed unequallyy among participants. Those with more resources will find it easier to
dislodge,, undermine, and disqualify the arguments of those with less.61 The
moree powerful actors will find it easier to steer the frame of the negotiations:
sett the boundary conditions for participation by means of the problem definition,, solution strategy, and definition of successful outcomes. Participative
democracyy posed as an alternative for technocracy has to take into account
andd make provisos for the unequal distribution of power in society. It has to
considerr the power hidden in the frames and discourses that structure
problemss and solutions. It has to consider the unequal access to technoscientificc resources of actors, from media to R&D facilities, to computer
models,, to private jets to fly them to participatory technology design
conferences.. It has to consider the unequal degree of organisation of interests
inn society. To put it briefly: it has to consider the unequal distribution of
cultural,, social, symbolic, economic, as well as technoscientific capital in
society.62 2
3.55 The standard image of science as a straw man
Thee strategy of constructivism to challenge the standard image of science as a
wayy of shooting holes in technocratic decision making assumes that this
standardd image of science is a vital linchpin in the defence of technocracy.
However,, STS does not have a monopoly on constructivism. Especially in
openn policy contexts, experts may argue that their version of reality is not the
VolkskrantVolkskrant Magazine, Trendspotter Faith Popcorn: 'Mannen Moeten Vrouwen
Gaann Dienen', 21 October 2000, pp. 38, my translation back to English.
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onlyy possible one, but rather a pragmatic solution. In fact, in some areas,
scientistss providing expert knowledge for the policy process have found that
theirr position is strengthened if they acknowledge a certain degree of
contingencyy in their findings. One example are scenario studies, in which
expertss construct a range of possible futures, based on variable assumptions
withh respect to factors that are openly labelled as value-laden or political. The
DutchDutch Central Planning Bureau packages its expertise in the format o
differingg scenarios of the economic future, depending on optimistic or
pessimisticc evaluations of economic parameters that cannot be determined
withh great precision on the basis of economics alone. In some cases, one can
evenn trace a 'double hermeneutic'63 following successes of STS, as
constructivistt insights are imported into the practice of expertise. One such
examplee are Dutch attempts to create diversity in the predictions of climate
changee models, based on varying world views as described by cultural theory,
withh the cooperation of STS researchers.64 In other cases, expertise is offered
andd defended on purely pragmatic grounds, in a discourse that stresses that the
expertisee given is not a reflection of the necessities of Nature, but rather
comprisess a reasonable attempt at a manageable solution.
Suchh ways to present expertise as explicitly contingent may have the
effectt of obscuring choice or contingencies in other aspects of the expert
advice.. Suggesting a few possible outcomes on the basis of acknowledged
value-ladenn assessments of a few variables, as is a standard tool in scenario
studies,, may actually make it even harder to identify alternatives in the parts
thatt are presented as unproblematic. The limited use of the standard image of
sciencee as a legitimation for expert advice is not just the product of new 'postmodern'' strategies of experts. As I indicated in chapter 7, there is variability
inn the importance of the argument of scientific necessity in different
regulatoryy regimes. There are traditions of regulatory decision making that
relyy more on negotiation and combine this with a more pragmatic view on
expertise.. Nevertheless, the point remains that when constructivists challenge
thee necessity of expert advice, they may simply get acclaim, instead of the
expectedd indignation. The wide range of philosophies of science among
naturall scientists was indicated long ago65 and the naive standard image of
sciencee that STS likes to rant against is by no means the only conception of
sciencee among the scientists we study. Dutch STS, through its frequent
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involvementt in science and society courses, has itself made a modest
contributionn to this state of affairs. In sum, the standard recipe of
constructivismm of deconstructing scientific necessity to make space for
alternativess may work in the frequent cases where the rhetoric of the standard
imagee of science is strong, but it runs the risk of being an argument against a
self-createdd chimera in the cases where it is not.
3.66 Taking stock
II have tried to apply the standard recipe of constructivist STS blindly, in its
simplestt (admittedly even over-simplified) form in order to test its
assumptions,, to search for the limits of the recipe. The first assumption was
thatt a deconstructed technoscience would facilitate participation of a
disenfranchisedd constituency. There are considerable limitations to this
assumption.. It only holds only to the extent that:
a)) Some form of standard image of science is actually used to shield off
certainn actors from participation. Not all policy, not even all environmental
policy,, relies exclusively on a standard image of science for its
legitimation.legitimation. Where a standard image of science was not very important in
legitimationn in the first place, a simple shrug could be the answer to an
attemptt at deconstruction.
b)) There is some constituency that can mobilise enough motivation and
resourcess to effectively step into the space for participation that is created
inn principle.
c)) The space created for participation of disenfranchised actors will not be
usurpedd by more resourceful actors, possibly actors that were kept at bay
byy the original use of the standard image of science in the first place, or:
d)) TTie technocracy challenged was biased in favour of the more resourceful
actorss in the first place. Deconstruction of the use of the standard image of
sciencee is then an attempt at delegitimation of a biased policy shrouded
behindd a veil of neutral/objective science.
Thee second assumption was that some constituencies have legitimate claims
too enter decision making that are presently not rewarded. This assumption
reliess on:
a)) The highly problematic possibility of STS researchers to identify what are
legitimatee claims, what is 'political' and what not, what can rightfully
remainn a 'technical matter'.
b)) Therefore, ultimately, a substantive political or ethical agenda that is
largelyy absent or at best rarely discussed in STS (perhaps rightfully,
perhapss not); or:
c)) The possibility of an alliance between the STS researcher and some
excludedd actor, a commitment that may quickly prove to be problematic
andd conditional.
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Thee third assumption was that the participation of a different constituency
wouldd automatically lead to a different and better outcome. This assumption
presupposess that:
a)) Participation can avoid the trap of inclusion into the existing discourse (for
example,, by professionalisation of the negotiators).
b)) All actors involved can mobilise resources and especially expertise to
participatee effectively, i.e. the relative absence of inequality and power
imbalances.. In other words: it is a solution for a largely hypothetical world
thatt has solved the problem addressed already, a world without exclusion.
Thiss is a tall order. This list of conditions is not saying that the antitechnocraticc argument is not valid, but that it is not as universally valid as the
commonn parlance of constructivist STS suggests. Especially in combination
withh participatory democracy as an accompanying alternative, the politics of
STS,, in my opinion, are a form of political shorthand that quickly becomes
problematic.. Therefore, at this point in the analysis, I want to draw two
conclusions: :
1.. Anti-technocracy is not a viable position unless it is accompanied by a
developedd political theory, including principles of what political processes
shouldd be like and what substantive societal projects deserve support evenn if the STS community does not want to bicker about such issues in
public. .
2.. An attack on technocratic decision making should always consider who
willl benefit most from such an endeavour.
Iff the technocracy-democracy opposition is indeed shorthand that is usually
leftt conveniently unquestioned, then perhaps it is time to become more
specific.. What do we really mean with mis dreadful thing called technocracy?
Itt is time for a closer look at this monster.

44 What is technocracy anyway?
Technocracyy could simply be defined as decision making by experts.
However,, this does not catch the negative ring of the term. What is wrong
withh experts that make technical decisions? Nothing, as long as things go well
-- it is the way we deal with doctors and plumbers most of the time. The fact
thatt a substantial part of expert work is of a contingent nature and cannot be
deducedd from general rules by logic is generally even admitted by the experts,
whoo would otherwise find themselves replaced by machines that are perfectly
capablee of logical deduction.66
Thee negative ring of technocracy can imply several things. Firstly, it
cann mean that experts and/or expert technologies are making decisions that
shouldd not be made by experts (alone). This implies a judgement of an unjust
divisionn of labour between expert and non-expert institutions, skewed in
Abbott,, "The Future of Professions".
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favourr of expertise. Secondly, technocracy can refer to a regime of decision
makingg that has ended up in a purely instrumentalised rationality, where a
substantivee rationality (discussion of goals and values) is eliminated
unjustly.677 Somehow, a problem or policy area has ended up in a rigid frame
wheree goals and general problem solutions have become ossified. Note that
thesee first two meanings are, on a certain level, the exact opposite of each
other:: in the first one there is too much substantive politics 'in' the expertise,
inn the second one there is not enough! A third meaning of technocracy points
att the presence of the wrong sorts of interests behind a veil of technical
necessity,, for example because there is privileged representation of certain
interestss or actors in decision making that is presented publicly as merely
technical.68 8
Thee variety of forms of technocracy should come as no surprise since
STSS has pointed out that experts play widely differing roles in decisionmakingg processes. They offer strategic advice, opinions on the reliability of
technicall information, assessments of consequences of various policy
alternatives,, or simply an account of the state of affairs in a field that is more
orr less their area of expertise.69 As we have described and analysed these
differentt roles, we have also come to understand that the difference between
thee expert and the policy maker is often not as clear-cut as it may seem. Often
expertss are policy makers: members of government agencies, members of the
institutionss of democracy, members of negotiation committees, or
representativess of specific interests in experiments of participative democracy.
Thee various connotations of technocracy depend on different implicit
notionss of what democracy is or should be. Different definitions of democracy
stresss different aspects of political life: division of power, participation or
equall representation in decision making, the possibility of open discussion,
thee protection of the freedom of citizens, the fair regulation of conflict. By
implication,, technocracy exists when, through technoscientific means, citizens
aree not represented, when the division and mutual control of the divided
powerss of government is not guaranteed, when broad participation of societal
groupss or citizens is not possible, when the openness of decision making is
lost,, when the freedom of citizens is threatened, or when decisions are not
fair.. When decision making is called technocratic with the argument that there
iss 'politics in science' where there should be none, then a pluralist notion of
democracyy is present in the background: democracy functions because of a

Weber,, Economy and Society; Kunneman, De Waarheidstrechter.
Some prefer the term 'sub-politics' here: decision making that 'is really'
political,, but that has ended up in 'technical' committees and decision making
processess that are beyond the control of traditional democratic institutions (Beck,
TheThe Risk Society, Hajer, The Politics ofEnvironmental Discourse).
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properr division of labour between institutions. When decision making is
calledd technocratic because a discussion of substantial goals and values has
beenn foreclosed, then a notion of democracy as wise and open deliberation is
usedd as the implicit standard. When decision making is accused for hiding
skewedd representations of interests behind an appearance of an 'objective' or
'neutral'' technical rationality, then the stress in the implicit notion of
democracyy lies on fair representation. In every one of these cases, we could
usee the accusation of 'technocracy' to deny the legitimacy of decision making
becausee via expertise or the mobilisation of technoscience, basic democratic
rightss have been usurped. This also implies that in some cases the decision
makingg can be technocratic in some respects, but not in others. (E.g. decisions
off public importance were made with representation of a wide range of groups
inn society, but were secretive. Or: decisions made by experts working for the
executivee should have been brought to Parliament, but the outcome is fair.)
Clearly,, we may mean quite different things when we accuse decision
makingg of being technocratic - and I do not claim I have covered all forms
andd shapes. We have once again applied a standard trick of the trade: we have
replacedd the one by the many. Whereas we started with one technocracy, we
noww have several. We could argue that, from now on, we will have to replace
'technocracy'' with 'technocracies', but this newspeak only helps to hide the
pitfallss of unspecified democratic agendas described above. It is more
productivee to contextualise various anti-technocratic strategies, to see how
theyy function in the context of, for example, regulatory regimes.
Whatt all these forms of technocracy seem to have in common is that
theyy all imply a judgement of an improper division of labour between science
(expertise)) and politics, skewed in favour of experts or instrumental
rationality.. They seem to vary depending on the roles that expertise plays in
decisionn making and the democratic notions that are seen to be violated. As I
havee indicated in chapter 7, different types of regulatory regimes allot
differentt positions and roles for expertise. In fact, I have argued that the
divisionn of labour between science and politics is a key characteristic of
differentt patterns in regulatory regimes. Different regulatory regimes also
stresss different strategies for legitimating decision making, different
techniquess of conflict resolution, or different repertoires of accounting for
decisionss made.70 Consequently, they offer typical arguments for claiming
thatt the division of labour between the experts and the publicly accountable
officiall is faulty. Obviously, not all actors that relate to a regulatory regime,
byy either functioning in it or by protesting it from the outside, have to agree
withh this state of affairs. Regulatory conflicts show as many examples of
disagreementt over decisions made as over how these decisions should be
Cf.. Laird, "Participatory Analysis, Democracy and Technological Decision
Making";; Fiorino, "Citizen Participation and Environmental Risk".
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made,, including over the leeway that experts should have to resolve 'technical
issues'' and over the definition of which issues can actually be considered
'technical'.. The distribution of issues over the front region and back region of
decisionn making is often contested and the accusation of technocracy can be a
weaponn in that conflict. Various regulatory regimes also operate with different
discoursess of democracy. Some regulatory regimes are organised on the
legitimatingg principles of participatory democracy, some stress the logic of
democraticc representation in an elected government. The various forms of the
accusationn that 'decision making is technocratic' can therefore be found in the
exampless of regulatory regimes that were analysed in this study. I will
reiteratee some of these to analyse this relation in more detail.
II have described one ideal type of regulatory regimes as one where
theree is a limited degree of institutionalisation of collective tasks in the state,
wheree relations between state and societal actors are not functionalised but
'constituent',, where legal institutions play a prominent role in conflict
resolutionn in an adversarial format, and where high value is placed upon a
veryy strict separation of what is defined as 'science' and as 'politics'. It is the
modell that is generally dominant in the US and that stresses the pluralist
conceptionn of the polity and of democracy.
Expertss in such regulatory regimes are under high scrutiny. A typical
wayy to delegitimise an expert here is to point to affiliations with interest
groups:: the presence of the wrong actors in the back room. Both
environmentalistss and industrialists use this strategy. The USEPA Science
Advisoryy Board membership went through a face-lift in the first years of the
Reagann era on the basis of supposedly environmentalist biases of scientists.
Otherr experts have lost their jobs because of alleged industrial connections.71
Expertss have to be neutral and neutrality is guaranteed by finding the pure
scientists:: the 'sacred' ones that are not tarnished with interests of the profane
world.. In case of crisis, this strict boundary has to be reinforced, for example
ass university scientists are brought in to advise. A connection between an
expertt and institutions of the state is not an asset, but rather a disadvantage: it
mayy lead to the suspicion of bias.
Whatt does it mean for an STS researcher in such a policy context to
questionn the division of labour between experts and policy makers? Within
thee dominant discourse of such a regulatory regime, arguments are
immediatelyy available for a further purification of science and politics, for
moree independent science against intrusion of bias from influential actors and
societall interests. However, this reproduces the blind spots in the dominant
theoryy of democracy for forms of technocracy that rely on other notions of
democraticc decision making. For example, the favoured technique for further
purificationn of science and politics is the production of more specific rules
711
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andd more standardised methodologies. Jasanoff has argued that this policy
belieff on how organise democratic regulatory expertise can undermine the
possibilitiess of effective environmental policy and undermine the effective use
off knowledge of adverse environmental effects in policy.72 Such advice to
policyy makers does more than reiterate a regulatory regime's native policy
belieff of the correct division of labour between science and policy, but tries to
pointt at weaknesses in this policy belief.
Otherr regulatory regimes will sustain other theories on how this
divisionn of labour should be organised. I have described another ideal type as
aa 'regulatory court', where the role of the state is also restricted, where
relationss between state and societal actors are also not functionalised but
'constituent',, but where legal institutions play a minor role in conflict
resolutionn and where the boundary between science and politics is an
ambivalentt one, with a considerable gap between the presentation of a sharp
boundaryy in the front region and a much more pragmatic approach in the back
regionn of decision making.
Secrecyy is defended in these sorts of regulatory regimes as a valuable
asset.. The back region proceedings have to be respected because they are
undertakenn on the basis of strict codes of trust. When this trust breaks down,
ann inquiry is set up to restore this trust. Trust is repaired by a new trustworthy
institution,, such as the Royal Commission on the Environment or the
Zuckermann Working Party on Pesticides of the 1950s. Other examples are a
seriess of official inquiries related to environmental affairs. Prestige of experts
inn these repair operations is a central asset to restore trust.73 Discrete
negotiationss are considered an important requirement for a fair balance of
interestss in society in light of all the wisdom the experts can provide. Overly
formall or detailed rules, methodological or legal, hamper such judgement.
Thee outcome of the expert advice need not be a strict judgement. In such a
context,, the challenge of the technocratic nature of decision making follows
differentt lines. The definition of a technocrat in the dominant policy belief is
thee expert who prioritises technical detail over a reasonable and non-partisan
balancee between interests in society. Technocracy then means to lose grip on
thee importance issues through a trivialising instrumental logic.
II have described a third ideal-type of a regulatory regime as something
wee could call, with crude shorthand, a 'corporatist' pattern for regulatory
regimes.. Here, there is a high degree of institutionalisation of collective
functions,, the relations with societal actors are functionalised, legal
instrumentss are well developed but implemented pragmatically, and the
boundaryy between science and politics is ambivalent (sharp in the front
722
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region,, pragmatic in the back region). Such regulatory regimes tend to stress
thee fair integration of interests as democratic ideals. Experts are typically
askedd for creative solutions that will accommodate the consensual strategies
off policy makers or help to define the terms of negotiation. The counterdiscoursee typically challenges the masking of substantive issues as merely
technical. .
Thiss is not to say that the science involved is not expected to be of high
standardss or that strict methodologies are not appreciated. On the contrary, in
somee cases strict expert methodologies are seen as a benefit, for example in
computerr models, as long as the parties in the regulatory regime can agree on
thee basic principles of such methodologies, because then these methodologies
cann limit the range of political disagreement. For example, this has been the
mainn role of macro-economic modelling in the Dutch Central Planning
Bureau.744 If consensus on methodology or basic principles is difficult to
achieve,, then an alternative is a fuzzy boundary between science and politics,
forr example, by constructing decision-making committees with experts from
thee different interested parties. A few examples from areas where Dutch
corporatismm is (or was) strongest are the Committee of Experts on Exposure
Standards,, where manoeuvring with scientific uncertainty has resulted in
repertoiress that can accommodate conflicting positions;75 or decision making
inn the old Dutch scheme for pesticide assessment, where interest balancing
wass prepared in the 'technical' preparation.
Thee definition of technocracy in the dominant conception of what is
democraticc in such a regime is one that accuses experts that follow only
technicall considerations and have no appreciation for conflicting politics or
values.. The mirrored way to challenge the role of expertise in such a
regulatoryy pattern is to argue that the views and positions of various actors are
nott properly represented among the experts: the technocrat is the expert that
hamperss fair representation of actors. Both boil down to the same: it is
implicitlyy acknowledged that a completely neutral expert position in policy
matterss is virtually impossible, so therefore experts should develop a subtle
sensee for conflicting views, while simultaneously maintaining enough
independencee from which to help build an accommodating strategy. This
conceptionn of what ought to be the role of experts is actually closest to the
participatoryy democracy ideal defended by STS - although STS would
probablyy tend to object to the restricted definition of actors allowed to
participatee in corporatist-style negotiations. Nevertheless, in my view, an STS
strategyy supporting 'the excluded voices' does not necessarily have to
underminee the regulatory pattern here, but might just as well reinforce it:
744
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dissentt is included, is made part of the negotiations. This means that in this
case,, the political blind spots of STS and of the regulatory regime would
almostt coincide. Non-native conceptions of technocracy are avoided. For
example,, the degree to which such regulatory regimes develop an in-crowd of
preferredd experts and negotiators and the disjunction between this elite and
ordinaryy citizens, or the tendency to exclude a fringe that is called radical or
extremist. .
Myy point is this: to the extent that STS researchers challenge aspects of
regulatoryy decision making, for example for being 'too technocratic', they
alwayss do so in a setting in which there are already ideas of what is to be
consideredd technocratic and what not, of what is an appropriate division of
labourr between science and politics, of what is democracy and what a
democraticc deficit. Usually, there will be conflicting views; there will be a
dominantt discourse and dissenting ideas. Sensitivity for different forms of
technocracy,, and per implication sensitivity for different conceptions of
democraticc ideals, offers a wider pallet for the STS researcher than just an
implicitt conception of participatory democracy as a general solution.

55 Conclusion: the political agenda of STS
II have argued that the categorical positioning of participatory democracy as an
alternativee to technocracy as a programme for STS is untenable. The
applicationn of the standard constructivist challenge of technocracy relies on a
numberr of problematic assumptions. It assumes that we know which
technocraciess are worthy of challenge, that we know what it means to be
democratic,, and that we can tell the difference between politics and science,
orr at least that we have an idea of what should (and hence should not) be on
thee political agenda.
Inn the process, I have problematised the choice between a purely
academicc and a purely political project for STS.76 As an ideal worth striving
for,, some would claim that constructivist STS should operate mainly as an
academicc science, but many in the field have ambitions that go beyond.77
However,, we know from our own research that it is not a viable option for
anyy field to hide in the academy for too long. We know that the strategy of
stressingg the demarcation between 'independent science' and * society out
there'' is a particular strategy and one that is typically invoked when a
disciplinee is perceived as under threat.78 As a successful discipline, we operate
inn various public roles ourselves, be it as instrumental experts assisting in
otherr actors' policy goals, or as heralds of problematic developments in
technoscience,, or as critics of the use of technoscience in policy. Because of
Pels,, "The Politics of Symmetry".
Cf.. Jasanoff, "Beyond Epistemology".
Ass has been shown for sociology in De Wilde, Discipline en Legende.
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thee peculiar reflexive nature of our field, our ideas about the role of
technosciencee in society and how STS should operate as experts in society
havee to be consistent or hypocritical. Can we claim cushioned independence
att the 'liberal university' while demanding increased public participation in
alll other sciences?79 If we want to continue to argue that there is politics in
technoscience,, then how could we claim that there is no politics in our
particularr brand of technoscience? The tone of this debate in STS has been
methodologicall and ontological for too long, depoliticising and dehistorising
ourr idea of what STS is and can do.80
Ass I announced at the start, I do not want to claim any definitive
'solutions',, but I do think this analysis points in a few programmatic
directions.. Firstly, I think the debate on the societal role of STS can gain from
aa consideration of the specific societal contexts in which STS operates.
Secondly,, I think it is time for STS to question the role and meaning of
technosciencee in a democratic society. I will end with a brief discussion of
whatt I mean by these.
Firstly,, I think it is important that we develop a stronger sense of the
variabilityy of the political settings in which technoscience and per implication
STSSTS itself operates. A precondition for any debate in STS on what role we
shouldd play, as experts ourselves, is that we should at least take into account
thatt we come from different backgrounds and operate under different
conditions.. To the extent that the expert or 'intellectual' role of STS has been
debated,, the general assumption seems to be that there is one single best
solution,, which is completely at odds with what we know about other experts.
Theree is no need for a single best solution, no most suited position for STSresearchers-as-experts.. A monolithic solution for all of STS would imply a
gods-eyee perspective, as if we were able to design a modernist blueprint for
thee ultimate position of technoscience in general. We have no such blueprint
forr technoscience and since STS is part of technoscience, there can be no
singlee solution for STS either.
Nevertheless,, we have all the tools to describe the various roles STSas-expertss (can) play. For example, Wynne and Jasanoff see a role for STS in
thee critical reflection on the institutions of technoscience in society.81 Such a
rolee for STS research on regulatory regimes is this: show the shortcomings in
regulatoryy regimes, be they participatory or not; show alternatives in other
regulatoryy regimes, with their advantages and weaknesses; show where
suggestedd solutions to regulatory problems will cause tensions with regulatory
practicess already in place. Rather than design the perfect way to integrate
Cf.. Collins, "In Praise of Futile Gestures"; Ashmore, "Ending up on the Wrong
Side". .
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sciencee and policy, we could operate more as knowledge brokers, showing
howw experiences in other contexts offer experiences of how various ways of
organisingg technoscience in the polity have different strengths and
weaknesses.. Every pattern of science-policy integration has its biases and STS
couldd assist in institutional reflection and learning.
II think my own research suggests possibilities for such a reflection. For
example,, I have shown how the highly standardised expertise in the US
excludess knowledge forms that do not fit in. This may imply that, for
instance,, some environmental effects of chemicals go unnoticed. From an
STSS point of view, it may be unproductive to simply challenge such expertise
inn every case as merely contingent, since this would undermine otherwise
beneficiall policy processes. More importantly, an STS deconstruction may in
somee respects not be much of a radical challenge at all, for example: not very
differentt from a legal deconstruction.82 This is where the concrete political
settingg matters: debunking scientific knowledge claims by pointing to their
contingentt nature may simply enforce the already existing defence
mechanismss of the liberal/individualist pattern. It could support the response
nativee to those sorts of regimes: more standardisation, a further retreat of
expertt decision making into back regions. If contingency is a problem, then
thee liberal/individualist type of regulatory regime will reduce it by all means
alreadyy known. Non-native policy beliefs may be more radical for breaking
outt of this logic. The development of alternative patterns of expert integration
mayy produce more flexibility, in the sense of an integration of more
knowledgee forms into decision making. Looking at experiences in other
countriess can then help to set such new forms, provided the different policy
formss are taken into account. Comparative studies in STS, complex as they
are,, provide that kind of knowledge.
Forr a more corporatist pattern a similar argument is possible. The
corporatistt negotiation structures tend to pull all parties into the same policy
frame.frame. This may be wise for a government needing the broadest possible
supportt for a charismatic environmental policy, but for the expert system this
mayy lead to self-congratulating mediocrity. Corporate polity forms are
orientedd towards the integration of different positions and interests; they are
broughtt into the system and pacified. New corporate elites and intermediaries
formm and mobilised to pacify their constituencies. If these tentacles of the
corporatee polity are allowed to integrate expertise as well, a critical border
positionn is lost and with such a position, an important source of innovation
andd therefore flexibility to adapt to new challenges.83 To put it more bluntly: I

Lynch,, "The Discursive Production of Uncertainty".
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doo not think more corporatist democracy helps to overcome corporatist
technocracy.. It may simply lead to more of the same.
Onn similar grounds, we should continue to warn about the implications
off harmonisation of regulatory regimes.84 In many regulatory areas the
tendencyy to internationally harmonise the technical criteria of decision
makingg is very strong. In environmental regulation, the European
Commissionn and the OECD are important arenas for such initiatives as the
standardisationn of the assessment of chemicals or pesticides. This
standardisationn creates a problem from the point of view of the different
patternss of integration between expertise and the polity. If the new
standardisedd forms of expert decision making are enforced upon different
countriess 'because the Commission has decided so,' this may alter the
integrativee patterns and therefore the situation of front and back region
decisionn making, possibly leading to conflicts. Highly standardised toxicity
testing,, for example, sits uncomfortably with high expert discretion in
England.. Dutch integration of interests is disrupted when decisions made by
thee Commission are enforced.85 STS has the tools and the knowledge to show
thatt harmonisation is never merely a matter of economic or technical
optimisation. .
Thesee sorts of interpretations that STS offers are associated with
differentt public roles than talcing sides with one of the actors in a controversy.
Evidently,, it is not easy to find a platform to bring them forward, but then
thesee difficulties are not entirely different from those of other social science
disciplines.866 In addition, STS researchers also perform more instrumental
roless for policy, for example in evaluation research: did a government
researchh programme achieve its goals?87 What other societal roles do we
play?? When do these roles 'work' and under which circumstances? What goes
wrong? ?
Whateverr expert or 'intellectual' roles we take on, simple antitechnocracyy is not a consistent and not a particularly fruitful buoy to steer our
course.. If we do not want to reason form a cynical self-interest of the
discipline,discipline, then such questions can only receive a meaningful answer in the
contextt of a more substantial agenda, for example a democratic theory or, as
somee would prefer, some idea of 'the good life'. I think it is possible and
Jasanoff,, "Harmonisation: The Politics of Reasoning Together".
Of course, 'The Commission', one of the scariest expressions in present
politicall life, is not isolated from national decision-making processes. The experts of
governmentt that try to implement EU policy can be the same ones that manoeuvered
suchh policy through committees of national experts at the European level.
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fruitfulfruitful to raise and discuss such issues in the STS community withou
ideologicall hair-splitting and politicising STS beyond recovery - which is, as
farr as I understand, what the academicians fear: political bickering and a
consequentt loss of academic respectability and autonomy. In addition, as
technosciencee enters new and dazzling developments, from biotechnology to
nanotechnologyy or information sciences, STS could be crucially positioned to
turnn to for interpretations and ideas.
Secondly,, instead of relying on anti-technocracy, it is time for a debate
onn what democracy means with respect to technoscience. In complement to
thee Rousseau tradition of participatory democracy, Gerard de Vries has
arguedd that we could find inspiration in Montesquieu and his idea of a
democraticc constitution. We could argue that technoscience has become a
powerr equally formidable as the powers that prompted Montesquieu to look
forr constitutional constraints.88 The connections between power and
technosciencee are many. Technoscience has a power of imposing meaning: it
offerss powerful repertoires that suggest who we are, what we are, where we
live,, what we can hope for in the future. It has an instrumental power, for
examplee in achieving new ways of growing crops, of transportation, of killing
andd of torturing, as well as of saving lives. It also wields powers of
legitimation:: of defining what is acceptable risk or effective policy. The
enormouss achievement of STS has been to show that these powers do not
originatee in a void, isolated from society, but that technoscience relies on
cultural,, ideological, political, economic and material resources to construct
thesee powers - not unlike the way in which the formation of states and the
politicall powers that fascinated Montesquieu have relied on such resources.
Thiss position of technoscience therefore calls for ideas on how to position
thesee new powers in a democratic society. The old cage model of science
offeredd a straightforward answer: a liberal democratic society respects the
autonomyy of science, the autonomy of the institutional processes that
guaranteee the production of scientific truth.89 Constructivist STS has shown
howw this model is a mystification of the closely-knit connections between
sciencee and society. The network model, so far, has come up with surprisingly
feww concrete suggestions (see chapter 2).
Thee standard reply of constructivist STS, as I have suggested, has
focusedd on participatory democracy to bring these powers in check. By
turningg to Montesquieu for inspiration, De Vries has mobilised another
traditionn of democratic thought. As principles for a new 'constitution for risk
societies',, he has suggested arrangements of representation and the legal
guaranteess of a constitutional state: arrangements to represent citizens in
Dee Vries, Zeppelins.
Merton, The Sociology of Science; Luhmann, Die Wissenschaft der
Gesellschaft;Gesellschaft; Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies.
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professionall organisations; a constitutional right to second opinion and
counter-expertise;; the right for citizens to get scientific counselling, parallel to
legall counselling; a constitutional task for universities to make knowledge
publiclyy available; expansion of freedom of information to professional
organisationss and knowledge producing institutions; protection for whistleblowers.900 Whereas the participatory approach stresses the generation of
consensuss and the integration of interests, De Vries stresses the freedom of
citizenss in a decent society. I would suggest that the third part of the triptych
iss the socialist tradition: all of these principles operate in a society where
chancess to participate, to claim those rights, to gather resources to dissent are
distributedd unequally.
Thee strength of the Big Narratives of democratic theories was that they
tookk such issues into account, made them into the basic premise of political
thinking.. Notions such as the separation of powers or the balance of interests
andd care for the weak were based on an analysis of what was 'evil' in the
world:: despots, exploitation, or humiliation. We have a history full of
experiencee with democracy, fake and true. We have analysed the flaws of
Athena'ss parliament, the Roman Senate, or the disenfranchised bourgeois
democraciess of the 19th century. We have Montesquieu, Mill, Machiavelli,
andd - yes, why not - Marx. We have elections, voting machines, parliaments,
impeachments,, free speech, liberté, égalité, and fraternité, a panoply of
theories,, technologies and practices of democracy; but when it comes down to
technoscience,, we tend to come up with a basic notion of participatory
democracy,, one little element in that arsenal? If we really take serious the
constructivistt position that there is nothing very peculiar about technoscience,
thatt it is in many ways remarkably similar to other societal activities, then
whyy would the democratic practices that we have developed for these other
spheress not be relevant for technoscience? We have pushed these stories aside
becausee they told us so little about science and technology, but perhaps it is
timee to see what can be salvaged, to learn from at least the problems that were
addressed.. There is a gap on the political theory-flank of constructivist STS
thee size of a library. There is work to be done.

Dee Vries, Zeppelins, p. 51, where he also suggests some principles more
specificallyy for medical contexts, cf. also Horstman, De Vries, and Haveman,
GezondheidspolitiekGezondheidspolitiek in een Risicocultuur.
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Dutchh Synopsis1
Chemischee stoffen worden door de overheid beoordeeld op hun
milieurisico's.. Deze beoordelingen worden uitgevoerd voor stoffen de wereld
inn worden gestuurd, maar ook als ze al langer worden geproduceerd. Dat geldt
bijvoorbeeldd voor bestrijdingsmiddelen, waterlozingen, of industriële stoffen
alss verfVerdunners of plastics. Voor deze drie groepen zijn al sinds de jaren
zeventigg beoordelingsmechanismen ontwikkeld. Voor de implementatie
daarvann zijn regels opgesteld, uitvoeringsinstanties ingericht, toxiciteitsproevenn ontwikkeld, wetten gestemd, onderzoeks-instellingen uitgebouwd,
internationalee afspraken gemaakt en weer verbroken, en zijn vooral veel
deskundigenn ingehuurd. Samen vormen deze elementen uiterst complexe
configuratiess die in hun samenhang beoordelingen produceren over de
omvangg en aanvaardbaarheid van risico's van chemische stoffen voor het
milieu.. Ik heb deze configuraties 'reguleringsregimes' genoemd. In de
praktijkk zijn reguleringsregimes vrij helder af te bakenen via hun
werkdomein,, dat doorgaans is vastgelegd in een wet of een taakverdeling
tussenn ministeries - maar dat is niet het soort van afbakeningen waarover dit
boekk gaat.
Wiee reguleringsregimes vergelijkt (tussen landen of zelfs tussen
werkdomeinenn in eenzelfde land), merkt al gauw dat er allerlei verschillen
zijnn in de manier waarop risico's van chemische stoffen worden beoordeeld.
Ondankss allerlei harmoniserings-initiatieven, worden er soms verschillende
testss gebruikt. Verschillende soorten kennis worden wel of niet meegenomen
inn de beoordelingsprocessen. Soms lijkt de beoordeling sterk geformaliseerd
inn uiterst gedetailleerde protocollen en soms steunt ze bijna uitsluitend op het
oordeell van deskundigen binnen heel algemene kaderreguleringen. Deze
verschillenn hangen samen met zeer uiteenlopende manieren om deskundigheidd en besluitvorming te integreren en zelfs met verschillende vormen
vann deskundigheid die in de afwegingen worden meegenomen. In het
proefschriftt wordt vergeleken hoe de taakverdeling tussen deskundigen en
beleidsmakerss in deze reguleringsregimes was georganiseerd in de Verenigde
Staten,, Engeland en Nederland tussen 1970 en 1995. Daarbij is met name
gekekenn naar de manier waarop gevaren voor het non-humane milieu werden
geëvalueerdd - en in die categorie hebben risico's voor organismen in zoet
waterr in die tijd veruit de grootste aandacht gekregen.
Voorr de deskundigheid over effecten van stoffen op planten en dieren
hebbenn ecologen en milieutoxicologen gezorgd. Ook tussen deze beide
onderzoeksveldenn is sprake van complexe taakverdelingen, die betrekking
11
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hebbenn op welke velden deskundigheid aanleveren voor milieuregulering.
Ecologenn en milieutoxicologen verschilden vaak van mening over welke
aanpakk de beste was voor het testen van effecten van verontreiniging op
aquatischee organismen. Milieutoxicologen ontwikkelden tests met een
individueell organisme (te beginnen bij vissen die makkelijk in het
laboratoriumm konden worden gekweekt, dus vaak kleine aquariumvissen), of
mett populaties van eenzelfde soort (micro-organismen, zoals Daphnia magna,
eenn watervlo). Bij deze zogenaamde * enkelsoorts-proeven' werden
organismenn in water gebracht waarvan de samenstelling precies bekend was,
inbegrepenn de concentratie van de te testen stof. Na een vooraf bepaalde
tijdsduurr werd dan gekeken hoeveel procent van de organismen nog in leven
warenn en daarvan werd statistisch afgeleid bij welke concentratie 50% van de
organismenn zou overleven. Het belangrijkste effect van verontreiniging dat
daarmeee werd getest, was dus individuele mortaliteit: de mate waarin de
fysiologiee van een organisme van een bepaalde soort blootstelling aan een
specifiekee stof kon overleven.
Ecologen,, daarentegen, hadden grote bezwaren tegen deze aanpak en
warenn doorgaans voorstanders van 'meersoorts-proeven', waarbij verschillendee soorten in een aquarium of proefvijver aanwezig waren. Zij betoogden
datt het reductionisme van het individuele organisme geen goed beeld zou
gevenn van de eigenlijke effecten in het milieu. Zo zou het kunnen voorkomen
datt een organisme wel zou overleven, maar zoveel trager zou zijn geworden
datt het een te makkelijke prooi zou vormen voor andere organismen.
Verhoudingenn tussen soorten zouden daarmee verstoord kunnen raken. Met
anderee woorden: zelfs als er geen of maar weinig mortaliteit werd vastgesteld,
zoudenn er toch allerlei andere nadelige effecten kunnen optreden op
ecologischh niveau. Milieutoxicologen brachten daar tegen in dat meersoortsproevenn erg duur waren en dat ze niet de heldere en eenduidige indicator
opleverdenn die enkelsoorts-proeven met hun mortaliteit wel opleverden.
Bovendien,, zo stelden ze, was het beoordelen van chemische stoffen geen
kwestiee van voorspelling, maar wel van bescherming. Door middel van
aanzienlijkee veiligheidsmarges, die onzekere extrapolaties naar conditities in
hett veld moesten compenseren, zouden enkelsoorts-proeven wel degelijk
voldoendee indicaties kunnen opleveren - indicaties die bovendien ook nog
eenss betaal-baar relatief eenduidig waren.
Bijj gedetailleerde vergelijking van de ontwikkeling van verschillende
regulerendee regimes over meer dan twee decennia, komen allerlei
bijzonderhedenn van deze arguementen (en ook van de verhouding tussen deze
tweee vakgebieden) aan het licht. Zo waren bijvoorbeeld enkelsoorts-proeven
mett wat grotere vissen en over wat langere duur, zogenaamde chronische
proeven,, aanvankelijk bijna even duur als eenvoudige meersoorts-proeven.
Doorr jarenlange ontwikkeling en investering, werden deze chronische
proevenn steeds korter, minder arbeidsintensief, en daardoor ook steeds
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goedkoper.. De standaardisering van enkelsoorts-proeven maakte dat ze
uiteindelijkk door lager geschoold personeel konden worden uitgevoerd.
Anderzijdss werden er ook meersoortsproeven ontwikkeld die op betrekkelijk
eenduidigg gedefinieerde effecten testten, op betrekkelijk gestandaardiseerde
manier.. Tegen de tijd dat deze tests werden ontwikkeld, hadden enkelsoortsproevenn echter al een grote voorsprong, zowel in ontwikkeling als in
verspreiding. .
Bovendienn waren er merkwaardige verschillen tussen reguleringsregimess met betrekking tot de aanvaardbaarheid van resultaten van
meersoorts-proeven.. Zo bleken uiterst gestandaardiseerde enkelsoortsproevenn bij uitstek goed te functioneren in reguleringsregimes die een strak
onderscheidd maakten tussen de wetenschappelijke en beleidsmatige onderdelenn van het beoordelingsproces en daarbij zeer geformaliseerde procedures
gebruiktenn voor de beoordeling van milieu-effecten. Deze regimes waren
typischh voor de Verenigde Staten. In reguleringsregimes die meer steunden op
hett oordeel van deskundigen, doorgaans met een belangrijker aandeel voor
informeell overleg met de aanvragers van een toelating, werden daarentegen
resultatenn van meersoorts-proeven makkelijker meegenomen in de beoordeling.. In sommige gevallen ging het daarbij zelfs om resultaten van
meersoorts-proevenn die in de Verenigde Staten als onbruikbaar voor het
beoordelingsprocess van de hand waren gedaan.
Omm de processen van standaardisering van toxiciteitsproeven te
beschrijven,, heb ik in hoofdstuk 5 voorgesteld om na te gaan hoe mensen,
dingenn en teksten werden ingezet. Eén van de effecten die beoordelaars
wildenn bereiken met standaardisering, was dat proeven in verschillende
laboratoriaa dezelfde resultaten zullen opleveren. Ze willen de betrouwbaarheidd van proeven garanderen. Omdat te bereiken konden ze beroep doen
opp mensen, bijvoorbeeld op competente onderzoekers. Ze konden echter ook
beroepp doen op uiterst gedetailleerd protocollen voor deze experimenten;
receptenn die soms zo gedetailleerd waren, dat ze op kookboeken gingen
lijken.. Of ze konden beroep doen op de betrouwbaarheid van voorspelbare
dingen,, zoals standaard apparatuur voor het bouwen van aquaria of zelfs
commercieell gebotteld mineraalwater. Daarmee zien we meteen ook de
terugkoppelingg die zo typisch is in standaardisering: standaarden bouwen
weerr verder op andere standaarden. Bovendien werden allerlei instrumenten
ontwikkeldd om te controleren of standaarden wel werden opgevolgd. Ook
daarinn zien we hoe mensen, teksten, en objecten in wisselende dosering
werdenn ingezet om standaarden te garanderen. Ik heb dat laten zien aan de
handd van de ontwikkeling van enkele Amerikaanse enkelsoorts-proeven, in
contrastt met enkele meersoorts-proeven. Daarmee valt te analyseren hoe
belangrijkk gestandaardiseerd kennis is in reguleringsregimes waar altijd de
mogelijkheidd bestaat dat een beoordeling nog eens tegen het licht wordt
gehoudenn in een rechtbank, waar expertise en tegen-expertise tegen elkaar
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kunnenn worden uitgespeeld. Het gebruik van standaard tests, waarover lang
enn zeer uitgebreid is overlegd, maakt dan voor alle partijen het proces meer
voorspelbaar. .
Verschillendee structuren in de reguleringsregimes hadden daarmee
gevolgenn voor het soort van kennis dat in de beoordeling kon worden
meegenomen,, maar daarmee ook voor de ontwikkelingskansen voor wetenschappelijkee velden. In de Verenigde Staten waren instanties die betrokken
warenn bij de beoordelingsprocedures, zoals het milieu-agentschap of de
industrie,, veruit de grootste financiers van onderzoek in dit domein. In
Nederland,, daarentegen, waren er ook sterke initiatieven om vanuit het
wetenschapsbeleidd kennis te ontwikkelen voor milieu-evaluatie, bijvoorbeeld
inn de vorm van interdepartementale initiatieven. In de betrokken overlegorganenn waren ecologen doorgaans goed vertegenwoordigd. Niet alleen was
daarmeee de druk vanuit de beoordelingsprocedures om het traject van uiterst
gestandaardiseerdee enkelsoorts-proeven te werken kleiner (zij het lang niet
altijd!),, maar bovendien waren er daarnaast ook andere kanalen om
ecologischh onderzoek naar verontreiniging te blijven ontwikkelen tot
praktischh bruikbare deskundigheid. De verschillende kansen om te
participerenn in reguleringsregimes creërden dus ook selectief kansen voor de
ontwikkelingg van ecologisch en milieutoxicologisch onderzoek, kansen die
aanzienlijkk varieerden tussen landen en zelfs tussen reguleringsregimes
binnenn landen.
Dezee selectieve kansen zijn mooi weer te geven aan de hand van de
discussiess tussen ecologen en milieutoxicologen over 'ecotoxicologie'. Vanaf
dee vroege jaren tachtig grepen ecologen het neologisme aan om te pleiten
voorr een sterkere integratie tussen ecologie en milieutoxicologie. Beide
veldenn zouden moeten samengaan in één onderzoeksgebied. Aan de hand van
dee ontgoocheling in de Verenigde Staten, het wat grotere succes in Engeland,
enn het courante gebruik van de term in Nederland, valt te illustreren hoe
kansenn voor kennisontwikkeling en interdisciplinariteit voor ecologen en
milieutoxicologenn (ik noem ze makkelijkheidshalve samen eco/toxicologen)
verschildenn tussen deze landen. Dat valt overigens ook terug te vinden in de
manierr waarop opleidingen werden gestructureerd (zie hoofdstuk 4).
Dee historische taakverdelingen in de eco/toxicologie zijn echter niet
uitsluitendd te reduceren tot de kansen die werden geboden door de structuur
vann reguleringsregimes. Eco/toxicologen waren immers ook de deskundigen
diee problemen van verontreiniging signaleerden en in de jaren zestig en
zeventigg op de politieke agenda wisten te krijgen. Ze hebben dan ook zelf mee
vormm gegeven aan de reguleringsregimes, zij het niet steeds vanuit dezelfde
positiee en met hetzelfde enthousiasme. Om dat te reconstrueren, heb ik de
verschillendee ontwikkeling van ecologie en milieutoxicologie in de drie
landenn beschreven. Daaruit blijkt dat ecologen oorspronkelijk eigenlijk een
groterr aandeel hadden in het onderzoeken van milieu-effecten van
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verontreinigingg en dat zelfs het locaal soms scherpe onderscheid tussen
milieutoxicologiee en ecologie pas later tot stand is gekomen. Milieutoxicologiee heeft zich voornamelijk ontwikkeld in de schaduw van
reguleringsregimes,, vooral in de jaren zeventig, toen ecologen net al een
betrekkelijkk vaste positie aan universiteiten hadden weten te bemachtigen.
Ookk hier zien we weer een afwijkend patroon in Nederland, omdat hier een
grotee groep zelfs academische ecologen nadrukkelijker bij delen van de
milieu-beoordelingg betrokken is gebleven.
Opvallendd aan Engeland was dat er, gedurende de periode die ik heb
onderzocht,, een sterke scheiding was tussen de deskundigen die betrokken
warenwaren in reguleringsregimes en universiteiten. Pas vanaf het begin van de
jarenn negentig raken universitaire onderzoekers wat meer betrokken bij
regulerinsregimess voor milieurisico's van stoffen. Voor die tijd, steunden de
beoordelingsinstantiess heel sterk op deskundigheid uit eigen onderzoeksinstellingen.. Van de deskundigen die aan deze instellingen verbonden waren,
konn worden geëist dat ze zich aan de hoge mate van geheimhouding hielden
enn zich sterk identificeerden met de relatief gesloten elite van de
reguleringsregimes.. Dit patroon kan worden getypeerd als dat van een
hofhouding,, sterk steunend op persoonlijk vertrouwen en een gedeelde
cultuur. .
Inn de beoordelingsregimes die ik heb onderzocht zijn dus complexe
taakverdelingenn aanwezig. In grote lijnen hebben die te maken met enerzijds
verhoudingenn tussen beleidsmakers en deskundigen en anderzijds met
verhoudingenn tussen verschillende groepen deskundigen. Rondom deze
taakverdelingenn is heel wat activiteit op te merken: actoren proberen
onderscheidenn aan te brengen of juist weg te werken; proberen
samenwerkingenn tot stand te brengen ofte doorbreken, of anders in te vullen.
Dezee activiteit noemen we grenzenwerk. Niet alleen mensen spelen hierin een
rol.. Ook teksten en objecten worden daarbij ingezet. Taakverdelingen kunnen
bovendienn worden vastgelegd in sociale patronen, in objecten, of in teksten.
Zoo impliceren computermodellen, toxiciteitsproeven, of beoordelingsprotocollenn verdelingen van wat als beleidskwestie en wat als deskundigenkwestiee dient te gelden. Wanneer taakverdelingen routinematig worden,
kunnenn ze zelfs institutionele vormen aannemen. We kunnen dan van
'grenzen'' spreken, eerder dan van 'grenzenwerk'. In de wereld van
reguleringsregimess worden teksten, mensen en dingen in complexe
configuratiess ingezet om grenzen te onderhandelen en vast te leggen.
Dezee benadering van grenzen is verder ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 3, met
namee in confrontatie met twee grote tradities in het wetenschaps- en techniek
onderzoek,, die tegenstrijdige modellen hanteren ten aanzien van dit soort
grenzen.. De eerste heb ik het kooi-model genoemd, een model dat vooral is
terugg te vinden in de functionalistische wetenschapssociologie, zoals bij
Mertonn of Luhmann. Deze benadering zoekt eerst een essentieel criterium om
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aa priori te bepalen welke activiteit als wetenschap en welke als politiek kan
wordenn aangemerkt, om vervolgens te analyseren wat er zich binnen de zo
afgebakendee domeinen afspeelt (of hooguit hoe deze domeinen zich tot elkaar
verhouden).. In het model van de naadloze netwerken, dat vooral is ontwikkeld
inn reactie op de kooi-modellen, wordt elke vorm van essentieel onderscheid
tussenn wetenschap en politiek over boord gezet. Deze traditie, in haar meest
scherpee formulering het best terug te vinden in de actor-netwerk theorie,
weigertt om vooraf analytische grenzen te trekken en wil juist vooral laten zien
hoee wetenschap en politiek onontwarbaar met elkaar zijn verweven.
Beidee tradities hebben grote moeite om de complexe taakverdelingen
diee ik heb laten zien, te beschrijven. Ze hebben de neiging om ofwel de
onderhandelingenn van het grenzenwerk weg te analyseren, door onderscheidenn als tussen wetenschap en politiek aan te brengen die in de praktijk maar
zeerr ten dele worden gehanteerd; of om deze onderhandelingen van de hand te
doenn als een triviale onderneming, die onderscheiden probeert aan te brengen
waarr die er eigenlijk niet zijn. Daarmee hebben beide tradities ook
tekortkomingenn om zich tot de praktijk van het organiseren van
deskundigheidd voor beleidsprocessen te verhouden en om verschillende
vormenn van taakverdeling tegen elkaar af te wegen. Ik heb betoogd dat het
wetenschaps-- en techniekonderzoek daartoe wel in staat kan zijn, als het de
tegenstellingg tussen beide modellen weet te overwinnen. Naar mijn mening is
hett mogelijk om grenzen ernstig te nemen en om taakverdelingen empirisch te
onderzoeken,, zonder daarmee in essentialistische criteria te vervallen, over
watt wel en niet als een wetenschappelijke kwestie kan worden beschouwd.
Datt impliceert echter ook dat wetenschaps- en techniekonderzoek meer oog
moett krijgen voor politieke theorie en niet langer participatie-democratie als
stoplapp kan blijven gebruiken voor alle complexe kwesties rond
taakverdelingenn tussen deskundigen en niet-deskundigen - een punt dat is
uitgewerktt in de epiloog.
Dee analyse van grenzen in regulerende regimes vanuit het oogpunt van
wetenschaps-- en techniekonderzoek draagt anderzijds ook waardevolle
inzichtenn bij aan de vergelijkende studie van (milieu)regulering. Het
onderzoekk vanuit bestuurskundige hoek dat daarnaar is gedaan, heeft voor de
wetenschaps-- en techniekonderzoeker vaak te weinig aandacht voor de rol die
deskundigenn spelen in regulering, zowel in de constructie als de uitvoering
ervan.. Aan de hand van vier criteria die reguleringsregimes kenmerken, heb ik
geprobeerdd om te laten zien dat het expliciet opnemen van deskundigheid in
vergelijkingenn scherpere inzichten kan opleveren. Deze criteria zijn: de mate
vann institutionalisering van collectieve taken, de aard van de relatie tussen de
staatt en maatschappelijke actoren, de (aard van) de betrokkenheid van
juridischee instituties in regulering, en de aard van de taakverdeling tussen
deskundigenn en beleidsmakers. Wat dan opvalt is dat de zogenaamde
'nationalee stijlen van regulering' lang niet altijd even sterk terug te vinden
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zijnn in alle reguleringsregimes van een land. Bovendien kunnen er zelfs sterke
overeenkomstenn zijn tussen regimes in verschillende landen, waar we
eigenlijkk grote verschillen hadden verwacht. In hoofdstuk 8 probeer ik dat
verschijnsell theoretisch te duiden door middel van 'policy windows' en
processenn van institutioneel isomorfisme, zonder daarmee empirisch
aanwijsbaree nationale patronen geheel van tafel te vegen.
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Regulatoryy regimes routinely evaluate environmental hazards of
chemicall substances. Whether pesticides, industrial chemicals, or
effluents,, complex procedures exist to assess their effects on
wildlife.. Heavily contested divisions of labour run through these
regimes:: between policy makers and expert scientists, but also
betweenn various fields of expertise. The book describes this
contestation,, the boundary work between ecologists and
|j
environmentall toxicologists, and the policy makers they work with.
Thee way these boundaries institutionalise have profound
consequencess for how we judge chemicals and for the selective
developmentt of scientific knowledge about them.
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